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Preface 

This is the first general survey of Semitic that mentions all the languages of this 
family, doing justice to the modem tongues such as the Arabic and Aramaic dia
lects and various languages of Ethiopia. Even the least-known Semitic language, 
Zway, is occasionally referred to in the chapter on the Silte group, inserted by me 
on the basis of data from Professor W. Leslau. 

For different reasons, every language could not be represented by a separate 
chapter. The chapters on the Phoenician and Eastern Canaanite, Sayhadic, Arabic 
and Modem Aramaic dialects, the varieties of Modem South Arabian, the Silte 
group, Amharic and Argobba all contain comparative material on closely related 
linguistic entities, and the one on Outer South Ethiopic presents descriptive sam
ples of an even more diverse group. The chapter on Ancient Hebrew deals with 
two distinct periods of the language: Biblical (itself subject to subdivision) and 
Mishnaic. 

We have tried to make the presentation as uniform as possible. Exactly the same 
pattern and terminology is, however, not realistic. First of all, several languages 
have a long linguistic tradition, including style of presentation and nomenclature. 
It seemed advisable to honor this. Secondly, in some cases the terms used reflect 
the author's theoretical approach and it would have been improper to impose an
other system on them. 

In one instance modem linguistic terminology was imposed: "case" is used 
loosely, as a functional element. Thus, not only declensions are subsumed but also 
prefixes, prepositions and postpositions. 

The most delicate case is the "tense vs. aspect" controversy: with which one of 
these categories do Semitic languages operate their verbal system, "tenses" like 
(a) "past," (b) "present-future" or "aspects" like (a) "completed" - "perfective" 
and (b) "noncompleted - imperfect(ive)" (where the two (a)'s and (b)'s are re
spectively equivalent)? I myself seem to be in a minority in being fully convinced 
that the relevant category is "tense." The majority of writers preferred aspectual 
terms. Yet this should not be taken at face value. For example, Professor Segert 
uses aspectuallabels but calls the actual forms "tenses." Professor Steiner diplo-

xv 



xvi PREFACE 

matically speaks of "tense and/or aspect" without separating them. Dr. Gutt uses 
the term "aspect" for the basic stem forms of the verb (including a non-aspectual 
one), and the complete forms based on these are called "tenses." Professors Wag
ner and Hudson use plain "tense." What matters is that in each chapter the use of 
the author's preferred term is always clearly illustrated. 

The wisest statement I know about this controversy was uttered by Professor 
Chaim Rabin in a lecture: "Semitic has either aspects that express tenses or tenses 
that express aspects." (In the printed version of this paper, Rabin n.d., this state
ment is not reproduced, only the term "tense" is used.) 

Another terminological problem, though always clear in the context used, is 
how to name basic forms of the verb and the derived forms such as "passive." In 
the Arabic tradition, Roman numeral + "form" is used. Hebrew imported its own 
term binyan (lit. 'building') into English; others use "stem" or "theme" (the latter 
is a Gallicism). The term "stem" is used by others for the internally vocalized form 
of the verb to which affixes are added, in agreement with the general linguists ' us
age. "Derivational class" is quite adequate and is used by Professor Wagner. 

Ethiopian Semitic has a special form for the verb of a nonfinal clause "coordi
nated" (at least this is the equivalent of a coordination) with a final clause. This 
has been traditionally called "gerund" (a Gallicism). More recently, "converb" 
was introduced. 

As far as transcription is concerned, I have respected the authors' preferences 
as much as possible. For the so-called "emphatic" consonants, underdot is the gen
erally accepted mark. For clarity Ii receives an overdot instead. These consonants 
are velarized in Arabic and Modem Aramaic. In Modem South Arabian and Ethi
opian they are glottalized!ejective (produced by closing the glottis, compressing 
the air in the mouth, then opening the dental, velar, etc., closure suddenly followed 
by the release of the glottal closure): glottalization is deemed to be the original ar
ticulation. The only disagreement concerns the alternate use of ~ or q for the same 
sound. 

Underline marks lenition in ancient Central Semitic, replaced by overline for p 
and g. The traditional letter b is used for dead languages, phonetically identical to 
x in the modem ones. 

Semitic a has been raised in Ethio-Semitic, yielding what IP A would transcribe 
as ['e], but is rendered as 6 by Marcel Cohen, and as ii by most specialists, though, 
in my opinion quite incorrectly, a is also used. This letter a is the standard symbol 
for the shwa, the least significant and most easily reducible vowel. For those who 
use this character for [~], the shwa is i. In this volume, independently of one an
other, Professor Wagner and Dr. Gutt chose a for the same [~] with the reasoning 
that their respective languages distinguish between long and short vowels, so that 
the correlation [a:/~] is more clearly rendered by using aa/a respectively. 

This brings us to the mark of length. In general linguistics a ":" symbol indi
cates length, but a number of linguists prefer reduplication, some the macron (for 
vowels only). Thus, there is equivalence in the following cases: m: = mm, a: = aa 
= ii. 
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1 Genetic Subgrouping of 
the Semitic Languages 

Alice Faber 

Models of Language Relatedness 
The question underlying, explicitly or implicitly, many discussions of the relation
ships among the Semitic languages is how appropriate for discovering such rela
tionships are methods developed by Indo-Europeanists. That is, can the traditional 
methods of comparative linguistics lead to insights about the relationships among 
the Semitic languages? Or, is it more appropriate to view the obvious resem
blances among the Semitic languages not as evidence of a shared linguistic heri
tage, but rather as resulting from the close cultural and geographic connections 
among communities speaking Semitic languages? 

Even raising the question of the suitability of genetic models for the Semitic 
language family suggests in some way that genetic models are not applicable to 
the Semitic languages. Indeed, Garbini (1972) has attributed the resemblances 
among the Semitic languages to the linguistic influence of successive waves of 
Amorite migrants into Mediterranean, Red Sea, and Indian Ocean littoral regions 
and into Mesopotamia. For Garbini, the similarities among the Semitic languages 
simply reflect the efficacy of Amorite linguistic imperialism. This view of Semitic 
linguistic history begs the question of what (if any) the relationships among the 
Semitic languages were, prior to the Amorite invasions. If the autochthonous 
Canaanite vernacular was not genetically related to Amorite, to what was it related 
and why does no evidence of that relationship survive? And, if it was related to 
Amorite, how? The import of these questions is that influence of one Semitic lan
guage on another cannot be treated in isolation from the original relationship 
among the languages. Similarly, the question of genetic relationships among the 
Semitic languages cannot be treated in isolation from their subsequent patterns of 
contact. In other words, genetic models of linguistic relatedness and areal models 
of mutual linguistic influence are complementary rather than competitive. Some 
similarities serve as evidence of genetic relationship, while others serve as evi
dence for mutual influence. 

In particular cases, it may be difficult - if not impossible - to determine whether 
a particular similarity between two Semitic languages results from their shared an-

3 



4 GENETIC SUBGROUPING OF THE SEMITIC LANGUAGES 

cestry or from subsequent contact. Nonetheless, part of the task of comparative re
construction - of any linguistic stock - is to distinguish similarities reflecting 
common ancestry from similarities reflecting influence of one language on an
other. That this distinction may be subtle does not mean that it is invalid. A further 
distinction is required between these two types of similarities, which both betoken 
linguistic relationship, and other similarities, which arise either by chance or are 
so "natural" that they recur in many, unrelated languages (see Hoenigswald 
(1960) on the comparative method and Greenberg (1957) for further discussion 
of methodology). 

The establishment of a linguistic subgroup requires the identification of inno
vations that are shared among all and only the members of that subgroup. As al
ready noted, random convergences and highly natural changes can prove 
misleading, and, hence, should be excluded. Areal features should also be ex
cluded, since these reflect not an ancestral language state but rather post-split con
tact. Given these considerations, it has been suggested that morphological 
innovations will provide the best guide to subgrouping in a language family 
(Hetzron 1976, with references). Certainly, the Semitic languages have the kind 
of rich inflectional and derivational morphology that should, in principle, be valu
able in the establishment of patterns of innovation. However, since many morpho
logical innovations in the Semitic languages involve vowel alternations and many 
of the ancient Semitic languages are preserved in scripts which provide little or no 
indication of vowel quality, morphological comparisons are not always complete; 
it can be difficult, therefore, to provide a specification of the changes that have oc
curred precise enough to chart patterns of innovation. Nonetheless, the principle 
underlying reliance on shared morphological innovations in establishing sub
groupings is sound. That is, more idiosyncratic innovations are less likely to have 
recurred independently. Morphological innovations are, by their nature, more 
likely to be idiosyncratic, but it is their idiosyncratic nature not their morphologi
cal nature that makes them valuable for sUbgrouping. While many phonological 
developments, like the change of *p to If I in Arabic and South Semitic, are so nat
ural as to be useless for sub grouping, it does not follow that all phonological de
velopments are natural and could have occurred independently many times in the 
history of a language family. 

These considerations lead to a further distinction, between innovations that may 
lead to the establishment of a subgroup and those that may be attributed to the 
common stage of a subgroup that has already been established. Many phonologi
cal innovations fall into this second class. Thus, the change of *ii to 0, attested in 
all Canaanite languages (see p. 5), as a relatively natural change may not be suf
ficient basis for establishing Canaanite as a subgroup of Semitic. But given the 
other features defining Canaanite and the wide attestation of 0 < *ii, there is no 
reason not to treat the development of 0 < *ii as a Proto-Canaanite innovation. 
Similarly, there is a sense in which loss of a form or distinction is as much an in
novation as addition of a form or distinction. Nevertheless, subgroups are gener
ally not posited only on the basis of a shared loss. However, as with 
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phonologically natural innovations, a shared loss may be attributed to a subgroup 
established on the basis of other, more conventional criteria. 

In the remainder ofthis chapter, I will outline two hypotheses regarding the in
ternal structure of the Semitic language group. The first hypothesis is traditional, 
based in large measure on the geographical distribution and cultural importance of 
the various Semitic languages. It is included simply because it is presented in most 
reference works on the Semitic languages as if it were established fact. In fact, 
there is little evidence supporting it. The second hypothesis, first proposed by 
Hetzron (1976), is based on principles of the sort discussed above. The morpho
logical and phonological innovations supporting Hetzron's proposal will be pre
sented in some detail. I will not discuss lexicostatistical approaches to the structure 
of the Semitic language family (e.g., Rabin 1975), since lexicostatistics is based 
on assumptions about rate of lexical replacement that may not be applicable to the 
Semitic languages. Furthermore, it is in practice subject to pragmatic difficulties 
involving semantic shifts and the identification of loanwords, as is clear from the 
discussion following Rabin (1975: 99-102). 

The Traditional Subgrouping of the Semitic Languages and its 
Cultural and Geographical Basis 
The traditional subgrouping of the Semitic languages, as presented in handbooks 
(e.g., Bergstrasser 1983; Brockelmann 1961; Moscati 1969; Ullendorff 1970) is 
shown below: 

East Semitic: Akkadian 
West Semitic 

Northwest Semitic 
Canaanite: Hebrew, Phoenician, Moabite 
Aramaic 

South Semitic 
Arabic 
Southeast Semitic 

Modern South Arabian: Jibbali, Mehri, ijarsiisi, Soqopi 
Ethio-Sabean 

OSA: Sabean, Qatabanian, Hadramauti, Minean 
Ethiopian Semitic 

This grouping is based on cultural and geographical principles (Moscati 1969: 4). 
That is, even though some of the divisions (e.g., West Semitic vs. East Semitic) 
are supported by patterns of innovation, the grouping itself was not formulated on 
an empirical basis. The group labels should be understood in terms of the geo
graphical distribution of languages. There are two major omissions, both due to 
the discovery of "new" languages. The first omission is U garitic, whose position 
is left unclear (it could be either Canaanite, in parallel with Hebrew and Phoeni
cian (Harris 1939), or a direct descendant of Northwest Semitic (Goetze 1941». 
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The second omission is Eblaite, discovered in the mid-1970s. Here the question is 
whether the language is approximately equivalent to Proto-West Semitic (or even, 
Proto-Northwest Semitic or Proto-Canaanite), a variant of Akkadian (East 
Semitic), or a third branch of Proto-Semitic. Since these omissions are not defects 
of the traditional model per se, but rather general problems for Semitic subgroup
ing, they will be discussed further below. 

A Model Based on Shared Innovations 
Investigation of the internal structure of the Semitic language family was placed 
on an empirical footing by Hetzron (1972,1973,1975,1976). Hetzron proposed, 
on the basis of shared morphological innovations, a grouping like that below; the 
grouping here incorporates modifications by Rodgers (1991) and Huehnergard 
(1992). 

East Semitic 
Akkadian 
Eblaite 

West Semitic 
Central Semitic 

Arabic 
Northwest Semitic 

Ugaritic 
Canaanite: Hebrew, Phoenician, Moabite, Ammonite, EI-Amama 
Aramaic 
Deir Alla 

South Semitic 
Eastern 

Soqotri 
Mehri, ijarsiisi, Jibbiili 

Western 
Old South Arabian 
Ethiopian Semitic 

North Ethiopic: Ge'ez, Tigre, Tigrinya 
Southern Ethiopic 

Transverse SE 
Amharic, Argobba 
Harari, East Gurage (Silte, Wolane, Ulbarag, Inneqor, Zway) 

OuterSE 
n group: Gafat, Soddo, Goggot 
tt group 

Muher 
West Gurage 

Miisqan 
Central/peripheral 

Central: Ezha, Chaha, Gura 
Peripheral: Gyeto, Ennemor, Endegen 
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Northwest Semitic in both models is identical and South Semitic in the second is 
equivalent to Southeast Semitic in the first. Thus, the primary difference between 
the groupings is Hetzron's suggestion that Arabic is more closely related to 
Canaanite and Aramaic than to Southeast Semitic; all three, Arabic, Canaanite, 
and Aramaic, constitute, for Hetzron, Central Semitic. Hetzron's (1972, 1975) 
methodology leads further to a division of Ethiopian Semitic into North Ethiopic 
(Ge'ez, Tigre, Tigrinya) and South Ethiopic. Hetzron subdivides Central Semitic 
into Canaanite and Arabic on the one hand and Aramaic on the other. This group
ing is not shown in the second model, since the innovative form that he bases the 
Arabo-Canaanite group on, the verbal PI. f. suffix -na/-na, is, in fact, found in 
early Aramaic texts and, thus, may be a retention from Central Semitic (Voigt 
1987: lOff.) or Proto-Semitic (Goldenberg 1977: 477; Huehnergard 1990: 283). 
The subgrouping of Central Semitic in the second model follows, instead, propos
als made by Huehnergard (1990, 1992, forthcoming), and that of South Semitic 
follows proposals made by Rodgers (1991 ); the subgrouping of Ethiopian Semitic 
follows that of Hetzron (1972, 1975). 

The Major Divisions 

East Semitic 
Until the discovery of the Eblaite texts, there was no reason to focus inquiry on 
the structure of East Semitic, since the only language assigned to that group was 
Akkadian, and Akkadian/East Semitic was what was left out of West Semitic. 
Based on onomastic material, for the most part, Eblaite was first thought to be 
West Semitic, perhaps even Proto-Canaanite (Pettinato 1975). However, more 
detailed analysis of the language of the texts revealed (1) that the language does 
not manifest the innovations common to West Semitic, let alone those defining 
Central Semitic and Canaanite, and (2) that the language shares several innova
tions with Akkadian. These latter innovations, noted by Huehnergard (1992), are 
the development of pI. m. adjectives in -ilt and the development of distinct sg. 2/3 
dative suffixes -kum and -sum. These features, not found in West Semitic, justify 
classifying Eblaite and Akkadian together as East Semitic. Huehnergard further 
notes that Eblaite is not a dialect of Akkadian, since there are several innovations. 
found in all Akkadian dialects, but not in Eblaite. Among these is the dissimilatory 
change of word-initial m to n in words containing another labial (von Soden 
1984). This treatment of Eblaite as an East Semitic sibling of Akkadian is com
patible with that of Caplice (1981), who suggests that Eblaite is neither Akkadian 
nor West Semitic, and that of Gelb, who suggests that the closest relative of 
Eblaite is Old Akkadian, without treating it as a dialect of Akkadian (1977: 25ff.; 
1981: 52). 
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West Semitic 

Suffix Conjugation as Past Tense 
The primary innovation that Hetzron (1976) identifies as characterizing West 
Semitic is the development of a suffix conjugation qatala (Hebrew bmao, Arabic 
kataba) denoting past tense actions. Akkadian has superficially similar stative 
constructions using similar suffixes, but both the meaning of the forms and the 
structure of the verb stem differ in crucial respects from the West Semitic. 

Prohibitive Marker *~al(a) 'Don't' 
A further innovation that can be traced to the West Semitic period is the prohibi
tive negative marker *~al 'don't' (Faber 1991), probably compounded from the 
inherited negative *~ayy and asseverative *la (for *la, see Huehnergard 1983). 
This negative particle is attested throughout West Semitic, with the exception of 
Arabic, as a prohibitive or as a marker of main clause negation. The latter function 
appears to be a South Semitic innovation (see p. 11). While *~ al is superficially 
similar to Akkadian ul, the older variant ula suggests that the Akkadian particle, 
is to be associated with the ancestor of Arabic wala instead (Faber 1991). 

Central Semitic 

Pharyngealization as a Secondary Articulation 
One of the major innovations defining the Central Semitic group is the develop
ment of a series of pharyngealized consonants. All of the Semitic languages have 
a third, emphatic series of consonants It,,! t ~ ti ~, generally reconstructed as glot
talic pressure consonants (Dolgopolsky 1977; Faber 1980, 1985, 1990). In Ethio
pian Semitic and in Modem South Arabian, they are glottalic pressure stops Is1 t1 
k11, while in Arabic and Neo-Aramaic, they are pharyngealized IsO to dO aDI and 
uvular Iq/. The Semitic languages known only from written records also had this 
third consonant series, but it is not always clear which realization - ejective or 
pharyngealized - they had. The dissimilatory change of one emphatic consonant 
to its non-emphatic counterpart in Akkadian roots containing two emphatics 
(Geers 1945) suggests that Akkadian emphatics were ejectives (Knudson 1961, 
Faber 1980, 1990), and the assimilation of It I to It! adjacent to M in Hebrew 
hitqattel verbs suggests that Hebrew had pharyngealized emphatics (Faber 1980, 
1990). Thus, it is only in Central Semitic that pharyngealized emphatics are ob
served. 

Non-Geminate Prefix Conjugation for Non-Past 
Central Semitic is characterized, according to Hetzron (1976), by several innova
tions in the verbal system. The most striking of these is the development of a new 
prefix conjugation for representation of nonpast events in main clauses. This 
yaqtulu form is superficially similar to the inherited jussive yaqtul, and replaced 
the inherited yaqattal nonpast, a form that is preserved in Ethiopian Semitic, 
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South Arabian, and Akkadian (Goldenberg 1977: 476--477; cf. Blau 1978: 27ff., 
Voigt 1987, Cohen 1984: 73-75, Zaborski 1991: 367). 

Within-Paradigm Generalization of Vowels in Prefix Conjugation 
No doubt related to the innovation of a new prefix conjugation is the leveling of 
prefix vowels in all prefix conjugations, new and old. In Akkadian, the four pre
fixes that occur in active, non-derived prefix conjugation verbs are ~a, ta, ni, and 
yi, and Hetzron (1973) plausibly suggests that this a-i alternation in Akkadian re
flects the Proto-Semitic state of affairs (cf. Blau 1978: 31-32). In Centl~l Semitic, 
however, all of the prefixes for a particular verb stem have the same vowel, a or 
i, depending on such factors as verb voice and, for Hebrew, the phonological 
shape of the verb stem. Hetzron' s proposal is that the a-i alternation depending on 
prefix was reanalyzed as an a-i alternation depending on verb stem in Central 
Semitic. The vowel a was later generalized in Arabic, while the a-i alternation in 
prefixes (yilmaovs. y:Jqum [< yaqumu]) was preserved in Hebrew, and, apparent
ly, in Ugaritic (Segert 1984: 60ff.); the Aramaic situation is less clear, due to the 
reduction of unstressed vowels in open syllables (yilmao vs. yaqum). While it is 
clear that in the Central Semitic languages all prefixes for a particular verb stem 
have the same vowel, it is less clear that Arabic ever had a stage in which any ac
tive non-derived verbs had i prefixes. 

Generalization of -t- in Suffix Conjugation Verbs 
As noted above, the innovation of the qatala suffix conjugation past tense form 
characterized West Semitic. The general shape of the suffixes for this conjugation 
was -(C)v(C). The initial consonant for the 1st person singular suffix was k and 
for all 2nd person suffixes it was t, as in the Akkadian stative as well. However, 
in Central Semitic, t was generalized throughout the paradigm. Thus, Arabic has 
katabtu 'sg. l' and katabta 'sg. 2m.'. 

Development of Compound Negative Marker *bal 
The survey of Semitic negative markers in Faber (1991) reveals a set of negative 
adverbs, conjunctions, and prepositions found only in Central Semitic. These 
forms, like Hebrew bli 'without', Ugaritic/phoenician bl 'not', and Arabic bal 'on 
the contrary', are of uncertain etymology, although they appear to involve rein-, 
forcement of an inherited Afroasiatic negative marker *b with either the Proto
Semitic negative *la or the asseverative *la that was its source (Faber 1991). 

Northwest Semitic 
Huehnergard (1990, 1992, forthcoming) suggests that the major split in Central 
Semitic was between Arabic and Northwest Semitic, noting that this view entails 
no change in the composition of Northwest Semitic, only a change in which lan
guages are seen as its closest neighbors. The two major innovations characterizing 
Northwest Semitic are the change of word-initial *w to /y/ (with the exception of 
the letter name waw and the conjunction w-), and the double plural marking of 
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qVtl nouns with both a between the final two consonants and a suffixed plural 
marker (Harris 1939: 8-9; Huehnergard forthcoming). While doubly marked plu
ral forms like Hebrew daplim 'flags' (sg. dcycl < *digl) and, possibly, Ugaritic 
rasm 'heads' (sg. ris) are superficially similar to Arabic broken plurals, a struc
ture that is arguably a retention from Proto-(West) Semitic (see below), the oblig
atory double plural marking of these nouns represents an innovative combination 
of inherited morphological material. Also peculiar to Northwest Semitic is the as
similation of I to q in forms of the verb *lql;l 'take' in which the two would be ad
jacent, e.g., Hebrew yiqqal;l < *yilqal;l) 'he will take' (Harris 1939: 9). Finally, 
Huehnergard (in press) notes the metathesis of t in the reflexive verb prefix (h) it
with aroot-initial sibilant in such verbs as Hebrew histammer « *hit-sammer) as 
a possible Northwest Semitic innovation. 

Canaanite 
Huehnergard identifies three innovations shared in Canaanite (Hebrew, Phoeni
cian, Moabite, Ammonite, and the substratum for EI-Amama Akkadian). The first 
of these is the change of a to i in the first syllable of the derived D and C stems 
limmid and hilmid. The Canaanite languages also show the change of the sg. 1 
verb agreement suffix from -tu to -ti (Harris 1939: 10). Finally, in Canaanite, the 
pI. 1 suffix -nu was generalized to genitive and accusative pronominal forms from 
the independent pronoun >anuPanal;lnu 'we' and suffix conjugation verbs. The 
change of *ii to 0, noted throughout Canaanite, may also represent a Proto
Canaanite innovation, although Harris (1939: 44-45) suggests rather post-split 
diffusion. 

Aramaic 
As Huehnergard notes, most of the innovations generally considered Aramaic are 
not observed in the oldest Aramaic inscriptional material. It is therefore difficult 
to find innovations that can be said to characterize all and only Aramaic lan
guages. One candidate, suggested by Huehnergard, is generalization of the pI. 1 
suffix -na to the independent pronoun and to the suffix conjugation from the gen
itive and accusative pronominal forms. That is, given two inherited pI. 1 suffixes, 
-nu and -na, Canaanite generalized one and Aramaic the other. Aramaic is also 
characterized according to Huehnergard (forthcoming) by loss of the passive N 
stem (Hebrew nilmao) and the development of a new causative reflexive hittag
mar replacing earlier >istagmar (Arabic istaktaba). 

Ugaritic 
In 1941 Albrecht Goetze published a paper asking the question "Is U garitic a 
Canaanite dialect?" Despite Goetze's impressive list of Canaanite features that are 
absent in Ugaritic, this question is today most often given an affirmative answer 
(e.g., "Zum Kanaanaischen rechnen die meisten auch das U garitische." (von 
Soden 1984: 16)). The alternative, of course, is that it was a Northwest Semitic 
sibling of Canaanite, partaking in the Northwest Semitic innovations, but not the 
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Canaanite ones. Now, Ugaritic did participate in the Central Semitic and North
west Semitic innovations outlined above. But with the Canaanite innovations, the 
situation is murkier, since all concern vowel shifts in specific morphemes and the 
Ugaritic consonantal orthography will only in case of a vowel abutting ~ indicate 
vowel quality. Thus, it is not clear whether the sg. 1 verb suffix in Ugaritic was -tu 
or -ti (Goetze 1941: 132); and it is not clear whether any 1st person plural pro
nominal form ended in -u or -a, although Goetze (1941: 132n.) suggests on the 
basis of onomastic evidence that the 1st person plural genitive marker was -na, not 
-nu as in Canaanite. It is clear, however, from cuneiform forms like a-na-ku that 
Ugaritic did not participate in the *ii to 0 change, and, according to Huehnergard 
(1990: 285n.), it is clear from cuneiform forms like sa-Ii-rna 'has paid' that 
Ugaritic did not have i in the first syllable of D stem verbs either. Thus, Ugaritic 
was probably not Canaanite, but rather a Northwest Semitic sibling of Canaanite. 

South Semitic 

Generalization of -k- in Suffix Conjugation Verbs 
As noted earlier, the West Semitic suffix conjugation had some suffixes beginning 
with k and some with t. While the t was generalized in Central Semitic, in South 
Semitic it was the k that was generalized throughout the suffix conjugation para
digm. So Ethiopian languages have suffixes based on -ku 'sg. l' and -ka 'sg. 2m.'. 

Generalization of *( ~ )al as Verbal Negative 
One of the innovations listed above as characterizing West Semitic was the devel
opment of prohibitive *~ al. This marker was generally retained in Central Semitic 
as a prohibitive, but in South Semitic it was generalized as an indicative marker 
of negation. It is attested in Epigraphic South Arabian texts meaning 'not' and as 
a pre-verbal negative particle in Modern South Arabian and in Ethiopian Semitic; 
in Ethiopian Semitic, it cooccurs with a post-verbal -m in negative main clauses. 
Thus, the change of *~al from a prohibitive to a marker of sentential negation is 
characteristic of South Semitic. 

Eastern (Modern South Arabian) 
The primary innovation separating Modern South Arabian from the rest of South 
Semitic (Ethiopian Semitic and Old South Arabian) is the prefixed definite article 
of the form C(a) where C is one of {} i) h} (Rodgers 1991). 

Western 
The Western South Semitic group, consisting of Ethiopian Semitic and Old South 
Arabian, is characterized, according to Rodgers (1991), by the development offi
nite uses for non-finite verb forms; that is infinitives and/or gerundives are used 
in serial constructions in which the first verb is finite but the others are not. 
Hetzron (1975: 113) notes the widespread distribution of these 'converbal' con
structions in Ethiopian Semitic, but not the Old South Arabian parallels. 
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Ethiopian Semitic 
Although virtually all discussions of Semitic subgrouping assume a single Ethio
pian Semitic branch which later split into North Ethiopic and South Ethiopic, there 
is virtually no linguistic evidence for such a Common Ethiopian stage. Yet as 
Hetzron (1972: 17, 122) notes, neither is there any evidence that the diverse forms 
attested in North and South Ethiopic do not reflect a stage of shared descent from 
South Semitic that is independent of Old and Modern South Arabian. Hetzron 
(1972: 18; 1975: 113) suggests that the pan-Ethiopian compounds of the form 
'X+ say' (e.g., Amharic ambi ala 'refuse') represent a Proto-Ethiopian calque of 
a Cushitic structure. Also probably Proto-Ethiopian is the existential verb *hlw 
(Amharic alia), which is morphologically perfect but semantically present tense, 
and which cooccurs with temporal prefixes (Amharic s-) that otherwise only oc
cur with imperfects (Hetzron 1972: 18; 1975: 113). 

The internal structure of Ethiopian Semitic presented here follows Hetzron 
(1972, 1975). Ethiopian Semitic is divided into two branches, North Ethiopic and 
South Ethiopic. Hetzron provides no evidence supporting grouping Ge'ez, Tigre, 
and Tigrinya together as North Ethiopic. However, all three of these languages 
have replaced the inherited South Semitic verbal negative >al with >iPay, attested 
elsewhere in Semitic but with more restricted uses (e.g. Hebrew >i-X 'un-X'). 
Hetzron treats the North Ethiopic >i as a phonological variant of >al, but without 
mentioning the extra-Ethiopian parallels for it (Faber 1991). The unity of South 
Ethiopic is more secure, resting on several analogical changes in verb stems. For 
type A verbs, the linked changes of perfect sabara/imperfect yasabbar (preserved 
in Ge'ez) to sabbaralyasabar can be attributed to a common SE period. Likewise 
the analogical extension of the stem vowel e in the imperfect of type B yaJe!!am to 
the perfectJe!!ama (cf. Ge'ezJa$$amii) is common SE. 

The Position of Arabic 
The primary difference between the two proposals for Semitic subgrouping out
lined in this chapter is the affiliation of Arabic. Is it a sibling of South( east) Sem
itic, or is it a Central Semitic sibling of Northwest Semitic? The issues regarding 
the classification of Arabic have been explicitly and clearly laid out by Diem 
(1980). Arabic shares features with both Northwest and Southeast Semitic, and if 
one set of features is to be treated as shared innovations, the other must be treated 
as the result of chance factors or of structural influence of another language on Ar
abic. Discussion of the affiliation of Arabic generally concedes the similarities be
tween Arabic and Northwest Semitic, and focuses on the appropriate analysis of 
features that occur in Arabic and Southeast Semitic. These features include: (1) 
the unconditioned change of * p to Iff; (2) the existence of verb stems with a long 
first vowel (kiitaba, takiitaba); (3) broken plurals, that is, plurals formed by pre
fixation and/or internal change rather than by suffixation (e.g., Tigre 
qabart>aqbar(t) 'tomb'). Advocates of grouping Arabic with Southeast Semitic 
(Blau 1978; Diem 1980) treat these features, especially the second and third, as 
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shared innovations; the features that Arabic and Northwest Semitic share are then 
attributed to convergence or diffusion. Advocates of grouping Arabic with North
west Semitic (Hetzron 1973, 1976; Goldenberg 1977; Huehnergard 1990, 1992, 
forthcoming), on the other hand, treat the five similarities between Arabic and 
Northwest Semitic (see pp. 8-9) as common inheritance; the similarities between 
Arabic and Southeast Semitic are treated then as retentions of constructions that 
have been replaced in Akkadian and Northwest Semitic. 

Advocates of the former point of view stress the agreement between Ge' ez and 
Arabic in plurals of specific nouns; however, when Tigre, Tigrinya, and the South 
Arabian languages, both Old and Modem, are included in the picture, much less 
agreement is evident. For example, forty-nine Sabean nouns in Beeston, et at. 
(1982) form the plural with prefixed) , presumably reflecting a )vCCvC template. 
Seven of them have apparentJibbaIi cognates (Johnstone 1981); only one of these 
(tJr 'tomb' < ...Jl5.br) has a sound plural (~br{n), but the other six, in contrast with 
their Sabean cognates, pluralize by internal modification alone, with no prefix
ation. Advocates of the latter point of view rely instead on relic broken plural 
forms in Hebrew and Syriac (e.g., Heb. rEXEV 'riders', sg. roxev) that suggest an 
earlier language stage in which internal pluralization strategies were more wide
spread than they are in attested stages of Northwest Semitic languages. Similarly, 
Hebrew domem verbs, generally treated as a variant of limmeo restricted to verbs 
with identical second and third consonants, are formally equivalent to Arabic 
kiitaba. Advocates of a Central Semitic Arabic suppose that the complementarity 
of domem and limmeo is a later development, while advocates of a South Semitic 
Arabic treat the formal similarity of domem and kiitaba as coincidental (see fur
ther Fleisch 1944: 18). 
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2 Scripts of Semitic 
Languages 

Peter T. Daniels 

Most Semitic languages are known to us only because they were written down. 
Without writing, we would have only Arabic, South Arabian, Aramaic, and Ethi
opic dialects; were it not for ancient literacy, we would have no Bible, no Qur'an, 
no hint even of Mesopotamian civilization. 

Scripts have customarily been classified according to the schema set forth by 
Isaac Taylor (1883, vol. 1: 6), distinguishing logographic, syllabic, and alphabetic 
writing. But this is not adequate; it has resulted in much fruitless wrangling in past 
decades over what to call, for instance, the Phoenician script. For the scripts of the 
Semitic languages, five categories are needed: logography, syllabary, abjad, al
phabet, and abugida. A sixth, featural script, appears when Arabic script is adapt
ed to non-Semitic languages. 

Writing is a system of more or less permanent marks representing an utterance 
in such a way that it can be recovered more or less exactly without the intervention 
of the utterer. Logographic writing uses one character to represent one mor
pheme. Such are Chinese script and Sumerian script (where each root or affix is 
represented by one character). In a syllabary, each character represents a syllable, 
ordinarily a simple open syllable with one consonant followed by one vowel 
(CV). The characters for syllables containing the same consonant or the same 
vowel generally bear no resemblance among themselves. An abjad (also known 
as a consonantary), in its pristine form, is a script wherein each character denotes 
a consonant and wherein vowels are not represented at all. Such a script has arisen 
once, to write some early Semitic tongue, and its organizing principle has under
gone a considerable variety of developments across the times and places of its use. 
(The English word "abjad" is borrowed from the Arabic term for the letters of the 
script when taken in their ancestral order, as when they are used with their numer
ical values; it is a simple vocalization of the first four letters in that order.) An al
phabet, ideally, includes a character for each segmental phoneme of the language 
it represents. Only one has ever been independently invented, the Greek alphabet, 
and from this have developed all the alphabets of Europe, which in tum have be
come the dominant script type of the modem world. (The English word "alpha-

16 
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bet" combines the names of the first two letters of the Greek ancestor.) An 
abugida is a script that uses characters for ev syllables wherein the several char
acters for some consonant plus the language's array of vowels are modifications 
of the character for that consonant followed by the unmarked vowel (phonemi
cally fat). (The English word "abugida" is borrowed from the Amharic term for 
the letters of the script when taken in the order known from the Ge'ez translitera
tions of the Hebrew letter names found in the superscriptions of the sections of 
Psalm 119, as used in liturgy; it takes the first four consonants and the first four 
vowels in their traditional order of presentation.) In a featural script, features 
(characteristics) of the written characters represent distinctive features within the 
phonology of the language. 

History of Scripts of Semitic Languages 
This chapter is called "Scripts of Semitic Languages" rather than "Semitic 
Scripts" or "Semitic Writing" because Semitic scripts underlie virtually every 
script in use outside East Asia today. Similarly at the other end of the story, at the 
beginning of history, the script of the early Semitic languages was not Semitic 
writing. Those first languages - Akkadian, Eblaite, Amorite, and doubtless others 
that have not been excavated - used a script borrowed from a language whose 
speakers seem to have been present in Mesopotamia before speakers of Semitic. 
That language is Sumerian; that script is logosyllabic cuneiform. 

Logosyllabary 
Sumerian is a largely monosyllabic, agglutinative language. This kind of structure 
seems to have been a necessary ingredient for the independent invention of writ
ing: it is characteristic of the languages hosting the two other certain cases of in
dependent invention, Archaic Chinese and Mayan, as well. When a civilization 
begins to write things down, what it writes down generally seems to be things that 
would not be spoken, and the resulting records are, in the Near East, economic 
documents: inventories of livestock and goods, lists of laborers, soon lists of 
everything within the writers' ken. 

Some time perhaps in the second half of the fourth millennium BCE, accountants 
began pressing into lumps of clay marks - originally pictorial, but soon conven
tionalized; they are called signs - that represented livestock and commodities and 
quantities. Owners' names also needed to be written: because the objects depicted 
had names composed of single syllables, the marks inherently represented ~hose 
syllables as well; so the syllables composing the names could be recorded with the 
marks that also designated the objects. (The syllables represented could be ev, 
ve, or eve in shape.) The names were preceded by a mark indicating that the 
group of marks represented a name. At a later stage in recording Sumerian prose, 
some verbs and abstractions could be indicated by signs for related objects ("go" 
with "leg," "light" with "sun"); then additional words and affixes that could not 
be represented by pictures could also be written using only the sounds associated 
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with signs. As help in interpretation, a series of determinatives, like the name 
sign mentioned earlier, could mark words falling into categories like "city," 
"bird," "wooden object," and so on. 

The earliest Akkadian was written very like Sumerian: at first grammatical ele
ments were not included, and only word order can suggest whether a particular 
passage was intended for Sumerian or Akkadian; but soon the full panoply of re
sources was in use: phonetic, logographic, and determinative signs. The range of 
consonants in Semitic, however, is richer than that in Sumerian, and certain pho
netic signs did double or multiple duty in a principled way: the consonant in any 
VC sign represented the voiceless, voiced, and emphatic members of the set at one 
point of articulation (e.g. t/d/!); initial consonants, too, only gradually received 
fully specified representations. Signs with semivowels represented them with any 
of the vowels. Moreover, when logograms took on Akkadian as well as Sumerian 
readings, the phonetic values of the signs could reflect either the Sumerian or the 
Akkadian reading (e.g. ~n¢ sag, ris; cf. Sum. SAG, Akk. re§u 'head'). All told, 
around six hundred signs were used across the history of the language, but no 
more than about two hundred were of common occurrence at any particular time 
and place. 

In their pictorial stage, the signs were incised by drawing fine lines in the clay 
with a pointed object. They were conventionalized by replacing the drawn lines 
with impressed wedges, made by touching the comer of a triangular prism, prob
ably a reed, to the clay, at various orientations, so the script is called cuneiform 
(cf. Latin cuneus 'wedge'). 

Signs became gradually simpler, requiring fewer strokes of the stylus to com
plete, and there are characteristic treatments of recurring patterns of strokes, but 
the system retained its integrity for well over 2,500 years, into the first century CE 

(the latest known dated text is from the year 75). One can tell at a glance whether 
a particular inscription is Babylonian or Assyrian, early or late, and once one is 
accustomed to the handwriting of a certain period, the identification of the signs 
is not difficult. 

Abjad 

Origin 
In the absence of any evidence whatsoever regarding the origin of the abjad, spec
ulation has centered on the morphological structure of Semitic: according to the 
traditional view, Semitic words are composed of interdigitated consonantal 
"roots" and vocalic "patterns." Recognition has been growing, though, that 
Semitic word formation is not thus unique among the languages of the world, but 
can be efficiently described according to familiar patterns of bases, ablauts, and 
affixes; note that Semitic word structure did not result in a restructuring of Sum
erian cuneiform into vowellessness when it came to be used for Akkadian. 

The invention of the abjad resulted from a rather subtle observation. It has re
peatedly been shown that it is not "segments" of the speech stream or phonemes 
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of a language that are accessible to the consciousness of a speaker; unless people 
can read an alphabetic script, they cannot isolate stretches of speech smaller than 
a syllable. (Hence the primacy of syllabic writing.) Phonetically similar syllables 
were apparently not at first recognized to share any similarity, so that e.g. cunei
form signs ~m ta, HT( ti, and -~T tu show no graphic similarity. There does, 
however, exist a Mesopotamian signlist that brings together phonetically similar 
syllables: it groups ta, ti, and tu; it also groups ~E:T at, ~ it, and ~T ut - but it 
does not group these two triplets together. (Significantly, a copy of this list from 
Ugarit, where an abjad was in use, does give evidence that the sets were recog
nized as related.) Thus a segmental consciousness was emerging. 

Further stimulus toward recognition of segments may have come from certain 
orthographic practices used for Hurrian, an unaffiliated language written with Me
sopotamian cuneiform. A CV syllable (regardless of vowel length) was often 
written CVi-Vi, with the vowel inherent in the CV sign repeated by an independent 
vowel sign - so that the CV sign in effect denoted only its inherent consonant. A 
second possibly relevant practice is found at the Hittite capital, Bogazkoy. The 
sign ~T- PI represents wa, we, wi, and wu in cuneiform. When Hittite scribes 
wrote foreign languages (including Hurrian), they would add a subscript H a, 
==n e, ~ i, or ~m~ u to the ~T-. This would seem to represent another sort of seg
mental consciousness. 

Development 
Often placed at the head of the stream of Semitic texts are the few "Proto-Sinai tic" 
inscriptions, found on votive objects from a mining settlement in the Sinai dating 
to the mid or even early second millennium BCE, but there is little evidence to sup
port the language identification. More secure is the place of the handful of "Proto
Canaanite" characters at or near the wellspring: they are dated as far back as the 
early seventeenth century BCE, but the oldest that can be securely interpreted are 
the al-Khadr arrowheads, probably from the twelfth to the eleventh centuries. Not 
long afterward, probably, the earliest surviving recognizably Phoenician inscrip
tions were written. Another descendant of the ancestor of Phoenician is the South 
Semitic branch, in tum ancestral to the Epigraphic South Arabian and the Old 
North Arabic scripts. Materials have not been found that might clarify the early 
history of the southern branch, but some examples of cursive South Arabian have 
only recently been discovered. 

Ugaritic 
Earlier than the earliest Phoenician, though, is the first sizable abjad-written cor
pus: the tablets from Ugarit and environs composed in a variety of the Semitic ab
jad written on clay, beginning probably before 1300 BCE. Here, perhaps because 
of the need to write the Hurrian language, in which syllables could begin with 
vowels as well as consonants, the letter which elsewhere represented> was used 
only before a; additional letters represented> before i and > before u (they are 
transliterated d, t, and 14 as a reminder that the letters do not represent vowels or 
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syllables). There are two varieties: a longer one, written left to right, used in the 
city of U garit itself; and a shorter one, containing the twenty-two letters still found 
in Hebrew, usually written right to left. The few texts using this fonn are nearly 
all from outside Ugarit. 

Phoenician 
Sufficient materials survive from the first millennium BCE (more plentifully from 
the later periods, of course) to follow the development of the abjad from its early 
Phoenician fonn to the considerable diversity of scripts that were in use as long as 
the diversity of Semitic languages persisted. While most communities allowed the 
abjad to change gradually over the generations, the tradition represented initially 
by the Hebrews and to this day by the Samaritans was very conservative, and has 
preserved a set of letter fonns that is close to the ancestral shapes of 3,000 years 
ago. When the Dead Sea Scrolls were written, this script was still recognized as 
(ancient and thus?) holy. A few of the Scrolls are entirely in a revival of it called 
Paleo-Hebrew script, and in others, the Tetragrammaton appears in it, embedded 
in text using the Square Hebrew which'is current to this day. 

Aramaic 
Square Hebrew is a fonn of the Aramaic branch of the abjad, apparently adopted 
by the Jewish community during the Babylonian Exile. Soon after the epigraphic 
record begins, about the tum of the first millennium BCE, a trend to two different 
styles of writing appears. The script of Phoenician proper is more angular, while 
that associated primarily with Aramaic languages becomes more curvaceous. 
(Canaanite languages, such as Ammonite, could also be written with Aramaic 
script, well before its adoption for Hebrew.) A possible explanation for this trend 
is that - as the (Imperial) Aramaic language became the lingua franca of succes
sive Near Eastern empires - Aramaic script was widely used throughout the Fer
tile Crescent, so a tendency to cursiveness was tolerated, then encouraged, as 
writing became increasingly part of everyday life and speed in producing docu
ments became desirable. In contrast, (allowing for accidents of preservation) 
Phoenician seems to have been written in fewer different circumstances, affording 
the script less opportunity to "evolve" through the centuries. The more cursive as
pect of its later offshoot, Punic, suggests that Punic in tum came to be written 
more often in more contexts. The cursivity of the script of the Aramaic-writing 
community led at first to distinctive fonns for some letters at the ends of words 
(the trend is already noticeable in the Aramaic papyri from Elephantine, fifth cen
tury BCE), and - by the tum of the era - in many areas to the writing of groups of 
letters, up to entire words, without lifting the pen. 

Several corpora written with cursive versions of the Aramaic abjad have sur
vived from the early first millennium CE (Klugkist 1982), but insufficient mate
rials for working out the interrelations among them are available. They include: 
Nabatean, the ancestor of Arabic script, used (by an Arab tribe to write a fonn of 
Aramaic) around the rock-hewn city of Petra in modem Jordan and subsequently 
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throughout the Sinai (the latter graffiti are known as "Sinaitic"); Palmyrene, from 
the majestic city-state of Palmyra; Hatran, used in the northern part of the Ara
maophone region; Edessan, which developed into Syriac script; Mandaic, still in 
use by practitioners of a Gnostic religion; and the little-known Elymaic, from 
Elam in modern Iran, which seems to have been the main starting point for the 
scripts of the Iranian and Altaic languages that eventually spread all across Inner 
Asia. Some form of Imperial Aramaic script also underlay the Kharoshthi script 
used for Indic languages in northwest India in the fifth century BCE, and recent 
studies of the origin of Brahmi, the main ancestral script of India, attested only 
since the fourth century BCE, suggest that it was at least influenced by Kharoshthi 
(rather than based directly on an Aramaic script, as has generally been held). 

Contemporary Reflections of Aramaic 
The abjads that are still in use are the Mandaic, the Arabic, the Syriac, and the He
brew. Each of the four has survived because it was the vehicle of sacred scripture, 
and for "Peoples of the Book," the physical instantiation of scripture is itself 
sacred: it is more or less sacrilegious to transfer the sacred text to some other writ
ten medium (even to translate it is more or less inappropriate). 

Only a handful of pre-Islamic Arabic inscriptions are known, and it is clear the 
script was in crisis: different letters were nearly indistinguishable, and the larger 
consonantal inventory of Arabic was not well served by the abjad that was ade
quate for Canaanite and Aramaic. The scribal solution was to merge the letter 
shapes into just over a dozen forms, and to distinguish them with obligatory pat
terns of dots; the dots reflect letter history (distinguishing those whose basic 
shapes had converged) and, for the newly accommodated consonants, phonetic 
similarity. As Islam was brought to preliterate populations, the Arabic script was 
adapted on the same principles to the writing of the native languages. The ensuing 
cultural diversity, coupled with a prohibition of depictions of the human form, has 
led to a glorious variety of calligraphic styles and elaboration employed in Muslim 
art and architecture throughout the world. 

Syriac Christianity, divided both between Roman and Persian imperial control 
and by Christo logical schism, developed two distinctive versions of the script 
from the earlier Estrangelo (either "round" or "gospel writing"): Jacobite or Serto 
("[simple] stroke") in the west, which is usually found in European printing; and 
Nestorian in the east, which is now called East Syriac because it is the form gen
erally used by speakers of Modern Aramaic, whichever church they adhere to. 
"Assyrian" orthography dates from the work of American missionaries in Kurdi
stan in the 1820s and is deliberately archaizing and not language specific. Some 
Jewish Modern Aramaic documents are known from a few centuries earlier, and 
they are written phonetically using Hebrew characters. 

With the Jewish Diaspora, regional varieties of Hebrew script emerged every
where. Square Hebrew remained the script of the sacred books, and is the standard 
form used in modern Israel. Of the many varieties, the broad designations 
"Sephardic" and "Ashkenazi" remain relevant: the script known (ahistorically) as 
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"Rashi," used for rabbinic commentaries, represents the former, and Modern 
Hebrew cursive handwriting perpetuates the latter. Hebrew script could be used 
for local languages wherever there were Jews, and one criterion for identifying a 
"Jewish language" such as Yiddish is that such orthography exists. 

Alphabet 
The aforementioned transfer of abjadic writing from Semitic-speakers to Greek
speakers was probably inevitable, but the emergence of alphabetic writing was an 
accident. It took no great Greek genius to deliberately devise letters for vowels; 
they were a virtually automatic result of the fact that the Greek language uses few
er consonantal phonemes than Northwest Semitic. Syllables beginning with laryn
geal consonants and with semivowels in Semitic were heard by Greeks as 
beginning with vowels, so naturally, when, say, a Phoenician (or Aramaic?) 
scribe was explaining the script to an inquisitive Greek would-be scribe, perhaps 
by saying the names of the letters, the Greek would hear [>alp] as lalp/, [1).£t] as 
let/, fjo:d] as liot/, and so on. This would seem to be an ordinary sort of market
place transaction, and hardly needs to be explained as a yearning to notate Greek 
oral epics, still less as a manifestation of Aryan genius. 

Vowel Letters 
It is, moreover, not correct to claim that the abjad could notate only consonants. 
In even the oldest Aramaic inscription yet known, there are what are called matres 
lectionis ('mothers of reading'). These are certain letters - some occurrences of 
~, h, w, y, and occasionally C - that indicate not their consonantal value, but the 
presence of a phonetically similar vowel. Their origin is historical: consonants 
continued to be written after they had been lost from the spoken languages in some 
positions, and came to be interpreted as standing for the vowels that remained. 
Earliest, apparently, were final vowels no longer followed by ~ or h; word
internally, diphthongs ay and aw contracted to e and {J respectively; and y or w 
came to represent i and u in addition. The process was carried through most con
sistently in Aramaic; in its orthographic descendant Arabic, every ii is represented 
by ~ as well. Mandaic is so thorough in its use of vowel letters as to have almost 
devised an alphabet. 

Vowel Points 
The Semitic abjad first became a full alphabet at the hands of Syriac grammarians. 
Perhaps because they were familiar with Greek, they recognized that it was pos
sible and useful to explicitly notate all the vowels. Perhaps the large number of 
Greek and Iranian loanwords in Syriac - where vowel indication was perhaps less 
dispensible - provided the impetus toward devising such notation. But the Greek 
model, which would involve inserting vowel letters within the spellings of words, 
was not followed, for two reasons: the text of scripture was sacred as it had been 
transmitted through the generations, and could not be disfigured by insertions 
(this argument holds for Hebrew and Arabic as well); and if anew way of writing 
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Syriac came into fashion, all older manuscripts would become unreadable by the 
next generation of students. So ways were found to optionally notate vowels with
out infringing on the consonantal text. The resulting vocalization schemes, involv
ing marks added above or below the line of letters, are known as vowel pointing 
(or punctuation), and not, contrary to several popular accounts of Semitic writ
ing, matres lectionis. 

Syriac 
The earliest manuscripts in Syriac Estrangelo already employ several diacritic 
points. A pair of dots over a word indicates a plural. Where distinct words share a 
consonantal spelling, a dot above a letter indicates a "fuller" syllable (typically 
with a), and a dot under indicates a syllable with a lesser vowel or vowellessness: 
t<~ ~ I:!tiga 'a work', t<~ ~ al:!dti 'a servant'. Since such dots could distin
guish perfect forms from participial forms (l~ qtal-lthg qtitel respectively), 
they came to mark such grammatical distinctions even when they contradicted the 
phonetic indications of the dots (~stim 'he placed [pf.]'). 

Gradually, combinations of dots came into use in the East Syriac region to in
dicate shades of vowel color, with the full system distinguishing seven vowels by 
the ninth century CEo In the west, where Greek influence was strong, vowels could 
be specified with small Greek letters placed above or below the consonant which 
was followed by the vowel. Either system of vowel notation remained optional. 
Only in Modern Aramaic texts are vowel points - always the dot system - oblig
atory. 

Hebrew 
For Hebrew, a sequence of manuscripts illustrating the development of vowel 
pointing does not exist. As Hebrew ceased to be a spoken language, scholars -
Masoretes - in several parts of the Jewish world devised schemes for notating 
vowels (and also the liturgical chants, which related in ways not well understood 
to the syntactic structure of the text). The Babylonian and Palestinian pointings 
eventually gave way to the Tiberian, which is the style found in today's Bible edi
tions and is occasionally u_sed for clarification of Modem Hebrew texts, such as 
poetry and elementary schoolbooks. 

Arabic 
Arabic, with its full complement of matres lectionis and its limited set of three 
vowels (short and long), quickly settled on a simple set of vowel diacritics. The 
full Arabic writing system, however, is morphophonemic ally quite complicated, 
allegedly because the consonantal text of the Qur' an was established by speakers 
of one dialect, and the vowel and other diacritics were added according to a dif
ferent dialect. 

Ahugida 
A scattering of Sabean inscriptions is found in Eritrea. Early in the history of the 
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Aksumite kingdom, shortly after 300 CE, missionaries succeeded in converting the 
king and the kingdom to Christianity, and simultaneously, vowel notation appears 
in the inscriptions beginning with the middle of the reign of King Ezana. The Ethi
opic script was thus the first Semitic script to notate vowels consistently, and it 
does so in a way unique within the Semitic sphere: it uses the technique followed 
in India, of taking a basic consonantal shape to represent the consonant followed 
by a and modifiying that shape to represent the consonant followed by the other 
vowels (or no vowel). This technique may have been introduced by Christian mis
sionaries from India; it seems unlikely that it was introduced by Greek or Coptic 
missionaries, whose alphabets provided separate letters for the vowels. The earli
est surviving Ge'ez manuscripts date only from the fourteenth century, but the 
script changed little between its development and then, or between then and now. 

Script Direction 
Fairly early in the development of cuneiform, a 90 degree rotation in the direction 
of writing became established, so that the ancestral pictograms face upward and 
the lines of text are horizontal, reading left to right. 

Right-to-Ieft writing has been the rule throughout the history of the abjad. The 
principal exception is the Ugaritic tablets (in the long version of the script), where 
left-to-right practice seems to have been taken over from Mesopotamian cunei
form along with the medium and technique. Epigraphic South Arabian texts -
which could be inscribed on very long walls - tend to be written boustrophedon 
('as the ox plows'), with alternate lines beginning at opposite ends of the surface. 
This facilitates reading such a long-lined inscription. The first scribe to lay down 
the principles of writing with the abjad was probably left-handed: right-to-Ieft 
writing with the right hand is more conducive to smearing of freshly deposited ink 
than left-to-right; since most of humankind is right-handed, said inventor must 
have been possessed of great prestige, so that he or she was imitated forever after. 
The persistence of right-to-left writing shows the force of tradition; Syriac scribes 
adopted the expedient of turning their pages 90 degrees counterclockwise to write 
downward in columns from left to right (this accounts for the unusual orientation 
of the Western vowel signs taken from Greek letters) while still reading horizon
tally right to left. 

It seems that only when a script undergoes a catastrophic transformation can the 
tradition be breached. It happened with the transfer of the abjad to the Greeks, 
where the resulting alphabet made the transition via boustrophedony; and it hap
pened in the development of the Ethiopic abugida: the ancestral Sabean inscrip
tions from Aksum are written from right to left, but both the unvocalized and then 
the vocalized Ethiopic inscriptions are written from left to right from the first. 

Word and Clause Division 
Word boundaries are treated in four different ways in the scripts of Semitic lan
guages: they are ignored, they are marked by divider characters, they coincide 
with horizontal space in the line of writing, or they are indicated by distinctive 
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shapes of letters at the ends of words. 
No word-breaks appear on cuneiform tablets, but a gap may be left before the 

last sign of a line to achieve an even right margin; words are not split between 
lines. Such Proto-Canaanite texts as are interpretable generally comprise only 
single words, usually owners' names. In U garitic, a single vertical wedge (looking 
different from the wedges used in the letters) usually stands between words. The 
Abiram sarcophagus inscription uses short vertical strokes, other Phoenician and 
some Old Aramaic texts give no indication of word division. Most Archaic He
brew inscriptions use a dot between words, and eventually it became normal to 
leave a bit of blank space between words. The slight pause thus engendered seems 
to induce the scribe's fingers to prolong a word-final stroke a bit, resulting in the 
special final forms of letters. In Arabic, where certain letters are not connected to 
the next even within a word, the tendency to extend a word-final stroke, but not a 
word-internal unconnected stroke, means that words can be distinguished even 
without leaving extra space between them. Epigraphic South Arabian texts gener
ally follow each word with a short vertical stroke, and its Ethiopic descendant until 
very recently always used a vertical pair of dots (with two such pairs as "sentence" 
punctuation). The other scripts used for modem languages - Hebrew, Arabic, Syr
iac - have adopted the European punctuation marks. 

Description of Scripts of Semitic Languages 

Logosyllabary 
The Akkadian cuneiform script comprises something more than 600 signs, nearly 
all of which have one or several phonetic readings, most of which have a logo
graphic value, and a number of which are also used as determinatives. The number 
600, though, can be misleading; fewer than 200 signs were in common use at any 
one stage of the language. 

Signs are identified in modem study in two ways: by their reading, and by their 
designation. The reading of a sign (in a particular context) is given in lower case 
italic. The various signs with the same pronunciation are differentiated in trans
literations via numerical subscripts, arranged in putative order of frequency of 
appearance; except that 1 is not marked, and 2 and 3 are usually replaced by acute 
and grave accents respectively. So some of the signs read [Iu] are transliterated su, 
su, SU, SU4, sus. The designation of a sign is usually its most common reading; it 
is a transliteration into capital letters - in careful typography, small capitals - of 
one of its pronunciations, and this is how logographic signs are represented. De
terminatives are transliterated like logograms, or with a conventional series of su
perscripts. Phonetic complements (sometimes used to clarify a rare logogram or 
an unusual phonetic reading of a sign) are transliterated with italic superscripts. 
When passages of Akkadian are transcribed, the identities of the signs are ig
nored and vowel length is marked with a macron for a historically long vowel or 
a circumflex for a long vowel resulting from contraction or consonant loss. 
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Table 2.1 Phonetic arrangement of Neo-Assyrian cuneiform syllabary t 

Ca Ce Ci Cu aC eC iC uC 

" ~n l==mT ~ < I ~m~ <T>lEI -
,~, 

~l T- c: ~ m ~ a--lf ~m 

~T -< I -- b ..... 
~ ... ~l ~T ~ 

=f= p 

w 

~ 
~l- ~T-

y 

:::T d 
ST <r¢ 

100 1 
t ~~T ~T ~T 

~m ~T HT< "'~T r-;r t 

"'TT~ ... .=:TT z 
if ~ 

e~TT {>-~ ~ e:l ~"'T<l 
r---- ';oTT ... ~TT s "'" 

"gnl 'f 
t-- ~ 

~ <T- .EJ I s - <<< ~ ~l 

...J"T ~T ~ ..;- n 4 ... II tE:m ~TH 

~T ~TT JEU I ~ ~m ~TT <=:Tto 

Eo;:TT "'~TT tm r <T-TT<T =m lB 

==m", -TT~ {>-~ g 

Fl ~ ----
q ... e "'T<Tto ~ -..... 

~B IEJ k 

H< a "'T<T b a-m I ~T{>-<l 
a ... + ) a ... + 

t The table gives the most common monoconsonantal signs. The mtersections of vowel columns and 
consonant rows are sometimes subdivided to include more than one homophonous sign. The "q row" 
thus reads qaqa qeliqel£ ququaq eliq uq (whereqais GA, qe/£is KI, andqu is KU) (after Daniels 1983: 
253). 
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Uniquely among the world's syllabaries, which otherwise have characters only 
for Consonant + Vowel (CV) syllables, (Sumero-)Akkadian signs may have CV 
readings, VC readings, and CVC readings. The CV signs distinguish the full com
plement of consonants of the Akkadian language accompanied by the four vowels, 
but the VC signs collapse the triplets of voiced, voiceless, and emphatic conso
nants (Table 2.1, p. 26). Vocalic nuclei of syllables can be written with CVj, with 
CVj-VjC, or with CVjC; long vowels can be written with CVj-Vj(-VjC). Long 
consonants can be written with -Cjv or with -vq-qv; a writing -vq-v can only 
represent a sequence C/ . 

Abjads 

Consonants 
The oldest West Semitic language with a sizable literature is Ugaritic. The Uga
ritic abjad comprises twenty-seven consonant letters (including a sibilant that 
seems to be used only in non-Semitic words) and three characters that represent> 
followed (and possibly preceded) by the three vowels. The other Northwest 
Semitic languages are written with just the twenty-two letters that sufficed for the 
consonants of Phoenician (Table 2.2, p. 28) - even though in some languages 
some letters were used for more than one phoneme, as with the Hebrew distinction 
later marked with iv s vs. tV S, or with the Aramaic interdentals f) and Ii which early 
on were written with IV s and T z and only later merged with and were written with 
n tand 1 d. 

Many of the letters in the scripts developed from the ligatured Aramaic cursives 
scripts take on different shapes at the beginnings, middles, and ends of words; 
some of the letters do not connect to those that follow within a word. 

Classical Arabic introduces some complications beyond the expanded roster of 
letters (Table 2.3, p. 29). When not word initial, the letter> is always the mater 
for ii, and an additional sign. (hamza) represents [)]. It is placed on one of the 
matres or alone within the line of writing, depending on the preceding and follow
ing vowels. Pausal morphophonemics are captured in the consonantal script by 
combining the final/independent forms .. 6 of h with the dots of..::.o t: ;, b, used to end 
feminine nouns. Consonant length can be marked - even in otherwise unpointed 
texts - with ..:. 

In both Hebrew and Syriac, the stop consonants can optionally be marked for 
plosive versus fricative pronunciation. Hebrew uses a dot within the letter for the 
stop and (very rarely) a dash above it for the fricative; Syriac uses a small dot re
spectively above or below the letter. Other marks in the text belong in the realm 
of specialists. 
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Table 2.2 Scripts using the Northwest Semitic order t 

Value' Ugaritic Samaritan Hebrew Rashi Mandaic Estrangelo Serto Nestorian Num. V;\!. 

) (a) ..... ft lot 6 • t< 1 

b J1. 9 ::l , ~ = Q .::I 2 

g T -r l l .s ~ '- ~ 3 

(b) , 
d m "j" , 7 .!:J ':t , iii 4 

h {-i} ~ ~ il ~ ~ CD 01 ~ 5 

w P0+- t , ... a 0 0 6 

z r -l\J 1 I 7 

~ {h} -l< iii n " .... ~ .... 8 

>1< 
., U ", i. l.. " ~ 9 

Y " m .. .. .... 10 

k P- ~ =>1 " \J- ~'" .:J"f ~~ 20 

(s) ~ 

m ). , ; J l "" ..l. 30 

m ~ ':;:i DC no ~ ~" .»)0 '»la 40 

(Ii) <!' 

n ..... ) l1 '1 .1_ .J\ .I, 50 v 

~ I=( 

s V o§. 0 P ..Q CD .m .a 60 

< 'V 31 l' -= .::.... ~ ...t.. 70 

p ~ ~ !lfJ Dq ~ a a .s 80 

$ TT .m llf Sr .,. ~ J ~ 90 

q '" p V P .lid .a ,Ij ..a 100 

r ~ ~ , ., ..::I ; " :a 200 

s ill 

s (9) { llJ ~ oX ... ..x. 300 

(1) ~ 
>-- " n J1 ~ L .. 400 

(1) ~ 
(u) JII 
(8) m 
{ di} J..j 

t Where two fonns are shown, that on the right occurs at the end of a word. 

§ (Ugaritic values); {Mandaic values). 
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Table 2.3 Script using modified Northwest Semitic order (Arabic) 

Value Alone Final Medial Initial Numerical 
Value 

a 

b y ~ ~ 2 

..:J ..::.. .;:. ;; 400 
9 .!I . .! . 500 ~ J 

J ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 
I.t r c: .:>I. > 8 
b=x r c: ;,.., > 600 
d ~ J. 4 
I) ~ .l. 700 
r 

.J 200 J 

Z 
.J j 7 

s 
I,)" ...,.. "'" 60 

S • . . • 300 I,)" ...,.. - "'" 
~ V" vA ...:I. ..t:> 90 
c;l .)# ,ja ...4 .;" 800 

.1 .k ok J:, 9 
:? j; A .12. ~ 900 

t. t ... ,&. 70 

'Y t t A .&. 1000 

f J ..;. ..i. j 80 
q \oJ \oJ' .i j 100 

k I!l cl ~ ! 20 

J J 1 30 
m 

i I" .. .. 40 
n ~ i,) .:. 50 
h J. + • 5 
w 

.J > 6 

Y 1./ I,? -e- :! 10 

Iii "J )\. 
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Vowels 
Vowels are inherent in the logosyllabary, the abugida, and the alphabets; most of 
the abjads have devised ways of denoting vowels. In each case, the vowel point 
accompanies the letter for the consonant which it follows (Table 2.4, p. 31). 

The Classical Arabic scheme is straightforward, with three marks for the three 
vowels; when they appear with the three possible matres (), w, y), they reinforce 
their designations of the long vowels. In the consonantal spelling of some com
mon words, the letter) does not appear for ii; in carefully pointed texts, a small ) 
marks such ii's. There are additionally indications for final nunation, eliding initial 
[)], and the sequence )ii. 

For both Hebrew and Syriac, the conventional transliterations suggest that it is 
vowel length that is encoded with the fairly large number of vowel points, but it 
is clear that within each system, it is vowel quality that is distinguished, with 
quantity to be deduced from the phonological context and the morphological 
structure of the words. 

Accents 
Elaborately pointed Syriac documents include "accents" that can provide syntac
tic, pragmatic, and liturgical information. They were not extensively used, and dif
ferent grammarians codify their use differently. They do not involve an additional 
group of marks, but are composed of the same sorts of dots that also serve in sev
eral other functions. 

In Hebrew, by contrast, every Hebrew Bible text that bears the Masoretic point
ing includes on every (phonological) word an accent or cantillation mark. These 
accents simultaneously mark the (syntactic) immediate constituents of the text -
the largest such constitutent corresponds to the verse of the English Bible - and 
presumably the musical patterns to be employed during liturgical chant. The mu
sical significance of the marks, however, has not been transmitted to the present. 
A system of marks different from that which prevails in the rest of the Bible is 
used in the three "poetical" books, Psalms, Proverbs, and Job. 

Letter Order 
An alphabetical order organizes the elements of a set of signs (an abjad, alphabet, 
or abugida) in a specific sequence for mnemonic purposes. Only in fairly modem 
times has alphabetization become a common way of organizing lists of informa
tion (in medieval Europe, only the first letter or two or three were taken into ac
count in compiling such lists). 

Two different orders, both with variations, are known for the letters of the 
scripts used for Semitic; both seem to be completely arbitrary, despite numerous 
attempts at uncovering a logical organizing principle, whether it be phonetic sim
ilarity, graphic similarity, or relationship of the meaning of the names. The paral
lels of known script inventions show that alphabetical order is simply the order in 
which the characters were devised. 
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Northwest Semitic Order 
The order with the earliest attestation is found at U garit. Several abecedaries have 
been recovered, and the order prevailing in them is: 

a b g b d h w Z Q ty k s I man ~ s < p ~ q r e 'Y t ius 

The three letters peculiar to U garitic are found at the end of the basic sequence 
(presumably added on to an earlier version, as has been the practice throughout 
history: compare upsilon through omega, Greek additions to the Semitic base, and 
U through Z, Roman additions to the Greek base). The twenty-two-Ietter Phoeni
cian-Hebrew-Aramaic abjad uses the same order (attested earliest in a number of 
acrostic poems in the Bible, wherein successive verses begin with successive let
ters of the alphabet, e.g. Psalm 145), with the five superfluous letters td O? romit
ted. (The Canaanite s from whatever source is spelled with the letter used for *(J 
> lSI): 

)bgdhwzQtyklmns<p~qrSt 

A shakily written ostracon from 'Izbet Sart:ah dating to the twelfth or early elev
enth century BCE includes an approximation of the standard abecedary, but from 
left to right: 

)bgdhwQztyklnsp<~qqst 

(Part of a sign is written between I and n; the two q's are not the same, and r would 
have been quite similar to q about the time of writing.) 

The suggestion that the twenty-two-Ietter signary is the original, with additional 
characters devised for U garitic, is most unlikely because, again, there is no pattern 
in either the shape or the "insertion" points of the five letters. Yet unexplained is 
the variant in some exemplars - including some of the biblical acrostics - which 
switch the order of C and p. 

The order of the Greek alphabet was taken over with the signary from the Phoe
nician (or Aramaic) model; the order of the Roman alphabet was taken over from 
the Greek via Etruscan (and so on through the history of European alphabets). In 
each case, local conditions brought additions at the end and alterations within the 
sequence. 

Arabic order The standard order of the letters in Classical Arabic is derived 
from the inherited Semitic pattern: the letters whose shapes have merged, to be 
distinguished only by diacritical dots, are listed together: 

) b t e jQ b (= x) dar z s s ~ <H ~ < 'Y f q kim n h w y 
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There is some regional variation regarding the last few letters; the ligature for La 
can be added at the end. 

Numericalorder The twenty-two letters of the Northwest Semitic signaries 
can be used as numbers (digits), in order with) = 1 and t = 9; the second decade 
of letters gives the tens, y = 10 through $ = 90; the last four represent 100 through 
400. Numbers are built up by juxtaposing these elements, largest first (at the 
right). Any word can be "counted" - by summing or otherwise manipulating the 
values of its letters - and the resulting numbers enter into gematria, or mystical 
speculations. 

The letters retain these numerical values in Arabic, despite the rearrangement; 
the letters taken in numerical order comprise the abjad. The six additional letters, 
(J x 04 f r, appear at the end and represent 500 through 1,000 respectively. 

Southwest Semitic Order 
The Ethiopic abugida is learned in an order puzzlingly alien to that of the other 
Semitic signaries: 

hi Q m Sr s q b t b n ) k w ( Z Y d g q> ~ Q fp 

In liturgical contexts, the Northwest Semitic order is used instead, apparently 
learned from the headings in Psalm 119. The order is called the abugida; the vow
els in this name are taken from the first four orders of the traditional syllabary grid. 

In recent years, evidence has been discovered of the conventional order of the 
Epigraphic South Arabian script (Table 2.5, p. 34): first in a sequence of paving 
stones, each marked with a different letter, then in some long-known but hitherto 
uninterpretable graffiti. The order is as follows: 

hi Q m q w S2 r b t SI k n b ~ s3 f> ( Q g d'Y t z 15 y 9 :?: 

An abecedary excavated at Ras Shamra (Ugarit) in 1988 (Bordreuil and Pardee 
1995) can be interpreted as giving the cuneiform abjad in the following order, in 
substantial agreement with one from Beth Shemesh that dates to about 1200 BCE: 

hIQmqw9rbtsknb~sp}(:?:gd'Ytzl5y 

The similarities and differences of the "southern" order with the Ethiopic are strik
ing, and unexplained. 

Letter Names 
Contrary to received opinion, there is no evidence that the names of the letters of 
the Semitic signaries go back to the creation of the scripts. The earliest attestation 
is the headings over the twenty-two sections of the long acrostic Psalm 119 as 
transcribed into Greek in the Septuagint translation of the Hebrew Bible, from 
about the second century BCE. They thus cannot be used for deciphering the Proto-
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Table 2.5 Scripts using South Semitic order 

Valuet Ugaritic South Arabian (cf. Ethiopic) 

h ~ Y IJ 

m 1 1\ 
b >f: 4J til 
m .., ~ (JD 

q >-{ ~ ... 
w ~ <D m 
82 (9) ( ~ lP 

r ~ ) l 
b J;I n a 

>-- X t 
81 (8) ~ n 11 
k ~ (, n 
n ...... ., ) 

b , 1rI ... 
~ TT (i. II. 
83 (8) V ~ 
f(p) ~ ~ &. 

..... n h 
< 0 0 

Q (~) ~ 8 0 

g T 1 1 
d .w: I>j ,. 
y ~ 11 

0{( m m 
z f X " 3 <! H 
y " y f 
9 g 
~ ~ 

t (U garitic value) 
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Table 2.6 Letter names 

Hebrew Greek Syriac Arabic Ethiopic 

>IDep alpha >lilap >alif iilf 
bet beta bet biP bet 
g(mel gamma gamal Jim gaml 
dale! delta dlila!lg dlil dant 
he epsilon he ha> hoi 
waw upsilon waw waw wawe 
zayin zeta zay(n) zay zai 
l)e! eta l)e! ha> l)aut 
tet theta tel ia> tait 
y5g iota yo/ug ya> yaman 
kfip kappa kap kaf kaf 
lameg la(m)bda lamag lam law;) 
mem mu mim rnim mai 
nun nu nun nUn nlihas 
s&me! sigma semka! sin sat 
(ayin omicron (e (ayn (ain 
pe pi pe fa> lif 
~age ~age ~ad slidai 
qop (qoppa) qop qaf qaf 
res rho res ra> r;»;)s 
§in!Sin (san) sin sin saut 
taw tau taw ta> taW;) 

aa> 
ba> blirm 
olil 
dad eJappa 
ia> 
yayn 

pait 
psa 

Sinaitic inscriptions or as evidence of the alleged acrophonic origin of the values 
or conversely of the shapes of the Semitic signary. In particular, the divergences 
of the Ethiopic letter names from those in Hebrew and Syriac cannot be shown to 
pre-date the (European) Renaissance; these names seem to have been devised by 
or for Ethiopian clerics at the suggestion of European scholars on the basis of the 
Hebrew lexicon. (Thus the name of) n, nahas, cannot be explained from Ethi
opic, but represents a Hebrew word for 'snake'. And this is the only basis for sup
posing that a picture of a snake in the Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions represents In!.) 

The same names, with slight variations, are used in the Hebrew and Aramaic 
traditions. Most of the Ethiopic names agree, though less closely. Most of the Ar
abic letters are named simply for their sounds, but some preserve an echo of the 
Northwest Semitic originals (Table 2.6 above). 

The final -a of the meaningless, Semitic-derived Greek letter names has been 
taken as evidence of an Aramaic rather than a Phoenician source of the alphabet 
(reflecting the Aramaic "emphatic state" marker), but the suffix can be explained 
equally well as an intrusion to make the final cluster pronounceable in Greek. 
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Alphabets 

Mandaic 
Mandaic orthography has usually been regarded as alphabetic, the only Semitic 
script that fully expresses the vowels without the addition of a separate, optional 
system of vocalization. It employs the familiar twenty-two letters, plus a digraph 
for the relative particle di. It has extended the use of matres lectionis nearly as far 
as possible, but does not quite explicitly and exhaustively record all vowels. The 
language has lost the glottal stop and the pharyngeals, so the letters Q *~ and...= *c 
are available for other functions ([h] is spelled with ....... */:1, and s:J) *h is used ex
clusively for the third person singular suffix). All [a]'s are represented by Q a, all 
[i]'s by ... i (final [i(:)] is Q ... ), and all [u]'s by...J U. But [0] is also written with...J 
u, and the use of...= and the representation of [e] are complicated . ...= appears at 
the start of any word that begins with a vowel other than [a]: alone for [e] (but ini
tial [e] seems only to be a prothetic vowel before the t-prefix in the passive verbs 
or before a monoconsonantal word), or before ... or...J for initial [i] or [u] respec
tively. Within a word, [e], like [i], is spelled with ... - except that when two adja
cent ... 's would result, they are replaced by.....,::,; and...= is preferred to ... after the 
consonants that have a point below the line (~k, v n, ~ p, IJ> $; these enter into lig
atures when they precede letters with a vertical right edge, e.g. -L. kl, 3J" nm); and 
...= can be used in place of Q'" when it represents word-final [i:] (and not [jan. 

Roman 
Two Semitic languages have regularly used as a script an expanded Roman alpha
bet, Maltese and Modern Aramaic. 

Maltese 
Since Malta, a small group of islands in the Mediterranean Sea between Italy and 
Tunisia, falls within the Italian culture area and is a Christian land, it is not sur
prising that the Roman alphabet came to be used for its Arabic language, begin
ning in at least the eighteenth century (Table 2.7, p. 37). (Before the expulsion of 
the Jews from Malta in 1492, Maltese was occasionally written in Hebrew char
acters.) 

Modern Aramaic 

Assyrian of the Soviet Union Language policy in the Soviet Union required 
that all recognized literary languages be provided with an alphabetic orthography 
- first Roman, then Cyrillic. The Modern Aramaic ("Assyrian") language of the 
Caucasus region (adjacent to parts of Iran and Turkey where Aramaic-speakers 
also lived) underwent the first stage of literacization, but not the second. A Ro
man-based alphabet was in use for a few years in the mid 1930s; it is now known 
that some two hundred books in this orthography are housed in the Lenin Library 
in Moscow, but scientific knowledge is practically confined to a handful of liter
ary works made available to Johannes Friedrich in 1942 and described by him in 
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Table 2.7 Maltese Table 2.8 Soviet Table 2.9 Turoyo of 
Assyrian Sweden 

Letter Semitists' Letter Semitists' Letter Semitists' 
equivalent equivalent equivalent 

A a a A a a A a a 

B b b B B b B b b 

C C I: C c I: C c 
D d d ~ ~ J C e I: 
E e e D d d D d d 
F f f E e e I) g Ii 

G g J 8 :l it I;> Q ~ 
G g g F f f E e e 

H h t G g g E e 
M h i:l H h h F f f 

I I G g g 

J j Y J j Y G g y 

K k k K k k(h) H h h 

L I L IJ b i:l 
M m m M m m I 

N n n N n n J j J 
Gh gh § 0 0 0 K k k 

0 0 0 p p P L 
p P P Q' q q M m m 

Q q R r r N n n 

R r r S s s 0 0 0 

S s s ~ § s p p P 
T T t(h) Q q q 

U u u T R r r 

V v v U u u S s s 

W w w V v w ~ ~ I? 
X x S X x i:l (0) § s s 
Z z z Z z z T 
Z z ts Z 1i'J Z T ~ 

b b T 9 
t Silent except finally = Q and U u u 
in the digraphs 8M and IIh = 

W u 
Q. W 

§ Silent, representing CA (; X x 0 
replaced by , finally and after y Y 

i 

a. Z z z 
Z z z 
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1959. A grammar using this orthography was recently translated into French, but 
the Assyrian text is not given in that edition. 

The alphabet comprises thirty letters (Table 2.8, p. 37). The divergences from 
the Roman norm coincide with those used in the Azerbaijani Roman script. Cap
italletters appear in Friedrich's edition where they would in French (sentence ini
tially and beginning proper nouns), and punctuation is as in German. 

Orthography is largely surface phonetic; unlike the Syriac-based orthography 
of Modern Aramaic, it permits the recognition of vowel harmony on the page (a 
and i are the "clear" vowels, a and bthe "dark," with e, 0, and u intermediate). The 
only vowel for which length is notated is i (ij/bj). > (and> < ~) is not marked. 

Turoyo of Sweden During the 1970s a sizable community of Turoyo-speaking 
gastarbeiters and refugees came to Sweden, and the Swedish government set to 
providing for the education of their children. In 1981 Dr. Yusuf Ishaq was com
missioned to create a Roman orthography for the language, and his scheme 
(Table 2.9, p. 37) has been used in readers and a dictionary (see Ishaq 1990); Otto 
Jastrow (1996) reports, however, that it has not found acceptance in the Turoyo 
community of Sweden. 

Abugida 
The Ge'ez script encodes twenty-six consonants and seven vowels (Table 2.10, 
p. 39). The basic shape of each consonant represents Cii; this shape is altered in a 
largely consistent fashion to change the vowel of the syllable to u, i, a, e, a, and 0 

respectively. There is, however, no unambiguous means of indicating that a con
sonant is followed by no vowel (either introducing a consonant cluster or syllable
finally) or that it is lengthened ("doubled"). 

In addition to the inherited and innovated simple consonants, Ge'ez also em
ploys a diacritic to mark the labiovelar consonants. The labiovelar feature is neu
tralized before rounded vowels, so there are only five forms for each of the four 
labiovelar consonants. 

The Amharic script adds to the Ge'ez script a series denoting the palatalized 
consonants, again by means of a consistent diacritic. 

Ge'ez manuscripts do not consistently distinguish the sibilants, laryngeals, etc., 
which merged in the language, using the> and ~ characters, the ~ and 4 characters, 
and so on, interchangeably; lexica by modern scholars assign letters consistently 
according to etymology. Amharic orthography is to some extent historical, writing 
etymological full spellings of some words that have cliticized into grammatical 
particles. 

Numerals 
Mesopotamian mathematics was highly developed, and cuneiform numeral nota
tion combines decimal and sexagesimal elements. Place notation enabled the effi
cient recording of very large numbers, but there was no explicit zero. 
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Table 2.10 Script using modified South Semitic order (EthiopidAmharic) 

Classical Ethiopic Additional letters for Amharic 
a u i a e ~ 0 wa a u i a e ~ 0 wa 

h IJ IJ< 'I. ., 'L U 11 

1 l\ ~ f\. It f\. A l\
I). tit tft. tit. dt m. ill th 

mCJ1lCJ1lodlf.dfI"'1.9""" 
S 1Jl.". Uf. "I Pf. ", If 
r l.<-l.t.l.C r: 
s i'I Il- ('l fJ il. it " 
q ttt:J>tlp+ 

z. Z riya 

qW t. ..... * :t ..... 
b n n-n.q lJ.llfl 
t ti:ttttt 
o ........... ;) ....... "i" 

OW ..... ..... '!\ '). ...... 

n) 'rtc;).')'i" 

) htrh.~h.hf. 

~ S TI ~ ~ ~ n TI ~ 

k n n- tl.lJ n. n II b 1\ 1}1\Tt1\1\ 1\ ">. 
kW n- tr-.... tJ. tt 

w m m. 'I! 'P ce (Do iP 

(0 0-"" ~r) f 
z " ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
y f e "1 f,.,l'. f' 
d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 
g 1 1't,1.,.., 

gW,. ,.. 1'1 ;J. ,.. 

m Ill' m. III m. l' P' II). ~ gJ, QJ: "'- 65J. gJ,a ~ '" "il. 
p~~l~~~~ 

~ RR.R..~"'P\1l '>. 
40o-t,,,!)1' 
f .(. 4- ~ 4. d.. tj: c: ;,: 
p T1=t71:TT 

ha 
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Table 2.11 Numerals 

Greek 

0 
1 A 

2 B 

3 r 
4 A 

5 E 

6 ~ 

7 Z 

8 H 

9 e 
10 
20 K 

30 A 

40 M 

50 N 

60 1:1 

70 0 
80 n 
90 9 

100 P 

10,000 pp 

Ethiopic 

A 
( 

E 
!l 
~ 
% 
% 
;!! 
i 
I 
?i 
ill 
~ 
Y. 
;!! 
~ 
j( 

l 
I 
it 

Arabic 

Y 

f 
t. 
o , 
V 
II 
.. 

\ . 
y. 
f. 
t.. 
o. ,. 
V. 
II. 
... 

\ .. 
\ .... 

The numerals occasionally found in ancient West Semitic texts reflect Demotic 
Egyptian practice, with vertical strokes for units, horizontal strokes for tens, and 
some other symbols. The Hebrew, Syriac, and Arabic scripts can still (in non
scientific contexts) use the letters for the numerical values derived from their tra
ditional order. The Ethiopic script likewise uses a set of numerals taken from an 
alphabet - but in this case it is the Greek alphabet, reshaped to conform to the Ethi
opian esthetic (Table 2.11 above). 

With the development of mathematics in the Muslim world, on an Indian foun
dation, in the late eighth century CE, the hindi numerals were adopted in forms 
quite similar to our "Arabic" (or "Hindu-Arabic") numerals, which are directly 
derived from them. Numbers are built up decimally, with the larger place values 
at the left (as with European numerals); so also when European-style numerals are 
used in Hebrew and Aramaic texts. 
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Writing Materials and Techniques 

Mesopotamia and U garit 
The earliest known writing material used for Semitic languages is clay. Surpris
ingly little is known about the collection and preparation of the clay used in tab
lets. The writing implement was a stylus with at least one sharp comer. The 
wedges that make up cuneiform characters are created by lightly touching it to the 
clay; the different orientations of wedges (only a few enter into signs) are 
achieved by rotating both the hand holding the stylus and the hand holding the tab
let. Lines could be ruled on the tablet before writing by touching the surface with 
a taut string of some sort. 

Short texts were written on small tablets. When the front (obverse) was filled, 
the tablet was rotated on the horizontal axis so the first line of the reverse adjoins 
the last line of the obverse. Longer texts could be written in several columns. The 
columns read from left to right on the obverse of the tablet; when the obverse was 
filled, the tablet was rotated similarly and the columns on the reverse written right 
to left (so the first column on the back adjoins the last column on the front). Short 
dedications could be mass-produced by impressing them into the bricks for a pal
ace or temple with a wooden or ceramic stamp containing a full text. 

Clay hardens, making the document relatively permanent. Wooden boards coat
ed with wax (which took the stylus impressions equally well and was reusable) 
were apparently widely used for interim record keeping, though only one speci
men has survived sufficiently intact to preserve a text. Cuneiform could be imitat
ed by carving into the stone of building materials. Sometimes triangular outlines 
were incised on bronze; a few commemorative tablets have been found made of 
gold, which is soft enough to take a stylus impression. 

Syro-Palestine and Arabia 
The principal medium for writing the abjad was ink, used on papyrus, skin (pre
pared as leather by tanning or as parchment by liming and scraping) and pot
sherds. The organic materials can only survive in exceptionally dessicated 
climates such as prevail in Egypt and the Judean Desert; potsherds (which when 
inscribed are called ostraca) are not subject to decay, but are fragile, and not many 
have survived. 

Specimens of the ink that have been analyzed always prove to be inorganic: . 
soot, presumably lampblack, was mixed with water and a bit of binder, such as 
gum arabic, for ordinary black ink; red was made with a mineral, red ocher. The 
pen was cut from a round, hollow reed with a technique that has varied little 
through the ages, even as birds' flight feathers began to supplement and in some 
regions supplant reeds. 

Papyrus paper, imported from Egypt, was made from the pith of a tall sedge. 
This was shaved or sliced into long strips, which were laid edge to edge, then cov
ered with a second layer of strips laid perpendicular to the first, the whole pressed 
together so the material was bonded with the sap of the plant. When it dried, it pro-
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vided a very white, flexible surface. Typically, twenty sheets were glued into a 
scroll, and it could be written upon on both sides. The codex (book with pages) 
was in use by the second century CE, associated particularly with Christian (as op
posed to pagan or secular) writings. 

It is not known how early leather and/or parchment came into use. One group 
of Aramaic documents from the fifth century BCE is leather (most are papyrus). 
By the fourth century CE, parchment was widespread (though papyrus remained 
in use beyond the end of the millennium). 

When the Islamic conquest reached Inner Asia, in the middle of the eighth cen
tury CE, the craft ofpapermaking came from China to the West. Paper was made 
only from textile fibers until the nineteenth century, when wood pulp paper was 
introduced (to the despair of contemporary archivists, as the acids involved in its 
manufacture eventually embrittle the paper itself). It was paper that ultimately 
filled the need created by the diminution of the papyrus supply as the marshes 
where it grew were replaced by cultivated fields. 

Printing 
Printing from movable type, too, may reflect a Chinese stimulus to European cul
ture. The first Latin books were produced in the mid-fifteenth century; vernacular 
printing soon followed, and then various Semitic languages. The earliest reported 
dates for printing are: Hebrew (first Rashi style, and a few months later Square 
Hebrew) 1475, Arabic 1514 (first Qur'an 1518, earliest known Qur'an 1537, but 
not until centuries later in any Muslim land), Ethiopic 1513, Syriac 1555 and Sa
maritan 1632 (Hessels 1911: 540). 

During the nineteenth century, typefonts were cut for various epigraphic ver
sions of the abjad (and for cuneiform), but they have been little used because the 
limited array of lettershapes cannot be faithful to the variations found in the texts. 
Transliteration into Hebrew or Roman characters is preferred. Mandaic type was 
available by 1900, but editions almost always used Hebrew letters, or reproduced 
manuscripts photolithographic all y. 

Modifying typewriters to print Hebrew and Arabic from right to left was not a 
challenge, but reducing the inventory of contextual forms required for adequately 
representing Arabic (and Syriac) was. Even Amharic could be typed, using two 
or three strokes per letter. Hebrew and Arabic could be typed on personal com
puters (or their forerunners) - though not yet with vowel pointing - in the 1970s; 
Ethiopic in the late 1980s; and in the 1990s, Syriac (three varieties, with point
ing), Mandaic, and even Neo-Assyrian cuneiform. 

Study of Scripts of Semitic Languages 

Decipherment 
The classical Semitic languages that are the vehicles of scripture in many religions 
remained in use across the centuries, and manuscripts in them, each language in 
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its proper script, were known to Europe all along, or were brought there along with 
scholarly instruction in how to read them: Hebrew, Syriac, Arabic, and also Man
daic and Ge'ez. All the other scripts, though, were recovered by archeology and 
needed to be deciphered. 

The most important prerequisite for the decipherment of any unknown script is 
accurate copies of the enigmatic inscriptions; work begins with identification of 
a bilingual or virtual bilingual to provide the key. A bilingual is a document bear
ing what can be presumed to be the same inscription in both the unknown lan
guage and a familiar one; a virtual bilingual is a correspondence that can reliably 
be assumed between some passage in the unknown text and some phenomenon 
that is familiar. Choice of an appropriate virtual bilingual is often the key test of 
the spark of genius required of a decipherer. An unknown script can also be read 
by "triangulating" from known related scripts; in this case, it is important to have 
a good idea of the identity and nature of the hidden language. 

Many methods of decipherment have come into play with respect to Semitic 
languages. The first task is to compile a catalog of all the characters in the un
known script. A short list suggests an abjad or alphabet, as in the Case of 
Palmyrene, which was the very first script ever to be deciphered. This was done 
in 1754 by the French classicist Jean-Jacques Barthelemy - he was the first to read 
Phoenician, too. If one is fortunate enough to be faced with a bilingual, one hopes 
it includes proper names and that they can be identified in the unknown script. 
This was true of the first accurately reproduced Palmyrene/Greek inscriptions. 
Proper names also constituted the virtual bilingual used by the German school
teacher Georg Friedrich Grotefend in his interpretation of Old Persian cuneiform, 
which in turn became the key to Akkadian because Achaemenid imperial inscrip
tions were erected in three languages (including Elamite). It was an Irish cleric, 
Edward Hincks, who between 1846 and 1852 made most of the advances in de
ciphering Mesopotamian cuneiform. He determined that several quite different
looking varieties were equivalent, that signs represented syllables but could have 
both phonetic and semantic readings - and several of each (and he explained why 
this was the case), and that Semitic morphological patterns could be used in as
signing phonetic values to signs. (The pervasive assignment of credit to Henry 
Creswicke Rawlinson is due to the obscurity both of Hincks and of the venues in 
which he published his progress reports, and to Rawlinson's own celebrity.) The 
distribution of letters at the beginnings and ends of words compared with Hebrew 
prefixes and suffixes, as well as grammatical patterning, were the techniques used 
by Hans Bauer, Edouard Dhorme, Charles Virolleaud, and Johannes Friedrich 
from 1929 to 1933 in deciphering Ugaritic. Alphabets preserved in manuscripts 
by Muslim antiquarians, as well as information on a Modern South Arabian lan
guage, were used by Emil ROdiger and Wilhelm Gesenius in the initial work on 
Himyaritic (Epigraphic South Arabian) in 1837-1842. As new inscriptions are 
discovered, such comparison with known scripts and known linguistic varieties is 
generally how they can be interpreted - the field of epigraphy. 
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Epigraphy 
Semitic epigraphy began in a small way with Barthelemy's decipherment of the 
principal scripts found on rock inscriptions. An influential synthesis, now very 
rare and never reprinted, was prepared in the early nineteenth century by Ulrich 
Friedrich Kopp; Wilhelm Gesenius in 1837 gathered and reproduced what was 
known of Phoenician and Aramaic inscriptions. Much new material was gathered 
by nineteenth-century explorers like Ie Comte de Vogue; Mark Lidzbarski's 
Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigraphik remains an invaluable synthesis. The 
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum is nominally still in the course of publication, 
by the French Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres. 

The main current collections of texts useful for individual study, but restricted 
to Northwest Semitic, are Kanaaniiische und aramiiische Inschriften, edited by H. 
Donner and W. Rollig, and Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, edited by J. C. L. Gibson. 

Paleography 
Within Semitic studies, little differentiation is made to parallel that within classi
cal studies between epigraphy, the study of inscriptions, and paleography, the 
study of manuscripts. Only Arabic and Hebrew paleography can be said to be well 
developed. For Arabic, the pioneer was Silvestre de Sacy at the end of the eight
eenth century; great names from the modem period include B. Moritz, A. Groh
mann, and N. Abbott. Nabia Abbott specialized in the study of Arabic papyri 
preserved in the Cairo Geniza. 

Hebrew paleography has centered on two topics: medieval manuscripts (an 
elaborate corpus was published by S. R. Birnbaum) and the Dead Sea Scrolls 
(where the leading systematizer has been F. M. Cross). The sizable corpus of Ar
amaic papyri (and leather scrolls) from Egypt, many of which bear explicit dates, 
provides a solid foundation for these investigations. 

Microfilm archives that could prove valuable in investigating the paleography 
of Syriac and Ethiopic manuscripts respectively have been assembled at the Luth
eran School of Theology in Chicago (by the late Arthur Voobus) and at the Hill 
Monastic Library, St. John's University, Collegeville, Minnesota, under the care 
of Getatchew Haile. Mandaic manuscripts have been preserved by Mandean 
clergy in Iraq, and the Swedish-American scholar Jorunn Buckley has focused her 
studies on them. 
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3 The Arabic 
Grammatical Tradition 

Jonathan Owens 

The Arabic grammatical tradition, over 1,000 years old, continues to serve as the 
basis of Arabic grammatical practice in the Arabic world, and through translations 
such as Howell's of Ibn Ya'ish and Caspari/Wright's reliance on Arabic gram
mars, has had a fundmental influence on the Western study of Arabic grammar as 
well. Though old, the Arabic tradition is not anachronistic, as I will attempt to 
show. I divide this chapter into four parts. The first discusses the development of 
Arabic grammatical thinking, the second sketches grammatical theory and meth
odology, the third Arabic lexicography, and the final briefly looks at it in relation 
to Semitic studies. I would note that the dates of death of the Arabic grammarians 
are given in the Islamic/Christian calendars. Literal translations of Arabic linguis
tic terminology are provided in quotes. 

Historical Overview 
The study of Arabic grammar developed under two driving impulses, one reli
gious, one practical. The religious motivation was the need to render a correct 
interpretation of the Qur' an both in its formal and semantic dimensions. The orig
inal mU~Qaf, Qur'anic text, unvoweled and lacking diacritic marks, was subject to 
ambiguous interpretation in numerous places and for various reasons (lexical 
form, xufyatan vs. xifyatan 'secretly', morphosyntactic form, li-tastabiynalli-ya
stabiyna 'to become clear', etc.). These problematic cases were never completely 
"solved," but they were eventually resolved by standardizing them in various 
Qur' anic readings (al-qiraaJ aat), which gave list-like descriptions of the different 
versions of each variant case. The most widely institutionalized, though not the 
only variants, are the seven readings described by Ibn Mujahid (324/935) in his 
Kitaab al-sabCafiy l-qiraaJaat 'The seven variant readings'. These confirmed the 
readings of the late eighth-century Qur'anic readers Nafi', Ibn Kathir, 'Asim, 
Hamza, Kisa'i, 'Ala', and 'Amir, all of whom have a lineage (nasab) traceable to 
a companion of the prophet. 

For purposes of linguistic theory, however, the qiraaJ aat are of relatively minor 
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interest since they did little more than list variants. Much more important in the 
religious domain were works which gave grammatical and semantic analyses of 
problematic Qur' anic passages, the mae aaniy ('meanings') literature. In this 
genre problems of all sorts were addressed and various solutions offered, includ
ing questions of pronunciation, morphological and grammatical structure, and se
mantics. One of the earliest and most important works in this class, M a( aaniy al
qur>aan 'The meanings of the Qur'an', by Farra' (207/822) takes as its second 
topic, for example, the different pronunciations of the words al-/:lamdu lillaahi in 
the opening verse of the Qur'an. In all there are four different versions, the one 
cited, plus al-/:lamda lillaahi, al-/:lamdi lillaahi, and al-/:lamdu lullaahi. Most im
portantly, Farra' explains the linguistic cause for these variants, e.g. vocalic as
similation, cites parallel cases from other areas of the language (both the spoken 
language, particularly that of the bedouin, and poetry), and touches on questions 
of morphological analysis, in particular, word division. The mae aaniy literature is 
a rich source for our understanding of linguistic thinking, with Farra' in particular 
playing a central role. 

The second driving force in the development of an Arabic linguistic tradition 
was the pedagogical. One tradition has it, in fact, that Arabic grammar was born 
in response to this need. Grammar was founded when the linguist Abu Aswad al
Du'ali (68/668) heard his daughter say maa >a/:lsanu 'what is more beautiful?' 
when she intended to say maa >a/:lsana 'how beautiful is ... '. Horrified at her bad 
grammar, he established a grammatical system based upon the three inflectional 
endings of Arabic, so that such mistakes would not be repeated. Whatever the 
truth of this story, it was clear that pedagogical material for the teaching of Arabic 
was needed, not least for the Arabs themselves, most of whom were illiterate and 
hence unready for the administrative tasks which their new conquests had thrust 
upon them, as well as for the many non-Arabs who formed the backbone of the 
early civil service. Though languages other than Arabic were used in the earliest 
periods of Arab rule, the use of Arabic increased steadily over time. 

The first extant grammar of Arabic is al-Kitaab 'The book' by Sibawayhi (177/ 
793), himself a Persian. It is a prodigious work of nearly 1,000 densely written 
pages. While this book is itself unsuitable as pedagogical material (Carter 1972), 
it does have a strongly normative character (Ditters 1992: 17) and is so detailed 
that in it virtually every major aspect of classical Arabic grammar is defined. All 
later grammars effectively rely on the Kitaab both for their content as well as their 
theoretical orientation (see next section). 

The question of the origins of the Arabic grammatical tradition is one which has 
been an issue for Western arabicists for over 100 years, and after a mid-century 
hiatus in the debate, it has again come to the fore in the last 25 years. It is far from 
being resolved. There are two main issues. First, to what extent did the Arabic 
grammatical tradition develop on its own or, alternatively, under the influence of 
other traditions? Second, when did Arabic grammatical theory come into being at 
all? 

The prime issue in the first part of the question concerns the extent to which the 
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Arabic grammarians were dependent upon earlier Middle Eastern grammatical 
traditions in the development of their linguistic thinking. Particularly important is 
the role of the Greek tradition. Carter (1972) asserted that the influence of the 
Greek tradition was limited, arguing that the considerable Greek intellectual influ
ence in Arabic culture came via translations of Greek works, and that these trans
lations became available en masse after the end of the eighth century, by which 
time the Arabic grammatical tradition had already taken on a more or less fixed 
structure. Instead, the Arabic tradition developed largely under an internal im
petus, in which, in particular, Islamic legal terminology and concepts provided a 
rich source of analogy for the linguistic (see also Fleisch 1994). 

Against this, Versteegh (1977) sees the Greek tradition as having a key role, 
even in the formative stages of Arabic linguistic thinking. The influence, however, 
came not from the officially supported translations, but rather from a living Greek 
pedagogical tradition which the Arabs encountered in the conquered Greek terri
tories. Furthermore, Versteegh suggests that the Arabic grammarians may have 
taken over certain methodological practices from the tradition of Greek empirical 
medicine. Moreover, Rundgren (1976: 140) has observed that Greek translations 
may have been available in Syriac or Persian in the conquered Persian territories 
before the later large-scale Greek translations into Arabic. 

It is not a contradiction to say that both viewpoints have cogency. The Arabic 
grammatical tradition, as early as 200/800, had a depth and detail hardly to be ac
counted for in terms of borrowing. At the same time, certain similarities exist be
tween aspects of Greek pedagogical grammar and Arabic practice which make 
independent development an implausible explanation. Progress is unfortunately 
hampered in answering the question of extent of outside influence by the relative 
dearth of original Greek sources. 

The second question, period of origin, is one which had already been document
ed in considerable detail by the Arabic grammarians themselves. One example of 
this documentation, concerning Abu Aswad AI-Du'ali, was cited above. The most 
important constructs postulated by the Arabic grammarians for explaining the 
origins of the Arabic grammatical tradition were the existence of two linguistic 
schools, the Kufan and the Basran. According to this, the earliest Arabic grammar
ians were aligned in two opposing schools, one centered in Basra, the other in 
Kufa (near modem Najaf in Iraq). The chief protagonists were Xalil and Sibaway
hi for the Basrans and Kisa'i and Farra' for the Kufans, though virtually all of the 
early grammarians were categorized as belonging to one school or the other. Ac
cording to one popular view, a major methodological difference separating the 
two was that the Basrans tended to favor the use of analogy in solving linguistic 
problems, while the Kufans put greater emphasis on the existence of exceptions to 
general rules. 

The historical existence of the two schools, as described in the Arabic tradition, 
was challenged in the early part of this century by Weil (1913), who argued that 
the two schools were the creation of fourth/tenth-century grammarians such as 
Mubarrad and Sarraj. In the need to systematize Arabic grammar, they were con-
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fronted by the fact that in the earlier period, particularly in the main works of Sib
awayhi and Farra', differences of terminology and concept were found. The 
general labels of Basran and Kufan were then applied to these ideas post hoc, and 
grammatical thinking became orientated around these two poles. Generally speak
ing it was the Basran (Sibawayhian) version of grammar which became the stan
dard one (see Ibn al-Anbari's aPln$aaf'Equitable treatment'). 

Weil's ideas receive some support from Baalbaki's (1981) observation that in 
the works of Sibawayhi and Farra' themselves there is no mention of schools of 
grammar, while Owens (1990) argues that the earlier period of grammar, up to the 
end of the third/ninth century, was characterized by a relative conceptual and ter
minological heterogeneity in regards to linguistic thinking, that was subsequently 
replaced by the post hoc BasranlKufan dichotomy. Talmon (1992: 818), on the 
other hand, would see a linguistic reality in the two schools even in the earlier 
period, though to date his ideas have yet to be presented in detail. 

How old the Arabic grammatical tradition is, remains an unanswered question. 
It appears quite suddenly, fully developed, around 200/800, in the works of Sib
awayhi and Farra', and the lexicographic work of Xalil (Kitaab al (ayn 'Book of 
the letter 'ayn'). To what extent and in what way these scholars were dependent 
on their predecessors is difficult to answer directly for the same reason that the po
tential Greek predecessors of Arabic linguistic thinking are problematic: lack of 
original texts prevents an easy overview of pre-second/eighth-century grammati
cal commentary. Versteegh (1993), showing that there are relatively few hints 
about the origin of Arabic grammatical theory in early (i.e. pre-800) exegetical 
texts, tends only to deepen the mystery. The study of indirect sources such as the 
extant grammars themselves and the bio-bibliographicalliterature, will hopefully 
shed more light on this question. 

If the earliest period of Arabic grammar is still rather shrouded in darkness, the 
same is fortunately not true of the post-Sibawayhi period, in particular the period 
beginning with Mubarrad (285/898) and running up to the present day. While 
there remains a great deal to be studied in the medieval Arabic linguistic tradition, 
its important developmental stages are readily discernible. In the rest of this sec
tion I will very briefly outline what these were, and in the next will summarize the 
theoretical and methodological basis on which they were built. 

Aside from the Qur'anic exegetical tradition (Farra', NaQQas, etc.), in which 
linguistic disputes are set out, but only in so far as they illuminate particular tex
tual problems, the two bases of the linguistic tradition are grammar in the broad 
sense (nabw 'way', including phonetics, phonology, morphology and syntax) and 
lexicography. Prototypical works are Sibawayhi's Kitaab for the former and Xa
liI's Kitaab al (ayn for the latter. These two works represent the first compendia 
in these two genres, and one finds like-spirited works appearing at regular inter
vals from that time onwards. 

The lexicographic tradition was by its nature the less variegated. The form of 
dictionaries remained much the same (see pp. 55-56), the main variation from the 
large reference dictionaries being the production of short lexica describing spe-
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cialized subjects, such as vocabulary related to horses, Hadith (stories about the 
Prophet), the Qur'an, dialectal variants (luraat) and others. 

The grammatical, on the other hand, underwent a slow but steady differenti
ation. Sibawayhi' s grammar was basically about core grammar, even if it touched 
on related fields like pragmatics and markedness theory (see p. 000). It has, how
ever, the nature of a reference grammar, and to fulfill more practical pedagogical 
needs two developments occurred. On the one hand, short summaries of a limited 
subject matter, like the category of gender in nouns (cf. Farra' 's al-Muliakkar wa 
l-mu:>anna9 'Masculine and feminine gender') were written, or, simply, lists of 
examples contrasting certain morphological forms (the verb form facala vs. 
:> ar ala for example) were drawn up. On the other, the reference grammars them
selves were made more transparent in their organization, and short summaries of 
the reference grammars were written (e.g. Ibn al-Sarraj's al-Muwjazfiy al-na/:tw 
'Summary of grammar', c. 100 pages, based on his aPU$uwlfiy al-na/:tw 'The 
foundations of grammar' c. 1,200). 

As the organization of grammar was systematized, a greater interest developed 
in organizational principles. The notions of basic and secondary or marked and 
unmarked, :> a$/lfarC 'root/branch' playing a decisive role here. These were espe
cially prominent in the fourth/tenth century. Ibn Jinni's al-Xa$aa:>i$ 'Characteris
tica' being the tour deforce in this genre. 

In the context of controversy surrounding the inimitability of the Qur' an (Bo
has, Guillaume, Kouloughli 1990: 116), there developed a greater interest in the 
contextual, both textual and situational, and pragmatic aspects of language struc
ture. Jurjani (471/1078) in his Dalaa:>il aPiCjaaz 'The proofs of inimitability' 
paid particular attention to the information structure of language, and later al-As
tarabadhi (686/1286) and Sakkaki (626/1228), among others, gave prominence to 
speech act theory. Still later (c. 1400) scholars working within the cilm al-wa(r 
(Weiss 1966) addressed the structure of semantic relations. In addition, works of 
bio-bibliographical summary, the tabaqaat, were produced at various periods, and 
there were linguistic analyses of Arabic poetry, particularly those important for 
linguistic analysis. 

It is important to note that Arabic linguistic thinking developed in an accretion
ary rather than substitution-like fashion. If Jurjani developed a theory of sentential 
information structure, he saw it as complementing, not replacing, the grammatical 
analysis of the sentence that he inherited from his predecessors. While his 
Dalaa:>illays the foundation for a sub-discipline known as rhetoric (balaara), his 
Muqta$id 'The mediating' is a wholly orthodox compendium of Arabic grammar. 

The Form of Arabic Grammatical Theory 
As I have emphasized in the previous section, Arabic grammar developed contin
ually over a period oftime. Nonetheless, discrete stages are discernible where the 
grammatical tradition took on a fixed form (see Owens 1991: 233), and one can 
use these as reference points in summarizing the theory and methodology behind 
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the grammatical thinking. 
As far as the core grammar goes - phonology, morphology and syntax - a key 

grammarian is the Baghdadian Ibn al-Sarraj (316/928). His al-~U~uwlfiy al-nal;tw 
effectively established the form of grammatical treatises which is in use in the Ar
abic world up to today. While I therefore make reference especially to Sarraj here, 
it should be noted that, by and large, his methodology and theoretical orientation 
follows that of his predecessor SibawayhL 

Arabic grammars (including Sibawayhi's) treat syntax before morphology, 
giving equal weight to the two, phonology as part of morphology (Le. mor
phophonology), and phonetics as part of phonology. There are three axiomatic el
ements in Arabic syntactic analysis. Items substitute for each other, forming 
classes. The places of substitution are identified as grammatical functions. The 
functions are linked to each other by means of dependency relations which deter
mine case form. If this pithy summary makes Arabic syntactic practice sound like 
"prescient" structuralism it is because modem grammatical theory does indeed 
rest on the same foundation as that supporting Arabic theory (Carter 1973, Owens 
1988). The following example, using the simplified, didactic style of the gram
marians, serves as an illustration. 

tf,araba 
hit 
Verb 

I 
zayd-un 
Zayd (nom.) 
Agent 

'Zayd hit 'Amr'. 

+ Camr-an 
'Amr (acc.) 
Object 

This sentence consists of three functions, a verb (tjaraba = fic/lit. 'doing'), an 
agent (zaydun = faacif 'doer') and an object (Camran = maruwl bihi 'done to it'). 
The verb governs both agent and object, the former in the nominative, the latter in 
the accusative. At each position other items could occur. In subject position, for 
example, one could have muwsaa 'Musa', for example: 

tf,araba muwsaa C amr-an 

It happens that muwsaa has one invariable form, and the characteristic -u nom
inative suffix does not appear on it. By virtue of its substituting at the agent posi
tion, however, muwsaa is equally an agent, and it is equally governed by the verb, 
its form being implicitly (muqaddar 'implied') nominative. It is by the use of sub
stitution techniques that a whole range of morphologically irregular forms, pro
nouns, demonstratives, compound and diptotic nouns, etc. are accommodated 
within a simple grammatical framework. An Arabic syntax is by and large an ex
plication of what can occur and cooccur at each of the thirty or so syntactic posi
tions which are customarily distinguished. Among the most important are topic 
(mubtada~ 'beginning') and comment (xabar 'news') in a nominal sentence, verb 
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(fiC I), agent (faac il) and the various types of objects in the verbal sentence (direct 
object, ma:fuwl bihi, absolute object ma:fuwl mutlaq 'what is done unrestricted', 
locative (termed either ma:fuwl fiyhi 'done in it' or !Xzif 'container'), as well as 
the various nominal elements, adjective (variously, naCt 'description', $ifa 'qual
ity' or wa$f 'description'), substitute (badal 'replacement') and conjunct (Cat! 
'bending'), to name but a few. Within each ofthese categories various subclasses 
were distinguished. 

The largest functional unit in Arabic is the sentence (kalaam 'speaking, talk, 
statement' orjumla 'sum'), though a function of special type since its existence is 
not established by a single substitution class. Nor are the functions which are in a 
sentence, jumla, said to be functions of the sentence. One never finds in Arabic 
grammars phrases such as 'agent of the sentence' (faacil al-jumla or faacil al
kalaam). Instead, the concept integrating the sub-parts of the sentence, verb, 
agent, object etc. is dependency. One item, a verb, for example, as in qaraba zayd
un camr-an, governs (yaCmilu) another in a particular form, nominative in the 
case of agent, accusative in the case of object. In general the Arabic notion of de
pendency and that defined in certain modem versions (e.g. Tesniere 1959) rest on 
common principles. 

Arabic morphology, or $arf 'turning away', has as its basis a formal and a dis
tributional component. The distributional consisted in the division of Arabic 
words into three major classes: noun (ism 'name'), verb (fN) and particle (J:zarf 
'edge'). Each of these in tum contained numerous subclasses. Under noun, for ex
ample, was understood common and proper nouns, adjectives, pronouns, demon
stratives and relative pronouns. The rationale for the subclassification was partly 
formal- nouns have case endings but particles do not, for instance - but ultimate
ly, distributional properties were decisive, each class being defined by its mutual 
commutational possibilities (see Owens 1989). The ability of an item to be sub
stituted at a syntactic position defined the basic unit of morphology, the word (kal
ima): whatever can be commuted is a word, for instance the subject muwsaa in 
qaraba muwsaa camr-an. The m or muw of muwsaa, however, cannot alone be 
substituted with other items, are not therefore words, and hence are not units sus
ceptible to analysis at the level of $arf 

While the word is the morphological element which is distributed in larger con
structions, the basic unit of morphological analysis is the root e a$l 'root'), a con
sonantal skeleton. This skeleton was represented conventionally by the template 
:fl (the root for 'doing'), which stands for the three consonantal positions, initial, 
medial and final, that most roots have. Roots of more than three consonants were 
represented by adding an I for each basic consonant; tarjama 'translate', would 
have the structure:f ll. The combination of root + vowel pattern, forming a stem, 
is designated wazn 'weight' or binaa> 'building'. It is the stems, of course, which 
make up the word classes. Short vowels generally had no special status in Arabic 
morphological theory, though their discrete morphological status was hinted at 
(Owens 1988: 110 on the thirteenth-century grammarian Astarabadhi). The stem 
kataba = the wazn ''facala'' is simply an instance of a 3rd person perfect verb. 
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Of course, stems in Arabic can consist of more than basic root consonants + 
vowel patterns. They may contain, singly or in various combinations, prefixes 
(ma-ktab 'office'), infixes (>in-t-aqala 'move') and suffixes (I:zamr-aa> 'red 
(f.)'). It was well recognized that these elements often represented, relative to the 
consonantal root, extra-lexical semantic elements, and they were given a distinct 
status and representation in morphological theory. A basic distinction was drawn 
between the root (>a;\'l) and non-root (zaa>ida 'increasing') consonants, the latter 
by and large comprising the affixes. Whereas the root consonants are represented 
in the standard template asrl, the added consonants were represented by them
selves, so that the morphological structure of the three examples given above in 
this paragraph would be rna-ral, >ij-tCala andfacl-aa>. Usually a consonantal 
root appears in a number of morphological guises, and identifying all of them was 
the domain of ta;\'riyf' alteration, drainage', effectively the identification of all ba
sic and derived forms applicable to a given root. 

In most cases the added consonants are readily distinguishable from the root. In 
the relatively few cases where they are not, various criteria (semantic, morphotac
tic, derivational, see Owens 1988: 115) were developed for deciding what be
longed to the root, what not. 

A more fundamental problem to the representation of root/non-root structure 
was presented by the various phonological changes which root consonants could 
undergo. Miyzaan 'weight', for instance, is based on the root wzn, though no w is 
discernible in it. The greater part of Arabic morphology concerned itself with ex
plaining the various phonological changes which roots could undergo. 

The changes were phrased in terms of general phonological processes, deletion 
(I:zaof'deleting'), assimilation (idraam 'insertion'), substitution of one sound for 
another (badal metathesis) (tal:zwiyl 'transformation'), and rules which affected 
the 'weak' consonants w and y (qalb 'heart, center'). The rules applied to ideal 
underlying morphological forms which served as the input. Miyzaan 'scales', for 
instance, is based on the underlying form mi-raal (cf. mi-qdaar 'measure') = mi
wzaan. A general phonological rule changes the sequence iw to iy (cf. e.g. duc iya 
'be invited' < duc iwa). The rules apply in succession, and a given underlying form 
may undergo four or five different rules before the final surface form is reached, 
as is the case, for instance, with qul-tu 'I said', from underlying *qawal-tu. 

The rules defining the changes are not strictly phonological, but rather mor
phophonological. That is, potentially every rule with phonological effect has its 
domain restricted by morphological domain: a rule may apply to nouns, but not to 
verbs, or vice versa; a rule that holds for a basic consonantal root may not apply 
to a non-basic (zaa>id) one; rules applying stem initially (at ,/') may not apply 
stem finally (at' I'). 

Arabic morphophonological theory is entirely orientated toward explaining for
mal deviation from an underlying stem. It is thus not surprising that phonetics is. 
not introduced as an independent component of grammar parallel to syntax and 
morphology, but rather in conjunction with one aspect of morphophonology, 
namely assimilation. Most assimilation rules, like the voicing of tin i44araba 'be 
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confused' « it/taraba), or the emphatization of t in the same example, are speci
fiable only with a precise phonetic description of the sounds involved, for assim
ilation can be due to various phonetic factors: in the example just cited two 
independent assimilation processes are attested, one in terms of voicing, the other 
in terms of manner (emphasis). 

While phonetics is, within the Arabic model, conceptually a part of morphol
ogy, the classificatory categories used are largely articulatory and were sub
categorized as to place (some fifteen points in all distinguished, starting from the 
glottis, the classification being hampered by the fact that no theoretical distinction 
was drawn between an active and passive articulator); manner (including stops 
sadiyd 'strong', fricatives rixw 'loose, flabby' etc., eight in all) and voicing (or 
tenseness, various interpretations have been given the terms majhuwrlmahmuws 
'made loud/whispered'). A sound like t was thus given a multiple characteriza
tion: voiceless (mahmuws), stop (sadiyd), pronounced at the tongue tip and inci
sor tip, and implicitly, non-emphatic (not mutbaq 'covered'). Assimilation could 
affect a sound along one or more of these classificatory parameters. 

The core grammar thus contained detailed treatment of syntax, morphology 
(and morphophonology) and phonetics. As already mentioned, the data, and for 
the most part, theoretical descriptive apparatus pertaining to this grammar are to 
be found in Sibawayhi, and were organized in a coherent way by Ibn al-Sarraj. 
Around Ibn al-Sarraj 's time a further interest gained prominence, one touched on, 
but not developed as an independent linguistic endeavor, in the pre-tenth-century 
grammar. This was an interest in the relation between items fulfilling the ideal 
grammatical/morphological structure (>a#) of the language and those deviating 
from this ideal (Jar< 'branch, twig'). The ideal pertained both to structures and to 
items realizing these structures. The ideal was in some sense the most basic, sim
plest, or, the metaphor I prefer, unmarked to be found. For instance, in morphol
ogy the ideal root was one containing three consonants (not four or five, which are 
statistically marked), none of which are "weak," i.e. y or w, since these consonants 
tended to undergo various sorts of phonological changes. In syntax the most un
marked parts of the sentence were topic and comment of a nominal sentence and 
verb and agent of the verbal sentence, whereas direct objects and locative objects 
are marked (Jar<). The "proof' that topic/comment and verb/agent are unmarked 
is that they, in opposition to objects, are obligatory. Virtually any grammatical cat
egory could be given a markedness status relative to another one, and in some 
cases markedness hierarchies were postulated, one item being closer to the basic 
(>a~l) category than one (Jar<), but less close than another. For instance, Bohas 
and Guillaume (1984: 68) point out that Sibawayhi draws up a three-way 
hierarchy defining the sounds ~-y-w (going from least to most marked), whereby 
the 'heaviest' (>a(Jqal 'heavier', most marked) may undergo certain changes 
which the others do not. Thus, the initial w of waqa<a 'he fell' is deleted in the 
imperfect, yaqa< u, whereas the y will usually be kept, yayminu 'go right'. The ex
planation for this is that y is lighter (>axaff) 'lighter' or Jess marked than w. 

Implicitly, the entire organization ofIbn al-Sarraj's grammar is built around the 
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notion of markedness, always beginning with unmarked categories then moving 
to marked. In summarizing the various grammatical functions, for instance, he be
gins with a summary of the functions which the nominative case could assume 
(topic, comment, agent), since the nominative was assumed to be the basic case. 
He moves next to accusative functions (absolute, direct, locative object, etc.), and 
ends with the genitive (possessive, object of preposition) , the least basic. Marked
ness considerations further informed the treatment within these categories. 
Among the nominative functions, for example, the nominal sentence is treated be
fore the verbal, based on the assumption that nouns are unmarked relative to verbs. 

Interest in pragmatic matters led to a further layer of grammatical analysis. 
Jurjani (471/1078) soughtto explain the meaning difference between (a) and (b) 

(a) 8ahaba zayd-un '(What happened is that) Zayd left' 
(b) zayd-un 8ahaba '(It is) Zayd (who) left' 

on the basis of new and old information. (a) would be appropriate if one were con
centrating on the action itself, whereas (b) would be appropriate if the actor Zayd 
were the most important aspect of the discourse. The new information was placed 
first, the presupposed afterwards. It is important to note here that Jurjani essen
tially formalized a multi-systemic analysis of sentence structure: at the grammat
icallevel (a) is a verbal sentence and (b) nominal, two fundamentally distinct 
sentence types. At the informational level both sentences share a common dichot
omization into new/given information. 

Pragmatics continued to interest linguists. A basic distinction was drawn be
tween performative (insaa~iy 'creative') and enunciative (xabariy 'reportive') ut
terances (Larcher 1991), and detailed analyses were made of individual 
structures. The seventh/thirteenth-century grammarian al-Astarabadhi, for exam
ple, analyzed laakinna 'but' in terms of the predicate ~astadraktu 'I have correct
ed', an abstract semantic element whose 1st person subject reflects al
Astarabadhi's assumption that each utterance presupposes a speaker (Larcher 
1992). 

Lexicons 
Arab scholars were equally active in the field oflexicography. Ibn Man:(':ur's (711/ 
1311) Lisaan al-carab 'The Arabic tongue', for instance, runs to fifteen volumes, 
each volume about 400 pages long, approximately 80,000 entries in all. While the 
dictionaries were comprehensive to a fault, it is notable that they never attained 
the structured order found in the study of grammar (see Langhade 1994, Haywood 
1959: 82, Wild 1965: 56). I will briefly illustrate this here with a summary of the 
entry for kfr (Vol. 5: 144-151) from the Lisaan. 

The main organizing principle within the lemmas was semantic and pragmatic, 
a given stem form being repeated as often as distinct meanings were associated 
with it. The lemma for klr begins with the verbal noun kufr with the ( 1) meaning 
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'disbelief' (naqiyq, aPiymaan); in the next short paragraph kufr is given with the 
(2) sense of 'disavowal of grace', and in the long third paragraph kufr in the (3) 
sense of 'denial Uu/:zuwd) of grace'. There is no explicit intimation that the mean
ings are related. Sometimes other derivationally related forms are listed with the 
different senses of kufr, sometimes not. With the first sense four related verb 
forms are given (yakfuru, kafarnaa, kafaruw twice), three in examples, one to il
lustrate verbal nouns. No definition of a verb kafara is offered. Three verbal noun 
forms in the function of absolute object are listed with the first meaning, kufran, 
kufuwran and kUfraanan. There is no discussion of their respective meanings. 
With the second sense of kufr no other related forms are listed. With the third a 
large number are, including again the verbal nouns kufuwran, kufraanan, as well 
as other forms, kaafir (with its three plurals, kuffaarun, kafaratun and kifaarun), 
mukaffar 'denied grace and its goodness', and others (twelve in all). Again, there 
is usually no explicit definition of the meanings of these related forms. One would 
assume presumably that they are to be accommodated under meaning three. There 
is further discussion of various connotations of kufr, though under which of the 
first three senses they are subsumed is not made clear. Kufr in the sense of 'inno
cence' is discussed on p. 145. It is noteworthy that at the end of p. 145 the basic 
ea~l) meaning of kfr is said to relate to 'covering'. The basic meaning, however, 
is introduced only after lengthy discussion of the pragmatically more prominent 
religious connotations of the root. On p. 147 a new sub-entry, kafr 'covering' is 
introduced and on p. 148 kufr returns again, though with the meaning 'pitch for 
sealing ships'. The lemma for kfr ends with further morphological forms based on 
kfr. 

Throughout the lemmas are found references from the Qur' an, Hadith, and po
etry, and various grammatical points, mainly morphological are mentioned, such 
as whether a noun is diptotic or not. The interpretations of previous lexicographers 
are cited quite often. 

In strong contrast to formally based grammar, meaning has a more central role 
than form. There is no single form kufr; rather there is kufrl with meaning 1, kufr2 
with meaning 2, kufr3' etc. The derivationally related forms, the ta~riyf of kfr, are 
consequently listed only when they happen to have some special semantic relation 
to the sense of kfr under discussion. The basic passive participle form makfuwr, 
for example is mentioned only once and that in the sub-lemma kafr meaning 'dust' 
(turaab): ramaad makfuwr means 'dust-covered ashes'. 

In terms of the structure of its lemmas, the Lisaan is more or less typical of ear
lier works (e.g. Ibn Sida's (458/1066) Mu/:zkam 'The precisely planned' and later 
lexicons like al-Zabiydi's (1205/1791) Taa} al-(aruws 'The crown of the bride' 
had relatively little organizational improvement. It was only in the nineteenth cen
tury that dictionaries took on the form common today. 

The Arabic Grammatical Tradition and Comparative Semitics 
As far as the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of the Arabic tradition 
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go, there is little of special interest to comparative semitics, aside from what they 
have to say about the overall cultural history of the regions where Semitic lan
guages are spoken. Such basic notions oflinguistic analysis as substitution and de
pendency are, presumably, of universal application. The Arabic tradition has had 
a fundamental influence on other Middle Eastern grammatical traditions, like the 
Hebraic and Coptic, and it would be of interest to know to what extent the similar 
structure of the languages facilitated their adoption of the Arabic grammatical 
model. Such an investigation, however, is probably of more interest to general lin
guistic theory than to Semitic studies. 

There is, however, an invaluable, if inadvertant, contribution in the Arabic 
grammatical tradition to general Semitics. This lies in the great compendia of facts 
recorded by the grammarians and lexicographers, dialectal forms, socially marked 
forms and outright mistakes (lal;m) for example. This material was used exten
sively by Rabin (1951), though it is far from being exhausted, and its judicious 
evaluation will be of fundamental interest to Arabic studies in particular and 
Semitics in general. 
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4 The Hebrew 
Grammatical Tradition 

Arie Schippers 

Grammatical activities in the field of Hebrew appeared relatively late, in a period 
when Hebrew was no longer spoken. Even the most colloquial Hebrew variant, 
rabbinical Hebrew, had died out in the second century. Hebrew had for centuries 
been limited to synagogical and literary use. The Bible was transmitted by the 
Jews from generation to generation, but the vocalization and accentuation notes 
had to be added as "punctuation" to the consonantal text, probably only from the 
beginning of the seventh century. This was at least the opinion of the Rabbanites 
(the mainstream of Judaism) who recognized later traditions such as the orally re
vealed Mishnah and the Talmud as a completion of the Written Law of the Bible. 

The Qara'ites, however, were of the opinion that the Bible was self-explanatory 
and required no completion by Oral Law such as the Mishnah and Talmud, which 
were considered by the Rabbanites as writings with great authority. The Qara'ites 
claimed that the Bible had been revealed in its entirety, "graven upon the tablets," 
i.e. "full with vowel and accent signs and not lacking in vowel and accent signs" 
ERal ha-kafer (see p. 61). Consequently, they were very active in adding diacrit
ics. This activity was called the Masorah, i.e. 'transmission' or 'numbering of the 
verses' (Arabic al-ma:sirah). The first Masoretes were the Ben Aser family of 
whom Abu Sa'id Aharon ben Moseh was the most conspicuous member (first half 
of the seventh century). 

One of the systems of vocalizing, the so-called Tiberian system, acquired pri
ority in the Jewish world. That may be the reason that a ninth-century author even 
pretended that he had heard common people in the streets of Tiberi as speaking He
brew, suggesting that there was still a living tradition. 

The development of philology led to the addition of diacritics and served as a 
foundation for the grammatical work starting in the tenth century. In the beginning 
writing about grammar was considered by many to be a vain activity. GrammlT
ians tried to prove that language studies were necessary for the proper understand
ing of the written Word. Qara'ites and Rabbanites disagreed in their 
interpretations of Biblical Hebrew. Another factor which stimulated grammar 
studies was the activity in the field of Arabic grammar by Muslim scholars. The 
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abundance of Arabic philological and grammatical literature was no doubt a stim
ulus forthelews who occupied themselves with Hebrew. This phenomenon of the 
sudden renaissance of Hebrew studies in the tenth and eleventh centuries may also 
have been the reaction of the suc u:biyyah against the dominant position of the Ar
abic language. This movement, supported mainly by officials of Persian origin, 
stressed the particular values of the non-Arab peoples (sUC u:b) within Islam.The 
Jews became more aware of the value of their own culture and their holy language 
as well. 

The Golden Age of Hebrew Grammar: The Creative Period 
The first among the philologists of the Hebrew language was Sa'adyah Ga'on or 
Sa'adiyyah ibn Yu:suf (892-942), born in Fayyu:m (Egypt), the head of the Jew
ish community in Babylonia (Iraq) and the foremost personality in Rabbanite Ju
daism during the first half of the tenth century. He wrote the Kita:b al-sabc i:n 
laf~ah al-mufradah 'Book of the seventy unique words', the first to explain hapax 
legomena (words or roots found only once in the text) of the Bible according to 
their use in rabbinical literature. He also compiled the Kita:b u$u:1 ai-sic r 
al-cibra:ni: 'Book of the Roots of Hebrew Poetry', usually referred to by its He
brew title Agron 'Compendium', the first Hebrew dictionary with glosses in Ara
bic. It consists of two alphabetic listings, according to the first and the last letters. 
Sa'adyah Ga'on wanted poets to use a better Hebrew. He pointed out the differ
ence between letters that stand for the basic meaning of the word, and added letters 
that represent affixes. Equally important was his Kita:b fa$i:1:z lurat 
al-cibra:niyyah 'Book of the pure Hebrew language', in which morphological 
questions of the Hebrew language were dealt with for the first time. 

The interest in linguistic problems spread quickly through North Africa. In 
Tahort, a town in what is now Algeria, lived Yehudah ibn Quraysh (tenth cen
tury), who dedicated his Risa:lah 'Treatise, Epistle' to the Jewish community of 
Fez. He compared Biblical Hebrew with Aramaic, Mishnaic Hebrew, Arabic and 
other languages such as Berber. 

In the East we have the work by the Qara'ite Abu:-I-Farag Haru:n ibn al-Farag 
from Jerusalem, the Kita:b al-ka:fi:fi-I-Iurah al-c ibra:niyyah 'The adequate book 
on the Hebrew language' and the S79-page manuscript, written in Jerusalem about 
1000, Mustamil cala:-I-u$u:1 wa-lju$u:l fi:-l-lurah alJ ibra:niyyah 'Comprehen
sive Book on the Roots and Branches of the Hebrew Language'. Part 1 of the latter 
is devoted to the ten principles (u$u:l) used to determine a form in language; part 
2 deals with infinitives; part 3 with the letters of the alphabet and their division 
into essential (gawhariyyah) and servant letters (xawa:dim; roughly the same dis
tinction between basic letters and added ones as made by Sa'adyah, see p. 60). 
Part 4 deals with particles while part 5 considers many kinds of grammatical ques
tions: gender, number, pronouns, transitivity and lexicology. Part 6 is concerned 
with the conjugation of the verb I:zaleq; part 7 with a leY1cography and triliteral 
verbs according to the anagram system; part 8 is a comparison of Hebrew with 
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biblical Aramaic. 
Abu:-I-Farag's anagram method looks very much like that of the Arabic gram

marian al-Xali:l ibn Abmad (710-786) in his dictionary Kita:b al-Cayn. This dic
tionary is not arranged alphabetically, but by groups of sounds, probably under 
Indian influence, starting with the consonant combinations with the Arabic letter 
'ayn. Abu:-I-Farag started by explaining all the root combinations containing the 
Hebrew consonant letter 'ayn, subsequently dealing with other consonant combi
nations. The following roots are found in the extant remnant of al-Mustamil's let
ter 'ayn: (BR, (RF, (MR, (SB, (FL, (SB. Under (BR all the permutations of the 
three consonant letters are listed, namely: (BR, (RB, B (R, BR (, RB (, R (B. 

Among other Qara'ite works are David ben Abraham al-Fa:si:'s extensive dic
tionary of Biblical Hebrew in Arabic, called Kita:b ja:mi< al-alfa."'[' 'Comprehen
sive book of sounds' and two grammatical texts: the anonymous book Me~or 
<ayin 'Eye Light' or 'Enlightenment of the Eye', composed at the end of the elev
enth century and the Eskol ha-kofer 'The cluster of camphire' (cf. Song of So
lomon 1: 14 )/'The grape of henna' by the twelfth-century author Y"hudah Hadassi. 
The former work does not seem to have been influenced by the Andalusian Rab
banites and has a completely different grammatical system, whereas the latter is 
heavily influenced by the Andalusian grammarians I;Iayyu:g and Ibn Gana:b (see 
pp.62-63). 

The renaissance of Hebrew which manifested itself in the study of Hebrew 
grammar and the new school of Hebrew secular poetry, took place in tenth- and 
eleventh-century Muslim Spain. Jewish patrons emulated the courtly habits of 
their Muslim colleagues. Moseh ibn 'Ezra (1055-1138), himself a poet, tells us in 
his Kita:b al-muJ:ta:4arah wa-l-mu8a:karah 'Book of discussion and commemo
ration' about the learned men who made the revival of Hebrew possible. In the 
fifth chapter of his Kita:b, devoted to a survey of Hebrew literature in Muslim 
Spain, Moseh ibn 'Ezra begins (28b) by stating that the reason for the Spanish 
Jews' mastery of the Hebrew language was the fact that they originated from Jews 
in Jerusalem, where the purest Hebrew was acquired and from where God's Law 
and Word had come. After the arrival of the Arabs in Andalusia (711 CE), the Jews 
delved deeply into Arabic science, linguistics and poetry (29b). Thereupon God 
revealed to them the secret of their own holy language: phenomena such as weak 
and additional letters were recognized. The first grammarians lived at the Cor
doban court of the Jewish patron Abu: Yu:suf I;Iasday ibn Isbaq ibn Shapru:t 
(915-970). About this maecenas, whose activities initiated the flowering of He
brew Andalusian poetry, Moseh ibn 'Ezra says in his Kita:b (30ab): "He firmly 
established the pillars of science by surrounding himself with wise men from Syr
ia and al- 'Iraq. The authors of his time ... wrote admirable works. They praised 
him in their beautiful poems and writings in the Arabic language. In exchange, 
therefore, he distinguished them with his graceful gifts, while he provided all the 
necessary means to satisfy their wishes." 

One can conclude from Moseh ibn 'Ezra's sketch that the new poetical school 
arose at a time when there were also many linguistic activities. Linguistic and 
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poetic activities stimulated and influenced each other. Hebrew poets rivaled the 
Arabs in their poetry and adopted the ideal of distilling the purest poetic language 
from the Hebrew of Holy Scripture. 

M~nal}.em ibn Saruq (born c. 915, Tortosa) lived at the court ofI:Iasday ibn Sha
pru:!. His lexicon of the Hebrew language, the MaIJberet 'Book, Compendium', 
was believed to be a step forward compared with Sa'adyah Ga'on's dictionary. 
Menal}.em differentiated between roots (y·sod, (iqqar, sores) and the paragogic or 
added element (toseJet 'addition' , masar"tim, 'servants') within the Hebrew word 
(see p. 60). 

This differentiation, however, already appears in the writings of the Tiberian 
Masorete Aharon ben Aser (see p. 59) and of Sa'adya ha-Ga'on (p. 60). But 
M~nal}.em did not possess the theoretical foundations to discover the weak con
sonants. For him any consonant that could disappear during the flexion of a root 
does not belong to its basis, but is an added consonant. By means of this empirical 
process, he admits a large number of monoconsonantal and biconsonantal roots. 
Contrary to the widespread custom of writing scientific works in Arabic, his dic
tionary was written in Hebrew. It was therefore widely disseminated in Europe. 

M~nal}.em's critic, DunaS ibn Labrat (a name of Berber origin; born c. 925 in 
Morocco; educated in Baghdad by Sa'adyah), established himself in Cordoba, at 
the court of I:Iasday ibn Shapru:t. DunaS ibn Labrat's criticisms were directed 
mainly against the identification of roots by Manal}.em and against the meanings 
he attributed to words, which often entailed theological consequences. DunaS's 
criticisms of Manal}.em unleashed a polemic between the pupils of M~nal}.em and 
of DunaS. The pupils of Manal}.em also criticized the new metrics introduced by 
DunaS in the poetry of the new Hebrew Andalusian school. This criticism of the 
inadequacy of the Arabic meters for Hebrew poetry was to be repeated later by 
Y~hudah ha-Le:wi (p. 63). 

The discovery of the triradicalism of the Hebrew words and verbs by Yehudah 
(Abu: Zakariyya Yal}.ya:) ben David al-Fa:si: I:Iayyu:g (c. 930-c. 1000; born at 
Fez, lived in Cordoba) was revolutionary for Hebrew grammar. He hoped that, by 
the correct philological knowledge of Biblical forms, the holy language would be 
used again by scholars and poets just as in antiquity. I:Iayyu:g wrote two mono
graphs. He came to the conclusion that every Hebrew verbal root consisted of at 
least three letters (consonants). He called ale/. yod, waw and he: "weak" or "soft," 
because these letters are not written phonetically, but visible in the text. He recog
nized that the primae yod verb yasav has three radicals, and not two, as earlier 
grammarians would say on the basis of the sometimes invisible yod. He also dis
covered the concept of compensatory lengthening (Arabic madd 'lengthening') 
from the basic forms (Arabic a,\'liyyah) of the sound verbs (e.g. pa(al, orSamar). 
To represent the verbal forms he uses the root p-(-I (inspired by the similar use of 
1-(-1 in Arabic). In his Kita:b al-ara:1 Oawa:t IJuru.f al-li:n 'Book of the verbs 
with weak letters' he recognizes the following four categories of weak verbs: (1) 
the verba primae alef, (2) the verba primae yod; (3) the verba mediae infirmae 
(with a medial weak radical: yod or waw); (4) the verba tertiae infirmae (whose 
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final radical is weak alef or he: = yod or waw). These are weak because they may 
be omitted in part of the paradigms. In his Kita:b al-a:fa:l Oawa:t al-mi8layn 
'Book of the geminate verbs' I:Iayyu:g dealt with defective forms of verbs that 
have identical second and third radicals (verba mediae geminatae). 

Yonah ibn Gana:l:t (born in Cordoba c. 990) wanted to write a comprehensive 
and systematic grammar of Biblical Hebrew in the tradition of I:Iayyu:g. In his old 
age, after 1039, he composed the work which he had been preparing for a long 
time, namely the Kita:b al-tanqi:b 'Book of detailed investigation'. The first part 
of this book, the Kita:b al-lumac 'Book of variegated flower beds' was a most 
comprehensive grammar in the tradition of I:Iayyu:g. The second part, the Kita:b 
al-u$u:l 'Book of the roots', contains a complete vocabulary of Biblical Hebrew, 
without personal or place names. The letters are listed under their Arabic equiva
lents, following the order of the Arabic alphabet (according to roots, geminates 
coming before tertiae alefwords). Each derived word is translated into Arabic. 

The poets SQmu'el han-Nagid (993-1055), SQlomo ibn Gabirol (1021-1058), 
and Yehudah ha-Le:wi (1075-1141) were also interested in grammar. SQlomo 
wrote a didactic poem in Hebrew on grammar called Se .fer ha-C anaq 'Book of the 
necklace'; 98 lines from the original 400 are still extant. SQmu'el han-Nagid is re
ported to have written some comments on grammatical works and a dictionary of 
Biblical Hebrew. Yehudah ha-Le:wi wrote his Maqa:lat al- caru:4 'Treatise on 
metrics' - metrics were considered to belong to linguistics - and his Kita:b al-xaz
ari: 'Book ofthe Khazar king', in which he made important remarks on the con
temporary situation of the Hebrew language. 

Moseh ibn Chiquitilla or Chicatella lived in the eleventh century. Moseh ibn 
'Ezra considered him "one of the principal learned men and linguists" (36b). He 
published a volume entitled Kita:b al-taoki:r wa-l-taJ ni:8 'The Book of masculine 
and feminine genders'. 
Y~udah ibn Bal'am or Bil'am also lived in the eleventh century. Apparently he 

was born in Toledo, but settled down in Seville after the Christian conquest of To
ledo. He was gifted with a polemical spirit and criticized Sa'adyah Ga'on, Yonah 
ibn Gana:l:t and SQmu'el han-Nagid. He even accused Moseh ibn Chiquitilla of be
ing an atheist, and attacked his rationalism, he himself being a traditionalist. His 
writings include the Kita:b al-tagni:s 'Book of Homonyms' and the Kita:b 
al-a:fa:l al-mustaqqah min al-asma:J 'Book on the denominative verbs'. 

Ibn Baru:n (c. 1100, Saragossa) was the author of the Kita:b al-muwa:zanah 
bayn al-lurah al- C ibra:niyyah wa-l- C arabiyyah 'Book of comparison between the 
Hebrew and the Arabic language'. In this work he mentions nearly all the preced
ing linguists and also Arab grammarians. It contains a section on the comparative 
grammar of Arabic and Hebrew, and a lexicographical section. In the latter he pre
sents the biblical roots which have an equivalent in Arabic in pronunciation and 
meaning. 
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The Second Period of the Grammarians of Hebrew: 
The Period of Dissemination 
In this period the grammarians of Hebrew were less original than their predeces
sors. But philosophical linguistic questions still troubled them: they developed 
ideas about the essence of language and its epistemological nature, thoughts about 
the origin of language and the reason for the multiplicity of the languages, the 
links between language and climate, the question whether language was natural or 
conventional, and of whether it was created or pre-existent (Zwiep 1995). 

After the Christian reconquest of some territories and the expulsion of the Jews 
from Muslim Spain by the Almoravids and Almohades, most Jewish intellectuals 
lived in Christian Spain and Provence, where the knowledge of Arabic was declin
ing. They therefore translated most of the grammatical works from Arabic into 
Hebrew. The Hebrew versions were disseminated allover Europe. The translators 
tried to express in concise Hebrew the findings of I:Iayyu:g and Ibn Gana:Q. Ad
aptations for Western Europe were made by Abraham ibn 'Ezra (1089-1164), Ibn 
ParQon (twelfth century), Y"iludah ibn Tibbon (c. 1120-c.1190), Jose:f QimQi: 
(c. 1105-1235) and his sons Dawid QimQi: (c. 1160-1235) and Moseh QimQi: 
(died c. 1190, and Yi~Qaq ben Moseh ha-Le:wi, called Profiat Duran (died c. 
1414). Jose:f QimQi: is specially worth mentioning because of his vowel theory. 
Instead of the traditional seven 'kings' (vowels), he opted for five contrasting 
pairs oflong and short vowels [a:-a; e:-e; u:-u; 0:-0; i:-i). In connection with David 
QimQi: we have to mention his Mi/slol 'Magnificence', the most widely dissemi
nated grammar and dictionary of Hebrew in the Middle Ages. 
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5 Akkadian 

Giorgio Buccellati 

Akkadian is the oldest attested Semitic language (with Eblaite, which several As
syriologists consider a branch of Akkadian, though it is treated separately in this 
volume). The earliest period, known as Old Akkadian, dates to between 2350 and 
2200: the major textual evidence consists of royal inscriptions. After a Sumerian 
resurgence, from which fewer Akkadian texts are found, the documentation re
sumes shortly after 2000 BeE and continues unbroken until about the time of 
Christ, with all major types of texts attested for most periods. It is also from that 
date that begins the distinction between Babylonian in the South and Assyrian in 
the northeast. Four periods may be distinguished, corresponding roughly to cycles 
lasting about five centuries each: Old Babylonian and Old Assyrian in the first 
half, Middle Babylonian and Middle Assyrian in the second half of the second 
millennium; Neo-Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian in the first half and Late Babylo
nian in the second half of the first millennium. It is generally assumed that Akka
dian came to be no longer spoken sometime in the first half of the first millennium, 
when it was effectively replaced by Aramaic. In addition, Assyriologists speak at 
times of Classic Babylonian, referring to the Old Babylonian dialect and its sur
vivals. The most important such survival is also known as Standard Babylonian, 
which describes the language used in the literary texts copied and in some cases 
written in the first half of the first millennium. 

The best-known literary texts, such as Gilgamesh or the Creation Epic, are pre
served in their most complete textual versions in tablets from the late periods writ
ten precisely in Standard Babylonian, but there are significant literary texts from 
all periods, including especially political texts (royal inscriptions). The Code of 
Hammurapi is in part a legal text and in part a document of political literature, thus 
providing the best example of Classic Babylonian. We are also fortunate in having 
several thousand letters from all periods, which give us the best evidence for spo
ken language. 

Phonemics 
Akkadian phonemes show a considerable reduction of the inventory from an ear
lier/archaic stage. In particular, all pharyngeals and laryngeals came to be realized 
(at least by the beginning of the second millennium) as glottal stop, and all inter-
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dentals as sibilants. The only innovative element is the introduction of a vowel e, 
which in part was conditioned by the loss of pharyngeals and laryngeals (e.g., 
cabar- > )eber- 'to cross'). The full inventory is as follows: 

Consonants 

p t k 
b d g 

q 
s b 
z 

~ 

m n 

r 
w y 

Vowels 

u 
e a 

All vowels and consonants may occur either long or short; notation of length in 
cuneiform writing is for the most part irregular. Assyriological practice distin
guishes two degrees of lengths, marked respectively by a macron and a circum
flex, e.g., banu 'builder'. There is however no indication that such a distinction 
obtained in actual phonemic reality, and it is generally applied according to his
torical criteria: contraction length is rendered by a circumflex, and morphological 
length by a macron. It seems best to avoid Assyriological use and retain a single 
length indicated by a macron. 

Very little is known about stress, but it, too, appears to be non-phonemic. 

Internal Inflection 

The Root 
Internal inflection is a system comprising two interdigitating sets of discontinuous 
morphemes, roots and patterns. 

Structurally, a root can be isolated only when it interdigitates with at least two 
patterns. For example, the three nouns, dunn- 'power' , )umm- 'mother', and !upp
'tablet', seem to be derived from the same pattern purr-. But while dunn- is part 
of a distributional array which includes dann- 'powerful', dunnun- 'to strengthen', 
there are no such forms as *) amm-, *)ummum-, *fapP-, *fUPpuP- - hence we can
not isolate any such root as *)mm or *!Pp. 
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Properly, the term "nominal root" should be used for such roots from which 
mUltiple noun formations (and no verb formations) may be derived. In Akkadian, 
this obtains only with numerals. Otherwise, all roots are verbal-nominal, in that 
both verbal and nominal patterns may be derived from them. This means that all 
verbs imply a root, while nouns mayor may not imply it. There are no roots from 
which only verbs can be derived. 

Also lexical in nature is the "root vowel." The term implies that this vowel is an 
element of the root, on the same level as the consonants and therefore a morpho
logical element - but that is not so. The root vowel is a lexical determinant for ap
propriate patterns from finite verbal forms from any root, and will be treated 
below with patterns. 

All Akkadian roots consist of three or four elements, called "radicals." Each 
radical can be either (I) a simple consonant, or (2) a set of possible realizations, 
including length and 0 next to regular consonants. Only one realization occurs for 
the radical at any given time, and it is conditioned morphophonemic ally. The roots 
of the first type are called "strong" roots, those of the second "weak" roots. 

There are limits to the combinations of consonants which can occur together to 
form a root. For example, two emphatics do not cooccur in the same root, and 
when comparative considerations would require them, one of them is realized as 
voiceless (e.g., Akkadian ~bt for Semitic ~b!). 

Patterns 

Formal Aspects 
There is a difference in pattern formation between nouns and verbs. They fall in 
different groups characterized by special sets of markers. While the nominal pat
terns may be arranged in a unilineal sequence, with each pattern becoming pro
gressively more complex, the verbal patterns are bidimensional, defined by a 
system of two coordinates. 

The system of verbal and nominal patterns overlap with regard to their internal 
inflection in three instances: the infinitive, verbal adjective and participle. From 
the point of view of external inflection, all three behave like nouns, receiving end
ings for number, gender, case, but not person, tense or mood. These three patterns 
however, are fully integrated from the viewpoint of internal inflection, into the co- . 
ordinate system of verbal patterns. In addition, these three types of nouns, alone 
among all nouns, can govern both the genitive case (like other nouns) and the ac
cusative case (like the verbs). Because of this special relationship with the verb, 
these nouns will be considered throughout as part of the system of verbal patterns 
and called "verbal nouns." The other nouns which are also derived from a verbal 
root, but do not fit into the coordinate system or govern the accusative, will be 
called "deverbal nouns." The verbal patterns proper (aside from verbal nouns) 
will be called the "finite forms." 

The traditional paradigm is followed here (Table 5.1, p. 72), with some modi
fication. Apart from minor points of nomenclature ( e.g., B for the basic stem rath-
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Table 5.1 Finite forms with affixes of external inflection 

Imperative Preterite Perfect Present 

B Sg. 3e. )-iprus )-iptaras )-iparras 
2m. purus t-aprus t-aptaras t-aparras 
f. pur[u]s-I t-aprus-I t-aptar[a]s-I t-aparras-I 

Ie. )-aprus )-aptaras )-aparras 
PI. 3m. )-iprus-ii )-iptar[a]s-ii ) -iparras-ii 

f. )-iprus-ii )-iptar[a]s-ii ) -iparras-ii 
2c. pur[u]s-ii t-aprus-ii t-aptar[a]s-ii t-aparras-ii 
Ie. n-iprus n-iptaras n-iparras 

N Sg. 3e. >-ipparis )-ittapras )-ipparras 
2m. napris t-apparis t-attapras t-apparras 
f. napris-I t-appar[i]s-I t-attapras-I t-apparras-I 

Ie. >-apparis >-attapras )-apparras 
PI. 3m. >-ippar[i]s-ii > -ittapras-ii > -ipparras-ii 

f. >-ippar[i]s-ii > -ittapras-ii > -ipparras-ii 
2c. napris-ii t-appar[i]s-ii t-attapras-ii t -apparras-ii 
Ie. n-ipparis n-ittapras n-ipparras 

DSg. 3e. )-uparris )-uptarris >-uparras 
2m. purris t-uparris t-uptarris t-uparras 
f. purris-I t-uparris-I t-uptarris-I t-uparras-I 

Ie. )-uparris )-uptarris )-uparras 
PI. 3m. > -uparris-ii > -uptarris-ii > -uparras-ii 

f. > -uparris-ii ) -uptarris-ii ) -uparras-ii 
2e. purris-ii t-uparriS-ii t -uptarris-ii t-uparras-ii 
Ie. n-uparris n-uptarris n-uparras 

SSg. 3e. >-usapris )-ustapris )-usapras 
2m. supris t-usapris t-ustapris t-usapras 
f. supris-I t -us apris-I t-ustapris-I t-usapras-I 

Ie. >-usapris )-ustapris )-usapras 
PI. 3m. > -usapris-ii ) -ustapris-ii > -usapras-ii 

f. ) -usapris-ii > -ustapris-ii > -usapras-ii 
2e. supris-ii t-usapris-ii t -ustapris-ii t-usapras-ii 
Ie. n-usapris n-ustapris n-usapras 

er than G for the German "Grundstamm"), and of sequence (BNDS instead of 
BDNS), the main difference is that the permansive is not considered here a "tense" 
of the verb, but rather a special form of nominal sentence (see p. 81-82, 87). 

In contrast to the verbal patterns, the nominal patterns do not exhibit such a cor
relation of markers, and can only be listed in a unilinear fashion. When a pattern 
is closely correlated with a given stem, it is formally limited to just that particular 
stem, i.e., the characteristic marker is not carried over into other stems. For exam
ple, the pattern taprfs- is characteristic of the D stem (it occurs frequently with 
roots which are attested only in the D stem, e.g., teslft- 'prayer'). But, the charac
teristic t in front of the first radical does not occur with this meaning for patterns 
connected with other stems. 

Even though the system of nominal patterns is unilinear, it is nevertheless a true 
system because each pattern does have a specific meaning which is then integrated 
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with the semantic value of the root to form the word proper. In this the deverbal 
nouns are markedly different from non-interdigitating nouns (primary nouns and 
loanwords) which may be of the same shape but do not carry the meaning of the 
pattern. For example, all nouns of the pattern mapras- from verbal roots normally 
carry a meaning which can be placed under the category of noun of instrument (or 
place); but the word masmas- 'incantation priest', though outwardly of the same 
shape, does not have anything in common with that category, because it is a loan
word from Sumerian. 

Notional Categories 
The formal system of coordinates outlined above has a close correlation with se
mantic categories and syntactic values. One set of forms include the infinite and 
finite forms, i.e., verbal nouns, moods and tenses. The two moods are the imper
ative to express positive command, and the indicative to express a statement. The 
indicative mood is divided into three tenses, i.e., forms which denote the temporal 
position of the action vis-a-vis the speaker: preterite for past action and present for 
present or future action. Traditional Akkadian grammar recognizes a third tense, 
the perfect, but a separate morphological status for this tense is doubtful, and it 
seems more likely that forms so understood should be treated as preterites of the 
t-stem. In this presentation, however, the perfect is retained as a separate tense. 

The most important stems are the following: 

B stem for the basic meaning of the root 
D stem as factitive, intensive, pluralitive of B (lengthening of the middle rad

ical) 
S stem as causative or elative of B (prefix S) 
N stem as passive or ingressive of B (prefix N or length) 

as reciprocal or separative of B and passive of D and S 
tn as iterative of B, N, D, S 

Here are some examples. For one set of forms, no relationship is involved: the 
infinitive (>aliikum 'to go'), the stative participle (damqum 'good'), the active 
participle (~iibitum 'the one who seizes'). Another set of forms does involve the 
relationship of time: the present-future refers to an action which is either contem-. 
porary or posterior (iqabbi 'he speaks' or 'he will speak'), the preterite refers to a 
past action (iqbi 'he spoke'), the imperative refers to an action contemporary with 
the speaker - command (qibi 'speak! '). If retained as a distinct verbal form, the 
perfect refers (in some periods of Akkadian) to an action which is following an 
earlier point in time, or which came before the speaker's utterance (iqtabi 'he then 
spoke', 'he will have spoken'). 

We have roots of condition (for which the term "stative" can be used), and of 
action ("fientive"). The infinitive is indifferent to aspect (damiiqum is either stat
ive 'to be good', or fientive 'to become good'), the first participle is stative 
(dam[iJqum 'good, endowed with the condition of goodness'), while the second 
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participle is fientive ($iibitum 'the one who seizes at a given point in time'). How
ever, all finite forms are punctual. 

, The attitude of the speaker refers to the stance taken vis-a-vis the process, de
pending on whether process is described in a statement, or solicited through a 
summons. The traditional terms used for this are 'indicative' in the first case, and 
'imperative' in the second. Both are called moods. Note that this notional category 
is represented by two different types of formal categories, that is, the moods de
rived through internal inflection (described here) and those derived through ex
ternal inflection (for which see below). 

As indicated earlier, nominal patterns, or deverbal nouns, do not exhibit as com
plex a paradigm as the verbal patterns, because instead of a matrix, they have a 
more linear pattern. One major distinction obtains, on the notional level, depend
ing on whether or not a reference is implied to the subject of the verbal process. 
In the first case we have subject nouns ($abbiitum 'robber') and in the other de
scription nouns (i.e., nouns which describe the process as such, without reference 
to a subject), for example, $ibtum 'seizing'. In terms of the verbal nouns, the first 
category is parallel to the participles, and the second to the infinitive. 

Patterns from Strong Triradical Roots 
All verbal patterns (see Table 5.1, p. 72) include two to four vowels (except for 
the affixes which are elements of external, not internal, inflection). The vowels 
are always short except in two cases, theB infinitive and theB participle. Only the 
first and last vowels, however, are distinctive; the middle vowel( s), when present, 
is/are always, indistinctively, the same, namely a (which may have been realized 
as iJ). 

The function of the first vowel is to serve as auxiliary stem marker. It may be 
noted that a vocalic differentiation of the stems is often necessary, because con
sonantism by itself is not always distinctive - for example, in the B present (pr:s) 
andD present (also pr:s). The first vowel oftheB andN stems is either a or i, with 
the exception of the Bt(n), N, Ntn participle and the B imperative. The first vowel 
of the D and S stems is u throughout. 

The last vowel serves as the main noun/tense marker. A differentiation of the 
nouns and tenses by vowel is generally necessary, because consonantism by itself 
is usually not distinctive, as in the D preterite (pr:s) and present (also pr:s). In the 
derived stems, the final vowel is as follows: u for infinitive and durative participle, 
i for punctual participle, imperative preterite and perfect and a for present. 

The root vowel is determined lexically, and one will derive notations as to vo
calism (a, i, u, and uta) from the lexicon. The vocalism of the last syllable is, in 
the patterns of the B and N stems, dependent upon this lexical item for each finite 
form and most imperatives. 

The root vowel is either a single phoneme (a, i, u) or a set of two alternating 
phonemes (uta). When the root is single, the same vowel is found in all finite 
forms of B(tn) or N(tn). When the root vowel is alternating, a is found in all the 
same finite forms except for the imperative and preterite B, where u is found. In 
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the case of some verbs, the imperative and preterite N (but not the perfect) show 
i as the last vowel, under partial influence of the vocalism of D and S. 

Patterns from Strong Quadriradical Roots 
The patterns from quadriconsonantal roots are symbolized by pdd as equivalent 
of prs. The vocalism is identical to that of triconsonantal pattern, except that an 
extra vowel a is added whenever there would otherwise be three consonants in 
cluster. 

No quadriradical occurs in the B stem, except for the verbal and deverbal nouns 
listed in the paradigm above. A few roots occur only in the D stem, while all others 
occur only in the N(tn) and S(tn) stems. Some common roots are sqll 'to hang', 
blkt 'to cross, go over' ,prsd 'to flee'. 

External Inflection 

The Noun 

General Concepts and Notional Categories 
There are two basic types of nominal external inflection. The first consists of af
formatives which are added immediately to the core of an interdigitating noun, or 
to the base of any other noun (primary, loanword, or even proper name). These 
afformatives serve to derive nouns from other nouns, hence they are here called 
denominal afformatives. The second type consists of markers for number, gender 
and case of which there are four different sets, traditionally called "states." Each 
noun can occur in anyone of these states. 

Denominal afformatives and markers for number and gender have a specific se
mantic value which is context free. Afformatives are an aspect of lexical deriva
tion, and have traditionally been associated with internal inflection; however, this 
correlation is valid on the notional level only, while on the formal level afforma
tive derivation and internal inflection are irreducible. Thus Assur-i-um 'Assyrian' 
on the one hand and damq-um 'good' on the other are identical in terms of deriva
tional value (as adjectives), but presuppose completely different morphological 
processes. 

There are cases where morphological marking does not correspond to the per
tinent physical features, e.g., when a singular marker is used for items which are 
plural in count ("collective"), or when an item which is feminine in sex is not 
marked as feminine in gender. There are also cases where no sex differentiation is 
present in the pertinent items, e.g., with inanimates or abstracts, though they still 
have a grammatical gender. 

The markers for state and case serve as overt signals of certain syntactical cor
relations, and as such they are intrinsically context bound. A syntactical descrip
tion, however, will sort the data from the viewpoint of syntactical categories, 
which do not correspond on a one-to-one basis with morphological markers. 
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Hence it is useful here to index, as it were, the pertinent markers for their value, 
leaving for the syntax a structural explanation of what this value really is. The 
states of the noun serve as markers for predication and annexation (a special type 
of nominalization). The cases serve as markers for major and minor constituents 
within sentences or noun phrases. 

The first or "normal" state (e.g., sinnistum 'a woman') exhibits thefullest range 
of variations, with a basic distinction in three cases, two numbers and two genders. 

The second or "construct" state (e.g., sinnisti 'the woman of') differs from the 
normal state in the case inflection, in that the basic distinction is only between two 
cases, and also because of some difference in the case endings themselves. 

The third or "absolute" state (e.g., sinnis 'woman') exhibits only a distinction 
for gender and number, and none for case. 

The fourth or "predicative" state (e.g., sinnisat 'she is a woman') is completely 
undifferentiated, i.e., it exhibits no inflectional variation at all when bound with 
suffix. It differentiates for gender and number only when the suffix 'is zero. 

Denominal Afformatives 
The main denominal, or derivational, afformatives, are only three, but they are 
common in usage and structurally important. They all serve to form nouns out of 
other nouns. The first of these is used for description of condition, the others for 
the subject of action or condition. 

1 -ut- is used to form abstracts, e.g., from the core sarr- 'king' one derives 
sarr-ut- 'kingship'; the afformative can be added to loanwords (e.g., 
!upsarr-ut- 'scribal art') and even proper names (e.g., fJanigalbat-ut- '{Jan
igalbat citizenship' ). 

2 -an- is used to form an adjective from another noun, e.g., lJura$-an- 'gold
en', or to emphasize the subject aspect when it is derived from a subject 
noun, e.g., sarraq-an- 'a particular thief'. In the latter usage the afformative 
-an- is especially frequent before plural markers of the masculine, e.g., iI
an-u 'particular gods' (as different from ii-a 'the gods, the pantheon'). 
(Note that traditionally -anu is considered as a single plural marker next to 
-a; the reasons why I prefer to split the ending in two are: the "plural" -anu 
does have a particularizing meaning which fits well with value of the de
nominal afformative, and the "plural" -anu on the one hand and the denom
inal afformative -an- on the other are in complementary distribution - in 
other words, there is no plural -an-tinu.) 

3 -i- (known as nisbe) is used to form an adjective from another noun or pro
noun, or from a proper name, e.g., malJr-i- 'first' (from malJr- 'front'); 
mimm-i- 'all any' (from mimma 'whatever'); Uruk-i- 'Urukean'. 

It should be noted that the afformatives are the only productive denominative 
devices in Akkadian when primary nouns, loanwords, or proper names are at 
stake. For, without the possibility of deriving verbs out of these nouns (as re-
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marked already above), no adjective can be derived from them through internal 
inflection. 

The Normal State 
The normal state is characterized by the fullest range of inflectional variations. 
Gender and number on the one hand, and case and number on the other are closely 
intertwined, so that structurally it seems best to present the system as comprised 
of two subsystems, one for the singular and one for the plural. 

Table 5.2 The normal state 

Number Gender Case 
Masculine Feminine 
Substantive Adjective After After 

pars-, parr- other shapes 

Sg. sarr-0-um $ebber-0-um sarr-at-um )il-t-um nom. 
sarr-0-am $ebber-0-am sarr-at-am )il-t-am acc. 
sarr-0-im $ebber-0-im sarr-at-im )il-t-im gen. 

PI. sarr-0-ii $ebber-iit-um sarr-iit-um )il-iit-um nom. 
sarr-0-1 $ebber-iit-im sarr-iit-im )il-iit-im acc./gen. 

Glosses: sarrum 'king'; ~el:J!Jerum 'small'; sarratum 'queen'; >iltum 'goddess' 

In the singular, the masculine is unmarked, the feminine is characterized by an 
infix -at after the pattern pars- and after patterns ending in a long consonant, and 
by an infix -t- in all other cases, e.g: 

kalb-at- 'bitch' 
sarr-at- 'queen' 
damiq-t- 'good (f.)' 

The set of case endings in the singular is triptotic, with -um for the nominative, 
-am for the accusative, and -im for the genitive. 

In the plural, the masculine is marked only indirectly, by the fact that it has a 
special (diptotic) set of case markers, namely -u for the nominative, and -i for the 
oblique. Note the lack of mimation (final m) and the presence of length which is 
generally a marker of plural number. A masculine plural ending -iinu is generally 
recognized in Akkadian grammar, but it seems best to interpret forms of this type 
as a regular plural in -u added to the afformative -iin-, e.g., sarr-iin-u 'the partic
ularkings' (see above). 

The feminine plural is marked by a single infix -iit-, followed by a diptotic set 
of case endings, -um for the nominative, and -im for the oblique. In addition, there 
is a special marker for the plural masculine of adjectives, namely -ut-, which is 
also followed by a diptotic set -um for the nominative and -am for the oblique. 

The basic system just outlined applies regularly only to Old Babylonian. Begin-
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ning with Middle Babylonian and then especially in Neo-Babylonian and Stan
dard Babylonian, mimation and case endings in the singular are not used regularly 
(perhaps because the final short vowel was dropped as a result of phonological 
change), while in the plural the ending -i (often changed phonologically to -e) is 
used for all cases. As a result, the basic case declension may be considered monop
totic in the later periods, with uniform endings 0 for the singular and -II-e for the 
plural. 

The -m found at the end of the singular and of the feminine plural is considered 
here an integral part of the case markers, but this requires some qualifications. 
This final -m is often dropped in Old Babylonian, and then regularly in later dia
lects: since no particular contrast is apparent between forms with and without final 
-m, this feature is generally considered a free variant, called "mimation." 

A dual marker is used, already in Old Babylonian, only for words implying du
ality, e.g., kilalliin 'both', and especially for parts of the body which occurin pairs, 
e.g., sepiin 'the two feet', ubt'in-iin 'the fingers (of the two hands)' , sap-t-iin 'the 
two lips' , sinn-iin 'the two (rows) of teeth'. The dual case is not productive in the 
specific sense that it is not used to express dual number as such, but only a seman
tic category, i.e., parts of the body occuring in pairs. Thus "two kings" is not ex
pressed by *sarr-iin, but rather by a noun phrase with the numeral for "two": sarru 
senii 'two kings'. 

Three additional postfixes belong in some respects to the same distributional 
class as the case markers, although they are different in other respects. They are: 

locative -um warb-um 'on a given month' 
modal -i sals-um-i 'being the third day, the day 

before yesterday' 
terminative -is ii-is 'to god' 

Traditionally, only the locative and terminative are recognized as being related to 
the case system, while the modal is considered separately under a variety of head
ings; it does, however, belong to the same distributional, and notional, class as the 
locative and terminative. 

The main difference with respect to the other case markers is that -is may also 
occur in conjunction with other case endings, specifically -um and -am, e.g., um
is-am 'daily', kir-is-um 'into the orchard'. Also, they are attested only in the sin
gular, both in the masculine and the feminine, e.g., sall-at-is 'as booty'. Another 
important difference is that the terminative can also be added to a proper name 
which is otherwise undeclinable (e.g., !diglat-is 'to the Tigris') - another indica
tion that it is not fully aligned with the other case markers, and behaves more like 
a postposition. The terminative (and possibly also the locative, though this is dis
puted) serve also to express the comparative, e.g., sall-at-is just quoted; often the 
ending is in this function is preceded by the afformative -iin-, e.g., rim-iin-is 'like 
a bull'. 
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The Construct State 
A noun in the construct state is bound with another element which can be either a 
noun or a pronominal suffix in the genitive, or a clause with the verb in the sub
junctive. The term "construct" refers to the noun in the construct state, "con
struent" to the element bound with the construct, and "constructive" to the pair of 
both elements, e.g., bel bftim 'master of the house' is a constructive in which bel 
is the construct and bftim the construent. 

Two types of constructs may be distinguished. Construct I occurs when the con
struent is a noun or a clause; Construct II when the construent is a pronominal suf
fix, e.g.: 

Construct I: 

Construct II: 

bel bltim 
bel illiku 
bel-su 

'the master of the house' 
'the lord who went' 
'his lord' 

This inflection for gender and number is identical to that of the normal state. 
The inflection for case is more reduced. We must distinguish different sets of 

case endings, and while all together three cases may be isolated, no single set is in 
fact triptotic. (There are a few exceptions such as ab- 'father' or ab- 'brother' 
which exhibit the set -u, -a, -/ in Construct II.) A first set shows zero for all three 
cases; a second, zero for nominative and accusative, and -/ for genitive; and a 
third, -u for the nominative and -/ for accusative and genitive: 

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 
Nominative 0 0 u 
Accusative 0 0 / 
Genitive 0 / / 

Set 1 is used in the singular of Construct I and in the plural of Construct I with 
preceding infixes; set 2 is used in the singular of Construct II; set 3 is used in the 
plural of Construct I without infixes and in the plural of Construct II. See 
Table 5.3, p. 80. 

The dual is identical to the normal state, without final n, e.g., sep-a 'the two feet 
of'. ' 

The postfixes -um, -/ and -is are the same in the construct as in the normal state. 
The locative is attested for all genders and numbers, the modal is attested only in 
the singular masculine, and the terminative is not attested in the masculine pJural. 

A special ending -am or -a is used in poetry, proper names and lexical lists. It 
is attested only for the singular masculine of Construct I, almost exclusively for 
the nominative, though occasionally also for vocative and accusative. It is never 
attested for the dual or the plural, nor for the genitive, nor for Construct II. In most 
cases it is used with adjectives, e.g., rapsam uzni 'broad of ear', 'broad of under
standing', instead of expected rapas-~ uzni. 
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Table 5.3 The construct state in syntactical context with morphophonemic 
resolution of forms with 0 

Pattern with Word Construct I 
gender infixes 

Ends in bel-urn bel bitim tab 
simple bel bitim amur 
consonant ana belbitim 

the master of the house 

Ends in vowel kala-urn kala iii tabii 
kala iii amur 

ana kala iii 
all of the gods 

Polysyllabic, kunukk-um kunuk sarrim tab 
ends in long kunuk sarrim amur 
consonant ana kunuk sarrim 

the seal of the king 

Monosyllabic, libb-urn libbi iilim tab 
ends in long libbi alim amur 
consonant ana libbi aIim 

the heart of the city 

Polysyllabic, nidint-urn nidinti sarrim tab 
ends in cluster nidintisarrim amur 

ana nidinti sarrim 
the gift of the king 

Monosyllabic, kalb-um kalab awIlim tab 
ends in cluster kalab awIlim amur 

ana kalab awIlim 
the dog of the man 

Glosses: lab 'is good'; amur 'I saw'; ana 'to' 
Note: Forms in parentheses do not have a case ending in 0. 

The Absolute State 

Construct II 

bel-su tab 
bel-su amur 

( ana beti-su) 
his master 

kalU-sunii tabii 
kald-sunii amur 

( ana kall-sunii) 
all of them 

kunukka-su tab 
kunukka-su amur 

( ana kunukkl-su) 
his seal 

libba-su tab 
libba-su amur 

( ana libbl-su) 
his heart 

nidinta-su tab 
nidinta-su amur 

( ana nidinti-su) 
his gift 

kalab-su tab 
kalab-su amur 

(ana kalbl-su) 
his dog 

The noun in the absolute state (used rarely, and mostly in an adverbial sense) in
flects only for number and gender. In the singular, the masculine is unmarked, the 
feminine has a marker -at; in the plural, only the feminine marker -a is attested. 
The feminine singular is unmarked with nouns which have no feminine singular 
marker in the normal state, whether they are feminine by agreement or have a fem
inine plural marker (e.g., ubiin-~-um!ubiin-tit-um 'finger' - absolute state uban
~/uban-a). Primary nouns with a feminine singular marker in the normal state, 
and with no masculine counterpart may occur in the absolute state either un
marked (e.g., sinnis-t-um 'woman' - sinnis-~) or with -at (e.g., biim-t-um 'half' 
- bam-at; kall-at-um 'daughter-in-law' - kall-at). There is no inflection for case. 
The complete inflectional scheme therefore is quite simple: 
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Masculine Feminine 

Normal state (mar-0-um) (mar-t-um sinnis-t-um ubtin-0-um) 
Absolute state Sing. mar-0 mar-at sinnis-0 ubtin-0 

PI. ? mar-a sinn is-a ubtin-a 

The Predicative State 
A noun in the predicative state is bound with pronominal suffixes in the nomina
tive. The pronominal suffixes of the third person are marked (suffix 0, and in this 
case the predicative state inflects for number and gender); with the other suffixes 
instead the predicative state is completely undifferentiated. It must be stressed that 
the predicative state of the feminine is unmarked even with primary nouns which 
are only feminine and which have the feminine marker (a)t- in all other states, e.g., 
kall-at-um 'daughter-in-law' occurs in the predicative state as kall+(aku) 'I am 
the daughter-in-law'. A complete inflectional differentiation may thus be noted 
among all states of the noun: 

Normal 
Construct 1 
Construct II 
Absolute 
Predicative + 0 
Predicative + suffix 

nidin-t-um 
nidin-t-i 
nidin-t-a+(su) 
nid[i]n-at-~ 

nid[iJn-at-~+(~ ) 
nid[i]n-~+( aku) 

The distinction of two sets of postfixes, one marked before unmarked suffix, the 
other unmarked before marked suffix may seem arbitrary because the two sets are 
obviously in complementary distribution. This situation may best be illustrated by 
listing all possible combinations with pronominal suffixes: 

sarr-~ + aku 
sarr-~ + ata 
sarr-~ + ati 
sarr-~ + anil 
sarr-~ + atunil 
sarr-~ + atina 
sarr-~ + ~ 
sarr-at + ~ 
sarr-il + ~ 
sarr-a + ~ 

'I am a/the king/queen' 
'you are a/the king' 
'you are a/the queen' 
'we are (the) kings/queens' 
'you are (the) kings' 
'you are (the) queens' 
'he is (the) king' 
'she is (the) queen' 
'they are (the) kings' 
'they are (the) queens' 

Traditionally, the predicative state of the verbal adjective, in its bound form 
with the pronominal suffixes in the subject case, is considered a tense of the verb, 
and included in the verbal paradigms. This interpretation is uneconomical (be
cause it accounts twice for the same phenomenon}, and it is erroneous (because 
the predicative state is not restricted to the verbal adjective). The predicative state 
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must be considered uniformly as a special morphological realization of the predi
cate of a nominal sentence. Hence the terms "permansive" or "stative" may be re
tained to refer to a special type of nominal sentence, i.e., the bound form resulting 
from the combination of (any) noun in the predicative state plus the pronominal 
suffix of the subject. 

Any noun may be inflected for the predicative state, e.g.: 

Unmotivated 

Deverbal 
Verbal 

primary 
loanword 

sarr-iiku 
!upsarr-iiku 
sarriiq-iiku 
dam(i)q-iiku 

'I am a king/queen' 
'I am a scribe' 
'I am a thief' 
'I am good' 

In the vast majority of cases, when a verbal noun is infiected for the predicative 
state, it is the verbal adjective; in fact, this is so prevalent that grammars and dic
tionaries consider traditionally a form like dam(i)q-iiku to be the "permansive" of 
the verb damiiqum. In point of fact, the form dam(i)q-iiku is specifically the "per
mansive" of the verbal adjective dam(i)q-um, and not generically of the verb as 
such. 

The Verb 

Person, Number and Gender 
In the indicative, a set of prefixes serves as person markers, and a set of postfixes 
as gender and number markers (for the first person, the prefix already includes an 
indication of number). Traditionally, the prefixes include the first vowel of the 
verbal form; it seems best, however, to consider the prefix as being exclusively 
consonantal, because the vowel serves a stem determinant function. The impera
tive occurs only in the second person, hence the marker for person (prefixes) are 
omitted; the gender and number markers are the same postfixes as in the indica
tive. See Table 5.1, p. 72. 

Mood 
Traditionally, the term is used to refer to two quite distinct types. The first pertains 
to context-free categories, not conditioned by the presence or absence of other 
syntactic constituents in the sentence. This includes the imperative and indicative 
(see above),and the desiderative (see below). 

Two other moods are instead context bound inasmuch as they must cooccur 
with, i.e., are conditioned by, other constituents. The subjunctive (as it is generally 
called) is the correlative of subordination, i.e., it occurs whenever a verb is intro
duced by a conjunction or a relative pronoun: it thus corresponds to the state and 
case of the noun. The allative (or ventive) is the correlative of an adjunct of mo
tion toward a given point: it thus corresponds semantically to the separative. 

The subjunctive is marked by a postfix -u after forms of the indicative which 
end in a consonant. It is the regular mood of subordinate (except conditional) and 
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relative clauses, e.g., sa iprusu 'who divided'. 
The ventive or allative is characterized by a set of postfixes added to the indic

ative or the imperative, namely: -am after a radical, -m after +i, -nim after +ii or 
+a. The meaning is often that of direction toward the speaker, but in many cases 
it seems undistinguishable from the indicative. Examples: taprus-am 'you went 
toward me = you came', taprusi-m, iprusii-nim. 

The desiderative expresses positive or negative wish on the part of the speaker, 
and is normally rendered in English simply by the auxiliary "may" or "let" in front 
of the main verb, e.g., "I wish that he may (not) go" = "may he (not) go," "let him 
(not) go." When the subject of the main action is of the third person, and the action 
is positive, the desiderative is traditionally called precative (or optative or jus
sive); with a first person subject and positive action, the traditional term is cohor
tative; with negative action and any person as subject, the traditional term is 
vetitive. Since precative, cohortative and vetitive are in complementary distribu
tion, they should all be subsumed under the same category, which is here called 
"desiderative." 

The desiderative is formed by prefixes added to the pattern of the preterite. Note 
that the first vowel of the pattern is omitted when the prefix ends in a vowel. This 
causes some differences between the desiderative and the indicative preterite, 
which it may be well to point out: 

B stem Dstem 
Singular 3rd 1st 3rd 1st 
Indicative )iprus )aprus ) uparris ) uparris 
Desiderative /iprus luprus liparris liiparris 

Positive wish for the 2nd person is not normally expressed by the desiderative. In 
its place one finds (with different nuances in meaning) either (1) the imperative, 
or (2) the independent particle Iii followed by the present or the noun in the pred
icative state, e.g., Iii tal;assas 'you should think', Iii balt-iita 'may you be in good 
health'. 

The Pronoun 
While inflection proper occurs only for gender, number and case (see Tables 5.4 
and 5.5, p. 84), the alternation of forms for the different persons is not inflectional; 
rather different word bases are used to refer to the different subjects. 

The two sets of pronouns (for subject and oblique case respectively) are char
acterized by the following consonants: 

Set I Set II 
Sg. 1 k 'I' y, n,) 'me' 
PI. 1 n 'we' n 'us' 
Sg./PI. 2 t 'you' k 'you' 
Sg./PI. 3 0 'he, she, they' s 'him, her, them' 
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Table 5.4 The personal pronoun, set 1 

Sg. Ie. 
2m. 

f. 
3m. 

f. 

PI. Ie. 
2m. 

f. 
3m. 
f. 

Nominative 
Independent 

anaku 
'atta 
)atti 
su 
si 

ninu 
)attunu 
)attinii 
sunu 
sinii 

Table 5.5 The personal pronoun, set 2 

Suffix 

-aku 
-iita 
-iiti 
o 
o 
-anu 
-iitunu 
-iitinii 
o 
o 

Possessive and genitive Accusative and after preposition 
Independent Suffix Independent Suffix 

Sg. Ie. yum -ma/-ya/-i yiiti -ni 

PI. 

2m. kum -ka k(u)iiti 
f. -ki kiiti 

3m. sUm -su s(u)iiti 
f. -sa s(i)iiti 

Ie. num -ni niiiti 
2m. ? -kunu kunOti 

f. -kinii kiniiti 
3m. sunum -sunu sunOti 

f. -sinii siniiti 

Other pronouns include the following: 

mannum 'who'; minum 'what' 
sa 'who, which'; mala 'which' 
sa 'the one of' 
ann-t-um 'this'; u/l-t-um 'that' 

-ka 
-ki 
-su 
-si 

-niiiti 
-kunOti 
-kiniiti 
-sunOti 
-siniiti 

Interrogative 
Relative 
Determinative 
Demonstrative 
Possessive yum 'mine'; kum 'yours'; sum 'his'; nilm 'ours' 

The latter two types of pronouns show occasionally In! as final consonant (nu
nation) instead of m. 
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Morphophonemics 

Alternations Conditioned by Internal Inflection 

Alternations Affecting Patterns 
Only two alternations, particularly characteristic of Akkadian, are desribed here. 
I The conditioning factor is a root with r as one radical and i as root vowel, e.g., 
qrib as in qerebum 'to approach' , or $bir as in $eberum 'to be small'. The alterna
tion affects all patterns containing one or more vowels a, which are realized with 
vowel e instead: 

{qarab} 
{ ~abir} 
{~abir+am} 

= qereb 
= $ebir 
= $ebram 

'approaching of' 
'he is small' 
'small' 

Note that the morphophonemic alternation is limited to the pattern (resulting from 
internal inflection) and does not extend to the accusative postfix -am (resulting 
from external inflection), though exceptions are known, e.g., 

{ ~abir+ata} 'you are small' 

The existence of words such as rnabiirum 'to receive' and gamir 'it is complete' 
(both with root vowel u/a) clearly shows that the alternation {a} = leI is truly mor
phophonemic; the simple presence of r as a radical, and even i as a vowel other 
than root vowel (i.e. as a pattern vowel), are not sufficient to cause the alternation 
automatically. 
2 The conditioning factor is a root with a labial as a radical (in any position), 
e.g., pbr (labial in first position) as pabiirum 'to gather' , spr (labial second) as in 
sapiirum 'to send', rkb (labial third) as in rakiibum 'to ride'. The alternation af
fects the pattern mapras, which, when derived from these roots, is realized as 
napras, with alternation of the first consonant: 

{mapgar+um} 
{maSpar+t+um} 
{markab+t+um} 

= napbarum 
= naspartum 
= narkabtum 

'gathering' 
'letter' 
'chariot' 

The purely morphophonemic nature of the alternation is substantiated by the ex
istence of words with initial ma which retain a labial in the remainder of the base 
because they are not subject to the terms of the morphophonemic alternation as 
stated, e.g., mamitum 'oath' (labial as first consonant after rna), or madbarum 
'desert' (labial as second consonant after ma). 

Alternations Affecting Roots and Patterns: Weak Roots 
What are traditionally treated as weak roots (generally one speaks of weak verbs, 
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but the alternations affect nominal derivation as well) can be analyzed as morpho
phonemic alternations conditioned by internal inflection and affecting the reali
zation of both the root and the pattern. 

Weak roots may be described as having unstable radicals. Such instability af
fects the quality and occasionally the quantity, though never the order. For ex
ample, the first radical of the root meaning 'to bring' may occur as w, ~ or length 
(variation as to quality) or it may not appear at all (variation as to quantity - only 
two radicals are left). The complete notation of the weak radical would be wi:;> I 
~, and the notation of the root (wi:;> I~ )bl, with the pertinent variations exempli
fied in the infinitive B wabiilum, the perfect B it:abal, the infinitive Bt ~itbulu, and 
the imperative B (~)bil. 

From the fact that the first radical may be realized as length or zero it is clear 
that this root may not be considered as purely triconsonantal, precisely because the 
first radical is not consistently consonantal in nature. It is for this reason that such 
roots are traditionally known as "weak": they are conceived as having one radical 
which does not succeed, as it were, in maintaining its consonantal integrity, in 
contrast with the strong roots which remain triconsonantal throughout. The spe
cific meaning which is given here to the notion of "weak radical" may be stated as 
"a set of alternating realizations." To indicate such sets capital letters will be used, 
e.g., W for w/:n~ (hence Wbl). 

The possible realizations of the weak radical are only six: length, ~ , n, w, y, and 
zero. Starting from the notion of weak radical as a set of alternating realizations, 
statements will be necessary to predict the manner of alternation for any given set. 
These statements are based on the morphophonemic environment, which may be 
reduced to two main types, with two subtypes each, as follows: 

1 cluster (a) radical as first element of cluster 
(b) radical as second element of cluster 

2 non-cluster (a) radical intervocalic 
(b) radical initial or final 

Occasionally it will be necessary to differentiate between verbal and nominal pat
terns, though normally the same statements apply to both categories. 

We cannot review here the details of conjugation of each class of weak verb. 
Suffice it to say that there is a high degree of regularity in such conjugations: even 
so-called "irregular" verbs such as ~izuzzu and ~itulu can be considered as regular, 
since they can be analyzed as weak quadriradicals. 

Alternations Conditioned by External Inflection 
Various types of assimilation occur only at the morphemic boundary between ele
ments of external inflection, for instance {Ipus+am+sum} = ipusassum 'he did to 
him' but sams+um 'sun' (no morphemic boundary between m and s, hence no as
similation) . 
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A distinctive Akkadian phonotactic rule states that when, through the addition 
of inflectional postfixes, a sequence of three syllables results, of which the first 
two are short, the sequence is realized as bisyllabic without the middle vowel (al
ternatively, the middle vowel is syncopated). See, e.g., {damiq+um} = damqum 
'good'; {iktaSad+um} = iktasdiim 'they reached'. The rule does not apply with 
suffixes and enclitics, in which case the morpheme boundary is obviously of a dif
ferent nature than the boundary occurring before postfixes, e.g., sarra+kunu 'your 
king' (not *sarkunu). 

Alternations affecting syllabic structure at morphemic boundary with zero oc
cur only in the construct state. Problems arise only when a long consonant or a 
consonantal cluster result in word-final position. In such cases, a vowel is gener
ally added, the quality of which is governed by rules which consider the phono
logical structure of the base, for instance {tupp + 0 sarrim} = fuppi sarrim 'the 
tablet of the king'. In other cases, a long consonant is shortened, e.g., {kunukk + 
o sarrim} = kunuk sarrim 'the seal of the king'. See Table 5.3, p. 80. 

Syntax 

Government 

Verbal and Nominal Predicate: The "Permansive" 
The predicate of a sentence may consist of either a verb phrase or a noun phrase. 
The difference between the two is primarily that the verbal predicate refers to an 
action, and is temporally determined according to tense inflection, whereas the 
nominal predicate refers to a state or condition, and can be determined temporally 
only by means of adverbs. 

Traditionally, the predicative state ofthe noun is considered separately from the 
other nominal predicates. In fact, most Akkadian grammars today do not even rec
ognize the existence of a predicative state as part of nominal inflection; rather they 
consider predicative state and subject pronominal suffixes as one unit, which is 
called "permansive" (also "stative") and subsumed under the forms of the verb. 
As a result, sarriita 'you are king' is completely separated from atta sarrum dan
num 'you are a powerful king'. Syntactically, however, they serve the same func
tion and should be considered together. 

Predicate and Complements 
Complements are all adverbial, i.e., they occur regularly in a verb phrase, in that 
they serve to "complete" the process described by the verb. In the terminology 
adopted here, a complement differs from an adjunct in that it is an essential, or nu
clear, part of phrase, in contradistinction from an adjunct, which is non-essential. 
Complements consist of either noun phrases or subordinate clauses. 

The direct object occurs regularly in the accusative, unless it is invariable. Of 
the transitive verbal nouns, participle and infinitive do not as a rule occur as pred-
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icates; hence their occurrence is treated below in connection with the nominaliz
ing transformation. 

The verbal adjective of transitive roots, on the other hand, occurs regularly as 
the predicate, and in that case it often governs the direct object, although it occurs 
even more frequently without direct object and then normally with a passive func
tion. The direct object is always in the accusative, e.g., tertam $abit 'he holds of
fice'. 

When 'the context does not allow the use of a substantive or a pronoun as single 
complement, the latter is expressed by means of a noun of description derived 
from the same root of the verb. This is normally expressed in English by an indef
inite pronoun, which serves the same purpose of what has been called a "dummy 
object." See for example bubtam abbut 'I stole something' (lit. 'a stealing'). Since 
the same root of the predicate is used for the object, this is traditionally called the 
paronomastic, cognate or internal accusative. 

The complement of a transitive verb may be expressed twice, the second time 
in the form of a personal pronomimil suffix appended to the verb. The use of the 
resumptive pronoun seems to be a matter of free variation, conditioned at most by 
stylistic emphasis or the need for better clarification of the relationships among 
the constituents. See, for example, dayyanam suati ina din idinu enem ukannusu 
'that judge they will convict him for having changed the verdict he had given'. 

The place of the direct object may be taken by a clause, called the "objective 
clause." Such clauses are introduced by the conjunction kima 'that' in Old Baby
lonian, and ki 'that' in Middle and Neo-Babylonian. Negation is regularly la and 
the verb in the subjunctive. See for example Nidnat-Sin ... kima pubadi nemettaka 
ana ekallim la tublam iqbiam 'Nidnat-Sln ... said to me that you have not yet 
brought to the palace the lambs which represent your tax'. 

Predicate and Adjuncts 
From a formal point of view, or in terms of surface structure, three categories may 
be distinguished. The first two may be called analytic, and consist of either prep
ositional phrases (i.e., a preposition plus a noun in the genitive) or subordinate 
clauses (i.e., a conjunction plus a sentence). The third category may be called syn
thetic, in that the adverbial nature of the construction is expressed purely by in
flectional means, without prepositions. The relevant markers of the synthetic 
adjuncts are: 

1 the accusative singular (-am), as in umam 'today'; 
2 the locative (-um) as in warkanum 'afterwards' or in the "absolute infini

tive"; 
3 the terminative (-is), occasionally combined with the accusative (-is-am), 

as in sapliS 'below' or sattisam 'yearly'; 
4 the modal (-i), as in amsali 'yesterday'; 
5 the absolute state, as in kayyan 'constantly'. 
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More than one adjunct may occur in any sentence, and an adjunct in the accu
sative may occur in the same sentence next to the direct object complement, also 
in the accusative. This gives rise to the so-called double accusative, where it must 
be noted, however, that similarity in the inflection is only one of surface, and does 
not reflect identity of structure at a deeper level. Thus in the sentence $ubata 
qaqqad-ka kuttim 'cover your head by means of a cloth' only the second accusa
tive (qaqqad 'head') is a complement, while the first one ($ubtita 'cloth') is a 
non-essential adjunct. 

While it seems possible that adjuncts of all notional categories could have been 
expressed both analytically (prepositional phrases) and synthetically (noun 
phrases), in fact the first type is the most common, and the only one of the two 
attested for all notional categories. 

The place of an adjunct may also be taken by a subordinate clause, which is reg
ularly introduced by a conjunction, and is further characterized by the predicate in 
the subjunctive and the negative particle la (rather than ul). The notional content 
of the clause is partly determined by the conjunction, though some of them are am
biguous as to their meaning. 

Word Order 

Absolute Positions 
The only instances where contact sequences between constituents may clearly be 
established are when either the subject or the complement or, more rarely, the ad
junct consist of suffixes: then they always follow the predicate, and are in close 
juncture with it. Examples: 

Subject 
Direct object 
Indirect object 
Adjunct 

sarr-aku 
amur-su 
addin-sum 
ekim-su 

'I am king' 
'I saw him' 
'I gave to him' 
'I took away from him' 

Two complements may both occur together as suffixes, in which case the indi
rect object precedes the direct object, e.g. 

addin-sus-su 'I gave it to him' 

The only other instance, outside of suffixation, in which a contact sequence 
seems to obtain is between subject and predicate when the subject is an interrog
ative pronoun and the predicate a nominal predicate. See for instance: 

Ina Babilim ana dummuqikunu minu lJistakunu? 
'What is your reward in Babylon for your good behavior?' 

In discontinuous sequences, i.e., sequences in which no contact is required 
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between constituents, rules can be established only for sentence- and clause-final 
and initial position. These position rules apply whether the sequence is a sentence 
or a clause. 

Two elements only are normally found in sentence- or clause-final position. 
1 The subject is sentence final when it is an independent personal pronoun and 
the predicate is nominal. (Note the close parallelism with the contact sequence 
found in the stative.) Examples are: 

Ina Biibilirn warad ekallirn aniiku 
'In Babylon I was a servant of the palace.' 

ki yatirna aUa 
'You are like me.' 

Note that -rna in the latter example indicates clearly that kiyati is the predicate. 
Clear exceptions (identifiable because of the -rna after the predicate) are not fre
quent, e.g. 

aniiku wedisiyiirna 'I am all alone.' 

2 In all other cases, and that means in the vast majority of the cases, sentence
final position is normally occupied by the predicate, be it verbal, be it nominal, 
e.g.: 

Verbal predicate sarrum illik 
Nominal predicate bitum annum bft-ka 

'The king went.' 
'This house is your house. ' 

Exceptions are not infrequent, especially in poetry and political literature (royal 
inscriptions). They seem to occur mostly for euphonic and stylistic reasons, and 
may be divided in two groups accordingly: 
(a) The predicate occurs in penultimate rather than final position in order for the 
sentence to end with a syllabic sequence consisting of long and short syllables 
"trochaic clause"), which is a preferred prosodic feature for sentence-final posi
tion, e.g.: ispura rakbUsu 'he sent his messengers'. 

With the predicate in final position, the sentence would end with a dactyl rather 
than a trochee: rakbusu ispura. 

Often, however, the inversion occurs even without any effect on prosody, and 
one may perhaps conclude that, especially in political literature, a new sentence
final position had become acceptable, namely the sequence predicate-direct 
object, at least when the direct object consists of a single word ending in a trochee, 
e.g. u~a!J!Jir rnassu 'I reduced his country.' 
(b) Another common exception to the rule which places the predicate in 
sentence-final position is to emphasize the predicate by inverting the order of con
stituents, especially by placing the predicate in initial position. This occurs in ini
tial position, e.g.: 



ana nawem sa fJana ... sulmum 
'There is peace in the encampment of the ijaneans,' 
'As for the encampment of the ijaneans, it's at peace.' 
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Two elements can occur only in clause-initial position, namely conjunctions 
and relative pronouns; they are also mutually exclusive, as they can never occur 
together in the same clause. 

Similarly, the subject, object or adjunct of a non-pronominal attributive clause 
can only occur in clause-initial position when they are the same as the head from 
which the attributive clause depends (see p. 93). 

Exceptions are rare, e.g.: 

PN isti PN2 summa iuamar 
'If PN is seen with PN2 ' 

Relative Positions 
No clear role may be formulated for relative sequence of constituents, i.e., no rank 
may be assigned the constituents of a sentence (unlike the case with the constitu
ents of a phrase resulting from the nominalizing transformation, see p. 93). Cer
tain trends, however, may be pointed out, the validity of which still needs to be 
tested statistically on a representative body of texts. The trends may be stated as 
follows: 

the subject tends to occur before the direct object, e.g.: 
summa dayyanum dinam idin 'if the judge has issued a verdict'; 

2 the direct object tends to occur before the indirect object: 
umam ana musim liter 'may he turn day into night'; 

3 the major emphasis tends to fall on the element which is farther away from 
the predicate toward the beginning of the clause, e.g.: 

ana warkat umi, ana matima (adjuncts of time) 
sarrum, sa ina matim ibbassu (subject + attributive clause) 
awat misarim, sa ina nariya as,uru (object + attributive clause) 
li$$ur (predicate) 
'In the future, forever, 
the king who will be in the land 
the words of justice, which I wrote on my stela, 
let him keep. ' 

Feature Analysis 
Of particular interest are two lexical features pertaining to the verb. They are: 

(action) { + alaku 'to go', $abatu 'to seize' 
- (condition) damaqu 'to be good' = (intransitivity) 

(transitivity) {+ $abatu = (action) 
- (intransitivity) damaqu, alaku 
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The adjective which is commonly used in Akkadian grammar to refer to (+ac
tion) is "fientive," while the adjective referring to (-action) is "stative" (not to be 
confused with the "stative" or "permansive" as a special type of nominal sen
tence). 

The distinction between verbs of action and verbs of condition, which is essen
tial for Akkadian, is borne out especially by the following considerations: 

1 Verbs of condition do not occur as imperatives. See for example the follow
ing contrasting pair: 
(+action) : ilik 'go' 
(-action) : *dimiq. 

2 Verbs of condition occur in finite forms with an ingressive aspect only: 
(+action) : illak 'he goes' 
(-action) : idammiq 'he becomes good' vs. damiq 'he is good'. 

3 The causative transformation operates differently with verbs of action and 
verbs of condition. 

Nominalization 

Relative Clauses 
Relativization is the more common type of nominalization with finite verb. A rel
ative clause is introduced by the pronoun sa, which may be resumed by a personal 
pronoun when the relative pronoun corresponds to the object, and must be so re
sumed when it corresponds to a genitive or dative: 

sa (nom.) 
sa (acc.) 
sa (dat.) 
sa (gen.) 
sa (gen.) 

tuppam ispuru '(the man) who sent a tablet' 
sarrum ispuru-(su) 'whom the king sent' 
sarrum biram iddinusum 'to whom the king gave a house' 
miirusu tuppam ispuru 'whose sons sent the tablet' 
ina bitfsu ussabu 'in whose house I dwell' 

In all cases the predicate is placed in the subjunctive. With the desiderative, 
which morphologically does not allow a subjunctive, a construction with sa and 
the genitive of the infinitive is used instead: 

lispur 'he ought to send' 
sa sapiirim 'which he ought to send' (*lispuru is impossible) 

When the relative clause is restrictive, the relative pronoun is normally deleted 
and the noun to which the relative pronoun refers is placed in the construct state. 
Deletion of the pronoun is only possible when the predicate is verbal, but (unlike 
English) it may occur with all cases: 
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awU luppam ispuru 
awU sarrum ispuru 

'the man who sent the tablet' 
'the man the king sent' 

awU sarrum bitam iddinusum 'the man to whom the king gave a house' 

Subjective and Objective Genitive 
Any verbal predicate (whether stative, transitive or intransitive) and its relative 
subject may be nominalized by transforming the predicate or the complement into 
a corresponding noun of description, in the construct state, and the subject into a 
dependent genitive. 

Stative verb 
Intransitive verb 
Transitive verb 
Complement 

su dan 'he is powerful' - dunnasu 'his strength' 
su illik 'he went' - alakSu 'his going' 
su ina$$ar 'he watches' - ma$~artasu 'his watch' 
sarrum qiStam (iddin) 'the king (gave) a gift' -
qisti sarrim 'the gift of the king' 

A transitive predicate may occur nominalized in the construct state followed by 
the genitive of the complement: 

qistam iddin 'he gave a gift' - niidin qistim 'the giver of the gift' or 
- nidinti qistim 'the giving of the gift' 

Attribute and "Attributive" Genitive 
A predicate consisting of a verb of condition is nominalized by transforming the 
finite predicate into a verbal adjective, which is then in concord with the subject 
of the kernel sentence and functions as an attribute proper: 

sarrum dan 'the king is powerful' - sarrum dannum 'the powerful king' 

A very frequent expression in Akkadian, as in other Semitic languages, is the 
so-called "attributive genitive", e.g.: iii dannuti 'city of strength' or 'strong city'. 
The attributive value, however, is inferred intuitively from the translation into 
modem languages and cannot properly be derived from linguistic analysis. In the 
specific example quoted, the verb daniinu cannot be predicated of the subject iilu, 
since the correlative lexical feature for the subject is (+animate). In such construc
tions, then, the noun in the construct does not correspond to the subject of an un
derlying sentence such as "the city is strong," but rather to the adjunct of a 
sentence with a deleted subject, such as "in the city (people) are strong." 

The so-called "attributive" genitive is especially frequent with abstracts derived 
from primary nouns, e.g.: subat iluti 'the dwelling of divinity', i.e., 'divine dwell
ing'. Here too the construct is not equated with the quality of the genitive (it is not 
that 'the dwelling is god' or even 'godlike'), but rather it is the adjunct of a sen
tence of which one may understand "gods" to be the subject: 'dwelling in which 
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the gods (may dwell)' . This construction appears at first to be especially suited for 
a qualification as "attributive" because adjectives from primary nouns are not pro
ductive (for example, there is no adjective *il-i-u, and il-iin-i-u has the special 
meaning 'blessed by god, prosperous'); in fact, however, it has a potential value: 
'the city in which one may feel secure', 'dwelling where the gods may reside'. 

Limitative, Partitive, Superlative 
A transformational analysis of the nominalized construction $almiit qaqqadim 'the 
black (ones) of head' presupposes an underlying sentence such as "the people are 
black as to the head." This is generally called a "genitive of relation," but it seems 
more appropriate to call it a genitive of limitation, since it limits the range of ef
fectiveness of the predicate. Other examples are: 

damqam inim 'good of eyes' (with the unusual construct state in -am) 
kabit kaspim 'heavy in silver' 

A special type corresponds to the use of a paronomastic infinitive in the kernel 
sentence, e.g., le~u le~uti 'strong of strength' (corresponding to le~um le~i 'in be
ing strong he is strong'). 

Conjunction 

Reversible Sequences 
Only two types of conjoined sentences may be recognized as reversible in terms 
of surface structure, i.e., by means of specific markers. The first type includes the 
disjunctive sentences, i.e., sentences which are notionally mutually exclusive. 
They are characterized formally either by the particle u 'or' occurring between the 
two sentences, or by the particles lu ... LU, summa ... summa 'whether ... or' , either 
... or', with one particle occurring in front of either sentence. Sentences of this 
type, namely ikul u isti 'he ate or drank' = ist'i u 'ikul 'he drank or ate' are always 
reversible. Examples are: 

u summa siibitum ana sim sikarim se~am Iii imtafJar, 
ina abnim rabitim kaspam imtafJar, 
u mafJir sikarim ana mafJir se~im umtati ... 
'If an innkeeper has not received barley in payment for beer and has 
received instead silver by the heavy weight, or if she has reduced the 
value of beer in relation to the value of barley ... '. 

u LU summa . .. eqlam Adad irtafJi$ 
u LU bibbulum itbal 
'If either Adad has flooded the field or a flood has carried it away ... '. 
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'Whether he took the purse and went away, or whether he is still with 
you ... '. 

Direct speech and the sentence introducing it may be considered as conjoined 
sentences. They are normally reversible, and characterized by special markers 
which occur with the first sentence. The markers vary depending on whether the 
sentence introducing direct speech or the direct speech itself comes first. If direct 
speech is first, then the suffix -mi is added, optionally, to one of the constituents 
of direct speech (occasionally more than once if direct speech includes in tum sev
eral sentences): 

niidiniinum-mi iddinam, mal:;ar sibi-mi asiim iqtabi 
'''A seller gave to me, I bought (it) in front of a witness" he has said.' 

If the introductory sentence comes first, then the particle umma begins the sen
tence, and the suffix -ma is added to the subject of the introductory sentence: 

umma lIammurapi-ma rabiiin Medem assum I:;ibiltisu ulammidanni 
'Thus (said) ijammurapi: the mayor of Medum has informed me about his loss.' 

This is the standard form in letters (as in the previous example), in which case 
the entire letter may be considered as a single direct speech. 

Irreversible Sequences 
Of the two sentences constituting an irreversible sequence, only one may be intro
duced by a conjunctive particle. The two possible subtypes are thus characterized 
according to whether the particle precedes the first or the second sentence. 
1 A sentence introduced by summa 'if' occurs regularly first in a conjoined 
transform. This first sentence is known as protasis, while the second is known as 
apodosis, e.g.: 

protasis: summa awllum sinni awilim mel:;risu ittadi 
apodosis: sinnasu inaddu 
'If a man knocks out the tooth of a man who is his peer, 
they will knock out his tooth. ' 

The protasis and apodosis are properly two conjoined sentences rather than a 
subordinate and main sentence: the protasis, in fact, does not correspond to any 
other constituent of the sentence, such as complement and adjunct, or of the 
phrase, such as attribute. It is rather an irreducible sentence which may only be 
analyzed as the result of a conjoining transformation, which combines two sepa
rate sentences. 
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Negation in the protasis occurs with the particle Iii as with subordinate clauses, 
rather than ul as with main sentences: 

summa nukaribbum eqlam ina ziiqiipim Iii igmur 
'If a gardener has not finished planting a field' 

Only seldom is the negation ul employed, and then in a potential sense, appar
ently to reduce the strength of negation when the speaker hopes that the negative 
hypothesis may not come true: 

summa GN ul iksudu !uppam liSaksidu-su 
'Should they not (be able to) reach GN (as I hope they will) one should have 

(at least) the letter reach him. ' 

2 A typical Akkadian construction (generally called "virtual subordination") 
uses the particle -rna suffixed to the predicate of the first sentence. Many notional 
ranges may be expressed by this construction. 

Deletion 

Subject 
The subject is often deleted when it can easily be resupplied on the basis of the 
context. It must be noted, however, that the subject is always implicitly present in 
a verbal predicate, since indication of the subject is included in the inflection 
markers for person (historically connected with pronominal subject markers). 
With a nominal predicate the subject may only be deleted if it is of the third person 
(and then again, the subject must be known from the context). See for instance: 

nukurtum-ma 
ana beliSu-ma 

, (it) is a case of hostility' 
'( the loss) is of its owner' 

The subject is normally deleted with the imperative, since a command is as a 
rule addressed to a person immediately present to the speaker; if the subject is re
tained for emphasis, it may be considered in the vocative: 

attunu ... ana Biibilim alka 'You, leave for Babylon!' 

For examples of subject deletion with the indicative one may quote instances in 
which the topic of discussion is known from previous sentences within the same 
discourse and is not repeated, not even in pronominal form (square brackets indi
cate deletion): 
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Anumma Sln-ayyabiiS, iSten guzaliim u satamml ... uwa» eram ... 
[numa [Sln-ayyabas, guzalum u satammu] issanqunikkum, 
ittisunu alik. 

'Now I have sent S., one servant and the managers. 
When [S., one servant and the managers] come to you, 
go with them. ' 

Similarly the subject may be deleted when an adjunct clause has the same sub
ject as the main clause in which it is embedded, in which case deletion affects nor
mally the subject not of the first, but of the subsequent sentence: 

deletion: 

no deletion: 

inuma abbu izuzzu 
ina makkur bit abim ana ablsunu $ebrim ... 
kasap terbatim [abbu] isakkanusum 
'When the brothers divide (the inheritance), 
they will set aside the bride price from the 
family estate for their younger brother." 
istu bell . .. Iii iddinam 
bell ... liddinam 
'Since my lord did not give (before), 
let my lord give (now).' 

A special case of subject deletion is found with the "impersonal" predicate, i.e., 
a predicate in the third plural with generic subject, normally translated in English 
with "one" and the third singular, e.g. 

iqabbu ... 'on says (that) ... ' 

Complement 
Deletion of single complement is less frequent than subject deletion, but is simi
larly conditioned by contextual environment; if not repeated literally, the object is 
normally present at least in the form of a pronominal suffix. (Object deletion is 
more frequent on the level of the nominalizing and conjoining transforms, for 
which see p. 98.) 

A special case of object deletion is what is known as "lexical" deletion, i.e., a 
deletion which occurs regardless of context and only with reference to a specific 
object which is assumed to be generally known. Thus for example saqiilum 'to 
weigh' has become lexicalized with meaning 'to pay' whether or not it governs an 
object such as kaspam 'silver'. 

Predicate 
Deletion of predicate is very rare, and is always conditioned by a clear contextual 
situation. See for instance how in the following sentence the predicate is to be sup
plied from the previous sentence: 
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... mimmiisu lJalqam irfabbU-sum. 
Summa napistum [lJalqat] 
iilum u rabfiinum 1 mana kaspam ... isaqqalu 
'Whatever was lost they will return to him. 
If a life (was lost), 
the city and the mayor will pay one mina of silver.' 

Only in one instance is the deletion of the predicate regular, namely in the in
troductory sentence in front of direct speech, where the standard formula calls 
only for the name of the speaker, with regular deletion of a verb for saying or 
speaking: 

umma fJammurapf-ma [iqbf] 
'Thus ijammurapi spoke, said.' 

Noun Phrase 
One of the three major constituents is always deleted as the result of nominaliza
tion, since only two constituents may appear in any given transform. 

In some cases more than one constituent may be deleted, sometimes as the re
sult of a lexical deletion, e.g., niidiniinum 'seller' (without specific reference to 
what is being sold). 

While all other deletions do not entail any other transformation in the sentence 
besides deletion itself, pronoun deletion with attributive clauses also transforms 
the head of the attributive clause from the normal into the construct state, e.g.: 

awiitum sa iqbu ul uktfn 
'The word which he spoke he did not confirm.' 
awiit iqbU ul uktfn 
'The word he spoke he did not confirm.' 
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6 Amorite and Eblaite 

Cyrus H. Gordon 

Amorite is (literally) the language of Amurru, which in Akkadian means 'the 
west'. The infiltration of Amorites into Babylonia and other parts of Mesopotamia 
started before 2000 BeE. During the early centuries of the second millennium, 
Amorite dynasties were entrenched all through the land, from Babylonia in the 
south to Assyria in the north, and in between, notably at Marl on the Middle Eu
phrates. 

The classical stage of Akkadian is the Old Babylonian written during the First 
Dynasty of Babylon, which is the Amorite dynasty whose most famous monarch 
was ijammurapI. His Law Code is carefully couched in the most regular, consis
tent and precise morphology and syntax known to us in the three millennia of 
Akkadian scribalism. The language and especially the proper names in the tablets 
written during the First Dynasty of Babylon, reflect Amorite innovations. It is 
from those new factors that we reconstruct what we can of the Amorite language, 
for there are no texts written in Amorite. That something substantial can be recon
structed is due mainly to the nature of Amorite personal names, which are often in 
the form of whole sentences. The main source of Amorite personal names is from 
Mari and has been collected by Huffmon (1965). Additional primary evidence has 
been published by Gelb (1980) and Zadok (1993), but much of it has been dubi
ously classified as Amorite. 

The most confusing part of Amorite studies is the wide range of applications of 
the terms Amurru and Amorite in the ancient sources. For example, in the U garitic 
and Amama tablets of the fourteenth century BeE, there is mentioned a small but 
active kingdom in Lebanon called Amurru. The names of its leaders are quite dif
ferent from those in Mesopotamia during the First Dynasty of Babylon. The Old 
Testament refers to Canaan as the Land of the Amorites; and Abraham (in Genesis 
14) forms a military coalition with three Amorite brothers named Mamre, Eshkol 
and Aner. No ethnic or linguistic connection has been established between the 
Mesopotamian Amorites in the first half of the second millennium and the Amor
ites in Canaan during the second half of the second millennium. The different lo
cations and identities of "Amurru" and "Amorite" in the ancient sources are 
treated fully in Haldar (1971). 

Eblaite designates the language of the largest archives known from anywhere 
in the world during the Early Bronze Age (3000--2000 BeE). The inscriptions of 
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the Ebla Archives already unearthed number about 15,000; many on large well
preserved clay tablets. They have been excavated by an Italian expedition at the 
ancient site of Ebla, a little over thirty miles south of Aleppo, Syria. The Archives 
were written during a period of only half a century, from around 2300 to 2250 BeE. 

Eblaite is a Semitic language embodying East and West Semitic features. Texts 
in the same language have been found at Mesopotamian sites such as Mari, Tell 
Abu~SaHibilJ and Kish. Eblaite is essentially a written lingua franca used by 
scribes, merchants and diplomats. It was not limited to Ebla, nor was it the spoken 
language of Ebla. Scribes, and some of their employers, could probably converse 
in it, but it is most unlikely that the scribes, merchants, diplomats or anyone else 
spoke Eblaite at home. 

The Eblaite texts are written in the cuneiform system of Mesopotamia, devel
oped by the Sumerians and adopted by the Semitic Akkadians. The system has 
ideograms in addition to syllabic signs. It also employs determinatives to fix the 
semantic category of a word. So many Sumerograms are used that it is often pos
sible for an Assyriologist to sense the meaning of a passage, or even of an entire 
tablet, without knowing how to pronounce it in Eblaite. The ends of words are 
sometimes added syllabically to the Sumerograms so that we can deduce the case 
endings of nouns and the modal suffixes of verbs, as well as the suffixed personal 
pronouns and conjugational suffixes. Particles (conjunctions, prepositions and the 
like) are often spelled out phonetically. There are also extensive bilingual school
texts (Pettinato 1982) giving us the Eblaite translations of Sumerograms. Howev
er, much of that vocabulary is highly specialized and not as applicable as we might 
wish to the other tablets found by the excavators. 

In the Ebla Archives, the Sumerograms do not follow Sumerian word order, but 
instead are placed in accordance with the rules of Eblaite syntax. We can thus 
learn much about Eblaite phrase and sentence structure even when we cannot pro
nounce the Eblaite words for which the Sumerograms stand. 

The reconstruction of Eblaite does not involve the decipherment of a script, nor 
essentially the interpretation of the texts. It is rather the extracting, analyzing, clas
sifying and assembling of seemingly endless linguistic details with the aim of en
abling us to compose a grammar and glossary of the Eblaite language. For the 
ongoing process, see Archi 1987; Cagni 1981; Diakonoff 1990; and Gordon 1987, 
1990,1992. 

Both Amorite and Eblaite are written in the Mesopotamian cuneiform system, 
which was not designed for, and hence is not well suited for, recording Semitic 
languages. In spite of nearly a century and a half of linguistic scholarship devoted 
to Akkadian, many details of the phonology remain controversial. The script is 
characterized by the two opposing (and confusing) principles of polyphony and 
homophony. Polyphony means that a sign may have several (often many) differ
ent phonetic values; e.g., there is a common sign that is to be pronounced ur, or 
tas, or lik (along with several other values) depending on context. Homophony 
means that the same sound may be represented by several (often many) entirely 
different signs. 
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When whole phonetically spelled Amorite and Eblaite texts do come to light, 
no seasoned Semitist should experience insuperable trouble in reading, translating 
and describing them linguistically in detail. This will be the case no matter 
whether the script is syllabic or alphabetic. Our present obstacles are simply that 
there are neither any Amorite texts at all, nor any Eblaite prose or poetic literature 
spelled out phonetically, without a plethora of Sumerograms and proper names. 
Names are often unconnected with the language of the people who bear them. My 
name (Cyrus) is Persian and my wife's name (Constance) is Latin (Constantia). 
Neither of us is Iranian or Italic and our language is English. 

Amorite 

Phonology 

Consonants 
The Semitic repertoire of consonants is almost covered by the Arabic alphabet of 
twenty-eight consonantal letters. The only additional one is s which is preserved 
in Masoretic Hebrew and South Arabian. The trend is for certain consonants to 
merge, like ~ ayin and rayin (which fall together as ~ ayin in Hebrew and Aramaic) 
or IJ and b (which fall together as IJ in those languages. The problem in Amorite 
is that consonants which did not merge phonetically (such as h, IJ and ~), can fall 
together orthographically because of polyphony in the Mesopotamian syllabary; 
e.g., the personal name (PN) Na-ab-ma-nu can stand for either Na~man ('Naa
man') or NalJman. The word for "sun" is sams-u in Arabic, semeS in Hebrew (= 
sams-u in Akkadian) but it is spelled sa-am-su (as in the PN Sa-am-su-i-lu-na, 
meaning 'The Sun is Our God'). Since the syllabary differentiates sa from sa and 
su from su, we conclude that the Amorite word for "sun" is samsu. 

Amorite has the Northwest Semitic shift of initial w- to y-. The divine name 
(DN) YaddulY andu may be derived from *wdd > ydd 'love'. It appears in the PN 
fJa-ab-du-Ya-an-du (var. Ab-du-Ya-an-duIAb-di-ya-du) /<abdu-Y/ 'Servant-of
Y.' The DN Yaddu appears syllabically at Ugarit: mYa-du-dAddu in which Yaddu 
is combined with the storm god's name. 

The phoneme t/ is preserved unchanged in classical Arabic and Ethiopic, but is 
modified elsewhere. In Old Aramaic it becomes q and in Standard Aramaic, ~. In 
Akkadian, Canaanite, and Ugaritic, it is ~. The root *rt/w 'to be content, pleased' 
is well attested in PNs. The Amorite name Ra-~a-dDa-gan 'Dagan is content, 
pleased' was given to the child whose birth shows that the vows of the parent( s) 
and their gifts to Dagan have pleased the god. 

Vocalic variability is especially clear in variant spellings of the same person's 
name: Sa-mu-A-bi-imlSu-mu-A-bu-um. The different case endings suggest that 
Sa-mu-A-bi-im means 'Father's Name' while Su-mu-A-bu-um means 'The (dei
fied) Name is the Father'. In any event, 'Samuel' (with a, as in the Greek Septu
agint) preserves the a. The primitive Semitic word, which Arabic preserves in 
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sandhi, is -sm-. When the word is not joined, it appears as ismu in Arabic, as sum 
in Akkadian and Aramaic, and in Hebrew as silem (in a closed unaccented sylla
ble) or sem (if accented). 

The PN A-du-na-im (~adon-nac;:m 'The Lord is Good') reflects the Canaanite 
shift a > 0, which takes place often, but selectively, in Hebrew. It occurs in most 
nouns (e.g., Hebrew /:lamor vs. Aramaic /:!mar, Arabic /:limar 'ass') and adjectives 
(e.g., Hebrew tov vs. Akkadian/Aramaic tab 'good') but not in nomina agentis of 
the qattal and qatol formations, nor in the participles and perfects of hollow verbs 
(e.g., Hebrew qam which serves as both perfect 'he arose' and sg. m. participle 
'rising'). 

Barth's Law of vocalic sequence in verbs (where *yaqtal shifts to yiqtal, as 
against *yaqtul which remains unchanged) is not operative in Amorite. In PNs 
(such as Ya-as-ma-ah + DN), while the verb could be YaSmab 'rejoices', it is 
probably Yasma( 'listens'; i.e., the god has listened to our prayers and given us 
the child. Here Amorite goes with classical Arabic, against Northwest Semitic 
(Hebrew, Ugaritic, Aramaic, etc.). 

Morphology 
The independent pronoun, sg. lc., can be expressed by ~ana 'I' as in Arabic = ~na 
in Aramaic. 'I' in Eblaite is written a-na or an-na and was probably pronounced 
~ anna in accordance with the rules of normal orthography (to wit, a singly written 
consonant can represent a phonetically single or doubled consonant, whereas a 
doubly written consonant represents a phonetically doubled consonant). 

The construct singular of the uniconsonantal noun p- 'mouth' ends in a long 
vowel; nominative -u occurs in the PN Pu-u-dDa-gan meaning that the child was 
born through 'the word/command/mouth of Dagan' . 

The sg. f. absolute ends in -a; e.g., the f. PN Ta-a-ba. Side by side in Amorite 
we find the form with the f. -t preserved by the case ending (as in Akkadian/Ara
bic): Ta-ba-tum. 

The PNs Mu-tu-dIM and Mu-tu-dDa-gan mean 'The Man of (the respective) 
God'. The noun mut- 'man, husband' is familiar from Akkadian. However, such 
PNs do not establish mut- as the normal word for 'man' in Amorite any more than 
the Hebrew PN Metu-sa-~el 'Man-of-God' establishes it for Hebrew. In Hebrew 
mete-mispar 'men of number = a few men' occurs as a rare archaism, but it in no. 
way rivals ~fs as the common word for 'man' nor even ~ enos or ~ adam as less com
mon synonyms. 

Ya-we-AN corresponds to the Hebrew PN Y{»el 'Joel' in which are combined 
Yw = yo (an old form of Yhwh lYahwel) and ~l = ~el 'God' (specifically the head 
ofthe pantheon). 

The conjugations of the verb are familiar from other ancient Semitic languages. 
For example, forms of the simple (G) conjugation of Swb « *9wb) 'to return, 
come back' occur in the PNs: SU-Ub-dIM 'Return, 0 Addu!' (with the sg. m. im
perative sub) and Ya-su-ub-AN = Yasub-~ flu 'EI returns (through the birth of this 
son)' (with the sg. 3m. imperfect yasub). 
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The Gt conjugation appears in PNs such as Ya-an-ta-qi-im (from nqm 'to 
avenge'). 'Avenger' = nominalized sg. 3m. imperfect. A sg. 3f. Gt imperfect ap
pears in the PN Ta-ab-ta-mar. 

Of special interest is the Amorite PN .ffa-am-mi-is-ta-mar = 'Ammistamar be
cause it is also the name borne by kings of U garit, where it is written both alpha
betically (CmOtmr) and syllabically (mA-mis-tam-ru). The first element is 
theophoric = the deified CAmm- 'paternal uncle'. The verb is the Gt of Omr 'to be 
fruitful'. The name means that' Amm has been fruitful in bestowing the son who 
bears this PN. 

The local adverb of interrogation, J ayya, occurs in PNs that express concern for 
a missing god. Such names were appropriate when the birth was saddened by 
troubles. Examples: A-ya-Da-du/tJa-la/tJa-mu-u 'Where is Daddu/ijala/ 
'Ammu?'. Enclitic -rna can be suffixed to J ayya: A-ya-ma-AN 'Where is EI?'. 

Syntax 
The verb normally precedes the subject; e.g., the PN .ffa-ya-Su-mu-u-A-bi-im 'Fa
ther's name lives' or simply .ffa-a-ya-A-bu-um 'Father lives (on through the son 
who bears his name)'. The verbal root is bYY. 

In Amorite PNs, e-pu-ub (var. ya-pu-ub) can be the theophoric subject. The 
root, *wpc, is known from the Hebrew hiphil hOfiiic 'to appear (in splendor)' and 
Akkadian S 'to cause something to appear brilliantly'. The verbal form is nomi
nalized into the DN d/-pu-ub in the PN Ya-su-ub-d/-pu-ub meaning 'I/E-pu-ub has 
returned' (signifying that the benevolent god, who had been missing, has come 
back). The final consonant is correctly and unambiguously rendered alpha
betically in Ugaritic Nqmpc; usually spelled Ni-iq-me-pa syllabically in Akkadian 
tablets from Ugarit, but also once Ni-iq-me-pu. 

Some PNs consist of simple coordination. Thus .ffa-bi-dIM '~aby + Addu'. 
/faby is the arch-demon of evil and is described in Ugaritic as possessing horns 
and tail - prefiguring the modem iconography of Satan. The propitiation of the 
forces of evil is common in ancient Near East religion, as evidenced by the fre
quency of Nergal/Reshef/Rasap in Akkadian, Amorite and Eblaite PNs. Ya-we
dIM (= Addu) is the same type of name, which however invokes a good, creative 
deity instead of the deified forces of death, sickness and misfortune. 

Eblaite 

Phonology 
The Eblaite system of writing is inherited from Sumerian proto-writing of Early 
Dynastic II. Semitic phonology includes a threefold repertoire of dental and pal
atal stops, and sibilants; namely surd (voiceless), sonant (voiced) and emphatic. 
Thus we find t/d/I, k/g/q and s/z/$. Sumerian lacks the emphatic; so that da covers 
da and la, ga covers ga and qa, and za covers za and $a. However in Eblaite all 
three grades are lumped together so that DA covers ta/da/la, GU covers ku/gu/qu 
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and SA covers sa/za/$a. Neither the doubling of consonants nor the length of 
vowels is normally indicated. It follows that normalization and etymology cannot 
be ascertained mechanically. The process requires an extensive and systematic 
knowledge of the Semitic languages. 

In the bilinguals SU-TUR (lit. 'little hand') designates 'finger' and its Eblaite 
form corresponds to the Common Semitic word that appears as ~e$ba~ 'finger, toe' 
in Hebrew. The Eblaite is written two ways: i-sa-ba-um TUR and is-ba-um TUR. 

Note the open syllable spelling with sa for vowelless s in the first form and the s 
for s in the second form. Eblaite is often written in open syllable orthography (like 
Linear A and B, or Japanese). A word beginning ~a$mi- is spelled a-za-mi- or 
a-zi-me-; note that the vowelless s is written either za, reflecting the vowel of the 
preceding syllable or zi, reflecting the i of the following syllable. This open syl
lable orthography gives the illusion that there are no closed syllables in Eblaite, 
which is not at all the case. 

The mixed character of Eblaite is reflected in the words designating the large 
numbers: mi-at '100' is Common Semitic, /i-im '1,000' is East Semitic, rf-bab 
'10,000' is West Semitic, and ma-i-at '100,000' goes its own way in a new direc
tion. The variant forms of '100,000' are ma-i-at, ma-i-lJu-at and ma-lJu-at; all 
three are probably related phonetically although the details are not yet clear. 

It is interesting to note the Eblaite forms of Sumerian names: dEN-LIL > I-/i-Iu, 
dNIN-KAR-DU > Ni-ka-ra-du, dSUMUQAN > Sa-ma-gan, dASNAN > A-sa-ma-an. 

The bilingual equation BAijAR 'potter' = wa-$f-Iu-um (cognate with Hebrew 
y8$er 'potter') illustrates that, (1) unlike Northwest Semitic, initial *w- remains 
in Eblaite (as in Akkadian and Arabic) without shifting to y-; and that (2) r may 
change to I. The change of r to 1 (which is quite common) is not reversible, for I 
never shifts to r. The falling together of rand 1 (in the r > 1 shift) reflects a com
mon phenomenon. In Linear A and B, and in hieroglyphic Egyptian, r and 1 fall 
together, at least in the orthography. In Chinese and Japanese, they definitely fall 
together in the spoken language as well. 

The geographical name (GN) Ar_gaki /) arqa/ has lost the final -t of the sg. f. suf
fix -at. In the Amarna Letters this GN is called Arqat. Compare the GN i_mati = 
!jamiit (modem !jama). The final -t of the sg. f. suffix is generally dropped in He
brew, and regularly in spoken Arabic. Final -t begins to be dropped in Egyptian in 
the third millennium. 

The GN Mas_~i is to be compared with theGN Massa) (Proverbs 30:1; 31:1). 
The -a accordingly does not reflect the feminine suffix (which would be written 
with a final -h in Hebrew) but final -~. 

Etymology indicates that 1 frequently loses its normal consonantal character in 
Eblaite and is not represented in the script. For example, a-bi-nu-u(m) i-a-ba-nu 
SIG4-GAR /iibinu yabiinu libitta/ 'brickmakers will make the brick'. The root of the 
first two words is *Ibn although no 1 appears in the orthography. We must reckon 
with vocalic! (and also vocalic r) in the Semitic languages. In Akkadian, the sec
ond radical of all quadriconsonantal verbs is either 1 or r. This may explain the Ar
abic conjugation III (qatala; cf. Hebrew p81e1 with a long vowel representing the 
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absorption of vocalic! or r). 
Initial w- does not undergo the Northwest Semitic shift to y-. Eblaite retains w

like Akkadian, Arabic and Ethiopic. In addition to the example on p. 105, note 
(the dual) wa-ti-a /wadi-a/ 'the two wadis'. 

Vowels 
The script reflects four vowels: a, i, u and e. However, e may well be non
phonemic but only positionally conditioned by contact with IJ or (. 

The diphthongs ay, aw and ue can all be reduced to ii. In the case of ay > ii and 
aw > ii, the shift can be explained as "falling" diphthongs (with the accent on the 
a) as distinct from "rising" diphthongs (with the accent on the y/w) whereby * bayt 
yields bit 'house' and *mawt yields mitt 'death' in Akkadian. While we find many 
Eblaite examples of ay > ii and several of aw > ii, there is only one of ue > ii: the 
Akkadian Suen (which comes into Babylonian and Assyrian as Sin, is reduced to 
San 'Moon' in San-U giiru 'Moon of the Field' (an epithet of the Moon in an in
cantation where the reference to the Moon is fixed by duplicate passages which 
have ITI 'month, moon' instead). San also appears instead of Sin (the Moon god) 
in the Hebrew form of the Mesopotamian names San-lJerfb (Sennacherib) and 
San-ballat. In the Palestinian GN 'Beth-shan' the second element (Shan) desig
nates the Moon god. Examples of ay > a in Eblaite: ba-du /bat-/ 'house'; a-na and 
a-na-a /(ana/ 'eyes' (du.); ba-nu /ban-/ 'tamarisk' (vs. Akkadian bfn- with rising 
diphthong); ma-sa-Iu-u(m) /masalu/ 'justice, uprightness' from *ysr (note He
brew mesarfm) and from the St stem of the same root us-da-si-ir /ustasir/ 'he pre
pared, released (lit. 'caused to be right)'. There are fewer examples of aw > a: 
*>aw> >a 'or'; and thePN Mu-sa-ra-du (S participle of*wrd 'to bring down gods 
with gifts = to propitiate them successfully'; cf. Arabic and especially Ugaritic). 

Cryptic Writings 
Cryptic writings were meant to be read by the initiated. We know from a bilingual 
tablet that dMUL = Kab-kab 'Star'; however in an incantation, it is written ga : ga 
: ba : bu Ikabkabu/ (ending in nominative -u). A similar cryptograph is ga : ga : Ii 
: la which calls to mind galgal 'wheel'; if correct, note that Ii stands for 
vowelless I. 

The name Da-gu-nu corresponds to Hebrew Dagon ( < Dagan) with a > 0 which 
is frequent in Canaanite. Compare also Minoan Da-gu-na. 

-dk- is assimilated to -kk- in a-za-me-ga P ~mikka < *) ~mid-ka/ 'I bind thee'. 
Sum-ar-rumki 'Sumer' comes into Hebrew as Sin(ar 'Babylonia'. Note that AR 

= (ar and begins a new syllable. Another change in syllabification is inherent in 
Eblaite and Old Akkadian en-ma (> Standard Akkadian um-ma), and Hebrew 
n>um- all meaning 'so says' (followed by direct discourse). The initial n- is prop
erly vocalic T,}, which has to be written en- according to the rules of the Meso
potamian syllabary, and ne according to the rules of Masoretic Hebrew (Gordon 
1993: 109-110). 

Vocalic nasals and liquids include r. The tree called the GISSU-ME is bilingually 
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rendered in Eblaite as either si-r{-mi-nu or sa-mi-nu. Expressed alphabetically, the 
choice is between srmn and smn. The r is vocalic and not represented in the latter. 

Philippi's Law (i > a in an originally closed accented syllable) is operative in 
Northwest Semitic (Canaanite, Aramaic, Ugaritic). It does not take place in Ak
kaidan, Arabic, etc. Since Eblaite is a border language between East and North
west Semitic, it is not surprising that it occurs sporadically. Thus in Eblaite both 
libittu and libattu (spelled Ii-bi-tum and Ii-ba-tum) 'brick' occur. 

Pronouns 
The following independent personal pronouns are attested: 

Sg. lc. nom. an-na, a-na I> anna/ 'I' 
2m. nom. an-da j>anta/ 'thou' 

acc. gu-wa-ti /kuwatil 'thee' 
dat. gu-wa-si /kuwasi(m)1 'to thee' 

3m. nom. su-wa /Suwa/ 'he' 
acc. su-wa-ti /Suwatil 'him' 
dat. su-wa-si /Suwasi(m)1 'to him' 

f. nom. si-a /Siya/ 'she' 

Du. lc. dat. ne-si-in Inesinl 'to both of us' 
PI. 2m. nom. an-da-nu I>antanul 'ye, you' 

3m. nom. su-nu /Sunill 'they' 

The following suffixed personal pronouns are attested: 

Sg. 

PI. 

lc. gen. -i 1-1/, or (postvocalic) -a I-(y)a/ 'my' 
acc. -ni I-nil 'me' 

2m. gen. acc. -ga I-ka/ 'thy, thee' 
dat. -kum I-kuml 'to thee' 

f. gen. acc. -gi I-kil 'thy, thee' 
3m. gen. acc.-su, -su I-sui 'his, him' 

dat. -su-um I-sum I 'to him' 
f. gen. -sa I-sa/ 'her' 

lc. 
2m. 
3m. 

f. 

gen. -na I-n'd/, -nu I-nill 'our' 
acc. -gu-nu I-kunill 'you' 
gen. acc.-su-nu I-sunill 'their, them' 
gen. -si-na I-sina/ 'their' 
acc. -si-na-at I-sinatl 'them' 

The lone occurrence of an unusual pronominal suffix calls for special notice. 
The meaning of si-ne-mu /Sinn-emol 'his teeth' is fixed by context. The ending 
-emo, known from Biblical Hebrew poetry, is a general possessive suffix that can 
be applied regardless of person. Here it means 'his teeth' but in another context it 
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could mean 'their teeth' and so forth. An exact (though admittedly clumsy) trans
lation is 'thereof'. 

The relative pronoun 'who, which, that' is derived from the noun meaning 
'man'. In the Ebla tablets it can be expressed by the Sumerogram LlJ 'man'. The 
same semantic development has taken place in Semitic. There is an Egypto
Semitic uniconsonantal word for 'man'; it is written s in Egyptian; in Old Akka
dian it is used as the relative pronoun 'who, which', fully inflected (nom. su, gen. 
si, acc. sa). Later, only sa is used regardless of case. In archaic Hebrew, sa appears 
sporadically. From late Biblical Hebrew and in all subsequent stages down to the 
present, it appears as se 'who, which'. In several Ebla PNs, Su- 'he of' is followed 
by a theophoric element; e.g., Su-Na-im, Su-I-lum, Su-Ma-lik; Na'im = 'The Good 
One', Hum = 'EI, God'; Malik 'The (divine) King'. The Eblaite determinative rel
ative pronoun (in agreement with Akkadian and Amorite) is: 

Nominative Genitive Accusative 
Sg. m. SU si sa 

f. sa-du /Satu/ sa-ti /Sati/ 
PI. m. su-ti /Suti/ su-ti f§flti/ 

f. sa-ti /Sati/ sa-ti f§ati/ 

The interrogative pronoun, animate, is nom. rna-nu /mannu/ 'who?', acc. ma
na /manna/ 'whom?'; inanimate nom. mi-nu /mInu/, acc. mi-na /mIna/ 'what, 
which?', dat. mi-ne-is /mInis/ 'to which?'. 

The preceding pronoun may be generalized by the suffixing of enclitic -ma: an
imate ma-nu-rna /mannuma/ 'whoever' , inanimate mi-nu-ma /mInuma/ 'whatev
er'. 

The noun has two genders (masculine and feminine), three numbers (singular, 
dual and plural) and six cases. Mimation is sometimes indicated and sometimes 
not, so that no rule can be formulated. 

The six case endings are: nominative -u(m), genitive -i(m), accusative -arm), 
dative locative -is, locative adverbial -u(m), absolute -a/-~. The three commonest 
cases (nom., gen., acc.). are often confused. There are some indeclinables in -a, 
especially among the PNs such as Ra-ba, Ba-ga-ma, Tab-rf-sa and the DN dBa
ra-ma. While a bilingual renders the name of the Sumerian god EN-KI as E-um 
{f!.ayyum/ in Eblaite, the other Eblaite texts regularly render the name E-a {f!.ayya/ 
ending in -a. Other DNs in -a are: E-da /Hadda/ and Qu-ra /Qura/. 

The absolute in -~ (zero) is common in some proper names; e.g., the DNs dGa
mi-is, dRa-sa-ap; the GNs A-da-bi-iJ<ki,A-da-ti-iJcki and in month names such as ITI 
za-E-na-at. 

The construct state is not always expressed in writing: for example, it is not ex
pressed in fJa-za-nu GN 'the mayor of X' , while it is in rna-lik GN 'the advisor of 
Y'. 

The suffix marking the dual is casus rectus -a(n), obUquus -ay(n) (which can 
shift to -a(n) in accordance with the reduction of the diphthong ay to a); e.g., tal-
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da-an /daltfu1/ 'double doors' and su-lu-la-a 'the two horns'. The following cita
tion has the dual suffix in the word designating a pair of deified rivers and a dual 
noun in apposition with them: 2 dBa-li-lJa wa-ti-a /Bali\}a wadia/ 'the two divine 
Bali\} rivers, the two streams'. 

The suffix marking the pI. m. casus rectus is -u; obliquus -I. That marking the 
pI. f. casus rectus is -atuli, obliquus: -ati. The sg. f. zi-ne-eb-ti 'tail' is pluralized 
zi-na-ba-ti. 

One of the common methods of pluralizing a noun in Sumerian is to repeat it. 
When a scribe writes GURUS-GURUS 'workmen' in an Eblaite tablet it is possible 
that he intended the reader to add the Semitic plural suffix -uli to a Semitic word 
for 'workman'. But that is not necessarily so. Though repeating a noun for plural
ity is not a normal Semitic usage, we do find the repetition of Semitic words to 
pluralize them in Eblaite; e.g., na-sill na-sill 'patricians' (passive participle of 
*ns) 'to lift up'), mas-mas-su 'his sons'. 

The doubling of nouns for pluralizing reflects Sumerian usage, because Sume
rian has no dual, and therefore plurality starts with two. In Egypto-Semitic, how
ever, there is a dual, so that plurality starts with three. Therefore we find the plural 
)ilu 'gods' written DINGIR-DINGIR-DINGIR. 

Etymologies, even when correct, do not always supply satisfactory meanings 
for Eblaite vocabulary. The title of the head man in the hierarchy of Ebla is EN, an 
old term signifying the priest-king of a theocratic Sumerian city-state, with em
phasis on his priestly rather than his royal status. A bilingual informs us that NAM

EN 'enship' = Eblaite ma-li-gu-um. The abstract noun standing concretely for a 
type of person (like the abstract "acquaintance" in the sense of "someone we 
know") is common in Semitic (e.g., Akkadian mudu or Hebrew mOdac lit. 
'knowledge', but in the sense of 'a friend'). Accordingly NAM-EN implies that EN 

was pronounced /malikum/. When the king is called malikum we are dealing with 
the West Semitic sphere; in the East Semitic sphere the king is called sarrum. The 
noun nasf> 'exalted one' designates 'king, prince' in Biblical Hebrew and 'presi
dent' in modem Hebrew. At Ebla it designates the full-fledged free citizen (whom 
we may call a 'patrician') as distinct from a GURUS 'worker' (= 'plebeian' or 'he
lot') and from the lowest IR 11 or 'slave'. 

There is one pair of words that raises fundamental questions to be pondered 
though not definitively answered now. The nouns lJrd 'child' and ms 'son, child' 
have long been known only from Egyptian. Then both turned up in U garitic of the 
Late Bronze Age, and now in Eblaite of the Early Bronze Age. Ebla had connec
tions with Egypt; alabaster vessels with the names of Chefren (Fourth Dynasty) 
and Pepi I (Sixth Dynasty) have been found at Ebla in the archeological stratum 
that yielded the Archives. The meaning of Eblaite lJar-da-du !bardatu/ in the sense 
of 'young women' is fixed by context; the same form with the same sense occurs 
in Old Kingdom Egypt. The situation with Eblaite mas (= Egyptian ms) is more 
complex and tantalizing. It is common in all periods of Egyptian from start to fin
ish. But it also occurs in Sumerian (MAs )with the meaning of a 'kid, young goat'. 
Words for young animals are often applied to children. 
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The adjective has long been known to be inflected like the noun except for the 
pi. f., status absolutus in Syro-Aramaic. Now Ebla shares that exception with 
Syro-Aramaic. In Hebrew meliikfmln 'kings' has its feminine counterpart in 
meliikot 'queens'. But in Aramaic the phonetic equivalent of Hebrew pi. f. con
struct mallsot 'queens (of)', namely mal!¢t 'queens (of)', can only serve as the 
construct. The Aramaic absolute (corresponding semantically to Hebrew 
meliikfmln 'kings') is mallsiin 'queens'. Thus Eblaite du-na-an /dunnan/ 'mighty 
(females)' , has the suffix -iin for the adjective pi. f. absolute. 

Tense 
There are two principal tenses: (1) the so-called imperfect with prefixes and some 
suffixes, and (2) the so-called perfect with suffixes but no prefixes. Verbs are usu
ally classified as strong (with a root of three stable consonants) or weak (with a 
semivowel: w or y, functioning as one of the root consonants; or with only two 
consonants in the root with the second one repeated). A root can be treated within 
the matrix of several conjugations, all familiar from the other Semitic languages; 
e.g., G, Gt, D, S, SD, SDt. Like Aramaic, Eblaite has no N conjugation. The im
perfect has modal suffixes; thus -u is the sign of the indicative. In the perfect, the 
sg. 3m. ends in -a. In Akkadian the perfect is for stative or intransitive verbs; in 
West Semitic the perfect is used for transitive as well as intransitive verbs. Here, 
Eblaite goes with West Semitic. 

The imperfect has a, i or u as the thematic vowel between the last two conso
nants of the root: 

u-class: Iq-bu-ul-(Ma-lik) is a PN meaning '(The Divine King) has accepted 
(the propitiatory offerings of the parents and granted the child who bears the PN)'. 

i-class: Ig-ri-is-(Li-im) is a PN meaning '(God) has driven out (the forces of 
evil)' . 

a-class: Ir-kab-(Ar) is a PN meaning '(The Deity Ar) rides'. 
The prefix vowel gives the impression that there is an isogloss with East 

Semitic in which we find Akkadian iprus, iddin, i$bat vs. West Semitic where we 
find Arabic yaqtul, yajlis, yasma<. Little weight can be attributed to the loss of the 
y- in Akkadian because of the vocalization of the Hebrew in the LXX (Septuagint 
Greek) tradition and some living traditions like the Arabic. Note LXX ISAAK 
'Isaac' (vs. Masoretic Yi#:tiiq) and Arabic >Is/:tiiq; and vs. Masoretic Yisrii>el, 'Is
rael' , note Arabic >Isrii>U. However, ya- is preserved in both the LXX and Arabic 
traditions: Masoretic Ya<aqob, LXX IAKOB, Arabic Ya<qub. 

The attested morphs of the imperfect tense are: sg. lc. >a-CCVC; sg. 2m. ta
CCVC; sg. 3m. i-CCVC; sg. 3f. ta-CCVC; pi. 3m. i-CCVC-u. 

The perfect (sg. 3m. = CaCVCa) is used in PNs such as Ra-ga-ma-Il 'God has 
spoken' (with *rgm 'to speak' as in Ugaritic) or Qa-ba-Lum 'God has spoken' 
and Qa-ba-Da-mu 'The (god) Damu has spoken' (where the verb is familiar from 
Akkadian qabu 'to speak'). East Semitic restricts the perfect to intransitive verbs, 
whereas Eblaite, like West Semitic, uses it for transitive as well as intransitive 
verbs. In addition to the above transitive perfects, note also ba-na-a 'he has built'. 
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The following is a D imperfect intensified by an infinitive absolute ending in 
adverbial -u (as in Ugaritic and Akkadian): i-na-E-as na-E-su Pinal).Q.aS na,Qasu/ 
'I shall verily perform magic'. Note that the D prefix does not go with Arabic and 
Akkadian ~u-. 

The infinitive absolute in -u appears in the figura etymologica: bu-mu-zu ba
rna-zi, bu-ru12 ba-ra-rul1 (*brr). 

The SD participle muSka<C inum is of interest because it explains Akkadian 
muskenum 'helot, plebeian' which survives into modem Hebrew misken and Ar
abic miskin 'poor'; and French mesquin 'shabby, mean'. 

The composite interregional nature of Eblaite precluded the modicum of con
sistency and uniformity that more natural languages have developed through ana
logic leveling. We thus find the same root (*hlk) with two treatments of the G 
infinitive in the bilinguals: E-a-gu-um Ihakum/ and E-Ia-gum Ihalakum/ 'to go'. 
There would be little merit in our striving to create a consistency that is not there. 

Sundry Particles 
En-ma 'so says' introduces direct discourse. 

In the PN A-ku-Da-mu (meaning 'The god Damu exists'), a-ku seems to antici
pate colloquial Iraqian Arabic aku 'there is'. 

What has evolved into the conjunction wa 'and' is an Egypto-Semitic particle 
indicating existence. It serves as an auxiliary verb in an old construction named 
(though badly so) the waw-conversive. It has been known from classical Hebrew 
and other Canaanite dialects. The w + verb must head the sentence or clause; then 
comes the subject; finally comes the object if the verb is active and transitive. Wa
IL IGI-IGI EN wa-NAM-KU5 'The ruler's eyes were raised and he swore'. This con
struction (w + imperfect) is the normal narrative tense in classical Old Testament 
prose. With the passing of time, it became vestigial and eventually went out of use. 
Its earliest occurrence so far known is at Ebla. 

Besides wa (u, u-rna), ap is also used as the conjunction 'and'. 
The preposition al6 /(al-/ means '(up )on'. The dative is indicated by the prep

osition si-in /sin/ 'to'. One and the same root is declined to form three prepositions 
(as in Akkadian): as-du /aStu/ '(out) from', as-ti /aSti/ 'from', as-da /aSta! 'on, at, 
from'. Mi-in /min! 'from' (as in Canaanite, Aramaic and Arabic) also occurs. East 
Semitic in 'in(to), at [local], on [temporal]' occurs more frequently than West 
Semitic ba 'in'. Compare isx-ki I'iski/ 'for' with Ethiopic (Ge'ez) caska 'into'. 
The following illustrates the temporal application of as-du and si-in: as-du u4-u4 
si-in u4-u4 'from days to days, periodically, annually' patterned after a Nortbwest 
Semitic idiom (Hebrew miy-yamfm yamfma 'from days to days, periodically, an
nually'). 

Syntax 
The word order is rather free. Often the verb heads the sentence: e.g. ~ a$midu hab
habi 'I bind I:IabQaby', ~asmikka cal-l ~abni 'I bind thee on a stone'. 

For emphasis the order can be varied. Note subject-object-verb ( + resumptive 
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accusative suffix) in: >anna kuwati-ma >i$bateka 'I thee strike = I strike thee'. 
Logically the verb >i$bateka expresses the entire subject-object-verb; but the ma
gician is asserting his power, and then emphasizes the specific target of his magic 
act. 

Chronology and Borrowing 
The Early Bronze Age date of the Ebla Archives provides an abundance of 
Semitic documents in Syria a millennium earlier than the Ugaritic tablets and half 
a millennium earlier than Minoan Linear A. Eblaite words borrowed from Sume
rian, such as mallalJ- 'sailor', show that they were already part of Syro-Palestinian 
speech and did not have to be borrowed much later, as was previously assumed. 
Words like kinnar- 'harp, lyre' > Greek kinura, show how specific elements in 
Greek culture were already in the Near East before Greece was Greek. 
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and D. B. Weisberg. Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press. 109-110. 

Haldar, A. 1971. Who Were the Amorites? Leiden: Brill. 
Huffmon, H. H. 1965. Amorite Personal Names in the Mari Texts. Baltimore: Johns Hop

kins University Press. 
Zadok, Ran. 1993. "On the Amorite Material from Mesopotamia." In The Tablet and the 

Scroll: Near Eastern Studies in Honor of William W. Hallo, ed. M. E. Cohen, D. C. Snell 
and D. B. Weisberg. Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press. 315-333. 

Further Reading 
A complete bibliography of the Eblaite texts would fill a large volume. The fol
lowing is instead a list of the publications containing large assemblages of Eblaite 
texts. 

The first group is called MEE (Materiali Epigrafici di Ebla); for the sake of 
avoiding a glaring gap, MEE 1 is included though it is a catalogue of the texts rath-
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er than the texts themselves. MEE is published by the Seminario di Studi Asiatici 
of the Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli. 

Pettinato, Giovanni, eel. 1979. MEE-1: Catalogo dei testi cuneiformi di Tell Mardikh-Ebla. 
-- 1980. MEE-2: Testi amministrativi della biblioteca L 2769, volume 1. 
-- 1981. MEE-3: Testi amministrativi della biblioteca L 2769, volume 2. 
-- 1982. MEE-4: Testi lessicali bilingui della biblioteca L 2769, volume 3. 
Mander, P., ed. 1990. MEE-lO: Administrative Texts of the Archive L. Rome: Dipartimento 

di Studi Orientali of the Universita degli Studi di Roma "La Sapienza." 

This series is also called Materiali per il Vocabulario Sumerico-1. Some of the texts 
have been published previously, but twenty-three are published here for the first time. 

The group that follows is the ARET (Archivi Reali di Ebla- Testi) series, pub
lished by the Universita degli Studi di Roma "La Sapienza." 
Archi, Alfonso, ed. 1985. ARET-1: Testi amministrazioni: Assegnativi di tessuti. 
-- 1988. ARET-7: Testi amministrativi: Registrazioni di metalli e tessuti. 
Archi, Alfonso and M. G. Biga, eels. 1982. ARET-3: Testi amministrazioni di vario conte

nuto. 
Biga, M. G. and L. Milano, eels. 1984. ARET-4: Testi amministrativi: Assignazioni di tes-

suti. 
Edzard, D.O., ed. 1984. ARET-5: Hymnen, Beschworungen und Verwandtes. 
Fronzaroli, Pelio, eel. 1993. ARET-11: Testi reali della regalita. 
Milano, L., ed. 1990. ARET-9: Testi amministrativi: Assegnazioni di prodotti alimentari. 
Sollberger, Edmond. 1986. ARET-8: Administrative Texts Chiefly Concerning Textiles. 

With the exception of ARET -8, all of the above volumes include indexes which 
enable the reader to locate details conveniently. 



7 Aramaic 

Stephen A. Kaufman 

The Periods and Sources of Aramaic 
Aramaic is attested over a period of almost 3,000 years, during which time there 
of course occurred great changes of grammar, lexical stock, and usage. Although 
no universally accepted classification scheme for these phases exists and new dis
coveries regularly alter our picture - especially for the sparsely attested older di
alects - the general shape of the outline is clear. 

Old Aramaic c. 850 to c. 612 BCE 

This period witnessed the rise of the Arameans as a major force in Ancient Near 
Eastern history, the adoption of their language as an international language of di
plomacy in the latter days of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, and the dispersal of Ara
maic-speaking peoples from Egypt to Lower Mesopotamia as a result of the 
Assyrian policies of deportation. The scattered and generally brief remains of in
scriptions on imperishable materials preserved from these times are enough to 
demonstrate that an international standard dialect had not yet been developed. 

The extant texts may be grouped into several dialects: 
Standard Syrian (or Western Old Aramaic): These inscriptions, of very lim

ited chronological (mid-ninth to end of eighth century BCE) and geographic spread 
(within a circle of radius c. 100 km centered on Aleppo) include commemorative 
stelae and international treaties. 

Samalian: At modem Zincirli, dynasts of the Neo-Hittite kingdom of Sam'al 
(also referred to by some scholars as Ya'udi) wrote their dedicatory inscriptions 
first in Phoenician (KLMW), then in a local, highly idiosyncratic Aramaic dialect 
(the so-called Hadad and PNMW inscriptions), and, finally, in standard, Syrian 
Old Aramaic (BR-RKB). 

Fakhariyah: On the Upper Habur, a bilingual, Neo-Assyrian and Aramaic in
scription on a statue. The script and orthography of this inscription are of major 
importance for the history of the alphabet. 

Mesopotamian: Primarily consists of brief economic and legal texts and en
dorsements scratched on clay tablets. Not surprisingly, both the Fakhariyah and 
Mesopotamian dialects evidence a substantial amount of Akkadian influence. 

Deir AlIa: This important but frustratingly fragmentary text, painted on the 
plaster walls of a cultic installation in the mid-Jordan valley, recounts a vision of 

114 
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"Balaam, son of Beor," the trans-Jordanian prophet known from Numbers 22-24. 
The fact that some scholars classify the language of this text as a Canaanite, rather 
than an Aramaic, dialect, illustrates that there is no clearly demonstrable division 
between Canaanite and Aramaic at this time. 

Imperial Aramaic (or "Official Aramaic") c. 600 to c. 200 BeE 

During this period Aramaic spread far beyond the borders of its native lands over 
the vast territories ofthe Neo-Babylonian and even larger Persian empires - from 
Upper Egypt to Asia Minor and eastward to the Indian subcontinent. Unfortu
nately, only a minuscule remnant of the undoubtedly once vast corpus of admin
istrative documents, records and letters that held these empires together has been 
preserved, for such texts were written in ink on perishable materials, in sharp con
trast to the well-nigh imperishable cuneiform clay texts of earlier western Asiatic 
cultures. (A single syllabic cuneiform Aramaic text, an incantation from Uruk, is 
known. Though the text itself is from Hellenistic times, its archaizing language 
may be ascribed to this period.) Isolated, monumental stone inscriptions have 
been found in the various peripheral regions (e.g. Sheik Fadl in Egypt, Teima in 
Arabia, Daskyleion in Asia Minor), but none to speak of, surprisingly enough, in 
the core regions of Syria and Mesopotamia. The bulk of the finds, however, is 
from Egypt, where the dry climate led to the preservation of papyrus and leather 
along with the expected ostraca and stone inscriptions. The major finds there are: 

1 papyrus archives of the Jewish military garrison at Elephantine/Syene (in
cluding deeds of sale, marriage contracts, formal letters to the authorities in 
Jerusalem, and fragments of literary materials); 

2 the correspondence of the Persian satrap of Egypt, Arsames; 
3 a packet of letters sent to family members residing at Syene and Luxor, dis

covered at Hermopolis; 
4 Saqqarah: A late seventh-century papyrus letter from a Philistine king (per

haps of Ekron) asking for Pharaoh's help against the king of Babylon; and 
legal and economic records on papyri and ostraca from the fifth and fourth 
centuries. 

The Aramaic "official" letters in the book of Ezra are almost certainly to be 
viewed as composed in Imperial Aramaic, for both their language and their epis
tolary style are appropriate to the period. 

From a linguistic perspective, what characterizes this period above all is that it 
witnessed the development of a literary, standard form of both the language and 
its orthography - an ideal to be strived for, at least in literary texts and formal 
documents. The model for this standard appears to have been Babylonian Aramaic 
as spoken and written by educated Persians. This ideal, in the guise of "Standard 
Literary Aramaic" (SLA), was to last more than a thousand years. 

The semi-demotic language of the personal letters evidences features that are 
later to appear in the formal language: weakening of the harel (hktblyhktb) to 
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> ar el (> ktblyktb), and substitution of nun for final mem on the plural pronominal 
suffixes. The later Western Aramaic features of -n on the pI. 3 perfect of Illy verbs 
and mem preformative of derived theme infinitives are also found. Changes in the 
formal language include the simplification of the infinitive to a single form (pee al 
mktb); the use of pI. 3m. forms for pI. 3f.; and the first appearance of the deter
mined plural ending -e. This form appears first on gentilics and collectives, and 
later, in the Eastern dialects, will replace -ayya as the normal ending of the mas
culine plural. 

Middle Aramaic c. 200 BCE to c. 250 CE 

In this period, namely the Hellenistic and Roman periods, Greek replaced Ara
maic as the administrative language of the Near East, while in the various 
Aramaic-speaking regions the dialects began to develop independently of one an
other. Written Aramaic, however, continued to serve as a vehicle of communica
tion within and among the various groups. For this purpose, the literary standard 
developed in the previous period, Standard Literary Aramaic, was used, but lexi
cal and grammatical differences based on the language( s) and dialect( s) of the lo
cal population are always evident. It is helpful to divide the texts surviving from 
this period into two major categories: epigraphic and canonical. 

Epigraphic 
Palmyrene: dedicatory and honorific inscriptions and a decree of duty tariffs 
from the independent Syrian desert oasis trading city of TadmorlPalmyra. Many 
of the texts are Greek bilinguals. 
Nabatean: tomb and votive texts from the Arab kingdom of Petra. A hoard of le
gal papyri from the Bar Kochba period was discovered in one of the Nahal Hever 
caves. 
Hatran: dedicatory inscriptions from the important, second century CE Parthian 
kingdom of Hatra. A smaller, similar group was found at nearby Assur. 
Other: isolated inscriptions from Syria (especially Dura-Europos), Asia Minor, 
Armenia, Georgia, Media, Parthia, Persia, and Babylonia. Archival materials from 
the Judean desert are also to be placed here. 

Canonical 

Daniel 
The Aramaic portions of this biblical book (in contrast to the material in Ezra) 
clearly belong to this dialect rather than to Imperial Aramaic. 

Jewish Literary Aramaic 

1 Qumran 
Among the Dead Sea Scrolls, much (if not most) of the non-sectarian, para
biblical material is in Aramaic. This includes: the Genesis Apocryphon, 
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Targum of Job, the Books of Enoch, and the Testament of Levi. 
2 Targum Onkelos/Jonathan 

Although the only reliable manuscripts of this Jewish translation/interpre
tation of the biblical text stem ultimately from the Babylonian rabbinical 
academies, the consonantal texts of Tar gum Onkelos to the Pentateuch (To
rah) and Jonathan to the Prophets apparently originated in Palestine in this 
period. 

3 Legal formulas 
Preserved in Rabbinic literature are texts and formulas of an authentic Ara
maic tradition. 

Middle Iranian Ideograms 
After a brief flirtation with cuneiform for their monumental inscriptions ("Old 
Persian"), the Persians adopted the Aramaic script for writing their language and, 
perhaps under the cuneiform model, in both Parthian and Pehlevi, Aramaic ideo
grams were used to indicate Persian lexemes. 

Also apparently from the earliest part of this period is the Aramaic material pre
served in Demotic script papyrus Amherst 63, consisting of a New Year's ritual 
and the lengthy story of the conflict between the two royal Assyrian brothers, 
Asshurbanipal and Shamashshumukin. 

Late (or Classical) Aramaic c. 200 to c.1200 CE 

The bulk of our evidence for Aramaic comes from the vast literature and occasion
al inscriptions of this period. During the early centuries of this period, Aramaic 
dialects were still widely spoken. During the second half of this time frame, how
ever, Arabic had already displaced Aramaic as the spoken language of much of 
the population, so many of our texts were composed and/or transmitted by those 
whose Aramaic dialect was only a learned language. Although the dialects of this 
period were previously generally divided into two (Eastern and Western) branch
es, it now seems best to think rather of three: Palestinian, Syrian, and Babylonian. 

Palestinian 

Jewish 
Inscriptions (mostly from synagogues). 
Targumic: the dialect of the Palestinian Targumim (Bible translations: Neofiti, 
Genizah fragments (from the storeroom of the Old Cairo Synagogue), and the 
Fragment Targum). 
Galilean: the dialect of the Talmud and midrashim of the land of Israel (so-called 
"Yerushalmi"). 

Christian 
Christian Palestinian Aramaic: a small group of inscriptions, Bible translations, 
and liturgicallectionaries from the Judean region written in Syriac script. 
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Samaritan 
Two different translations of the Pentateuch, liturgical poetry, and some literary/ 
exegetical works are preserved from this group. The reading tradition of the mod
em Samaritan priests is a valuable linguistic source here, as it is for their Hebrew 
tradition. 

Syrian 

Syriac 
The liturgical language of Eastern Christianity is by far the best-documented Ar
amaic dialect. A vast and varied literature in two (Eastern/Nestorian, Western! 
Jacobite) dialects and orthographies has been preserved, as well as small collec
tions of epigraphic and archival materials. The orthography of Syriac is based on 
that of Standard Literary Aramaic, while its lexicon and grammar are primarily 
that of the city of Edessa. 

Late Jewish Literary Aramaic 
This literary dialect, only recently recognized, served for the composition of Ara
maic parabiblical and liturgical texts (the best known of them being Targum 
Pseudo-Jonathan, Targum Psalms, and the canonical Targum of Job) and in some 
cases (Tobit and perhaps others) for the translation into Aramaic of works whose 
presumed Hebrew or Aramaic original had been lost. Like other literary dialects, 
it borrows heavily from its forbears, in this case Biblical Aramaic, Jewish Literary 
Aramaic, Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, and Jewish Babylonian Aramaic. Like 
most rabbinic materials, the texts have suffered greatly in transmission and often 
give the impression of massive inconsistency. Recent studies have revealed, how
ever, that this is a real, albeit literary, dialect with its own grammar and lexicon, 
whose lexical affinities point to a close relationship with the Syriac-speaking re
gion. 

Babylonian 

Jewish 
The spoken language of the Jews of Babylonia, preserved primarily in large parts 
of the Babylonian Talmud (records of the academies of the fourth and fifth centu
ries CE). Slightly different dialects are found on "magic bowls" (incantations writ
ten on pottery bowls) and in the halakhic literature of the post-Talmudic 
Babylonian sages (gaonim). The written and oral traditions of the Jews of Yemen 
are particularly important sources for this material. 

Mandaic 
The spoken and literary language of a non-Christian gnostic sect. The sect itself is 
generally thought to have Palestinian origins, but its language is totally at home in 
Southern Mesopotamia. 



Modern Aramaic 
See Chapter 16. 

Phonology 

Consonants 

Old Aramaic 
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In this period the Proto-Semitic phonemic inventory survives virtually unchanged, 
though some minor changes in articulation seem to be indicated. Since the linear 
consonantal alphabet used for Aramaic, borrowed from a Canaanite/Phoenician 
source, had only twenty-two graphemes, several of the characters had to be 
polyphonous. Thus: 

Sin indicates: s, s, and () 
Samek (at Fakhariyah only) indicates both s and () 
Zayin indicates z and 0 
$ade indicates ~ and f 
Qop indicates q and 4 (probably a velar spirant by this time) 
/fet indicates IJ and h 
C ayin indicates C and r 

That these consonantal phonemes still survived (rather than having merged with 
their graphic equivalent) is surmised largely on the basis of their independent his
tories in the subsequent dialects. (See comparative tables of consonantal re
flexes.) In the case of b and r, however, evidence for their existence is 
extrapolated from the fact that they are still regularly distinguished in the Demotic 
papyrus (see p. 117). The result of these orthographic choices (with the exception 
of qop for 4), taken together with the natural affinity between older dialects of 
closely related languages, gives these texts an appearance very similar to that of 
Canaanite, a fact that has led some scholars to unwarranted claims of Canaanite 
influence in grammar, vocabulary, and style. 

Nun is always assimilated to a following consonant in this period: >t 'you' « 
>anta). 

Metathesis of dental and sibilant in the t- verbal stems, regular in the later dia
lects, is not fully carried through yet in Old Aramaic. 

Imperial Aramaic 
The graphic representation of consonants begins to change noticeably, presum
ably as a result of phoneme mergers and the ensuing or concomitant introduction 
of the spirantization of stops (lenition). Though in this period archaizing orthog
raphies are common (particularly with z for original 0 and q for original 4), the 
language here starts to take on the appearance it will have in subsequent dialects. 
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These mergers are: (J> t, 0> d, r) > <, ~ > !, lJ > /:t (though in some dialects the 
merger in fact may have been the reverse), r> <. The initial tendency for s to 
merge with s probably can also be ascribed to this period, since it is common to 
all subsequent dialects. 

A noteworthy feature of the formal language (the base of Standard Literary Ar
amaic) is "nasalization," namely, the dissimilation of long ("doubled") conso
nants into nun + consonant. In some of these forms (e.g. ~nt(h) 'you') the nun is 
etymologically correct but had assimilated in Old Aramaic. In others (e.g. mnd< 
'knowledge'), it is strictly a phonetic phenomenon. Nasalization is regularly 
found, not surprisingly, with dental stops, but it also appears, heretofore inexplic
ably, with the root <II 'to enter', e.g. the causative stem infinitive lhn<lh (Daniel 
4:3) vs. lh<lh (Daniel 5:7). It now appears probable that the latter case merely rep
resents an attempt to indicate the lengthened voiced velar spirant r. 

Classical Aramaic and Syriac 
As a result of the above mentioned consonantal mergers, the standard phonemic 
inventory of classical Aramaic is the twenty-two-element "Hebrew" system as 
follows: 

p s k Q h 
S 

b d z g 

t ~ q 
m n I 
w r y 

At the onset of the classical period, lenition of the stops was a productive fea
ture, but it atrophied in the course of the first millennium CE (and is not indicated 
in our transcriptions here). 

Weakening of the laryngeal/pharyngeal consonants is characteristic both of Pal
estinian dialects (Samaritan and some Galilean) and of Babylonian. In Babylo
nian, final liquids, nasals, and interdentals also regularly elided. 

Vowels 

Old Aramaic 
The indirect evidence of the morphology of feminine nouns (e.g. *malkatu > 
malkat > malkah) suggests that final unstressed vowels had dropped by this 
period. 

Imperial Aramaic 
The distinctively Aramaic phonological feature - the reduction of short vowels in 
open unstressed syllables (using regressive alternation) - seems to have had its 
start in this period, at least for ilu vowels. 
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Classical Aramaic 
Noteworthy features of the later dialects include: 

Short vowels in unstressed syllables are first reduced and, ultimately in most di
alects, totally elided. The vocalization traditions indicate that by now (i.e. after the 
loss of final case vowels) stress was generally on the final syllable of the word, 
though the modem dialects (and some reading traditions) show a strong tendency 
toward penultimate stress. In Syriac and Babylonian, originally final unstressed 
long vowels are also elided. 

In the transcriptions used in this chapter, short vowels reduced in the classical 
stages of the language are indicated by superscript. 

Characteristic of all Aramaic dialects, as of all Semitic dialects, is variation of 
vowel quality in different environments of stress and syllable length, even though 
such changes are indicated only irregularly in the schemes of vowel pointing in
troduced in Late Aramaic. Typically, front and back vowels are raised in stressed 
or opened syllables and lowered in closed unstressed syllables. In Western Syriac, 
all mid and low long vowels are raised; thus 0> ii, e> I, and a > o. In some dialects 
simplification of diphthongs is similarly conditioned; in others (notably Syriac) 
ay and aware tenaciously preserved (or restored?) in the reading traditions. 

Morphology 

Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns 

Independent 
The following may be ascribed to common Aramaic: 

lc. 
2m. 
f. 

3m. 
f. 

Singular 
>ana 
> atta, > anta 
> attf, > anti 
hU>a > hU 
hPa > hi 

Plural 
>anal:ma 
> attiima > > attiin, > antiin 
*>attina> >atten 
humu (OA), himmo himmon, hPinnon 
*hina, hPinnen 

These forms are used exclusively in nominative and absolute constructions, ex
cept for the pi. 3 forms. The existence of a dual number may be assumed for early 
Aramaic but is not clearly attested. 

In the later dialects, the independent pronouns are typically bound with present 
tense verbs (1st and 2nd person only) and nouns/adjectives in pronominal pred
icative constructions, yielding a series of enclitic forms. In Syriac, for example, 
some of the enclitic forms are: sg. lc.: na (often written >n»; 2m.: at, 2f.: at (writ
ten >t, >ty); 3m.: ii, 3f.: I (written hw, hy); pi. lc.: nan (written hnn or nn). Thus 
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ktiteb-na 'I am writing'; sapplr-u 'he is beautiful'. 

Suffixed 
The suffixed pronouns are used as possessives on nouns and objectives on verbs. 
Typical of these forms is the synchronic "jump" of the color of the distinctive final 
vowel into the position held by the case vowel at an earlier stage of the language; 
thus: *malku/a/ika ('your king') > malkak. 

1c. 
2m. 
f. 

3m. 
f. 

Singular 
-I (nominal), -anI (verbal) 
-ak 
-ek, -ekl 
-eh, ( -hI after vowels) 
-ah, ( -h( a) after vowels) 

Interrogatives 

Plural 
-ana (> -an, -nan) 
-kuma > kon 
-kina> ken 
-huma > han 
-*hina > hen 

'who' (mannu [Uruk incantation]) > man (and often with enclitic 3rd person 
pronoun: mannu). 

'what' ma (Syriac, more commonly, man, mana). 

Relative 
dl (spelled zy in Old and Official Aramaic) > d-. This, the reflex of the Semitic 
determinative pronoun ou/a/l, is used as the regular relative marker from earliest 
time. It also becomes the common genitive particle starting with the Official Ar
amaic period (see p. 129). 

Demonstrative 

Near 
sg. m. din (> den), dena; sg. f. da> > da; pI. >illay, >illayn. 

Far 
In the earlier dialects, far demonstratives per se, with the typical Semitic augment 
-k, are regularly used: sg. m. dnk, dk, dkn; sg. f. dky; pI. > lk, etc. Early on, however, 
these tend to be replaced by the 3rd person independent pronouns. 

In Middle Aramaic, a distinction develops between substantive and attributive 
demonstratives, the latter formed by combining the older forms with the deictic 
particle hii; thus Jewish Palestinian Aramaic haden, Syriac hiina « hii + dina). 
Eventually, the new forms are used in substantival constructions as well. 

Indefinite or Impersonal 
Common to all the dialects is kull 'all'. From Imperial Aramaic on minda(m > 
meddem, medde is 'something'. In the earlier dialects >ls is used for 'someone' 
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(> Babylonian )inis); later on one finds instead gbar (literally 'man') and lJad 
(literally 'one') in pronominal usage, while the relative d- alone is used in relative 
constructions. 

Nouns 

Case 
Samalian shows a distinction between nominative and oblique cases in plural 
nouns: -wl-y. Standard Old Aramaic and Imperial Aramaic regularly spell the pI. 
m. suffix simply -n, so no distinction is apparent. By the time that the vocalic tra
ditions first appear, no case distinction is attested for the plural. In the singular, 
however, the adverbial case (others "accusative") was apparently regularly used 
well into the late first millennium BCE, at last in the absolute state. Feminine nouns 
are spelled with final -t (presumably lata!) instead of the -h (fa! < at) of the nom
inative case. (As in other Semitic languages, final -a of the adverbial was main
tained somewhat longer than the -uti of the other cases.) After the complete loss 
of case marking, the morphology of adverbials in the later dialects preserves relics 
of the case ending: -a, -at, -aft, -aut. The loss of the Semitic case system was ob
viously interrelated with the development of the postpositive definite article and 
the system of nominal states (see State, below). Since adverbials and predicatives 
are rarely determined, the survival of marking for this case should not be surpris
ing. 

State 
The most notable difference between Aramaic and the other Northwest Semitic di
alects is the presence of the suffixed definite article -ae). Probably in origin the 
same form as the Hebrew and Phoenician ha:- (cf. ht'i)- 'here'), the suffixation of 
this deictic element gives the language the appearance of having three noun states 
(absolute, construct, emphatic (or determined)): 

Absolute Construct Emphatic 
sg. m. mlk mlk mlk) (-a)) 
pI. m. mlkn (-in) mlky (-ay) mlky) (-ayya)) 
sg. f. mlkh (-a(h») mlkt (-at) mlkt) (-ata)) 
pI. f. mlkn (-an) mlkt (-at) mlkt) (-ata)) 

In the classical Eastern dialects of the Common Era, the determinate force of 
the emphatic state is lost, whereby final -a on nouns becomes the unmarked state. 
The now marked, absolute state is then limited to predicative and distributive con
structions in a manner reminiscent of Akkadian, the influence of which on this us
age may be suspected. In those dialects, as well as Hatran and sometimes in 
Palmyrene, the unmarked pI. m. suffix is normally e rather than -ayya (cf. Adjec
tives, below). 
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Adjectives 
Adjectives probably were originally limited to the passive participles and the re
lated form kattib. In the later dialects, in particular in Syriac, the originally gentilic 
suffix -iiy (Note plural emphatic: -iiye) is widely and freely used as an adjectiviz
ing morpheme. 

Prepositions 
A distinctive characteristic of the development of new prepositions is the combi
nation of the simple common Semitic prepositions with specific nouns of place, 
cf. for example Jewish Palestinian Aramaic mn >py 'from the surface', mn lwwt 
'from the presence', mn gb 'from the top', mn byny 'from between' and so on. 

Numerals 

Cardinals 
The Common Aramaic system is as follows: 

Masculine Feminine 
1 bad badii 
2 tren tarten 
3 taliitii taliit 
4 >arbOcii >arba~ 

5 bamisii bamis 
6 sittii sit 
7 sab~ii rba~ 

8 {man~ii {mane 
9 tis~ii tisa~ 

10 ~esrii ~asar 

11 bad ~asar badii ~asre 
12 tre ~asar tarte ~asre 
20 ~asarin 

30 taliitin 
100 meii 
200 mi>aten 

1,000 > alip,> iilip 

As is usual in the Semitic languages, the later dialects evidence contraction in 
the teens, e.g., Syriac >arbeta~sar' 14'; Babylonian tresar '12'. Compoundnumer
als reference the larger units first. 

Ordinals 
Separate ordinals are used for 1-10. With the exception of 'second', they are sim
ple adjectives in -iiy with 3-10 using the pattern etibiiy: qadmiiy 'first'; (NB) 
tinyiin (Syriac taryiin) 'second'; taWiiy 'third'; rabi~iiy 'fourth', etc. 
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Fractions 
Fractions are nouns with the pattern kutb (some kitb); e.g., I;lums 'a fifth'. 

Verbs 

Root Classes 
As in the other Semitic languages, the fundamental opposition in the verbal sys
tem is that between active verbs (i.e., verbs per se in Western languages) and stat
ive verbs (i.e., adjectives in Western languages). Morphologically, that 
distinction is reflected in the thematic vowel pair ablaut between the "perfect" and 
"imperfect" finite forms: active katablyiktub (termed thus a/u); stative eteblyiktab 
and katublyiktab (termed thus ita and uta). Diachronically, the drift is toward in
creasing the membership in the active class at the expense of the stative, and many 
intermediate forms (intermediate in terms of both morphology and semantics) oc
cur in the various dialects. 

Derivation Classes 
Verbs: The three fundamental themes are the basic theme (pecal: katablyiktub, 
etc.), factitive theme (paccel: kattib), and causative theme (harel: haktib). In the 
oldest dialects, passives are expressed by internal vowel modification of the active 
form (presumably using the vowel pattern u-a in the derived conjugations). Mid
dle Aramaic has a basic theme passive p<lt:i/ in the perfect - identical with the pas
sive participle. No certain N theme is attested in normative Aramaic, though it 
does occur at Deir Alla and, possibly, in Samalian. Reflexive/middle derived 
themes with a taw augment (~tpCI), that will soon begin to replace the internal pas
sives, are still rare in the earliest period. At Fakhariyah, the reflexive of the basic 
theme still has infixed taw, as in Arabic and Ugaritic. 

Morphosyntactic changes in Imperial Aramaic include: limitation of the use of 
internal passives in favor of the ~t- preformative themes. (In this period only the 
~etp<lt:el and ~etpaCCal are attested. Internal passives seem to have survived longest 
in the causative conjugation. Biblical Aramaic word initial ht- is undoubtedly a 
Hebraism.) 

The har el reflexive/passive ~ ettar al occurs in all later branches of Aramaic, so 
it must have already existed in the Imperial Aramaic period. After the demise of 
the internal passives, then, the following symmetrical pattern of theme formation 
is distinctive to Aramaic: 

Basic 
FactitiveIPluralitive 
Causative 

k"tab ~ etk"teb 
katteb ~ etkattab 
~ akteb ~ ettaktab 

Though a substantial group of derived themes in s- and s- occur, some borrowed 
from Akkadian, others, no doubt survivals from an earlier stage of the language 
(e.g. saklel 'to complete', sacbed 'to enslave') the sarel is not a productive 
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causative conjugation in Aramaic. 

Aspect and Tense 
Fonnatives for the perfect (suffixed) tenselaspect are: 

Singular Plural 
lc. -it (earlier -tu) -na 
2m. -traY -tum> -ton 

f. -t(i) -tin> -ten 
3m. -0 -u 

f. -at -u/a/in 

Imperfect (prefixed) fonnatives are as follows. (The vowel of the prefix varies 
with theme and root category, of course.): 

lc. > n-
2m. t- t- -un 

f. t- -in t- -an 
3m. y- y--un 

f. t- y- -un/an 

The Eastern dialects of the classical period use /- (Babylonian) and n- (Syriac and 
less frequently in Babylonian) prefonnatives instead of y- in the 3rd person. In the 
late Western dialects, the first person prefonnative is n- in the singUlar as well as 
in the plural. 

Additionally, a separate jussive fonn exists in the early dialects, differing ortho
graphically from the imperfect in its absence of "nunation" in the pI. 3m. and pI. 
2m. (and, presumably, the sg. 2f., as in later Aramaic) and in final weak roots, 
where the imperfect ends in -h (presumably lei), the jussive in -y (probably, simp
ly Iii!). The two fonns are also distinct when they have pronominal suffixes, 
where (as in Hebrew) the imperfect inserts the so-called "energic" nun between 
the stem and the suffix, while the jussive does not. Samalian uses jussive-like 
fonns for the imperfect as well (cf. standard Hebrew yiktebU as opposed to archaic 
yiktebUn). In Fakhariyah, Mesopotamian, and Samalian, the 3rd person jussive 
takes a lamed prefonnative instead of a yod (cf. the Akkadian precative /iprus), a 
fonn apparently ancestral to the later /-/n- prefonnative of the Eastern Aramaic di
alects. It is now clear that the so-called "imperfect consecutive" (the old fashioned 
tenn "converted imperfect" is a glaring misnomer) narrative tense - an archaic 
remnant of the old Semitic prefonnative preterite tense - attested in the Zakkur 
and Tel Dan ninth-century BCE inscriptions as well as at Deir AlIa (but not at 
Sam'al), was a feature common to Old Syrian, Aramaic and Hebrew, just one of 
the many grammatical and lexical isoglosses in respect to which Hebrew sides 
with early Aramaic over against Phoenician. 
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Verbal Nouns 
The classical infinitive of the basic stem is miktab. The derived stems show sub
stantial variation, e.g. for the causative: 

SLA 
Western 
Syriac 
Babylonian 

)aktiibii (>aktiibut- before suffixes) 
maktiibii (but )aktiibii as a verbal noun) 
maktiibu 
)akt6be (also in proto-Eastern Neo-Aramaic) 

The morphology and syntax of the infinitive in Old Aramaic now appears to be 
much more Hebrew-like than previously thought. In Syrian Old Aramaic a dis
tinct, suffixless "infinitive absolute" is attested (cf. Sefire III:2 hskr thskrhm 'you 
shall certainly hand them over'; Illy verbs show final -e, cf. III:6 rqh), while the 
"construct" infinitives (verbal nouns) of the derived stems have a feminine ending 
(J:zzyh 'to see'; lhmtty 'to kill me' (note the nominal rather than the objective pro
nominal suffix)). In the basic theme, Fakhariyah has the mem preformative known 
from later Aramaic, whereas the other dialects, again like Hebrew, have so far 
yielded only forms without the memo On the other hand, at Fakhariyah the derived 
theme verbal noun seems to be without feminine ending. The pee al passive parti
ciple is pa(;:[ (cf. Hebrew pii( U/). 

In the Jewish Literary Aramaic dialect ('Targum Onkelos' and 'Jonathan to the 
Prophets'), a separate "infinitive absolute" form is also used in the basic stem 
(miktiib as opposed to miktab) to translate the equivalent Biblical Hebrew form. 

As the original participle (kiiteb) became a true present tense, a new, nominal 
participle kiit6b developed. 

Adverbs and Other Parts of Speech 
True adverbs are originally limited to temporals and modals. Later, adverbs are 
mostly nouns and adjectives in the adverbial case (see p. 123). Some prepositions 
and compound prepositions, such as beg6 'within', are also used adverbially. 

Syntax 

Word Order 
In Old Aramaic (with the exception of strongly Akkadianizing Mesopotamian 
texts), word order is generally of the standard Semitic VSO type, allowing for em
phasis by the fronting of any element. Imperial Aramaic evinces a tendency to
ward verb-final order, especially in infinitival verbal clauses. That this tendency 
reflects literary artifice alone (as an attempt to mimic the Aramaic of native Per
sian speakers) is evidenced by the fact that it does not continue into later periods, 
which reflect, rather, the normal Semitic drift from VSO to SVO type. In the clas
sical Eastern dialects in particular, word order in the verbal phrase may be said to 
be free. 
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A distinct difference between the Eastern and Western dialects is the synthetic 
present tense fonned by the combination of participle and personal pronoun. In the 
East, as in Standard Literary Aramaic, the proniminal element follows the verb 
(see p. 121). In the West, it precedes it: thus 'I am writing' ktiteb-nti vs. >Qnti 
ktitib. 

Agreement 
The unmarked gender is masculine, with gender agreement regular in the singular 
and lax in the plural. Number agreement is regular except - as in Hebrew - in 
verb-initial clauses with a compound subject, where singular verbs predominate 
in the earlier texts. 

Assertions, Negations 
The 3rd person pronouns are used as copulas from early on, with fonns of the verb 
hwy 'to be', used in equivalent verbal (i.e. non-present) contexts (see p. 121). En
clitic fonns of hwy, both conjugated fonns and frozen sg. m. fonn of the perfect 
(hewti> wti), become widely used as aspectual modifiers in the later dialects. 

'There is' is it(ay) eit + kti 'here' > >ikkti in Babylonian; 'to have' is expressed 
with this pseudo-verb plus the proclitic preposition 1-, as in Hebrew). The negative 
equivalent is /ti> + >it > laytllet (Babylonian lekkti). The negative is regularly con
joined with pronominal suffixes as a negative copula, a usage found, but less fre
quently, with the positive as well. 

The common negative is /tie), which also replaces the earlier >al in vetitive use 
beginning with the Middle dialects (a process cotenninous with the demise of sep
arate jussive verbal fonns). 

Questions 
In all dialects, the common Semitic interrogative pronouns are used for explicit in
fonnation-seeking questions: mtih 'what' (in Syriac also mtin and mon), man 
'who', >ay + demonstratives 'which'. In the earlier dialects, through the Middle 
Jewish Aramaic period, indicative sentences can be made interrogative by intro
ducing them with the particle ha-, as in Hebrew. In Jewish Babylonian Aramaic 
and Mandaic the equivalent interrogative proclitic particle is mi-. The other later 
dialects apparently made do only with intonation cues and clause fronting of the 
interrogative focus. 

Coordination 

Phrasal Coordination 
The general and all-purpose conjunction wa (> we), 'and', serves for both phrase 
level and clause level coordination from earliest times. The strictly consonantal 
orthography of the earliest texts does not allow us to detennine if there were any 
differences of stress or vocalism such as occur between the conjunctive waw and 
the so-called "waw consecutive" clause level coordinator in Biblical Hebrew. 
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Clausal Coordination 
In Old and Imperial Aramaic, temporal coordination is regularly expressed, as in 
Hebrew, by a nominal or participial clause coordinated to the main clause with 
simple waw (e.g. wP yklwn yqblwn (lyk ... wspr> znh bydk 'they shall not be able 
to bring suit against you while this document is in your possession'. In later di
alects, explicit temporal conjunctions (see p. 129) are used. 

Conditionals 
The conditional particle 'if' is hin (> >in), though it need not always be present. 
'If not' is hin + lar» > >illa, but also lahin in early texts. 'Lest' is lma and also 
dUma. 

In Old Aramaic, the real future conditional is expressed with an imperfect in the 
protasis and a perfect in the apodosis. Later Aramaic evinces the imperfect both 
clauses. 

Unreal conditions (no early examples are attested!) are expressed by augment
ing the verbal form with the perfect of hwy. 

Subordination 
The determinative pronoun di becomes an all purpose relativizer de_ in the clas
sical dialects. It has four major uses: (1) simple relative (in which case it may be 
preceded by but rarely replaced by ma 'what' and man 'who); (2) substantivizer 
(i.e. the old determinative function); (3) conjunctivizer - virtually any preposi
tion can be turned into a "conjunction" by adding d e_ (e.g., qudam 'before' 
(prep.), qudam d e_ 'before' (conj.); some of these compounds, like kad 'when' 
and mad' after' survive long after the demise of preposition itself); alone as a con
junction it means 'so that'; (4) genitive particle (see Non-verbal Expressions, be
low). 

Among the most varied syntagms in Aramaic (as in Semitic generally) is the 
choice of verbal form in imbedded object clauses. 'In order to' and 'for the sake 
of' can be explicitly expressed with a 1- preposed infinitive from earliest times. For 
complements of such verbs as 'to be able to' and 'to want to', however, preform a
tive yktb is exclusively used in Old Aramaic and in formulaic Imperial Aramaic, 
presumably reflecting the proto-West Semitic "subjunctive" preformative in final 
-a. With the loss of final short vowels and the concomitant neutralization of the 
indicative/subjunctive opposition, infinitives generally replace the old subjunctive 
for a time. The force of drift is strong, however, so by the time of the Late Aramaic 
colloquials and Modem Aramaic we find that new SUbjunctives based on the 
present stem (the old participle kateb, mkatteb, etc.) have been formed. In all of 
the later dialects, clauses relativized with de_ may also be used. 

Non-verbal Expressions 
The construct state is used almost exclusively in Old Aramaic for the genitive. As 
the emphatic/determined state became fixed in the language the need for distinc
tive levels of determination on the genitive developed, and three constructions are 
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used, which may be illustrated in the following example of 'the king' shouse' , list
ed in the order of presumed increasing determinative force: 

1 bet malkii 
2 baytii demalkii 
3 bayteh demalkii 

In pronominal possessive constructions, the use of the pronominal suffixes (as op
posed to independent possessive pronouns) also diminishes over time, until, in 
Modern Aramaic, it becomes limited virtually to parts of the body and family 
members (i.e. 'my hand', 'your father'). Independent possessives are formed var
iously in the dialects with dil- (di + 1-) and did- « di + yad 'hand'). 

Numerals 
The cardinal numeral generally precedes its noun and is in the absolute state. 
When the noun is definite, however, the numeral is often in the construct state. In 
enumerative lists and measurements, the noun may precede the numeral. Ordinals 
are treated like other adjectives. 

Further Reading 
Valuable, detailed surveys and complete bibliographies can be found in: 

Beyer, K. 1986. The Aramaic Language, trans. J. F. Healey from revised German of the fIrst 
chapter of Die aramiiischen texte yom Toten Meer, 1984. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht. (Unfortunately, the ex cathedra pronouncements of the latter valuable but 
highly idiosyncratic work must be taken with a large grain of salt.) 

Kutscher, E. Y. 1971. "Aramaic." Cols. 259-287 in volume 3 of Encyclopaedia Judaica. 
Jerusalem: Keter. 

Segert, Stanislav. 1975. Altaramiiische Grammatik: Mit Bibliographie, Chrestomathie und 
Glossar. Leipzig: VEB Verlag Enzyklopadie. 



8 Ugaritic 

Dennis Pardee 

Ugaritic is the only well-attested example known today of the native languages of 
the Levantine area in the second millennium BCE. Various brief documents exist, 
as well as Amorite words in the Mari texts, or the "Canaanite glosses" in the texts 
from El-Amarna, but these highly fragmented sources cannot compare with the 
data from the Ugaritic language, for Ugaritic is attested in approximately 1,000 
reasonably well-preserved texts (with many more fragments). The texts are writ
ten in an alphabetic cuneiform script on clay tablets and date to approximately 
1400-1190 BCE. Only discovered in 1929 at modem Ras Shamra, ancient Ugarit, 
located on the north coast of Syria, they provide the sole coherent body of litera
ture from the entire Northwest Semitic area for the period. 

There are approximately fifty mythological texts in poetry, with the balance of 
the corpus in prose: religious (ritual, pantheon, votive); ominological (astral, mal
formed births, extispicy); epistolary; administrative (contracts, lists of many 
sorts); medical (hippiatric); and school texts (abecedaries, exercises). 

These texts originated largely from the administration of the city of U garit. The 
administration was headed by a king, often in vassal position to a king of a larger 
political entity, particularly the Hittite king in the period documented. The average 
territory controlled by the city of U garit and where U garitic was spoken may have 
been approximately 2,000 square km. 

The place of Ugaritic in the Semitic languages has been a matter of much dis
pute, in part because of a confusion of categories, namely, between linguistic and 
literary criteria. Literarily, the poetic texts show strong formal (poetic parallel
ism), lexical, and thematic affinities to Biblical Hebrew poetry. Linguistically, 
however, Ugaritic shows archaic features characteristic of old Canaanite and it 
may be a remnant of a Western "Amorite" dialect. 

Finally, it is important to note that the Ugaritic language was only one of at least 
eight languages and/or writing systems in use at U garit, only one other of which 
is Semitic, namely, Akkadian, the international lingua franca of the time, in which 
approximately 2,000 texts are written, primarily epistolographic, legal, and ad
ministrative. Various numbers of texts have also been found in Sumerian, Hittite 
(alphabetic and hieroglyphic), Egyptian, Hurrian, and Cypro-Minoan. 

The following presentation will constitute an uneasy truce between simple de
scription and reconstruction. This is because the Ugaritic writing system does not 
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represent vowels. The reconstruction of the Ugaritic vocalic system must rely, 
therefore, on two types of internal sources: (1) the "extra" >aleph signs in the 
Ugaritic alphabet (see below); (2) Ugaritic words in syllabically written texts. 
The latter appear in three distinct forms: (a) the so-called polyglot vocabularies 
(U garitic words written in ancient "dictionary" entries); (b) U garitic words in 
Akkadian texts; (c) proper names (this source is less useful than the others be
cause the bearers of the names may be of non-Ugaritic origin). 

There is virtually no problem of periodization of U garitic, since it is only attest
ed for approximately 200 years. It is becoming clear that more of the texts previ
ously excavated must be dated to the late years of the city than has previously been 
believed to be the case and the concept of the evolution of the Ugaritic language 
towards a Phoenician-like form must be rejected. 

Phonology 
The vocalization of Ugaritic is largely reconstructed; the consonantal system is 
described primarily in terms of the graphemes rather than in phonetic terms. 

The Abecedaries and the Consonantal Alphabet 
The order of the alphabet is known from abecedaries and is similar to that of the 
later Northwest Semitic languages: 

UG i\. b g b d h w z Q t y k s 1mB n ~ s ( p ~ q r e y t II S 
NWS ) b g d h w z Q t y kIm n s p ~ q r s t 

The basic consonantal inventory consisted of twenty-seven phonemes; the ori
gin of the last three signs is in dispute. The three> aleph signs are used to indicate 
P / plus following vowel (e.g., (i\.) = Pal), with (1) used for syllable-final P/. 

The Consonantal Repertory 
By comparison with other Semitic graphic and phonetic systems, the alphabet 
may be roughly arranged according to phonetic properties as follows: 

P 
b 

t 

d 
e 
B 
~ 

s (5) 
z 
~ 

k 
g 
q 

b 
y 

h 

In addition to these relatively clear two- or three-element sets, there is a series of 
continuants (m = bilabial, n = alveolar/palatal, I = lateral, r = apical or lateral, S = 
sibilant or lateral) and two semivowels (w = bilabial, y = palatal). 

There is no sign for /4/, which has fused with M, nor for /s/ (sign 30 of the al
phabet does not correspond to later /S!) which has probably fused with /Sf. 
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The graphic system does not correspond precisely to the phonetic one. (~) is 
used for etymological I~/, but certain words containing etymological I~I are regu
larly written with (-y). In two texts, CAT 24 and RIH 78/14, (~) is used for etymo
logical N. Etymological 151 is sometimes written (5), but usually (d). 

The Vocalic Repertory 
The vocalic system is assumed to have consisted of six primitive vocalic pho
nemes, Ia/, Ii/, luI, lat, fII, luI, to which two long vowels were added by monoph
thongization, 181 < layl and 101 < law/. 

The Writing System 
The Ugaritic writing system is consonantal and claimed cases of matres lectionis 
are dubious. 

Morphology 
In the following tables "0" = unattested form; "-Ill" = zero element. 

Pronouns 

Independent Pronouns 

Nominative Case 

Sg. Ie. ank/an 
2m. at 
f. at 

3m. hw 
f. hy 

Oblique Case 

Du.lc. 0 
2m. atm 
f. 0 

3m.hm 
f. 0 

PI. Ic. 0 
2m. atm 

f. 0 
3m. hm 

f. 0 

Separate forms are attested for the oblique case of the sg. 3m. (hwt), sg. 3f. (hyt), 
duo 3m. (hmt), and pI. 3m. (hmt). 

Proclitic and Enclitic Pronouns 
Pronominal elements of verbs were suffixed in the perfective, prefixed in the im
perfective. 

Pf. Sg. Du. PI. Impf. Sg. Du. PI. 
Ic. -t -ny -n lc. > n- n-
2m. -t -tm -tm 2m. t- t- t-

f. -t 0 -tn f. t- t- t-
3m. -Ill I-a/ -Ill I-at -Ill I-iii 3m. y- y-/t- y-/t-

f. -t -t -Ill I-at? f. y- t- t-
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The duo 1c. -ny (also attested as a genitive enclitic) is an archaic retention. 
Enclitic pronouns are attached to nouns, with a genitive function, and to verbs, 

with an accusative function (occasionally dative). The series is similar to the in
dependent pronouns in the 3rd person only: 

Singular Dual Plural 
1c. -y/-f/J/-n -ny -n 
2m. -k -km -km 

f. -k 0 -kn 
3m. -h ohm ohm 

f. -h ohm -hn 

The forms indicated for the 1st person are distributed according to function: 
-y/-f/J is genitive (Le., attached to nouns), -n accusative (Le., attached to transitive 
verbs). The first set is distributed according to the case of the singular noun to 
which the genitive suffix is attached (nom. = -f/J; gen./acc. = -y). 

Most of the dual forms were differentiated from identically written plural forms 
by vocalic pattern. 

Demonstrative Pronouns 
Demonstrative pronouns consist of the deictic particle hn+d (the same as the rel
ative pronoun) or k (of uncertain origin). The forms are identical to those of the 
demonstrative adjectives (p. 136). 

Relative Pronouns 
Only the series based on *8 + vowel is used, nearly always written with (d). 

d (sg. m.) 
dt (sg. f.) 

dt (pI. m. and f.; not used consistently) 

Interrogative Pronouns 
The interrogative pronouns attested are: my 'who?', mh 'what?'. 

Indefinite Adjectives and Pronouns 
mn and mnk designate human entities (,whoever'), mnm inanimate ones ('what
ever'). The distinction betw~en human and non-human referents was expressed 
by ablaut (perhaps /man-/ for humans, /min-/ for non-humans). -k and -m are ex
panding elements of uncertain semantic content. 

Nouns 
Nouns and adjectives are marked for gender, number, and case, but not for def
initeness and only partially for state. 



Gender 

Sg.m. 
Sg. f. 
PI. m. 
PI. f. 

Number 

= -¢ 

= -t /-(a)t-/ 
= lengthening of case vowel 
= -t /-at-/ 
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Singular, dual, and plural are productive, marked by variations in the case vowel, 
with affixation of -m to the dual and plural. 

Case 
A triptotic case system (nominative, genitive, accusative) is used in the singular, 
a diptotic one (nominative, oblique) in the dual and plural. This system is demon
strated by the use of the ~aleph sign, e.g., sg. m. nom. (ksu) =/kussa>u/, sg. m. gen. 
(ksi) = /kussa>i/, sg. m. acc. (ksa) = /kussa>a/; pI. m. nom. (rpum) = /rapa>fima/, 
pI. m. obI. (rpim) = /rapa>Ima/. 

There is not a separate vocative case. There are two lexical vocative markers, I 
and y (cf. Arabic ya), but a noun may be a vocative phrase without the use of a 
lexical marker. 

The accusative case is used both for the object( s) and for various adverbial no
tions (see p. 141). 

Some nouns, particularly those bearing a nominal suffix containing a long vow
el (e.g., /-iin/, /-ItI), have a diptotic singUlar system: /-u/ subject, /-a/ oblique. 

The case vowel is preserved in the first word( s) of genitive phrases while in the 
dual and the plural, the -m of the nomen regens is usually dropped: /malku/ 'king' , 
/malku qarti/ 'the king of the city', /malkuha/ 'her king'; /mal(a)kfima/ 'kings', 
/mal( a)kfi >ar~i/ 'the kings of the earth', /mal(a)kfiha/ 'her kings'. 

The noun may consist of ( 1 ) ROOT + internal vowel( s) (e.g., /MaLK -/ 'king'); 
(2) nominal prefix + ROOT + internal vowel(s) (e.g., /maUaK-/ 'messenger'); 
(3) ROOT + internal vowel(s) + nominal suffix (e.g., /Ra<aBan-/ 'famine'); (4) 
combination of2 and 3 (e.g., />aUiYan-/ 'mighty'). It is uncertain whether nouns 
ofthe qatllqitllqutl types had monosyllabic or bisyllabic stems in the plural. There 
are reduplicated (e.g., qdqd 'top of head', ysmsm 'beauteous') and qUadriconso- . 
nantal (e.g. C rgz 'walnut'?) nominal forms. The most common nominal prefixes 
are m- (concrete entities), t- (abstract entities); rarer are ~ - and y- (both for con
crete entities). The most common nominal suffixes are -n (I-an-/ or /-an-/; usually 
concrete entities) and -t (abstract entities). 

Adjectives 
Adjectival morphology is like that of nouns (p. 134). Adjectives agree in gender, 
number, and case with the modified noun. 

The primary adjectival suffix is the so-called nisbe ending consisting of vowel 
+ -y (I-yy-I) + case vowel. 
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Comparative and superlative adjectival markers do not exist and such notions 
were expressed lexically (e.g., by forms of the root M>D 'much') or syntactically 
(e.g. n~ mt snt II 'the best years of EI' , a substantivized adjective in construct with 
a noun, literally 'the good ones of the years of EI'). 

A nominal genitive formation is often used in place of an adjectival one, e.g. 
aOt $dqh /'a99atu ~idqihu/ 'the wife of his legitimacy' = 'his legitimate wife'. 

Deictics 
Demonstrative adjectives correspond to the demonstrative pronouns (p. 134): 
hnd/k (sg. m./f.; du./pI. m.), hnd/k + t (sg. f.). 3rd person independent pronouns 
could also be used as demonstrative adjectives (only the oblique case is attested: 
mlk hwt 'that king' ,/J,wt hyt 'that land'). 

The standard presentative particle is hn, functioning primarily deictically ('be
hold'), sometimes locally ('here'). The basic element is h-, for alongside hn one 
finds hnn, hnny, hi, hln, hlny, and ht « /han+t/). 

Numerals 
The cardinal numbers are nouns, the ordinals are adjectives. In the numerals 3 
through 10, the distribution of forms marked with -!/l vs. -(a)t does not observe 
common Semitic "chiastic concord." 

Forms 

Cardinals Ordinals (where different) 
1 alJ,d/ a/J,t and ~ sty ? 
2 On/Ot 
3 OlO/OlOt 
4 arb~/arb~t rb~ 

5 OmS/omst 
6 OO/OOt OdO 
7 sb~/sb~t 

8 Omn(y)/Omnt 
9 ts~/ts~t 

10 ~srrsrt 

11 ~ sty ~ srr srh 
12 On ~srrsrh 

etc. 
20 ~srm 

etc. 
100 mit (Sg.)/mat (PI.) 

1,000 alp 
10,000 rbt 
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The only attested forms of the absolute case of the number '2' are On and Ot 
(Onm is adverbial, 'twice'). 

The presence of the (h) in the writing system shows that the origin of the ele
ment -h in <" srh was consonantal. 

The ordinals are not formed with the nisbe suffix, which would be written -yo 
Ordinals had a long vowel between the second and third radicals: /eieeu/ « 
/eideu/) vs. /eadv:eu/. 

In the number phrase, the noun denoting the counted entity may either be in the 
same case as the number or in the genitive case. 

The preposition I is often used to join the unit to the ten in compound numbers, 
as in On I <"srm 'twenty-two'. 

Verbs 
The verbal system represents an archaic form of West Semitic with a variety of 
"stems." 

Verbal Stems 

G-stem (base stem, or simple stem; active and passive voices) 
Gt-stem (-t- infixed after first radical of G-stem; middle/reflexive in function) 
D-stem (doubled middle radical; factitive in function; active and passive 

voices) 
tD-stem (t- prefixed to D-stem; middle/reflexive of D in function) 
N-stem (preformative n-; middle/passive in function) 
S-stem (preformative s-; causative in function; active and passive voices) 
St-stem (-t- infixed after s- of causative stem; middle/reflexive of S in func-

tion; only a few forms are attested and the stem may no longer have 
been productive) 

L-stem (lengthened vowel after first radical and reduplicated second/third 
radical; intensive or factitive in function) 

R -stem (reduplication of essential radicals: both radicals of biconsonantal 
root, second and third radicals of triconsonantal root; factitive in func
tion) 

tR- or (t prefixed to first root consonant or infixed after first root consonant. 
Rt-stem of R-stem; factitive reflexive in function) 

Aspects/Tenses 
There are two verbal conjugations marked for person, gender, and number: STEM 
+ PRONOMINAL ELEMENT and PRONOMINAL ELEMENT + STEM + (AF
FIX in some forms). In prose texts the former is used for acts viewed as complete 
(perfective), the latter for acts viewed as incomplete (imperfective). In poetry the 
distribution of the two forms has to date defied complete description, though the 
use of the imperfective seems to reflect an older stage of the language, when the 
zero-ending yaktub (see p. 139) functioned as a preterite, like Akkadian iprus. 
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The two fonns may be represented as kataba and yaktub. The perfective may 
have been characterized by internal ablaut for active (kataba) vs. stative (katiba, 
katuba), but all extant evidence is for the katiba type ( (Uk), (8lI)). The imperfec
tive was characterized by internal ablaut, perhaps for active (yaktub'- ) vs. stative 
(yiktab-). The imperfective is also marked, by affixation to the stem, for mood 
(see p. 139). The "Barth-Ginsberg" law (yaktab ~ yiktab) was operative. 

No certain evidence exists for a present-future fonn corresponding to Akkadian 
iparras. 

Two productive verbal fonns are unmarked for aspect or person, the participle 
and the infinitive. Morphologically adjective and noun, respectively, they may 
also function verbally, i.e., complementation may be either accusatival or geni
tival. 

The Participle 
Each verbal stem has at least one verbal adjective (participle). If the stem is tran
sitive, there was a participle for each voice, the active and the passive. The G-stem 
probably had two stative verbal adjectives, for a total of four: ktitib- = active, 
katib- and katub- = stative, katV:b- = passive. All the derived stems except the 
N-stem fonn the participle with a prefixed m-. 

The Infinitive 
The pattern of the abstract verbal noun (infinitive) in the G-stem was not fixed, 
though katab- was the most common for strong roots (b sal [preposition b + infin
itive] /hi sa>aJ.il). The infinitive in the derived stems was fonned by ablaut: no 
m-prefonnative infinitives are attested. 

There is a syntactic usage corresponding to the so-called "infinitive absolute" 
construction, but a productive separate fonn in contradistinction to the verbal 
noun did not exist. III-> roots show that the infinitive in absolute usage is in the 
nominative case: hm ymu ymlt /himma yarniPu yarni >ti/ 'If you are indeed thirsty'. 

Voices 

Active and Passive 
Active verbs are of two primary types, transitive and intransitive (e.g. /maba~a 
>eba! 'he smote the enemy' and /halaka! 'he went'); passive fonns derive only 
from the transitive type. 

Middle 
Between the two extremes marked by the transitive and passive fonns, there is a 
middle range of fonns denoting reflexivity, reciprocity, advantage or disadvan
tage to actor, etc. These notions are clearest in the t-stems (Gt, tD, and 8t). The 
primary function of the N-stem is to express patient-oriented acts and it is thus 
used for both the passive and the middle. 
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Moods 
Moods are marked by variations to the imperfective stem. 

The imperative has no preformative element and the stem vowel is the same as 
that of the imperfective: ROOT + stem vowel (+ AFFIX). To the basic imperative 
element may be added the /-a(n)(na)/ elements listed below. The imperative ex
isted only in the second person and only for positive commands (negative com
mands are expressed by at + jussive). 

A second series of moods consists of the complete IMPERFECTIVE STEM + 
suffix. For ease of expression, the stem yaktub- will be used below for STEM. 

YKTB+(II = jussive /yaktub/ 
YKTB +/u/ = indicative /yaktubu/ 
YKTB +/a/ = volitive /yaktuba/ 
YKTB +/an/ = energic 1 /yaktuban/ 
YKTB + /anna/ = energic 2 /yaktubanna/ 

The consonantal nature of the writing system often makes it difficult to distinguish 
among these forms. 

Table 8.1 G-stem of strong verbs 

Perfective Imperfective Jussive Imperative 

Sg. Ie. /katabtu/ Paktubu/ Paktub/ 
2m. /katabta/ /taktubu/ /taktub/ /kutub(a}/ 
f. /katabti/ /taktublna/ /taktubI/ /kutubI/ 

3m. /kataba/ /yaktubu/ /yaktub/ 
f. /katabat! /taktubu/ /taktub/ 

Du. Ie. /katabnay3,l? /naktub3,l? /naktub3,l? 
2m. /katabtum3,l /taktubii{ ni)/ /taktub3,l /kutub3,l 

f. 0 0 0 0 
3m. /katab3,l? /yaktubii{ ni)/ /yaktub3,l 

or /taktubii( ni}/ or /taktub3,l 
f. /katabt3,l? /taktubii{ ni)/ /taktub3,l 

PI. Ie. /katabnii/ /naktubu/ /naktub/ 
2m. /katabtum{ u)/ /taktubii{ na)/ /taktubii/ /kutubii/ 
f. /katabtin{n)a/ /taktubna/? /taktubna/?? /kutub3,l? 

3m. /katabii/ /yaktubii/ /yaktubii/ 
or /taktubii/? or /taktubiil? 

f. /katab3,l? /taktubna/? /taktubna/?? 

Particularly doubtful reconstructions are indicated with one or more question 
marks. More complete sets with proposed vocalizations can be found in Segert 
1984. 

Infinitive: Ikatab-/ and others. 
Participles: active Ikatib-/, passive Ikatiib-/, stative Ikatib-/ and Ikatub-/. 
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Some Details of the Verbal System 
3rd person dual and plural imperfectives often have preformative t-, rather than y-. 

The N-stem imperative had Ii! in the preformative syllable (lslJn Pissaijin-/ < 
/*>insaijin-/ 'be hot!'), as did the Gt perfective. 

The Gt and tD were characterized by different stem vowels in the imperfective: 
ystU (Gt) vs. ystal (tD) 'ask, importune'. 

The D-stem had /a! in the preformative of the imperfective (arlJp />araijbip-/ 'I 
shall have (something) soar') and /u/ in the preformative of the participle (cf. the 
syllabically spelled proper name mu-na-lJi-mu). 

Several nouns, non-participial in form, are formed from the S-stem: s<tqt 'she 
who causes to pass on' , smrr 'that which causes bitterness (venom)'. 

There was no H-causative (hi phil) or >-causative (aphel) alongside the 
S-causative. 

Some Peculiarities of "Weak" Roots 
Some Ijaieph roots show vagaries in orthography that indicate mutation of the 
) aleph (quiescence, "secondary opening"?): yllJd vs. yulJd, both 'he seizes' . 

I-y/w roots have become I-y in the perfective. Imperfectives usually show a bi
syllabic stem, with /a! in the prefix syllable: ard Parid-/ 'I descend'. 

Hollow roots have no middle consonantal element. Imperfectives usually have 
preformative vowel/a!: abn Pabln-/ 'I understand'. 

III-w roots have shifted to III-y (exceptions are attested for aslw 'I relax' and 
atwt 'you have come'). The 9l-ending imperfective (jussive, historical preterite) 
has monophthongized U*yabniy/ ~ /yabnil) but usage is not consistent in the po
etic texts and use of historical writing (i.e., /yabni/ = (ybn/ybny» may be at the 
origin of some forms. 

Adverbs, Conjunctions, Prepositions, Enclitic Particles 

Adverbs 
Adverbials may be expressed by adverbial lexemes or by adverbialization of a 
noun, i.e., by prefixing a preposition, by use of the accusative case, or by suffix
ation of an adverbial morpheme. 

Local and temporal adverbs: 

• Basic local and temporal adverbial notions are expressed by lexemes which 
may be expanded by enclitic particles: hn, hnn, hnny 'here', hi, hlh, hlny 
'here', 8m, 8mn, 8mny 'there', <t 'now', htrhetorical 'now' (hn+-t), ap 
'also', <In 'above' (= <I+-n). 

• Interrogative adverbs are ly and an 'where?', lk(y) 'how?', 1m (probably I 
'to/for' + m 'what?') 'why?'. 

• Negative adverbs are I (indicative), al (volitive). 
• Prepositional adverbialization is common, e.g., I <1m 'for a long time' (l = 

'to', <1m = 'long time'). 
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• The accusative case is used for otherwise unmarked nominal adverbials, 
e.g., qdqd 'on the head', ym 'for a day', smm 'to the heavens'. 

• The two most common adverbial suffixes are -m and -h. The first appears on 
virtually all parts of speech and its function has not yet been precisely de
fined. The second is used in the nominal system and has various functions, 
local and temporal being most common, e.g., smmh 'to the heavens', clmh 
'for a long time'. 

Conjunctions 
The most common coordinating conjunction is W-, capable of linking phrases at 
all levels (word, clause, sentence, paragraph). p is much rarer and usually denotes 
cause-and-effect linkage (see Coordination, p. 143). u functions both indepen
dently and correlatively (u ... u = 'either ... or'). Two lexemes are written (u}: (1) 
Pil/ 'and'; (2) /)6/ « /*aw/) 'either/or'. dp 'also' functions most commonly at the 
paragraph level. 

The most common subordinating conjunction is k 'because, when, if'. Both 1m 
and hm are attested as conditional conjunctions ('if'). 

Prepositions 
The number of primary prepositions is small (dor = 'after', b = 'in', k = 'like', 1= 
'at' , cd = 'up to, until', C I = 'upon', C m = 'with' , t/:lt = 'under'); there are also com
plex prepositions (e.g., b+yd = 'in the hand of, under the management of'; b+tk = 
'in the midst of'; l+pn, 'face' = 'in front of'). Each preposition has a variety of 
translation values, e.g., b = 'in, within, through, by the intermediary of, by the 
price of, from'. There is no specific prepositional lex erne expressing the ablative 
'from, away from '; the real-world notion of separation is expressed by verb/prep
osition idioms in which a number of prepositions are used. 

The substantive following a preposition is in the genitive case (I ksl /Ie kussa)i/ 
'to the chair/throne'). 

The case system still being in force, no prepositional particle has developed to 
mark the object (contrast YytPtlwtyt in the later Northwest Semitic languages). 

Enclitic particles can be joined to all parts of speech and are capable of accre
tion one to another. 

-d = relative pronoun that can function as a compounding element with other 
particles (e.g., hnd 'this') 

-h = adverbial (see above) 
-y = enclitic particle, particularly as expander to another particle (e.g., hn+n+y) 
-k = enclitic particle in hnk 'that' 
-m = enclitic particle used on all parts of speech (see above) 
-n = enclitic particle used on all parts of speech. 
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Syntax 
The relative dearth of prose texts makes it difficult to ascertain a normative prose 
syntax, while the lack of vocalized texts makes some aspects of morpho-syntax 
difficult to ascertain precisely. 

Word Order 

Order of Morphemes 
Details have been indicated above and only a summary is here provided. 

Pronoun: (deictic element an + ) pronoun 
Noun/Adjective: (nominal prefix) + STEM (+ nominal suffix) + gender/ 

number/case ( + genitive pronominal element) 
Deictics: deictic + expanding enclitic particles 
Verbs: perfective = STEM + subjective pronominal element (+ objective 

pronominal element) 
imperfective = subjective pronominal element + STEM ( + AFFIX) 

( + mood marker) (+ objective pronominal element) 

Phrase Level 
The simple verbal phrase is by definition a sentence: SUBJECT + PREDICATE 
(imperfective) or PREDICATE + SUBJECT (perfective). The verb phrase may 
be expanded by addition of an independent pronoun for "emphasis," creating a 
formal casus pendens (e.g., atm bstm w an snt 'as for you, you may tarry but as 
for me, I'm off'). The independent pronoun may precede or follow the verbal unit. 

There are two primary nominal phrases: the genitival and the adjectival. 
The genitival phrase is the common Semitic "construct state": X of Y. The first 

element is in the case required by context, the second in the genitive. It can denote 
the relationships well known elsewhere (subjective genitive, objective genitive, 
genitive of identification, genitive of material, etc.). No lexical or pronominal el
ement may intervene between the members of a construct chain, only enclitic par
ticles. 

The adjectival phrase is of two types, (1) the phrase level or attributive, in 
which the adjective follows the noun and agrees in gender, number, and case, and 
(2) the sentence level or predicative, in which the adjective may either precede or 
follow the noun and agrees in gender, number, and case. An attributive adjective 
modifying any member of a construct chain must come at the end of the chain 
(e.g., /:zbr k8r tbm 'the companions of Kothar, the good ones'). 

Sentence Level 
Word order is essentially free with fronting used for topicalization. 

Agreement 
Personal pronouns agree in person, gender, and number with an appositional ver-
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bal fonn (ank avwy 'I give life'); in gender, number and case with an appositional 
or predicate noun (at umy 'you, my mother') and with predicate adjectives (dMn 
ndbv hw 'the sacrifice, sacrificed is it'). The relative pronoun agrees in gender and 
number and probably in case with its antecedent. Demonstrative pronouns and ad
jectives agree in gender, number, and case with the modified noun. 

Assertions, Negations 
The primary asseveratives and negatives were written the same but had different 
vocalizations: 1= fl3o(1 'not', fla/ 'indeed'; al = Pall 'must not', Pallu!? 'must'. 
These particles are placed immediately before the word they modify, usually a 
verb, sometimes another part of speech. 

Questions 
The interrogative pronouns and adverbs are my 'who?', mh 'what?', lylan 
'where?', lk 'how?', 1m 'why?,. There is no proclitic interrogative particle. The 
interrogative particles nonnally come at the head of the sentence. 

Coordination 
Coordination is indicated most commonly by W-, by p- when effect is denoted (see 
Conjunctions, p. 141). Asyndesis is frequent at the sentence (and paragraph) 
level, common at the phrase level. 

Conditions 
Conditions may be marked by hm or (rarely) 1m and usually precede the main 
clause. Conditional clauses may be unmarked. A lexical distinction between real 
and irreal conditions is as yet unknown. The main clause following the conditional 
clause mayor may not be preceded by the so-called w or p of apodosis. 

Subordination 
The principal types of subordinate clauses are (1) relative, (2) conditional, and 
(3) a variety oftemporallcircumstantial, causal, resultative, and completative (ob
ject) clauses most commonly introduced by k /kil when lexically marked. The 
concept of "subordinate" clause is rendered murky by the frequent use of the 
so-called w (or more rarely p) of apodosis, i.e., heading the main clause with w or 
p when it follows the logically subordinate clause. 

Relative clauses 
Explicit relative clauses are preceded by dldt. Relative adverbials are usually 
marked (adrm d b grn 'the leaders who are at the threshing floor'). Unmarked rel
ative verbal clauses are rare. 

The relative pronoun functions both at the phrase level (lid pld 'god of mercy') 
and at the sentence level (ll ... d ysr 'the god ... who sings'). It may either have 
an explicit antecedent, or be used absolutely (d 111 b bty ttn 'What is not in my 
house shall you give'). 
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Lexicon 
Ugaritic fits the common Semitic patterns in kinship tenus (ab 'father', um 
'mother'), tree names (arz 'cedar'), geographical terms (nhr 'river'), with some 
notable peculiarities, e.g., I;zwt IQuwwat-/ 'land (geographical-political entity)', 
alongside ar~ 'earth, ground' and bid 'homeland'. The primary verbs of move
ment resemble those of the HebrewlPhoenician group rather than those of Arama
ic or Arabic: hlk 'go', yrd 'descend', Cly 'ascend', b> 'enter' (alongside Crb), y~> 
'exit', Ob 'return' . Some verbs of movement that can also denote the state attained 
are: qm 'arise', skb 'lie down', cmd 'stand', rkb 'mount'. Motion verbs peculiar to 
Ugaritic are tbC 'go away', mrY 'go to, arrive at', and QL St-stem attested only in 
poetry, in the imperfective, ystql 'he arrives'. Expressions of existence resemble 
the later Northwest Semitic pattern: there are positive and negative quasi-verbs, to 
and tn, as well as the verb kn, which corresponds to the regular verb 'to be' in 
Phoenician and Arabic. 
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9 Ancient Hebrew 

Richard C. Steiner 

This chapter is dedicated to my esteemed teacher, Professor Henry M. Hoenig
swald. (For the system of transliteration employed in this chapter see note p. 172) 

Ancient Hebrew was the language of the Israelite tribes who, at the beginning of 
the first millennium BCE, established a united kingdom in the land formerly known 
as Canaan. After the reigns of David and his son, Solomon, the united kingdom 
split into the northern kingdom of Israel and the southern kingdom of Judah, the 
latter remaining loyal to the Davidic dynasty in Jerusalem, the former being ruled 
by a series of dynasties until its destruction by the Assyrians in 722 BCE. 

The Babylonians conquered Judah in 586 BCE, exiling its people and razing the 
Temple that Solomon had built in Jerusalem. The Persians, who made Judah a 
province of their empire, allowed Jewish exiles to return and rebuild the Temple. 
The Hellenistic period saw the rise of an independent Judean state under the Has
monean dynasty. The Romans brought an end to this independence, appointing 
Herod as their governor. Two revolts against the Romans had disastrous results. 
The first ended in the destruction of the Second Temple in 70 CEo The second, led 
by Bar-Kokhba in 132-135 CE, emptied Judea of its Jewish inhabitants; those who 
were not killed or deported fled to Galilee in the north. 

The two great bodies of literature in ancient Hebrew, composed during the 
period when it was a living language, are biblical literature and tannaitic (early 
Rabbinic) literature, including the code of Jewish law known as the Mishnah and 
legal commentaries to the Pentateuch such as the Mekhilta, the Sifra and the Sifre. 
(All of the citations from tannaitic literature in this chapter are from reliable vo
calized manuscripts; they may disagree with standard editions and dictionaries.) 
The oldest dated manuscripts of these works are from the ninth century CE, but al
most all of the biblical books are represented among the fragmentary scrolls from 
the Dead Sea (Qumran), believed to date from around the first century' BCE. 

Among the Dead Sea Scrolls are also Hebrew versions of apocryphal books such 
as Jubilees (previously known from translations into Greek, Ethiopic, etc.), as 
well as Hebrew works authored by the Qumran sectarians themselves. There are 
also hundreds of inscriptions written by native speakers, ranging in time from C. 

1200 BCE to 132-135 CE (Bar-Kokhba letters). The Canaanite glosses written in 
cuneiform script in the Akkadian letters found atEl:Amarna, Egypt, are from pre-
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Israelite Canaan (fourteenth century BCE), but they are so similar to Hebrew that 
they are regularly cited as evidence for Proto-Hebrew. 

The language of the Hebrew Bible is by no means monolithic. There is enough 
variation to justify distinguishing Standard Biblical Hebrew (SBH; before 500 
BCE) from Late Biblical Hebrew (LBH; after 500 BCE) and both of these from the 
archaic poetic dialect. The relative clause, for example, is introduced in SBH by 
) (isiir 'that', but there is also an unrelated and more archaic dialectal counterpart 
sa+ > sii+ which becomes increasingly common in LBH; in the poetic dialect, 
these conjunctions are sometimes replaced by the archaic zu w, and asyndetic rela
tive clauses are common. 

Mishnaic (or Middle) Hebrew (MH) used to be viewed as an artificial scholas
tic jargon, but the prevalent view today is that MH was a colloquial idiom spoken 
until c. 200 CE and that it was descended from an older colloquial idiom (hereafter: 
Pre-MH) spoken in the biblical period. According to this view, LBH is a purely 
literary language whose non-SBH features come from Pre-MHo 

MH frequently exhibits the culmination of developments begun in SBH and 
continued in LBH. Thus, the word )eYfs,&h 'how' in the archaic poetic dialect 
changes to leY/), in SBH, then to heY/), in LBH and finally to heY)(1/), in MH. Simi
larly, the perfective"# habitual opposition could be expressed in Proto-Northwest 
Semitic only in the past tense. In SBH, we find a new habitual future, in LBH, a 
new habitual infinitive, and in MH, a new habitual imperative (see p. 158). 

On the other hand, MH t;JpiYI:(1h zo W 'this prayer' (Berakhot 4:2), with its t-Iess 
and article-less demonstrative adjective reminiscent of Phoenician, is actually 
more archaic than its SBH counterpart, hat:;JpiYI:(1h haz:o'l (2 Sam. 7:27). The 
same goes for the MH relative conjunction sii+ in comparison with SBH )(isiir 
(see above and Relative Clauses, p. 171). The biblical evidence shows that the ab
sence of the article is characteristic of the archaic poetic dialect (see above) and 
that zohlzow and sii+ were features of Pre-MH and of the northern dialect(s) of 
Hebrew. Clearly, MH is not a direct lineal descendant of SBH. 

The literature of the Qumran sectarians, despite its being preserved in ancient 
copies, is, in some ways, a more problematic source for reconstructing the history 
of Hebrew in ancient times. Most scholars believe that the language of this litera
ture owes more to imitation of the Bible than to the Hebrew vernacular of the 
period. 

Other aspects of the sociolinguistic interplay of dialects (regional and social) 
and languages in Palestine are reflected in various biblical and Talmudic passages: 
Judg. 12:5-6, Isa. 36:11-13, Neh. 13:23-24, Bava ~amma 82b-83a, <Avodah 
Zarah 58b, I:Iullin 137b, and Pal. Talm. Berakhot 4d, Megilla 71b. 

Information about regional dialects can also be gleaned from inscriptions and 
biblical compositions whose geographic origin is known. It has been shown that 
the Hebrew of the northern kingdom, unlike that of the southern kingdom, differed 
from SBH in important respects, at least partly as a result of Phoenician influence. 
Some "northernisms" (e.g., sii+ and zohlzo W discussed above) are standard fea
tures of Pre-MH (especially in Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs) and MH; others 
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(e.g., sat 'year' and unconditional monophthongization of ay and aw) are not. 

Orthography and Phonology 

Consonants: Phonology 
Hebrew exhibits both the loss of old consonants and the creation of new ones. 
Seven of the Proto-Semitic fricatives were lost by merger at various times: the in
terdentals 1 (> s), and 4 (> z)! (> ~), the laterals f (>~) and 1(> s), and the uvulars 
b (> /:t) and r(> ~). In return, seven new consonantal phones were created. An em
phatic p was created to render the unaspirated p of Iranian and Greek, and six fri
catives g, g, 4, Is, p, 1 [v y a x f 9] were created as a result of the assimilation of 
non-emphatic, ungeminated stops to preceding vowels. 

These opposing developments did not exactly cancel each other out. Although 
four of the seven lost fricatives were restored, the old fricatives were phonemes 
while the new fricatives were all allophones of stops, conditioned by a preceding 
vowel, at least in the beginning. (Eventually most of them were phonologized via 
secondary split, when some of the conditioning vowels were deleted.) 

In addition, the language was left with a large concentration of labial phones: 
[p b P fv w m]. Three ofthese phones were redistributed by a merger of /w/ with 
/h/, which seems to be attested already in the vulgar spelling of the Copper Scroll. 
In the Samaritan reading tradition, where the merger was unconditional, the mer
ger product originally had three allophones, distributed roughly as follows: [w] 
after luI, [v] after other vowels, and [b] elsewhere. In the Tiberian tradition, the 
merger was more restricted, but there too w retained its original bilabial realization 
only after u, as in the name Pwh, read [puw:fl] by the Tiberians and [fuw:a] by the 
Samaritans. 

At the other end of the articulatory tract, in the pharynx and the larynx, there 
was a gradual reduction in the inventory for some speakers. By the tannaitic 
period, the Hellenized inhabitants of Beisan, Haifa, and Tivon had merged IbI with 
/hi and J</ with J> /. The mergers seem to have gone further among the Qumran sec
tarians and the Samaritans, but Jerome's descriptions and Arabic renderings of 
Hebrew toponyms (including Haifa and Tivon!) show that the loss of these con
sonants was far from universal. 

Vowels: Phonology 
Proto-Semitic /i:1 and /u:1 were retained unchanged throughout the history of He
brew, but /a:/ became raised and rounded by the fourteenth century BCE in all or 
most environments. The evidence of the Tiberian reading tradition (see pp. 148-
9) suggests that there were two raised and rounded allophones of /a:/, which in one 
instance yielded doublets: Js,an:o> = Js,an:ti> 'zealous'. 

Eventually, the inherited short vowels also developed allophones as did the up
gliding diphthongs: [fl:] and [a] from /a!; [0:], [0] and [fl] from lui; [e:], [e], and [a] 
from /iI; [0:] from /aw/; [e:] and [a:] from /ay/. The merger of some of these allo-
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phones resulted in a completely reorganized system in which the number of con
trastive qualities was doubled and the role of quantity was greatly reduced. 

Long [i:] and [u:] are in complementary distribution with [y] and ]w], respec
tively, and alternate with them, e.g., [ktili:] 'vessel' - [kaly;)~A] 'your vessel', 
[pf:hu:] - [pi:w] 'his mouth', [s~u:] 'lookout point' - [s~wf:] 'rooster', 
[yistal)awti:] 'he will prostrate himself' - [way:iStal).u:] 'and he prostrated him
self'. It is, thus, possible that the semivowels should be viewed as allophones of 
vowels rather than consonantal phonemes. 

Consonants: Orthography 
The Israelites adopted unchanged a twenty-two-sign version of the alphabet cur
rent in their area, even though they had preserved more than twenty-two of the 
twenty-nine Proto-Semitic consonants (see p. 147). Consequently, they were 
forced to use some signs with more than one value. 

Only one instance of such polyphony survived long enough to be recorded by 
the Masoretes (see Vowels, below): 11) s representing both lSI and lsI, the latter 
probably realized [i] until it merged with lsI. Thus, skwr was read [sa:~u:r] < 
[saku:r] when it had the meaning 'intoxicated', but [sa:~u:r] < [iaku:r] with the 
meaning 'hired'. 

Recently, there has been confirmation of an old theory positing two additional 
instances which survived only until the Hellenistic period: n /J representing both 
/QI and fbI; Y ( representing both;C; and Iyl. Thus, /Jrym, read [I)o:rf:m] by the Ma
soretes, originally had two realizations: one with initial [I)] corresponding to the 
meaning 'nobles, freemen' and the other with initial [b] corresponding to the 
meanings 'holes' and 'Hurrians' (seep. 147). 

The polyphony of the letters bgdkpt recorded by the Masoretes has a different 
origin (see p. 147). 

Vowels: Orthography 
Another type of polyphony is that of h, w, and y. These three letters represented 
vowels as well as consonants, but only in a rudimentary, ambiguous fashion, since 
their use as vowel letters (matres lectionis 'reading aids') was not consistent in all 
positions, and the number of vowel phonemes was, in most periods, no less than 
six. Thus, ancient Hebrew had a highly homographic spelling which left much to 
the reader's imagination. 

Such a situation was intolerable in the case of the Bible. Small wonder, then, 
that the Talmud contains many references to an accepted biblical reading tradi
tion, mastery of which was essential for one who aspired to be a reader in the syna
gogue. 

There were, in fact, a number of accepted reading traditions in use at the time 
in Palestine and Babylonia. They were reduced to writing in the post-Talmudic 
period by various schools of traditionists, called "Masoretes," through the inser
tion of "points" into the received consonantal text. The same signs were used to 
record reading traditions of MH. Reliable manuscripts show that there were many 
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differences between the reading traditions of MH and of BH - differences which 
have been partially obliterated in our modem printed editions. 

The differences among the Masoretic reading traditions are, for the most part, 
differences of dialect rather than meaning. The Tiberian and Babylonian systems 
(each with several subsystems) distinguish seven and six contrasting vowel qual
ities, respectively, while the various Palestinian systems and subsystems distin
guish five, six, or seven. 

Stress, Length, and Shewa: Orthography and Phonology 
The primary stress is normally marked by one of the Masoretic accent signs; sec
ondary stress is frequently marked by the gaC ya sign. Both of them lengthen vow
els - hence the name gaCya 'lowing, mooing' given by the Tiberians and the 
alternative names used by later grammarians: miiliig 'bridle' and maciimiYg 're
strainer'. The position of the primary stress - ultimate or penultimate - is contras
tive, at least in BH, serving, for example, to distinguish the IIw sg. f. perfect from 
both its participial and its Illy sg. m. counterparts (e.g., sdMh:t: sab&h 'she re
turned:t: returning; he captured'). The corresponding contrast between the IIw and 
Illy plural perfects (e.g., sdlluw:t: salluw 'they returned:t: they captured', attested 
together in 1 Kings 8:48) seems to have been in the process of breaking down due 
to an increased tendency to stress the final syllable. In sg. Ie. and sg. 2m. forms 
of the perfect, the position of the stress is a tense marker (e.g., mdsal;!ta :t: 
u wmasal;!td 'you anointed:t: and you shall anoint' attested together in Exod. 40: 15; 
see p. 156). 

Outside of closed unstressed syllables, which excluded long vowels, Ancient 
Hebrew had a contrast between long and short vowels. However, between the tan
naitic period and the time of the Masoretes, short vowels in stressed syllables 
lengthened, erasing the contrast in those syllables. Thus, while Hebrew was still a 
spoken language, the 0 of infinitival yaM(W)l 'be able' was long, while the 0 of sg. 
3m. perfect yaMl 'he was able' was short, like the ancestor of a in yJ/sdltam. In 
the Pre-Tiberian reading tradition, the 0 of sg. 3m. perfect yaMllengthened, split
ting off from the ancestor of a in yJ/sdltam and merging with the long 0 of infini
tival yak6 wl. 

As a result of this change, length became to a large extent conditioned by stress. 
Outside of open unstressed syllables (where a length contrast survived), there was 
a simple rule: stressed vowels are long and unstressed vowels are short. 

Non-systematic representation of vowel length through the use of matres lec
tionis (see p. 148) developed in SBH. These vowel letters are used to mark not 
only etymologically long vowels but also stressed vowels in pre-pausal position. 
In the Tiberian reading tradition, such vowels were probably no longer than other 
stressed vowels, but morphophonemic alternations show that a length difference 
had once existed, e.g. tiskall - tisMll < *tiskab - *tiskiib, yJsal:al;! - yJsal:eal;! < 
*yisal:el;!- *yisal:el;!. 

Consonant length (like vowel length) was phonemic in Proto-Hebrew, but it 
was not represented in the biblical period, not even in an unsystematic way. Thus, 
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the spelling crwmym was used for both members of the minimal pair Job 5:12 
[%'u:mi:m] *- Job 22:6 [%um:i:m] 'crafty (pI. m.) *- naked (pI. m.)'. And the 
spelling ntnw was used for both [mitan:u:] 'we gave' and [nAtlinu:] 'they gave', 
even though the long n of the former results from the coalescing of the final n of 
the stem and initial n of the suffix ([nAtan+nu:]). It was only in MH that represen
tation of consonant length began to appear, and even then, only in cases like 
[nAtan+nu:] and [kArat+ti:], where a morpheme boundary was spanned. Thus, the 
citation of 2 Chron. 14:10 in the Mekhilta has nscnnw for Masoretic nscnw = 
[nis<an+nu:] 'we have relied'. 

Most of the Proto-Hebrew minimal pairs are no longer valid for the Tiberian 
system. Many of the new pairs are problematic in some way, since a difference in 
consonant length normally entails some other difference - in vowel length, sec
ondary stress, or type of shewa (see below). There is a kind of vicious circle in
volved in phonemicizing the words [yig:ii<u:] *- [yi:g<u:] *- [yig<u:] 'they will 
touch *- they will be weary *- they will moo': any pair one selects will differ in two 
or more features. 

The fact remains, however, that the Masoretes considered consonant length im
portant enough to create a sign for it ("strong" dagesh). Two minimal pairs noted 
by the Masoretes themselves are Job 5:12 Cdru wmiYm *- Job 22:6 cdruwm:iYm (see 
above) and Lev. 7:30 tJbiY>ii'ntih *- Lev. 6:14 tabiY>iin:tih 'they (f.) shall bring *
you/she shall bring it'. Although Arabic transcriptions suggest that, in the first 
pair, the vowel preceding the lengthened consonant was shorter than the vowel 
preceding its unlengthened counterpart, the Masoretes clearly considered this dif
ference to be secondary, unworthy of being represented. 

The same goes for a pair like [l)iz15u:] *- [I)iz:~u:] 'be strong *- they strength
ened': the Masoretes use the same sign (whose name, shewa, comes from the 
word for 'nothingness') to represent the absence of a vowel following [z] in the 
first word that they use to represent the [a] following [z:] in the second, thereby 
suggesting that [a] (together with its positional variants: [1], [ill, [e], and [0]) is an 
allophone of 0. (Later grammarians use the terms "quiescent" for shewa realized 
as 0 and "mobile" for vocalic shewa.) 

It is certainly true that [a] (with its positional variants) is completely predict
able in some environments: those where it is needed to break up a consonant clus
ter. In other environments, matters are far more complicated. For one subset of 
nouns, the most reliable sources seem to describe a form of metrical conditioning 
requiring that the secondary accent be separated from the primary accent by two 
syllables, one of them containing [a], e.g., [ha:miihal:e:ls] *- [ha:mhal:iilsf:m] 'the 
walker *- the walkers'. But this is, at best, just a tendency, for there are also free 
variants like [ha:mgab:iirf:m] / [ha:magab:iirf:m] 'the speakers' (the former in 
Exod. 6:27 and the latter in 2 Chron. 33:18 according to Aaron ben Asher; vice 
versa according to other Masoretic sources). 

Such complex conditioning and free variation was completely eliminated by the 
increasingly schematic rules for the realization of the shewa sign promUlgated by 
later grammarians. According to one of those rules, a shewa preceded by a long 
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vowel and a single consonant must have a vocalic realization (a zero realization 
would create an extra-heavy syllable); the closest counterpart to this in a masoret
ic treatise is a tendency rather than a categorical rule, and is largely restricted to 
shewa preceded by an r. Despite these differences, the Masoretes seem to agree 
with the later grammarians on the basic point: the vocalic realizations of shewa do 
not contrast with 0. 

Morphophonemic Alternations 
The Tiberian reading tradition has an unusually large number of alternations, most 
involving vowels (usually the historically short ones) or semivowels. The great 
majority are - or were originally - conditioned by differences in stress, syllable 
structure, and/or the proximity of a laryngeal (I' h l;I <I). A sample of some of the 
most common alternations among vowels other than shewa are shown below. The 
main stress is marked by , in context and by " in (pre- )pause. Forms without either 
sign are proclitic. 

lei lal Ia; Iii 
lib:+fY 

*tilsib&ynah 
leb 

tasebnah 

lal 
Hib 

teleg 
yilsal:eal) 
to'mer 

wat6lag telagnah 

yilsal:al) 
to'mar 

wat6' mar wato'mar 
'al)~g 'al)ag 

'ar~+fY 'Aras 
) mar ) mAr . 
dilbar+k&m dilbar+~ 

101 

kal k61 
mat6wi} 
tas6bnah 

lui 

kul:+~m 
miltuWk~h 

tiliub~Ynah 

Alternations of the above vowels with shewa result from two opposite process
es: reduction and epenthesis. Thus, the alternation of a in rnilalsPrn 'kings' with 
quiescent shewa in rnallse Y < *rnalakay 'kings of' (note the spirantized Is) is a prod
uct of reduction, while the alternation of the second ii in rniiliils < *rnalk 'king' with 
quiescent shewa in rnalkiY 'my king' (note the unspirantized k) reflects epenthesis. 

Reduction affected short vowels in certain kinds of unstressed open syllables, 
turning them into shewa. The most sonorous of the short vowels, a, was the most 
resistant to reduction. It survived in pretonic open syllables where it was later 
lengthened to a > a (e.g., * sanatu 'year' > * sana> sana") except in the construct 
state (e.g., sinal 'year of'; see p. 153); as a rule, it did not survive in propretonic 
ones (e.g., sinalo W 'his year'). Short i sometimes behaves like a, surviving in open 
pretonic syllables (e.g., * sinatu 'sleep' > sena h), except in the construct state 
(e.g., Jer. 51:39 sinal 'sleep of' homonymous with Jer. 48:44 sinal 'year of'). At 
other times, it is reduced in open pretonic syllables (e.g., *nasibdt> Sifre Devarim 
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40 nowsabow[ 'blowing', contrasting with Ezek. 38:12 noWSdbo[ settled'). 
Epenthesis affected word-final consonant clusters, breaking them up through 

the insertion of ii (segol, hence the term "segolation"), a (in the vicinity of h, I) or 
~) or i (in the vicinity of y). It occurred both in nouns (e.g., riigiil < *ragl 'foot', 
na~al < *na~l 'shoe') and verbs (e.g., way:iigiil < *way:agl 'and he exiled', 
wan:a~al < *wan:a~l 'and we went up'). Qumran Hebrew and the Tiberian Mas
sorah preserve evidence of a different, no doubt earlier, rule of epenthesis in the 
construct form of nouns (see p. 153). 

Morphology and Morphosyntax 

Nouns and Adjectives 

Gender and Number 
Masculine singular nouns and adjectives are unmarked. Feminine singular nouns 
and adjectives usually take one of two endings: + &hor + [(> +ii/a[ifthe stem ends 
in a consonant). In BH, the allomorph + &h is often in free variation with + [ (e.g., 
mo>t'ibiy:+ ah - mo>t'ib[Y+ ['Moabitess', I)at:d>+ &h -I)at:&' + [ 'sin') or with (ii/a)[ 
(e.g., >oMI+ dh - >ofsiil+ ii[ 'consuming', tijPdr+ &h - tijPiir+ ii[ 'glory'). 

Masculine plural nouns and adjectives take the ending + [Ym (> + [Yn in MH), 
feminine plurals, the ending + oWl. Apart from a few tree names, noun stems with 
the underlying form CVCC+ ("segolates") change in the plural to CVCdC+ (~ 
CiCdC+ by reduction; see p. 151), a very archaic alternation of which only traces 
remain in the other Semitic languages. Interchange of + [Ym and + oW[ is common, 
but not their total absence. Probably the only true plurals without a suffix among 
the nouns are $0' n and bdl¢r - the suppletive, suffixless plurals of siih , sheep/goat' 
and so wr 'ox', respectively. Semitists use the term "collective" to describe these 
nouns and mass nouns, as well as true collectives. 

Dual number is restricted to a small set of nouns, mainly those denoting units 
of measurement and counting; it is not found with adjectives (or pronouns or 
verbs). When used with nouns denoting paired body parts, the dual ending + ayim 
is structurally a plural ending, for it does not contrast with the regular plural end
ings and it cooccurs with numerals greater than 1. This "pseudo-dual" remained 
unchanged in MH, while the true dual was partially replaced by the word for 2 (cf. 
already 2 Sam. 1:1 ydmiYm sandyim 'two days' instead ofyoWmayim). 

Definiteness 
Definiteness is expressed by the definite article ha +, which is prefixed to nouns 
and adjectives. A more precise transliteration would be haC:, for this morpheme 
has three (unstable) components: (1) the consonant h; (2) the vowel a; and (3) 
lengthening of the following consonant (the initial consonant of the word). The 
third component, which is discontinuous with the first two, is not found with the 
consonants>, ~, h, I), r, due to a sound change. In such cases, the second compo-
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nent may undergo compensatory lengthening. The first component is normally 
elided following the prefixes hi + 'in', ki + 'like' and Ii + 'to' (but not me + 
'from' or wi + 'and'). For example. when bi + is added to hab:ayil 'the house', 
the result is b+ab:ayil. In the Bar-Kokhba letters, the accusative marker >el (see 
below) has been reduced to a prefix which produces the same elision, e.g., ts[C 
hzw> < >iil-has:iila~ haz:o W 'this selao (alongside >t hstr hz> 'this document'), tsbt 
hzw < > iil-has:ab:til haz:o W 'this Sabbath'. 

Indefiniteness is usually expressed by the absence of the definite article, but oc
casionally >iil;ttid 'one' serves as an indefinite article with nouns. 

Case and State 
The Proto-Semitic case system has broken down in BH, largely as a result of 
sound change. The old accusative ending *+a is gone, leaving only a few frozen 
relics behind; its functional heir, the preposition >el - >iil-, normally governs only 
definite objects, and even with them it is not obligatory. Also gone is the old gen
itive ending *+i, used in Pre-Hebrew to mark the second (attributive) constituent 
of noun phrases like siimiin zayil 'olive oil', zeYl siimiin 'oil olive', ~e$ piriY 'fruit 
tree', piriY ~e$ 'tree fruit'. 

In Hebrew, it is the first constituent (the head) of these phrases which sets them 
apart. That constituent, said to be in the "construct state," undergoes a number of 
distinctive modifications. Two of them are illustrated by Exod. 38:21 ham:isktin, 
miskan hti~ edul 'the Tabernacle, the Tabernacle of the Pact', where the ti in the 
closed final syllable of ham:isktin is replaced by a in miskan, and the definite ar
ticle is omitted (see p. 161). Another two are illustrated by Exod. 22:4 bisdeh 
>al;ter 'in another's field', wherethetiof stidiihhas been reduced to ;i(p. 151) and 
then deleted entirely, and word-final iihhas been replaced by eh; contrast Ruth 2:8 
histidiih>al;ter 'in anotherfield'. Finally, in Gen. 44:14 beYltih yoWsep '(and Judah 
came) to Joseph's house', the word for 'house' has [ay] contracted to [e:] (written 
eY) and lacks the definite article, in contrast to Gen. 43:26 hab:aYltih '(and Joseph 
came) to the house' . In cases where the head does not change in the construct state 
and the genitive noun is indefinite, ambiguity may arise. Thus, the Mekhilta feels 
the need to prove that Exod. 21:2 ~iilliid ~illriYmeans 'a Hebrew slave' rather than 
'a Hebrew's slave'. 

The sg. f. ending +Jhhas the allomorph +al in the construct state; the pI. m. end
ing +iYm has the allomorph +eY, imported from the pseudo-dual, instead of the his
torically expected +iY. Thus, the construct of saniYm 'years' is sineY 'years of', the 
same as the construct of s;inayim 'two'. 

Pronouns 
There are three major sets of pronouns: "nominative" independent pronouns, "ac
cusative" pronouns attached to verbs, and "genitive" pronouns attached to prepo
sitions and nouns. The attached pronouns have one set of allomorphs beginning 
with a vowel for stems ending in a consonant and another set beginning with a 
consonant for stems ending in a vowel, e.g, Esther 2:7 >tilliY+hti w;i>im:+tih 'her 
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father and her mother' and J er. 29:5 = 29:28 piry+an - priY+hiin 'their (f.) fruit'. 
The same pronouns were originally used with plural nouns, e.g., baneY+hiim 

'their sons' (stem ending in a vowel, like priY+hiin) and banowl+am 'their daugh
ters' (stem ending in a consonant, like piry+an) , but at an early period +eY+hiim 
was reanalyzed as a single morpheme - a suffix to be used with any plural noun -
and new forms like binD wl+eYhiim were created. The variation between +0 wl+am 
and +owl+eYhiim was lexically conditioned. In Jeremiah's time, binowl+am was 
obsolete, but> ii!lo wl+am 'their fathers' was still the normal form, > ii!lo wl+eYhiim 
replacing it only occasionally (e.g., Jer. 9:15 - 19:4, in the same expression). 

In SBH, a few of the independent pronouns have long allomorphs ending in ah 

alongside short allomorphs, e.g., hem - hem:ah 'they'. In Qumran Hebrew more 
of the independent pronouns and a few of the suffixed ones have the long allo
morphs, and in the Samaritan reading tradition these forms predominate. In Qum
ran Hebrew, the original conditioning of the allomorphs +m - +ma 'them' has 
been partially preserved: the long suffix +ma is never attached to a verb ending in 
(long) u or i. 

Numerals and Quantifiers 
The word for 1 is an adjective; it occasionally appears in the plural, e.g., Gen. 11: 1 
sapah > iiJ:zal u W 4fldriYm > iiJ:zMi Ym 'one language and onf1,1. (set of) words'. Numer
als above 1 are nouns, as are the quantifiers kol - kdl- 'all' (lit. 'totality') and 
mi~a! 'a bit'. Like those quantifiers, they normally precede the counted noun in 
BH and MH. However, harbeh 'a lot' normally follows the quantified noun in BH 
and MH, and behaves more like an adjective. With rare exceptions, the three quan
tifiers do not agree with their nouns, while many numerals (3-10, 13-19,23-29, 
etc.) exhibit a kind of reverse agreement (polarity), taking a feminine ending with 
masculine counted nouns (e.g., silos+ah baniYm 'three sons') and vice versa (e.g., 
salos bano wl 'three daughters'). 

Counted nouns normally stand in apposition to the numeral, but there are ex
ceptions. In all periods, the numerals 2-10 normally form a genitive phrase with 
the word for 'days' (e.g., silosiil yamiYm 'three days'), with definite nouns (e.g., 
1 Sam. 31:8 and Bet She'arim inscriptions silo(w)siil banaYw 'his three sons') and 
with other numerals (silos me>owl '300', silosiil >iilapiYm '3,000'). With most 
nouns, it is definiteness which determines the state of the numeral which precedes 
them, e.g., Num. 28:19 si!l~ah ki!lasiYm 'seven sheep' vs. 28:21 si!l~al 
ha+k:i!lasiYm 'the seven sheep'(also: 'seven of the sheep'; cf. Exod. 26:9, Num. 
35:14). 

Ordinals exist only for 1-10; beyond that, cardinal numbers are used in one of 
four constructions. For 'the Xth year', the Bible has (1) sinal ha+X sana~ (2) 
sinal ha+X; (3) sinal X; (4) X sanah; only (3) is found in the Mishnah. Construc
tion (4) also has the meaning 'X years'; the two meanings are found side by side 
in Gen. 14:4. 
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Conjunctions, Prepositions, Postpositions, and Adverbial Endings 
The underlying form of the coordinating conjunction is normally w5+. When pre
fixed to a word whose initial consonant is a labial or is followed by 5, it has the 
a1lomorph uW+ in the Tiberian reading tradition. In binomials like samayim 
wa~ arii:j 'heaven and earth', the underlying form is wa+. 

The most primitive prepositions are b5+ 'in', M+ 'like', and 15+ 'to'. When pre
fixed to nouns, their underlying vowel is 5, but with suffixed pronouns, it is a. 
With kti+, unlike bti+ and 1M, the particle mow+ (- mowl in MH) is normally in
serted before the suffixed pronoun. In the poetic dialect, that particle may be add
ed to any of these three prepositions before nouns. Most of the longer prepositions 
can be seen to be derived from nouns in the construct state. 

BH has a postposition +ah 'to', which alternates with the prepositions 15+ and 
~iil, e.g. hdCayruih - ~iil-hdcdyin 'to the spring' found side by side in Gen. 24. 
Eventually, it became a meaningless ossified relic, used in forms like la/5+/;zu w:ja h 

'to the outside' (LBH, Qumran Hebrew) and even me+/;zuw:ja h 'from the outside' 
(MH). 

Another ending which could be viewed as a postposition is +am, generally 
equivalent to b5+ and used to form adverbs, e.g., ~amn+am 'really' < ~omiin 
'truth', /;zin:+am 'gratis' < /;zen 'favor', yowm+am 'by day' < yoWm 'day'. For the 
most part there is no specific affix or pattern for adverbs. For the adverbial use of 
verbs, see below. 

Verbs 
Verbs do a great deal of work in BH. The finite verbs inflect for number, gender 
and person, and thus contain their own pronominal subjects. Moreover, verbs are 
frequently used to express concepts which English expresses with adjectives ("be 
old," "be big," "be strong," etc.) and adverbs ("greatly," "well," "increasingly," 
"really"). 

The Root 
Lexical morphemes composed solely of consonants can be isolated in members of 
virtually all syntactic categories, but only in the verb are these "roots" free to 
"interdigitate" with a large number of contrasting "patterns." 

The verbal root is usually triconsonantal, occasionally quadriconsonantal, 
rarely quinqueconsonantal. Synchronically biconsonantal roots like I-d and b-n 
(see below) occur chiefly as allomorphs of triconsonantal ones. The sg. 3m. im
perfect verbs in Table 9.1, p. 156, once assigned to the roots s-b and s-b, are ana
lyzed today as representing five distinct triconsonantal roots. The three positions 
within the triliteral root are numbered I, II, and III; thus, a In root is a root with n 
in the first position. 

From a diachronic point of view, the biconsonantal a1lomorphs are probably 
relics of a very ancient stage in which biconsonantal verbs were fairly common. 
Viewed in this light, most, if not all, of the verbs in Table 9.1, p. 156 are seen to 
be originally biconsonantal verbs which were "triconsonantalized" through the 
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Table 9.1 Roots with ''weak'' radical 

Verb Meaning Root Class 

yis:6g blow (wind) n-s-b In 
yas:fYg cause to blow n-s-b In 
yeseg sit, dwell y-s-b Iy 
yoWsiYg cause to sit/dwell y-s-b Iy 
ydSuWg return s-w-b IIw 
ydSiYb cause to return s-w-b IIw 
yisblf' capture s-b-y Illy 
yds6g/yis:6g go around s-b-b II=I11 
ydseg cause to go around s-b-b II=I11 

addition of a semi-vowel or consonant length. It is not uncommon to find alterna
tion between two triconsonantalizations of a single biconsonantal original, e.g., y
g-r - g-w-r 'be afraid' and t-w-b - y-t-b 'be good' (both Perfect - Imperfect). The 
spread of triconsonantalization continued in the historical period via analogy, e.g., 
BH bt'ln+ahlam > MH binay+ahlam 'he built it/them' and BH yim:ag > MH 
yim:ageg 'it may be measured'. 

Tense and Aspect 
BH has six paradigms with temporal and/or aspectual value, listed below together 
with conventional sg. 1c. examples from the root k-t-b 'write': 

A Perfect: MItilltiY 'I wrote, I (now) write' (penultimate stress) 
B Imperfect: > iil$t611 'I will write, I used to write, I (habitually) write' 
C Perfect + waw consecutive/conversive: wal$aIallt(Y 'and I shall write' (final 

stress; see p. 149) 
D Imperfect + waw consecutive/conversive: wa>iil$t611 'and I wrote' 
E Participle: kolell 'writing' (also: 'writer') 
F Participle + auxiliary: (wa)hdyfYIiYJ(wa»iihyifh kolell '( and) I used to / will 

(habitually) write' 

E is etymologically and morphologically nominal; accordingly, it inflects only 
for number and gender. The others inflect for person, as well. 

The "converted" forms C and D are very common in BH, but they function 
mainly as markers of formal style. They are virtually nonexistent in MH. They 
both contain the conjunction 'and'; accordingly, they are restricted to clause
initial position. In that position, C alternates with B, and D alternates with A. 

In an utterance whose first verb is B, the subsequent verbs may be either B or, 
if clause initial, C. J er. 49:22 hin:eh l$an:iisiir ya~ iiliih wayig> iih wayipros k5napaYw 
'behold, like an eagle, he flies up and soars and spreads his wings' is a B-B-B se
quence, while hin:eh /$an:iisiir yig>iih u wparas k5napaYw 'behold, like an eagle, he 
soars and spreads his wings' in Jer. 48:40 is a B-C sequence. Similarly, in an ut
terance whose first verb is A, the subsequent verbs may be either A or, if clause 
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initial, D. Thus the phrase c tiru wm rti> tih rti c ti h wystrlwinisttir 'the shrewd man 
saw trouble and hid' in Prov. 22:3 is written as an A-D sequence (wystr = 
way:is:tiler) but read as an A-A sequence (cf. also Jer. 7:30-31 vs. 32:34-35). 
Once a verb from paradigm C or D is selected, all subsequent verbs will normally 
be from the same paradigm, until the sequence is broken by the introduction of a 
non-clause-initial verb (see p. 166). 

According to some scholars, paradigms A-D have temporal meaning in SBH; 
according to others, aspectual meaning. The question has been debated furiously 
and inconclusively for more than a century. 

The examples below show that collocations of A and B may be used to express 
the past/future distinction, irrespective of the eventlhabit/state distinction, while 
the process/event distinction is expressed by collocating A and B not with each 
other but with E. Although A, B, and E have a bewildering variety of uses, these 
particular uses seem to be at the core of the system. 

Expressing Distinctions of Tense and Aspect in Biblical Hebrew 

Past Future 
Event A B 

ka) liSar cdSiYfi' lisomro wn .. . ken)ii ciisiih Wru wsalayim .. . 
'as I did to Samaria ... so shall I do to Jerusalem ... ' 
(Isa. 10:11; cf. also Exod. 10:14 and 2 Kings 10:18) 

Habit A B 
)dlliY yis:ar )ii/kiim baS:owtiYm wa)aniY >iiyas:er )aLkiim 
'my father flogged you with whips, but I will flog you 

bd<a~rab:iYm 

with scorpions' 
(1 Kings 12:11; cf. also Josh. 1:17a and Jer. 44:17) 

&~ A B 

Future 

Past 

ka)liSiir htlyi'fi' <im mosiih >iihyiih 
'as I was with Moses I shall be 

<im:d/s 
with you' 

(Josh. 1 :5; cf. also Josh. 1:17b and Jer. 2:36) 

Process 
E 

Event 
B 

hin:eh<oWgd/s milrJab:iirii! sam <im ham:iilii/s wa'ani' >tlflo' 
'you will still be speaking there with the king, and I will come' 

(1 Kings 1:14; cf. also 1 Sam. 10:5 and Isa. 65:24) 

E 
wihin:eh <oWgiin:d h milrJab:iirii! <im ham:iilii/s 
'and she was still speaking with the king, 
(1 Kings 1:22; cf. also Jud. 13:9 and Job 1:13-19) 

A 
winalan ... btl' 
and Nathan ... came' 

When one considers the full range of uses of these paradigms in SBH, it be
comes clear that A and B need to be described in terms of both tense and aspect. 
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Only for E is it possible to give a simple description, namely, imperfective aspect. 
The complexity of the tense/aspect system is due, in part, to the fact that it was 

constantly in flux. E and F gradually took on the functions ofB, in the following 
order: 

progressive: complete replacement already in SBH except in present tense 
questions; without exception in LBH; 

2 habitual: partial replacement in BH completed in MH; 
3 future: large-scale replacement in MH outside of subordinate clauses; 
4 modal: partial replacement in MH. 

At the same time, E took on two of the functions of A: perfective present (includ
ing the performative) and present of transitive statives. 

One result of this expansionism was that E lost its aspectual value and became 
a tense (present in LBH (?), nonpast in MH). Moreover, thanks to the spread of 
F, Hebrew developed the ability to distinguish habitual aspect in the future (rare 
in SBH, common in Qumran Hebrew and MH), the infinitive (rare in LBH, com
mon in MH), and the imperative (MH). 

Mood 
The BH imperfect distinguishes, in part of its paradigm, a volitive mood (repre
senting diachronically the conflation of the Proto-West Semitic subjunctive, im
perative andjussive) from the indicative mood, e.g., ~amuwl+ah 'let me die', muwr 
'die!', yamol 'let him die'; ~as{Y/l+ah 'let me bring back', hdse/l ~ hds{Y/l+ah 'bring 
back!' , ~ al-tase/llttisii/l 'do not turn back'. In the first person, singular and plural, 
the volitive is expressed by the +ah (cohortative) ending, which can be used with 
all verbs except, normally, those ending in a vowel (Illy and lIP verbs). In the 
third person singular, m. and f., the volitive has a distinct Uussive) form in only 
three categories of verbs: hip~il (see p. 159), Illy, and IIw,y [wi. There was also an 
energic mood with some kind of emphatic force, e.g. ya/sab:;5(J+an+niY 'he does 
honor me'. 

This distinction did not survive very long. Already in SBH, the volitive forms 
are sometimes replaced by their indicative counterparts. In Qumran Hebrew, the 
breakdown of the system is virtually complete; the old volitive forms are still in 
use, but they no longer have their old meaning. In MH, cohortative forms are vir
tually nonexistent, and jussive forms are uncommon and largely restricted to cer
tain literary genres. Thus, Deut. 13:7 nela!sdhwana~a/l(jah 'let us go and worship' 
is paraphrased as nele/s wana~ii/lowd in Sanhedrin 7:10. However, the ability to 
distinguish volitive future from indicative future has been regained through a re
structuring of the tense system. 

Binyan 
Hebrew, like the other Semitic languages, has an elaborate system of morpho
logical patterns (Medieval and Modern Hebrew binyanim 'buildings, verbal stems 
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or derivational classes') used, for the most part, to derive verbs from other, more 
basic, verbs. Thus, one root can generate a number of morphologically distinct 
verbs referring to related activities. In the case of human reproduction, the root y
l-d yields a verb yalad 'give birth' usually referring to the role of the mother, a 
second verb ho w/iyd 'sire' referring to the role of the father, a third verb no wlad 'be 
born' referring to the role of the baby, and a fourth verb yil:ed 'deliver' referring 
to the role of the midwife. A fifth verb hityal:eg refers to declaring oneself to be 
someone's offspring. 

The meaning of a given binyan cannot be stated in absolute terms, but only rel
ative to a more basic binyan. Hence, it makes no sense to ask for the meaning of 
the most basic binyan «(cal), nor does it make sense to attempt to relate the mean
ing of a specific "derived" verb to the meaning of its binyan in cases where a basic 
counterpart is not attested. 

Despite many irregularities and nuances, perhaps produced by semantic 
change, the relationships in the table below are fairly typical for BH: hi!'pa~ el is 
often and pu~ al is always the reflexive-reciprocal and medio-passive, respective
ly, of pi~ el, which, in tum, is frequently a causative of (cal; and hup~ al is always 
the medio-passive of hip~ ii, which itself frequently functions as a second caus
ative of (cal. Nip~al, although normally the medio-passive or reflexive of (cal, 
sometimes interchanges with hi!'pa~el. 

Table 9.2 Biblical Hebrew hinyanim 

Perfect Imperfect Participle 

Kal 'be(come) holy/taboo' i}Mas yii}das (i}Ag6Ws adj.) 
Nip'al 'reveal oneself as holy' nii}das yii}:Mes nii}d!s 
Pi<el ' sanctify/purify' i}id:as yai}ad:es makad:es 
Pu<al 'be sanctified/purified' i}ud:as yai}ud:as ma~ud:b 
Hip'il ' consecrate/devote' hikdfYs yai}dfYs makdfYs 
Hup<al 'be consecrated/devoted' hu~das yui}das m~d!s 
Hitpa<el 'sanctify/purify oneself/ hiti}ad:es yiti}ad:es miti}ad:es 

reveal oneself as holy' 

The MH chart for (c-d-s would be much the same except in nip~al, pu~al, and 
hilpa~el. Nip~al is no longer attested with this verb, no doubt because that binyan 
is no longer used for reflexives. The pu~ al perfect and imperfect have ceased to 
exist for virtually all verbs in MH, their function as medio-passive of the pi~ el per
fect and imperfect being taken over by the hilpa~ el perfect and imperfect (the 
former altered in form to nil(cad:as, with preformative n+, by analogy with the 
nip~al). Concomitantly, the rare ingressive use of the pu~al participle has been 
transferred to the hilpa~ el participle (which in the case of (c-d-s has retained its ini
tial m+ but in other verbs has preformative n+ ). As a result, the pi~ el participle has 
two medio-passive counterparts in MH: the stative pu~ al participle and the ingres
sive hi!'pa~el participle. Hi!'pa~el continues to function as a reflexive, as well. 
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Valence: Increase and Decrease 
Most of the above relationships correspond to oppositions of valence. PiC el and 
hi pC ii, when functioning as causatives, add an argument to the verb, while nipcal, 
pucal, hupcal, and hilpacel, functioning as medio-passives, reflexives or recipro
cals, subtract an argument, as shown below: 

Binyanim Root Valences Example 
~al,Nip<al r-p-' 2,1 Jer. 17:14 r<1'pd'eniY Y. w<1"erdpe' 'heal me, 0 

Lord, that 1 may be healed' (cf. Jer. 31:3) 
Hifpa<el, Pi<el ~-d-s 1,2 2 ehron. 29: 5 hit~ad:<1'su W w<1'~:<1'su W ) iit-beYt 

Y. 'sanctify yourselves and sanctify the House 
of the Lord' (cf. Lev. 14:11) 

Pi<el, Pucal b-r-k 2, 1 2 Sam. 7:29 ui2dre/s )iit-beYt <a!Jd<1'/sd ... 
y<1'bora/s beYt <abd<1'/sd 'and bless your servant's 
house ... may your servant's house be blessed' 

Hip<i/, Hupcal b-w-' 3,2 Gen. 43:17-18 way:dlle' hd)iYs )iit-hd'iindJiYm 
beYtdhyowsep ... hui2<1"uw beYt yoWsep 'and the 
man brought the men to Joseph's house ... they 
were brought to Joseph's house' 

Pi<el, ~al t-h-r 2,1 Ezek. 24:13 tihartiY/s w<1'lo' tdhart 'I purified 
you, but you would not be purified' (cf. 2 Kings 
7:4) 

Hip<i/, ~al s-w-b 2, 1 Jer. 31:17 hiisiYlleniYw<1')dsuWbdh'bringme 
back that 1 may come back' (cf. 2 Sam. 15:20, 
2 Kings 7:4, and Jer. 11:18) 

In BH, valence decrease can take place with rearrangement of the remaining ar
guments (type 1) or without it (type 2). The process which derives medio-passive 
verbs normally deletes the subject of their active counterparts rather than allowing 
it to remain in a prepositional phrase - hence the medieval Hebrew description of 
medio-passive verbs as "those whose agent is not mentioned." Type 1 medio
passives advance the original direct object by making the derived verb agree with 
it and deleting the accusative marker' el, while type 2 medio-passive verbs are 
impersonal (Le., invariably sg. 3m. and subjectless) and are used with 'el, e.g., 
Num. 26:53-55 teJ.u1le/s. Iui'drii$ ... yeJ.u1le/s. 'iil-hd'drii~ 'the land shall be divided 
... the land shall be divided'. Intermediate types, with partial advancement, exist 
as well. With oblique objects, type 2 is the norm (as in Arabic), e.g., Ezek. 10: 13 
Id+hiim /s.owrd' 'they were referred to (lit. to them it was called)" 16:34 
'a/:u'irayi+/s 10' zuwn:dh 'you were not sought after (lit. after you it was not 
whored)" Song 8:8 y;JrJub:ar-bd+h 'she shall be spoken for (lit. it shall be spoken 
about her)'. In MH, type 2 has virtually disappeared, although there is at least one 
example of it in reliable manuscripts: PesaQim 7:7 sii+n:izra/s. 'iil ddmo w 'whose 
blood was sprinkled' (cf. also Sanhedrin 7:5 and Kelim 7:3 in the Naples edition 
of the Mishna). 

Change of binyan and change of valence do not always coincide. There is a 
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whole class of verbs (intransitive statives) which either have the same valence in 
hift< it that they have in fr.al or else have two meanings in hift< it- one with valence 
increase and one without it, e.g., hifr.riYfl 'come near (= (ctirab); bring near' , hifl>iYs 
'stink (= bti>as); cause to stink'. Conversely, intransitive pi<el verbs have acaus
ative in the same binyan, e.g., BH miher 'hurry (intrans. and trans.)" MH fr.it:alJ, 
'gush, cause to gush', me>en 'refuse, instruct to refuse'. There are also a few fr.al 
verbs of this type, e.g., BH-MH ra<ah'pasture (trans. and intrans.), and BH ralJ,a~ 
'take a bath (= MH ralJ,a~), wash (part of the body = MH hirlJ,iY~)'. And BH natan 
'give' and sam 'put' function as suppletive causatives of htiyah 'be' without 
change of binyan. 

Denominatives 
Verbs derived from triconsonantal nouns may occur in any binyan, and sometimes 
occur in several unrelated binyanim. Thus, we have BH-MH hisriYs 'become root
ed' contrasting with BH-MH seras 'uproot' and MH hitli'a< 'become wormy' (= 
BH way:arum toWZa<iYm 'and it became infested with worms') contrasting with 
MH tit:a< 'de-worm'. In these examples, the hift< it denominatives are intransitive 
stative verbs, while the pi< el ones are transitive privative verbs, reminiscent of En
glish "skin a cat" and "worm a dog." 

Triconsonantal denominative verbs normally have the same morphology as oth
er verbs, but the MH stative hift<it meaning 'become poor', derived from <aniY 
'poor (man)', is irregular: imperfect ya< niY, perfect hij< niY, participle ma< niY. The 
expected ya<dnii h was avoided, apparently to prevent confusion with fr.al ya<dniih 

'he will answer'. 
Quadriconsonantal denominatives cannot be accommodated in most binyanim. 

In LBH and MH, the problem was solved through a modification of pi<el, pu<al 
and hitpa< ellnitpa< al - a modification used earlier for reduplicated quadricon
sonantals like k-l-k-l. Thus, in LBH we find the participles maturgam 'translated' 
and ma/surbtil 'bemantled', derived from quadriconsonantal Aramaic nouns for 
'translator, dragoman' and 'mantle', respectively. These participles have the pat
tern maCuCCaC, which differs from the maCuC:aC pattern of the pu< al participle 
only in that the doubled medial radical has been shortened to make room for an 
additional consonant. 

Syntax 

Modification of Nouns 
Nouns may be modified attributively by adjectives, quantifiers, nouns (genitive 
and appositive), pronouns (possessive and demonstrative), prepositional phrases, 
or clauses (see p. 171). 

Nominal attributes of the genitive type are distinguished from adjectival ones 
in three ways: they put their heads in the construct state (see p. 153), e.g., <areY 

mifl~ar 'fortress cities' (contrast <ariYm bj~uroWt fortified cities'), they do not 
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agree with their heads, and they normally prevent their heads from taking a defi
nite article, e.g., careY ha+m:ill~ar 'the fortress cities' (contrast hii+cariYm 
ha+b:a~uro wI 'the fortified cities'). 

The distinction between the two types of attributes is often blurred. Thus, in ad
jectival sacar hd+ciilyoWn 'the upper gate' (Ezek. 9:2), the head lacks the definite 
article, a feature which becomes common in MH, while in the genitive construc
tion ha+s:acar ha+d:arowm 'the south gate' (Ezek. 40:28), the head has the defi
nite article. In adjectival maPii/seY raciYm 'evil emissaries' (Ps. 78:49) the head is 
in the construct state. In Deut. 25: 15 > iilliin salema h wa~iigiils 'a full and righteous 
weight' , an adjective is conjoined with an abstract genitive noun, no doubt on the 
analogy of interchanges like Ps. 9:5 so wpel ~iidiils 'judge of righteousness' with Ps. 
7: 12 so Wpet ~ad:iYIs 'righteous judge'. There is also a tendency to make the genitive 
noun agree in number with its head (see below). 

In true compounds like careY ha+m:ill~ar and Deut. 13:4, 6 1:IO(w)lem 
ha+/;Iiilo wm, the definite counterpart of Deut. 13:2/;1olem I;tiilo wm 'a dream dream
er', the definite article prefixed to the genitive noun serves to make the entire 
phrase definite. With other genitive phrases, especially possessive ones, a definite 
article prefixed to the genitive noun belongs to it alone, and there is no way to 
mark the definiteness of the head. Thus, maPa/s hd+>dlohiYm has the same form 
whetheritmeans 'an angel of God' (Judg. 13:6, etc.) or 'the angel of God' (Judg. 
13:9, etc.), and kanap ha+k:aru'?2 has the same form whether it means 'a wing of 
the cherub' (1 Kings 6:27) or 'the wing of the cherub' (1 Kings 6:24). 

The rule which places the definite article on the genitive noun of compounds 
produces bizarre results when it is applied to gentilic nouns derived from com
pound names (of places, tribes, or clans). The toponym beYI->e/lbeYtel 'Bethel', 
literally 'house of God', is treated in SBH as a genitive construction - even after 
it is converted to a gentilic through the addition of +iY. Thus, beYI M+>dl+iY 'the 
Bethelite', the definite form of *beYtdl+iY, is split in the middle by the definite 
article, as if it meant 'house of the godly'. Small wonder that, in the later period, 
Bar-Kokhba calls the people of En-Gedi (lit. 'kid spring') hCngdyn rather than 
Cyn-hgdyyn. 

In SBH, the plural ending is normally attached only to the head of the genitive 
phrase, but a second plural ending is sometimes attached to the genitive noun. This 
redundant plural ending, which becomes increasingly common in LBH and 
MH, is used with both mass nouns (even those which are otherwise unattested 
with a plural ending, e.g., Isa. 42:22 lldt:+eY fs;Jld>+iYm 'houses of detention', 
Bava Batra 10:4 salar+eY >iiriYsiy:+o WI 'contracts of tenantship', Sifra Nedava 8:2 
bdt:+eY dasan+iYn 'receptacles for fatty ash') and count nouns (even when ambi
guity is created, e.g., Deut. 1: 15 sar+eY > iildp+iYm 'chiefs of a thousand'). 

The process which creates the genitive construction is iterative and a number 
oflong chains are attested, e.g., Lev. 13:59,2 Kings 18:24, Isa. 21:17, 28:1, 2 Chr. 
36:10, Copper Scroll XI, 16. In 1 Chr. 9:13 [gib:owreY /;leY/] [[malii'/siil CiilloWgal] 
[beYI-hd>dlohiYm]] '[men of valor of] [[the work of the service of] [the House of 
God]]' , the constituent phrases are easily recognizable because they are frequently 
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attested in the Bible. In the end product, all nouns but the last are in the construct 
state; hence I)ayi/ ~ l)eYI and ~iifloWgah ~ ~iifloWga!. 

All nouns in the chain but the last normally dispense with the definite article. In 
2 Kings 23: 17, we find two exceptions in a single sentence quoting the people of 
Bethel: ha+ls:iifliir >iYs hti+>iIlohiYm 'the grave of the man of God' and 
ha+m:izbal) beYeel 'the altar of Bethel'. This may be a syntactic allusion to Gen. 
31: 13 hti+> el beYe el 'the God of Bethel'. 

A process which serves some of the same functions as the one which creates 
genitive phrases and which sometimes alternates with it is the insertion of the 
preposition la+ 'to, belonging to' (e.g., 2 Kings 5:9, Ruth 2:3), usually preceded 
by rel~tive >iisiir/sii+. This circumlocution permits the use of the definite article 
with the head noun, e.g., Gen. 29:9 ha~:o) n >iisiir la+>afliYhti 'the flocks which be
long(ed) to her father' (also 31:19) vs. Gen. 37:12 ~o)n >iifliYhiim 'their father's 
flocks'. 

In some contexts, circumlocution of the genitive construction with (> iisiir/ sii+ ) 
la+ is more than just a stylistic option. In MH, it is obligatory for the second gen
itive construction in constructions of the form "A of B ... , but (that) of C ... " 
(e.g., Berakhot 4:1, Sanhedrin 10:5), " ... A of B; also (that) of C" (e.g., Tevul 
Yom 1:1,2), and "A ofB is more ... than (that) ofC" (e.g., Terumot 5:9), where 
the second occurrence of A is deleted by a gapping transformation. 

In all periods, circumlocution is obligatory when the noun phrase to be modi
fied contains a conjunction, e.g., Gen. 40:5 ham:aslsiih wahti> opii h > iisiir lamiiliik 
mi~rayiin 'the butler and the baker of the king of Egypt' instead of *maslse h 
wa> ope h miiliik mi~rayim, 2 Kings 11: 10, Benei Ijezir tomb inscription Isbr whnps 
sf> I~ zr '(the) tomb and the monument of Eleazar', Copper Scroll III, 2-3 kly ksp 
wzhb sldm~ 'vessels of [silver and gold] of terumah', Pe'ah 4:9, Shevi'it 1:4, Te
rumot 11 :4. The genitive construction may be used only if the coordinate noun 
phrase is first broken up, e.g., Gen. 40:1 maslseh miiliik mi~rayim wahti>opii h 'the 
butler of the king of Egypt and the baker', Deut. 22:15 >iifliY han:a~iirahwa>im:ah 
'the girl's father and her mother' , Sanhedrin 11:1, Menal)ot 7:4. The genitive con
stituent, on the other hand, is often a coordinate noun phrase, e.g., Exod. 32:2, 
Lev. 13:59, Num. 20:5, Deut. 8:8, Josh. 6:19, Terumot 11:4, Ijagigah 1:8. 

In MH, the phrase sii+/:a+ 'that belongs to' has been reanalyzed as a single mor
pheme: a new preposition siil with the meaning 'of'. This is evident in the phrase 
shyw sl hgw>yn 'which belonged to the gentiles' (Bar-Kokhba letters), for the first 
half of a bimorphemic s+l+ would be redundant following s+hyw and the second 
half would elide the [h] ofthe definite article (see pp. 152-153) and be written as 
part of the next word, without a space. Chains with more than one occurrence of 
siil are attested, e.g., Kelim 12:3, 6, Zavim 4:2 (bis), Bet She'arim inscriptions 
(cited below). 

Suffixed pronouns, unlike genitive nouns, are normally possessive. Thus beY!+ 
OW 'his/its house' can be equivalentto beY! ha>iYs 'the man's house' but notto beY! 
hals:ayi~ 'the summer house'. Another difference is that the suffixed pronoun can
not normally serve as the head of another genitive noun or any other non-
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appositive modifier. Nouns modified by suffixed pronouns, like those modified by 
genitive nouns, do not normally retain their definite article, unless the pronoun is 
separated through the insertion of edsiirlsii+) 15+, e.g., 1 Sam. 25:7 hdro~ i'm 
>dsiir 15+/sti vs. Gen. 13:8 ro~ii'/sti 'your shepherds'. 

The tendency of these pronouns to be attached to the last noun of a genitive con
struction often conflicts with the syntactic bracketing required by the sense, e.g., 
Prov. 24:31 [gii{liir. >dllan2] [a'w3] 'his3 ston~ fence.', Prov. 10:15, 18:11 
[(d1)'all ~uz:2][OW3] 'his3 mightY2 city.' (contrast the purely poetic Ps. 71:7 
ma/:zs.+i'r~Oz3 'mY2 mightY3 refuge} '), Yoma 5:1, Nega'im 12:5. The conflict is 
sometimes resolved through the use of a circumlocution, e.g., Gen. 44:2 g5lli'~ i' 
g5lli'a~ hak:iisiip 'my silver goblet (lit. my goblet, the silver goblet)" 2 Kings 
25:30; Exod. 35:16 mi/sbar han:5/:zosiil >dsiir-low 'its copper grating (lit. the cop
per grating that belongs to it)', Lev. 9:8, Judg. 3:20. 

The first constituent of the genitive construction may take a suffixed pronoun 
referring to the second constituent. In MH, where this anticipatory pronoun is 
common, its referent must be governed by siil, e.g., Sanhedrin 8:5 mi'lal+an 
siil:ar5sa~ i'n 'the death (of them,) of the wicked', Bet She'arim inscriptions 
>rwn+n slslwst bny+w slrby ywdn bn+w slrby my> sh 'the ossuary (of them,) of the 
three sons (of him,) of Rabbi Judan, the son (of him,) of Rabbi My'sh'. In BH, 
where it is rare, its referent is (with one exception, in Song 3:7) not governed by 
a preposition, e.g., Ezek. 42:14 b5llo>+am hak:ohdni'm 'upon the entering of 
(them,) the priests'. 

Modification of Verbal Nouns and Adjectives 
Verbal nouns can also be modified by genitive nouns, which may be underlying 
subjects or objects; in 2 Sam. 1:26, >ahdllal nasi'm 'love of women' is ambiguous. 
Adjectives, too, may be used in the genitive construction, whether they function 
as nouns (e.g., 2 Kings 10:6 g5go1e' hd~i'r 'the grandees of the city') or not (e.g., 
Gen. 41:2 y5po WI mar>ii h 'beautiful of appearance', Ezek. 17:7 g5goWI k5napayim 
'great of wing' , Gittin 9: 8). Here too, the definite article which logically belongs 
to the whole phrase is attached to the genitive noun (see pp. 161-2). Thus, when 
y5poWI mar>iih (Gen. 41:2) and g5goWZ k5napayim (Ezek. 17:7) modify definite 
nouns, they become y5pOl ham:ar> iih (Gen. 41:4) and g5go WI hak:5napayim 
(Ezek. 17:3), literally 'beautiful of the appearance' and 'great of the wing'. 

The comparative degree of adjectives is expressed by means of an adverbial 
phrase introduced by the preposition minlmiC: 'from, away from', e.g., Judg. 
14: 18 malo wi- mid:5llas 'sweet beyond honey' , Niddah 2:7. In MH, this adverbial 
may be strengthened by placing the word yo WIer 'more' before it (not before the 
adjective, as in Modem Hebrew). 

The superlative, too, is expressed syntactically, e.g., Song 1:8 hay:apah 

ban:asi'm 'the fair(est) among women', Deut. 28:54. In MH and sometimes in 
BH, the relative conjunction is inserted before the preposition, e.g., 2 Sam. 7:9, 
Pesal,1im 9:8 hay:apiih sii+b:ahiin 'the fair( est) among them'. 
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Word Order 

Within the Noun Phrase 
Attributive modifiers (with the exception of some quantifiers; see p. 154) follow 
their heads in a fairly predictable order: (1) genitive nouns; (2) possessive pro
noun; (3) adjectives; (4) demonstrative pronoun/adjective; (5) relative clauses. In 
LBH, (3) and (4) may be reversed, e.g., 2 Chron. 1: 1 0, Esther 9:29. 

Put differently, adjectives and relative clauses may not separate the immediate 
constituents of a genitive phrase; they must follow the last genitive noun or pro
noun. Thus, both the wide scope modifier of 1 Kings 6:24 kinaPr. hak:aru "?lm. 
has:eniYlf. 'the secondc. wingf. of the cherubm.' and the narrow scope modifier of 
1 Kings 6:27 uW/snaPr. hak:aruwflm. has:eniYm. 'and a wingf. of the secondm. 
cherubm.' come after the word for 'cherub'. However, adjectives which are inside 
the genitive noun phrase and, thus, do not separate it from its head are permitted, 
at least in MH, e.g., Bava Me~i'a 1:5 me$iY>al b5now u"?lit:ow hag:agoWWm 
wacafldow wasip/:uilOw ht'jCiYflriYm 'an object found by (lit. the find of) his big son 
or daughter or his Hebrew manservant or maidservant'. 

When both wide and narrow scope modifiers are present, the latter come first 
(as in Arabic), e.g., Deut. 5:24, 21:6, 28:58, 31:16 [>JloheY ne/sar] [hlPdra$] 
[>asar huMP bd' sdm:di [b5ldrboj '[the alien gods]-[ofthe land] [which they are 
about to enter]-[in their midst], ('in their midst' modifies 'the alien gods'!), Ps. 
86:2. 

With some genitive types, the phrase-final placement of adjectives managed to 
survive the transition to circumlocution with sal. Thus, some of the MH counter
parts of Esther 8:15 calaral zdhdfl gagoWldh 'a large crown (made) of gold' (gen
itive of material) exhibit the old order, with the adjective at the end: Rosh 
Hashanah 2:3 kalownsowl siil:d>iiriiz >aruk:iYm 'long poles of cedar', Nega'im 
14:1. Others have the adjective after the first noun: Tamid 3:6, Kelim 25:7 
C areYfldh gago Wid "'siil:dc e$ 'a large kneading-trough of wood'. This order is found 
already in Ezek. 40:40 hak:dlep hd>al)iiriil >asiir 15>uldm has:acar 'the other side 
of the gate's vestibule'. 

Within the Non-verbal Clause 
In BH (and sometimes in MH too), predicative adjectives come before their sub
ject in verbless clauses, except in those beginning with wa+ (circumstantial, con
cessive, and parenthetical clauses, e.g., Gen. 13:13, 18:11,29:17, Yevamot 13:1) 
or the presentatives hin:eh/hiilo'. Thus, in asking Jacob for lentils Esau says kiY 
Cdyep >dno/siY 'for I am famished' (Gen. 25:30) with the adjective first, but in the 
previous verse (25:29) the account of Esau returning home uses a circumstantial 
clause with the adjective second: way:dflo' cddw min-has:d4iih wa+hu'" cdyep 
'and Esau came in from the field famished (lit. and he was famished)'. 

When the predicate adjective is modified by an adverbial, the predicate is often 
split, with the adjective preceding the subject and the adverbial following, e.g., 
Gen. 3:6,12:14, Deut. 7:17, Josh. 9:22,1 Sam. 29:9, Avot 4:17. This order seems 
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to be very ancient, since it is also reflected in the morphology of the stative per
fect. Thus, 1 Sam. 15:17 fsdfon >at:ah haceYniiY/sa 'small are you in your (own) 
eyes' would have had the same order and meaning had it been expressed by a stat
ive verb in the perfect: fsdton+ta hac eYniiYlsti (not attested, but see Gen. 32: II). 

Within the Verbal Clause 
BH verbal sentences are basically VSO, but there are numerous exceptions. Ver
bal circumstantial and concessive clauses, like the non-verbal ones discussed on 
p. 165, begin with the conjunction w5+ followed by the subject (e.g., Gen. 18:13, 
24:31). 

Other exceptions involve focused elements, which are moved to the beginning 
of the clause, e.g., Gen. 37:4, Deut. 6:13 >iil-Y. >lilohiiYlsti tiYra' w5>Olow laCiiflog 
u ilismo W tis:afleac 'it is the Lord your God that you shall revere, and Him that you 
shall worship, and His name that you shall swear by', 13:5. When the focused el
ement is the subject of the verb, a redundant independent pronoun may be inserted 
before the verb, e.g., Deut. 1:38-39 y5hoWsuac ... huw' yaflo' sam:a h 

w5tap:5/siim ... hem:dh yaflo>u w sam:a h '( ••• you will not come there) Joshua ... 
he will come there ... and your children ... they will come there', ~iddushin 3:7. 

Similar devices are used to signal contrast between two clauses. In some cases, 
the inversion or independent pronoun is found only in the second of the two 
clauses, e.g., Gen. 12:12 w5hdr5guW >olil wPotdlf y5J:zay:uw 'and they shall kill 
me, but you, they will let live' (contrast Num. 22:33), Gen. 33:16-17, Exod. 
33:23, Gen. 42:8 wayak:er yosep >iit->ii/:zdYw w5hem 10' hik:iruhuw 'Joseph recog
nized his brothers but they did not recognize him'. In other cases, the first clause 
mimics the second, e.g., Gen. 41:13 >opY hesiYfl cal-kan:iYwPolo w lald h 'me, he 
restored to my post, and him, he hanged' (contrast Gen. 40:21-22), Gen. 34:21, 
Deut. 23:21, 1 Kings 12:11, Judg. 14:16, Ezek. 33:25, Jon. 4:10-11 (for the last 
three, see p. 167). Sometimes, the inverted second clause exhibits the topic-com
ment construction, e.g., Exod. 9:20-21, 2 ehron. 10:16-17; see p. 168. 

Agreement 
Verbs and predicate adjectives agree with their subjects in number and gender; at
tributive adjectives agree with their heads in definiteness as well. Demonstrative 
adjectives, being inherently definite, differ from most other attributive adjectives 
in discriminating between two kinds of definite heads: those with the definite ar
ticle and those with a suffixed pronoun. Demonstratives take a redundant definite 
article with the former type but not with the latter, e.g., had:5flariYm hd>e/:iih 

'these words' vs. d5flaray > el:iih 'these words of mine'. 
In all periods, collectives may take either singular or plural concord, but in LBH 

and MH the plural prevails. In SBH, there is much variation, even within a single 
verse or adjacent verses, e.g., Josh. 6:20, Judg. 9:36-37; attributive adjectives are 
consistently singular even when other modifiers are plural, e.g., Num. 14:35, 
Judg. 2:10,2 Sam. 13:34 Cam-rab hol5/siYm 'a large crowd was (lit. were) com
ing'. For the non-agreement of passive verbs, see p. 160. 
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In BH, the rules of agreement often depend on the word order, i.e., on whether 
the verb comes before the subject or not. This is the case with coordinate noun 
phrases (compound subjects). In the book of Esther, the phrase ham:iiliifs, 
wiluimtin 'the King and Haman' appears five times as a subject, four times fol
lowing a singular verb and once preceding a plural verb. There is no categorical 
rule requiring a verb preceding a compound subject to be singular, but when it is, 
it agrees in gender with the closer conjunct, e.g, Esther 9:29,31, Gen. 33:7, Shab
bat 11 :6, and Sanhedrin 1 :6. 

The clearest evidence of the influence of word order on agreement in BH comes 
from the many cases where we find singular verbs preceding the subject and plural 
verbs following it (in a subsequent clause). This is found with compound subjects 
(e.g., Gen. 9:23, 14:8,21:32,24:50,61,31:14,33:7 [bis], 34:20, 44:14, Num. 
12:1-2,1 Sam. 27:8) and with collectives (e.g., Exod. 1:20,4:31,17:2 [contrast 
17:3],20:14,32:1,31,33:10, Lev. 9:24, Josh. 6:20,1 Kings 18:39). 

Modifiers of genitive phrases occasionally exhibit the force of attraction, agree
ing with the adjacent genitive noun instead of its head, e.g., Exod. 26:26 (contrast 
26:27), Josh. 7:21,1 Sam. 2:4, 2 Kings 1:13 sar f:u'imis:iYm siliSiYm 'a third captain 
of fifty'. 

Interrogation, Affirmation, and Negation 
Yes-no questions are introduced by hii+ - 0, e.g., 1 Kings 2: 13 hiisalo wm bo)iifs,d 
'do you come in peace?' vs. 1 Sam. 16:4 salom bow)iifs,d 'you come in peace?'. 
Omission of the particle is especially common in astonished rhetorical questions 
which follow from a premise, e.g., Judg. 11:23, 14:16 hin:eh WalliY uWPim:iY 10> 
hig:agtiYwilafs, )ag:iYg 'my father and my mother I haven't told and you I should 
tell?!', 1 Sam. 25:10-11, 2 Sam. 11:11,2 Kings 19:11, Jer. 25:29,45:4-5,49:12, 
Ezek. 18:11-13,33:25, Jon. 4:11 vs. Num. 32:6 and Ezek. 20:30-31. Such ques
tions serve as the apodosis of a fortiori arguments, substituting for assertions in
troduced by ) aft ki Y 'all the more so' . 

Hebrew originally had no word for 'yes'; MH hiYn 'yes' is an Aramaic loan
word, while in Gen. 30:34 hen is an Aramaism in the mouth of an Aramean. Af
firmative answers to yes-no questions consist of a restatement of the question in 
positive terms with change of person (first to second and vice versa) but not of 
word order. The answer is often simplified through deletion of all but its first 
word; thus, the affirmative reply to hayga(tiim )iil-Iallan biin-nal:lOwr 'do you 
know Laban son of Nahor?' (Gen. 29:5) is just yaga(nuW 'we know' (not 'we 
know him') and the answer to hii/r-owlifs,a ziih 'is that your voice, (my son David)?' 
(1 Sam. 26:17) is /r-ow[iY 'my voice, (my lord king)'. 

Answers to other types of questions follow the word order of the question, in 
which the questioned element comes first, e.g., Gen. 37:15-16, Josh. 9:8-9, Judg. 
15:10,1 Sam. 28:11,13,2 Sam. 1:3, Jer. 1:11, Yadayim 4:4. 

In all periods, the most common negation is 10>. In addition, there are a number 
of specialized negations, including) eYn for verbless clauses, ) al for volitives, BH 
biltiYfor infinitives (see p. 170), BH !iiriim 'not yet' (normally takes the imper-
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fect, regardless of the tense), MH /d'w 'not so' (in >im /d'w 'otherwise') and MH 
negative polarity words like kalu wm 'anything' and mec 0 WZam 'ever (in the past)'. 

The scope of 10' is highly variable in BH. We find it negating single words, e.g., 
Deut. 32:2110' ->el ... 10' .cam 'a non-god ... a non-folk', Jer. 5:7. We also find it 
negating compound and complex sentences with a scope so wide that it is difficult 
to reproduce in normal English, e.g., Gen. 31:27 lam:ah ... 10'-[hig:a4ta l:iY 
wa>iiSal:ei)iilsd Msiml)dh u1?siriYm] 'why ... did (it) not (happen that) [you told 
me (you were leaving) and so I sent you off with festive music]', Lev. 10:17 
mad:uwac lo'[->ii/saltiim >iil-hai)at:a'l bim/s-owm ha/s-:odiis kiY /s-odiis Is-ddasiYm hi""] 
'why did (it) not (happen that) [you ate the sin offering in the sacred area because 
it is most holy]?', 2 Sam. 18:11, 19:22, Jer. 20:17. 

Scope ambiguity of the negation is common. The phrase 10' yu wma1 X kiY ••• , 

which occurs in 2 Sam. 19:22 with wide scope 10' ('it is not the case that [X shall 
be put to death because ... ]'), occurs in 1 Sam. 11: 13 and Lev. 19:20 with narrow 
scope 10' ('X shall not be put to death, because ... ') (cf. also Gen. 31:27 vs. Ps. 
81: 12-13). Word order can sometimes be used to disambiguate. Thus, the seman
tic difference between Ps. 9: 19 10' lanii~ai) yis:a/sai) 'not forever will he be forgot
ten' and Ps. 119:93 [;jcowlam lo'->iiskai) 'forever will I not forget = I will never 
forget' is made clear by word order, but not the semantic difference between Ps. 
74:19 >al-tiskai) /dnii~ai) 'do not forget forever' and Ps. 15:510' yim:oWt Wowlam 
'he will never be shaken'. In MH, there is no ambiguity: 10' ... lacowlam always 
means 'never'. 

Conjunction 

Coordination 
The boundary between coordination and subordination in BH is not as sharp as in 
English. Semantic relations which are normally made explicit through subordina
tion are occasionally expressed less precisely in BH by coordination, e.g. Gen. 
44:22 wacazall >iir->alliYw wamel 'he will leave his father and he will die' (entail
ment; contrast 1 Cbron. 28:9 wa>im taCazlliin:uw 'and if you leave him'), Exod. 
10:13 hab:o/s-iir hayahwaruwai) ha/s-:adiYm nasa' >iil-hd>arbiih 'morning came and 
the east wind brought the locusts' (simultaneity; contrast Exod. 19:16 bihyot 
hab:o/s-iir 'as morning came'). 

The ubiquitous wa+ is normally considered the main coordinating conjunction, 
but it is not restricted to that role. In all periods, it frequently serves to connect a 
main clause to a previous subordinate clause (e.g., the waw apodosis in Lev. 6:21 
and SO!ah 8:1) and a comment to its topic (e.g., Jer. 6:19 walowral;Yway:im>iisuw-
llah 'and as for my Torah, they rejected it', Shabbat 16:6). And in all periods, it is 
used regularly to connect subordinate clauses of one type (circumstantial) to the 
main clauses which they modify (see Circumstantial Clauses, p. 169). If it is used 
less commonly to introduce subordinate clauses of other types, that is only be
cause they have their own, more specific, conjunctions which pre-empt it. But 
when for some reason those other conjunctions are not used, it is always on hand 
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to fill the void, e.g., Gen. 11:4 (instead of relative >asar), Gen. 42:10 (instead of 
adversative kiY; cf. 42:12), and Gen. 47:6 (instead of complementizing kiY). Final
ly and most remarkable of all, BH wa+ is not uncommon at the beginning of 
utterances or even whole books. 

Subordination 

Circumstantial Clauses 
In all periods, a clause may serve as a temporal adverbial even though it contains 
no word meaning 'while' but simply wa+ or nothing at all (e.g., Exod. 22: 13). In 
such a clause, the subject, if definite, will come first, whether the predicate is a 
perfect (e.g., Gen. 24:31), an active participle (e.g., Gen. 18:1, Bava Me~i'a 
4:10), a stative participle/adjective (e.g., Gen. 18:12, GiW.n 8:2, Yevamot 13:1), 
or a prepositional phrase (e.g., Lev. 7:20, Jer. 2:37, Ketubbot 12:3, GiHin 8:1). 

Conditional Clauses 
The most common conditional particle in all periods is >im 'if'. Others include BH 
lu w> MH >iYl:u w (counterfactual), BH lu wle'lluwleY > MH >iYl:uwleY (negative 
counterfactual), and MH >apiYl:uw 'even if'. 

Omission of the apodosis is permissible in contexts which allow the hearer to 
reconstruct it. When the speaker lays out two antithetical alternatives in condition
al form, the apodosis of the first conditional may be omitted if it is the one pre
ferred by the speaker and requires no further action, e.g., Gen. 4:7, Exod. 32:32 
> im-tis:a' I)at:a'lam wa> im > ayin mal)eni Y na' mis: ipra/sa > asar kdlal?ta 'if You will 
forgive their sin; but if not, erase me from Your book which You have written', 1 
Sam. 12:14-15, Makkot 1:1 (cf. also Dan. 3:15). In all of these cases, the apodosis 
of the first conditional is to be understood as towl? 'well and good' and/or a volitive 
formed from the verb of the protasis, as in Ruth 3:13 >im-yig>ale/s towl? yig>al 
wa>im 10' yal)po~ lagd>Jle/s uWg>altiYfs >ano/siY 'if he will redeem, good -let him 
redeem; but if he does not want to redeem for you, I will redeem for you myself'. 

Complement Clauses 
Complement clauses occur commonly as subjects of equational sentences and as 
objects of verbs and prepositions, but only rarely as subjects of verbs (except for 
those modified by the adverbial b5~eYneY X 'in the eyes of X'). Finite and non
finite types coexist in all periods, with the latter becoming relatively less frequent 
inMH. 

As subjects of equational sentences and objects of prepositions, the finite and 
non-finite types are in free variation (cf. Gen. 27:44-45 ~a4 >asar-tasuQ l)amal 
>al)iY/sd, ~a4-suQ >ap >al)iY/sd mim:a/sd 'until your brother's fury turns back, until 
the turning back of your brother's anger from you', where the two are in apposi
tion) or complementary distribution (see below). However, /ipneY 'before' takes 
only non-finite complements in all periods, while BH b5+taram 'before (lit. when 
not yet)' usually takes finite complements. Verbs, too, generally select one type 
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or the other. 
When a compound or complex noun sentence with two finite verbs is trans

formed into the complement of a preposition, and the first verb turns into an infin
itive, the second verb normally remains finite in BH, even though it is also 
governed by the preposition. It continues to bear the same relationship to the in
finitive that it did to the finite verb, whether it be consecutive (e.g., Gen. 39: 18 
kahiiriYmiY *0 wliYwa>ii*r('1' 'when 1 raised [lit. upon my raising] my voice and cried 
out'; cf. 39:15 hiiriYmoliY *owliYwa>ii*ra' 'I raised my voice and cried out'), cir
cumstantial (e.g., Gen. 44:30 k5go>iY >iil-(agd5!s& >agiY w5han:a(ar >eYniin:uw 
>it:anuw 'upon my coming to your servant, my father, the boy not being with us'; 
cf. 44:34 >eYfs, >ii(iIliih>iiPa!JiYw5han:a(ar >eYniin:uw >it:iY 'how can 1 go up to my 
father, the boy not being with me'), adversative (e.g., Exod. 12:27 b5nagpoW >iil
mi$rayim wPiil-bat:eYnu w hi$:?1 'when he smote [lit. at the time of his smiting] 
the Egyptians but saved our houses [lit. our houses he saved]' [note the inverted 
word order], 1 Sam. 24:11 [12]) or repetitive (e.g., Ezek. 13:8; contrast Ezek. 
25:6). 

BH grammars do not distinguish those non-finite usages that correspond to the 
English verbal noun from those that correspond to the English infinitive, calling 
them all infinitives. The complementizer ta/5+ (etymologically, but not syntacti
cally, identical to the preposition la/5+ 'to, for') is not considered an adequate ba
sis for distinguishing, since, in most of the environments which permit it, it is only 
optional (contrast Provo 21:9 to Wg la+siigiil (al-pin:al-gag 'to dwell on the corner 
of a roof is better ... ' with 25:24 to Wg siigiil (al-pin:al-gag 'dwelling on the corner 
of a roof is better ... ' and Deut. 22: 19 with Deut. 22:29). 

The MH situation is quite different, a sharp distinction having developed be
tween two types of non-finite complements: an infinitive and another type remi
niscent of the English verbal noun. The latter, frequently on the patterns C5CiYC&h 
(in *al) and CiC:uwI (in pi(el), is more noun-like than the former, appearing al
ready in the Bible with the definite article and even the plural ending. The infini
tive is the direct descendant of the old BH infinitive with the complementizer 
1&/5+. That complementizer has become obligatory and inseparable: BH mi+b:o W' 

> MH mi+/:agoW' '(prevent/refrain/delay) from/in coming', BH 15+giltiY «(isowl 
'to not do' > MH (sii+ )/:0' la«(isowl 'not to do'. 

The use of the infinitive rather than a finite complement in the imperfect was 
optional with some matrix verbs (contrast Demai 6:8 with Ketubbot 6:2, below, 
and Yevamot 9:3 with 13: 12) and obligatory with others; either way, it created a 
good deal of alternation between the infinitive and the imperfect, which, in tum, 
led to morphological contamination of the former by the latter. Thus, BH ta+lel > 
MH fiYt:en 'to give', due to alternations like Makkot 1:1 row$iih fiYt:en 'wants to 
give' - Avot 5: 13 ro w$ii h sii+y:it:en 'wants that he give'. Similarly, BH le+' mor > 
MH 10 wmar 'to say', due to alternations like Demai 6:8 yafs,o WI hu W' 10 wmar 'he is 
able to say' - Ketubbot 6:2 yafs,owl hu W' sii+y:o'mar 'he is able that he say'. 
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Relative Clauses 
In the fullest case relative clauses have a head, a relative conjunction (not a pro
noun) and a so-called "resumptive" pronoun, e.g., Gen. 9:3 ktil-ramas JaJar huw'_ 
/Jay 'every mobile thing such that it is alive', Deut. 18:21,22 had:dgdr JaJar 10'-
4ib:arowy. 'the thing such that the Lord did not say it', Gen. 28:13, Kil'ayim 5:1, 
Pe'ah 2:7. 

Under certain conditions, one or more of these may be omitted. When the nouns 
JiYJ 'person', ddgdr 'thing', and md~owm 'place' serve as the head, they may be 
omitted, leaving behind any preposition which governed them and/or the word kol 
'every', e.g., Exod. 35:23-24 wa/sdl-JiYJ JaJar nim~d' Jit:o w ... wa/sol JaJar nim~d' 
J it:o W 'and every person such that there was found with him ... and every [person] 
such that there was found with him ... ', Num. 31:23 ktil-ddfldr JaJar-ydgo' gdJeJ 
... wa/sol J aJar 10' -ydgo' bdJ eS ... 'every thing such that it withstands fire ... and 
every [thing] such that it does not withstand fire ... " Ruth 1: 16, Berakhot 6:7, Ye
vamot2:3. 

Resumptive pronouns which function as subject or object of the relative clause 
are commonly omitted in all periods, yielding the gap type of relative clause. This 
can create syntactic ambiguity. Thus, 2 Kings 19:12 hag:oWyim JaJar Jibii[uw 

Jago w[ay 'the nations that my ancestors destroyed' can also mean 'the nations that 
destroyed my ancestors' , since the use of the direct object marker is not obligatory 
(seep. 153). 

Resumptive pronouns attached to nouns (e.g., the possessive pronoun in Deut. 
28:49 goWy JaJar 10' -[iJma~ zaJonow 'a nation such that you do not understand its 
language', Ketubbot 4:3) may not be omitted, but resumptive pronouns attached 
to prepositions are occasionally omitted, especially in biblical poetry. When this 
occurs, the stranded preposition is normally omitted as well, e.g., Deut. 28:27,35 
Ja/JiYn ... JaJar lo'-[uw/sallaherdpe' 'an inflammation such that you will not be 
able to recover [from it]', Isa. 51:1 ~uwr /Ju~:agtam ... ma~:aga[ bowr nu~:artam 
'the rock [such that] you were hewn [from it] ... the quarry [such that] you were 
dug [from it]', Terumot 1 :2. In rare instances, we find the stranded preposition 
moved out of a headless relative clause and placed in front of JaJar, e.g., Gen. 
31:32 ~im JaJar tim~d' Ja[-JiilohiiY/sd 'with [the person] such that you find your 
gods (will not live) = the person such that you find your gods with him (will not 
live) vs. Gen. 44:9 J aJar yim:d~e' J it:o W , [the person] such that it is found with him 
(will die)', Num. 22:6, Ezek. 23:40. 

Asyndesis with a finite verbal predicate is common in biblical poetry, especial
ly when the antecedent of the relative clause is indefinite, e.g., Jer. 5: 15 go Wy 10'
[e4a~ laJonowwalo' [iJma~ ma h-y4ab:er 'a nation [such that] you do not know its 
language and you do not understand what they are saying' (contrast Deut. 28:49, 
above). It is far less common in biblical prose and non-existent in the Mishnah. In 
the linguistically modernized version of Isaiah found at Qumran many of the asyn
detic relative clauses of the Masoretic version have been eliminated through the 
activity of MH-speaking scribes who found them difficult to understand. 

Hebrew has considerable flexibility in forming relative clauses. It allows types 
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whose English counterparts are ungrammatical, e.g., Exod. 33:1, Josh. 13:21-22 
siY/:town rnaliits Jui>limoriY >asiir [hik:a h mosiih >O!Ow w;Pii!-n;WY>eY migyan ... 
w;Pii!-bWam biin-bi~owr ... Juiragu W llaneY-yisra>el ... ] 'Sihon king ofthe Amor
ites such that [Moses smote him and the Midianite chiefs ... and the Israelites slew 
Balaam son of Beor], , 1 Sam. 25:11 >anasiYm >asiirlo' ya4a~tiY >eY miz:iih hem:ah 
'men such that I know not where they are from'. 

It also allows relative clauses to contain multiple resumptive pronouns, e.g. 
Deut 8:9 > iirii~ > asiir > aMnii'hd llarziil u wmehdrarii'hd ta/:t~oll na/:tosii! 'a land 
such that its rocks are iron and from its hills you shall hew copper', 11 :6, A vot 
3:17, and - with asyndesis - Jer. 5:15 (see above). Sometimes the first of these 
pronouns will be omitted but not the second, yielding a hybrid of the gap and pro
noun retention types, e.g., Gen. 26:18, Deut. 4:46-47, Jer. 28:3, Ezra 1:7. 

BH permits the formation of relative clauses with two different antecedents, as 
long as they are immediate constituents of the same genitive noun phrase, e.g., 
Gen. 24:24 biin-mi/kdh > asiir yaUgah 'the son of Milkah such that she bore [him]' , 
2 Sam. 16:23 ~a~a! >a/:tiY!opiil >asiir ya~a~ 'the advice of Ahithophel such that he 
gave [it]' (contrast 17:7 hd(e~ah>asiir ya~a~ >a/:tiY!opiil 'the advice such that Ahi
thophel gave [it]), Gen. 45:27, Exod. 5:14, Deut. 5:24, 1 Kings 15:30, 2 Kings 
17:22, Ps. 107:2. 

In addition, BH does not require the resumptive pronoun to be in the 3rd person. 
In syndetic relative clauses modifying the nominal predicate of a 1 st or 2nd person 
pronoun, the resumptive pronoun is normally in the same person, e.g., Judg. 13:11 
ha>at:ah hd>iYs >asiir-dib:artd >iil-h(Pis:ah 'are you the man such that you spoke 
to the woman?' The same is true of syndetic relative clauses modifying a vocative 
noun but not asyndetic ones; contrast Isa. 41:8 with 44: 1. 

Finally, it is worth noting that biblical style has no aversion to sentences 
crammed full of relative clauses. Deut. 11 :2-7, with its ten relative clauses em
bedded at four different levels within a complement clause embedded at a fifth 
level, is probably about as close as one can come to infinite recursion in the real 
world. 

Notes 
Our italicized transliteration of the Masoretic pointing is based on the views of the 
Masoretes themselves rather than those of later theoreticians like Joseph ~imbi. 
Thus, we distinguish seven vowel qualities: . i, .. e, .,' ii, _ a, • a, . 0, ... u. (The 
choice of Swedish a and ii to represent • and .. is based, in part, on parallels in the 
historical development of these vowels.) We indicate quantity in ,a"n Ii, _, a, and 
., d, but the superscript letter in '. iY, etc. does not represent length. Whenever a 
letter is left unpointed in the Masoretic text of the Bible (mainly N > , i1 h, , w, and 
, y, but in several instances :!l ~ and tV s), we indicate that fact using superscript 
signs: " h, w, and Y. The Masoretes viewed all such letters as quiescent, unlike 
~imbi, who considered some of them to be markers of vowel length. 
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10 Phoenician and the 
Eastern Canaanite 
Languages 

Stanislav Segert 

Hebrew (see Chapter 9), Phoenician, languages of the area east of the Jordan 
River: Ammonite, Moabite and Edomite, moreover Ugaritic (see Chapter 8) and 
early Canaanite words and constructions in the Akkadian texts of El-Amama, 
Egypt, constitute the Canaanite branch of Semitic. Except for Hebrew, they all 
died out in antiquity and were forgotten till the inscriptions were deciphered, from 
the eighteenth century on (many were found in the nineteenth century, some re
cently). In the Eastern Mediterranean, Phoenician was used until the first century 
BeE. In North Africa it survived until the fifth century CEo 

As against the well-attested Hebrew, its Canaanite neighbors are only known 
from a few hundreds of epigraphic sources (i.a. seals) from the first half of the 
first millennium BCE, many of them fragmentary or short. From the presumably 
rich literature of the Phoenicians, the inventors of the alphabetic script, nothing 
survived in the original. Many thousands of inscriptions, most of them the same 
type of votive formulae, have survived in North Africa, mostly at Carthage (in to
day's Tunisia), destroyed by the Romans in 146 BCE, written in the late Phoeni
cian dialect, Punic. A few of these are in Greek or Latin letters. The Roman 
playwright Plautus inserted a Punic conversation, in Latin script, in his play 
Poenulus (about 200 BCE). 

The Phoenicians lived roughly in the territory which is Lebanon today. Through 
colonization, they exported their language to other areas of the Mediterranean. 
Besides the ancient dialect of Byblos and the conservative homeland Phoenician, 
written in a strictly consonantal spelling, the dialect of Cyprus shows some differ
ences. The Punic dialect developed in Carthage around the middle of the first mil
lennium BCE. After its destruction, Late Punic (or Neo-Punic) was used for many 
more centuries in North Africa and in Sardinia. Two inconsistently used writing 
systems were introduced for Punic, where vowels were indicated by originally 
consonantal letters. 

174 
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All the languages mentioned in this chapter were forgotten. Only in the eight
eenth century was the Phoenician alphabet deciphered. The close relationship of 
these languages to Biblical Hebrew helped a great deal. Many important texts 
were discovered in the nineteenth century, e.g. the inscription of Mesha, king of 
Moab, but even recent times enriched the inventory, such as the Ammonite in
scriptions. 

The following abbreviations will be used below: Ph. (Phoenician), Pu. (Punic), 
LPu. (Late Punic), OBy. (Old Byblian), Cy. (Cyprus dialect), A (Ammonite), 
Mo. (Moabite), E (Edomite), Heb. (Hebrew), Ug. (Ugaritic). Italics are used 
only for words attested in the ancient texts, while reconstructed forms are indicat
ed by roman letters. Greek and Latin sources are distinguished by using lower case 
and capital letters respectively. 

Semitic characters: italic 
Greek and Latin characters: sans serif italic 

Phonology 

The Consonants 
The twenty-two letters of the alphabet invented by the Phoenicians are adequate 
to render the Canaanite consonant system tabulated below: 

h 

lJ 
q g k 

S y 

~ z s 
t d t r n 

b p m w 

Changes a/Consonants 
Spirantization can be observed only in Punic: for '1', both anec and anech appear 
in the Poenulus text. Preconsonantal n was mostly assimilated to the following 
consonant, even if -n belonged to a preceding closely connected word: mn 'from', 
A m~lt 'from Elat [goddess]', Mo. mClm 'from the age', also in Byblian: bn 'son 
of' - byJ:tmlk 'son of YelJimilk'; Late Punic has exceptions: mn$bt 'stela'. 

The laryngeal *h could be changed to y by partial assimilation to a contiguous 
i in Phoenician and Punic as in the causative prefix *hi- > yi-, e.g. Cy. yqdst 'I con
secrated', or some forms ofthe sg. 3m./f. suffix pronoun: *-h- > -iy-, OBy. msp!h 
'of his rule', but Cy. ~by 'his father'. 

Evidence of Vowels 
Phoenician used no signs for vowels. In the latest period of Punic two systems of 
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using consonantal letters for vowels were introduced. One used phonetically re
lated consonants: y for IiI, w for luI, ~ for Ia/ and ~ for various vowels. The other 
system followed the Latin model of using originally consonantal Semitic letters: 
y for Ii/, h for leI, ~ for/a/, ~ for 101 and w for luI. 

The Moabite and Ammonite vowel marking corresponds to the Hebrew use of 
matres lectionis: y for li:/, w for lu:1 and -h for long final vowels l-a:1 and l-e:/. 

Diphthongs 
It is not always clear where -w- or -y- between two consonant letters indicate diph
thongs I-aw-I or I-ay-/, or the results of their monophthongization: 1-0:-1 or I-e:-I 
respectively. Even information available in other scripts may be ambiguous, e.g. 
the Phoenician words quoted from SanchuniatOn in the Greek book by Philo of 
Byblos: mot and mouth 'death', baity/on and bety/on from *bayt- > *bet 'house'. 
The sg. 3m. pronoun suffix 1-0:1 developed from *-a(h)u: By. ~dtw 'his lady', Pu. 
q P , kay/a 'his voice'. 

Reduced and Assimilated Vowels 
Some Greek and Latin transcriptions of Punic words may point to the existence of 
reduced vowels, indicated by the Greek letter Y: ys, sy 'which'. Assimilation of 
vowels to vowels may be observed as well: u-ulech 'the visitor' « *(h)a-). 

The Canaanite Shift 
Primary and secondary long *a: led to 10:1 as in Hebrew. In the alphabetic script 
this marked by·the letter w: A ~mwn 'Ammon', proper name E ~qbwr 'Aqbor'; 
place name Mo. daibon. The element -u- in the Assyrian cuneiform writing also 
indicates the pronounciation [0:]. 

This shift went farther in Phoenician. *a > 0: and long *a: > u:. A convenient 
example is the word for 'Aion, eternity' Pu:lo:m/, written in Greek letters as 
au/amos, cf. Heb. ~olii.m « *~a:lam), cf. sufet(es). 

Morphology 

Pronouns 

Independent Personal Pronouns 

• Sg. 1 appears in the longer form: Ph., Pu. ~nky, Ph., Mo. ~nk, Pu. anec and 
anech. 
Sg. 2m./f. are written in Ph. ~t. 

• The written form h~ is used for sg. 3m./f. in Phoenician, Punic and Moabite. 
In Late Punic hy is attested for sg. 3f. The Punic form of sg. 3m. hymay be 
understood as an indication of *hu > [htl:]. Old Byblian has h~t for 'he' in 
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the nominative (cf. Ug. hwt). 
o PI. 1 ) nl:tn does not indicate the character of the final vowel. 
o No pI. 2 forms are attested. 
o PI. 3 hmt is used for m. in Phoenician, f. in Cyprus dialect. Moabite hm ap

pears as an object after a verb. 

Personal Pronoun Suffues after Nouns and Prepositions 

Sg.l written as -y may be reconstructed as /i:/ in Moabite, Ammonite and in 
Punic donni 'my lord', with pI. f. bynuthi 'my daughters'. In Northern Phoe
nician the pronoun is not written in the nominative, e.g. Jab 'my father' 
(*/-i:/), but it is in the genitive: )by 'of my father' (*/i(y)aI). 

o Sg. 2m. Ph. and E -k. Sg. 2f. LPu. -kyo 
o The sg. 3m. is written -h in Moabite and Ammonite, but Phoenician and Pu

nic have -h *-ih for the genitive, zero in the accusative in Northern Phoeni
cian, perhaps *-0: written -w in Old Byblian. In later Phoenician and Punic 
-y may stand for *-yu < *-hu. The Punic form -0: is written as ); koy/a 'his 
voice'; in Late Punic also _c. Late Punic also has -y) and often *-im: bnm, 
binim 'his son'. 

o Sg. 3f.: Mo. and By. -h, Ph. -y, MPh. zero (*-a?), Pu. -), LPu. ) (C), byne 
'herson', -m. 

o PI. 1c. Ph. and Pu. -n, LPu. rbtn and rybathOn 'our lady'. 
o PI. 2 not attested in Phoenician, -km in Moabite. 
o PI. 3m. -m in Phoenician and Punic; Late Punic bunom 'their son'; Cy. and 

Pu. -nm, e.g. Cy. nlJ,tnm 'their repose'. 

Forms attached to duals and plurals with masculine ending may differ in writing 
from those with singular and feminine plurals: sg.lc. -y; *-ay. Sg. 2m. LPu. 
(b)aiaem 'in his life'. 

Personal pronouns suffixed to particles are the same as above: Ii 'to me' (Ph. 
ly), (sy/)/ohom '( which belongs) to them' . 

Object pronouns attached to verbs differ from the possessive suffixes in sg. 1: 
-n (* -ni:), e.g. Ph. pClt-n 'she made me'. 

Deictic Pronouns 

Demonstratives 
Near demonstratives are derived from the base *8- > z- in both Phoenician and oth
er Canaanite languages. In later Phoenician and Punic other sibilants are also writ
ten: sg. m. 'this' z, )z, Cy. zC, later s, st, syth. The same forms are used for sg. 2f. 
in Phoenician and Punic, but z)t in Moabite. Older Phoenician dialects have zn. 
The pl.c. 'these' is written Ph. and Pu. )l, LPu. i/y. 

Distant demonstratives are identical with the 3rd person personal pronoun: h 
'that', hmt those'. 
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The Definite Article 
Its original fonn was *ha with doubling of the subsequent consonant. This doub
ling is attested in LPu. <mmqm for ham-m- 'the place'. In older stages ofPhoeni
cian, Punic, Moabite, Ammonite and Edomite the article is written as h-. 

In Ammonite the initial *ha- was weakened or eliminated, as indicated by the 
use of other letters, > -, < -, IJ- or by the initial vowel in Greek and Latin transcrip
tions amathed 'the gift', aelichot 'the hospitality'. Vowel assimilation is found in 
Punic: uulech 'the guest' . 

Determinative/Relative Pronouns 
Phoenician and Punic have >s, YS, ys, s<, sy, si, OBy. z- 'which'. 

Interrogative Pronouns 
The pronoun 'who?' is m- in Phoenician (cf. Old Canaanite El-Amarna mi-ya), 
my mi in Punic. 

'What' is also written m- in Phoenician. The Punic fonn in Latin letters and 
prosthetic vowel ymupoints at an original *ma: > mu:. 

The Indefinite Pronoun 
The fonn mnm 'anything' in Phoenician and Punic resembles U g. mnm and Akka
dian mi:numme:. 

Nouns 

Formation 

Short Roots 
This is a very limited set. 

• Monoconsonantal: Ph. pry) 'mouth', s 'sheep'. 
• Biconsonantal: kinship tenns Mo., A, E, Ph. >b 'father'; Ph., Mo., A bn, Pu. 

bn, byn (*biin) 'son'; body parts: Mo., A, Ph. yd, LPu. yadem (du.) 'hand'. 

Triconsonantal Roots 
The monosyllabic base CVCC survived before a vowel; otherwise an anaptyctic 
vowel was inserted between the last two root consonants: * surS > syris 'root'. 

Due to the very rare use of vowel letters in the Canaanite script, the various 
types of triconsonantal groups cannot be recognized; some infonnation is provid
ed in other scripts, e.g. the pattern qu:tel used for active participles: spt, pI. 
sufet(es) 'judge'. Likewise, doubled consonants cannot be identified, but Late Pu
nic has ymman(ai) 'craftsman'. 

Quadriconsonantal Roots 
Reduplicated biconsonantal base in Phoenician: glgl 'wheel', with reduced second 
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radical *kbkb (as in Ugaritic) > kkb (cf. Heb. ko:ka:b) 'star', E proper name blbl. 

Nouns with Prefixes and Afformatives 
The most common prefix, with various functions, is m(V)-: LPu. myqds 'sacred 
place', Mo. mslt (f., rootsll) 'road'. Ph. mqm. Pu. macom 'place' (rootqwm), Ph. 
mmlkt 'kingdom'. A mqn- 'possession' (root qny). 

The prefix t- is used mostly in feminine nouns: LPu. tkPt, thyc/eth 'expense'. 
Initial' may indicate a prosthetic vowel: Ph. )gdd(m) 'band(s)', or a prefix: Ph., 

Pu. )rb( 'four'. 
The prefix ( probably indicates intensity, "very numerous" used as in the word 

for 'mouse' (kbr; it serves as a proper name in Phoenician, Punic and Ammonite. 
The most frequent afformative is -n: *-a:n > -o:n, later -u:n: Ph. 'dn, Pu. 

donn(i), LPu. adoyn 'lord'. 

The Feminine Ending 
The ending -t may directly follow a consonant or be preceded by a vowel: -a/

i:/-u:t. 
After a consonant: Pu. mysyrth 'righteousness', Pu. passive participle byrychth, 

berict 'blessed'; assimilating a preceding -n-: Ph. 'Imt 'widow'); Ph. and Mo. (as 
in the North Israelite ostraca of Samaria): st 'year' « *snt). 

In Moabite and most probably in Ammonite, -t appears in the absolute state, 
Mo. (h)mslt 'the highway'. In Phoenician and Punic -at becomes -o:t: -mil-ku-ut
ti (for -milko:t) 'queen'. Construct state Ph. khnt 'priestess', Pu. amot- 'maid ser
vant'. 

Abstract nouns have the ending: -V:t, Ph. )t: r'st 'first quality', 'bt 'father
hood'. 

States 
The written forms of the construct state ('NOUN of') and the absolute state (other 
contexts) can be clearly distinguished in the duals and masculine plurals, see pp. 
179-180 for examples. 

Number 

Singular 
No special marker. 

Dual 
The original marker *-ay was monophthongized to -e:. In the absolute state, Phoe
nician has a further -m, Mo.: -no Ph. construct state (n 'two eyes of', Pu. absolute 
state iadem 'two hands'; Ph. snm, Pu. (I)isnim 'two'. The feminine marker pre
cedes this: Pu. m'tm, Mo. m'tn '200', NL qrytn 'twin cities'. 
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Plural 
Masculine absolute state has the ending Ph., Pu., A -i:m, Mo. -i:n: Ph., A >Im 
'gods', Pu. gubulim '(boundaries» territory'; Mo. ymn 'days'. Phoenician of 
Arslan Tash has both: > 1m 'gods', qdsn 'the holy ones'. 

The noun for 'heaven' is a plural with endings similar to those of the dual, Ph. 
smm, sa-ma-me, LPu. samen. 

The pI. m. construct state ending is the same as the dual -e:: Mo. ymy 'days 
(of)', Pu. phene, LPu. pn( Ipn> 'faces (of)'. 

The pI. f. has -t in both states, for -o:t in Moabite and Ammonite, -u:t in Phoe
nician: Mo. abs. gbrt 'women', A abs. and Ph. snt, LPu. sanuth 'years'. In Punic 
the plural of words for deities can be extended by -o:n-: >Inm, alunim 'gods', 
alon(i)uth 'goddesses'. 

Normally, nouns have endings of the same gender in the singular and in the plu
ral. For some nouns, both kinds of endings are attested. Some feminine nouns 
with no feminine marker have feminine plurals: Ph. >r$Pr$t 'land/s', Mo. mgdl 
'tower', mgdlt(h) 'its towers'. Masculine nouns with pI. f. endings: Ph. sm 'name', 
pI. LPu. sm(t. Feminine nouns with pI. m. endings: Ph. >bn 'stone' (f. with no f. 
ending), pI. Pu. >bnm. Masculine nouns with both endings: Ph. ym 'day', pI. Ph. 
ymm, Mo. ymn, but OBy. ymt, Pu. ymmoth, Aywmt. Note Ph. p(m 'foot', pI. Pu. 
p(mm 'feet', butp(m>t '(14) times'. 

Case Endings 
Case endings are indicated (1) in proper names in the cuneiform script: ma-ti-nu
ba-(-Ii, lit. 'Gift of Baal', with nominative -u and genitive -i, from the ninth cen
tury BCE; cf. ma-ta-am-ba-a-al with no case marking, from the seventh century 
BCE; (2) with a sg. lc. possessive ending: Ph. nominative >b 'my father' for 
*[abi:], genitive >by 'of my father' for *[abiya]. (3) Punic words in Latin and 
Greek letters show case distinctions as well: genitive (governed by a preposition) 
/i-binim 'to his son', accusative koylo 'his voice' (0 < -ahu). 

Adjectives 
Morphologically they behave like substantives, e.g. Pu. Ibn, labon 'white', pI. m. 
Ph. A rbm, Mo. rbn 'great, numerous'. They can be derived from geographic 
names by means of the nisbe *-iy: Ph. $dnyl$dntl$dn(y)m 'Sidonian (m./f./pI.)', 
Cy. qrtlJ,dsty 'Carthaginian'. 

Numerals 

Cardinal Numerals 
Numbers are mostly spelled out in words in Phoenician and Moabite. The short 
Ammonite and Edomite texts have number signs. 

1 (an adjective) m.: Pu. >lJ,d, LPu.lJ,d; f.: Pu. >lJ,t 
2 . (nouns in the dual) m. abs. Ph. snm, LPu. (I)isnim, construct state Pu. 
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sn. For the gender of numerals 3-10 see Agreement Rules, p. 185 for 
polarity. 

3 Ph. m. sist, f. sis, LPu. s( is, salus 
4 Ph. )rb«(t) 
5 Ph. /:!ms(t) 
6 Ph. ss(t) 
7 Pu. and Mo. sb( t 
8 Ph. smn, smnh 
9 Pu. ts( 

10 Ph. and Pu. (sr(t), LPu. (srt 
20 Pu. (srm, LPu. ysrim 
30 Ph. sism, Mo. sisn 

100 Ph. and Mo. m) t 
200 Pu. m)tm, Mo. m)tn 
300 Ph. SIS m) t 

1,000 Ph. and Mo. )ip 

Composite numbers were in Phoenician most often connected by w- 'and', e.g. 
Pu.)sr wsnm '12'. A numeral may take a suffixed pronoun: LPu. )rbtnm 'four of 
them'. 

Ordinal Numbers 
In Phoenician, ordinal numbers were fonned by means of the derivational suffix 
*-iy: (cf. Adjectives, above): Ph. sny 'second', Pu. )rb(y 'fourth'. 

Expression/or 'all' 
The substantive for 'all' appears in the absolute state in Ph. ki, more frequently in 
the construct state Ph. and Mo. kl, Pu. chll, chyt, also with suffixed pronouns: LPu. 
kP 'all of him'. 

Verbs 

Categories 
Verbal roots consist of three consonants. They are preserved in strong verbs. In 
various classes of weak verbs either some root consonants were changed or elim
inated, or, some classes had only two root consonants and a long vowel as a third 
radical. 

The "verbal patterns" express both "manner of action" - simple, intensive (or 
factitive), causative - and verbal voice - active, passive, reciprocal, reflexive. 

The finite verbal fonns exhibit person and number; in most fonns of the 2nd and 
3rd person grammatical gender is also distinguished. 

The indicative has two tenses: perfect for past and imperfect for nonpast. The 
other moods are: jussive, modus energicus and imperative. 

The verbal nouns are the two infinitives: absolute and construct, and the verbal 
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adjectives: the participles. 

Verbal Classes 

Strong Verbs 
All consonants are preserved in all forms of the verb. 

Weak Verbs 

Assimilation of n The consonant n assimilates to an immediately following 
consonant: in most prefix forms of In verbs: Ph. ys>n 'they will bring' (...fns» and 
also in some forms with n as the third radical. In the verb Ph., Mo . ...flqi) 'to take', 
the liquid assimilates to the following q, e.g. Ph. yqi) 'he will take'. 

The laryngeal;> may occur in any position. At the end of a syllable it may be 
dropped, e.g. Pu. corathi 'I invoked' (root ...fqr». In Late Punic, the original root 
consonant ( could be dropped and the verb made "weak" as in verbs with>, e.g. 
Ph . ...fp(l 'to make', Pu.fel 'he made'. 

Initialy Whether original or coming from w, initial y disappears in forms with 
personal prefixes, in imperatives and infinitives: Pu. /ech 'go', ytn 'he may give' 
(...fytn). 

Last two radicals identical (...f1-2-2) In some forms there is contraction: Ph. tm 
'it was accomplished'. 

Final semivowel The weak consonant - semivowel survives in some forms. In 
contact with vowels, it assimilates yielding a long vowel: OBy. bny, Ph. bn 'he 
built', LPu. avo 'he lived'. 

Mid semivowel w and y appear in some forms. This middle element may have 
originally been a long vowel. This class differs the most from the strong verbs. 

Verbal Forms with Suffixed Pronouns 
Object pronouns are like the possessive ones (see p. 177) except for sg. lc. which 
is -n (*-ni:). 

Verbal Forms 

Perfect Forms 
Using afformatives, they express the past. 

Sg. 1c. -t/-ti: Pu. corathi 'I called', Mo. mlkty 'I reigned' 
• Sg. 2m./f. both written with -t: m. LPu. sm( t 'you heard', f. Ph. sli)t 'you 

sent' 
Sg. 3m. -0, Pu. pel 'he made'; Ph., Pu., A ndr, Pu. nador 'he vowed'; Illy: 
Mo. bnh 'he built', Pu. avo 'he lived'; IIw: Pu. chon 'he was' 
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Sg. 3f. Pu. *-a: > *-0:: ndr) 'she vowed'; before a pronoun suffix the orig
inal *-t is preserved: Ph. p<ltn 'she made me' 

• PI. 1c. -n: LPu. p< In 'we made' 
• PI. 3c. *-u:: Pu. p<P,felu 'they made' 

Imperfect Forms 
These express the present or the future. All persons have prefixes, sg. 2f. and pI. 
2/3 m./f. use further afformatives. 

• Sg. 1c. )-: Ph. )p<l 'I shall make', Pu. ythmum 'I shall accomplish' 
Sg. 2m. and 3f. t-: Ph. tsm< 'you hear', Pu. tsm< 'she hears' 

• Sg. 3m. y-: yp<l 'he makes', Mo. y)np 'he is/has been angry' 
• PI. 2m. t- ... -u:: LPu. tsm< 'you hear' 
• PI. 3m. y- ... -u: (A: -n): Pu. yzb/:l 'they offer', Pu. (pi<el) ibarcu 'they (may) 

bless', Aymtn 'they will die' 

In Moabite, the imperfect preceded by w- expresses the past (see Chapter 9, An
cient Hebrew, p. 156). 

Volitive Moods 
The jussive forms look similar to the imperfect; they can be identified mainly by 
the context: sg. 2m. Ph. e l) tsm< '(don't) listen! '. 

The energic mood has a suffix -n: Ph. )pqn 'may I get!' Cvnpq), Ph. ys)n 'may 
they bring' Cv ns) ). 

Imperative: sg. m. Ph., E )mr 'say!', Pu. lech and Mo. lk 'go!' (",Jhlk), pI. m. 
pi<el LPu. brk> 'bless'. 

Infinitives 
Absolute infinitives strengthen the meaning of a subsequent finite verb with the 
same root in Phoenician and Moabite: Ph. pt/:l tpt/:l 'you will indeed open!' 

Construct infinitives take prepositions and suffixed pronouns referring to the 
subject: Pu. /ictor 'to approach' CVktr), Ph. lp<l and Pu. liful 'to make'; sibitthim 
(-Vysb) '[the fact of] his dwelling'. 

Participles 

• Basic active: sg. m. Ph., Pu. p< 1 'making/maker'; Ph. Pu. spt, Pu. sufet(es) 
'judge(s)', Pu. rp) and rufe 'physician « healer)'; sg. f. skbt 'lying'; pI. m. 
Ph. p<lm 'making (ones)' and Pu. dobrim 'saying (ones)'. 

• Basic passive: Pu. brk 'blessed', Pu., NP buruc, baric /bariik/. 
• Participles of the nip< al have the prefix n-; the intensive and the causative 

have m- in Phoenician (see Intensive active, p. 184). 
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Derived Patterns 
Basic internal passive marked by the vowel -u- after the first consonant: sg. 

3m. perfect LPu. qybr ([qii-?] < *qu ... ) 'he was buried'. 
Basic reflexive marked by an infixed -t-: OBy. thtpk 'may she be turned over!', 

Mo. hltl)m 'fight!'. 
Reciprocal/passive (nip cal) marked by a prefix n-: LPu.· np( P for sg. 3f. and 

pI. 3m. 'she was/they were made' 
Intensive active (picel): The geminate mid radical is marked in Punic only: 

balsil-Iec 'Baal saved'. After the first root consonant, the vowel is i in the perfect: 
LPu. I)yds 'he renewed', dyburth 'I spoke'. Imperfect: Pu. ibarcu 'they bless', im
perative LPu. brk> 'blesspl!" Participle: Pu. m>rl), merre 'guiding'. In verbs with 
weak or repeated mid consonant (..J1-2-2), the type polel may be reconstructed: 
participle Ph. mtpp 'drummer'. 

Intensive passive (pu>al): perfect Ph. ksy 'he was covered'. 
Intensive Reflexive (hitpacel) marked by a prefixed -t-: perfect htqds 'he sanc

tified for himself'. In verbs with w/y as mid consonant or..JI-2-2, as above, the last 
consonant is repeated with 0 between the first two: Ph. ytlnn 'they grumble (to 
themselves), (..Jlwn). 

Causative active (hipCil): Eastern Canaanite kept the prefix h-: Mo. hr>(ny) 
'he let (me) look down', E (w)hbrkt(k) '(and) I blessed (you)'. In Phoenician, as
similation produced *hi > yi-: Cy. yqdst 'I consecrated', LPu.>yqds 'he consecrat
ed'. 

Causative passive (hopcal): perhaps ypqd 'they were commissioned'. 

Adverbs 
Some are derived from nouns: LPu. mt> 'below'. 

Existence, Negation 
Mo. >n 'there is not'; Cd, Pu. (b)od(i) 'there is yet'; Ph. bl 'not', also >y, prohibitive 
>1. 

Prepositions 
Common to all Canaanite languages are 1-, Pu. la-, Ii'to'; b-, Pu. bi-, by'in'; k- 'as'; 
>1 'to'; >t 'with'; mn, Pu. min where n is often assimilated 'from'; (I, Pu. aly'upon'. 

The preposition introducing the direct object was shortened in Late Punic: By. 
>yt, Ph. and Mo. >t, Pu yth, LPu. t, th-. 

Compound prepositions: Ph. bd 'through' (lit. 'in + hand'); Ph. I + men) + 
b(l)yy) 'during' ('my life time'). 

Conjunctions 
Coordination: w-, Pu. u- 'and'; Ph. >p, Pu. p, Mo. gm 'also'. 

Subordination: Mo. ky, Ph. k chy 'because'; compound Ph. km > s 'like'. 
Conditional Ph. >m 'if'. 
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Interjections 
Rare instances: OBy. hn 'behold', Ph. 1- perhaps for vocative. Precative perfect, 
Pu. bw), avo 'may he live' was also used as an interjection. 

Syntax 

Word Order 
In nominal clauses, the subject-predicate order prevails: Ph. )nk ybmlk 'I (am) 
Yel;1awmilk', Mo. wbr )n 'and there was no cistern'; also when the verb is a per
fect: Mo. )by mlk 'my father ruled', but also PS Ph. pCln bCI 'Baal made me'. 

PS is found in subordinate clauses: Ph. k mlk ,ydq h) 'for he (is a) righteous 
king'; also with a verb in the perfect: Mo. )m z pCI )tbCI 'the sarcophagus that Ito
baal made'; Pu. )s ndr mgn/ys nador sosipatios 'which Magon/Sosipatios 
pledged'. 

In sentences with prefix-conjugated verb, the subject follows the predicate: Mo. 
wy)mr Iy kms 'and Kamosh said to me', Ph. ytlnn mskbm 'the settlers grumbled'; 
jussive: thttpk ks) 'may the throne be overturned!', also with the absolute infini
tive: wqr) ) nk 'and I invoked'. Yet the word order is flexible and topics are put in 
the front. 

Appositions, attributes and adnominal adjuncts follow the governing nouns. 

Agreement Rules 
Agreement rules involve number, gender and person from the subject to the pred
icate. Additionally, adjectives also agree in definiteness: h)lnm hqdsm 'the holy 
gods' , cf. older Ph. P 1m ) drt ) s 'to the noble deity abstract plural Isis'. 

The principle of polarity applies to numerals 3-10: Pu. )srt h)sm 'ten men' (nu
meral with -t) vs. snt sis 'three years'. 

Questions 
There is an optional initial sentence-question particle h-: E h-slm 'is there 
peace/well-being?', vs. Ph. w-slm )t 'and are you healthy?'. 

Interrogative pronouns: Pu. mi ... ianna 'who will answer?'; A, PN mnr 'who is 
Light?'; impersonal Pu. mu phursa 'what is the meaning?'. 

Coordination, Conditional 
Clause constituents or components of the same function are coordinated by w
'and'. The "and" clause may express subsequent action or situation, or be adver-
sative: Ph. wkn)b ... wkn)b ... w)nk 'and there was my father ... and (then) there 
was my brother .,. , but(!) I ... '. 

In conditional constructions, the apodosis is introduced by w-. The protasis is 
introduced by )m or)1 'if' or the relative particle; real conditional has the imper
fect, the unreal one the perfect: w) I mlk C Iy gbl 'and if a king should go up against 
Byblos'. 
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Subordination 
Subordinate clauses are introduced by conjunctions or particles. Complement 
clauses have k, chy. ydC ... k ydC 'may they know that (the community) knows'. 
Comparative clauses begin with Ph. k or km ) s. The conjunction Ph. k, Mo. ky in
troduces temporal and causal clauses: Mo. ky.y)np.kms 'because Kamosh was 
angry'. Purpose clauses have Ph. Ikn 'in order that', negative 1m 'lest': Ph. 1m ys
grnm 'so that they may not deliver him'. 

Relative clauses, often very short, serve mostly as appositions to nominal con
stituents: Ph. b(1 ... )s Igbr 'B, that is of G.', Pu. amma sHIi 'mother of mine'. A 
relative clause may be attached to an incomplete clause consisting of a subject 
only or may stand alone in votive texts: ndr ) s ndr 'vow that he vowed', ys nador 
'which he vowed'. 

Other Syntactic Phenomena 
In Phoenician, the verb 'to be' ..Jkwn is used for the past and the plusquamperfect, 
but not in the present: ) s kn Ipnm nstC m 'what had been feared earlier'. The same 
verb with 1- expresses possession: ) I ykn 1m mskb 'may they have no resting place'. 
This may be also expressed by 1- alone: Ikhnm ksp 'the priests (shall have) 
money'. 

Prepositions are governed by the verb, hence some special meanings: for (I, 
usually 'upon', OBy. wnlJt trbh ci gbl 'and may peace flee from (above) Byblos'; 
for b- usually 'in' Ph. w)1 yCmsn bmskb z 'and may he not carry me from this rest
ing place'. 

Lexicon 
The majority of Phoenician inscriptions are monotonous, repeating one formula. 
Inscriptions in Eastern Canaanite languages are rare and mostly short. Thus the in
formation about lexicon is scarce. The common verb for 'to make' is Ph. p(l, Mo. 
and Reb . ..J(fy, A ..J(bd. 'To give' is Ph. and Ug . ..Jytn, but Mo., A and Reb . ..Jntn. 

Further Reading 
Friedrich, Johannes, Rollig, Wolfgang. 1970. PhOnizisch-punische Grammatik (Analecta 

Orientalia 46). Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum. 
Garr, W. Randall. 1985. Dialect Geography of Syria-Palestine, 1000-586 B.C.E. Philadel

phia: University of Pennsylvania Press. 
Harris, Zellig S. 1936. A Grammar of the Phoenician Language (American Oriental Series 

8). New Haven, Conn.: American Oriental Society. 
Segert, Stanislav. 1976. A Grammar of Phoenician and Punic. Munich: C. H. Beck. 



11 Classical Arabic 

W olfdietrich Fischer 

Historical Background 

Classical Arabic before Islam 

Pre-Islamic Inscriptions 
Centuries before the rise of Islam, Arab tribes had already immigrated into the re
gions of Palestine, Syria and Mesopotamia. Arabs formed the dominant group 
among the inhabitants of Palmyra, which was controlled for a long time by a dy
nasty of Arab origin until the Romans destroyed their kingdom in 273 CEo Be
tween the first century BCE and the third century CE the Nabateans established a 
state reaching from Sinai in the west to northern Hejaz in the east and from 
Mada'in SaIil) in the South to Damascus in the North, with Petra as its capital. The 
Arabic-speaking tribes of Palmyra and the Nabateans both used Aramaic in writ
ing, but the influence of Arabic is clearly attested in their inscriptions by the oc
casional use of Arabic vocabulary and in particular by numerous Arabic proper 
names. 

Ancient Arabic Dialects 
The text corpus of pre islamic Classical Arabic (CA), for the most part poetry go
ing back to the sixth and seventh centuries CE, was recorded by Arab philologists 
in the eighth and ninth centuries. At the same time these philologists composed 
works about grammar and gathered vocabulary. Pre-Islamic CA was not the uni
form language that it seems to be in the obviously standardized form of the trans
mitted texts. The Arab philologists speak about a dialect split between the western 
area of Hejaz and the eastern area of the Tamlm and other bedouin tribes. The pho
nemic glottal stop preserved in the eastern dialects had been replaced in the dia
lects of Hejaz by vowels or semivowels. e.g. Eastern ra>sun 'head', su>a:lun 
'question', ka>i:bun 'sad' versus Hejaz ra:sun, suwa:lun, kayi:bun. With respect 
of the status of the glottal stop, the CA standard is based on the eastern dialects, 
but the CA spelling reflects the Hejaz dialect. 

Classical Arabic after the Rise of Islam 
The Qur' an, the first literary text written in CA, is composed in a language broadly 
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identical to that of the ancient poetry. After the spread of Islam CA became the 
ritual language of the Muslims and the language of learning and administration. 
The increasing number of non-Arabs who struggled to participate in the new civ
ilization on the one hand, and the will of the Muslims to protect the purity of the 
revelation on the other hand, made the establishing of grammatical norms and in
stitutions of language teaching inevitable. The development of grammatical 
norms took place in the course of the eighth century, linked with a process of uni
fication and standardization of the educated language. Forms and expressions pe
culiar to pre- and early Islamic poetry as well as the Qur'an disappeared from 
prose during the second half of the eighth century, albeit they continued as archaic 
features in poetry to a certain extent. After the creation of a CA standard by the 
Arab grammarians, the language basically remained unchanged in its morphology 
and syntactic structures. Afterwards, as CA became the educated language of the 
Islamic world, syntactic features slightly deviating from the old models arose. 
Thus we may distinguish a pre-Classical period and a post-Classical period. Pre
Classical texts show, in spite of their transmission in a standardized shape, some 
archaic features; post-Classical texts show deviating syntactic features which 
gradually infiltrated the CA standard. 

In its standardized form CA became the educated language of the Muslim elites 
and was also adopted by religious minorities, mainly Jews and Christians. Since 
the Arabic vernaculars very early had become widely different from the language 
of educated elites, CA gained the status of a scholarly and purely literary language 
even in Arabic-speaking regions. This linguistic situation, in which two different 
variations of the same language, a high one and a low one, are used side by side is 
called by Ferguson ( 1959) diglossia. The question of when this diglossia arose in 
the Arabic-speaking community is very controversial. The traditional Arab view 
states that it developed as late as the first Islamic century as a result of the Arab 
conquests, when non-Arabs began to speak Arabic. This view is also held by 
Ni:ildeke (1910), Fuck (1950) and Blau (for the last time 1986). Others (Vollers 
1906, Wehr 1952 or Diem 1973) have come to the conclusion that diglossia is an 
old phenomenon going back to pre-Islamic times. But we must note that the early 
Arab grammarian SIbawaih (d. 793 CE) claims that he took linguistic information 
immediately from native speakers of correct, i.e. Classical Arabic. 

The training in CA grammar was for many centuries the domain of Muslim 
scholars. Jews and Christians, and many Muslims as well, did not always take a 
full share in this philological education. Their language, showing more or less de
viations from CA, is often called Middle Arabic. 

Modern Standard Arabic 
As a language of poetry and scholarly literature, CA continues to the present day. 
In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, new elites that emerged under the influ
ence of Western civilization and power revitalized CA and thus formed l;l.linguis
tic medium, usually called Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), appropriate for all 
subjects of modern life. Through modem communication media, MSA has a broad 
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effect on the public and is now the official language of all Arab countries includ
ing Somalia and, with Hebrew, Israel. It is ~so in wide use as a second language 
throughout the Muslim world, in particular among the religious representatives of 
Islam. MSA is first of all a written language. However, in formal situations such 
as academic education, political interviews etc., it gains increasing importance as 
a spoken language too. Since the speakers of MSA do not always observe the in
tricate rules of CA grammar and tend to give way to colloquial expressions, this 
sort of language is sometimes called Intermediate Arabic. 

MSA differs from CA only in vocabulary and stylistic features. The morphol
ogy and the basic syntactic structures have remained untouched, but there are 
some innovations on the periphery and in sections not strictly regulated by the 
classical authorities. On the whole, MSA is not homogeneous; there are authors 
who write in a style very close to the classical models and others who try to create 
new stylistic patterns. Add to this, regional differences in the vocabulary depend
ing upon the influence of the local dialects and the influences of foreign lan
guages, such as French in North Africa or English in Egypt, Jordan and other 
countries. 

Phonology 

Phoneme Inventory 

Consonants 

b t d ~ cJ k q 
j 

f a 9 s z ~ ~ s x y Q ( h 
m n 

r 
w y 

CA shares with Ethiopic and South Arabian the shift *p > f, in loanwords p is rep
resented by f, if it comes from or through Aramaic, e.g. ka.fu:run 'camphor' < Ma
layan kapur, and mostly by b, if it comes from Persian, e.g. ba:latun 'flask' < 
Persian piya:lah 'cup'. Semitic *g is palatalized to j. The three Semitic sibilants 
preserved in Hebrew and Epigraphic South Arabian are reduced: * s and * s be
came CA s, whereas *s became s (cf. Hebrew l:zameS CA xamsun 'five', Hebrew 
~eSer CA casrun 'ten'). 

The transliteration given above reflects the modem pronounciation of CA ac
cording to the standard of the Qur'an readers. Its phonemic system probably cor
responds to that of earlier periods with exception of q, (q,a:d) which may have 
been pronounced as an emphatic lateral. The so-called emphatics are nowadays 
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articulated with velarization or pharyngealization, their articulation in earlier 
times may have been different. 

Vowels 

short u long i: u: 
a a: 

Short i and u are distinct, but the number of minimal pairs is very small: ya/:lullu 
'he unties' : ya/:lillu 'it is allowed'. Often i and u can alternate: yastiru / yasturu 
'he covers'. The long vowels i: and u: can be interpreted as uw, iy, thus classed 
with the diphthongs aw, ay. This becomes evident in the case of vocalic suffixes: 
)al-wa:di: : )al-wa:diya:ni 'the wadi: the two wadis', yadcu: : yadCuwa 'he calls' 
(ind. : subj.). The combinations *iw, *uy do not occur; where they should for mor
phological reasons they are changed to iy or uw: *miwza:nun (pattern mlfa:l to 
the root w-z-n) > mi:za:nun 'balance', *buy4un (patternJucl to the root b-y-4) > 
bi:4un 'white' (pl.). 

Syllable Structure 
eA has two types of syllable, open ev and closed eve or ev:. Therefore sylla
bles of the form evee or ev:e are not permitted. There is one exception; in gem
inate verbs geminated consonants can occur after ev:, e.g. ma:ssun 'touching'. 
Word forms beginning with ee must add a prosthetic vowel when they come after 
a consonant or at the beginning of an utterance (in this case preceded by a glottal 
stop): *ktub > Wuktub 'write!', *qra) > #)iqra) 'read!', but Wuktub wa-qra) 
'write and read!'. )a- of the definite article )al- is dropped within an utterance; af
ter a consonant an auxiliary vowel takes its place: lam) aqra) + ) al-kita:ba > lam 
) aqra) -i l-kita:ba 'I did not read the book'. 

Shortening of ev:e to eve is frequent in the last syllable of the inflectional 
base: qu:mu: 'stand up!' (pI. m.), butqum (sg. m.) 'stand up!'; )al-wa:di: 'the wa
di', but *wa:di:+n > wa:din 'a wadi'; )a~-~ada: 'the echo', but *~ada:+n > ~adan 
'an echo'. Otherwise shortening ofv:e is avoided by means of a paragogic vowel: 
hayha:t > hayha:ti, hayha:ta, hayha:tu 'but oh!', *sa:riqa:+n > sa:riqa:ni 'two 
thieves', * sa:riqu:n > sa:riqu:na 'thieves' (the shortened forms * sa:riqan, 
* sa:riqun would be identical with the nom. and acc. sg.). Shortening of evee is 
rare: ~lla 'he passed the day', but *~ll+tu > ~ltu 'I passed the day'; laysa 'he is 
not', but *lays+tu > lastu 'I am not'. Word-final vee, where ee is geminate, is 
protected by adding a paragogic vowel: jurru: 'draw!' (pI. m.), but *jurr > jurra, 
jurru,jurri 'draw!' (sg. m.). 

Stress in the modem pronounciation of eA is conditioned by the syllabic se
quence. Most speakers observe the following stress rules: (1) stress does not fall 
on a final syllable; (2) stress falls on the penultimate syllable, if closed, otherwise 
on the antepenult: katabahu: 'he wrote it', ktitabu: 'they (m.) wrote', katabna 
'they (f.) wrote'. 
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Morphophonemics 
CA derivational and inflectional patterns are described in terms of three or some
times four "sound," i.e. stable consonants which appear unchanged in all deriva
tives. Forms derived from "weak" roots, however, fail to have a complete set of 
root consonants. About the pecularities of the weak root classes see p. 204. In this 
chapter, morphological patterns are demonstrated, as usual, by the rootf-(-l for 
three-consonantal, andf-(-l-l for four-consonantal roots. 

Pausal Forms 
At the end of an utterance the last or the two last phonetic segments of the word 
fall silent and are dropped. Thus all final short vowels, but also the indefinite case 
endings -un, -in disappear: kataba 'he wrote' > katab#, kita:bun, kita:bin 'book' 
> kita:b#. Long vowels are shortened: katabu: 'they wrote' > katabu#, kita:bi: 
'my book' > kita:bi#, but -a: becomes sometimes -ah: rna: 'what' > mah#. In the 
case of the accusative ending -an as well as in cases of final -an, -in of nouns de
rived from roots with w or y as third radical, only -n is dropped: kita:ban > 
kita:ba#, $adan 'echo' > $ada#, wa:din 'wadi' > wa:di#. The pausal form of the 
femine ending is -ah#, equally for -atu(n), -ati(n), -ata(n). Final-CC is shortened 
to -C (in this case the otherwise required paragogic vowel is superfluous): 
murr(a) 'pass!' > mur#. 

Nominal Morphology 

Derivation 
Most nouns are derived from verbal roots, but verbal roots also develop from 
nouns. In the case of two-consonantal nouns, the root is enlarged to a three
consonantal root by adding a weak radical or h: damun 'blood' > damiya 'to 
bleed', ma:~un 'water' > ma:ha, yamu:hu 'to abound in water'. There are roots de
rived from loanwords: qa:labun 'mold' « Greek lCaA.01to51OV) > qalaba 'to turn 
about' and others which owe their origin to internal reorganization: ~isa:ratun 'in
dication' (s-w-r) > ~assara 'to indicate' e-s-r). 

Every derived noun is modeled on a certain pattern consisting of a discontinu
ous morpheme which determines the distribution of the vowels and affixes across 
the consonantal root. As derivation affixes act: 

suffixes: -a:n, -iyy (for adjectives of relation and origin), -u:t (from Aramaic) 
prefixes: mao, mi-, mu-; tao, ti-, tu-; ~a-, ~i-, ~u-

The prefixes mi-, mu- are variants of mao. The vowel depends upon the following 
vowel which is regularly elided: may u:l < *ma-fa( u:1 (passive participle), mlf a:1 
< *ma-fi(a:l, muyul < *ma-fu(ul. 

CA has an immense number of nominal patterns in part because of the integra
tion of several dialects into the language of pre- and early Islamic poetry. There 
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are variants such asfacl / facal / facit,fucl / fucul, fNa:n / fucla:n,faca:l / fica:l / 
fuca:l. Sometimes a single lexeme is realized in different patterns as xaricun, 
xari:cun, xaru:cun 'soft', but in many other cases the same patterns are used to 
distinguish different lexemes. Borrowings from Aramaic likexa:tamun 'seal ring' 
and ra:wu:qun 'filter' introduced the patterns fa:(al and fa:( u:l which then be
came productive in Arabic. 

The clear distinction between patterns specific for adjectives and those specific 
for substantives, as existing in Akkadian (Kienast 1990), is given up in CA. Al
though the old adjective patterns fa( ai, fa( il,fac ul still exist, most of them are re
placed by fac i:l (corresponding to the passive participle q/i:l in Aramaic). Nearly 
every nominal pattern is used as substantive and adjective as well: 

facl sahlun 'easy' I;zarbun 'war' 
fucl $ulbun 'hard' $ull;zun 'peace' 
fn rixwun 'loose' sitmun 'peace' 
facal I;zasanun 'good' talabun 'claim' 
fa (it I;zaoirun 'cautious' kabidun 'liver' 
fucul junubun 'impure' Cunuqun 'neck' 
fuca:l Cuja:bun 'marvelous' nut/,a:run 'pure gold' 
faci:l qali:lun 'little' qali:bun 'well' 
facu:l ~amu:nun 'trusty' (amu:dun 'pillar' 

Every adjective may be employed as a substantive: batalun 'brave' and 'hero'. 
Conversely, there are substantives that serve as adjectives: (}iqatun 'trust, confi
dence' and 'trustworthy'. Some adjectives which do not agree in gender with the 
noun they qualify, for instance those which are modeled afterfa(u:l, have origi
nally been substantives. 

Notwithstanding the semantic ambiguity of many derivational patterns, there 
also are patterns clearly associated with certain semantic classes: 

fa(l makes verbal nouns of stem I:facala: darsun 'learning' to darasa 'he 
learned'; 

fac al makes verbal nouns of stem I:fac ita: saharun 'sleeplessness' to sahira 
'he was sleepless'; 

fuCayl is the pattern of diminutives: kulaybun to kalbun 'dog'; 
faca:lat makes abstract nouns of quality: basa:tatun 'simplicity'; 
fucu:lat makes abstract nouns: buru:datun 'coldness', ruju:latun 'mascu-

linity'; 
faC(a:l makes intensive adjectives: bakka:~un 'weeping much', but also 

nouns of profession: xayya:tun 'tailor' (in the latter function it is bor
rowed from Aramaic); 

~ aj'f al makes adjectives of eye-catching qualities such as colors and defects 
(see Elative, p. 197); 



maral, 
maril 

mlfal, 
mlfa:l 
tara:l, 
tlfa:l 
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are patterns for nouns of place and time: masrabun 'drinking place', 
maw~ idun 'time and place of an appointment', with suffixed -at: 
maya:ratun 'cave'; 
make nouns of instruments: mibradun 'file', miknasatun 'broom', 
mifta:lJun 'key'; 
occur as verbal nouns of the basic stem: takra:run 'repetition'; derived 
from roots with w as first radical, *tiw- must be changed to *tu:- which 
is then shortened to tu-: *tiwra:9un > tura9:un 'legacy'. 

In some cases a certain noun was likely to be the nucleus that attracted others 
of similar meaning to its pattern: 

fi~ I for paired things such as qismun 'part', sibhun 'something similar to 
another thing'; 

fi~a:l for tools as lJiza:mun 'belt', ~ ina:nun "bridle', sila:lJun 'weapon'; 
fu~a:l for diseases as su~a:lun 'cough', $uda:~ un 'headache'; 
fu~a:l, for names of plants and animals such as ~uqa:bun 'eagle', yura:bun 
fuaa:l 'crow', tuffa:lJun 'apple'; 
>ur u:l-at for literary genres such as >ulJdu:9atun 'talk', >uyni:yatun 'song'. 

Patterns with gemination of the second as fuaa:l, fuau:l, fiai:l, but also 
mlfa:l, mlf i:l and others express an intensive meaning: kurra:mun 'very noble', 
quddu:sun 'most holy', sirri:run 'very bad', mWa:mun 'eating much', mi~ti:run 
'using perfumes permanently'. 

Nominal Inflection 
Nouns are marked with reference to definiteness/indefiniteness, case, gender and 
number. Adjectives normally distinguish the same categories in agreement with 
the noun they qualify. Quantifying nouns do not distinguish gender and number. 

Gender 
Gender distinction is a grammatical category, but feminine markers include natu
ral gender. Natural gender is sometimes lexically differentiated: >abun 'father' : 
>ummun 'mother'; lJima:run 'ass' : >ata:nun 'she-ass'. In good CA some specific 
female qualities are not marked by the feminine ending -at: lJa:milun 'pregnant 
(woman)', ~a:qirun 'barren (woman)'. Besides, there are unmarked nouns that 
are grammatically feminine: samsun 'sun', na:run 'fire' yadun 'hand', ~aynun 
'eye' etc. On the other hand nouns denoting outstanding (male) persons are 
marked by the feminine ending: xali.fatun 'caliph', ~alla:matun 'most erudite 
scholar'. In the majority of cases, however, nouns denoting females are marked by 
-at: sayxun 'old person' : sayxatun 'old woman'. An archaic form -t is preserved 
in >uxtun 'sister', bintun (along with Wibnatun) 'daughter', kilta: 'both', 9inta:ni 
'two'. 

The most frequent of the three feminine markers is -at; -a: and -a:> are mainly 
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reserved for adjectives. The basic function of -at is to denote the particular, distin
guishing it from the general; it marks the female in contrast to the generic term 
which includes the male gender, the outstanding person in contrast to the common 
one, and the singulative in contrast to the collective: sajaratun 'a single tree' : 
sajarun 'tree, trees'; baqaratun 'a cow' : baqarun 'cows, cattle'; {iarbun 'beating' 
: t/,arbatun 'a single beat'. Substantives derived from adjectives are sometimes 
marked by -at:, basanun 'good' : basanatun 'good deed', in connection with the 
so-called nisbe ending -iyy with the meaning of an abstract: ~u:Jiyyun 'sufi' 
$u.fiyyatun 'sufism'. 

Number 
CA distinguishes singular, plural and dual. The singular is unmarked except for 
singulatives: badi:dun 'iron': badi:datun 'a piece ofiron',jinnun 'demons' :jin
niyyun 'demonic, a demon'. Dual and "sound" plural have only two cases, the 
nominative, and the oblique for genitive and accusative. 

The dual marker is -a: followed by n with a paragogic vowel i, e.g. malik-a:ni 
'two kings', malikat-a:ni 'two queens'. In the oblique case, the plural ending -i:n 
is affixed to -a: (*-a:-i:n > -ayni with final i as a paragogic vowel): malik-ayni, 
malikata-ayni. 

There are two kinds of plural formation, the sound plural marked by suffixes 
and the "broken" plural marked by internal vocalic change. For marking the sound 
plural, the last vowel of the inflectional base is lengthened; a final paragogic 
vowel is added to preserve the lengthening: 

Masculine Sg. nom. -un PI. nom. -u:na 
Sg. gen. -in PI. obI. -i:na 

Feminine Sg. nom. -at-un PI. nom. -a:t-un 
Sg. gen. -at-in PI. obI. -a:t-in 

The broken plural forms are lexicalized. One noun may be accompanied by sev
eral plural forms. The large number of plural patterns can be divided into three 
groups: (1) patterns derived by lengthening; (2) patterns occuring as singular as 
well; (3) patterns exclusively used for plural. 

In this group singularpatternsJacl-at,Jicl-at,fucl-at are in plural lengthened 
toJacal,fical,fucal (the plural marker -a:t is normally added, but may be 
absent onJical andfucal): lambatun 'a glance' : lamaba:tun, bikmatun 
'wisdom' : bikamun, rukbatun 'knee' : rukabun, rukaba:tun. Singular pat
terns containing four consonants or a long vowel, mostly in combination 
with the feminine ending, make the plural by changing the vowel sequence 
ofthe singular into a-a:-ili: (the quantity of iii: corresponds with the last 
vowel of the singular pattern): 



)i$ba'un 
fa:risun 
manzilun 
mi:za:nun 

'finger' 
'horseman' 
'station' 
'balance' 

PI. ) a$a:bi' u 
PI. farva:risu 
PI. mana:zilu 
PI. mawa:zi:nu 
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2 The second group originates in abstract nouns that were interpreted as col
lectives. The most frequent patterns are: fu' ul,fu' u:l,fi' a:l, fa' i:l, fi' la:n, 
fu' la:n,fa' alat, fi' lat. 

fu'ul $alJi.fatun PI. $ulJufun 'leaf' 
fi'a:1 rajulun PI. rija:lun 'man' 
fu' u:1 malikun PI. mulu:kun 'king' 
fi'la:n raza:lun PI. yizla:nun 'gazelle' 

3 From the patterns mentioned under (2) plural patterns have been derived 
which were used for a multiplicity of individuals. Most of them show the 
prefix )a-: )a!'ul, )a!'a:l, )a!'ilat, )a!'ila:), e.g. $a:lJibun 'companion' : 
$alJbun 'companionship, a group of companions' : )a$lJa:bun 'companions 
(as individuals),. 
With this group one may also class patterns likefu"a:1 andfu'ala:) which 
are specialized as plurals of persons: ka.firun, pI. kuffa:r 'unbelievers '; 
faqi:run, pI.fuqara:)u 'poor men'. 

Definiteness/Indefiniteness: The Three States of the Noun 
Definiteness is normally marked by the definite article )al- which assimilates be
fore apical consonants, the so-called "sun" letters (t, d, e, 8, s, z, $, 4, ~, s, n, I, r), 
all others are called "moon" letters (>as-samsu 'the sun', )al-qamaru 'the moon'). 
) and the initial vowel is elided within an utterance (see p. 190). The indefinite 
noun is marked by -n: kita:bun 'a book'. Nouns lack -n as head of a genitive con
struction and when personal pronouns are suffixed: kita:bu-hu: 'his book'. The 
three possible forms of a noun are called 'states': definite state (>al-kita:bu), in
definite state (kita:bun), construct state (kita:bu 'book of'). 

A number of nouns, called diptotic, and the vocative (see p. 203) have no -n in 
the indefinite state: $alJra:)u 'a desert' : )a$-$alJra:)u 'the desert'. Conversely, 
masculine dual and plural forms have in both states, -ni, -na, respectively: mu)mi
na:ni, )al-mu)mina:ni '(the) two believers', mu)minu:na, )al-mu)minu:na '(the) 
believers' . 

Case Inflection 
The case system in singular consists of nominative marked by -u, genitive marked 
by -i, and accusative marked by -a. In the sound plural and dual there are only two 
cases, the nominative and an oblique case. The broken plural forms are inflected 
like the singular. Diptote nouns, both singular and plural patterns, have in the in
definite state only one form for genitive and accusative marked by -a. 
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Table 11.1 Triptotic inflection 

Definite state Indefinite state Construct state 

Sg. m.nom. >al-mu>minu mu>minun mu>minu 
'the believer' 

gen. >al-mu>mini mu>minin mu>mini 
acc. >al-mu>mina mu>minan mu>mina 

Du. m.nom. >al-mu>mina:ni mu>mina:ni mu>mina: 
obI. >al-mu>minayni mu>minayni mu>minay 

PI. m.nom. > al-mu>minu:na mu>minu:na mu>minu: 
obI. >al-mu>mini:na mu>mini:na mu>mini: 

Sg. f. nom. > al-mu> minatu mu>minatun mu>minatu 
gen. >al-mu>minati mu>minatin mu>minati 
acc. >al-mu>minata mu>minatan mu>minata 

Du. f. nom. >al-mu>minata:ni mu>minata:ni mu>minata: 
obI. > al-mu >minatayni mu>minatayni mu>minatay 

PI. f. nom. >al-mu>mina:tu mu>mina:un mu>mina:tu 
obI. >al-mu>mina:ti mu>mina:tin mu>mina:ti 

Diptotic Inflection 

Definite state Indefinite state Construct state 

Nom. )aPaswadu )aswadu )aswadu 
'the black' 

Gen. )aPaswadi )aswada )aswadi 
Ace. )aPaswada )aswada )aswada 

In a few nouns derived from bi- and monoconsonantal roots, the case marker 
of the construct state is a long vowel which may be understood as compensation 
for the incompleteness of the root: 

Definite state Indefinite state Construct state 

Nom. )al-)abu )al-famu )abun famun )abu: fu: 
'the father' 'the mouth' 

Gen. )aPabi )al-fami )abin famin )abi: fi: 
Ace. )al-)aba )aljama )aban faman )aba: fa: 

The diptotic inflection includes (1) the elative )araiu (see p. 197), (2) two 
adjective patterns, )aralu, f.facla:)u andfacla:nu, f.facla: and some other pat
terns ending in -a:)u, (3) the plural patterns faca:lilu/faca:li:lu, (4) feminine 
proper names and place names such as Fa:!imatu, Zaynabu and Makkatu (Mec
ca), Mi$ru (Egypt) and also some masculine proper names such as cUmaru 
(Omar). 
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Quantifying Nouns 

Common Pecularities 
CA possesses a noun class distinct from substantive and adjective. It includes the 
elative J a,F alu, numerals, kullun 'whole', the interrogative J ayyun 'which'. Basi
cally these nouns occur in the construct state quantifying a noun following in the 
genitive: 

kullun 'all' kullu rajulin 'every man' 
xamsun 'five' xamsu sini:na 'five years' 
Jayyun 'which one?' J ayyu rajulin 'which man?' 

kullu r-rijja:li 'all the men' kullu-hum 'all of them' 
xamsu-hunna 'those five (f.)' 

Jayyu r-rija:li 'which of the men?' Jayyu-hum 'which of them?' 

These nouns do not occur in definite attributive position, but do occur as appos
itives: Jar-rija:lu kullu-hum 'all the men' (lit. the men - all of them), Jar-rija:lu 
l-xamsatu 'the five men'. In post-Classical Arabic they were partially accommo
dated to the other noun classes. As a subclass one may consider rayru- 'any
body/anything different from .. .' and mi(}lu- 'somebody/something like .. .': 
mi(}lu ha:lia: l-qurJa:ni 'something like this Qur'an'. rayru is also a negative of 
adjectives: Jal-qurJa:nu rayru l-maxlu:qi 'the uncreated Qur'an'. 

Elative 
The elative has the diptotic pattern Ja,Falu in both genders and all numbers. It is 
directly derived from the three-consonantal root and may refer to different nomi
nal patterns: Jakramu 'extremely noble' in relation to kari:mun 'noble', Jabaqqu 
'extremely true' in relation to baqqun 'truth' or 'extremely worthy' in relation to 
mustabiqqun 'worthy'. Depending on the context, the elative expresses a unique 
high degree of quality, the comparative or the superlative: Jalla:hu Jakbaru 'God 
is of unique greatness' , huwa J afWalu min naxlatin 'he is taller than a date palm' . 
The genitive which follows the elative is either indefinite, then explicative, or def
inite, then partitive: 

J a C la: jabalin 
J a C la: l-jabali 
J a C la: l-jiba:li 

'the highest mountain' 
'the highest part of the mountain' 
'the highest (one or ones) of the mountains' 

From Ja,Falu two kinds of nouns developed which turned to adjectives: 

1 Elatives of relative contrast which take a feminine fu c la:, e.g. J al-J axu: 1-
Jakbaru 'the elder brother', Jat->uxtu l-kubra: 'the elder sister', JaPaxu: 1-
Janaru 'the younger brother', Jat->uxtu $-$uyra: "the younger sister', and 
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also ~awwalu, f. ~u:la: 'first', ~a:xaru, f. ~uxra: 'last'. 
2 Adjectives of eye-catching qualities which take a femininefa<la:~u and a 

pluraljU<lun: ~azraqu, f. zarqa:~u, pI. zurqun 'blue', ~atrasu, f.tarsa:~u, pI. 
tUrSun 'deaf'. 

Two nouns, xayrun 'good, better, best' and sarrun 'bad, worse, worst' are em
ployed like elatives without taking the pattern ~aralu. In substandard texts they 
often appear as ~ axyaru, ~ asarru. 

The formula of admiration rna: ~arala with a following accusative or suffixed 
pronoun: ma: ~alJsana s-sama:~a 'what a beautiful firmament there is!', ma: 
~ alJla:-ha: 'how sweet she is!', originates in the elative. If derived from hollow 
roots, elative and formula of admiration show a consonantal second radical: 
~afWalu 'extremely long', ma: ~afWala ha:aa: 'how long this is!'. 

Numerals 
Like other Semitic languages CA has a double set of cardinal numerals which are 
used in gender opposite to the noun denoting the thing counted. This noun follows 
after the numbers from 3 to 10 in the genitive plural: xamsatu ~ ayya:min 'five 
days' (yawmun sg. m.), xamsu laya:lin 'five nights' (laylatun sg. f.), after the 
numbers from 11 to 19 in the accusative singular: xamsata <asara yawman 'fifteen 
days', xamsa <asrata laylatin 'fifteen nights'. There is no distinction of gender in 
the tens, hundreds, and thousands. After the hundreds and thousands nouns follow 
in genitive singular: mi~ atu laylatin '100 nights', mi~ ata: laylatin '200 nights', 
~ alfu lay latin '1,000 nights'. The tens are marked by the plural suffix -u:na; nouns 
follow in the accusative singular, because the genitive would require the construct 
state and abolish the characteristic of the marker -u:na: xamsu:na laylatan 'fifty 
nights' (not *xamsu: laylatin). 

Numerals have case inflection like other nouns except the numbers from 11 to 
19: 

1 wa:lJidun, f. wa:lJidatun 
2 e i)8na:ni, f. (> i)8nata:ni, 8inta:ni (du.) 
3 8ala:8atun,8ala:8un 
4 ~arba<atun,~arba<un 

5 xamsatun, xamsun 
6 sittatun, sittun 
7 sab<atun,sab<un 
8 8ama:niyatun,8ama:nin 
9 tis<atun, tis<un 

10 <asaratun, <asrun 
11 ~alJada <asara, ~ilJda: <asrata 
12 (>i)8na: <asara, (>i)8nata: <asrata 
13 8ala:8ata <asara, 8ala:8a <asrata 
14 ~arba<ata <asara, ~arba<a <asrata etc. 
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20 C isru:na, 30 8ala:8u:na, 40 >arbac u:na, 50 xamsu:na, 60 sittu:na, 
70 sabc u:na, 80 8ama:nu:na, 90 tisC u:na. 

100 meatun, 200 mi>ata:ni (du.), 300 8ala:8u meatin, 400 >arbacu mi>atin 
etc. 

1,000 >alfun, 2,000 >alfa:ni (du.), 3,000 8ala:8atu >a:la.fin etc. 
wa:J:zidun and (>i)8na:ni are adjectives: >axun wa:J:zidun 'one brother', >uxtun 

wa:J:zidatun 'one sister'. Both are used in counting: wa:J:zid#, >i8na:n#, 8ala:8ah#, 
>arbacah#, xamsah# etc. In compound numbers from 21 to 100 the units precede 
the tens. All numerals are connected with wa- 'and': sabcu-mi>atin wa-xamsatu 
wa-xamsu:na '755'. 

The ordinal numerals from 2 to 10 are derived with the pattern of the active 
participlefa:cil: >awwalu 'first' (see Elative, p. 197), 8a:nin, f. 8a:niyatun 'sec
ond', 8a:li8un, ra:bic un, xa:misun, sa:disun, sa:bic un, 8a:minun, ta:sic un, 
C a:sirun. From 11 to 19 they are not inflected: /:za:diya C asara, f. J:za:diyata C asrata 
'eleventh', 8a:niya casara, f. 8a:niyata casrata 'the twelfth'. The tens have no 
special form for ordinals: >al-laylatu l_c isru:na 'the twentieth night'. 

Prepositions 
There are two kinds of prepositions, old prepositions inherited from Common 
Semitic and others derived from nouns. Both govern the genitive. The old prepo
sitions are: bi- 'on, by means of', Ii- 'for, to' (with a variant la- connected with 
suffixed personal pronouns),fi: 'in' (maybe cognate tofu: 'mouth'), >ila: 'to
ward', C ala: 'upon' , lada: (rarely ladun) 'at, near' , maC a 'together with' (Hebrew 
cim, Aramaic Cam), can 'off', min 'of, from', ka- 'like'. In connection with suf
fixed personal pronouns, >ila:, cala:, lada: 'get' >ilay-, calay-, laday-, e.g. >ilay
ya 'to me', calay-kum 'upon you', laday-hi 'at him'. ka- and min often imply a 
substantival meaning: ka- 'someone like, something like' , min' some of, a part of' , 
e.g. ka-Pasadi 'someone like a lion', min-a I-ma:>i 'some water'. 

Every noun of place or time which is employed in the adverbial accusative, may 
serve as a preposition too: xa:rijan 'outside', xa:rija I-madi:nati 'outside the 
town'. CA has had secondary prepositions like these from its beginning, such as: 
bayna 'between', cinda 'by, in the opinion of', taJ:zta 'under', du:na 'below, with
out', bacda 'after', qabla 'before', etc. Their number has increased with time. 
Some of the prepositions can be marked by -u which is assumed to be the remnant. 
of an old local case: calu 'above', taJ:ztu 'below', bacdu 'later', qablu 'before'. 
This marker is also found with the relative /:zay8u 'where'. 

Temporal adverbs of this kind are used as prepositions and conjunctions as 
well: yawma t5a:ka 'on the day of that' ,yawma qutila cU8ma:nu 'on the day when 
Othman was killed'. The same is found with J:zatta: 'until, up to' « *cad-kay) and 
Ii- 'to': J:zatta: maf/ac i I-fajri 'till the break of day', J:zatta: !alaCat-i s-samsu 'until 
the sun rose', tub Ii-yar/ira la-ka lla:hu 'repent, that God may forgive thee'. 
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Pronouns and Particles 

Demonstrative Pronouns 

'This' and 'That' 
The simple demonstratives are seldom found. Referring to the near, the deictic 
particle ha:- is nonnally added, referring to the far, the suffixes -ka or more often 
-lika are attached. 

Sg.m. ha:OO: 'this' f. ha:oihi: OO:ka, OO:lika 'that' f. tilka 
Du. m. nom. ha:OO:ni f. ha:ta:ni OO:nika ta:nika 

obI. ha:OOyni ha:tayni OOynika taynika 
PI. c. ha:>ula:>i >ula:>ika 

The far demonstratives occur sporadically with ha:- prefix too: ha:OO:ka, 
ha:&:ka, ha:>ula:>ika. 

Demonstrative pronouns include the elements 00:, oi: for masculine and femi
nine, ta:, ti: for feminine and >ula: for plural. Gender distinction is expressed ei
ther by the contrast of a: and i: or the contrast of o and t: sg. m.OO:, sg. f. oi: or sg. 
m.OO: sg. f. ta:, ti: (cf. The Relative, p. 201). The CA demonstratives show pausal 
fonns which penetrated into the regular fonns used in junction: oih# > 3ihi, oihi:, 
> ula:># > > ula:> i. In oihi: the long i: may be understood on the analogy of the per
sonal pronoun sg. f. -hi:. 

The reference to the far is marked by the suffixes -ka 'you' or -lika 'for you': 
sg. m.OO:ka, OO:lika 'that', f. &:ka, ta:lika, *ti:lika > tilka, pI. >ula:>ika, >ula:lika. 
Other fonns of the pronoun of the 2nd person such as OO:-ki, OO:-kurn or OO:-liku
rna:, OO:-likunna are attested in pre-Classical texts. 

Combined with a noun the demonstrative pronouns precede the definite noun: 
ha:OO: r-rajulu 'this man', ha:&hi: l-rnar>atu 'this woman', >ula:>ika 1-
rnu>rninu:na 'those believers', but they follow a nominal phrase which is not 
marked by the definite article: kita:bi: ha:OO: 'this book of mine', Fa:tirnatu 
ha:&hi: 'this Fatimah'. When they are used as presentatives (ha:oihi: Fa:tirnatu 
qad >atat 'here is Fatimah, having come'), the personal pronouns can be inserted 
after ha:-: ha:->ana:-OO:, ha:->anta-OO:, ha:->anti-oi:, ha:->anturn->ula:>i 'here I 
am, here thou art, here you are'. 

With a following genitive the demonstrative pronoun means 'this one of ... ' and 
takes nominal inflection: ou: is taken as nominative, /ii: as genitive, 00: as accu
sative: /iu: rna:lin 'this one of wealth, a wealthy man'. The feminine is enlarged 
by -( a)t, OO:tu, pI. OOwa:tu, and the masculine plural takes the plural marker -U:, 
nom. >ulu:, obI. >uli:. 

The Relative 
CA has attributive clauses which are equivalent to the relative clauses of Indo
European languages. As with other attributes they must be in agreement in defi-
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niteness/indefiniteness with the head noun. Indefiniteness is unmarked; 
definiteness is marked by >al-laoi:. The relative is not a part of the attributive 
clause, but a connecting link governed by the head noun. It agrees in gender and 
number with the head noun. 

kita:bun qara>tu-hu: 'a book I read it', i.e. 'a book which I read' 
>al-kita:bu l-lalii: qara>tu-hu:'the book that I read it', i.e. 'the book which I read.' 

It is also used as a head noun of the relative clause in the sense of 'the one who' 
or 'that which': >ayyuha: l-laoi:na >a:manu: '0 you who believe'. The relative is 
composed of the definite article, the deictic la, and a demonstrative pronoun: 

Sg.m. 
Du. m. nom. 

obI. 
PI. m. 

>al-laoi: 
>al-lalia:ni 
>al-laliayni 
> al-laoi:na 

f. > al-lati: 
f. >al-lata:ni 

> al-latayni 
f. > al-la:ti:, > al-lawa:ti 

In the dialect of Tayyi', the relative particle was ou: invariable in gender and 
number: bi>ri: ou: IJafartu 'my well which I dug'. 

Demonstrative Adverbials and Particles 
Local demonstratives are huna:, ha:huna: 'here', huna:ka, huna:lika 'there', 
(}amma 'there' (corresponding to Hebrew sa:m), and in pre-Classical texts 
hanna:, hinna: 'there'. Modal demonstratives are formed with the preposition ka
'like': ka-lia:, ha:-ka-lia: 'thus, so' and kayta wa-kayta, kayti wa-kayti 'so and so' 
which comes from *ka-ta:, *ka-ti: and is transformed to kayta, kayti on the anal
ogy of kayfa 'how'. 

Temporal demonstratives show an element >ioin: yawma->ioin 'that day' (final 
-in seems to be a pausal feature). It is also found in the particles: > io, > ilia: 'at that 
moment, then' (both are used as conjunctions too), and in >i&ln 'hence', >io-&l:ka 
'at that time'. 

The particle >inna, etymologically cognate to Hebrew hen, hinne: 'behold', em
phasizes that the speaker's utterance is true. It comes at the head of the sentence 
and is followed by a noun in the accusative: >inna lla:ha (ala: kulli say>in 
qadi.Tun 'indeed, God is powerful over everything'. The shortened form >in 
comes with a similar function, but mostly it serves as a conjunction of the con
ditioning clause. 

Interrogatives 
Interrogative pronouns do not distinguish gender and number: man 'who?', ma: 
(pausal form mah#) 'what?', >ayyun 'which?' (see p. 197). To man and rna: the 
demonstrative &l:, functioning as a presentative, may be added: ma:-&l: ta~na(u 
'what you are doing here?'. In combination with prepositions ma: is shortened to 
ma or even m: Ii-ma (sometimes lim) 'why?', (ala:-ma 'what about?' , *ka-ma: > 
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kam 'how much?'. Adverbial interrogatives are Jayna 'where?', Janna: 'where ... 
from?', kayfa « *ka-Jayyinfa-)'how?', mata: 'when?', Jayya:na « *Jayya-
Ja:na ) 'what time?'. In post-Classical texts one finds Jaysin « Jayyu-sayJin) 
'what?'. 

Interrogatives serve as relatives: ya: man la: yamu:tu '0 the one who does not 
die (God)'. As a suffixed particle rna: marks indefiniteness: Jamrun-ma: 'a cer
tain affair', in particular, combined with relatives: mahrna: « *ma:-ma:) 'what
ever', Jayna-rna: 'wherever', mata:-ma: 'whenever'. From rhetorical questions 
there developed the use of rna: as a negative (see Nominal Sentences, pp. 212 and 
214). Interrogative sentences are marked by Ja_ or hal « *ha-la [?], see Ques
tions, p. 213). 

Personal Pronouns 

Independent Pronouns 

2m. 
3m. 

Singular 
)ana: 
Janta 
huwa 

f. Janti 
f. hiya 

Dual 

Jantuma: 
huma: 

Plural 
naJ:mu 
m. Jantum 
m. hum 

f. Jantunna 
f. hunna 

Dual forms are derived from plural by means of the dual marker -a:. The feminine 
plural is marked by -na which is also found as a feminine plural marker in the ver
bal inflection: Jantunna < *antum-na, hunna < *hum-na. The plural marker -u:, 
despite its redundance, is sometimes added to the plural forms: Jantum-u:, hum
u:. 

Independent personal pronouns occur as subject of a nominal sentence and in 
order to emphasize a suffixed pronoun: J antuma: kari:ma:ni 'both of you are gen
erous', na~ib-i: Jana: 'my (and not your) share'. 

Suffixed Personal Pronouns 

Singular Dual 
1 -i:, -ya, -ni: 
2m. -ka f. -ki -kuma: 
3m. -hu:, -hi: f. -ha: -huma: 

Plural 
-na: 

m. -kum f. -kunna 
m. -hum f. -hunna 

In the 1st singular, -i:, -ya is added to nouns, -ni: to verbs and particles. Before -i: 
final short vowels disappear: kita:bu+i:, kita:bi+i:, kita:ba+i: > kita:bi: 'my 
book' (nom., gen., acc.). To long vowels, -ya is suffixed with assimilation of -u: 
to -i: and -aw to -ay: <ammata:-ya 'both my aunts', mu<allimu:ya > mu<allimi:
ya 'my teachers'. The second person is characterized by k as against the t of the 
independent pronoun and the personal markers of the perfect. The suffixes of the 
third person singular masculine are shortened after closed syllables (CVC and 
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CV:): kita:bu-hu: 'his book', but >abu:-hu 'his father'. After -i: and-y, -hu: turns 
into -hi:, e.g. kita:bi:-hi: (gen.), Cammatay-hi 'both of his aunts (obl.)'. In the di
alect of Hejaz, this assimilation did not take place: kita:bi-hu:. 

Pronominal suffixes are suffixed to the construct state of the noun, mostly with 
possessive meaning. Attached to verbs, they denote the object: ra>ayta-ni: 'you 
saw me', tuCjibu-hum 'you appeal to them'. Two suffixes can be added to one 
verb: > aC taytu-ka-hu: 'I gave thee it'. The suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd person plural 
masculine take the plural marker -u:, when a second suffix is attached: > aC tayna:
kumu:-ha: 'we gave you her'. There is another way to combine two pronominal 
objects with one verb, namely, by means of the particle >iyya:-, e.g. >aCtaytu-ka 
>iyya:-hu 'I gave thee it'; it also makes it possible to place the pronominal object 
before the verb: >iyya:-ka na(budu 'thee we worship'. 

Other Particles 
The most frequent are connective particles and interjections. 

Connective particles: wa- 'and',Ja- 'and then, and so', ()umma 'then, there
upon', >aw 'or', >am « *>a-ma:) 'or' in alternative questions: >a-ha:OO: >am 
00: ka 'this or that?' . 

Particles of agreement or disagreement: na( am 'yes indeed' (cognate to 
na(ama 'may he feel happy! '), la: 'no', bal 'nay', bala: 'certainly!', >ajal 'yes in
deed'. 

Interjections: ya: '0', >ayyuha: '0' (both for vocative). After >ayyuha: the 
noun follows with the definite article: (ya:) >ayyuha: l-muslimu:na '0 you Mus
lims!', after ya: in the nominative of the definite state without article: ya: rajulu 
'0 man!' or, in case of a construct state, in the accusative: ya: rasu:la lla:hi '0 
apostle of God!'. ya: la- is used for an exclamation of surprise: ya: la-d-da:hiyati 
'0 the misfortune!', or for a call for help: ya: la-qawmi: 'help, 0 my people'. 

Verbal Morphology 

Root Classes 

> or w as First Radical 
Roots with w as first radical partly originate in biconsonantal roots. The initial w 
is absent in the imperative, the imperfect active and in the verbal noun: wasama 
'he branded', imperative sim, imperfect yasimu, verbal noun simatun. The verbal 
stem with infixed -t- (stem VIII) shows an unstable initial cluster *wt- which is 
regularly replaced by tt-: *wtasama> (Wi)ttasama 'he was branded'. The number 
of roots with sound w is very small: wajila, yawjalu 'to be afraid'. From the VIIIth 
stem with *wt- > tt- new roots with t as first root consonant were sometimes de
veloped: taqi:yun 'God-fearing' (root t-q-y) from (Wi)ttaqa: 'he feared God' 
(root w-q-y). 

In roots with> as the first radical, after prefixes with>, the > of the root is dis-
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similated with concurrent lengthening of the preceeding vowel: *>a>mana > 
>a:mana 'he believed', *>i>ma:nun > >i:ma:nun 'belief'. In the imperatives of the 
frequently employed verbs >akala 'he ate', >axaoo 'he took', >amara 'he com
manded' the dissimilation ends in the loss ofthe first radical: kul, XUb, mur. 

>, w , y as Second Radical 
Roots with w or y as second radical show in many patterns a long vowel between 
the first and the third root consonant, and therefore are traditionally called hollow 
roots. If the long vowel is high it usually, but not always, coincides in quality with 
the underlying weak radical: yalu:mu 'he blames' (l-w-m), yabi:(u 'he sells' (b
y- (), yaxa.fu 'he is frightened' (x-w1). 

In patterns with a long vowel or a geminated second radical, w and y appear as 
consonants: qawa:mun 'straightness',xawwafa 'he frightened', bayya:(un 'deal
er'; w is frequently assimilated to i: qiya:mun 'standing', *qiwmatun > qi:matun 
'value'. From such cases a separate root with y instead of w sometimes derived: 
qayyama 'he evaluated'. In the active participle fa:( il the second radical is re
placed by a glottal stop: ba:> i( un 'selling'. Derivatives of later origin frequently 
exhibit w and y as consonants: qawadun 'retaliation', hayafun 'slenderness'. 

As a second radical, > remains unchangeable with the exception of >ara: 'he 
showed' which is dissimilated from *>ar>a:. ra>a: 'he saw' loses> only in the im
perfect: yara: 'he sees'. 

w or y as Third Radical 
Nominal and verbal derivatives from roots with a weak third radical have a final 
long vowel equivalent in its quality to the last vowel of the inflectional base pat
tern. 

'to call' 
rama:, yarmi: 'to throw' 
laqiya, yalqa: 'to meet' 
da:( i:-, ra:mi:-, la:qi:-
but talaqqi:- 'receipt' 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

fa( ala, yar ulu 
fa( ala, yar ilu 
fa(ita, yaralu 
fa:( il- (active participle) 
tafa«ul 

When suffixes are annexed, some phonetic alternations take place: the homo
geneous vowels (i.e. i: and u:) are displaced by the affixed vowel: *tad(u:+i:na 
> tad(i:na 'thou (f.) call', *tarmi:+u:na > tarmu:na 'you call'. When a: is af
fixed, a:+i:, a:+u: are contracted to ay, aw: *talqa:+i:na > talqayna 'thou (f.) 
meet', *talqa:+u:na > talqawna 'you meet'. Before a: or consonantal suffixes, -a: 
is changed to ay or aw according to the vowel of the imperfect stem. 

da(a:+a: > da(awa: 'both of them called' 
da(a:+tu >da(awtu 'I called' according to yad(u: 
rama:+a: > ramaya: 'both of them threw' 
rama:+tu > ramaytu 'I threw' according to yarmi: 
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Identical Second and Third Radicals 
The roots with geminated second radical may partly be of biconsonantal origin. In 
the derivatives geminated consonants alternate with separated second and third 
root consonants, since gemination only takes place in the sequence CVCV : mad
da, yamuddu 'to extend' = facala, yarulu, but madadtu 'I extended', yamdudna 
'they (f.) extend'. 

In order to avoid the alternation, forms ending in -CVC can take a paragogic 
vowel: apocopate yamudda, yamuddu beside yamdud = yar ul. In the perfect some 
dialects inserted a: or ay before the consonantal suffixes: madda:tu, maddaytu in
stead of CA standard madadtu. Forms corresponding to maddaytu became com
mon in the modem dialects. 

Derivational Patterns ("Stems") 
Most verbs follow ten derivational patterns, the so-called "stems": a basic stem 
and nine derived stems formed by root-internal and prefixal modification. Every 
stem has two inflectional bases, one for the suffix conjugation (perfect) and one 
for the prefix conjugation (imperfect). The difference is marked by vowel change 
except for the stems V and VI. Vocalic differentiation within the perfect base oc
curs in the basic stem (I). All others have a-a as base vowels. 

In stem I,facala contains transitive and intransitive verbs of action: qatala 'he 
killed', qa:ma 'he stood up'; fac ila contains intransitive verbs, often denoting a 
temporary state: ra4iya 'he became satisfied', but there are exceptions like sariba 
'he drank' .fac ula is reserved for qualities: $ac uba 'he is difficult'; in this function 
facila is found too: cawija 'he is crooked'. 

Stem II faa ala, yufaa ilu expresses an iterative as against the single action: 
kasara 'he broke', kassara 'he fragmentized', as well as causativity and factitivi
ty: callama 'he caused to know, he taught', often in an appellative sense: kaliOaba 
'he called somone a liar' (kaooba 'he lied'); it is frequently denominative: law
wana 'to color' (from lawnun 'color'). 

Stem illfa:cala, yUfa:c ilu is a verbalization of the active participle fa: c iI. It de
notes the attempt to achieve an action directed towards someone: qa:tala 'he tried 
to kill (qatala), > 'he fought', sa:cada 'he attempted to achieve happiness for 
someone' > 'he helped' (sacida 'he is happy'). 

Stem IV >arala, yurilu makes a causative of the basic stem: >adxala 'he let 
enter' (daxala 'he entered'), >ara:ra 'he made jealous' (ra:ra 'he was jealous'). 
Frequently it denotes the action versus the state: >al)sana 'he acted well' (I)asuna 
'he is good'). Derived from nouns, it denotes direction towards something: >anja
da 'he wentto Nejd (> an-najdu), , > a$bal)a 'he began to do something in the morn
ing' or 'he entered into the morning ($aba:l)un),. 

Stem V tafaaala, yatafaCCalu is the reflexive of stem II: taCallama 'he taught 
himself, he learned'. It denotes actions which come to pass without an agent 
(pseudo-passive): tadawwara 'it (m.) is circular' (dawwara 'he made round'), as 
a reflexive of the appellative stem II pretense: tanabba>a 'he claimed to be a 
prophet'. 
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Stem VI is the reflexive or pseudo-passive of stem III: ta~a:dafa 'it happened 
by chance' (~a:dafa 'he met by chance'). In most cases it denotes reciprocity: 
taCa:wanu: 'they assisted one another' (Ca:wana 'he attempted to assist'), some
times pretense: tama:ratJa 'he pretended to be sick'. 

Stem VII ei)nfacala, yanfaCilu is a pseudo-passive of the basic stem: 
ei)nlJadara 'he descended' (lJadara 'he brought down'). 

Stem VIII ei)fta(ala, yafta(ilu is a reflexive of the basic stem: ei)lJtajaba 'he 
veiled himself' (lJajaba 'he veiled'). Often it denotes an action done in favor of 
the agent: ei)ktasafa 'he disclosed for his own sake, he detected' (kasafa 'he dis
closed') or pseudo-passive: ei)lJtaraqa 'he took fire' (I)araqa 'he burnt some
thing'). The infixed -t- is assimilated to preceding dentals: ei)q,!araba 'he got 
agitated' , (i )zdalJama 'he got crowded' . 

Stem X ei)sta:fala, yasta:filu is a reflexive of the stem IV: ei)sta(adda 'he 
prepared himself' Cacadda 'he prepared'), ei)staClama 'he asked for informa
tion' Ca(lama 'he gave information'). If the causative is appellative, then the re
flexive means considering something to be such and such: ei)staxaffa 'he thought 
it light' (xaffa 'he was light'). 

Stem IX ei):falla, ya:fallu and stem XI ei):fa:lla, ya:fa:llu are related to the 
adjectives of color and eye-catching qualities of the pattern >a:falu: eOswadda 
'he became black' Caswadu 'black'). Outside that group this stem is very rare: 
eOrfaq,q,a 'he scattered'. 

The patterns of four-consonantal roots correspond with those of the three
consonantal ones: (I) fa(lala, yufa(lilu is equivalent to stem II, (II) tafaclala, 
yatafa(lalu is equivalent to stem V, and (III) eO:falalia, ya:falillu is formally 
equivalent to stem IX, but not bound to a specific nominal pattern. There are verbs 
outside these patterns such as haydala, yuhaydilu 'he cooed' (root h-d-l) , 
eOrcawa:,yarCawi: 'he looked after' (rootr-(-w), ei)xq,awq,ara,yaxq,awq,iru 'he 
became green' (rootx-q,-r), eWlawda:,yaClawdi: and eWlawwada,ya(lawwidu 
'he is strong' (root C-l-d). They are classed among the following patterns: 
eO:fawcala, eO:fawwala, eO:fanlala, (>i):fanla: (stems XII-XV). 

Verbal Inflection 

Morphological Categories 
All verbs except a few defective ones make a perfect; an imperfect, including three 
moods, indicative, subjunctive and jussive (or apocopate); an imperative; an ac
tive and a passive participle; as well as a verbal noun. In both perfect and imper
fect, there is a passive voice distinguished from the active by internal vocalic 
change. 

The perfect, which originates in a stative as preserved in Akkadian, is inflected 
with suffixes. The stative function is retained in verbs of quality (fac ila,fa( ula). 
The jussive (apocopate) is of twofold origin: it continues the old Semitic preterite 
(Akkadian iprus) on the one hand, and is an inflected imperative, i.e. jussive, on 
the other. As a past tense it is confined to conditional sentences and the use after 
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the negative lam. The imperfect indicative is derived from the apocopate forms by 
the markers -u and -n(a) which originally denoted simultaneity. The SUbjunctive 
is restricted to subordinate clauses and has become more and more bound with 
particular conjunctions such as >an, kay, /.latta:, and the negative Ian. The so
called energicus is formed by adding -anna, (rarely) -an, to the imperfect inflec
tional base. It is employed in order to emphasize statements or wishes relating to 
the future: la->urwiyanna-hum >ajma~i:na 'I will surely lead them all astray'. 

Both perfect and imperfect refer to time and aspect. The perfect denotes a single 
complete action, mainly with reference to the past: jalasa /.lay(}u jalasa >abu:hu 
'he sat where his father had sat' , but also to the present or future, as in wishes and 
vows: > a:laytu la: xa:marat-ni: l-xamru 'I swear, wine shall not have made me in
toxicated'. The imperfect denotes an action in its process and is normally inter
preted as referring to the actual or habitual present or to the future: qul-i lla:hu 
yu/.lyi:-kum (}umma yumi:tu-kum (}umma yajma~u-kum >ila: yawmi l-qiya:mati 
'say: God lends life to you, then He makes you die, thereupon He will gather you 
to the day of resurrection'. Future is made definite by adding sawfa or sa-: sawfa 
> astarfiru la-kum rabbi: 'I shall ask my Lord to forgive you'. If the context indi
cates past, the imperfect expresses an actual or habitual action in the past, ka:na 
'he was' being the most frequently used means of indicating the past: ka:na n-na
bi:yu ya~ u:du l-mari:4a wa-yuja:lisu l-fuqara:>a 'the prophet used to visit the sick 
and to sit with the poor'. To mark the pluperfect, ka:na can be compounded with 
the perfect: qad ka:na rasu:lu lla:hi ba~a(}a -hu: >ila: Makkata 'the apostle of God 
had sent him to Mecca' . 

Suffix Inflection (Perfect) 
The suffix inflection is illustrated below with the verb kataba 'he wrote'. 

Singular Dual Plural 
1 katab-tu katab-na: 
2m. katab-ta f. katab-ti katab-tuma: m. katab-tum f. katab-tunna 
3m. katab-a f. katab-at m. katab-a: f. katab-at-a: m. katab-u: f. katab-na 

The suffixes of the 2nd person are identical with those of the personal pronoun. 
The 3rd person is marked by the nominal suffixes sg. f. -at, pI. m. -u:; pI. f. -na is 
also found in the imperfect and personal pronoun. The masculine singular is un
marked (-a originates in an auxiliary vowel). The dual forms of the 3rd person are 
derived by adding the nominal marker -a: to the singular forms. 

The inflectional base of weak verbs undergoes phonetic changes mentioned 
above (see p. 204). In the basic stem, there are four types of inflectional bases, 
those ending in -a:l-ay, -a:l-aw, -iy and very seldom -uw. 

1 rama: 'he threw', ramat, ramaya:, ramata:, ramaw, ramayna etc. 
2 da~a: 'he called', da~at, da~awa:, da~ata:, da~aw, da~awna etc. 
3 nasiya 'he forgot', nasiyat, nasiya:, nasiyata:, nasu:, nasiyna etc. 
4 saruwa 'he is high-minded', saruwat, saruwa:, saruwata:, saru:, saruwna 

etc. 
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All derived stems behave as rama:. 
The inflectional base of hollow verbs (see p. 204) shows a long a:, which is 

shortened when consonantal suffixes are added. The shortened forms have a high 
vowel agreeing in roundness with the vowel of the imperfect base: ka:na 'he was', 
ka:nat, ka:nu:, but kuntu 'I was' (yaku:nu 'he is'); sa:ra 'he marched', sa:rat, 
sa:ru:, but sirtu 'I marched' (yasi:ru 'he marches'); na:ma 'he slept' , na:mat, but 
nimtu 'I slept' (yana:mu 'he sleeps'). A single verb, ma:ta (yamu:tu) 'he died', 
has the irregular vowel change a: - i (mittu 'I died'). In the derived stems, there 
is no vowel change: > aqa:ma 'he straightened', > aqamtu (root q-w-m); (> i)xta:ra 
'he chose', (>i)xtartu (rootx-y-r). In a similar way the negative laysa 'he is not' 
is inflected: laysa, laysat, laysa:, laysata:, laysu:, but lasna, lastu etc. 

Prefix Inflection (Imperfect) 
The inflectional prefixes mark person and gender. Number and, in the 2nd person 
singular, gender, is marked by suffixes. There are two sets of prefixes. One with 
the vowel a (ya-, ta- etc.) is used with the basic stem and the reflexive stems, an
other with the vowel u (yu-, tu- etc.) is used with the transitive causative stems 
and in the passive voice. The prefix >a- of stem IV is deleted by the inflectional 
prefixes. 

Singular Dual Plural 
1 >- ••• -0 n- ... -0 
2m. t- ... -0 f. t- .. . -i: t- ... -a: m. t- ... -U: f. t- ... -na 
3m. y- ... -0 f. t- ... -0 m. y-... -a: f. t-... -a: m. y-... -u: f. y-... -na 

The above affixes form the jussive (apocopate): 

malaka 'he possessed' (stem I) 
1st >amlik, namlik; 
2nd tamlik, tamliki:, tamlika:, tamliku:, tamlikna; 
3rd yamlik, tamlik, yamlika:, tamlika:, yamliku:, yamlikna. 

>amlaka 'he put in possession' (stem IV) 
1st >umlik, numlik; 
2nd tumlik, tumliki:, tumlika:, tumliku:, tumlikna; 
3rd yumlik, tumlik, yumlika:, tumlika:, yumliku:, yumlikna. 

In the subjunctive, the suffix -a takes the place of -0: 

1st >amlika, namlika; 
2nd tamlika, tamliki:, tamlika:, tamliku:, tamlikna; 
3rd yamlika, tamlika, yamlika:, tamlika:, yamliku:, yamlikna. 

In the indicative -u replaces -0 and -na is added to the suffixes -i: and-u:, -ni to 
the dual ending -a:: 
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1st ~amliku, namliku; 
2nd tamliku, tamliki:na, tamlika:ni, tamliku:na, tamlikna; 
3rd yamliku, tamliku, yamlika:ni, tamlika:ni, yamliku:na, yamlikna. 

The inflectional bases of hollow verbs must be shortened when consonantal suf
fixes or -0 are added: yaqu:mu 'he stands up', yaqu:mu:na, yaqu:ma etc., but 
yaqum, yaqumna; yasi:ru 'he marches', yasi:a, but yasir; yana:mu 'he sleeps', ya
na:ma, but yanam. Verbs with w or y as third radical also form the jussive by' 
shortening the vowel: yansa: 'he forgets', yadcu: 'he calls', yarmi: 'he throws', 
yu~alli: 'he prays'; jussive yansa, yadC u, yarmi, yu~alli. 

Imperative 
The imperative has the shape of the 2nd person of the jussive, but without inflec
tional prefix: 

. Jussive sg. 2m. ta-qumf. ta-qu:mi: duo ta-qu:ma:pl.m. ta-qu:mu: f. ta-qumna 
Imperative qum qu:mi: qu:ma: qu:mu: qumna 

The causative prefix ~a- (stem IV), which is deleted after the inflectional pre
fixes, is restored in the imperative: yuqi:mu 'he straightens' (~aqa:ma) has the 
jussive tuqim, tuqi:mi: etc., but in the imperative ~aqim, ~aqi:mi: etc. 

As a result of the omission of the prefix, many verbs have an initial consonant 
cluster. Therefore a prosthetic vowel is added. It is i, if the inflectional base con
tains a or i but u in case of u in the inflectional base: 

jalasa 'he sat down' 
nasiya 'he forgot' 
kataba 'he wrote' 
daca: 'he called' 
eOxta:ra 'he chose' 

jussive ta-jlis 
jussive ta-nsa 
jussive ta-ktub 
jussive ta-dc u 
jussive ta-xtar 

imperative Wijlis 
imperative #~ insa 
imperative Wuktub 
imperative W udc u 
imperative Wixtar 

As for verbs with geminated second radical, there is a choice between geminat
ed and ungeminated forms: madda 'he extended' ,jussive ta-mdudlta-mudd-a, im
perative Wumdudlmudd-a. Some verbs with ~ as first radical lose it in the 
imperative (see p. 203). 

Internal Passive 
All verbs which can be supplied with direct or indirect objects are able to form an 
internal passive. In the suffix inflection, it is made by shifting the vowel sequence 
a-ali to u-i: 

I: qatala 'he killed' : qutila 'he was killed', rama: 'he threw' : rumiya 'he was 
thrown', samica 'he heard' : sumica 'he was heard'; 
III: wa.jaha 'he faced' : wu.jiha 'he was faced';-
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IV: >adxala 'he introduced' : >udxila 'he was introduced'; 
V: talaqqa: 'he received' : tuluqqiya 'he was received'; 
X: (>i)stashada 'he quoted' : (>u)stushida 'he was quoted'. 

Hollow verbs replace a: of the inflectional base by i:, e.g. qa:da 'he led' : qi:da 
'he was led', (>i)stasa:a 'he asked for advice' : (>u)stusi:ra 'he was asked for ad
vice'. 

The passive of the prefix inflection is formed by changing the vowels of the in
flectional base to a or a:. The prefixes are vocalized with u: yaksiru 'he breaks' : 
yuksaru 'he is broken, yadcu: 'he calls' : yudca: 'he is called', yuci:du 'he brings 
back' : yuC a:du 'he is brought back'. The w as first radical which is lost in the ac
tive forms, is restored in passive: yajidu'he finds' (from wajada) : yuwjadu 'he 
is found, he exists' . 

The CA passive is strictly agentless. The expression of a known agent is exclud
ed. In transforming an active sentence structure to a passive one, the first object 
gets the position of the subject, other complements remain untouched: wajadtu 1-
kita:ba muJi:dan 'I found the book useful' > wujida l-kita:bu mufi:dan 'the book 
was fO\lnd useful'. If a verb which governs a prepositional phrase is put into the 
passive, the prepositional phrase remains in place: >aOiqu bi-kum 'I.place my con
fidence in you' > yuwOaqu bi-kum 'one's confidence is placed in you'. 

Participles 
The active participle of the basic stem is formed by Ja: c il: ka:tibun 'writing', 
da:Cin 'calling' (rootd-C-w),qa:>idun 'leading' (rootq-w-d),ma:ssun 'touching' 
(root m-ss). The passive participle is derived by maru:l « *ma-Jacu:l): mak
tu:bun 'written', mamsu:sun 'touched'. As for weak and hollow verbs, the vowel 
i: of the imperfect displaces the u: of maru:l: marmi:yun 'thrown' (yarmi:), 
madcu:wun 'called' (yadcu:), mabi:cun 'sold' (yabi:cu ), maqu:dun 'led' 
(yaqu:du), but maxu.fun 'feared' (yaxa.fu). 

The participles of the derived stems are formed by prefixed mu-. Active parti
ciples have i, passive participles a in the inflectional base: (II) muJacc ilun -
muJaccalun; (III) muJa:cilun - muJa:calun; (IV) murilun - muralun; (V) 
mutaJaccilun - mutaJaccalun; (VI) mutaJa:cilun - mutaJa:calun; (VII) munfacil
un - munfacalun; (VIII) muftacilun - muJtaCalun; (IX) mural/un (only active); 
(X) mustarilun - mustaralun. 

Stative verbs do not form participles, instead, adjectives of various patterns de
rived from them, e.g. danisun 'soiled' to danisa 'he is soiled', >ali:mun 'painful' 
to >alima 'he is in pain',jawa:dun 'openhanded' toja:da 'he was openhanded'. 
Prepositional phrases governed by verbs can accompany the passive participle: 
mawOu:qun bi-hi: 'someone who is trusted', mUtja.fun 'a thing that is added to 
something' , mut/a.fun > ilay-hi 'a thing to which something is added' . Passive par
ticiples derived from pseudo-passive verbs are used as nomina loci: munl;tanan 
'bend, curve'. 
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Verbal Nouns 
Every verb except defective ones such as Casa: 'it could be that ... ' has a verbal 
noun (often called infinitive ).It behaves like other nouns, taking case markers and 
definiteness/indefiniteness and may be the head of a genitive construction. 
Whereas the formation of the verbal nouns of derived stems is regular and predict
able, there are numerous patterns of abstract nouns associated as verbal nouns 
with the basic stem: 

facI is the most common: q,arbun to q,araba 'he beat', qawlun to qa:la 'he said'; 
facal mainly belongs tofacita: camalun to camita 'he acted', but also to verbs 

with r or I as second radical: talabun to talaba 'he demanded', 
harabun to haraba 'he fled'; 

fac ala:n to verbs of iterative action: xafaqa:nun to xafaqa 'it (m.) vibrated'; 
fic I to verbs of remembrance: Oikrun to liakara 'he remembered', C itmun to C al

ima 'he knew'; 
fu c u:1 to verbs of movement: xuru:jun to xaraja 'he went out', duxu:lun to dax

ala 'he entered'; 
fuca:1 to verbs of sound-making: nuba:l)un to nabal)a 'he barked', su>a:lun to 

sa>ala 'he asked'; 
fica:lat to verbs of cultural activities: kita:batun to kataba 'he wrote', 

qira:>atun to qara>a 'he read'; 
faca:lat andfucu:lat to verbs of quality: suhu:latun to sahula 'it (m.) easy'. 

The formation of verbal nouns by lengthening the last vowel of the inflectional 
base to a: is characteristic of the stems III, IV and VII-X and is also used for a few 
basic stems such as liaha:bun to liahaba 'he went away', >iba:>un to >aba: 'he re
fused'; the derived stems have: (III)fica:lun, (IV) >i-fKa:lun, (VII) (>i)nfica:lun, 
(X) (>i)sti-fKa:lun showing the vowel sequence a-a:. 

Stem V and VI have taface ulun, tafa:c ulun, a formation which has no parallel 
in CA nominal or verbal morphology, but has to be compared with Akkadian ver
bal nouns of the derived stems such as purrusum to uparris (preterite), pitarrusum 
to iptarras etc. Stem II is associated with ta.f i:lIta.f itat as its regular verbal noun: 
takoi:bun to kaoliaba 'he called a liar', tajliyatun to jalla: 'he made clear'. 

Syntax 

Nominal Sentences and Verbal Sentences 
CA has three types of sentences: (1) verbal sentences with the word order verb
subject-object; (2) nominal sentences with a nominal phrase as predicate; (3) en
larged nominal sentences consisting of a subject and a verbal or nominal clause as 
predicate. In all cases the subject is marked by the nominative. 
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Verbal Sentence 
Word order in the verbal sentence is modeled on the suffixal inflection in which 
the pronominal subject marker immediately follows the inflectional base: 

xaraja - Zaydun according with xaraj-tu 
'went out - Zayd', i.e. 'Zayd went out' 'went out-I', i.e. 'I went out' 

Since the basic form (facala) is devoid of any subject marker, an agreement in 
gender and number with the following subject is not required. This situation is still 
recognizable in the earliest texts: baka: bana:tuhu: 'his daughters cried', kayfa 
ka:na ca:qibatu l-mukaooibi:na 'how was the outcome of the disbelievers?'. The 
feminine form (facalat) came up in accordance with a following feminine subject: 
qa:lat-i mra>atu Clmra:na "Imra:n's wife said'. Agreement in number never be
came established in CA. 

Thus verbal sentences follow the following models: xaraja/yaxruju rajulun, 
rajula:ni, rija:lun 'a man, two men, some men went out/go out', xarajat/taxruju 
mra>atun, mra>ata:ni, nisa:>un 'a woman, two women, some women went out/go 
out'. Reference to the plural of nouns denoting nonhuman beings requires the fem
inine singular: >ila: lla:hi tarjiCu t->umu:ru 'to God return (all) matters'. On the 
other hand, if a verb refers to a noun mentioned before, it agrees not only in gen
der, but also in number: na{jara bacq,u-hum >ila: bacq,in (Jumrna n~arafu: 'they 
looked at one another, then they turned away', >a~balJat-i l-imra>ata:ni tanu:lJa:ni 
'both of the women began to lament'. In this case gender and number markers of 
the verb have to be considered as pronominal exponents of the subject, i.e. 
ei)n~arafu: 'turned away-they', in the example given above, is a complete sen
tence. 

Nominal Sentences 
The predicate of a nominal sentence is a nominal phrase (noun or prepositional 
phrase). There is no copula. The nominal predicate is normally indefinite and 
takes the nominative. It agrees in gender and number with the subject like an at
tribute: >ar-rija:lu qawwa:mu:na (ala: n-nisa:>i 'men are preeminent over wom
en'. If the predicate is definite, a personal pronoun of the 3rd person intervenes 
between subject and predicate in order to prevent the interpretation as an attribu
tive phrase: kalimatu lla:hi hiya 1-( ulya: 'the word of God is the most superior'. 

The nominal sentence refers to the present. With non-present time reference 
ka:na, yaku:nu 'to be' is used. It requires the predicative noun to take the accusa
tive: kuntum qawman musrifi:na 'you were an immoderate people'. 

The nominal sentence is negated by ma: or laysa. laysa governs, like a verb, the 
accusative or the preposition bi-: lasta mursalan 'thou art not a messenger', lasta 
(alay-him bi-mu$aytirin 'thou art not a commander over them'. After the negative 
ma: too the predicate occurs with or without bi-: rna: MulJammadun >illa: 
rasu:lun 'Muhammad is not but a messenger', ma: hum bi-mu>mini:na 'they are 
not believers'. A characteristic of the Hejazi dialect is the construction of ma: 
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analogous to laysa with an accusative: rna: ha:8a: basaran 'this is not a human 
being'. 

The negative la: followed by a noun in the accusative without nunation negates 
the existence of something: la: J:tawla wa-la: quwwata >illa: bi-lla.·hi 'there is no 
power and no strength save in God'. 

Enlarged Nominal Sentences 
Sentences consisting of a subject in the first position and a predicative verbal or 
nominal clause in the second position have to be considered as topic-comment 
sentences. The predicative clause contains a reference pronoun which links the 
predicate with the subject. It may be embodied in the verb or in any other part of 
the predicative clause: >inna rusula-na: yaktubu:na rna: tamkuru:na '(certainly) 
our messengers: they write down the tricks you have used', >az-za:niyatu la: 
yanki/:tu-ha: >illa: za:nin 'the female fornicator: only a fornicator shall marry her', 
>al-bayyu marta(u-hu: waxi:mun 'the outrage: its pasture is unhealthy'. 

Questions 
Interrogatives take the head position of the sentence: rna: > antuma: wa-min > ayna 
jetuma: 'what sort of people are you both, and from where did you come?'. They 
occur in genitive position: >abu: man >anta 'whose father are you?', bi->ayyi 
/:tadi:9in ba(da-hu: yu>minu:na 'in which report do they believe after that?', and 
may take the position of an object: >ayya >a:ya:ti lla:hi tunkiru:na 'which of 
God's signs do you deny?'. 

Interrogative sentences are introduced by an interrogative particle. Lack of the 
particle is very rare. The most frequent of the particles is > a-: > a-ya/:tsabu > an lam 
yara-hu: >a/:tadun 'did he think that no one has seen him?'. The particle hal intro
duces questions which are often rhetorical and imply a negative sense: hal 
yastawi: Pa(ma: wa-l-ba$i:ru 'are the blind and the seeing equal?'. 

The Nominal Phrase 

Nominal Attributes 
Attributes follow the noun and agree with it in definiteness/indefiniteness, case 
and gender: ja:run /:tasanun 'a good neighbor', >al-ja:ru l-/:tasanu 'the good 
neighbor' ; ja :ratun /:tasanatun 'a good neighbor (f.)', > al-ja :ratu l-/:tasanatu 'the 
good neighbor (f.)'. Agreement in number takes place in the dual and, if the head 
noun denotes a human being, in the plural: ja:rata:ni /:tasanata:ni 'two good 
neighbors (f.)' ,ji:ra:nun /:tisa:nun 'good neighbors' ,ja:ra:tun /:tsana:tanun 'good 
neighbors (f.)'. Relating to a plural denoting non-human beings the adjective 
takes the feminine singular: >al->a(ma:lu l-/:tasanatu 'the good deeds'. 

Attributive Clauses 
Nominal sentences as well as verbal sentences occur as attributes or predicates. If 
the head noun is definite and its attendant clause is indefinite, the clause is inter-
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preted as predicate. If both have the same status of definiteness, the attendant 
clause is an attribute. Definite attributive clauses are marked by the relative (see 
p. 200), indefinite attributive clauses remain unmarked. The attributive clause 
normally contains a reference pronoun which combines it with the head noun. 

> ar-rajulu bi-yadi-hi: sayfun 'the man: in his hand is a sword', i.e. 'the man 
holds a sword in his hand' 

>ar-rajulu l-laoi: bi-yadi-hi: sayfun 'the man in whose hand is a sword' 
rajulun bi-yadi-hi: sayfun 'a man in whose hand is a sword' 

Attributive clauses undergo a transformation if the predicate is an adjective or 
a participle. Then the predicate is attracted to the head noun and agrees with it in 
definiteness/indefiniteness and case, but in gender/number it agrees with its fol
lowing subject: 

*fi: rijja:ln nifa:qu-hum ma~ ru·fun > fi: rija:lin ma~ ru:fin nifa:qu-hum 
'(accompanied) by men whose hypocrisy is well known' 

*fi: r-riija:li l-laoi:na nifa:qu-hum ma~ru:fun > fi: r-rija:li l-ma~ru:fi nifa:qu
hum '(accompanied) by the men whose hypocrisy is well-known'. 

Genitive Construction 
The head noun of a genitive construction is in the construct state (see p. 195), the 
noun depending on it follows in the genitive. Between the two nouns no other 
word is permitted; an attribute referring to the head noun has to follow after the 
annexed genitive. The phrase as a whole is definite or indefinite according to the 
state of the genitive noun: kita:bu ~a:limin qayyimun 'a valuable book of a 
scholar', kita:bu l-~a:limi l-qayyimu 'the valuable book of the scholar' and kita:bu 
~a:limin na:bihin 'a book of an eminent scholar', kita:bu l-~a:limi n-na:bihi 'the 
book of the eminent scholar'. The genitive expresses either a possessive or a par
titive relationship: kita:bu l-~a:limi 'the book ofthe scholar (possessed or written 
by him)', >awwalu I-lJika:yati 'the first part (i.e. the beginning) of the story'. No
tice also the constructions on p. 197, Quantifying Nouns. 

Annexed to adjectives, the genitive expresses limitation: !a:hiru l-qalbi 'pure 
of heart', ~a~i:mu l-qadamayni 'big with respect to his two feet'. Although the 
genitive has always the definite article, the whole phrase is not definite; it takes 
the definite article if attributed to a definite head noun: rajulun !a:hiru l-qalbi 'a 
man having a pure heart', >ar-rajulu !-!a:hiru l-qalbi 'the man having a pure 
heart'. 

The Accusative in Nominal Phrases 
To specify quantities, the indefinite accusative comes within verbal as well as 
nominal phrases: mi()qa:lu &1rratin xayran 'the weight of a dust particle in good'. 
The accusative of specification comes with quantifying nouns and pronouns: kam 
kita:ban 'how many books?', >akbaru-na: sinnan 'the oldest of us in age', >a!haru 
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qalban 'purer/purest in heart' (elative to ta:hiru I-qalbi 'pure of heart', see above, 
p.214). 

The Verbal Phrase 

Accusative and Prepositional Objects 
There are intransitive verbs without any object such as rakaca 'he bowed in 
prayer' and others that get transitivity by means of prepositions, such as jalasa 'he 
sat down': jalasa >ila: >alJ,adin 'he sat down with someone'. Especially the prep
osition bi- 'with' gives the verb a transitive meaning: qa:rna 'he stood up': qa:rna 
bi-fjC[in 'he stood up with doing something', i.e. 'he undertook something'. The 
transitive verb may govern objects in the accusative and/or objects annexed by 
prepositions. e.g. one accusative object: >ata: >alJ,adan 'he came to someone', two 
accusative objects: >a:ta: >alJ,adan say>an (causative stem IV of >ata:) 'he 
brought someone something', one preposition: raribafi: say>in 'he desired some
thing' etc. 

Negatives of the Verbal Phrase 
CA has a complex system of negatives: rayru is employed with nouns (see p. 
197), ma:, la:, >in, and laysa with both nominal and verbal phrases, lam and Ian 
only with verbs. 

La: is the negative of the imperfect (indicative and subjunctive): La: yaktubu 'he 
does not write', li-kay-Ia: yaktuba 'in order that he does not write'. With the jus
sive La: serves for prohibition: La: tajlis 'don't sit down!', with the perfect for a 
negative wish: la:fut!,eJafu:-ka 'may thy teeth (lit. mouth) not be broken!'. 

lam with the jussive (apocopate) denotes a negative past tense: lam yaktub 'he 
did not write'. 

Ian followed by the subjunctive, marks a negative future: Ian yakutba 'he never 
will write'. 

rna: is more expressive than La: or lam and negates the occurence of an action 
as a whole, not only in a certain case: li-tunoira qawman ma: >ata:-hum min 
naoi:rin min qabli-ka 'in order that thou warnest a people to whom before thee 
never a warner has been come', rna: yuzakka: Pinsa:nu bi-saha:dati >ahli bayti
hi: 'a man is not declared righteous by the evidence of his own household' . 

>in as a negative is rarely used; it is sometimes combined with ma: (rna: >in). 
laysa may be combined with verbs: lastu >aq$idu I-lJ,arba 'I do not intend to 

make war'. 

Optional Accusatives Governed by the Verb 

The Internal Object 
Every transitive or intransitive verb can take an internal object which consists of 
a verbal noun in the accusative, usually belonging to the same verb. When it stands 
alone, it lays emphasis on the action itself: na:ma nawrnan 'he slept a (real) sleep', 
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also with the passive: 4uriba rJarban 'he was struck (with) a striking'. Often the 
internal object is connected with a complement that expresses a special quality of 
the action: rJarabtu-hu: 4arbatayni 'I struck him two strikes', rJarabtu-hu: 4arban 
sadi:dan 'I struck him (with) a violent striking', na~rtu >ilayhi na~rata 1-
mar4u:bi 'I look at him the look of the angry, i.e. I gave him an angry look'. 

Adverbial Accusatives 
The function of the internal object has been enlarged by using verbal or abstract 
nouns as well as nouns denoting time, place or measure. This sort of accusative 
may be interpreted as an adverbial phrase, denoting 

1 time: sa:ra yawman 'he traveled for a day'; 
2 place and direction: waf/.aca sayJa-hu: ja:niban 'he put his sword aside'; 
3 motivation: (>i)n$ara/tu maxa.fata s-sarri 'I turned away from him for fear 

of evil'; 
4 mode: t5ahaba masyan 'he went away walking'; 
5 specification: za:dat-ni: ru>yatu-hu: ra4aban 'looking at him increased me 

in rage'. This usage of the accusative has been transferred to the nominal 
phrase (see p. 214). 

Additional Predicative Clauses 
The verbal phrase may be enlarged by an additional predicative phrase which de
scribes an attendant contemporaneous circumstance. The additional predicative 
phrase, traditionally called circumstance clause, is basically an enlarged nominal 
clause connected with the main clause by wa- 'and': C a:dat Zaynabu wa-hiya tab
ki: or ca:dat Zaynabu wa-hiya ba:kiyatun 'Zaynab returned (and she is) weeping'. 

In most cases, it is possible to transform the basic structure by deletion of wa
together with the following reference pronoun. Then the predicative adjective or 
participle is changed into the accusative: C a:dat Zaynabu tabki: or C a:dat Zaynabu 
ba:kiyatan 'Zaynab returned weeping'. 

The immediate annexation of the predicative verb is possible, in particular after 
verbs of motion as well as verbs of beginning and continuation. Some of such 
verbs lost their intrinsic meaning and gained the function of modifiers:Ja-> a$balJa 
yuqallibu kaffay-hi 'then he came into the morning wringing his hands' , i.e. 'then 
he got into a situation that he wrung his hands!' . 

There exist two other types of circumstance clause. One describes a situation 
simultaneous with that of the main clause, but resultant from an anterior action; it 
is annexed with wa-qad plus perfect: rna: la-na: > alia: nuqa:tila wa-qad > uxrijna: 
min diya:ri-na: 'why should we not fight, since we have been driven out of our 
dwellings?'. The other describes a subsequent action intended at the time to which 
the main clause refers: 8umma nazac at 8iya:ba-ha: taytasilu 'then she took off her 
clothes in order to wash herself'. 

The circumstance clause may also refer to the object: >axrajna: Pasa:ra: wa
hum mutriqu:na ru>u:sa-hum 'we brought out the prisoners while they bowed 
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their heads', marartu bi-l-mar>ati wa-hiya ja:lisatun 'I passed by the woman 
while she was sitting'. A similar construction is found with verbs denoting 'make, 
let be, find, regard, call someone/something such and such'. They take an accusa
tive object and an attendant predicative noun or a predicative verb referring to the 
object: ma:-lia: huwa 1-laOi: yafalu-ki tabki:na 'what is it that makes you (f.) 
cry', wajadna: l-qawma ra:jici:na minoa s-sa>mi 'we found the people returning 
from Syria'. 

Subordinate Clauses 
Beside the attributive and predicative clauses, CA mainly distinguishes three 
kinds of subordinate clauses: (1) adverbial clauses annexed by a conjunction; (2) 
object, subject and other complement clauses which may be replaced by a verbal 
noun; (3) conditional clauses. 

Adverbial Clauses 
There are some conjunctions followed by a subordinate clause: the temporal con
junctions lamma: 'after', >io 'when, as', /:latta: 'as long as, until', bayna-ma: 
'while', the final conjunctions Ii- (/Pan), kay (Ii-kay) 'in order that' and the rel
ative /:Iay(}u 'where, inasmuch as'. In most cases a verbal clause follows: ratJiba 
lla:hu calay-him I;tay(}u lam yattaCi~u: 'God was angry with them inasmuch as 
they did not accept warning'. In a final clause after Ii-, kay and /:latta:, the verb 
comes in the subjunctive:fa-,vbiru: /:latta: ya/:lkuma lla:hu bayna-kum 'so take pa
tience until God will decide between you!'. 

Clauses Replacing a Verbal Noun 
Clauses headed by >an, >anna or, sometimes, ma: substitute verbal nouns in every 
possible position within the sentence and may be substituted by them. The particle 
> an introduces a verbal clause, > anna a nominal clause of which the subject noun 
immediately follows in the accusative: balaya-ni: >anna >aba:-ka qad ma:ta = ba
lara-ni: mama:tu >abi:-ka '(the message) that thy father died has reached me' = 
'(the message of) the death of thy father has reached me'. An action which is ex
pected is introduced by >an plus the subjunctive: >uri:du >an >aohaba = >uri:du 0-
liaha:ba 'I want to leave'. In connection with prepositions these particles form 
conjunctions such as /i->anna 'because', baCda >an or baCda-ma: 'after', qabla 
>an 'before', >ila: >an 'until', ka->anna 'as though'. The latter introduces subor
dinate and independent clauses as well: ka>ann-i: >an~uru >ila: man la: /:Iaya:>a 
la-hu: 'I seem to look at one who has no shame' and ka:na n-na:su ka>anna-hum 
la: /:taya:> a la-hum 'the people behaved as if they were shameless'. 

Conditional Sentences 
The conditional sentence consists of two interdependent clauses asyndetically 
bound together. It has a characteristic structure in that the reference of the perfect 
verb to the past is neutralized for both of the two component clauses. Instead of 
the perfect the apocopate occurs with the same shift in time reference. The protasis 
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is marked by >in 'if' or >i&l: 'if, when, whenever' (after the latter the apocopate 
is excluded). 

>in taxallafta can-i n-nafi:ri yaCtabir bi-ka rayru-ka 
'if you stay away from departing into the battle, others will follow 
your example', . 

>inna-ma: l-mu>minu:na l-laoi:na >i&l: oukira lla:hu wajilat qulu:bu-hum 
'The believers are just those who whenever God's name is mentioned 
are afraid in their hearts' . 

The particle law, also used for wish sentences, introduces hypothetical condi
tions. Normally in both component clauses the perfect or its negative counterpart 
lam yar al is used. The apodosis is frequently introduced by la-: law ka:na C inda
na: ma:lun la-> aC tayna:-ka 'if we had money we would give you it', law wajada
ni: na:>iman la-ma: >ayqa{ia-ni: 'had he found me sleeping he would not have 
woken me'. 

The above-mentioned structure of conditional sentences comprises all inter
dependent clauses which imply a conditional relationship, i.e. clauses introduced 
by indefinite pronouns like mahrna:, man and adverbials like rnata:( -rna:), > ayna(
rna:), /:lay9u-ma: belong here, but also kulla-ma: 'whenever', and ma: 'as long as'. 
Some examples: man daxala da:ra >abi: Sufya:na fa-huwa >a:minun 'whoever 
enters Abu Sufyan' s house will be protected', wa-huwa mac a-kum > ayna-ma: 
kuntum 'and he is with you wherever you are'. 
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12 Sayhadic (Epigraphic 
South Arabian) 

Leonid E. Kogan and Andrey V. Korotayev 

A group of languages known from numerous inscriptions and graffiti from South 
Arabia is traditionally called Epigraphic South Arabian (ESA). A. F. L. Beeston 
proposed to denote them as Sayhadic, ($ayhad being the name used by medieval 
Islamic geographers for the desert now called Ramlat al-Sab'atayn).1t was along 
the edge of this desert that most of the earliest attestations of these languages were 
found. 

This group is usually thought of as consisting offour languages: Sabean (Sab.), 
Qatabanian (Qat.), Hadramitic (Hadr.) and Minean. The latter is now also called 
Madhabic, as it was used not only by the Mineans but also by other communities 
of the Wadi Madha:b (here traditionally abbreviated as Min.). 

The earliest Sayhadic (Sayh.) documents can be dated to the beginning of the 
first millennium BeE. Some sherds with South Arabian letters have been found in 
Raybu:n (:f;Iaqramawt) in the layers which could be dated by radiocarbon to the 
twelfth century BeE. A considerable number of informative Sayhadic (Sabean and 
Minean) texts are attested for the eighth century BeE. In the seventh century BeE 

the number of Sabean inscriptions rapidly increases. In this period Sabean was 
used not only on the Sabean mainland (i.e. in the region of Ma:rib), but also 
throughout the Sayhad region and even outside of it - in the Wadi :f;Iaqramawt, 
near the Red Sea coast and in Ethiopia. 

The end of Sabean control over most Sayhad regions led to the growing use of 
the local Sayhadic languages (Minean, Qatabanian, Hadramitic) retaining some
times a certain Sabean influence for a while. 

The Minean mainland was situated in the Wadi Madha:b. However, Minean 
was also used in the other kingdoms of this wadi. The fact that the Mineans were 
heavily engaged in the incense trade with the Mediterranean world,led to the ap
pearance of Minean texts in areas very distant from the Minean mainland itself, 
first of all in the territory of ancient Dida:n (modem al-'Ula:), but also even in 
Egypt and the island of Delos. 

The Qatabanian mainland is the area of the wadis Bayl}a:n and :f;Iari:b at the 
edge of the inner Sayhad desert. In the second half of the first millennium the area 
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under the control of the Qatabanian kings expanded significantly. As a result, the 
Qatabanian language area included the Sou~hern Highlands adjacent to the Qata
banian mainland. 

Hadramatic was used in the Wadi I;Ia4ramawt itself, as well as in the area of the 
Hadrami capital, Shabwah, outside the wadi. The Hadrami kingdom controlled the 
main frankincense producing area in Dhofar (present-day Oman), where an im
portant Hadrami colony Slmhrm (Kho:r Ro:ri:) was established. 

At the end of the first century BCE, most of the western part of South Arabia was 
unified within the "empire" of the kings of Saba' and dhu:-Rayda:n. Its creators 
were most likely the Himyarites (lfmyrm of the inscriptions), a tribe in the South
ern Highlands which started playing a very important role in South Arabian politi
cal (and linguistic) history from that time. Sabean became the official language of 
the Himyarites and came into use in most of the Southern Highlands. There is no 
doubt, however, that Sabean was not a vernacular of the Himyarites. 

The late second century BCE saw the end of the use of the Minean connected 
with the end of the Minean Kingdom. We can observe the formation in the former 
Minean linguistic domain (mainly in the area of Haram), of a specific dialect of 
Sabean with a rather weak influence of the Minean substratum and a stronger in
fluence of the Arabic adstratum (see e.g. pp. 237-239). By the end of the second 
century ce the use of Qatabanian also ceased due to the destruction of the Qata
banian kingdom under the blows of the Himyarite, Sabean and Hadrami king
doms. In the fourth century the Hadrami kingdom came to an end, conquered by 
the Himyarites, who brought their official language, Sabean, to this area too. 

In the second half of the first century BCE, beside the monumental script of the 
inscriptions, another, "cursive" (or "minuscule"), script of everyday documents -
private letters, contracts, magic texts etc. - developed. Discovered only in 1973, 
this script has been extremely difficult to decipher. Only about two dozen minus
cule documents have been published and interpreted, out of an estimated number 
of more than 1,000. Almost all published minuscule texts are Sabean and date 
from the second-third centuries CEo Most of them come from the city of Nasha:n 
in the Wadi Madha:b. 

In the late fourth century CE the monotheistic period started. Because the pagan 
practice of dedications to the temples ceased, the available Sayhadic documenta
tion from the fifth-sixth centuries is considerably reduced. The lexicon of mono
theistic (mainly Judaic and Christian) texts exhibit foreign influences, first of all 
Hebrew/Aramaic and Greek. The most recent Sayhadic (Sabean) documents were 
produced in the second half of the sixth century, the last dated Sabean inscription 
(C 325) being dated to the year 669 of the Himyarite era (559 or 554 CE). 

By now, a widely acknowledged linguistic periodization has been worked out, 
for Sabean only. Its history may be subdivided into archaic (the first millennium 
BCE), middle (first century BCE -late fourth century CE) and late or monotheistic 
- (up to the late sixth century CE) periods. 

Since, on the one hand, Sabean is by far the best-documented among Sayhadic 
languages and, on the other, they are all relatively close to each other, we thought 
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it convenient to take Sabean as the base of our description. Accordingly,linguistic 
phenomena quoted below without any special mark belong to Sabean monumental 
texts. Otherwise they are marked as Min., Qat., Hadr. or minuscule. 

Where sources of quotations are indicated, they are given according to the 
abbreviations in Beeston et al. 1982. 

Phonology 

Consonants 
Since we deal here with dead languages without oral tradition, it is practically im
possible to reconstruct the phonetic value of Sayhadic graphemes. Accordingly, 
we shall content ourselves with a conventional table of Sayhadic consonants based 
on their Semitic correspondences: 

f 
t 

9 
S3 

S2 

SI 

k 

b 

d 
/) 

z 

g 
x y 

Q 
h 

w m 

n I r 

y 

One of the most acute problems of Sayhadic phonology is that of non-emphatic 
unvoiced sibilants, transcribed here as Sl, S2 and S3. Traditional Sabeology was 
deeply influenced by Arabic studies and believed that Sayhadic was especially 
close to Classical Arabic. Accordingly, these graphemes received the phonetic 
value observed in the corresponding Arabic cognates. Thus, slim 'peace' was tran
scribed as slm because of Arabic sala:m- and s2~b 'tribe, commune' as s~b because 
of Arabic sa~b-. Since Arabic has no third unvoiced sibilant, S3 was conventional
ly transcribed s; most scholars thought it to have had a phonetic value close to s 
(our S2), but even a lateralized articulation was sometimes proposed. 

Nowadays, most scholars think that there is no special relationship between 
Sayhadic and North Arabian dialects. At the same time, the system described 
above obviously contradicts the data of those languages which do have three un
voiced sibilants, namely Hebrew and Modem South Arabian (MSA): 

Sayhadic 
SI 

S2 

s3 

Hebrew 
S 
S 
s 

MSA 
S 
S 
s 
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Examples: Sayh. dbs l 'honey' - Heb. dabas, Jibba:li dEbS; Sayh. s2b( 'abun
dant, abundantly' - Heb., Mehri sb( 'to be satiated'; Sayh. >S3r 'to be bound with 
an obligation' - Hebrew >sr 'to tie', Jibba:li >sr 'to hobble an animal'. Though 
some sporadic exceptions should not be neglected (see, e.g., Sayh. (Sly 'to do, 
make', which is obviously to be compared with Hebrew (sh), in the great majority 
of cases these correspondences are valid, and this is the notation that we shall fol
low in our chapter. 

Vowels 
Since the South Arabian system of writing is purely consonantal, we cannot draw 
any direct information about Sayhadic vowels. The existence of an u (most likely 
long) may be proved by Sabean variant spellings of the pI. 3 pronominal suffix -
hmwl-hm (see p. 224). It is likely that beside the six vowels typical for many of 
Old Semitic languages (a, i, u, a:, i:, u:), there existed also e: and 0: resulting from 
the contraction of -ay and -aw-.It may be evidenced by such pairs of variant spell
ings (belonging to the same period and often even to the same text) as bynlbn 'be
tween' or (}wrl8r 'bull', in which the latter represent the historical spelling of the 
actual [*be:n « *bayn-), 80:r- « *8awr- )]. 

Peculiar Phonetic Phenomena 
Sabean h corresponds to SI of other Sayhadic languages in the prefix of the caus
ative verbal theme and in pronominal morphemes of the 3rd person (-hw versus 
-sIwetc.). 

A comparatively frequent merger of () and $ is attested, e.g.fr-$ 'summer season' 
beside (the etymologically correct) fr-y(); ()lm 'statue' versus $1m etc. (However, it 
may be explained partly by a mere confusion of letters for $ and ().) In minuscule 
documents etymological () is reflected as 4, e.g. 4byt 'young she-camel> sack 
made of its hide' (- monumental ()byt), mf4r 'a measure of capacity' (- monu
mental mf()r). It seems that minuscule script had no letter for () at all. 

S3 is often reflected as SI in late Sabean, e.g. msInd 'inscription' instead of 
ms3nd, sIn 'up to, next to, by' instead of S3n etc. This process is also attested for 
the Haramic dialect of middle Sabean (e.g. > ksIwt 'clothes' vs. standard Sabean 
kslwy 'clothing'). 

n is sporadically assimilated to the following consonant, e.g. yarn (beside 
ynarn) - impf. from nor 'to atone'; m41J (beside mn41J) 'tutelary deity', >fSI (be
side >nfsI) - broken plural of nfsI 'soul'. 

Sayhadic 8 is often reflected as S3 in Hadramitic texts (especially from Wadi 
l:IaQramawt itself), e.g. s2ls3 'three' (- Sab. s218). 

Some cases of Hadramitic 8 corresponding to Sayhadic S3 are also attested (e.g. 
m8nd 'inscription' vs. Sayh. ms3nd or k8> 'to command' versus Qat. ks3». 

Metathesis is a comparatively frequent phenomenon in Sayhadic, e.g. variant 
forms >wldPlwd and >wynl>ywn, both broken plurals from wId 'child' and wyn 
'vineyard' respectively. See further fr-lmtlfr-mlt 'kind of insects', Min. s2m>l!s2>ml 
'northwards' etc. 
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An interesting phenomenon is the so-called "parasitic" h, i.e. non-etymological 
glide h appearing in a number of morphemes (mainly affixes and particles). In 
Minean it is typical of the affixes of external plural (masculine and feminine), e.g. 
ymhn 'days' (pI. m. abs. < ywm (ym) 'day'), chrhn < chr 'noble', >nBht-n (pI. f. 
determined < >nBt 'woman'), cobht-y 'reparations' (pI. f. const. < Cobt) etc.; it is 
often found at the end of nouns in singular and broken plural in status constructus 
(see p. 227). Though it remains uncertain under what conditions this h appears, it 
is thought that it was caused by a peculiar character of the stress (possibly even 
pitch). As for the examples attested outside of Minean, see bh> 'to enter' (cf 
Semitic bw> 'to come, to enter'); mhn (beside mn) 'who, which' (relative), which 
may be compared with Arabic dialectal mi:n etc. 

Morphology 

Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns (Independent) 
Independent personal pronouns of the 1st person are only doubtfully attested in 
the texts (sg. 1 >n in bnhw >n, bnhw >n 'I am his son, I am his son' [GI1782]; br>k
h >n 'it was myself who built it' [J2353,3]; pI. 1 (?) in sllrw on ms3ndn >n >brh 
'we, Abraha, wrote this inscription' [C541,3-4]). 

Forms of the 2nd person are extremely rare in monumental inscriptions (per
haps >t in 8J:tmnn rJ:tmk mr> >t '0 Ral,una:n! You are merciful; you are the lord!' 
[Ry508,11]), but they are frequent in minuscule documents. Forms attested in 
published texts are as follows: sg. m. >nt (variant >t): w->t s3xln I-Frcn n~t-hw 'and 
you, take care about Frcn, his she-camel' [A-40-4,3-5]; pI. m. >ntmw; w->ntmw f
I tsltCddnn I-hmw 'and you (pl.), you should verify the calculations for them' 
[YMl1732,3]. 

Forms of the 3rd person are identical with the nominative forms of remote de
ictics: w-t>wlw b-wfym hw> w-kl sZwc-hmw 'and they returned in safety, he (him
self) and all their companions' [J631,13-14]; w-hmw f-nfJrw mwcd >grn 'as for 
them, they remembered the promise of the Najranites' [J577,1O]. 

A number of 2nd person pronominal enclitics are attested in minuscule docu
ments: sg. -k, pI. -kmw (see below; -k also in monumental Qatabanian [J 367; 
2439,1] cbd-k 'your /sg./ servant', > on-k 'your /sg./ authority'). 

The suffix -n in a number of theophoric names may be regarded as the object 
enclitic of 1st person singular, e.g. /fm-n-nslr, which probably means 'Protect
me-Nasr' (imv. sg.) or pf. sg. 3m. from J:tmy 'to protect' + -n, see p. 235). 

Attached to nouns, enclitic pronouns denote possession >xt-hn 'their (f.) sisters', 
minuscule bt-k 'your (sg.) house' etc. Attached to verbal forms, enclitic pronouns 
denote the direct object (mtC -hmw 'he has saved them', Min. I_ysl $fd-s l t8ft. 'let 
the judgment bind him' [R4728,1]), butthey are also widely used for the indirect 
object: obJ:t-hw obJ:tm 'he offered him [i.e. the god] a sacrifice' [e.g. C461,2], xmr-
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Table 12.1 Attested forms of pronominal enclitics 

Singular Dual Plural 

Sab. m. -hw, -h -hmy -hmw, -hm 
f. -h, -hw -hn 

Min. m. -Sl, -SIW -slmn _slm 
f. -Sl -sIn 

Qat. m. -Sl, -SIWW -slmy -slm 
f. -Sl, -slyw 

Hadr. m. -Sl, -SIWW -slmn, -slmyn, -slmy -slm 
f. -9 (_S3), -9yw (-S3yW) -slmy 

hmw onmm 'he [a deity] granted them rain' [J563,11-12]. 
Pronominal enclitics are extensively employed, with prepositions: bJ m-hmw 

'with them,' Min. bJbr-sImn 'regarding them both'; minuscule l-k 'for you', 
~brn-kmw 'to you (pl.)'. 

Relative Particles 

Table 12.2 Attested forms of relative particles 

Singular Dual 

Sab. m. 15- 15y-
f. 15t, t- 15ty 

Min. m. 15- 15y-
f. 15t 15tyn 

Qat. m. 15(m)-,15w- 15w-,15n 
f. 15t(m)-

Hadr. m. 15-
f. 15t 

Plural 

)Iw, )Iy, )Iht, )1 
)It 
)hl-, hi-, 151-

15tw, )wlw, )1 (?) 
15tw 

These particles are used to introduce relative clauses (see p. 239) and in peri
phrastic genitive constructions: bkrtn at ohbn 'the bronze young she-camel' 
[C579,4-5]; >m8ln >ly ohbn 'the bronze images' [J558,2];Jnwt-hw at ts l qyn-hw 
'his canal, which irrigates it [the palm grove)' [C657,3]. They may agree in gender 
and number with the antecedent, but 0- often becomes generalized: >bdtm o-kwnw 
byn xmsInhn 'irregulars who were between the two armies' [J633,7-8], $lmtn ... 
o-s2ftt mr>hmw 'the statuette ... which she promised to their lord' [J706,3-4]. 

Of interest are some nouns with 0- which are used without an antecedent like 0-
H or 'distant relatives', o-gb>n 'document of property transfer', o->mnt 'person or 
thing under protection' (cf. Ge'ez za-manJas 'spiritual', za-lam$leprous' etc). 

Indefinite Pronouns 
mn (0 ... J 'somebody', someone', mhn 'something', >hnn Chnm) 'whatever, 
whenever, wherever': w-mn-mw ys2tr-hw 'whoever destroys it .. .' [R4091,1-3] 
(with enclitic -mw, see p. 237). 
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Nouns 

Nominal Patterns 
Examples of primary nouns: 

monoradical: 1 'voice, authority'; 
biradical: s2h 'sheep', gw 'community, group', >b 'father; 
triradical: rgl 'foot', b>r 'well', s2ms1 'sun'; 
from "geminated" roots: cm 'uncle' (pI. >cmm ), Cr 'mountain, hill-fortress' (pI. 

>crr); 
from "hollow" roots: ywmfym 'day' (pI. >ywm), 8wrf9r 'bull' (pI. >8wr), bytfbt 

(pI. >byt) 'house',(CYQ~ 'summer season'; 
quadriradical (not very frequent): >rby 'locusts', cglm-t 'breakwater', kwkb 

'star', glgl-n 'sesame' (minuscule) and some others. 

The following types of derived nouns are recognizable ($/J.I'to write' is the 
sample root): 

$/J.f: s2r/J. 'safety, deliverance' < S2r/J. 'to deliver'; ob/J. 'victim' < ob/J. 'to slay' 
etc. It is often augmented with -t: nfl-t 'accident' < nfl 'to fall in battle', blw-t 'fu
nerary monument' < blw 'to construct a tomb'. In nouns derived from roots with 
the first radical w this consonant may be dropped, and -t is usually added: ZC 'con
trol' < *wzc, cf. WZ C 'title of commander', Ishflsh-t 'order, command' < wish 'to 
command'; hb-t 'gift' < whb 'to give, to grant'. 

$-y-/J.f: 'seal' inxytmn 'two seals' (minuscule); $/J.-yf- attested in $lym 'statu
ette', probably a diminutive [*Isutayl-] from $1m 'statue'. 

t-$/J./(-t): some verbal nouns (presumably from the themes *$aMala and *ta
$a/J.lJala: t-/J.rm 'ritual prohibition' < /J.rm 'to prohibit'; t-8wb 'completion of a 
work' < 8wb 'to complete'; t-fs,dm 'attack' < t/sdm 'to attack'; t-nxy(-t) 'confes
sion' < t-nxy 'to confess'; cf. also some concrete nouns like t-blsl (t-blsl-t) 'plan
tation' < blsl 'to layout ... '; t>n9 'women', Qat. t/J.my'wall'. 

n-$/J./: n-Ml 'specially'. 
$/J.I->: oJr>-n 'ill-smelling plants'. 
m-$/J.I( -1): denotes a large range of meanings (place, time, instrument, etc.) m

s1>1 'oracle' < s1>1 'to ask'; m-$dls 'documentary proof of ownership' < $dls 'to 
claim proprietorial rights over something'; m-s1(cy 'irrigation' < Sl(cy 'to irrigate'; 
m-ob/J.-t 'altar' < ob/J. 'to slay'. Active and passive participles of various themes, 
m-n$I'servant, temple personnel' < n$1 'to perform rites' etc. 

$/J.I-n: xm!-n 'disorder', xmr-n 'concession, gift', Min. rgl-n 'time(s) [multi
plied]'. $/J.!-y(t) - (?) ghmy 'last part of the night', grby 'worker in stone', Qat. 
ywm-y-t'date'. 

Gender 
The two genders are masculine and feminine. The latter is usually unmarked. The 
most common feminine ending is -to It is used for deriving nouns denoting female 
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beings from the masculine: >bl-t 'she-camel' < >b/ 'camel'; >I-t 'goddess' < >1 
'god'; bn-t 'daughter' < bn 'son' etc. A number of feminine nouns have no -t: yd 
'hand', cyn 'eye', hgr 'city' etc. A number of nouns without -t are feminine since 
they may be applied to females only (lJ.yq, 'menstruating woman', nfsl 'woman in 
childbed'). For the masculine with the ending -t seexlf-t 'viceroy' which may be 
a loanword from Arabic xali.fat-. Grammatical gender is very stable and only very 
few nouns are suspected to be attested in both genders: nxl 'palm grove'; nfsl 
'soul' (attested mostly as f., but apparently m. in I-ymtn nfsl-hw 'let him die' 
[Ra42,13]). Note that the wordfrsl certainly denoted both 'horse' and 'mare' 
(ymtn frsl-hw 'his horse would die' [J649,21-22]l.frslm ot ohbm 'a mare of 
bronze' [J752,7-8), thus belonging to the same group. In Qatabanian ywm 'day' 
and cm 'year' may be used as feminine (ft. (f.!) ywmm 'one day' [e.g. R3854,6-
7], C mm s21()tm 'third year' [Bron/MB8,2]). 

State 
Three states of noun are attested in Sayhadic: absolute, construct and determinate. 

1 A noun which is neither the possessed in the genitive construction nor de
termined by the article is in the absolute state. It may have no special marker (>sld 
'soldiers'), but much more often (especially in Sabean) it is marked by -m, "mi
mation" ($1m-m 'a statue'). 

The mimation is unpredictable in many cases, so that only some trends of its use 
may be detected. Thus, it is usually lacking in words denoting the seasons of the 
year: n>d >()mr-m ... bfr;yf) w-d(» w-$rb (but!) w-mly-m 'abundance of crops in 
summer, and spring, and autumn and winter' [C174,3]; contrast n>d fr;yf)-m w-$rb
m abundance of summer and autumn harvests' [J651,48]. 

Numerous adverbial expressions derived from nouns very often exhibit -m (e.g. 
dwm-m 'forever'; or-m 'to saturation', s2b<-m 'abundantly' etc.). 

2 A noun which is either the possessed of the genitive construction or is fol
lowed by a pronominal suffix appears in its bare form, the construct state: > bC I byt
hmw 'the lords of their house' [e.g. R3991,21-22]. Qat. rd> s2msl_sl 'the help of 
his sun-goddess' [R3856,4], Hadr. wld-() 'her children' [e.g. Rb645,3]. Minean 
may have a special marker of the possessed, namely -h: b->mr-h NkrlJ. 'by the or
der of [the deity] NkrlJ.' [MAFRAY/Darb ~-Sabil,5], b->w()n-h mlJ.rm-h q,lcn 
'(with)in the boundary stones of the sacred enclave of (= for) the ill people' [lines 
6-7]. In such cases the possessed itself is in the genitiVal position as above (cf. in 
the same text ykwn >w()n (without -h!) mlJ.rmn 'the boundary stones of the sacred 
enclave are established' [lines 2-3]). Nouns in the construct state are also found 
before relative clauses (see p. 240). Unlike Arabic, more than one possessed can 
precede a possessor, e.g. xl w-m*m Plb 'the strength and the power of Plb' 
[C2,8]. 

3 In the definite state the marker of definiteness for singular nouns, broken 
plurals and feminine external plurals is a postpositive article -n (in Hadramitic 
mainly -hn): hgr-n 'the city', Hadr. c*bt-hn 'the fortification'. Nouns in the defi
nite state are used independently (b-w()n-n 'at the border stone'), after deictics 
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(see p. 230), before relative clauses introduced by relative particles (see p. 240), 
before proper names (Hadr. sIr-hn (rmw 'the valley (rmw' [Ingrams 1,2]). Note 
that nominal subject is usually definite while nominal predicate is in the absolute 
state. 

Number 
Sayhadic has three numbers: singular, dual and plural (external and internal or 
broken). 

Forms of the Dual 
Absolute state: 

Sab. -n (-yn): (Bny) )sIn, )sIyn 'two men' 
Min. -ny: $/:lftny 'two curtain walls' 
Qat. -myw: ywmmyw 'two days' 
Hadr. -nyw:fhd-nyw 'two cheetahs' 

Construct state: 

Sab. -y: mlky SIb) 'two kings of Saba" 
Min. -y: rsZwy ) lhn 'two priests of the deity' 
Qat. -w, -y, -h (?): mlkw !tbn 'two kings of Qataba:n'; b/:lty bllsm 'two votive 

phalli of limestone', (?) nfsIh-sIyw 'two funerary monuments of hers' 
Hadr. -y, -hy: *tby mlkn 'two camel-riders of the king', gsImhy gn) !It 'two 

constructions of the wall of !It' 

-y may disappear when pronominal suffixes are added: bn-hw X w-Y 'his two 
sons X and Y', Hadr. (yn-sIww 'his two eyes'. 

Determinate state: 

Sab. -nhn, -ynn, -nn, -ynhn, -ynhyn: hgrnhn 'the two cities', $lmynn 'the two 
statues' , bytnn 'the two houses', S2( bynhn, S2( bynhyn 'the two commu
nities' 

Min. -nhn, -nyhn: (ynnhn 'the two eyes', s2w(nyhn 'the two (temple) servitors' 
Qat. -nyhn: m*mnyhn 'the two meetings' 
Hadr. -yhn, -yn: hndyyhn 'the two Indians', (rbytyn 'the two Arab women' 

The External Plural 
The masculine external plural is very rare in Sayhadic. In Sabean more or less cer
tain cases are restricted to the construct state, e.g. bn-w/bn-y 'sons of ... ', )x-y 
'brothers of .. .',xrf-y 'years [in which] .. .'; possibly also /:lwr-w 'citizens of .. .', 
(hr-w 'nobles of ... ' (the last two may be regarded, alternatively, as broken plu
rals). Forms of the absolute and determinate state are less certain, partly because 
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they often formally coincide with the respective forms of the dual (e.g. bn-n 
'sons', >m-n 'cubits' < sg. >mt, >rb(tnm>nhn 'the four hundred' < sg. m>t). 

Masculine external plural is more common in Minean: absolute ywm-hn 'days', 
xrf-hn 'the years'; construct>b-hwPb-hy 'fathers of ... ', xlf-hy 'gates of .. .'. Note 
Qat. bn-wlbn-y 'sons of .. .', >Ih-wt>lh-y 'gods of .. .', >x-yPx-h 'brothers of .. .', 
Hadr. >Ih-y 'gods of ... '. 

The feminine external plural ending in Sabean attested also in Qatabanian is -t 
(graphically indistinguishable from the singular and presumably differentiated by 
the quantity of the vowel, *-a:t- vs. *-at- or *-t-): 

>nfJt 'woman' - pI. >nfJt, t/sdm 'attack' - pI. t/sdmt etc. 
-ht (abs. and det.) in Minean and Hadramitic: ~r/:lht-m 'upper parts of build

ings', blJ-ht-m 'votive phalli', >nfJ-ht-n 'the women' 
-hty (const.) in Minean Qatabanian and Hadramitic: >r4-hty 'lands of ... ' 

Broken Plurals 
The following forms of the broken plurals are attested: 
~I:if < ~IJJ, ~lJft (the first case homographic with the singular, but may have had 

a different vocalism, e.g. *{VlJaf- or *~ilJa.f-: >hl < *>hl 'kind of cistern', >Im < 
> 1m 'feast';jnw <fnwt 'secondary canal'. Note >mm, a plural of>mt 'cubit', which 
certainly points to an apophonic change like [*>ammatu - *>amamu]. 

~lJf-w: IJwr-w « IJwr 'citizens' (coIl.), (hr-w 'nobles' (cf. Qat. sg. (hr); note 
that at least some of these forms may be considered external plurals. 

~-w-lJf(-t): >-w-mr 'signal stations'; Qat. x-w-ll-t 'orders'; ~-y-lJf(-t): x-y-tm-t 
'plots of cultivated land'; ~I:if-n: lJyr-n < lJyr-tllJr-t 'camp'; ~IJ-w-f: ok-w-r < okr 
'male'; often in Qat.: xd-w-r < xdr 'place of business', xr-w-f < xrf 'year'; ~1J-y1: 
xm-y-sl < xmsI 'main army force; xt-y-> < xt> 'sin'; xr-y-f < xrf'year'; ~1J-w1-t: 
>d-w-m-t 'groups of serfs, dependent persons'; ~1J-y1-t: xr-y1-t 'autumn seasons', 
>d-y-m-t 'groups of dependent persons'. 

> -~lJf: the most widespread pattern of broken plurals; it is probable that several 
patterns are behind this consonantal form (e.g. *>a~lJa.f-, >a~lJuf-, >a~lJu.f-, 

>a~a:lJif etc.). Examples: >-hgr < hgr 'city'; >-mlk < mlk 'king'; >nmr < nmr 
'leopard'. 

>-~lJf-t: sIb>t < >-sIb>-t 'military expedition', >-xrf-t < xrf 'year'; >-~I:if-w: 

>-okr-w < okr'male'. 
m~lJf: most often from m~lJft, e.g. mybb < mybt 'defensive work', m~d/s < m~d/st 

'documentary proof'; also from m~lJf: msIb> < msIb> 'way, road'; m~l:if-t: from 
m~lJf - mlJf4-t < ml:if4 'tower', m/sbr-t < m/sbr 'grave, tomb'. 

External and internal plural markers may combine as in >-lJrr-t 'freeborn wom
en' < *lJr-t (cf. m. >lJrr < IJr), (?) >-mlk-t 'queens' < mlk-t 'queen'. A noun often 
has two or more broken plurals. Thus, about seven (!) forms of plural of xrf 'year' 
are attested; many of them are quoted above. A few nouns are thought to have sup
pletive plurals e dm < (bd 'client', possibly> sId < > SIPysI 'man'). Some "plural 
of plurals" are probably attested, in (bd 'client' - >dm 'clients' - >d-y-m-t1 
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>d-w-m-t 'groups of clients'. 

Case 
The Sayhadic case system remains practically unknown since in most cases the 
writing system did not mark case endings. We are strongly inclined to think that
w of the Sabean external plural construct bnw 'sons' is in most cases a nominative 
marker, while -y in bny (not followed by a pronominal suffix) marks the oblique 
case: bnw Grt ... hqnyw 'the sons of (the clan) Grt ... have dedicated' [1561,1-2] 
vs. (in the same inscription): wfy >dm-hw bny Grt 'the well-being of his servants, 
the sons of (the clan) Grt' [lines 14-15]. Some exceptions are attested (though 
still less than ten percent), but most of these exceptions appear either to come from 
peripheral areas or to be relatively late (since the third century CE only). The same 
distribution might be supposed with respect to Qatabanian > IhwP lhy (const.) 
'gods of'. 

Adjectives 
The most frequent adjectival pattern is $I)f, e.g. rM 'far', thr 'pure' ,js2> 'conta
gious, epidemic'. Nisbas in -y, derived from common nouns, toponyms and ethno
nyms, are also common, If;JI-y 'that belonging to ~ayls (heads of tribes)' < 1f;J1, 
m~rb-y 'western' < m~rb 'west', slb>-y 'Sabean' < sIb> 'Saba" The singular fem
inine marker -t is attested in adjectives mostly in nisbes, e.g. s2msl-hw ms2rlf;J-t-n 
'his sun-goddess, the eastern one' [C572,2-3], but see also ~dm-t in bJ{jQt-hmw 
~m-t-n 'according to their previous demand' [C541,94]. 

Both external and broken masculine plurals are attested for adjectives, thus 
>wld-m hn>-m [e.g. C352,1O] beside >wld-m hn>-n [e.g. F88,4] 'healthy children'. 
Broken plurals from nisbas are very widespread; most of them employ triconso
nantal roots even when the adjective has more than three consonants, e.g. > I)mr 
'Himyarites' < I)myry; >$rl) 'Sirwahites' < $rwl)y and even non 'Ma'dhinites' < 
m>ony. Feminine external plural in -t is probably attested in hn>-t bn >()rbhmw 
'pleasing [crops] from their lands' [R3966,9]. 

Forms of gradation are not found, with a possible exception of Minean >-$n~ 
'the strongest' in kwnt ot gzytn >$n~ kl gz[ ... ] 'this decree is the strongest among 
all the de[crees]' [R3307,3]. For this pattern cf. also >->xr 'other' > 'another time' 
and >-~m 'previous' (beside ~dm). 

Deictics 
There are two sets of forms for remote demonstratives. The first series is em

ployed when the noun is syntactically in the nominative. 
In non-nominative position a -t ending appears, thus hgb>y t->lm~h hy-t >rq.n 

'they (du.) handed over to [the god] >lm~1) that land' [C376,10-11]; bn hw-t br(Jn 
'from that campaign' [J636,38-39]; Qat. b-slmy-t m~mnyhn 'at those two meet
ings' [R3566,10]. 

Demonstratives precede the nouns they qualify (usually definite). h> (}yIn 'that 
lava flow' [C323,3]; Qat. otn >sltrn 'these inscriptions' [e.g. R3856,5]. They may 
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Table 12.3 Nearer demonstratives 

Singular Dual 

Sab. m. /)n 'In, llyn 
f. /)t 

Min. m. /)n 
f. /)t 

Qat. m. /)n 
f. /)t 

Table 12.4 Remote demonstratives 

Singular 

Sab. m. h', hw' 
f. h', hy' 

Qat. m. slw 
f. sly 

Min. m. slw-t (? oblique) 
f. 

Dual 

hmy 
hmy 
slmy 

Plural 

'In 
'It 
'hI, 'hIt, 'hlty 

/)tn, /)tw 

Plural 

hmw 
hn 
slm 

be the subjects in nominal clauses (the nominal predicate usually in the absolute 
state): )It )hgrm w-)b(.[Cm gn) ... Krb)l 'these are the towns and territories which 
Krb)l walled' [R3946,1]; Qat. w-8n )byt w)rtjt Isny w_CsIy w-s2)m Y8mrmlk 'and 
these are houses and lands which Y8mrmlk has acquired, and took into possession 
and bought' [R3858,5-6]. 

Numerals 

Cardinals 
Sayhadic cardinal numerals from one to ten exhibit two forms, namely with -t 

ending and without it; in the list quoted below the former is given first. 

) IJdFl:u, )lJdy. In Qatabanian !d/!t and C sItn-m, in Minean (SIt (beside )lJd; 
treated as 11 by some scholars). 

2 fJny/fJnty, fJty, fJt; Qat. fJnw. Note also kPy (kly), f. Wty, e.g. kly t)dmynhn 
'the two rebellions' (t)dm in the dual det.). 

3 s2lfJ/s2lfJt (archaic Sab., Qat., f. s2hlfJt in Min.); the rest of Sab. fJlfJ/(J/fJt; 
Hadr. s2lfJ (s2Is3)/ s2lfJt (s2Is3t). 

4 )rbCFrbCt. 
5 xms I/xms It. 
6 sIdfJ/sIdfJt (archaic Sab., Min. and Qat.; sIfJ/SIfJt the rest of Sab.). 
7 sIbc/sIbCt. 

8 fJmny/fJmnyt (archaic Sab.); fJmn/fJmnt, fJmt (the rest of Sab.). 
9 tsU/tsICt. 
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10 C s2rr s2rt. 
11 )/:Id Cs2r. 

12 {)ny C s2r etc. 

Note that C s2r in these fonns is invariable and does not depend on the gender of 
the enumerate (e.g. )rbC_Cs2r and )rbCt- Cs2r). 

Twenty is Cs2ry, the rest of the decades are fonned by adding -y to the respective 
fonn in the first decade ({)l()y '30', xmsly '50') etc. In Minean fonns endings in 
-hy are attested, thus )rbChy '40'; cf. also Hadr. tslChy '90'. The order of elements 
in compound numerals (each preceded by w-) ascends from units to thousands 
(see examples below). 

Fonns with -t occur with masculine nouns, fonns with zero ending with femi
nine ones (exceptions are 1, 2, 11 and 12). The noun counted, always in the plural 
(except for 1 and 2), appears after the numeral. As a rule, numerals up to 100 are 
in the construct state, the noun in the absolute with mimation: {)/()t )wrxm 'three 
months', ()/() )brlsm 'three rainy seasons' < brls (f.), Qat. td Cs2r )nxlm 'eleven 
palm groves'; the noun without -m: Min. xms 1 )mh 'five cubits' (sg. )mt), Hadr. 
{)mnwt )fhd 'eight cheetahs'. If the noun is definite (rarely found) the numeral also 
has a -n: ()/()t-n ) $lm-n 'the three statues'. '100' is m)t (pI. m\ m)n, m)t, m)nhn; 

Min. m)t, m)h, Hadr. m)h, Qat. m)t). '1,000' is )If(pi. ))If). In most cases hun
dreds and thousands are in the absolute state with mimation, so that the numeral 
should not be regarded as the possessed, but rather as an apposition: xms1 m)tm w
{)/()t»lfm )sldm '3,500 men' [1665,29-30]. Note an opposite case (the hundred in 
the construct state) in xmsl w_ Cs2ry wm)t )frslm '125 horsemen' [J665,30-31]. 

Ordinals 

The syntax of ordinals, which in most cases look like the corresponding cardinals 
(i.e. S2/()/-t, xms1f-t etc.; 'first' -Isdm - is an exception), is in all respects identical 
to that of adjectives. However, they may precede the noun which they qualify (es
pecially if it is in the absolute state), cf. ()nym/{)/()m ywmm 'second/third day' ver
sus xms1n rbcn 'the fourth district' [C435,3-4], xr/Wdd)l ... sld{)n 'the sixth year 
of [the eponym] Wdd)l' [NNAG11,11-12]. 

Fractions and Distributives 

'Half' is probably attested asfo./:I info./:Im w-()/{) bltm o-rqym 'three and a half' blt

coins offull weight' [G 11361,2]. Other fractions are used extensively. Their fonn 
is $/:iffrom the consonantal root of the respective cardinal, e.g. rb c 'one-quarter', 
slbc 'one-seventh' etc. (note Min. s2lw{) in Cd s2lw{) hgrn 'up to one-third of the 
city' (?) [R2774,2]). The plural of this pattern is )$/:1/; it seems that fractions may 
agree both as masculine and feminine: contrast )/:It Cs2r 'one-tenth' [R4995,I]and 
(Qat.) S2/()t )xms1m 'three fifths' [J343A,3-4]. Of interest is Sab. mxms1t 'one
fifth (pl.)'. An interesting way of expressing fractions consists in using) $b c 'fin
ger', e.g. )$bcm bn {)mny )$bc 'one finger from eight fingers', i.e. 'one-eighth' 
[C640,2]. 
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Distributives are expressed by the repetition of the cardinals, e g. (Qat.) C s2r 
C s2r xb$tm m$>m I-It It ywmm 'ten coins of full value for each day' [R3854,6-7]. 
Notes218t->o 'for the third time' [e.g. C366] (cf. Arabic bi:na->ioin 'atthattime'). 

Verb 

Root 
Consonantal roots may be classified into "sound" and "weak." Sound verbs have 
three permanent radicals though a few have four (Qat.fdfd 'to expand, improve'). 
Weak verbs contain w or y as one of the radicals, namely lwly, IIwly and IIIwly. 
Verbs In and verbs with the second and third radicals identical also exhibit some 
special features. 

Themes 
Of course, neither fiaMafa nor $a:bafa themes can be distinguished in writing 
from the basic theme $IJ!. The existence of at least one of them can easily be 
proved by many semantically contrasting pairs like yr 'to raise up, to set up' - yr 
'go up, rise', X!> 'to commit a sin, an offense' - Xl> 'to make amends for a sin'; 
kwn 'to be, to exist' - kwn 'to go to help'. 

A theme fiMfis attested in Minean: >:xxr 'to impose' (also >xr); clly 'to raise, to 
lift' ,fnnw 'to send, to credit goods' ,frrc 'to lift', sI1s1g 'to irrigate fields',?WWr 'to 
wall something', impf. ymhhr- 'to make a payment'. This theme is sometimes 
compared with the Arabic theme II (kattaba, reconstructed also for Sayhadic, see 
above); according to this suggestion, the graphic doubling ofthe second radical 
may represent its phonetic gemination (as in Arabic). We know, however, that a 
theme kata:taba (kiitatiibii) is attested in Ethiopian (the so-called "frequenta
tive"), but the scarcity of Minean examples prevents us from drawing definitive 
conclusions. 

The basic meaning of the h-theme (SI_ in non-Sabean Sayhadic) is the caus
ative: h-sllr 'to commit to writing' - sIfr 'to write'; h-wrd 'to bring troops into the 
field' - wrd 'to go down; to fall upon the enemy', Qat. sI-gzm 'to cause to decide' 
- gzm 'to decide'. If the simple theme denotes a state, the h-theme may have a re
sultative causative meaning: htlf'to destroy' - tlf 'to be struck dead, to perish'; 
Min. sImlk 'to make/proclaim a king' - Qat. mlk 'to rule, to be a king'. 

Two t-themes are attested, namely fi-t-bf and t-filJ!. Their primary significance 
is reflexive and passive, presumably for *fiabafa and *fiabbafa respectively. 

Reflexive: b-t-my 'to protect oneself' (- bmy 'to protect'); r-t-sI[ 'to wash one
self'; t-$nc 'to fortify oneself' (- finc 'to fortify'); sI_t-1g 'to quench one's thirst' 
(- sIIg 'to irrigate'). 

Passive: s2-t-rb 'to be saved' (- s2rb 'to deliver, to save'), t->tmP-t-tm 'to be 
mustered (- >tm 'to bring together'); sI-t-my 'to be named' (- sImy 'to name'). 

These themes often appear as medial: x-t-dm 'to get fields cultivated'; ts2ym 'to 
appoint somebody (direct object) for oneself' (- s2ym 'to appoint'), t-s1frlsI-t-fr 
'to write an inscription (direct object) for oneself' (- sIfr 'to write'). Sometimes 
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the meaning is only slightly differentiated from that of the basic theme, e.g. sl_t
if 'to build a roof [for oneself]' (- SIJs,f'to roof). Some t-~J:if and ~-t-J:ifforms are 
reciprocal and may represent a *ta~a:l:lafa theme: thrg (also htrg) 'to beat one an
other, to fight' (- hrg 'to kill'); tC~r 'struggle with one another'. 

The original (causative reflexive) meaning of the slt- theme may be found in 
Minean slt_~CJs, 'to inform oneself' (- SI_~CJs, 'to announce'). However, much more 
often this theme denotes seeking, asking for something e.g. slt-ydC 'to seek oracu
lar knowledge' (h-ydC 'to make known ); slt-ws2C 'to seek favor' (- h_ws2C 'to 
grant favor'); slt-mP 'to demand oracular response (- h-mP 'to grant a request'), 
slt-zr 'to ask to visit' (- Arabic zwr 'to visit'). 

Voice 
The distinction between active and passive must have been expressed by internal 
apophonic changes, thus having no representation in writing. Yet it is easily de
tected syntactically: mJs,!r slrJs, bn ml)rmn 'incense altar which was stolen from the 
temple' [C30,4--5] vs. 8-yslrJs,n ml)rm-hw 'one who robs his temple' [C522,2]; wId 
I-hmw bnm 8krm 'a male child was born to them' [ J669,8-9] vs. rIm wldt-hw 
Mgd>lt 'a boy to whom Mgd>lt gave birth' [CI9,7-8]. 

Tenses 
There are two basic types of conjugation, prefixal and suffixal, traditionally called 
"imperfect" and "perfect." Only forms ofthe 3rd person are found in monumental 
texts; some 2nd person forms are attested in minuscule documents. The 3rd person 
forms are as follows (on N-imperfects see p. 235): 

Singular Dual Plural 

Pf. Impf. N-impf. Pf. Impf. N-impf. Pf. Impf. N-impf. 

m. -0 y- y- .. -n -y y- .. -y y- .. -nn -w y- .. -w y- .. -nn 
(Qat. ow) (Qat. y- .. -wn) 

f. -t t- t- .. -n -ty t- .. -y t- .. -nn Qat. -n t- .. -nn 

Plural and dual endings of the perfect are extremely rare in Minean so that the 
respective forms coincide with the singular. After 1- (see p. 236) prefixal y- is oc
casionally dropped (e.g. minuscule l-h~ll)nn 'may they both put in order ... ' 
[YMII729,2-3], contrast l-yh~ll)nn [YMI1732,2] in a completely identical con
text). 

No 1st person forms are attested (see, however, br>-k-h >n (?) 'it is myself 
who built it' etc. in a peculiar (Sab.?) inscription from the Wadi Shirja:n [12353]). 
The following 2nd person verbal forms are attested in published minuscule texts: 
pf. sl!r-k 'you wrote', $I;if-kmw 'you (pI.) wrote' etc.; impf. t-mP 'you pay', t-$I)f 
'you write' etc.; with on: t-sltnl)r-n 'you make a sacrifice'; t-sltCdd-n-n 'you (pI.) 
check your calculations' . 

The perfect denotes both immediate and historical past action: Yhd> Ykf ... br> 
... byt-hw 'Yehuda Yakkufhas built his house' [B.Aswall,I], 1)1£1 ... bwrx 8-Mlyt 
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o-xrf Wdd>l 'he was ill in the month o-Mlyt of the year of [the eponym] Wdd>l' 
[J613,9-1O]; a durative action in the past hws1y-hmw b-mPt slb(t xryftm 'they 
gave [French donnaient] them assignments during seven years' [J647,26-27]; sel
dom a state without restriction oftime: rlJfr.t b>rm or bn-hw yslt>bnn 'the well from 
which they take water, is far' [Hakir 2 = Gr40,2]. An example of optative perfect 
may be found in w-nkrm kwn on m$dfr.n 'and let this document be annulled' [GI 
1533,11-12]. For the perfect in prohibitions, see p. 238. 

The imperfect denotes an action in the future: w-yz>n hwfyn >$lmm 'and he will 
continue giving statues [J736,11] (also future in the past, e.g. w-s2ft-hmw >lmfr.h 
(}hwn k-y( thdn brwy-hw 'and> lmfr.h (}hwn promised them that he would protect his 
two sons' [J716,6-7]); an action without restriction of time: sltrnhn yrmyn b>rn 
'the two inscriptions overlook the well' [J539,4-5]. The imperfect preceded by w
is widely used to denote actions in the past which are regarded as consequences of 
other past actions (the so-called "consecutive construction"): w-b(ww b-llyn lJyrt 
>lJbs2n w-yhrgn bn >lJbs2n >rb( m>nm >sldm 'they attacked the camp of the Ha
bashites at this night and killed of the Habashites 400 men' [J631 ,29-31]. In mid
dle Sabean the imperfect without w- sometimes denotes past actions without any 
consecution: w-l-(}l(}m ywmm ybrrn 'and on the third day [some of the tribe ... ] 
came into the open [to fight]' [J631,28]. 

In Qatabanian the indicative imperfect is usually preceded by b-: b-ysIJd 
xr[flmyw 'he will complete two years [in office], [R3688,3-4]. 

Moods 
Monumental texts yield no imperative fonus (a possible exception may be tfr.$W in 
tfr.$W (brm w(}nn 'avoid surpassing the boundary stone' [R4088,1-2]). A few im
perative fonus (sometimes augmented with -n) may be found in minuscule docu
ments:f-hmy hfn-kf-t(lm-n b-hmy 'as for these two [documents], sign them both 
[t(lm-n b-hmy] as soon as they reach you' [YM11749,2]; w->nt f-s3:xl-n (bd 0-
Dwrm 'and you, take care about the client of o-Dwrm' [YMI1742,2]. 

In Sabean the imperfect is often augmented with -n (exact fonus on p. 234). 
Though the exact distribution ofN-fonus and simple imperfects is still a matter of 
dispute, it may be observed that the N-fonus are predominant in subordinate 
clauses (including relative), and in thejussive (see below): (s2r y(s2rnn-hw 'the 
tithe which they cede to him' [G11438,5], w-m~>-hmw mnorm ... k-yh$rn b-(ly
hmw Krb> I Byn 'and a warning reached them ... that Krb> I Byn was marching off 
against them' [J643,26-27]; but see also w-bn-hw f-ybJ:uJn mlkn 'and it was from 
it that the king made a sortie' [J576,4]. 

The prefix conjugation (alone or preceded by 1- (k in Minean, I or h- in 
Hadramitic» is often used as jussivtH>ptative. It is impossible to say whether 
there was some fonual difference between fonus employed in such cases, and the 
nonual fonus of the imperfect. Examples: w-b-ot ys3fn-hmw > lmfr.hw wldm 'and 
because of that, may >lmfr.hw grant them more children' [J558,4]; w-l-yz>n >lmfr.h 
hwfyn-hmw 'and may >lmfr.h continue protecting them' [J584,4]; w-l-yr(y (}wrm 
'let the bulls be pastured' [Gr/I:Iadal.ca:n,I]. 
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An example of negative imperative CI + n-impf.): w->I t~yrn >ysln 'do not do 
harm to this man' [minuscule YM11742,3]. 

Infinitives and Participles 
The infinitive usually looks like the sg. 3m. of the perfect (e.g. ~lJf, h~lJf, t~lJf etc.) 
with the exception of * ~aMafa-theme, the infinitive of which is t$lJf( -t}. In Sabean 
-n is sometimes added to this bare stem, but its use is in most cases optional. Mi
mated infinitives are attested in Qatabanian: bn wfr w-~s2lc w-sllclJ-m w-sl~hd-m 
f)rbt-s 1 , ... from cultivating, and tilling, and setting in order, and taking care of his 
field' [R3854,4-5]. 

The infinitive may appear in the position of the direct object: xmr-hw > lmlch hrg 
lb>n >lmlch 'allowed him to kill the lion' [Ry538,28] and with prepositions (very 
often with I to denote purpose: w-yns2> > slm l-mt~ lcny-hw 'and every man rose in 
order to protect his property' [R3945,2]). 

Much more often, however, the infinitive functions as a finite verbal form. In 
this case the (nominal or pronominal) subject which follows it seems to be in the 
nominative: xmr I-hmw2 > tw3 w-s1twfyn4 hw> s brlcn6 b-wfym7 'he [the deity] grant
ed) them2 the coming3 and the taking place4 of thats monsoon6 without 
accidents7' [E22/1]; slt>wln hw> w->{cwl-hw 'the return of him and his {cayls' (lit. 
'the returning, he and .. .') [1577 ,15]. 

The infinitive is used in the so-called "infinitive chain," a series of homo
geneous verbal predicates, in which only the first member is a finite verbal form. 
The remaining verbs are in the infinitive, with or without -n (the last member of 
the infinitive chain usually has -n). Examples: t-nxyt w-tnarn Plh-h 'she con
fessed and did penance to her god' [R3957,2-4]; w-ylcm~w w-hb~/n hgrnhn 'and 
they overthrew and seized the two cities' [J576,8]; w-8brw w-hb~ln w-lcm~ w
hslb~n 'and they destroyed, seized, overthrew and forced to capitulate' [J576,4]. 

The patterns of active and passive participles of the basic theme are $lJjand m$1Jj 
respectively: slb>m I-sm RlJmnn 'fighting for the name of [the god] Ra1;tma:n' 
[Ry520,8], mlJmy 'irrigated' [in J550,1]. For a passive participle ~lJfsee probably 
Hadramitic m~ltn in slb~ blJhtm w-~rlctm m~/tm 'seven [votive] phalli with torn out 
testicles' [RbIl84no. 253a-e,2-4] (cf. Arabic m~1 'to castrate'). Both active and 
passive participles of derived themes are poorly attested. For the causative theme 
see Qat. ms1nkrm bn br8-s1 'one moving [the object] from its place' [e.g. J350,4], 
Min. mslmt~m WlnlJlsltb w-lcny-slw k-Wd 'consecrating WnlJsltb and his property 
to Wadd' [R3602,6-7]. mtrlJm inRlJmnn mtrlJmn 'the Merciful Ra1;tma:n' [F74,3], 
might be considered a participle of the t-theme, but it is likely to have been bor
rowed from Hebrew/Aramaic. 

Verbal Formsfrom Weak Roots 
In the imperfect of the basic theme from roots Iw, the first radical is dropped: yhb 
< whb 'to give'; yrd < wrd 'to go down' etc. Conversely, the first radical is pre
served in corresponding forms from roots Iy, e.g. yy.f < y.f 'to go up'. As for the 
derived themes, where we deal with contraction rather than with simple deletion, 
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forms with and without w are attested indiscriminately, though forms preserving 
ware somewhat more frequent: hwfy/hfy 'to grant', hw()!Ph()1s 'to guarantee' etc. 

In verbal forms from roots IIw/y the weak radical mayor may not be preserved. 
The distribution of these forms is still under review. Those with w/y dropped are 
evidently more common: gz 'to flow, pass' (contrast sg. 3f. gwzt); hlslJ (also 
hfswlJ) 'to finish off'; tfswm 'to rise with a claim' , ts2m 'to appoint' (the roots2ym); 
sItCn 'to seek help' (the root Cwn). In the imperfect of the basic theme non
contracted forms do occur (ykwn 'to be', ymwt 'to die') but not in the causative 
theme (see, however, Min. ysIlJwr 'to ordain'). 

Weak consonants are usually preserved in verbal forms with roots Illw/y: pf. 
>tw (pl. >tww) 'to come', Isny (f.lsnyt, pI. m.lsnyw) 'to acquire'; impf. y>tw, ylsny; 
h-theme: pf. h>tw, impf. yh>tw 'to bring', pf. hlsny, impf. yhlsny 'to dedicate'. 
Forms with last radical dropped are relatively rare; see y>t (beside y>tw); hrtJ (be
side hrtJw) 'to satisfy', hgd 'to make a grant of land' < gdy (cf. gdyt 'grant of 
land'). 

Adverbs and Other Parts of Speech 
Nouns (presumably in the accusative with -m) used as adverbs are discussed on 
p. 227. Adverbs proper are very rare (probably ()mt 'there'). 

The following are the most common prepositions: 1- 'for, to, until', (k- in 
Minean, h- in Hadramitic); b- 'in (local, temporal), by, with', bn 'from' (mn in 
inscriptions from Haram: mn mlJrmn 'from the temple' [= 548,8] (see p. 221), byn 
'between', cm '(together) with', Cly 'on, above', lJ(n)g 'according to', Cd(y) 'until, 
in', Cbr 'towards'. Compound prepositions (mostly with b- andbn) are very wide
spread in Sayhadic, e.g. bJly 'above', bnJm 'from' etc. In Sabean -n is often add
ed to some prepositions without appreciable difference in meaning, e.g. C m-n, IJg
n, cbr-n etc. In Qatabanian forms with -w generally correspond to Sabean forms 
with -y, thus clw, cdw. 

Some enclitic particles are attested (especially often in Qatabanian): -mw (-m), 
Min., Qat. ->y. Though in most cases their exact function remains obscure, some 
examples of evident semantic contrast between forms with and without enclitics 
may be quoted: b-mw hwt wrxn 'in that very month' [e.g. J653,13-14] versus b
hwt wrxn 'in that month' [e.g. J627,8]. Note the deictic particle r> 'behold!'. 

Syntax 

Word Order 
In sentences with a non-verbal predicate (which may be a noun, an adjective, a 
deictic pronoun or a prepositional phrase), the first position is most often occupied 
by the subject, though the opposite is not infrequent, especially in decrees. Exam
ples: 
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(Qat.) w-!bnn slm s2cbn ms3 wdn w-!bnn 'and the landowners are (slm 'they' is 
used as a copula) the community, the council and the landowners 
[themselves], [R3S66,S]; 

fJhrn ... slxlm w-nft.m 'the document ... is binding and having legal force' 
[C376,12-13]; 

b-Cly-hw (Jwrm 'there is a [bronze] bull on it' [J713,6]; 
vs. (Qat.) )sldm clmw b-onftl:m ... Y$rcm o-yrbm [etc.] 'Y$rcm o-yrbm etc. are 

the people who signed this decree' [R3S66,23-24]; 
f-br)m mhJ)mn 'and the seller is not guilty' [R391O,6]. 

In verbal sentences the subject usually heads the sentence if it is at the begin
ning of an inscription: )mt)lmf!;h slb)ytn ... hf!;nyt ... ')mt)lmf!;h, the Sabean wom
an, has dedicated .. .' [J706, 1-2]. Otherwise the normal word orderis VSO: w-tf!;n( 
Yrm ... )mr-hw 'and Yrm convinced his lords' [C31S,8-9]. The indirect object 
usually comes before the direct one: hwfy l-mr)-hmw hf!;nyt-hw 'he has given to 
their lord his offering' [J664,7-8]. 

Any part of the sentence may be put before the verbal predicate for topicaliza
tion. The verb in this case is usually introduced by /-: w-hmw f-lJmdw xl w-mf!;m 
Plb Rymm 'as for them, they praised the strength and the power of Plb Rymm' 
[C2,7-8]; w-bcd-hw f-y$b)w b-Cly )r4 Mh)nfm 'it was after this that they waged 
the war against the land of [the tribe] Mh)nfm [JS76,6]. 

Agreement Rules 
Qualifiers agree with nouns they qualify in gender, number and state (see pp. 22S, 
230,230 and 232). 

An agreement in gender and number between subject and predicate is normally 
observed: s2Jtt-hw )mt-hw 'his maidservant promised him' [J717,4-S]; ewly 
mr)y-hmw 'their two lords returned' [JS81,S]. 

P lura lis majestatis is common in Him yarite (but not Sabean) royal inscriptions: 
S2rlJb)1 YCfr mlk SIb) w-o-Rydn ... cobw crmn 'S2rlJb)1 YCfr, the [Himyarite] king 
of Saba' and Dhu:-Rayda:n etc. have repaired the dam' [CS40,1-6]. Verbs in the 
plural instead of the dual occur sporadically in archaic Sabean (w-f!;wlnhn ... l-yk
wnw b- C ly mbc I P lb 'and let the 2 f!;ayls be in charge of the property of [the god] 
Plb), [R4176,S], whereas in middle Sabean this becomes a marked trend, thus 
)grm w-S2rlJm oy o-Byn hqnyw ... ')grm and S2rl}m, both of (dual!) [the clan] 0-
Byn, have dedicated (pI.) ... ' [J720,1-2]. The verb kwn 'to be, to occur' is often 
used without agreement with the subject, e.g. xwm w-(ws1 w-mwtt kwn b-)r4n 
'pestilence, plague and epidemic which took place in the land' [J64S,13-14]. 

AssertionslN egations 
Sabean kn, Minean s2kn introducing legal documents might be regarded as assev
erative 'thus, certainly'. The same may be assumed for such combinations of par
ticles as l-k-8(y), k-o-m etc. See further 1- in mn l-yhmr[n] 'indeed, whoever sells 
corn' [C603a,3]; Qat. n- in n-l ysltflJwn 'indeed, let them be governed' [R3691,S]. 
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The most common negative particle is >1. It is used with the narrative perfect 
and imperfect (>1 ~yw I-hw wldm 'a child of his did not survive' [Ry375,4]; Qat. 
>1 slknw w->I b-yslknwn 'they have not enforced and they will not enforce' 
[R3566,14]); in indirect prohibitions, also both with the perfect and the imperfect 
(>1 sl>lw 'let them not lay claim' [e.g. C611,5], >1 yCtnn 'let them not neglect' 
[R4176,1], Qat. >1 b-ys2tyt 'may it not be sold' [R4337B,19]). For the so-called 
"generic negation" see >1 >Sl [e.g.F70,3] followed by a verb 'nobody should ... ' 
(lit. 'no man should ... '); also >II-hmw b-hw kl mwm 'there is no water for them 
in it [the besieged castle], [E13/lO]. 

The negative Ihmllm is found in Minean: Ihm C rb 'let him not enter' [R2803, 1]. 
In texts from Haram the negative 1m is attested (1m yytsll 'he did not wash himself' 
[e.g. C533,4-5]), which is thought to be a loan from Arabic. The negative particle 
d> (probably borrowed from Himyaritic) in some late texts: d> gb>w 'they did not 
return' [C541,50]. Sab. rYr in rYrthrm 'not pure' [C523,6] also deserves mention. 

A possible example of an indirect question may be mr4mfs2>m (PI mn S2Cr k
m-hn h> ~gr-hw 'a contagious disease about which nobody knew what (k-m-hn) 
its remedy was' [J720,12-14]. 

Coordination, Conditionals 
Coordination (both between single words and clauses) is expressed by w- which 
practically always precedes every element of the chain (except the first one): b
wfym w-~mdm w-yhrm ... 'in safety, glory, renown etc.' [J616,29]. Only for Qata
banian do we have some exceptions: S2hr Hll ... /fIJr /f:yn rslw cmm Ontm 'S2hr Hll 
collected [sacred] taxes, was a /f:yn-official, performed priestly functions for a sec
ond year' [e.g. R3540,1-3]). w- is also used as disjunctive and adversative: o-r~q 
w-qrb 'which is far or near' [e.g. J578,41]. Note also disjunctive >w (j->w): (bdm 
f->w >mtm 'a male or female slave' [R3910,3]. 

Conditional clauses are introduced by hmlhmy (the latter especially in minus
cule) 'if'. Apodoses may be preceded by w- or/-: hm >1 t>xo/-~lt nfsl-hw I-oyhrgn
hw 'and if he is not arrested, anyone may kill him' [R4088,4-6]; minuscule hmy 
~rb l-k slf< m o-glglnm ... l-tmP sll( tn > bdlm 'if he delivers to you cargoes of ses
ame ... may you pay for this merchandise with an equivalent' [YM11738,4-7]. 
Indefinite pronouns (see p. 225) may imply some shade of conditionality: w-I-wz> 
>lm~h xmr (bd-hw ... rnmm >hn-mw yslb>nn 'and may >lm~h grant his servant 
booty wherever they go on campaign' [C407,27-28]; w-yz>n hwfyn >$lmm k-mhn
mw yxmrn-hw > okrm hn>n 'he will continue giving statues whenever (k-mhn-mw) 
he (the deity) grants him healthy male (children)' [1736,11-13]. 

Subordination 
The conjunction k- (also combinations like k-o, k-n etc.) is employed to introduce 
object clauses: ~mw k-> I kwnw I-bny C Okln 'they claimed that they did not belong 
to the clan cOkln' [F76,7]. Final and causal clauses may be introduced in the same 
way: t~hw ... s2cbn o-hgrn Mdrm ... k-y~grnn ... ot brktn I-Nws2m 'the community 
of the city Mdrm ... has ordered that they should reserve ... this cistern ... to the 
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exclusive use of [the goddess] Nws2m' [Rob MaSl,I-4]; w-(cds1w bCt Mrb k-b-hw 
qsl slm 'they held a mass in the church of [the city] Ma:rib, as there was a priest in 
it' [C541,66-67]. A widespread causal conjunction is I-(cbly 'since, because': 1-
(cbly o-hxbt br(c xrf o-xrfTbckrb 'because the autumn monsoon of the year of (the 
eponym) Tbckrb failed to come ... ' [J653,5-6]. 

The following are the most common conjunctions of time and place: 

ywm 'when' (ywm hW$t kl gwm ... 'when [lit. the day in which ... ] he gave legal 
status to every community ... ' [e.g. R3949]) 

mty 'when' (Min., Qat.) (mty yxdr xdrm 'when someone establishes a trading 
stall' [R4337A,13]) 

bCdn 0- 'after' (bCdn O->onw b->s2Cbn 'after they allowed the communities to 
depart' [C541,76]) 

Cdy (o .. .IOt ... ) 'until' (f-h$rw Cdy ot mfj>w Cdy brrn 'and they marched until 
they reached the plain' [J576,5-6]) 

br6 'where' (bn bJ:trm br6 I)s2k-hw mr>-hmw 'from overseas where their lord 
sent him' [E2B/l]) 

Relative clauses may be introduced by relative particles (see additional exam
ples pp. 225 and 235) or be asyndetic. In the first case the antecedent is in the de
terminate state (or in the absolute state with mimation) while in the second it is 
usually in the construct state. Examples: 

kl >sldn w->n9n >Iwysltmynn >sl/m W-... 'all the men and women who are called 
>sl/m and ... ' [F76,2-3] 

>(cny-hmw o-(cnyw w-y(cnynn 'their possessions which they have acquired and 
will acquire' [C94,6] 

I)lfi ymrn-hw drm b-xrfm 'disease which strikes him once a year' [J711,5-6] 
kl mslb> slb>w 'all campaigns in which they took part' [e.g. C2,10-11] 

If the antecedent is an indirect object (more seldom also a direct one) it may be 
reflected in the relative clause by the "resumptive pronoun": b-mw ywmn o-b-hw 
6hb-hmw 'on the very day in which he returned (the answer) to them' [J616,19-
20]; Qat. kl >ftlJ,m b-s1m->lftl) ... mlkn 'all decrees which the king has not decreed 
.. .' [R3566,15]. 

Copular and Possessive Expressions 
In addition to personal pronouns (see p. 237), the verb kwn 'to be' often appears 
in the function of copula: w-kwn on w6nn w6n byn ... 'and let this boundary stone 
be the boundary stone between ... ' [C975,1-2]. For zero copula in nominal sen
tences see p. 237. Some possessive constructions with 1- (also with kwn 'to be') 
are attested: 
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wtfn ... l-o-Slmwy 'the land possession belongs to [the god] o-Slmwy' 
[lst7626,1]; 

l-kwn hmw ~sldn ... w-~n(Jn ... l-byt ... ~[mJr~-hn 'so that those men and women 
should belong to the house of their lords' [F7 6,4-5]. 
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13 Ge'ez (Ethiopic) 

Gene Gragg 

Ge'ez (giJ~ iJZ, self-designation, etymology uncertain) is the oldest attested mem
ber of the Ethiopic Semitic language family. It is presumably derived from one or 
more forms of South Semitic brought from Yemen, probably in the first half of the 
first millennium BCE. We know in fact that there were trade relations between the 
South Arabian city states and the Ethiopian coastal and highland regions, and a 
South Arabian colony existed not far from the later Ethiopian capital Aksum, pa
leographically dated to around 500 BCE by monumental inscriptions of the Sabean 
type. However it is not possible to derive Ethiopic Semitic from any attested form 
of Old South Arabian. One may presume that Ethiopic Semitic evolved out of a 
South Arabian-based trade lingua franca. The substratum languages in this devel
opment presumably belonged to the Cushitic language family, and a number of 
important early loanwords from Cushitic are evident in Ge'ez - but these are far 
from approximating the level of penetration of, say, English vocabulary by that of 
French at the time of Chaucer. Processes of piginization and creolization familiar 
from differentiation and development of language families elsewhere in the world 
undoubtedly played a role in the development of Ge'ez - for example in the sys
tematization of the weak verb system and the regularization and partiallexicaliza
tion of the derivational class system noted below. However Ge'ez maintains a 
level of morphological complexity inconsistent with any radical pidginization: 
maintenance of a (reduced) case system, a large inventory of internal plurals, 
most of the major inflectional and derivational categories of South Semitic. 

Ge'ez disappeared as a spoken language probably some time before the tenth 
century CEo However it continues today as the liturgical language of the Ethiopian 
Orthodox Church, and was the only official written language of Ethiopia practi
cally up to the end of the nineteenth century. The corpus of written Ge' ez material 
can be conveniently divided into three periods. 

Aksumite Inscriptions 
The core of this corpus is formed by about a dozen longish royal inscriptions in 
Ge'ez (plus six in Greek), the most important of them from the king Ezana (per
haps mid-fourth century CE). Six of the Ge'ez inscriptions are written in the Old 
South Arabian alphabet, two in non-vocalized Ethiopic, and four in the earliest at
testation of vocalized Ethiopic script. The earliest inscriptions of Ezana are pagan, 
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while the last few attest to the introduction of monotheism (presumably Christian) 
to the court at Aksum. There are also about thirty other short Aksumite inscrip
tions in vocalized and unvocalized Ethiopic - at least nine of them from a period 
before Ezana. 

Ge'ez: Pre·l000 CE 

Although there are few if any extant manuscripts earlier than the twelfth century, 
scholars have isolated a core of Ge'ez literature-the first texts drawn up to define 
and propagate Christianity in Ethiopia. These include the Ge'ez translation of the 
Bible and accompanying apocrypha, liturgical texts, some lives of saints, some 
patristic fragments, and a version of the monastic Rules of Pachomius. The texts 
are almost completely ecclesiastical in nature, and most of them are translations 
or adaptations from the Greek (which in tum may be a rendering of a Hebrew or 
Aramaic original). The linguistic value of these texts arises from the fact that they 
were drawn up when Ge'ez was still a spoken language, and they thus set the sty
listic, lexical, and syntactic parameters for all subsequent use of Ge'ez. 

Ge'ez: Post·l000 CE 

After a very obscure period of isolation starting with the collapse of Byzantium in 
the Near East, and continuing during the first centuries of Islam, Ethiopia reestab
lished contact with Egypt - from that time until 1945 the Metropolitan (abuna) of 
the Ethiopian Church would be an Egyptian cleric appointed by the Patriarch of 
Alexandria. There was a new flourishing of ecclesiastical literature of all genres 
(much of it translated from the Arabic, in tum translated from Greek, Coptic, Syr
iac, or other sources). In addition, an original secular or court literature arose in 
the form of royal chronicles, legal texts, even a sort of national epic (the K"brii 
Niigiist 'Glory of Kings', an elaboration ofthe legend of Solomon and Sheba). A 
more popular magic literature also took shape, centered around the production of 
amulets and "magic scrolls" - a productivity that continued into the present cen
tury. Given the necessity of some knowledge of Ge'ez for many court and eccle
siastical careers, a church- and monastery- based standard curriculum of studies 
was established, to which we owe, among other things, our knowledge of the pro
nunciation tradition of Ge'ez. 

Phonology 
Our most direct source of evidence for Ge'ez phonology is the pronunciation tra
dition, supplemented by what is known about the phonologies of the Ethiopian 
Semitic languages still spoken today. Neither of these sources guarantees accurate 
information about the pronunciation of Ge'ez in the earliest sources. For the con
sonants at least, the fact that the writing system contains symbols for three conso
nants (S, h, 4) which are distinguished neither in the traditional pronunciation nor 
in any of the modem languages makes it clear that the traditional pronunciation 
shows a state of the language later than that of the earliest writing system. More-
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over, the traditional pronunciation, which, since the Middle Ages, has represented 
a court-influenced Amharicizing tradition, does not have a distinct phonological 
representation for two characters, /;I and ( (pronounced as h and », which are pre
served in Tigrinya and Tigre. (Anecdotal evidence indicates that distinct pronun
ciation of these consonants was considered, at least by literati and the clerical elite, 
as "rustic" and "peasant-like".) See p. 245 for the transcription values and prob
able nature of these consonants. 

Three important aspects of phonological representation, however, are not ac
counted for in the writing system: stress, consonantal gemination, occurrence of 
1';;11 (as opposed to absence of vowel). No graphic representation of stress or gem
ination was ever developed in native Ge'ez texts; and the vocalic system uses the 
same modification of the basic consonantal signs to represent consonant followed 
by 1';;11 and consonant followed by no vowel. For these phenomena we must rely 
wholly on a still imperfectly studied pronunciation tradition. In this chapter we 
will follow Leslau 1987 for stress, gemination, and shwa, to the extent that they 
are indicated there, otherwise Cohen 1921 and Makonnen 1984; Mittwoch 1926 
notes a large number of additional gemination patterns which still need to be in
vestigated. 

Consonants 
The consonant system of Ge'ez is shown below. 

p 

P 
b 
f 

m 

w 

t 

l 
d 
s 
~ 

z 
n 
r 
y 

k kW 
q qW 
g gW 

8 b bW b 
4 

I 

h 

Labials: If I is the basic voiceless labial in Ge'ez (as in Arabic and South Ara
bian). Ipl, and the even more rare Ipl, occur almost exclusively in loanwords, 
where they usually correspond to Greek n. 

Emphatics: Ip,l,~, 4, ql are all glottalized in Ge'ez, as in Ethiopic Semitic gen
erally. 

Sibilants: The consonants corresponding to the graphemes (8) and (4) have 
merged respectively with lsI and M in the phonological system represented by the 
traditional pronunciation - and indeed in all modern Ethiopic Semitic. These two 
consonants are reflexes of a lateralized series (voiceless and glottalized) in Proto
Semitic, also attested in South Arabian. There is however no evidence either in the 
tradition or in Ethiopic Semitic what value these consonants may have had in 
Ge'ez. For (4) the transcription value comes from the conventional representation 
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of the etymologically corresponding segment in Arabic and Old South Arabian. s 
is an older conventional representation of the Proto-Semitic voiceless lateral, and 
also of the grapheme which represents it in Hebrew. In some grammars and dic
tionaries, (s) is transcribed as s, since it frequently corresponds etymologically to 
Arabic lSI. There are however some major problems with this. In the first place, it 
is not certain whether, or at what periods (s) might have been pronounced as [8]. 
More seriously, this transcription could lead to confusion, since a genuine lSI did 
develop in Ethiopic Semitic (mostly from palatalization of lsI), and a new graph
eme for it, properly transcribed as s was created by adding a diacritic to the graph
eme (s). Moreover, this (8) grapheme can occur in late Ge'ez texts, usually in 
contemporary personal or place names. 

Laryngeals: IbI corresponds etymologically to a velar or uvular spirant in 
Akkadian, Arabic, and South Arabian. However in the Ge'ez pronunciation tradi
tion and in Ethiopic Semitic generally, it has merged with 1bI. Presence or absence 
of glottal stop is not distinctive in initial position, although there is no way in the 
writing system to write a syllable-initial vowel without a preceding glottal stop (or 
glide if the preceding syllable ends in a vowel). Since it is not phonetically salient 
in the traditional pronunciation, no representation of initial glottal stop is given in 
this description. Note however the non-existence of a contrast between initial/iil 
and Ia! in the pronunciation tradition; the putative sequence # + PI + low vowel is 
usually written (>li), but pronounced/a!. This is possibly connected with the laryn
geal ("H") effect: IliHl ~ laRl in syllable-final position (yasma C 'may he hear', 
versus paradigmatic yalbiis 'may he wear'). The other important laryngeal effect 
is low vowel harmony across laryngeals: I~HiiI ~ IliHiiI (yiiJ:ziirras 'he plows', 
IliH~1 ~ I~H~I (yamaMar 'he is merciful') - both versus paradigmatic yaniiggar 
'he speaks'. These two effects account for most of the differences in the inflec
tional behavior of verbs whose roots contain a laryngeal radical. 

Labiovelars: All the velars of Ge'ez developed a corresponding labio-velar 
phoneme. In some cases there is an unambiguous conditioning environment with 
a (long) rounded vowel: the denominal verb tiirgWiimii 'translate' comes ultimate
ly from the Aramaic loanword targum 'translation'; ab W 'brother' shows the influ
ence of the Proto-Ethiopic, and Proto-Semitic, long stem vowel in *abu-. In other 
cases derivation from a form with such an environment must be assumed: 
b Wiilliiq wii 'count' must have involved an analogical extension from some environ
ment such as *bul(l)uq- 'counted' (cf. Arabic balaqa 'measure'). 

Glides also interact with vowels in a characteristic but highly patterned way, 
which accounts for a number of the inflectional differences between paradigmatic 
verbs and verbs whose root has a glide radical. Using the rootsJtw 'love' and sty 
'drink', these can be exemplified: lliwl ~ 101 (fiitiiwkii - fiitokii 'you loved'), lliyl 
~ leI (siitiiykii [siitekii rare] 'you drank'), I~wl ~ luI (*yafiittaw > yafiittu 'he 
loves'), I~yl ~ IiI (*yasiittay > yasiitti 'he drinks'). 

Vowels 
Ge'ez has the following seven-member system: 
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u 
e o 

a 

Assuming a Proto-Ethiopic Semitic system with three short vowels /*i, *a, *u/, 
three long vowels /*1, *a, *0/, and two diphthongs /*ay, *aw/, then it is clear that 
the Ge'ez system is the result of a series of changes which started with a merger 
of the short high vowels /*i, *u/ into a high central /~/, and a shift of the low short 
/*a/ to /'il/. The quantity of the long vowels was thus made redundant, and they be
came simply the unmarked low, high front, and high back vowels of the system 
(even if they are sometimes phonetically longer than /~, 'il/). Note that the use of 
macrons in the transcription of Ge' ez, which one can still find, should be taken as 
having diacritical, or at best etymological function only. The monophthongizing 
of the diphthongs to Ie, 0/ rounded out the system, which is attested in the earliest 
vocalized texts, and remains remarkably stable even in many of the modern Ethi
opian Semitic languages. 

Stress 
Stress, for which we are completely dependent on traditional pronunciation, has 
yet to be completely analyzed. However some general rules seem clear. 

1 Verbs are stressed on the penultimate except in pI. 2f.: yJngar, yanilggar, 
niigilrii, yaniiggJru 'may he speak, he speaks, he spoke, they speak', but 
niigiirkJn 'you (pI. 2f.) spoke'. 

2 Nouns and pronouns have stem-final stress (i.e., not on the suffix vowel of 
the accusative): nagUs, nagusii 'king' (nom., acc.). 

3 Personal pronouns and verbs and nouns with pronominal suffixes follow 
special patterns, giving rise to minimal pairs like yaniiggara « yaniiggar+ 
ha) 'he speaks to her' versus yaniiggJra 'they (pI. 3f.) speak' (see pronom
inal paradigms p. 247). 

Morphology 

Pronouns 
The paradigms of the independent and suffix pronouns are given below. As can be 
readily seen, the 1st and 2nd person independent pronouns are fairly straight
forward representatives of Common Semitic, whereas a certain amount of idio
syncratic innovation has taken place in the 3rd person independent pronouns. The 
suffix pronouns, on the other hand, object and possessive, show predictable 
Semitic forms. Note that the sg.1 suffix is -Vyii with nouns and -Vni with verbs. 
The stressed or unstressed V with 1 st and 2nd person forms is, for nouns, the stem
final vowel, or vocalic suffix, if there is one, or /~/ if the noun form ends in a con-
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sonant; for verbs it is fa! ( except for 2nd person object suffixes with jussive verb 
forms, compare y,miiggarilkkii 'he speaks to you' vs. yangarkii 'may he speak to 
you'). The data of Cohen 1921 and Makonnen 1984 consistently show after a 
short vowel gemination of the first consonant of an object suffix (niigiiriitiinni 
'she spoke to me'), or the last consonant preceding the object suffix (niigiiriitto 
'she spoke to him'; note also jussive yangarro 'may he speak to him' versus 
present-future yaniiggaro). In the 3rd person, in nouns and verbs fa! + hulhGJ 
hOmulhOn gives olalomulon (as in niigiirii+hu > niigiiro 'he spoke to him' betii+ 
hU > beta 'his house (acc.)'). In nouns C+hV gives CV (as in bet+hu > betu 'his 
house (nom.)'). The gemination which occurs after a short vowel when the suffix 
refers to an object is given in parentheses below. 

Independent Singular Plural 
1 anii nalJnii 
2m. antii antamu 

f. anti antan 
3m. wa)atu w a) atomul amuntu 

f. ya) ati wa) atonl amantu 

Suffix -Vyiif-V(n )ni -V(n )nii 
2m. -V(k)kii -V(k)kamu 

f. -V(k)ki -V(k)kan 
3m. -hU - -u --0 -homu - -omu 

f. -hG - -a -han - -on 

The independent pronouns can only be used in subject or predicate nominal func
tion. Quasi-independent and emphatic pronouns for other functions can be ob
tained by adding possessive suffixes to the pronominal or prepositional bases: 
genitive zi)ii- (zi)iikii 'yours, your own'); direct object kiya- (kiyayii 'me my
self'); emphatic reflexive liilli- (liillihu 'he himself, he alone'). 

Nouns 
The relevant morpho-syntactic categories are gender (masculine, feminine), num
ber (singular, plural) case (unmarked, accusative construct). Of these, gender is 
not systematically marked in the nominal morphology, although feminine nouns 
occasionally have a suffix -t: ba)si 'man', ba)sit 'woman'; agzi> 'lord', agzi)t 
'lady'. 

The unmarked pluralizing process is by suffixation of -at (from common 
Semitic feminine plural, used in Ge'ez for both genders): may 'water', pI. mayat; 
!j;Jge 'flower', pI. $ageyat; (asa 'fish', pI. (asat. Nouns with feminine formative -t 
mayor may not drop this before the suffix: sara(t 'law', pI. sara(tat, but (iiziiqt 
'well', pI. (iiziiqat. However many Ge'ez nouns form their plural according to one 
of the internal (so-called "broken") plural patterns, if necessary using "underly
ing" glides or supplemental consonants to make up the canonical consonants of 
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the pattern, The vast majority of triconsonantal internal plurals follow one of the 
five patterns: 

aCCaC labs 'garment' albas 
/iiriis 'horse' afras 
bet 'house' abyat 
~om 'fast' a~wam 

sam 'name' asmat 
aCCuC adg 'ass' a>dug 

hiigiir 'city' ahgur 
aCCaCt ra>s 'head' ar>ast 

giibr 'slave' agbart 
aCaCaC(t) biig> 'sheep' abaga> 

ganen 'devil' aganant 
CVCiiC azn 'ear' aziin 

agr 'foot' agiir 
CVCiiw ad 'hand' adiiw 

ab 'father' abiiw 
ab W 'brother' abiiw 

Most noun stems with four consonants, and a number of nouns with three conso
nants and at least one "long" stem vowel Ii, e, 0, ul, build their plural according to 
the so-called quadriliteral pattern: 

CiiCaCaC( t) dangal 'virgin' diinagal 
miis/an 'prince' miisa/ant 
kokiib 'star' kiiwakabt 
miiskot 'window' miisakut ( < miisakawt) 
dorho 'chicken' diirawah 
lelit 'night' liiyalay 
ba/;ter 'earth' bii/;tawart 
wa/;tiz 'river' wii/;tayazt 
qiisis 'priest' qiisawast 

Note from the above that the inserted glide is not generally predictable from the 
nature of the vowel. Note also that in spite of numerous exceptions, there is a gen
eral tendency toward polarity in forms with optional -t: -t is added in the plural if 
it is absent in the singular (unless the noun is feminine), and dropped in the plural 
if it is present in the singular, Finally, an additional morphological plural marking 
occurs with all plural forms (suffix or internal) followed by possessive suffixes: 
an IiI is inserted between the noun and the suffix, Thus corresponding to ~ageyat 
'flowers', abyat 'houses' we have ~ageyatina 'our flowers', abyatina 'our 
houses', 

There is only one morphologically marked case form in Ge'ez, the accusative 
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construct. (Henceforth simply "accusative," it will be designated by "of' in 
glosses when it marks the "(possessive)" construct" configuration, otherwise by 
"acc.") The accusative is fonned by suffixation of -ii (-hii with certain non-Ge'ez 
proper names) to the unmarked (henceforth "nominative") fonn of the noun: thus, 
nominative bet 'house', accusative betii. This fonn is used both for the direct ob
ject of a verb, as in: siirJ;ii nagus bet-ii 'the/a king built the/a house' ('built 
king[nom.] house-acc.'), and for the head (first) noun in the so-called "(posses
sive) construct" configuration, as in: bet-ii nagus 'the/a house of the/a king' 
('house-ofking[nom.]'). 

In both constructions, morphological indication of case can be replaced by syn
tactic paraphrase. In the case of the direct object, the construction 'Verb 
Noun[acc.]' can be replaced by 'Verb + Obj.-Suff. lii-Noun[nom.]', where Iii is 
the preposition 'to'. Thus instead of siirJ;ii betii 'he made the/a house' one can 
have siirJ;o « siirJ;ii+hu) Iii bet 'he made the house' (lit. 'he + made-it to-house'; 
note that the prepositional paraphrase tends to be preferred for definite direct ob
ject). For the (possessive) construct 'Noun}[acc.] Noun2[nom.]' there are two 
possibilities. Either 'Noun} zii Noun2' (where zii is the relative pronoun), or 
'Noun} + Poss.-Suff. lli-Noun2'. Thus instead of betii nagus one can have either 
bet zii nagus or betu « bet+hu) Iii nagus (where the last variant may be preferred 
for a definite head noun). 

Adjectives and Participles 
This morphological class includes: (1) general adjectives of many canonical 
shapes, for which we will use siinay 'beautiful' as typical; (2) a special class of 
quality adjectives of the base fonn sg. m. cae( C)iC (/Jiiddis 'new', (iibiyy 'big'); 
(3) the present or active participle of the verb caeaci (niigari 'speaker'); (4) the 
passive or intransitive participle ofthe verb CaCuC (nagur 'spoken'). 

In general, adjectives fonn the sg. f. by suffixing -t, pI. m. by suffixing -an, and 
pI. f. by suffixing -at, according to the following paradigm: 

Sg. PI. 
m. siinay siinayan 
f. siinayt siinayat 

The active participle has a special pI. m. fonn: 

Sg. PI. 
m. niigari niigiirt 
f. niigarit niigariyat 

The passive participle and the CiiCCiC adjectives have a special sg. f. fonn: 
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Sg. PI. 
m. nagur naguran 
f. nagart nagurat 

m. IJiiddis /:tiiddisan 
f. /:tiiddas /:tiiddisat 

Some CiiCCiC have a pI. c. like the active participle: 

Sg. PI. 
m. Ciibiyy Ciibbiiyt 
f. C iibbay C iibbiiyt 

Case marking is as in the noun. 

Deictics 
The deictic relative paradigms are built on the stem series z- (singular, mostly 
masculine), ant- (most feminine singulars), all- (plural). Far deixis adds the ele
ment -(k)ku. Both near and far have a long form with suffix -tu-ti-tii, which can 
be used independently. The paradigm of the whole deictic-relative-interrogative 
series is given in Table 13.1. 

Table 13.1 Ge'ez deictics 

'this' m. 
f. 

'this (long)' m. 
f. 

'that' m. 
f. 

'that (long)' m. 
f. 

relative m. 
f. 

'who?' 
'what?' 
'which?' 

Numerals 

Singular 
Nominative 

z;)-
za 
z;)ntu 
zatti 
z;)ldm 
;)nt;)kku 

z;)ktu 
;)ntakti 

za-
;)nta 
mannu 
m;)nt 
ay 

Accusative 

za 
za 
zanta 
zatta 
z;)kkwa, z;)kku 
;)nt;)kkwa 
;)ntitkku 
z;)kta 
;)ntakta 

manna 
m;)nta 

Plural 
Nominative 

;)Ilu 
;)Ila 
;)Ilontu 
;)Ilantu 
;)Il;)kku 
;)Il;)kku 

;)Il;)ktu 
;)Ilaktu 

;)Ila 
;)Ila 

ayat 

Accusative 

;)Ilonta 
;)Ilanta 

;)Il;)kta 
;)Ilakta 

ayata 

The Ge'ez cardinal numbers show the expected Semitic polarity switch, with a t
suffixed form in the masculine, and an unmarked form in the feminine. In addition 
to these forms, Ge'ez has a great variety of derived forms, the most important of 
which are the ordinals (mostly of the CaCaC pattern), day-of-weeklmonth forms 
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(CiiCuC pattern), and adverbial forms ('once', 'twice' etc.; of the CaCCa pat
tern). For the numbers 1-10, these forms are as in Table 13.2. Note that for the 
numeral '2', except for the day nominalization, which uses the inherited Semitic 
root *8ny, the root has been replaced by *kiP-, the Semitic word for 'both'. Other 
nominalizations involving '2' call upon lexical items dgm 'repeat' and k<b 'dou
ble'. The ordinal for' l' uses the lexical item qdm 'precede'. The ordinals are the 
only place in Ge'ez morphology where one finds a survival of the common Se
mitic active participle of the form *Ca:CiC > CaCaC. The masculine cardinals 
have an accusative form in -ta, and have -ti- before suffix pronouns: salasta 
'three[acc.]', saliistihomu 'the three of them'. Feminine cardinals are usually 
treated as invariants. For numbers above ten the order is "Ten wa Unit": <asartu 
wa-salastu, < asru wa-salas '13 m., f.'. The tens units are: < asra '20', salasa '30', 
arb<a '40', !:Jamsa '50', sassa '60', sab<a '70', samanya '80', tas<a or tas<a '90'; 
'100' is ma>at, '10,000' is alf (' 1,000' is <asartu ma>at). The form cited for the 
ordinals is the sg. m.; there are alternate masculine forms in -awi, -ay (!:Jamsawi, 
!:Jamsay 'fifth [m.]'). Feminine ordinals end in -it or -awit (!:Jamsit, !:Jamsawit 
'fifth[ f.]'). 

Table 13.2 Ge'ez numerals 

Cardinal Ordinal Day Adverbial 
m. f. 

1 al}.iidu al}.ati qiidami ;,l)ud m;,<rii, al}.iitii 
2 k;,l'e, k;,l'etu k;,l'eti dag;,m, kal;,), ka<;,b sanuy ka <bii, dagmii 
3 Siiliistu siilas sal;,s siilus s;,lsii 
4 arba<tu arba< rab;,< riibu< rnb< ii 
5 biim;,stu biims bam;,s biimus b;,msii 
6 s;,d;,stu s;,ssu sad;,s siidus s;,dsii 
7 siib<iitu siib<u sab;,< siibu< s;,b<ii 
8 siimantu siimani sam;,n siimun s;,mnii 
9 t;,s<iitu, t;,s<u, tas;,< tiisu< t;,s <ii 

tiis< iitu tiis<u 
10 <iis;,rtu <iiSru <as;,r <iiSur <;,srii 

Verbs 
Following a general Semitic pattern, a Ge'ez verb form is basically a combination 
of one entry from each of two series of paradigms, here referred to as the Affix 
Paradigms and Stem Paradigm. The Affix series, given below, is a set of two sub
ject paradigms for personal affixes agreeing in person, number, and gender with 
the subject. One of these is entirely suffixing and is used with past tense verb 
stems; important here is the characteristic Ethio-Semitic -k formative of the sg. 1 
and 2nd person forms. Pre-object suffix forms are in parentheses (optional for sg. 
2m.). The other subparadigm is predominantly prefixing, and is used with the 
nonpast and jussive verb forms. 
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Singular Plural 
Past 1 -ku -nii (-na-) 

2m. -kii (-ka-) -kamu 
f. -ki -kan 

3m. -ii -u 
f. -iit -a 

Nonpast 1 a- na-
2m. ta- ta-... -u 

f. ta-... -i ta- ... -a 
3m. ya- ya-... -u 

f. ta- ya-... -a 

The Stem series of paradigms governs the stem form to which the subject mark
ers are affixed. There are four basic morphological categories involved, which we 
will refer to as "root class," "tense," "derivational class," and "lexical class." The 
root class categories are: "weak": verbs whose roots have a glide or vocalic radical 
and "strong" verb roots whose radicals are fully consonantal. The primary "tense" 
categories are past, nonpast, jussive, imperative. The imperative stem is identical 
with the jussive stem in Ge'ez, and hence will not be noted in the paradigms (see 
Table 13.3). Infinitives and converbs are not tense categories in any usual 
morpho-syntactic sense of the term, but it will be useful to display infinitives in 
the paradigm as a fourth "tense" form. The derivational classes are: Base (zero af
fix), Causative (prefix ii- ), Passive Reflexive (prefix tii-, if not preceded by a sub
ject prefix, otherwise t-), Causative Passive (prefix astii-). These derivational 
classes are formed, with more or less idiosyncratic semantics, with all verbs in the 
lexicon, although not all verbs occur in all derivational classes. 

Historically related to the various Semitic verbal derivation systems, but almost 
completely lexicalized in Ge'ez, are the categories of lexical class, conventionally 
designated in Ge'ez with the letters A, B, and C. A is the unmarked class. In the 
Base past and jussive there are two subclasses: Al has stem vowel/aJ in the past 
and stem vowel/':!/ in the jussive, whereas A2 has stem vowel/':!/ in the past and 
/aJ in the jussive. Recalling that Ge'ez M represents Semitic /*i, *u/, this clearly 
corresponds to the common stem vowel alternations (e.g., in Arabic): past CaCaC 
- present jussive CCuC, past CaCiC - present jussive cCaC. Note that some 
verbs can be Al in the past and A2 in the jussive, and vice versa. B is the class of 
verbs with geminating middle radical (pi'el in Hebrew, D-stem in Akkadian, 
Form II in Arabic); C is the class of verbs with stem vowel/a:/ after the first rad
ical consonant (Form III in Arabic). Unlike other Semitic languages, these do not 
occur in Ge'ez as derived forms of the unmarked base, but as a lexically deter
mined class. A verbal entry must be marked in the lexicon as either class A, class 
B, or class C in Ge'ez, and if it occurs in one class, will not occur in another (the 
few cases where this occurs are usually counted as homophonous). An exception 
to this general rule is the class of passive reflexive C (tiinagiirii, cognate with 
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Form VI of Arabic) and causative passive C (astiinagiirii) which occur with many 
verbs, the former frequently as a reciprocal, the latter with widely varying seman
tics. Given the existence of this set of lexically determined categories, it is con
venient to enter quadriradical verbs (verbs with four root consonants) under this 
general heading as lexical class D. These verbs are especially frequent in Ethiopic 
Semitic. There are only a few cases where they can be etymologically linked to 
triradical verbs, but phonologically most of them are either of the form CI RC2C3 
(R = In, I, r/) or of the form CIC2C3C3, where CI, C2, C3 otherwise follow the 
cooccurrence constraints of triconsonantal roots. As is often the case in Semitic, 
these D (quadriradical) verbs closely resemble B (middle-geminating) verbs in 
their morphological structure. 

Table 13.3 gives the stem paradigms for the so-called strong verbs. The lexical 
items used are: ngr 'speak (Class AI)', lbs 'wear (Class A2)"f$m 'finish (Class 
B)" msn 'perish (Class C)', dng$ 'surprise (Class D, quadriradical)'. Note that 
the infinitive forms in It! are functionally equivalent to the short forms, but are 
more likely to be used when the infinitive requires a suffix pronoun or an accusa
tive case marker. As in all other Semitic languages, Ge'ez has a smaller but im
portant class of weak verbal roots (including a number of high frequency, basic 
lexical items such as "stand," "die," "drink," "put") which deviate from the pat
tern of the strong paradigms by showing a glide or vocalic configuration at one or 
more of the root consonant positions. In Ge'ez these roots can be schematized ac
cording to glide variant, Iwl or Iyl, and root position, 1,2, or 3: thus "W2", "Y3" 
- note that "Y I" verbs are very few in number, and have been largely regularized. 
Table 13.4, p. 254 gives the stem paradigm for the finite Base A form of triconso
nantal glide roots, using the lexical items wrd 'descend', wdq 'fall', mwt 'die', sym 
'appoint"ftw 'love', bdw 'be desert', bky 'cry', sty 'drink'. The other lexical and 
derivational classes are straightforward extensions of the Base A form. Note that 
for W /Y 2 A, there is no distinction between subclass 1 and 2. 

Verbs which have a laryngeal (henceforth H = 1', (, b, Q, hi) as a radical largely 
follow the strong pattern, as modified by the special vowel-laryngeal sequence 
constraints noted in Phonology, p. 245. Thus for HI: sg. 3m. past ~iiqiibii 'he kept' , 
present yii~iiqq<Jb « *y<J~iiqq<Jb, by laryngeal vowel harmony). Many H2 behave 
completely like strong roots, as siiJ;ziibii, siiJ;ziibkii 'he/you[ sg. m.] pulled' , however 
an important subclass of these verbs have a past stem vowel pattern with 1-;,1 
throughout: s<Jl)tii, s<Jl)<Jtkii 'he/you[sg. m.] erred' (contrast non-laryngealliibsii < 
liib<Jsii < *labisa, but liibiiskii). The present shows the regular laryngeal modifica
tion of the strong pattern, and jussive is with lat for both of these subclasses: 
Y<Js<JM<Jb, Y<Jsl)iib; Y<Js<JM<Jt, Y<Jsl)iit. H3 verbs of the A class have the idiosyncracy 
that they are all of the A2 (liibsii) subclass: wii(j>ii, wii4a~kii 'he/you[sg. m.] left'. 
In addition H3 verbs of the B, C, and D class have the unique property in the Ge'ez 
conjugation system of also having a liibsii-like pattern in the past: liiqq<Jl)ii, 
liiqqal)kii 'he/you[sg. m.] lent', bal<JJ;zii, balal)kii 'he/you[sg. m.] rescued', 
ziing<J~ii, ziinga~kii 'he/you[sg. m.] raved'. 

Finally, there are a dozen or so verbs, most with glide or laryngeal radicals (see 
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Table 13.3 Strong verb stem paradigms 

Base Causative Passive Causative Passive 
Reflexive 

Past Al nagiir- angiir- tanagr- astlingiir-
A2 labs- albas- talabs- astalbas-
B fii$Siim- afasSiim- tiifasSiim- astafassiim-
C masan- amasan- tiimasan- astiimasan-
D dangas- adlingii$- tlidangii$- astlidangas-

Present- A -nagg:lr( -) -anagg:lr( -) -tnaggiir( -) -astanagg:lr( -) 
Future B -feSS:lm( -) -afesS:lm(-) -tfessiim( -) -astlifesS:lm( -) 

C -mas:ln(- ) -amas:ln(-) -tmasan( -) -astiimas:ln( -) 
D -dlinagg:lS( -) -adanagg:lS( -) -tdanaggii$( -) -astadanagg:lS( -) 

Jussive Al -ng:lr( -) -ang:lr( -) -tnagiir( -) -astang:lr( -) 
A2 -lbas( -) -alb:ls( -) -tlabas( -) -astalb:ls( -) 
B -fasS:lm ( -) -afasS:lm( -) -tfassiim( -) -astiifaSS:lm( -) 
C -mas:ln(- ) -amas:ln( -) -tmasan( -) -astiimas:ln( -) 
D -dang:lS( -) -adang:lS( -) -tdangii$( -) -astadang:lS( -) 

Infinitive A nagir(ot) ang:lro(t) tanagro( t) astanagro( t) 
B fasS:lmo( t) afasS:lmo( t) tiifasS:lmo( t) astlifasS:lmo( t) 
C masno(t) amasno(t) tiimasno( t) astiimasno( t) 
D dang:lSo( t) adang:lSo( t) tadang:lSo( t) astadang:lSo( t ) 

Converb A nagir- angir- tanagir- astlinagir-
B fassim- afassim- tiifassim- astafassim-
C masin- amasin- tiimasin- astiimasin-
D dangis- adangis- tlidangis- astadangis-

Table 13.4 Weak verb stem paradigms 

Past Present Jussive 

WI Al wiirlid- -wii.rr:Jd( -) -rad( -) 
A2 wlidq- -wlidd:lq( -) -daq( -) 

W2 A mot- -maww:lt(-) -mut( -) 
Y2 A sem- -saYY:lm(- ) -sim( -) 
W3 Al flitaw/flito- -fattu( -) -ftu( -) 

A2 blidw- -baddu(-) -bdaw(-) 
Y3 Al biikay- -biikki( -) -bki( -) 

A2 saty- -satti( -) -stay( -) 

the convenient list in Lambdin 1978: 450f.), which show one or more idiosyncrat
ic irregularities in stem paradigm. The only one we will mention here is the unique 
(and archaic) conjugation pattern of the verb bhl 'say' in its base form (the de
rived class forms are conjugated regularly). Instead of an expected past tense 
*bahlii (compare kahlii from khl 'be able') this verb has a prefixing pasttense, the 
only survival of this archaic form in Ethiopic Semitic, with stem -be in non
suffixed forms, -bel- in suffixed: yabe, yabelu 'he/they said'. The present stem of 
this verb is -bal(-), and its jussive is -bal(-): yabal 'he says', yabal 'let him say' 
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(compareyakal 'he can', yekal 'let him be able'). 

Adverbs and Prepositions 
A number of adverbs are productively formed from accusatives (suffix -a) of 
nouns and adjectives: lelita 'by night', qadma 'in front', ralJuqa 'afar', marira 
'bitterly'. The same suffix (-a), this time from a construct-like configuration, is 
also the norm for many conjunctions: ammii 'if', soba 'when', anbala 'except', 
anza 'while', askii 'until', asmii 'because'. On the other hand, an adverbial (hence 
nominal) origin seems probable for some prespositions: ma>kiila 'between' (from 
'middle'), perhaps also mangala 'towards' (nominal form of some root 'ngl' -
etymology not clear. Most of the usual prepositions end in -a before nouns, and -e 
before pronominal suffixes: baba - babe- 'to, towards', dibii - dibe- 'on', masla 
- masle- 'with' (e.g., masla sab> 'with (the) man', maslehu 'with him'). Special 
cases: amanna (proclitic form am-) - amanne- 'from', kama - kiima- 'like', wasta 
- wastet- 'in', cawda - cawda- 'around'; askii 'until, up to' and anta 'through' do 
not occur with pronominal suffixes. The monosyllabic prepositions are proclitic: 
ba- 'in' (ba- before 1st and 2nd person pronouns, 3rd person singular bo - bottu, 
ba - batti), la- 'to' (except lita 'to me', lottu 'to him', latti 'to her', Ion - latton 
'to them[pl. f.]'). Compound prepositions such as bii-qiidmii 'in front of' are com
mon. 

Syntax 
The examples in the following section are almost all from the Ge'ez Bible, still on 
the whole our most reliable source of Ge'ez language data. Most of these exam
ples can be found in the context of a larger collection of data in the excellent syn
tax section of Dillmann (1907). After each translation will be found a word for 
word (and to a certain extent morpheme for morpheme) gloss; syntactically rele
vant morphological material which cannot be conveniently "linearized" will be 
given in square brackets ("[ ]"). 

Word Order 
The unmarked main clause word order in Ge'ez is Verb Subject Object: wa
rakaba Yosefmogas-a baqiidmii agzi>-u 'and Joseph found favor before his lord 
(and-found-sg. 3m. Joseph favor-acc. before lord-his),. Ge'ez however has a 
large repertory of word order possibilities. Subject Verb Object order can corre
spond to emphasized subject: agzi>abIJer wahiib-a-kamu z-a-c alat-a sanbat 'God 
has given you this Sabbath day (God gave-sg. 3m.-you this-acc.-day-of sabbath)'. 
The fronted subject is often marked with the enclitic conjunction -s(s)a: abiiw-i
na-ssa bii-zantu dabr sagad-u 'our fathers worshiped on this mountain (fathers
pl.-our-as-for in-this mountain worshiped-pI. 3m.)'. This word order occurs often 
in subordinate, for example in asma clauses: asma ab yafaqqad wald-o 'for the fa
ther loves his son (for father loves son[acc.]-his)'. Verb Object Subject order can 
occur where there is verb-first word order, and at the same time the verb and its 
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object fonn a tight semantic, quasi-lexical unit, as in the expression 'cast one's 
eyes' in: wii-wiidiiy-iit a~yant-i-ha la~lii Yosefba>sit-ii agzp-u 'and the wife of his 
lord cast her eyes upon Joseph (and-cast-sg. 3f. eyes-pl.-her upon Joseph woman
of lord-his),. In the following case of Verb Object Subject order, noted by 
Dillmann, there may be a question of an overlapping syntactic configuration in 
which "Noah" is subject both of the first (main) clause and of the second (rela
tive): a-rlJiiw-ii miiskot-a lii-tabot Nob antii giibr-ii 'Noah opened the window of 
the Ark which he had made (cause-open-sg. 3m. window-her to-ark Noah reL-sg. 
f. made-sg. 3m.)'. Finally, Object Verb word order may be conditioned by the 
topic role of the object: fJiiW iit-ayii a-zzekkiir yom 'I remember today my sin (sin
my sg. I-remember today)'. Object Verb word order can also be found more fre
quently in various kinds of relative clause - wii-zii-ssii $adqii ya-giibbar 'and who
ever does justice (and-reL-but justice-acc. sg. 3m.-do)'. 

The word order in the noun phrase generally follows the pattern seen in many 
Subject Object Verb languages, according to which quantifiers, numerals, and de
monstratives precede the head noun, and adjectives and relatives follow. Here also 
a good deal of variation is possible: thus ~ iibiyii hqayii 'great tonnent' in Genesis 
12:17, but I;zazbii ~iibiyii 'great people' in Genesis 18:18. Note especially a tenden
cy for short stative relative clauses (see below), which are frequently used as 
quasi-adjectival modifiers, to occur in pre-nominal position: zii-yii~iibbi barhan 
wii-zii-yananas barhan 'a greater light and a lesser light (reL-be + great light and
rel.-be + small light)', zii-yiisenni wiiyn-ii 'the good wine (reL-be + good wine
acc.)', kWallo zii-wastii siimay gabrii 'all creation in heaven (all[acc.] reL-in heav
en creation[ acc.]) , . 

Agreement 
As a rule, as can be seen in many examples in this section, modifiers agree with 
head nouns in gender, number and case. For numbers, note that beyond the num
ber 2, the masculine fonn of the numeral has the -t- fonnative characteristic of 
feminines, which in turn is unifonnly absent from the feminine fonns: siib~ iitu 
alJiiw 'seven brothers', siib~ u diinagal 'seven virgins'. Note also that while the 
head noun in numeral phrases is usually in the plural, as in the preceding exam
ples, it can sometimes be in the singUlar (especially with inanimate or mass 
nouns): siib~u babast 'seven loaves (seven loaf)'. In general, although grammati
cal gender is very much a feature of the language, Ge'ez seems to be developing 
toward a system of natural gender. While genders are consistently distinguished 
for animate beings, even the best texts show a certain amount of fluctuation where 
inanimates are concerned: madr siinayt '(land beautiful[f.])' in Mark 4:8, but 
madr siinay '(land beautiful[m.])' in Mark 4:13. 

The general rule for verbs is that they agree with their subjects in person, gen
der, and number: tii-wiild-a l-omu awalad siinay-at 'beautiful daughters were born 
to them (passive-born-pL 3f. to-them children beautiful-pI. f.)'. Here also, a ten
dency to natural gender can be seen: wii-konii daqiit-u ~iibiy-ii 'and his fall was 
great (and-was-sg. 3m. fall[sg. 3f.]-his great[sg. 3m.-acc.])', ra>yat dibe-yii 
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wiidiiqu 'visions fell upon me (visions[pl. 3f.] upon-me fell-pI. 3m.'. On occasion 
plural subjects can have a verb in the sg. 3f.: biitawCJ>-i-homu Ciiby-iit 'their sins 
were great (sins[pl. f.]-pl.-their be + great-sg. 3f.)'; and, as noted by Dillmann, in 
a number of instances a sg. 3m. verb in initial position is found with a plural sub
ject: biiliif-ii miiwaC CJI-i-hu 'his days passed (passed-sg. 3m. days-pl.-his)'. 

Negation 
The usual negation, both of simple propositions and commands, is with the parti
cle i ( < *> al by palatalization> > ay reduced to > CJy - a form attested in the Aksum 
inscriptions), usually procliticized to the main verb of the clause: nCJlJnii i-nCJ-kCJl 
lJiiwir-ii 'we cannot go (we not-pI. l-can[pr.] go[inf.]-acc.)', i-tCJqtCJlu niifs-o 'do 
not kill him (not-kill[pl. 2m. juss.] soul[acc.]-his),. This particle can also be used 
to negate individual clause constituents, or non-verbal predicate elements: i-kon
kii KrCJstos-ha wii-i-Elyas-ha wii-i-niibiy-ii 'you were not Christ nor Elias nor a 
prophet (not-were-sg. 2m. Christ-acc. and-not-Elias-acc. and-not-prophet-acc.)', 
i-qiitil-ii niifs i-tiimalJzo i-siiriq '[list of commandments] not to kill, not to commit 
adultery, not to steal (not-kill[inf.]-of soul not-commit + adultery[inf.] not
steal [inf.]) '. It is also productive in the formation of negative lexical items: 
iya>mCJro 'ignorance « i-a>mCJro 'not-knowledge'). A stronger negation of non
verbal constituents is possible with akko, which can also be used in conjunction 
with kCJmmii 'only, just': akko bii-bCJbCJst kCJmmii 'not by bread alone'. Note that an 
emphatic negation of a clause can be obtained by using akko with a relativized 
verb: akko zii-motiit IJCJq,an 'the child has not died (not rel.-died child)' versus a 
possible i-motiit IJCJq,an 'the child did not die (not-died child)'. The usual lexical 
items for negation and affirmation are: CJwwii 'yes (general)', oho 'yes (to com
mand)" CJnbiyii 'no'. See p. 260 on the negative expression albo. 

Questions 
Yes-no questions are formed by suffixing -nu or -hu to the first constituent of the 
sentence, which thereby becomes the foregrounded element: ziint-ii-nu giibiir-ki 
'did you do this? (this-acc.-interr. did-sg. 2f.)' , CJmCJnnii siib> -ii zj> ii-nii-nu antii aw 
CJmCJnnii q,iirr-nii 'are you from our own men or from our enemy? (from man-of 
own-our-interr. or enemy-our),. The interrogative particle after the verb in un
marked clause-initial position in principle corresponds to interrogation over the 
whole clause: YCJqiisSCJmu-hu CJm-aSwak askal-ii 'do they gather grapes from 
thorns? (gather[pl. 3m.]-interr. from-thorns grapes-acc.)'. However, to signify 
unambiguously that the whole clause is in the scope of the interrogation, the clause 
can begin with bonu 'is it that (exists-interr.)' with a normal or relativized verb: 
bo-nu CJbn-ii yCJhub-o 'will he give him a stone? (exists-interr. stone-acc. gives
him)', bo-nu kalCJ> -ii zii-nCJ-ssef!o 'shall we look for another? (exists-interr. other
acc. which-we-Iook + for[ < -tsef!iiw passive B])'. 

WH-questions are formed with the interrogative pronouns (miinnu, mCJnt, see p. 
250) or the interrogative adverbs (principally: ayte 'where', CJfo 'how', ma>ze 
'when' - 'why' is lii-mCJnt [to-what]). Note the use of the pronouns as "governing" 
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noun in a construct configuration: wiiliitt-ii miinnu anti 'whose daughter are you 
(daughter-of who your sg. 2f.))', and its quasi-adjectival use in apposition to a 
head noun: mant-ii ~iisb-ii bakamu 'what reward will you have? (what-acc. re
ward-acc. in-you [see p. 260))'. 

Coordination, Condition 
The usual coordinating particle for conjunction in Ge'ez is wii-, which procliti
cizes onto the following lexical item (many examples above). In addition to a lex
ical inventory of particles for other relations of coordination (including aw 'or', 
alia 'but', anga, anka 'then, so'), a characteristic feature of Ge'ez syntax is the use 
of enclitic coordinating and foregrounding particles which, frequently in conjunc
tion with wii-, set off and relate clauses and clause constituents: -(s)sa 'but, on the 
one hand', -hi' also' , -ni 'even', -mii '(emphasis)', -ke 'thus' - where the glosses 
are meant simply to give an approximate idea of the particles' syntactic and dis
course functions. Two well-known examples: bakiimii bii-samay wii-bii-madr-ni 
'on earth as it is in heaven (as in-heaven and-in-earth-also)" qal-( a )ssa qal-ii 
Ya~ qob wii-> adiiw zii- ~ esaw 'as for the voice, it is the voice of Jacob, but the hands 
are those of Esau (voice-but voice-of Jacob and-hands rel.-Esau)'. 

For constructions of the form "Clause} and Clausez" where "and" means "and 
then", and not arbitrary conjunction ("he opened the door and walked in" vs. "he 
spoke French and rode horseback") Ge'ez uses a construction type widespread in 
Semitic and non-Semitic Ethiopian languages sometimes called "conjunctive" or 
"converb" ("perfective active participle" in Lambdin 1978). In Ge'ez it consists 
of the infinitive-like converb form of the verb (see the paradigm for the strong 
verb in Table 13.3, p. 254) in the accusative, with possessive suffix for subject in 
one of the clauses (usually the first) and a finite verb form in the second; the tense 
and mode interpretation of the converb verb are those of the finite. The construc
tion is most frequently used to signify temporal priority of the converb clause: wa
sami~-o Herodas diingiitj,-a 'and Herod heard (this) and was alarmed; and having 
heard this, Herod was alarmed (and-hear[converb, acc.]-his Herod be + alarmed
sg. 3m.)" l)iiwir-ii-kamu tiisii>iil-u 'go and ask (go[converb]-acc.-your[pl. 2m.] 
ask[imp.]-pl. 2m.),. But the construction can also be used for relations of simul
taneity and manner: tii~ agis-ii-kii aq.ma> -( a)ni 'hear me patiently (be + pa
tient[converb]-acc.-your[sg. 2m.] hear[imp., sg. 2m.]-me),. 

Finally, clauses can be coordinated in a conditional relationship. Real condi
tions introduce the protasis clause with amma, and usually uses the past tense 
form: ammii lJiidag-o ya-miiwwat 'if he leaves him, he will die (if leave[past, sg. 
3m.]-him sg. 3m.-die[pr.))'. Contrary-to-fact conditionals use sobii (usually 
'when') and the past tense in the protasis, and am- with a past tense verb in the 
apodosis, if it comes after the protasis, otherwise a simple past tense verb: sobii 
nagiir-kii-ni am-fiinniiw-ku-kii 'if you had told me, I would have sent you (when 
tell[past]-you[ sg. m.]-me then-send[past]-I-you[ sg. m.))', lJiiyiis-ii-nii sobii mot
na bii-balJ,er-a Gab$ 'it would have been better for us if we had died in the land of 
Egypt (be + better-sg. 3m.-us when die[past]-we in-land-of Egypt)'. 
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Subordinate Constructions 
In certain circumstances, especially with p~ception verbs, object clauses can be 
put in simple parataxis with main clauses: ra>y-ii tii-sii!q-ii siimay 'He saw the 
heavens split (saw-sg. 3m. passive-split[past]-sg. 3m. heaven)" riiklib-o ya
qiiwwam 'he found him standing (find[past, sg. 3m.]-him sg. 3m.-stand[pr.])'. 
Otherwise object clauses with verbs of speech, cognition have are introduced by 
one of a number of conjunctions, the most common of which are kiimii 'that', asmii 
'because', anzii 'while': a>miir-ii klimii tii-niitg-ii may 'he knew that the waters 
had receded (knew-sg. 3m. that passive-recede-sg. 3m. water)'. The verb miisiilii 
'seem', which takes a relativized verb, is exceptional: miisiil-omu zii-tii-lJ,iiwwar 
lJiibii miiqabar 'it seemed to them that she was going to the tomb (seemed[sg. 
3m.]-them reI.-she-go[pr.] to tomb)'. 

Ge'ez, unlike some other Semitic languages, does not restrict the jussive to 
main clauses; object clauses of verbs of volition and purpose usually have their 
verbs in the jussive. The clause mayor may not be introduced by kamii: fiiqiid-ii 
klimii ta-ba> 'he wanted you to come (wanted-sg. 3m. that sg. 2m.-come[juss.])', 
fiitiiw-u yar> iiyu 'they desired to see (desired-pI. 3m. see[juss. pI. 3m.])', mii$>-ii 
ya-r>iiy 'he came to see (came-sg. 3m. sg. 3m.-see[juss.]'. Finally, a number of 
verbs, notably kahlii 'be able', diigiimii 'repeat, do again' use the accusative of the 
infinitive in their object clauses: i-ya-kal lJiidig-ii abu-hu 'he cannot leave his 
father (not-sg. 3m.-can leave[inf.]-acc. father-his)" diigiim-ku niigirot-ii-kamu 'I 
spoke to you again (repeated-I speak[inf.]-acc.-you)'. 

Relative clauses, as have been seen above, are related in a rather straightforward 
fashion to the head noun of their noun phrase by a relative particle, which may 
agree with it in gender and number (sg. m. zii-, sg. f. antii, pI. allii), or use the sg. 
m. zii- as an invariant. However there are a number of different patterns of agree
ment between the head noun and pronominal elements within the relative clause. 
When the head noun is also subject of the verb, it of course shows concord with 
the verb's subject marker: ba>si zii-yii-lJ,iiwwar 'the man who comes (man reI.[sg. 
m.]-sg. 3m.-come),. When the head noun is the object of the relative verb, it is 
normally represented by an object suffix on the verb: alJ,zab zii-antamu ta-twiirriis
aw-omu 'the peoples which you will inherit (peoples reI.[sg. 3m.]-you[pI. 2m.] 
you-inherit[pr.]-pI. m.-them)'. However this is not obligatory; in the following 
example the choice of an indirect object suffix on the verb makes the inclusion of 
a direct object suffix impossible in any case: madr antii wiihiib-ii-kii 'the land 
which he gave you (land reI. [sg. f.] gave-sg. 3m.-sg. 2m.)'. 

Similarly, when the head noun is object of a preposition in the relative clause, 
it is normally represented by a pronominal object: madr antii bii-wastet-a tii-wiild
ii 'the land in whose midst he was born (land reI.[sg. f.] in-midst-her passive-born
sg. 3m.)'. Here also the pronominal object can be dropped, leaving a "dangling" 
preposition: madr antii lJiiM mii$a> -nii 'the land to which we have come (land 
reI.[sg. f.] to come-we),. Perhaps as a consequence of this, we find rather fre
quently in Ge'ez relative clauses with the preposition shifted in front of the rela
tive pronoun: miiwa~ al-i-hu bii-zii astiir> iiy-omu kokiib 'the days on which the star 
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appeared to them (days-pl.-his in-rel.[sg. m.] appeared-them star)'. And there are 
even instances of use of the shifted preposition and preposition with object pro
noun in the same clause: biitrii-kii bii-zii bott-u ziibiil-kii 'your stick with which 
you beat (stick-acc.-your in-reI. in-it beat-you),. 

'Be' and 'Have' 
For simple present tense predication, the independent pronoun functions as copula 
in Ge'ez: miiret antii 'you are dust (dust you)', miinnu wa~atu zantu 'who is this? 
(who he this)', zati ya~ati Sar~iit-ayii 'this is my law (this she law-my),. Some
times the sg. 3m. pronoun can function as a default copula: antamu wa~ atu barhan
u liiJaliim 'you are the light of the world (you[pl. 2m.] he light-his to-world)" 
ana wa~atu 'it is I (I he)'. When tense or modal distinctions are necessary, the 
verbs konii and hiilliiwii are used. Note that the nominal or adjectival complement 
of these verbs is in the accusative case: a-kiiwwan na$u/:t-ii 'I will be pure (I-be 
pure-acc. ) , . 

These later verbs are used also for 'be in a place' and 'exist', but a characteristic 
feature of Ge'ez is the use of the preposition bii- 'in' plus the sg. 3m. suffix pro
noun, bo or bottu, literally 'in it' to signify 'exists' (with predicate in the accusa
tive): boo /:tarJ-wan-ii 'there are eunuchs (in-it eunuchs-acc.)'. The negative form 
of this expression, albo 'there is not (not-in-it)" contains the only survival in 
Ge'ez of the Proto-Ethio-Semitic form of the negative particle: albo $adq-ii 'there 
is no justice (not-in-it justice-acc.)'. Both the positive and negative forms are 
widely used in forming indefinite expressions: bo zii-yamii$$iia~ 'someone is com
ing ( exists rel.-comes)" albo zii-tiirJii 'no one was left (not-exists rel.-remained),. 

In an extension of this existential expression bii- plus pronominal suffix yields 
the ordinary Ge'ez construction for 'have': mii$/:taf-ii ba-nii 'we have a book 
(book-acc. in-us)', b-ati abw-ii 'she has a brother (in-her brother-acc.)', ba~si b
ottu kat> et-ii walud-ii 'a man has two sons (man in-him two-acc. sons-acc.)'. The 
negation of 'have' is simply al + bii + pronominal suffix: ganen-ii al-ba-yyii 'I do 
not have a devil (devil-acc. not-in-me)'. 
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14 Arabic Dialects 
and Maltese 
Alan S. Kaye and Judith Rosenhouse 

All the data cited are in a uniform IPA-based transcription with the exception of 
Maltese, which is cited in its standard orthography. 

When dealing with dialects, a fundamental question is how they should be de
fined. Exactly which and how many features are sufficient for a language's many 
subsystems to be described as distinct dialects or languages? Occasionally, when 
languages are in contact, they diverge through pidginization and creolization as, 
e.g., creole Arabic in East Africa, Ki-Nubi, and Juba Arabic of the southern 
Sudan. According to Versteegh (1984), all the modem Arabic sedentary dialects 
stem from pidgin Arabic. 

Arabic dialects may be considered languages, comparable to the Romance sit
uation. Peripheral Arabic dialects such as Uzbeki Arabic, Maltese, Juba Arabic 
and Ki-Nubi, Afghan Arabic, the extinct Andalusian (Spanish) Arabic, are more 
divergent than the mainstream Middle Eastern or North African dialects. Maltese, 
though often called Maltese Arabic, has in fact developed into a new language in 
its own right, unlike all other Arabic dialects, in that it is a national language with 
a non-Arabic writing system. Due to its isolation since the thirteenth century, it is 
also free from diglossia (see p. 267). (Modem South Arabian languages such as 
Jibbaali (Sheri) or Soqotri belong to a different group within Semitic, Le., South 
Semitic, whereas Arabic is Central Semitic.) 

It is usually believed that the larger the intercommunal geographical distance or 
isolation among dialects, the greater the linguistic differences among them, too. 
These are not the only factors, however, in dialect development as sociolinguistic 
factors also have come into play (see pp. 265-267). Mutual intelligibility remains, 
however, the most important consideration in dialect recognition. 

Most comprehensive bibliographies available in comparative Arabic dialec
tology include Sobelman (1962) and Bakalla (1975, 1983). This chapter presents 
comparative Arabic dialectology from a double perspective, namely the major 
structural phenomena of Arabic dialects which form their internal makeup, as well 
as traits which set them apart. Map 2 shows the main dialect groups. We focus on 
the synchronic rather than the historical perspective. Each section first depicts the 
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common features of the major dialects and then discusses and illustrates linguistic 
issues pertaining to phonology, morphology, syntax and lexicon. 

Our starting point is often Cairene, which is in a central location in the Arabic 
world and has much prestige among speakers of other Arabic dialects. We also 
consider the major dialects of Syria-Lebanon, Mesopotamia, the Arabian Penin
sula, North Africa and elsewhere. Features of sub-Saharan African dialects and 
Maltese are also mentioned. 

Dialect Geography: Eastern vs. Western Dialects 
Though Arabic originally developed in Arabia, its speakers spread it eastward, 
northward and westward, along with Islam, from the seventh century CEo Follow
ing the doctrine of the "wave theory," dialects nearer the original center are more 
similar among themselves than ones at more distant locations. Much of the litera
ture describes Arabic dialects from the viewpoint of the East-West dichotomy. 

The Eastern dialects include the Arabian Peninsula (Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Ku
wait, Oman and the United Arab Emirates), along with Mesopotamia (Iraq), the 
Syrian-Lebanese-Palestinian area as well as Jordan, Israel and Egypt. There are 
also some Arabic dialects quite distinctly removed and with few speakers; e.g., in 
Afghanistan and Uzbekistan. The isolated and nearly extinct Arabic dialect of 
Kormakiti (Cyprus) has been assumed to be related to Lebanese. 

The Western group includes the dialects to the west of Egypt, namely Libyan, 
Tunisian, Algerian, Moroccan, and Mauritanian. Andalusian Arabic and Siculo 
Arabic (both extinct) also belong to this group. In Eastern Arabic are included, 
however, also the dialects of the Sudan, Chad and even Nigeria. In the latter there 
are many Arabic dialects spoken by parts of the respective populations with vary
ing amounts of influence by local (e.g., Nilo-Saharan) languages, although a few 
affinities are shared with Western Arabic. As a whole, Sudanese dialects, at least 
those in the north, form one macro-grouping with the Egyptian dialects. Maltese 
is normally considered Western for it seems to be genetically related to Tunisian 
Arabic; however, some Eastern features (e.g., ) for the qaaf, )imaala) complicate 
the picture. 

Differences among Eastern and Western dialects exist on all linguistic levels. 
Phonetically, the latter have lost many short vowels and reduced long vowels (as 
a result of Berber substratum). This change is typical of Tunisia, Algeria, Moroc
co, but rarely occurs elsewhere in Africa (Libya, the Sudan or Egypt). In addition, 
in many of these Western dialects the phonemic distinction between s and $ as well 
as between z and ? has been lost, unlike their parallels in the East. The main mor
phological difference lies in the imperfect prefixes: in the West (up to the Delta in 
Egypt) there is an innovative symmetrical n- for the sg. 1 and pI. (n(}kt(}b-n(}kt(}bu 
'I/we write', respectively), while in the East only the pI. has n- () aktib-niktib, id.). 
Furthermore, in the West, pI. verbs (including pI. 1 f.) end with -u, which is missing 
from the parallel pI. 1 in the East. Syntactic differences are not numerous and often 
relate to lexical items used in certain syntactic roles; e.g., illi vS. (id)di 'that, which' 
(relative particles), or )iza, )ilia vs. )ila 'if' in the East and West respectively. 
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The Basic Dichotomy: Bedouin vs. Sedentary Dialects 
Even in olden times Arabic was a conglomerate of different dialects. The modem 
varieties continue the two basic sociolinguistic elements, namely the speaker's no
madic or sedentary backgrounds. On the one end there are typical urban (seden
tary) dialects, and on the other, the bedouin ones. Between these two extremes 
exist degrees of bedouin/sedentary mixtures. The complex features of a dialect 
often reflect its bedouin/sedentary-type history. 

The sedentary dialects, in all likelihood, evolved from a mixture of some orig
inal (Arabian) Arabic variety with a non-Arabic substratum while the bedouin
type dialects are of "less mixed" origin. Modem bedouin dialects in the Arabian 
Peninsula consist of a number of different groups. Such groups also existed in pre
Islamic times, with at least the Hijaaz and Tamiim dialects. 

Bedouin remained more isolated from external influences than sedentary dwell
ers. Thus bedouin dialects preserve many old features, which are also similar to 
those of Classical Arabic (CA), and are today more conservative than sedentary 
dialects. One example of this cleavage is the Mesopotamian split between the 
galat and qaltu groups, named after basic phonetic and morphological character
istics (see Blanc 1964). 

Among the basic features of bedouin dialects there are the voicing (and front
ing) of old Arabic *q (which usually becomes q, j, or dz); the tendency toward 
emphasis; the "gahawalb$ala syndrome" of syllable structure (see p. 280), which 
affects verbs, nouns and adjectives more or less alike, and residues of syntactic 
case endings. Also, in bedouin dialects gender is usually kept more intact in plural 
pronouns than in sedentary dialects. Syntactic differencs are few; e.g., modal 
structures and distributions. Lexical variation between sedentary and bedouin dia
lects is considerable (see p. 308). Identicallexemes may have different meanings 
in sedentary and bedouin dialects (e.g., dal)raj 'see' in Galilean bedouin vs. 'roll 
something' in the sedentary Palestinian dialects, as in MSA (Modem Standard Ar
abic); Rosenhouse, 1984). Also, many bedouin lexemes are known in CA and are 
not used in sedentary dialects (e.g., I)usaam 'sword', an-nisaama 'the brave men, 
warriors', baciir 'camels' in the Galilean bedouin dialects). 

Communal Dialects: Muslim, Christian and Jewish Dialects 
Religion (Islam, Christianity, Judaism) is the basis for the communal socio
linguistic division of Arabic dialects. As each of the religions has in the course of 
history split into sects, there are more than three communal dialects. Thus in Leb
anon, e.g., Shiite dialects differ from those of the Sunnis, Druze, or Maronites. 

Blanc ( 1964) discussed the issue of communal dialects and distinguished three 
degrees of interdialectal differentiation: minor, medium and major. Jerusalem Ar
abic was an example of the first, with differences noted in the frequency of certain 
phonemes or intonation patterns, or in the use of religion-specific lexemes. 

A medium line was drawn for various North African towns where only Mus
lims and Jews lived. Algiers, e.g., displayed differences in (1) s,j, r, q, h, e; (2) 
the form of the feminine ending in nouns (a by Muslims and e by Jews); and (3) 
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certain fonns of bound prepositions. Clearer differences can be felt in the use of 
certain basic lexemes (e.g., adverbs of place and time, prepositions) and borrowed 
words. Such communal properties are systematic but few. Baghdad served as the 
major example of communal distinctions when it had Muslim, Jewish and Chris
tian communities. Baghdadi dialects reflected the underlying division into seden
tary and bedouin (Christians and Jews came earlier while the ex-bedouin Muslims 
sedentarized there later.) 

Diglossia 
The tenn "diglossia" was made popular for Arabic by W. Maryais in 1930, though 
K. Krumbacher already used it in 1902. Ferguson (1959) discussed other 
languages besides Arabic since elements of diglossia frequently occur in many 
languages. Thus, diglossia is probably a linguistic universal, though Arabic is 
unique in its "grand scale." Arabic diglossia is a sociolinguistic fact which unites 
most of the Arab world. Cypriot Arabic, Maltese, and most varieties of Juba and 
Chadian Arabic, however, do not have it. The phenomenon is ancient, dating from 
the pre-Islamic period; however, it is assumed that its Neo-Arabic fonn arose in 
the seventh century CEo 

Diglossia involves two basic varieties of the same language living side by side, 
each perfonning different functions. While colloquial Arabic is always an ac
quired system, i.e., infonnally learnt, MSA is studied in school. Diglossia is best 
viewed as a continuum from the highest or most prestigious CA (fu$l;zaa) to the 
lowest or most colloquial dialect (~aammiyya). Thus MSA >alaysa ka8aalika 
'isn't it so?' is Cairene (Ca.) mus/mis kida. A striking feature of diglossia is paired 
vocabulary; e.g., MSA I;ziaaa>un 'shoe' = Ca. gazma, or MSA ra>aa 'see' = Ca. 
saaf. 

Generally, MSA is used in written texts, sennons, university lectures, most po
litical speeches and news broadcasts, while colloquial Arabic is used conversing 
with family or friends, also in radio and TV soap operas. Since there is no clear 
delimitation between MSA and colloquial Arabic, native speakers often mix the 
two to various degrees using the so-called "middle" language. 

Since the Qur' an is written in CA, it is admired as more beautiful, logical, ele
gant and eloquent than any colloquial dialect, and therefore also "better" than col
loquial dialects. MSA is the mark of ~ uruuba or pan-Arabism, since there can be 
a high degree of mutual unintelligibility among various colloquial varieties such 
as Moroccan and Iraqi. 

Gender-based Differences 
Material is being accumulated attesting to the linguistic differences between Ara
bic-speaking men and women in the various dialects. Differences have been found 
on all levels - phonology, morphology, syntax, and vocabulary and discourse 
types and structures. 
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Phonology 

Consonants and Vowels 
The consonantal segments of a "fairly typical" educated pronunciation of MSA 
are shown in Table 14.1, p. 268, although one can always argue about the precise 
definition of "typical." 

The Arabic alphabet provides for a rough depiction of some of the phonological 
facts of CA and, on the whole, reflects consonantism better than vocalism. Arabic 
dialects, however, are not well served by the orthography because the pronuncia
tion of some consonants differs from those presented in Table 14.1. Among the 
most conspicuous consonantal differences between CA and the dialects are the de
velopments of Old Arabic *qaafand *jiim (PCA [Proto-Colloquial Arabic] *iiim 
but PS [Proto-Semitic] *g). Somewhat less varied, yet important, is the develop
ment of Old Arabic *kaaf. Table 14.2, p. 268, gives the details of the reflexes of 
CA q for seven common illustrative words. Table 14.3 shows the correspondence 
for five lexemes with CA k. Some generalization to the data presented in the tables 
follows. 

Qaaf 
Bedouin (or those descended from speakers of bedouin or bedouinized dialects) 
have a voiced reflex of the qaaf, while sedentary dialects, such as Cairene and 
Damascene, have a voiceless one - ) < q. Many city/rural and sedentary/non
sedentary distinctions thus tend to cut across areas displaying a geographic unity. 

The Old Arabic *q survives unvoiced in parts of Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Yemen, 
Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco. In the case of (Muslim) Baghdadi it is ordinarily 
thought of as associated with more formal speech (or with that of Christians and 
Jews), whereas the g and j variants are associated with colloquial speech. The 
word for 'near' may be heard there as as jiriib, grUb, giriib or qariib, and #dq 
'truth, honesty' is pronounced as #gid (with metathesis), $idig, $idug, or $idiq. 

The shift q > ) occurs in a geographically wide area: Aleppo, Damascus, Beirut, 
Jerusalem, Cairo, Jewish Algiers, Tlemyen, etc. The fact that it occurs also in Mal
tese is strong evidence that the latter cannot be considered a Maghrebine (North 
African) dialect, as has been its usual classification (along with Sicilian and An
dalusian Arabic). 

The loss of the emphatic nature of q has caused it to develop into k in e.g., Char
muuch (Iraq), some rural Palestinian dialects, Djidjelli (Algeria), Msirda and An
dalusia. 

Many bedouin dialects have a voiced qaaf, i.e., IPA [G], which may even be its 
original pronunciation. Others have a g/j alternation as in Muslim Baghdadi, 
whereas others have a g/dz reflex. This alternation often depends on a front vowel 
environment. The affrication of qaaf as di (and k > ts) in Yemen and Central Najd 
occurs in some dialects of southern Iraq and the Arabian Peninsula, too. See 
Map 3, p. 272. Other developments occur sporadically in various dialects as, e.g., 
I:t in addition to q/g in Jugari Arabic (Uzbekistan) and x < q in Iraq. 
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Table 14.3 Reflexes of Classical Arabic k in some dialects 
with CA correspondences 

CA kaan kabiir kalb kull kitaab 
Place 'he was' 'big' 'dog' 'all' 'book' 

Jugari (Uzbek.) koon kabiir kalb kul ~itaab 
Mus. Bag. caan cebiir caleb kull ketaab 
Jewish Baghdad kaan kbiiy kalb kell 
Mosul kaan kell 
<Aanah tcaan kbiir tcaleb 
Rural Lower Iraq caan cebiir kill 
Judeo-Ar. Iraqi 

Kurdistan kaan g;)biir kalb k;)ll 
Mardin (Anatolia) kaan gbiir kalb k;)ll kteeb 
Sheep nomads, 

Mes. NEAra. caan cebiir calb kill ktaab 
Camel nomads, 

Mes. NEAra. cebiir calb 
Aleppo kaan kbiir kalb kull ktaab 
Damascus kaan kbiir kalb k;)ll ktaab 
Beirut kaan kbiir kalb k;)ll ktaab 
Horan kaan cebiir caleb/kelb 
Druze kaan kbiir kalb kull ktaab 
Nazareth kaan kbiir kalb kull ktaab 
Jerusalem kaan kbiir kalb kull ktaab 
Biir Zeet caan cbiir calb k;)ll ctaab/ktaab 
Yemen kaan kabiir kalb kull kitaab 
Cairo kaan kibiir kalb kull kitaab 
Sudan kaan kabiir kalib kull kitaab 
Ouaday(Chad) kaan kebiir kelb kull kitaab 
E. Libyan 

(Benghazi) kaan/kien kibiir kalib kill ktaab/ktieb 
Tunis kaan kbiir kalb kul ktaab 
Marazig kaan kebiir kalb kul kataab 
J. Algiers kan kbir bIb k;)ll ktab 
Bou Saada kUtaab 
Djidjelli kan kbir bIb bllncsell 
Casablanca kan kbir bIb k;)l 
Maltese kien gbiir kelp kol ktiep 
Andalusian kin kibiir kalib kill ktaab/ktieb 

t An irregular reflex. 

j vs. dz 
The following examples demonstrate Old Arabic *q > jldz in Kuwaiti and 'Anaiza 
dialects (Eastern Arabian Peninsula): Ku. {iriij vs. 'Anaiza {iriidz 'road' , Ku. Oijiil 
vs. 'Anaiza Oidziil 'heavy', Ku. dijiij vs. 'Anaiza didziidz 'flour', Ku. jiddaam vs. 
'Anaiza dziddaam 'in front of, forward'. 

Other Developments 
Other developments occur in limited circumstances and sporadically in various 
dialects. Thus, e.g., Jugari Arabic (Uzbekistan) has" in addition to q/g, Iraqi 
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Map 3 The approximate distribution of the affricated variants of.J and J 
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Arabic has x < q in some lexemes, e.g., taqm (MSA) = taxim (Baghdadi) 'suit 
( clothes), set'. (Some developments might be due to effects of bilingualism 
and/or substratum, as with the above example, cf. Persian vaqt 'time' < Arabic 
waqt > colloquial Persian vax.) 

Kaaf 
The development of PS (Proto-Semitic) k, through Old Arabic *k, is described in 
this section. It remains k in most of the sedentary dialects, including Jugari, Chris
tian and Jewish Baghdadi, Mosul, Aleppo, Laodicea, Hama, Horns, Beirut, Dam
ascus, Jerusalem, Cairo, Yemen, the Sudan, Ouaday (Chad), Oran, Bou-Saada, 
Marazig, Morocco and Andalusia. 

It has palatalized to e in many areas such as in the Arabian Peninsula (e.g., 
Oman) and in Djidjelli. The affrication of k into c is noteworthy in the contiguity 
of front vowels in all positions among many bedouin dialects in Saudi Arabia, 
Syria, Iraq and Muslim Baghdadi and among the Bahraini Sunnis, and as uncon
ditioned articulation in other dialects in the Syro-Palestinian area, including some 
rural Samaria and Galilee ones, as well as those of the Shiites in Bahrain. At 
present, the affricate articulation tends to occur more frequently in the speech of 
the older generation; e.g., sibbaac 'window' for sibbaak due to the undergoing 
processes of leveling and koineization and the spread of MSA. The situation in the 
Arabian Peninsula demonstrated by Kuwaiti c and' Anaiza (Najdi) ts is fairly typ
ical as the affricates occur in the environment of front vowels. The symmetry of 
both dialects is such that also j and dz regularly occur for the qaaf Consider a few 
examples of the opposition Cits between Kuwaiti Arabic and 'Anaiza Arabic: Ku. 
incaan vs. 'Anaiza intsaan 'if', Ku. cabda vs. 'Anaiza tsabda 'liver', Ku. /:tine vs. 
'Anaiza /:tanats 'jaw', and Ku. tiOiir vs. 'Anaiza tsiOiir 'much'. 

In Yemenite dialects and in Bahrain, however, one finds also s for k in the sg. 
2f. (see Table 14.5, p. 288). This may probably have led to the change of saaf'he 
saw' into caafin this area (Holes 1983). Many North African dialects affricate t 
and k to ts (tsbiir 'big' for kbiir). The latter is a Judeo-Arabic isogloss and exists 
(see p. 270) in the Arabian Peninsula, too (for q). 

In Maltese g occurs for Old Arabic *k (via regressive assimilation) and c and 
ts for Old Arabic *g, e.g., gibiir 'big', hrigt [hrict] 'I went out'. A typical example 
of the variations in one region (Eastern Arabian Peninsula) is the modal particle 
tsid (,Anaiza), tid (Abu Dhabi), qid - jid (Qatar), dzid (Najd). 

In modem Yemenite dialects, as in CA, kaskasa/kaskasa occurs. This phenom
enon is the suffixation of sri) or sri) to the sg. 2f. bound pronoun -ki, or its replace
ment by such an element. 

Root Alternation and Morphological Doublets 
Phonological rules affect the structuring of the root and yield allomorphy or sup
pletive structures. The following illustrations are from Muslim Baghdadi: 
caanlykuun 'be', tibiirl kbaar 'big', carra 'he gulp~d', but kar(a 'a gulp'. Exam
ples of morphological doublets from Muslim Baghdadi are: mcammal 'complete' 
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vs. mkammal 'someone perfect', ciwa 'to scorch' vs. kiwa 'to iron', kital 'to hit' 
vs. qital 'to kill' ,fariq 'parting (of hair)' vs.farig 'difference'. 

Jiim 
Another major consonantal isogloss in Arabic dialects is the reflex of CAjiim. The 
historical development yields three major productions of this phoneme in the dia
lects: g, £, j (d£). In some dialects jiim has been fronted to gY (Yemenite, some 
other Arabian dialects) or dY (in Sudan). In a few others (notably, Sunni dialects 
in Bahrain) y has entirely taken over. The following examples may be taken as 
representative but not exhaustive. Asterisked forms indicate PCA. 

Cairo /g/ 
*/z/ ~ /g/ 
Damascus /Z/ 
*/z/ ~ /z/ 
Aleppo /j/ 

*/zamal/> 

*/zamal/> 

* /z/ ~ /j/ * /zamal/ > 
Baghdadi (Muslim) /j / 
* /z/ ~ /j/ * /zild/ > 
Yemenite /j / 
* /z/ ~ /j/ * /zild/ > 
Medina (Saudi Arabia) IdYl 
*/z/ ~ IdYl */zamal/ > 
Khartoum /dYI 
*/z/ ~ IdYl */zabal/ > 
Jugari (Uzbekistan) /j/ 
*/z/ ~ /j/ */zawaab/ > 
Moroccan /z/, /g/ 

/gamal/ 'camel' 

/zamal/ 'camel' 

/jamal/ 'camel' 

/jilid/ 'skin' 

/jild/ 'skin' 

/dYamal/ 'camel' 

/dYabal/ 'mountain' 

/jawoob/' answer' 

*/Z/ ~ /z/ */zuu c/> /zu c/ 'hunger' 
*/Z/ ~ /g/ *#So MI (mirror image) So {s, z} So# 

*/zibs/ > 
* /zazzaar/ > 

/g~bs/ 'plaster' 
/gzzar/ 'butcher' 

Exceptions to this rule may exist; thus /gl~s/ 'he sat', /gales/ 'sitting' but 
/maZles/ 'parliament' (the latter is probably a MSA loanword). 

Maltese /j/ lSI /e/ 
* /z/ ~ /j/ * /zabal/ > 
* /z/ ~ lSI / _ t * /xiraZt/ > 
*/z/ ~ /e/ (by dissimilation) 

*/zawZ/ > 
Algiers (Jewish) /j/ /z/ 
*/z/ ~ /j/ */jamal/ > 
* /Z/ ~ /z/ / _ t * /QaaZati/ > 

gebel'mountain' 
nrigt 'I went out' 

zewg'two' 

/jamal/ 'camel' 
/QaZti/ 'my thing' 



Tunis /Z/, /z/ 
*/z/ -? /z/ 
*/z/ -? /z/ 
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*/zabal/ > /zbal/ 'mountain' 
*#So MI So {s, z} So# 
*/zibs/ > /zibs/ 'plaster' 
*/zewza/ > /zuuza/ 'nut' 
* /zawZ/ > /zuuz/ 'two' 

Djidjelli (Algeria) /z/ 
* /Z/ -? /z/ * /zamal! > /zamal/ 'camel' 
Gulf (Abu Dhabi) /y/ /j/ 
* /z/ -? /y / - /j/ * /rizl/ > /riil/ 'foot' 

(Some speakers have free variation of /y/ - /j/: /ya/- /ja/ 'he came'.) 

Labials 
CA and MSA do not have p or v, yet some dialects have developed these in native 
words in addition to their occurrence in loanwords. The following examples are 
from Yemenite Arabic (San'ii'): sappaak 'pipe fitter', 8uppi 'fly'. In Iraq thereis 
even an emphatic p. Certain Moroccan dialects have b > v. Also Maltese, Anato
lian and Cypriot Arabic use v, e.g., Cypriot zava for jawwa 'inside'. 

Interdentals 
One can dichotomize Arabic dialects into those which preserve fricative (), 8 and 
those which merge them with their corresponding stops. As a rule of thumb, those 
which keep them have ~ as the reflex of the qaad, originally probably an emphatic 
lateralized dental [<;II]. Yemenite Arabic is typical of an interdental preserving di
alect: ()alaa()a '3', :> aX¢ar 'green', 8ippaal 'wedding celebration'. However a 4-
has also developed there by way of voicing of I. Consider ma4-ar 'rain', ba4-4-a 
'duck' and ma4-aabix 'kitchens' (pI. of ma!bax). (This probably represents the 
original state of affairs, as the emphatics were voiced.) 

Developments of interdentals include () > f (Jalaafa '3' in Shiite Hasaawi Ara
bic, Eastern Saudi Arabic and Bahraini),Jamma (,there is', Tunisia) and Anato
lian 8> v (vahab 'gold'). Among other changes are () > s: in Uzbekistan, Chad, 
Cameroon: Jugari salaas '3', Cameroonian salaasa '3'; 8> 4- in Chad qahab 
'gold'; 0> z and even 0> f in <a'?iim 'great' in many dialects (e.g., Egyptian). 

The development of interdental fricatives to stops distinguishes between bed
ouin and sedentary dialects in that the former tend to preserve the fricative articu
lation. In Dathina (Yemenite Arabic), e.g., the emphatic ~ is preserved as an 
interdental while the qaad is an emphatic /. 

Emphatics 
Most Arabic dialects today contain emphatic (mufaxxama) vs. non-emphatic (mu
raqqaqa) contrasts (except for a few dialects such as Maltese, Chadian, and Ni
gerian Arabic (some speakers), Juba Arabic, Ki-Nubi, and Cypriot Arabic. The 
emphatic consonants basically include $, q, !, ~, depicted herein with a dot under-
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neath them. Thus a word such as Cairene ~eef 'summer' has a non-emphatic min
imal pair seef'sword'. The vowels around an emphatic as a rule tend to become 
lower, retracted or more centralized than those around non-emphatics. The usual 
phonological explanation for this feature lies in the opposition between emphatic 
and non-emphatic parallel consonants. 

Emphatics are often called velarized or pharyngealized due to difficulties in 
their phonetic description. (The IF A indicates both pharyngealization or velariza
tion with a wavy bar through the consonant, i.e., [l].) Indeed, this is a very con
troversial area in the Arabic phonological literature as to description and 
functioning. They correspond to ejectives in Ethio-Semitic languages, but there it 
is probably due to the Cushitic substratum. 

Since Modern South Arabian languages have ejectives as the phonetic realiza
tion of emphasis, many Semitists hypothesize that the PS emphatics were ejec
tives as well. Consequently, the Arabic type today seems to be secondary, 
although not all Semitists agree. In the CA period the existence of emphatics in 
the language was noted, as the name lurat al-f/,aad 'the language of 4aad' for Ar
abic indicates (cf. lurat mu4ar 'the language of MUQar', also containing a f/,aad). 

The Debate about Emphasis 
Blanc (1953) in his fundamental study of Druze dialects in the Galilee area dis
cussed the basic issues of the debate between the twin series of non-emphatic and 
emphatic consonants therein. Blanc (1953: 53) maintains: "The difference be
tween them is distinctive in some cases and non-distinctive in others, but it is in 
all cases acoustically striking and characteristic of the dialect, and even non
distinctive tafxiim [emphasis] plays an important role in phonetic change on both 
the historical and the synchronic levels." 

Roman Jakobson (1957) attributes some of the phonetic characteristics of em
phasis to a contraction of the upper pharynx. Velarization (or "darkness," among 
other terms) refers in essence to a decrease in the volume of the back orifice of the 
vocal tract (buccal cavity) serving as a resonator. In addition to the above, empha
sis may also involve some degree of protrusion and rounding of the lips. This ex
plains why emphatics are often perceived as labials by non-Arabs and why they 
have labial correlates when Arabic words with them are borrowed into other lan
guages (e.g., Swahili). Jakobson (ibid.) called this feature [+flat] which he con
sidered also present in labials and labialized phonemes. In terms of acoustic 
phonetics (and as seen in spectrograms), emphatics reveal lower second formant 
frequency ranges compared to the non-emphatics (cf. Obrecht 1968). 

Emphasis has been problematic for phonologists, particularly because of diffi
culties in defining "emphasis spread." Walter Lehn (1963) suggested that at least 
for Cairene, the minimum domain of emphasis is the syllable and the maximum 
domain is the utterance. He suggested that emphasis should not be treated as a dis
tinctive feature of the consonantal or vocalic system but as a redundant feature of 
both and proposed underlining all emphatics, e.g., darab 'he hit', darabit 'she hit'. 
(We do not use this transcription.) 
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Other Developments of the Emphatics 
The existence of emphatics is remarkably stable throughout the Arab world, al
though they have been lost in some dialects (see p. 275). In addition to the primary 
emphatics noted there, found also in CA and MSA, many dialects developed new 
secondary ones. Some sedentary dialects have only single, isolated words with 
secondary emphasis; cf. Galilee Druze QaaQa 'father', yaT(lTfUl 'mother', >a!!a 
'God'. In other sedentary dialects emphasis is more widespread, mainly for r, /, T(I, 

~; e.g., MSA ra>s vs. Ca. ra~, MSA daar vs. Mor. 4aar. However, emphatic/. Q, 
l;\', p, g are also to be noted. Much emphaticization is characteristic of bedouin 
dialects; thus cf. bedouin gaa~i vs. sedentary >aa4i 'judge'. Consider, however, 
also Nigerian Arabic karra 'he tore', karra 'he dragged'; gallab 'he raced', ga!!ab 
'he got angry'; aT(lT(l 'mother' and emm 'uncle'. 

In many varieties of Nigerian Arabic the t has become a voiced pharyngealized 
implosive (symbolized here as g,; e.g., xag,(ja 'put'). Also, in Zabiid (Yemenite 
Arabic) the reflex of f and q is glottalized t: k', respectively. 

Differentiated use of emphatics is also characteristic of male speech having 
more emphasis than female speech. Whether this is true for the whole Arab world 
remains to be investigated. 

Pharyngeals 
IJ and C are basic characteristics of Arabic, although they have usually been lost in, 
e.g., Maltese, Cypriot and Chadian Arabic. They have totally disappeared in Ni
gerian Arabic, Juba Arabic and Ki-Nubi. Maltese merged x > IJ and h, and r> C as 
happened also in NW Semitic, but has subsequently lost c. In Cypriot Arabic h > 
x (paxr < balJr 'sea') and r> c, as in Maltese. In North Yemen (Zabiid) C is not a 
pharyngeal fricative but a pharyngeal plosive. J. C. Catford calls both of these 
Semitic phonemes "pharyngeal approximants," whereas Ladefoged and Maddie
son (1996: 168) refer to them as "epiglottals." 

Laryngeals 
> already began to weaken in Old Arabic, cf. the CA imperative of >axaoo = xuo 
'take!' or the possible imperfect of sa>ala, namely, yas>alu - yasalu 'he will ask'. 
In many dialects one finds many more such cases; e.g., MSA al-marahlimra>ah 
> colloquial mara 'woman' (in Cairene), or active participle MSA naa>im > col
loquial naayim 'asleep'. (This process does not occur with> < *q.) Original> is 
often replaced in the dialects by w, y or by compensatory vowel lengthening; e.g., 
colloquial raa$ for CA ra>s. III-> verbs have merged with III-y ones: bada (CA 
bada>a) 'he began' is in the same class with bana (CA banaa) 'he built'. 

h, too, has been lost in many dialects, particularly in the 3rd person suffixes 
(CA -hul-hal-huml-hunna 'sg. m., sg. f., pI. m., pI. f.' respectively. Some conser
vative dialects (e.g., bedouin and Yemenite ones) have, however, preserved the 
feminine -h. 
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Vowels 
Though the CA and MSA vowel system have the classical triangular shape pre
serving PS a-i-u vocalism, many Arabic dialects have developed other vowels 
such as CJ, e, 0, etc. As in CA and MSA, the vowels may be short or long (gemi
nated) in most dialects. Many analyses of Moroccan Arabic, for example, do not 
contrast long vs. short vowels. 

Vowel allophonics are quite rich because vowels take on the coloring of adja
cent consonants; emphatics (and back consonants such as r) push them down and 
back, while non-emphatics raise them to higher and front positions; however, not 
all dialects (e.g., Nigerian Arabic) have such a vs. Ii variation. Many of the main
stream dialects follow similar or identical rules. They are presented in the follow
ing rule series (the lack of a line in the environment means that the segment may 
occur on either side of the motivating feature or segment): 

1 IiI ~ [I] I - [+ emphatic] -
~/I/ -{<,y}-
~/i/ ( elsewhere) 

2 liil ~ [tt] I - [+ emphatic] - (except Ill) 
~/III -{<,y}-
~/iil ( elsewhere) 

3 luI ~/ul I - [+ emphatic]-
~/ul (elsewhere) 

4 luul ~/uul I - [+ emphatic] - (except Ill) 
~/uul ( elsewhere) 

5 Ia! ~/"- 'J./_# (but not next to Iq, <, r, y/) 

[{1 
- + emphatic -

}] ~/a! I -q-} 
-r-

~/A/ I -{<,y}-
~/rel I (elsewhere) 

[{1 
- + emphatic -

}] 6 laa! ~/aa! I -q-} 
-r-

~/AA/ I -{<,y}-
~ lrere -a'J./ (elsewhere) 

In the dialects the short vowels are more susceptible to change than the long 
ones. CA i, u merge in many Eastern and Western dialects into one central vowel 
CJ (as in Ge'ez). The most stable and conservative of the three short vowels is usu
ally a, but in many dialects, it, too, is subject to change. Many Maghrebine dialects 
shortened CA aa, while unstressed CA a has been deleted and vocalic length 
ceased to be relevant. 

The short vowels often do not match up in the dialects. (This can also be noted 
for Old Arabic dialects.) CA had many doublets and even triplets in its short 
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vowel configuration, e.g., la$$, li$$, IU$$ 'thief'. Many modern vocalic discrepan
cies may be attributed to this feature. Compare Nigerian Arabic himirre -
humurre 'donkeys' in which we can posit either assimilation or dissimilation pro
cesses. 

CA possessed two diphthongs aw and ay: yawm 'day' and bayt 'house'. Some 
dialects preserve them; e.g., Lebanese or Yemenite bayt 'house' (yet in some dia
lects of both also beet). In most of the Eastern dialects the diphthongs have 
monophthongized into 00, ee, respectively, and into uu, ii in the Maghreb. Some 
Syro-Lebanese dialects delete the second element of the diphthong, yielding aa or 
a (e.g.,ja(aan 'hungry', lamuun 'lemon'). 

)imaala: la/-Raising 
) imaala (literally 'inclination') refers to a-raising (a> elilie) due to the umlauting 
influence of i. This phonetic feature is typical of Iraq, Syria and Lebanon. Maltese 
has it, too; e.g., bieb 'door' (= MSA baab), kelmiet 'words' (= MSA kalimaat). 

) imaala may be internal (cf. above) or final, in which it is mainly an allomorph 
of the feminine ending -a, (cf. Syrian madrase 'school' vs. riyaatf,a 'sport'). Ba
sically a occurs after all back consonants including emphatics and e elsewhere. 
The height of the vowel (e, i) depends on the dialect in question. 

Standard Maltese has no final )imaala: kalba 'bitch', tfajla 'young woman', but 
Gozo Maltese has it: sitte 'six' for standard sitta. Maltese can be regarded as a 
Mischsprache, since it has undergone heavy) imaala in other positions; e.g., tieghi 
'my' (but taghha 'hers'). 

Phonotactics 
Changes in syllable structures had far-reaching ramifications in the dialects. 
While CA does not allow for long vowels in closed syllables (except aa) or before 
consonant clusters in general, the dialects allow both, although there are different 
phonotactic systems for consonant clusters and epenthetic rules to break them up. 
Elision of the short unstressed vowels i and u is similar to developments in He
brew, Aramaic or Ethiopic, i.e., the "normal" development one might have ex
pected. A major feature in the dialects is anaptyxis; e.g., Ca. il-bint-l-di 'this girl' 
in which I is inserted to break up the triple consonant cluster. Some dialects have 
degemination (e.g., Galilean and Iraqi). Multi-consonantal clusters are, however, 
typical of Maghrebine dialects. 

Consonantal assimilations occur in all Arabic dialects. Nigerian Arabic is typi
cal: albiddi 'this girl' < albitt + di (lit. the + girl + this (f.)), or benna 'our house' 
< beet+-na, Mor. srqunna 'they stole from us' < srgu+ Ina, Maltese taghha 'hers' 
< *ta(ha. Some assimilations point to consonantal losses in final positions such as 
with -h (cf. p. 277) which is observed, e.g., in Cairene wiss or Maltese wic 'face' 
< PCA *wiih (final devoicing). Cf. Nig. Ar. juwaap 'answer' (with final nasal 
plosion) < *jawaab, Cyp. Ar. taep 'good' < *tayyib. 

Some Egyptian and Sudanese dialects are known for final consonant deletion: 
Sud. Rubatab kitaa for kitaab 'book', Upper Eg. diggee < dilgeet 'now', or kee 
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'how' for keeJ, raaC albeet for raa!.J Calbeet 'he went home' in Galilean, Lebanese 
and Anatolian dialects. This process exists in some Eastern bedouin dialects and 
the rural forms of Juba Arabic and Ki-Nubi as well (e.g., ye-wele 'boy sg.' yewete 
'boy pI.' < Eg. yaa walad, 'oh, boy'). It is also known elsewhere in Semitic; cf. 
e.g. Syriac bee 'house'. 

Vowel Deletion and Vocalic Assimilation 
The most apparent difference between MSA and the dialects is the loss of vowels. 
The loss of case and mood marking (> iC raab) in the dialects is alone responsible 
for many final consonant clusters making vowel epenthesis common. So, too, var
ious phonological rules have resulted in many long vowels shortening and short 
vowels deleting in various environments. The following example from Cairene is 
typical: kaatib 'writer, having written' yields f. katba, pI. katbiin. The extreme in 
vowel loss are Moroccan dialects. (Berber languages with their multi-consonantal 
clusters make substratum the likely explanation.) 

Vocalic assimilation is common in all Arabic dialects. Consider Cairene !.Ja> > + 
-ku(m) 'your (pI. m.) right' > !.Ja»uku(m) (Yemeni !.Jaggukum), but 1.Ja»+ -ha > 
!.Ja»aha 'her right'. Other cases are bedouin ubuuna 'our father' < >abu 'father'; 
Nig. Ar. usum 'name' occurs also in Palestinian Arabic, though in most dialects it 
is >isimPasim, or Nig. Ar. bagarikki 'your (sg. f.) cow' vs. bagarukku 'your (pI. 
m.) cow'. 

Stress 
The Arab grammarians never wrote about stress in the Old Arabic dialects. We 
can only assume that it was not phonemic and thus irrelevant to their concerns. 
Stress in the modern dialects is, however, one ofthe most involved topics in Ara
bic phonology. 

As illustrative, in Cairene !.Ja»uku(m) 'your (pI.) right', the stressed vowel is 
originally anaptyctic, whereas in Yemenite the same vowel is unstressed (see p. 
280). The diachronic explanations for such developments have been unsatis
factory. 

Stress in the dialects may be considered phonemic since there are minimal pairs 
establishing this. Ca. q,arabu 'they hit' vs. r/arabUu 'they hit him' , or Pal. > axadna 
'we took' vs. >axadnaa 'we took it', and >abila 'before her' vs. >abila 'receive 
her!'. 

In many dialects word stress rules place the main stress on long syllables, espe
cially at the end of the word, or on the penultimate or antepenultimate where there 
is no long syllable; long vowels are thus stressed, but the stress shifts to the second 
oftwo long vowels in a word as the first shortens. In Cairene the penult is typically 
stressed in, e.g., madrasa 'school' whereas Damascene stresses the antepenulti
mate (madrase). 

Arabic dialects can be be bifurcated vis-a-vis stress: Eastern with katab 'he 
wrote', vs. Western with ktab, kt;}b. Also Eastern bedouin dialects (in Syria and 
Arabia) show the two stress patterns. This indicates that the dichotomy probably 
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arose when Arabic dialects developed syllable stress. Maltese is in this regard 
clearly Eastern (kisar 'he broke', talab 'he asked') unlike Magbrebine dialects. 
The Chadian-Nigerian area is complicated as there is a major dichotomy between 
kdtab 'he wrote' (Gawalme) vs. katab (Balge). 

The same situation occurs in CVCVCV words. The original PCA stress on the 
first syllable, has been preserved in Ca. samaka 'fish', Sudan btigara 'cow', Chad. 
sejera 'tree', Bag. and Jugari ~ajara 'stone' (cf. Ki-Nubi samaga 'fish'). The un
stressed vowel is usually elided in dialects which elide various medial vowels of 
the perfect plural, e.g.: Maur. sadga 'alms', Moroccan Mgra, Alg., Tun., Mal. and 
Hadramawt bagra 'cow', Omani sejre 'tree'. 

Many bedouin dialects and some sedentary descendants thereof in the Arabian 
Peninsula are known for the "ghawa syndrome" « glqahwa) in which the first 
vowel of this word pattern is elided while stress moves to the following vowel. 
This shift usually depends on the presence of a "guttural" around the first vowel; 
e.g., ghawa 'coffee' (hence its name), ynima 'ewe', b$ala 'onion' and yCarf'he 
knows'. 

Some bedouin dialects stress initial CVC syllables even if they are prefixed; 
e.g. alaxu 'the brother', >astaral 'he worked'. This phenomenon may be used to 
prove the originally bedouin nature of Nigerian Arabic (alme is 'water' with an 
originally frozen definite article vs. alalme 'the water'). 

An unusual form is to be noted in Nigerian Arabic in which the 1st pronominal 
suffix -i is stressed; e.g., u$ubi 'finger' vs. u~ubi 'my finger'. This occurs else
where (Egypt, Chad, and the Negev bedouin dialects), cf. Chadian Arabic /igiini 
'he found me' and Sinai Arabic maf/abii 'my cow'. These cases may be used as 
evidence that the object suffixes attract the stress, i.e., that stress is also morpho
logically conditioned. 

Morphology 
Arabic morphology deals mainly with the nominal and verbal elements. The ad
jective is included in nominal morphology, for morphologically it is not distinct 
from the noun. 

Nominal Morphology 

Nouns 
Certain nouns are inflected for gender (m., f.) and most of them for number (sg. 
du., pl.). Still, there are some differences among dialects concerning the gender of 
certain nouns; e.g., raas 'head' which is f. in Cairene but m. in Jerusalem Arabic. 

Noun structures may be simple (e.g., Cacc, CuCC, CiCC) or augmented by 
affixes. Quadriradical roots seem to be more abundant in the Maghrebine dialects 
than in Eastern ones; e.g., sarwal 'trousers', zarbiya 'rug', sarduq 'cock'. A clear 
tendency is to make biconsonantal nouns triconsonantal via Systemzwang; e.g., 
dam> damm 'blood'(possibly an archaism), yad > >iid 'hand' (making the root 
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triconsonantal Jyd), Jibn > Jiben 'son', hum> humma 'they', etc. Bedouin and 
sedentary dialects are distinguished by the "gahawa syndrome," e.g., sedentary 
raname - bedouin and bedouinized ynima 'ewe'. 

Verbal Nouns 
Verbal nouns (except for Form I, which has many patterns) are directly related to 
the verb forms themselves (cf. p. 293). Thus in Cairene: taCCiiC is for Form II 
(e.g., tanzii! 'lowering of prices'), miCaCCa or CiCaaC for Form III (e.g., mi~ ak
sa 'quarrel' ,firaaq 'parting from someone'); JiCCaaC for Form N eikraam 're
spect, hospitality'); taCaCCuC for Form V (takabbur 'self-satisfaction'); 
taCaaCuC for Form VI (tafaahum 'mutual understanding'); JinCiCaaC for Form 
VII (infigaar 'explosion'); iCtiCaaC for Form VIII (Ytiraa/'confession'); JiC
CiCaaC for Form IX ei/:lmiraar 'turning red', and JistiCCaaC for Form X eis
ti~maal 'use, applying something'). 

Some new verbal noun patterns have evolved in certain dialects, mainly in the 
Maghreb; e.g., t~aniid 'rivalry' for Form III in Algeria, metgaarsa 'wrestling' (for 
Form VI) and tmesxiir 'making of oneself a laughing stock' in Morocco, tkebbir 
'self-importance, enlarging' (for Form V), tqabid 'fighting' (for Form VI) and 
stenbih 'awakening' (for Form X) in Maltese. 

In general, verbal nouns of the derived Forms are rare and are often substituted 
by verbal nouns of Forms I-III of the same roots. 

Gender 
For gender distinction a suffix marks the feminine while the unmarked noun (and 
adjective) is considered masculine. This method applies when the feminine form 
implies natural sex, grammatical gender, or unit (in cases of 'unit nouns'). Thus 
in Ca. malik 'king' : malika 'queen'; kalb 'dog' : kalba 'bitch': kibiir 'big (m.)' : 
kibiira 'big (f.),: maktab 'office' : maktaba 'library'. 

The feminine ending of a free noun is in most dialects ale (according to dialect
specific phonological rules - cf. p. 278); however, in Negev bedouin -ih also oc
curs; e.g., /:limuulih 'clan', girbih 'water skin'. (This ending occurs also in other 
noun patterns which have a short or long final a.) In many Yemenite dialects the 
feminine ending is -at/-it, e.g. ak-kahalat 'the old woman' (Gumar), in-niswaanit 
'the woman' (An-Nadiir). This -t appears in the other dialects only in bound en
vironments. (This t is called taaJ marbuu!a in MSA and carries the case ending 
and is therefore never omitted except in pre-pause position. ) 

Some body parts, natural elements etc. (which vary among the dialects) are 
feminine though not overtly marked; e.g., Cairene raa$ 'head'; sams 'sun'; /:larb 
'war'; rii/:l 'wind'; suuJ 'market'; bint 'girl' etc. (In Maghrebine dialects swiiqa 
'holiday market' and bnita 'little girl' also occur.) Rarely, a masculine noun may 
take the feminine ending, e.g., Ca. ~umda 'mayor'. 

Some animate entities use a suppletive system, both in the dialects and 
CA/MSA; e.g., Ca. gamal 'camel (m.)', naaJa 'camel (f.)', raagi! 'man', mara 
'woman'. 
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Number 
Number categories include the singular, dual and plural. The singular is consid
ered the "base pattern." A dual is formed by suffixing -een to the singular noun. 
Thus in Ca. walad 'boy' : waladeen 'two boys', sirka 'company' : sirkiteen 'two 
companies'. However, Nigerian Arabic prefers u$ubi tineen 'two fingers'; this 
structure exists elsewhere as a variant for the dual; cf. Jerusalem Arabic waladeen 
- wlaad tneen 'two boys'. 

In contrast to the wide use of the dual in CA, Arabic dialects preserve it only in 
nouns, and even here it is not used at the same rate everywhere. Mainly, dual body 
parts and certain time and quantity expressions take the dual but there are syntac
tic, morphological and semantic distinctions between the "real dual" and the 
"pseudo-dual." Thus Ca. rigleen and Moroccan rajliin are not necessarily 'two 
legs' but rather the plural of 'leg', while Jer. Ar. >iiirteen means 'two legs'. Usu
ally the "real dual" retains the morpheme -ayn while the "pseudo dual" forms vary 
among the dialects. The real dual tends not to take bound pronouns, thus retaining 
the -n (Jer. Ar. >alameenak 'your two pens', vs. >iireehum 'their legs'). 

As in MSA, there are two major types of plural: 

The sound plural, where the pI. m. -iin or pI. f. -aat is suffixed to the singUlar 
base form as in, e.g., Jer. Ar.falla(a)l;tiin 'farmers', ~anzaat 'goats'. The 
sound pI. m. is usually used with nouns indicating humans whereas the pI. 
f. is much less restricted. 

2 The broken plural, where a different pattern is formed from the same root 
as the singUlar noun. The patterns (which are not restricted to humans) may 
include affixed vowels and consonants. Most broken plural patterns are 
common to all the Arabic dialects; however, some are typical of certain 
ones. Thus, Maghrebine dialects prefer the patterns with -a, -an, which exist 
elsewhere; e.g., mrarba 'Moroccans', tlamda 'students', qdadsa 'servants', 
dyuba 'jackals', jbala 'mountain dwellers' ,farsan 'mares', ~ amyan 'blind 
(pl.)' , biban 'doors'. The quadriradical patterns with a long vowel after C2 
also occur frequently; e.g., mjalas 'meetings', brama/ 'buckets', sla/am 
'ladders', srawal 'trousers (pl.)', etc. Bedouin and sedentary dialects may 
also be distinguished by their use of plural patterns. Cf. Maghrebine be
douin bramiil vs. sedentary brama/ 'buckets'. 

The plural cvcvCa in dubU~ a 'hyenas', numura 'tigers', stresses quite excep
tionally the penultima in Cairene. This pattern is used elsewhere; cf. Galilean be
douin nmura 'tigers'. C1 uC2uC3C3e is clearly Nigerian, Chadian and Darfurian 
(Western Sudanese) and Upper Egyptian; e.g., Nig. Ar. digin 'beard', pI. dugunne. 

A third method of pluralization combines the sound and broken plurals by suf
fixing the sound plural to the broken plural. This structure probably exists in most 
ofthe dialects, but is infrequent. Cf. Ca. >u!uraat 'trains', Dam. !ar>aat 'roads', 
$I;tabiin 'friends', Gal. bedouin zi~ amaat 'leaders', furugaat 'differences', Mag. 
xwataat 'sisters', dmu~aat 'tears', yaamaat 'days', and Mal. elufijiet 'many 
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thousands' . 
Some suppletive plurals are probably found in all dialects; e.g., Dam. niswaan 

for mara 'woman, wife'. 

Case Endings (Nunation) 
Case endings survive in Arabian bedouin and Yemenite dialects. Even in these 
they are functionally limited (cf. p. 298) and take the form -en, -in, rarely -an, 
without direct association of the case and its form. This is unlike MSA where the 
three syntactic cases - nominative, accusative/adverbial, genitive - have clear 
morphological forms, i.e., -un, -an, -in respectively. This fact has led to the inser
tion of anapyctic vowels in many dialects. (See p. 279.) Residues of case endings 
exist, however, in highly frequent words in many dialects, as e.g., daayman 
'always', >ahlan 'welcome', >abadan 'never' or in less frequent ones, such as kul
Ian 'all, the whole of'. In such cases the ending -an stands for the adverbial case 
suffix. 

Diminutives 
Diminutives are used mainly in Maghrebine and bedouin (and bedouinized) dia
lects in both nouns and adjectives. Three basic patterns, CuCaiC, CuCayyiC, 
CCayCuun, are illustrated by bedouin kleeb 'small dog', wleed 'small child', 
rwee~iy 'a young shepherd'« raa~iy 'shepherd'), Mor. bnita 'little girl', Ca. 
gnejna 'a little garden', xayya 'little sister', $Urayyar 'small', Mal. xwejjah 'old 
man', bedouin grayyib 'near', glayyil 'a little', Bag. zrayruun 'small'. Other 
examples from Negev bedouin are al;taymir 'slightly red' « al;tmar 'red'), xrayri
fih 'a little story' «xurraafa 'story, tale'). Diminutive forms may also be used as 
caritative, often in female speech in Maghrebine dialects (cf. p. 267). 

Adjectives 
Most verb forms have active and passive participles which may be used as adjec
tives. Still, the adjectives-participles do not always share the same meaning as the 
inflected verb forms. Cf. Jerusalem faatel;t (Form I) 'light (color), (the basic 
meaning of the root is 'open'); naayim (Form I) 'lying down' (the basic meaning 
is 'sleep'); mifCallem (Form V) 'educated' (the basic meaning of the root is 
'learn'). 

Some adjectives exhibit different morphophonemic alternations in the dialects. 
Noteworthy are active participles of the verbs 'eat' and 'take'. The former in Dam
ascene is> aakil, Ca. waakil, Jer. maakil- meekil while the latter is waaxuoin East
ern Libyan. 

Adjectives of colors and defects take the pattern >aCCaC or >iCCaC with their 
f. CacCa and pI. CuC(v)C patterns; e.g., Ca. >al;tmar (m.), I;tamra (f.) I;tum(o)r 
(pI.) 'red'. Cf. Gal. >i:jfar 'yellow (m.)', >iswad 'black (m.)'. One notes, however, 
>aswid 'black (m.)' (Bismizziin), >aswad 'black' (Mardin), Ca. iswid, and I;tamar 
(Arabian bedouin, bedouin elsewhere and bedouinized dialects due to the "gaha
wa syndrome" noted on p. 282), ~amyi 'blind (f.)', !arSiy 'deaf (f.)' (Negev be-
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douin), bii~ 'white (f.), (J. Bag.) vs. bee~ (Mus. and Chr. Bag.), >a~tfar 
'yellow (m.)', ~tafraay 'yellow (f.)', ~tufriin 'yellow (pl.)' (Yemenite), IJmor 
'red (pl.)' (Mag.). 

The >aCCaC pattern is also used for the elative (e.g., >atwal 'longer'). The dis
tinction between elatives and superlatives in the dialects is syntactic and not mor
phological, unlike MSA. For' good' some Yemenite dialects use xayr rather than 
>axyar 'better', just like CA and MSA. However, many dialects use suppletion: 
mniilJ (Jer.), kuwayyis (Ca., Sud., Nig.), zeen (Arabian bedouin, MOT., Nig.) and 
>alJsan 'better' (all, but with appropriate phonological adjustments). 

'First' and 'last' use the superlative pattern; >awwal (m.) >awwala (f.) 'first', 
>aaxar'last' in many dialects. But cf. Magbrebine l-axoor, and Iraqi l-axx 'last'. 

Relational (nisba) adjectives exist in all Arabic dialects. They are formed 
mostly by suffixing -i(y) or -aani (m.)/-iyye, -aaniyye (f.) to a noun, e.g., Dam. 
saami 'Syrian, Damascene', lJa>Wi 'real, true,' joo>aani 'upper', etc. 

Numerals 

Cardinal Numbers 
'1' is waal)ad (Jer.), waalJid (Ca.), wiehid (Mal.), waalJi(d) (Mor.), waahit 
(Nig.) '1 (m.)'. It follows the noun as an adjective, unless used as pronoun, mean
ing 'someone'. The feminine ending is a or e (see p. 282). 

'2' is often substituted by the dual noun (see p. 283). In the Eastern sedentary 
and bedouin dialects (also in the bedouin dialects of Tunisia and Libya, and in Ni
geria) the forms are related to CA >iOnayn; e.g., >itneen (Ca.), Oneen (Bag.) and 
the f. tinteen (Ca.). Yemenite dialects have iOnee, Oatte. The Maghrebine dialects 
use iuui (CA zawj) or the like (zuuj,jowj, zowi) though Oniin, Onein also occur. 
Maltese has both tniin, and zewg or giex. 2 follows the dual noun in some dialects 
(e.g., Jerusalem Arabic) for emphasis (cf. p. 283), though in others it may precede 
the plural noun. In Nigerian it follows the singular noun. 

3-10: these numbers are inflected by adding the pseudo-feminine suffix to the 
masculine (long) form as other adjectives (see p. 282). The long form is used 
when it does not govern any noun, i.e., when counting (alone); the short form is 
used when the counted noun follows. Some Iraqi and Anatolian dialects use J, s or 
t instead of 0, t; e.g., snayn '2', saase, saasi,jaaje (Anat.) '3', Oneen '2', tlaaOa 
'3' (Bag.). flaaja '3' is also used in Algerian and Hasawi Arabic. Jewish Baghdadi 
uses its usual rfor r in ayba< '4' and <aser '10'. Maltese has the usual strong 
>imaala in tlieta, tliet, tlitt '3' and tmienja '8' as well as tlit elej' 3 ,000' , buttlettax 
'13' and tletin '30'. A special Syrian bedouin samlJa '7' for sab< a is used "against 
the evil eye." For similar sociolinguistic reasons, '9' is tas<ood in Oran and 
t( a )s< uud in Morocco. Maltese voices the t in disgha '9', dsatax ' 19' , and disghin 
'90'. 

11-19 consist of the unit numbers + -ar 'teen'. The morphological distinction 
in the two paradigms (with or without -ar) is, like 3-10, syntactically conditioned; 
i.e., when the numeral is followed by the counted noun -ar is omitted, when it is 
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not followed by the counted noun the fonn with -ar is used. From '11 ' on, the head 
noun of the number is always singular. A special set is found in Nigerian Arabic; 
e.g., asara-haw-waahit '10 + 1', asara-haw-tineen '10 + 2' etc. Baghdadi Arabic 
loses h in da(as, ida(s, ida(eS' 11 '. xmu$ta(eS' 15' is peculiar in Muslim Baghdadi 
and Arabian dialects. In Yemenite ~ is used for s in the "teens"; e.g., lJida( a~ , 11 " 
~iBna(a~ '12'. Note tlettaas-en-marra 'thirteen times', IJdas-en-mya '1100' in Al
gerian, Tunisian and Libyan dialects; and tnaas-el-' aam 'twelve years' in 
Tlem~en, and hdax-il-elf' 11,000' sbatax-il-elf' 17,000' in Maltese via analogy to 
the indefinite article walJd-el-. 

Tens are fonned by suffixing the pl. m. to the units; e.g., Ca. (isriin, Maltese 
ghoxrin '20'. 

'100' is miyya (Ca.) miyye (Dam.) mija (Mal.) imya (Arabian dialects), my a 
(Mag.). 3-9 usually fonn a construct with 100; however, it is not in the plural (un
like the rule for nouns after 3-10). In the Maghreb the annexation between the 
number and the noun may be explicit; cf. arba( -my a d-el-jmaal and arba( -myat
jmal '400 camels'. In Cairene the unit numbers of the hundreds are like the frac
tions; e.g., tultu-miyya '300', tumnu-miyya '800'. 

Thousands in the plural fonn a construct state with the unit numbers. In this 
case some sedentary dialects prefix to the 'thousands' a t (historically the taa~ 
marbuta ending for masculine nouns); e.g., xams-talaaf' 5,000' (Syr. and Pal.) as 
in other cases when the noun begins with a weakened ~ (e.g., saba(-ti$naaf '7 
kinds' (Ca.), tmen-tiyyaam (Bag.), and tmin-tirgiil '8 men' (MaL». 

Ordinal Numbers 
Ordinal numbers are syntactically adjectives, following the noun. For 'first' 
Cairene, Damascene and other Eastern dialects have ~ awwal and ~ awwalaani (cf. 
Mor. lowwel and Mal. l-ewwel). 

Ordinal numbers 2-10 take the CaaCiC pattern yielding in Jewish Baghdadi, 
due to ~imaala, tiini, tiilit, riibe(, xiimes, etc. and Maltese it-tieni, it-tielit, 
it-tiemin. In Lebanese and Tunisian (e.g., Suusa) the ~imaala is lower (e), yield
ing it-teeni, it-tee lit. The t of 'sixth' is voiced to saadis (as in CA and MSA) in 
Syro-Palestinian, Iraqi and many Arabian dialects, though not 'Anaiza which has 
as-saatt, but remains in Cairene as-saatit, in Suusa is-seetit, and in Nigerian saati. 
In the Maghreb saat( a)t is common, but in Morocco and Algeria saadas occurs as 
well. Above 'tenth' ordinals use definite cardinal numbers, but cf. Moroccan 
lJadeS 'eleventh', taneS' 12th', Suusa el-lJaadis 'eleventh', it-taanis 'twelfth'. 

Fractions 
Fractions have the pattern CuC(u)C. CA 'half' shows metathesis in Tripoli (Lib.) 
and Suusa nufs and Maltese nofs; however, it is nU$$ in most dialects. 'one-sixth' 
is in Cairene suds, pl. ~asdaas 'sixths'. In Suusa tluut 'one-third' and zduus 'one
sixth' show vowel reshuffling. Maltese may use the Italian loanwords terz 'one
third', kwart 'one-quarter', kwint 'one-fifth', but also, e.g., mis-sitt wahda 'one
sixth' up to mil-ghaxra wahda 'one-tenth', etc. 
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Independent Personal Pronouns 
Table 14.4, p. 288 lists pronouns, some of which are distinguished for gender. Sg. 
1 and pI. normally have a common gender, but 'Adeni >anaPani 'I (m./f.), is an 
exception. In sedentary dialects plural gender differentiation is usually more lim
ited than in bedouin and rural ones (also in the verbs). In some Maghrebine dia
lects an n is added humman (Berber substratum ?). Yemenite dialects have distinct 
pronouns in pause and juncture; e.g., nasalized >antin 'you (sg. f.), vs. >anti re
spectively. 

Bound Personal Pronouns 
The bound pronouns have numerous allomorphs, especially in the Yemenite and 
bedouin dialects (e.g., in Galilean bedouin the pI. 2m. is -kam). In Baghdadi n is 
added (for pI. 3m.) as in some other Iraqi and Anatolian dialects (Aramaic sub
stratum?). In some Arabian bedouin, Syrian, and Yemenite dialects the system 
prefixes an anaptyctic -a to the bound pronoun; e.g., beetakam 'your (pI. m.) 
house' (similar to CA case endings, but not syntactically conditioned). 

Demonstratives 
All Arabic dialects have two paradigms of demonstrative for closer and further 
objects. Both inflect for gender and number, though dialects vary as to gender dis
tinction. In the plural some dialects use the element >uulaa but cf. Galilean be
douin haa{iam (pI. m.), haalian, haSiican (pI. f.). Some of the dialects use one of 
the elements only ("short" or "long" forms), and even reduplicatively, in the pat
tern ha l-walad haalia 'this boy' (lit. 'this the boy this one'). This pattern is mostly 
found in bedouin dialects but also in some sedentary Eastern and Western ones, 
such as the Syro-Lebanese and Moroccan dialects. Tables 14.6 and 14.7 demon
strate the richness of dialects such as Yemenite and the uniformity of the large 
urban centers. 

Relative Particles 
Compared with CA, the dialects are poor in relative particles, using mainly illi, 
which inflects neither for gender nor for number. Bedouin dialects typically have 
alii. Other dialects use the second element of the CA form (allaSii), namely Sii, 
yielding (ad)di in Moroccan. In limited cases >as 'what' occurs in the Moroccan 
dialects. In the Iraq-Anatolia area (including Baghdad) and in the Sudan, Chad 
and Nigeria, the definite article is often used as a relative. 

Cairene: > illi 
Damascene: >illi, yalli 
Iraqi (Jewish Baghdadi): elli, l
Negev bedouin: alliy 
Yemenite: Sii, liaa; t5ee, t5eeleh 
Moroccan: iii, di; as 
Maltese: illi, Ii 
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Interrogative Pronouns 
Interrogative pronouns include "wh-" question words and others. A yes-no ques
tion is introduced in some dialects by >ayy, or the sg. 3 at the head ofthe sentence 
(e.g., in Cairene) or was, yak (Maghrebine dialect). Other dialects (e.g., Jerusa
lem Arabic) have no interrogative pronoun for this kind of question, which is in
dicated by rising intonation. Table 14.8, p. 290 compares several particles in some 
Arabic dialects. 

Verbal Morphology 
Arabic is typologically a synthetic language with quite an involved morphology; 
however, the modern dialects, as can be seen in the evolution of the Semitic lan
guages elsewhere, have all drifted towards a reduction ("simplification") of the 
system, i.e., they have become more analytic. (The variation of the genitival ex
ponent is proof par excellence of their analytic structure as the construct state 
tends to be used less and less.) Further, Arabic sticks out in comparative Semitic 
linguistics because of its almost (too perfect) algebraic-looking grammar, i.e., 
root and pattern morphology. It is so algebraic that the medieval Arab gram
marians have been accused of contriving some artificiality about the CA system. 

Arabic dialects, on the whole, preserve CA root and pattern verbal (and nomi
nal) morphology. All lexical items can be extracted from roots which are aug
mented by the discontinuous morphology of prefixation, suffixation or infixation 
processes. In the Arabic dialects verbs indicate time partly by conjugations. Thus, 
!a(al is used for the past, preterite, or perfect, and yi.jXal for the imperfect which 
may indicate the present or future time. For the present time - including momen
tary, continuous, general, and perfect aspects - participles are often used. There is 
also an imperative mood. (See details about conjugations on pp.292-4, and 
p. 304 about syntactic apsects.) 

The dialects, as opposed to MSA, have innovated certain autonomous morpho
logical markers for expressing tenses and moods. These are usually affixed to the 
imperfect, while the perfect does not take affixes, e.g., bi-, qa-, da-, ku-, ka-, ta-, 
for the indicative, /:la-, raa/:l-, ya- for the future, (ammaal, (am(ma)- for the present 
progressive. Thus the imperfect is often prefixed by one of them. 

Some dialects are quite conservative in that they agree with CA and MSA in 
several respects rather than with the general tendencies attributed to either the Ar
abic koine or drift (the norms of diachronic evolution). One of the best examples 
of this is the preservation of the pan-Semitic ra> aa 'see' in Maltese, Cypriot Ara
bic, Mardiin, Diyarbakir, various Judea-Arabic colloquials, etc. To illustrate fur
ther, Sudanese Arabic preserves the a as the preformative of the imperfect yaktib 
'he writes' vs. i in, e.g., Cairene yiktib. So does Nigerian Arabic tamis 'you (sg. 
m.) go'. Sudanese Arabic also retains the internal passive; e.g., /:larag 'burn' but 
/:lirig 'got burnt'. This situation is paralleled exactly by many Arabian dialects 
e.g., Najdi, which supports the thesis that Sudanese dialects are to be subgrouped 
together with them. Most dialects have, however, resorted to the external passive 
(see further p. 304). 
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Table 14.9 Perfect and imperfect affixes in Arabic dialects 

Perfect Imperfect 
Singular Plural Singular Plural 
Ca. Bag. Ca. Bag. Ca. Bag. Ca. Bag. 

Ie. -t -et -na -na >a- a- ne- ne-
2m. -t -et -tu -tu ti- te- ti ... u te ... uun 

f. -ti -ti -tu -tu ti ... i te-iin ti ... u te ... uun 
3m. -0 -0 -u -aw yi- ye- yi ... u ye ... uun 

f. -it -at -u -aw ti- te- yi ... u ye ... uun 

Juba Arabic and Ki-Nubi, as can be understood due to their pidgin genesis, have 
totally lost the traditional Arabic morphological system and have one basic unin
flected form of the verb, such as asurubu 'drink' for all numbers and tenses (there 
is no gender), although a new passive has been innovated there: aakulu 'eat' vs. 
aakulu 'be eaten' « 'they eat it'). Uzbeki Arabic has a verbal morphology which 
is different from what is presented in the following, whereas another peripheral 
dialect, Cypriot Arabic, has kept the basic system intact. 

Subject Markers and Conjugations 
Cairene and Muslim Baghdadi will be used here to illustrate the perfect and im
perfect. The affixes for these two basic stems express tense-aspect, person, gender 
and number (Table 14.9). In general, subject markers are suffixed to the perfect 
and both prefixed and suffixed to the imperfect. 

In rural and bedouin dialects pI. 2 and 3f. suffixes differ from the pI. m. forms, 
unlike many sedentary urban dialects. Thus for pI. 2f. one uses -tan and pI. 3f. -an 
in the former dialects. The following tables (14.10 and 14.11) are comparative. 

Although all the dialects herein noted have -t, or -k (perhaps due to Modem 
South Arabian substrata) as 1st and 2nd person markers in the perfect, Nigerian 
Arabic has 0; e.g., tammam 'I/you finished' (for *tammamt). However, the -t is 
present before object suffixes; e.g., tammamta 'I finished it'. 

Table 14.10 Perfect conjugation in seven Arabic dialects 

Dam. Gulf Yemenite Yemenite Tunisian Moroccan Maltese 
(Qafaar) (AI-Mal),all ) (Marazig) 

katabt k(i)tabt katabt katabk kt:>bt kt:>bt ktibt 
katabt k(i)tabt katabt katabk kt:>bt kt:>bti ktibt 
katabti k(i)tabti katabti katabS kt:>bti kt:>bti ktibt 
katab kitab katab katab kt:>b kt:>b kiteb 
katbet ktibat katabat katabat k:>tb:>t k:>tb:>t kitbet 
katabna k(i)tabna katabna katabna kt:>bna kt:>bna ktibna 
katabtu k(i)tabtu katabtu katbakum kt:>btu kt:>btu ktibtu 
katabtu k(i)tabtin katabtan katabkun kt:>btan kt:>btu ktibtu 
katabu ktibaw katabu katabu k:>tbu k:>tbu kitbu 
katabu ktiban kataban kataban k:>tban k:>tbu kitbu 
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Table 14.11 Imperfect conjugation in seven Arabic dialects 

Damascene Gulf Yemenite Tunisian Moroccan Maltese 
Qafaar + Marazig 
AI-Mal:1all 

b:lktob aktib >aktub n:lkt:lb n:lkt:lb nikteb 
bt:lktob taktib tuktub t:lkt:lb t:lkt:lb tikteb 
bt:lktbi takt:lbiin tuktubi t:lkt:lbi t:lkt:lbi tikteb 
bY:lktob yaktib yuktub Y:lkt:lb Y:lkt:lb yikteb 
bt:lktob taktib tuktub t:lkt:lb bkt:lb tikteb 
mn:lktob naktib nuktub n:lk:ltbu n:lk:ltbu niktbu 
bt:lktbu takt:lbuun tuktubu t:lk:ltbu n:lk:ltbu tiktbu 
bt:lktbu takt:lban tuktubayn t:lk:ltban n:lkt:lbu tiktbu 
bY:lktbu yakt:lbuun yuktubu Y:lk:ltbu Y:lkt:lbu yiktbu 
bY:lktbu yakt:lban yuktubayn Y:lk:ltban Y:lkt:lbu yiktbu 

In some dialects the pI. 2m. and 3m. endings are -um or -am (Yemenite, Gali
lean bedouin) rather than -u. Even in Cairene one can say katabu or katabum 'they 
wrote', tiktibu or tiktibum 'you write (pl., m., f.)', perhaps on the analogy of hum
ma 'they', though Cairene gum 'they came' is more common than gu (cf. pI. 2m. 
object - ku(m»). Many bedouin and bedouinized dialects have the -n form for pI. 
f. persons (perfect -in - -an, -tin - -tan, imperfect -in - -an). 

The f. -Un (also -ayn - -een) and -uun (also -awn, -oon), as in MSA, are found 
in bedouin and bedouinized dialects, and it is a common feature of the qaltu dia
lects. They are not present in Meccan Arabic, demonstrating that it is closer to the 
urban Egyptian-Levantine dialects than to Gulf Arabic. Cf. Tikrit ykatbawn, Jew
ish Baghdadi ykatboon, Mosul yakatbuun and Muslim Baghdadi yikitbuun 'they 
write' . 

The Verb Forms 
Most dialects have preserved the system of the CA derived stems. Even a periph
eral dialect, such as Nigerian Arabic, preserves the distinction between Forms I 
and II; e.g., sirib 'he drank' and sarrab 'cause to drink' as in sarraba alme (Jeyya) 
'he caused him to (made him) drink water' . In Chadian Arabic only Forms II and 
VII are productive; however, this situation is somewhat rare. Form II is probably 
the most common, statistically, of all the derived stems in many dialects; however, 
not all the meanings of Form II are "derived," in the sense that Form I is not used 
with the same roots. In Sudanese Arabic, for example, the following are basic: 
gannub 'sit', carras 'marry'. Sometimes an MSA derived stem becomes a basic 
one; e.g., )araad 'want' (Form IV) > raad (Form I). Form IV has thus been lost 
in many dialects, while Form II has often become a productive causative stem. 
Some dialects have innovated new patterns, notably Egyptian )itwagad 'it/he was 
found' (with preformative t- affixed to Form I), and istaxaffa 'he disguised him
self' (with preformative ist- affixed to Form II of C-w/y roots), Moroccan ttajra/J. 
'was wounded' (with a geminated preformative tt- and Form I), and Maltese in-
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steraq 'was stolen' (affixing both in- of Form VII and t- of Form VIII to the root). 

Form I 
Form I applies only the root consonants. The dialects, however, diverge by vowel 
variations. Thus, Yemenite has four major types (one more than MSA): ragad 'he 
slept', sirib 'he drank', wugif'he stopped', and (U!US 'he sneezed'. The last type 
usually contains an emphatic or is a passive; e.g., kumul 'it was completed'. 
(Many dialects still preserve the internal passive, e.g., ksir 'it was broken'; see p. 
297.) Damascene has two types: katab 'he wrote' and sareb 'he drank'. These two 
merge in Moroccan Arabic to one: ktab, and srab. Maltese has six basic patterns: 
talab 'he asked', qatel 'he killed' ,fehem 'he understood', seraq 'he stole', gibed 
'he pulled', and nolom 'he dreamt'. 

Form II 
Many verbs in this category are transitive causatives of Form I. Thus in Yemen 
daras 'he studied' contrasts with darras 'he taught'; but some are basic, e.g., Yem. 
xazzan 'he chewed qat'. In Juba Arabic derisu can be either 'study' or 'teach' 
(note the degemination). Moroccan nuwwet! has a causative sense: 'to cause to get 
up, get out of bed' contrasts with nat! 'get up, get out of bed' , whereas an intensive 
and denominative meaning can be illustrated by Damascene kassar 'he smashed' 
and ,\'awwar 'he took a picture' (cf. $uura 'a picture' ). Maltese follows the others: 
kisar 'he broke' vs. kisser 'he smashed'; xemmex 'he exposed to the sun' from 
xemx 'sun'. In all derived Forms (II-X) in Cairene a follows C2 when it or C3 is 
emphatic or guttural while other roots take i; e.g., labbis : yilabbis 'dress some
one', na4t/.af: yina4t/.af'clean something'. 

Form III 
Form III verbs are often derived from nouns or from Form I verbs. In Yemenite 
f:zaaka 'he engaged someone in conversation' contrasts with I;laka 'he talked'. Mo
roccan has very few verbs in this category, for which the pattern is $afef'he lined 
up'; however, the final vowel may elide giving $aff. Damascene serves as illustra
tive of the conative or participative meanings: kaatab 'he wrote to someone' vs. 
katab 'he wrote' ,laaba~ 'he pursued someone' vs.lal;le~ 'he caught up with some
one'. Maltese shows ~imaala in bierek 'he blessed' (= MSA baaraka 'he 
blessed'). biegned 'he put at a distance' (cf. bognod 'distance'). 

Form IV 
Yemenite still has this form though it is not common. It is characterized by an op
tional ~i- or ~a: (>i)b$ar 'he saw' or (>i)xraj 'he excluded'. It is still very much 
alive in bedouin dialects. Form IV usually occurs in MSA borrowings or classi
cisms. It has often been replaced in dialects by Form II. There are only remnants 
of it in Maltese and many other dialects. Mauritanian Arabic dialects use sa- as 
prefix instead of ~a, e.g., sal;lmar 'he made red, reddened'. 
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Form V 
Often a reflexive counterpart of Form II, Form V prefixes t- to a Form II verb. 
Thus, e.g., Yemenite radda 'he gave someone lunch' vs. tradda 'he ate lunch', 
twatta 'he/it lowered himself/itself' vs. watta 'he lowered something'; some verbs 
in Form V are really passive (see directly below). Some verbs in this class are 
basic (not derived from Form I): tsaggar 'he peeked'. In Syrian-Lebanese-Pales
tinian dialects Form V is most often a passive or reflexive of Form II; thus most 
of these verbs are intransitive; e.g., rayyar 'he changed something' : trayyar 'it 
changed, was changed'. Compare Cairene callim 'teach' : itcallim 'he learned', 
lJabb 'love' : itlJab 'it was loved', or it)al 'it was decreased'. The situation in Mo
roccan Arabic is quite different from the Eastern dialects. Here t- or tt- is prefixed 
to Form I or II verbs with possible assimilation; from saf 'he saw' one obtains 
(t)tsaf' he was seen'. Consider also: zad 'he added' anddzad 'it was added', tehher 
'he circumcised' vs. ttehher 'he was circumcised'. Maltese prefixes t to Form II 
and assimilates it before c, d, g, n, s, x, i and z; e.g., cahliad 'he denied' and 
iccahad 'he denied himself'. The Egyptian and Maghrebine dialects have pre
served the reflexive passive t which is possibly reinforced by substratum (cf. Ar
amaic ) e(}paC el). In some bedouin dialects the preformative t may be omitted in 
the imperfect (by haplology); e.g., Galilean bedouin yinaggaluun 'they roam' for 
yitnaggaluun. 

Form VI 
Form VI verbs often denote reciprocity, pretense or are passive or denominative. 
In Yemenite one prefixes t( a) to Form III verbs. Thus from C aafa 'he cured some
one' we derive tCaafa 'he recuperated'; from mayyit 'dead' there is tamaywat 'he 
pretended to be dead'; from gaabal 'he met someone' tgaabal 'he had a meeting 
with someone'. Damascene is similar; e.g.: Dam. tbaarak 'he was blessed', 
tkaatabu 'they corresponded with each other'. So do also Moroccan and Maltese; 
from Moroccan t;iay( a)f (III) 'receive as a guest' : t;it;iay( a )f'be received as a guest' 
with assimilation of the t. From Maltese bieghed 'he placed far off', tbieghed 'he 
went far away'. Here, too, there is an assimilation of t before c, d, g, s, i and z. Cf. 
in Ca. itbaarik 'he was blessed', itcaamil 'he was treated' (due to the phonological 
rule mentioned on p. 294). 

Form VII 
Form VII is formed by prefixing (i)n to Cl of the verb. There is a phenomenal 
variation among the dialects here. In Damascene it borders on being a productive 
passive of Form I; e.g., from lJabas 'he imprisoned', nlJabas 'he was imprisoned', 
from sa)al 'he asked', nsa)al 'he was asked'. But in Yemenite Form VII does not 
occur and it is rare to non-existent in the Maghrebine dialects in general. Two 
examples are, however, ndfan 'he was buried' from dfan 'he buried', and nsmat 
'he was cheated' from smat 'he cheated'. Examples from Maltese include the re
flexive and passive meanings of Form I; e.g., indahal 'he interfered' from dahal 
'he entered' and inqabad 'he was caught' from qabad 'he caught'. 
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Fonn VIII 
Fonn VIII is fonned by infixing t after the first radical of a Fonn I verb. In Ye
menite these are mostly passive; from kassar 'he broke' ktasar 'it was broken'. 
Some are reflexive, while others are denominative or derived from Fonn IV. Cf. 
btall 'he wet himself' vs. ball 'he made something wet'. Damascene is again sim
ilar; e.g., nta>al 'he was transported' from na>al 'he transported something'. Mo
roccan and other dialects seem to have independent and/or idiosyncratic meanings 
associated with this fonn; e.g., xtar;J( 'he invented, imagined'. In Maltese one 
often encounters a reflexive or passive meaning; e.g., /taqar 'he became poor' 
from/aqar 'poverty' and intesa 'it (he) was forgotten' from nesa 'he forgot'. 

FonnIX 
This Fonn, reserved in CA and MSA for colors and defects, is not common in the 
dialects which use Fonn II instead; e.g., Yemenitel:zammar 'it turned red'. It still 
occurs in Damascene, though rarely; e.g., I:zmarr 'it turned red'. Moroccan has no 
reflex of this fonn. Rather it uses Fonn XI (also in CA exclusively for colors and 
defects); e.g., sman 'he became fat', byaq, 'it became white'. Maltese is remark
ably similar to Moroccan; cf. hdar 'it turned green' from ahdar 'green (sg. m.)' 
or (with >imaala) swied 'it grew black' from iswed 'black (sg. m.)'. (Cf. the strik
ing similarity in vowels to Cairene > iswid. ) 

FonnX 
This fonn is fonned by prefixing sta- to Fonn I, but is also derived from nouns or 
adjectives. Cf. Yemenite stajaab 'he responded' fromjaawab 'answer'; starxa$ 
'he found something cheap', from raxii$ 'cheap'; sta>nas 'he had a good time', 
from winseh 'fun, good time'. Damascene is similar; e.g., statwal 'he considered 
something long' from !awiil 'long'. Moroccan prefixes st;J- before a CC- stem, or 
st- before a CV - stem; e.g., sttJxbtJr 'make inquiries', styall 'take use of'. Likewise 
Maltese: stagngeb 'he was amazed' from ghageb 'a marvel' or stkerrah 'he 
loathed' from ikrah 'ugly (sg. m.)'. 

The Quadriliteral Verb 
As in other Semitic languages, CA and MSA, the dialects have quadriliteral roots. 
There are four basic types, as illustrated by Yemenite Arabic: (1) 1234, qambar 
'he sat down'; (2) 1233, qardad 'it gnawed'; (3) 1232, (anwan 'he addressed (a 
letter),; and (4) 1212, rasras 'he sprayed'. Some derived quadriliterals have no 
base fonns; e.g., tsawra( 'he walked in the street', tgamba( 'he jumped for joy'. 
Maltese has five possible vowel patterns: qahqah 'he hacked', qarmee 'he 
crunched', temtem 'he stuttered', tertaq 'he shattered', and bixkel 'he cheated'. 
Passives/reflexives are fonned by prefixing t to the root; e.g., Damascene tariam 
'he translated' : ttariam 'it was translated'. 

The Weak Verb 
The Semitic languages have intricate morphophonemic rules for the conjugation 
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of the weak verb. Arabic dialects, like MSA, are not exceptions. There are irreg
ularities of the defective, hollow and doubled verbs which need not concern us 
here. The sedentary dialects have evolved differently from CA in that some dif
ferences have been neutralized; e.g., III-w> III-y verbs (so, too, in Hebrew and 
Syriac). The doubled (geminate) verbs have, due to Systemzwang, also merged 
with III-y roots. The other Semitic languages also merged doubled roots (e.g., 
Akkadian and Ethiopian) with the strong ones. 

The Passive 
n- and t- passives have already been mentioned. Let us tum to the various geo
graphical areas in which internal and external n, t passives occur. In Syro
Palestinian dialects, more than half of all Form VII verbs are passive in nature. 
Form VIII verbs are lexicalized and only 20 percent are passive. Internal passives 
are cited in the literature (e.g., tu4rab 'may you be hit' reported for Damascene 
by G. Bergstrasser), yet it remains unclear to what extent they are not the result of 
MSA influence in this region. Verbs in Forms V and I occur also with passive 
sense in all dialects. 

Many examples of Form VII passives can be cited for the Iraqi qtJltu dialects. 
There are also a few cases of Form VIII passive, but only a few examples of inter
nal passives: xal$tJt ltJ-fluus 'money was used up'. The Iraqi-area gtJltJt dialects use 
Forms VII and VIII extensively to mark the passive. There are also a few cases of 
an internal passive; e.g., xlu$et el-I)icaaya 'the story is finished'. 

Uzbeki and Afghan Arabic use Form VII for the passive and no cases of an in
ternal passive are attested with either. 

Forms VII and VIII are common in Egyptian Arabic. A few cases of the internal 
passive occur: xili$ - xulu$ 'it was finished', $uyur - #,yir 'it became small' and 
ximir - xumur 'it fermented' (Form I). 

Chadian Arabic uses Form VII for the passive. Internal passives also exist there; 
e.g., sirig 'it was stolen' (cf. Nigerian Arabic xalaa$ - xulu$ 'it finished'). It has 
probably also developed into an 1- type, documented also for the Egyptian cases 
and for Nigerian Arabic in which al- also shows up commonly for the more "nor
mal" t-: alkallam 'he spoke' and alqadda 'he had lunch'. There are also in Nige
rian Arabic, however, clear-cut cases of al- passives: alkar/as 'become wrinkled'. 
alkarSam 'wither (intr.), , and alkassar 'be broken'. 

Maghrebine sedentary dialects are divided into those that use n- and those that 
use t-. The latter prefix t- or tt- to Form I. This group includes Muslim and Jewish 
Tunisian, Susa and Takrouna and the large cities of Morocco. The n- dialects are 
those of Fez (J.), Tetwan, Tlem~en, Oran, Cherchell and Algiers. Finally, there 
are some dialects which normally use a combination of both n- and t-. Two such 
are Djidjelli and Maltese; cf. Maltese instab 'was found' from sab 'find'. Maltese 
also uses phrases with kien 'be' or sa/a> 'was reduced to the condition of', or even 
gie 'come' + passive participle, e.g., sa/a> maqtul 'he was killed'. 

There are a few documented cases of internal passives for the Maghrebine area: 
xlaq, yaxloq 'create', xluq, yuxluq 'be created'. A few verbs across the Maghreb 
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use an internal passive in ccaC: xlaq 'was born', ~waz 'become bent, twisted'. 
Fez (J.) also has xla>at 'she was born'. 

Algerian Hilali dialects have generally t- passives; however, n- occurs sporadi
cally. There are examples of an internal passive in Bou Saada, Mzaab, 'Ain Madi 
and Arbaa': ksur 'he went bankrupt'. 

Mauritanian Arabic shows a unique development which could be the result of 
Berber substratum (or result by analogy from the u of the imperfect). Although 
the productive passive marker with Form I is n-, there are some Form VIII pas
sives as well. However, with Forms II and III, including the unique s- causative 
stem (e.g., saJ:zmar 'make red'), there is an u- passive in the perfect as well as the 
imperfect. Thus (Form II) ubaxxar 'he was perfumed with incense', impf. 
yubaxxar, imp. ubaxxar, part. mubaxxar, and (Form III) gaabal 'he met' : ugaa
bal 'he was confronted with', and with quadriliterals: siikriif'he bound' : usiikriiJ 
'it was bound'; siigbiil 'he guided towards the south' : usiigbiil 'he was guided to
wards the south'. 

In the Arabian Peninsula, urban Hijazi and Yemenite use both t- and n-. The in
ternal passive is more frequent in bedouin(ized) dialects. Cf. sugii 'it was irrigat
ed'. Southern Arabian has VII and VIII; the internal passive was alive and well 
during C. de Landberg's fieldwork in Dathina and Hadramawt. According to C. 
Holes (1995), n- is now replacing the internal passive all over Oman; he observes 
that Forms I and II internal passives are still common and are a feature keeping 
them apart from Eastern Arabian while aligning them with Najdi (see below). 
Thus, e.g., kaan 'he was', vs. gi$$at 'was cut' (imperfect yigaal 'it is said'). 

The Northern Arabian dialects, including parts of Jordan, Syria and the Gulf, 
use both Form VII and the internal passive. Najdi and Qatari dialects are reported 
to use the internal passive more than the external one. According to P. Abboud 
(1964), there is even a difference in meaning between the two: inkisar means 'it 
got broken by some outside unspecified force', whereas ksir means 'it was broken 
by an outside agency known but not indicated'. For the derived stems in this area 
most verbs use t- or n-. 

Syntax 
Much of the syntax of Arabic dialects is similar to that of CA and MSA. The basic 
structures include nominal and verbal clauses which may be simple, compound or 
complex, but spontaneous speech may diverge from the fixed patterns yielding 
types such as cleft sentences and holophrases. We start with basic syntactic cate
gories - definiteness, concord and word order, followed by NP, VP sentence types 
and "deviant" structures. 

Definiteness 
Definiteness is a feature of the NP (see pp. 300-300). A noun may be indefinite 
or definite. The explicit marker of nominal definiteness is the definite article il-, 
el-, al- (the latter is typical of bedouin dialects) or 1-, which is prefixed to the de-
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fined noun. Definiteness is implied when a noun is bound, i.e., when a personal 
pronoun is suffixed to it, when it is the first noun in a construct state and its second 
noun is definite or is a proper noun. Free personal pronouns are also implicitly def
inite. 

The indefiniteness of a noun is usually unmarked. Some dialects, however, 
mark this state: in Moroccan dialects, e.g., the particle waJ:u;l el- (lit. 'one of the') 
is prefixed to the noun (see Fischer and Jastrow 1980: 88); in Iraqi Arabicfard, 
fadd (lit. 'single') has a similar role while Maltese wie1led (lit. 'one') marks in
definiteness. 

Residues of CA nunation are still used productively in some bedouin dialects 
(mainly in the Arabian Peninsula). The occurrence of this nunation is limited in 
its distribution to certain nominal phrase structures, mainly nominals + adjectives, 
where the nunation affects the first member of the phrase, i.e., the nouns or the ac
tive participles only. It also occurs in complex conjunctions such as yoornin rna 
'when' (e.g., Bahraini Arabic). In Najdi Arabic this -in denotes "one single but 
undefined member of a class whereas the absence of the marker means purely 'a 
member of the class in general'" (Ingham 1982: 53-54). 

Noun Phrases: Genitival Exponents 
In Arabic dialects the genitive is often indicated by the construct state between 
two nouns or by suffixing a bound pronoun to the noun. The definition of a con
struct is normally done by el- prefixed to the second noun, e.g., Jer. Ar. bint e/
rnalik 'the king's daughter'. A suffixed pronoun prevents the use of the definite 
article; e.g., Jer. Ar. beeti 'my house', $uurti 'my picture'. 

Most of the dialects developed analytical possessive particles from various 
nouns, which led to a functional distinction between the construct state and phras
es with the genitival exponent. Most dialects prefer the construct state with inher
ent possession of body and kinship members; e.g. Ca. ibn el-~arnrn 'cousin (m.)' 
or Jer. iir el-walad 'the boy's leg', and lexicalized compounds; e.g., Mor. rna 1-
ward 'rose water'. The more "external" or "temporary" possession is indicated by 
the genitival exponent. This is useful to: (1) control each noun for definiteness, 
emphasis, adding adjectives or a personal pronoun to the whole compound or any 
of its parts; (2) form genitival phrases with more than two words (the "default" in 
a construct state); and (3) use the construct state with words which have irregular 
syllabic structures often due to their foreign origin. These features increase the 
flexibility of the structure along with its distribution. Some dialects inflect the par
ticle for number and gender and make it agree with its head noun. 

The following list is illustrative of the diversity: 

Bag. Ar. rnaal « maa Ii- 'what to, what he has'); 
Mes. and Anatolia 8iil (lit. 'which to, what he has'), 8iila, 8ee/, 8eela, leel, lee, 

liit, laat; 
Syr. taba~ (lit. 'following' or metathesized form of *bata~), seet (lit. 'thing 

or), Syaat; 
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Pal. tabaC, btaaC, surl (lit. 'work of'); seet; siit; 
Negev bed. surl; 
Galilee bed.lJagg (lit. 'the right of'); 
Ca. bitaaC, bituuC; 
Eg. (except Ca.) ihniin (m.) ihniit (f.); 
Chad. hana (inflected hanay, hanaak, etc. ), hine( e); these also occur in Nig. Ar. 

besides hiil, hille; 
Sud. Ar. huul, hiil; 
Oman and Zanzibar haal; 
Mag. mtaaC ('the property of'), ntaaC, taaC, ddi, di, d, dyaal; 
Mal. ta>, tagh-, tiegh-. 

Noun Phrases: Nouns + Attributes 
Normally in Arabic dialects, nominal attributes (such as adjectives) follow theN
head. They are usually definite according with their N-head, cf.: beet kbiir 'a big 
house' vs. el-beet el-kbiir 'the big house' in Jerusalem Arabic. In some dialects 
(mainly Iraqi, Maltese, and Moroccan) either the noun or the attribute may be def
inite under certain conditions; e.g., MoroccanjaamaC-l-kbiir 'the great Mosque' 
(lit. 'mosque the great'), baab-l-jdiid 'the new gate' (lit. 'gate the new'). 

Demonstratives (deictics) show partly conditioned fluctuations between pre
and post-nominal position, as also in MSA. When in attributive role the demon
strative normally precedes the (definite) head noun. However, when the head 
noun itself is a construct or includes a bound pronoun suffix, the demonstrative 
follows the NP. 

Mainly in Syro-Palestinian, Tunisian and Moroccan dialects (with apparently 
ex-bedouin origins) there is a double demonstrative structure of the pattern ha( d) 
+ definite NP + haaaa 'this + def. NP + this'. The first part is often short (e.g., 
ha-) and seems to have lost much of its deictic power so that the demonstrative 
meaning is supplied by the full form following the NP: 

Dam. Ar.l}al-banaat halwiin ktiir 'these girls are very pretty'; 
Yem. (North) Ar.lihaalia s-sabab 'for this reason'; 
Tun. Ar. ummi lkbiira haadi 'this grandmother of mine'; 
Mal. dawn it-tfal maltin 'these (pI. dem.) children are Maltese'; 
Ca. xalla 1-lJ,ayyi-dafarlJaan 'he left this person happy'; 
Mor. Ar. had-ar-raiel; also: had-ar-raajel-haada 'this man'; 
Gal. bed. Ar.fallet ha-l-cabed-haa~ 'she said: let this slave go free'. 

Word Order 
Unlike CA and MSA a frequent and unmarked (i.e., unstressed) word order in 
sentences in Arabic dialects is subject-predicate for both nominal and verbal 
clauses, though also VS and V(S)O are also frequent. Since normally the number 
and/or gender of a V(P) are morphologically marked, its referent subject can be 
understood from the context (unless first mentioned). If not at the head, the verb 
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seems to prefer the second place in a clause after a subject or an adverb, e.g.: 

Subject-Predicate 

Ca. wu di )abrW (lit. 'and this jug') 'and this is a water jug'; 
Druze (Gal.) turkiyya nkasrat 'Turkey has been defeated'; 
Dam. Ar. )anajibt-al-kutub 'I brought the books'; 
Mor. Ar. wal-caadaat al-ca$riyya dyall-mdina saki axor 'and the modern urban 

habits are different'; 
Mal. il-Maltin jistudjaw hafna l-ingliz 'the Maltese study English a lot'. 

Verb-( Predicate)-Subject 

Ca. bassi-karr-rii/:t kuwayyis 'but there was a good wind'; 
Dam. Ar. )ali )axxeen kbaar tneen 'I have two big brothers'; 
Aleppine Ar. xal$et el-/:tafle hayye 'this feast ended'; 
Arabian Ar. rnaa fiih xu~ratin hal/:teel 'there is not much grass'; 
Yem. Ar.lagyuu aaak im-6iib 'they met this wolf'; 
Lib. (Eastern) Ar. naadir yaakilfil-Ia/:tam 'he rarely eats meat'; 
Mal. [hobb 'I-Alia 'he loves God'. 

An interesting inversion type exists in, e.g., Cairene, Jerusalem and Moroccan 
dialects: )abel huu rna yisrab 'before he drinks' for )abel-ma, where the subject 
precedes rna of the subordinate particle instead of following it. Similarly, in Dam
ascene Iaazem tkammiu )ana lli /:ttaramt menno 'you must finish what I have been 
hindered from', the subject pronoun precedes its subordinate relative clause 
particle. 

Agreement (Concord) Rules 
As in CA, an adjective agrees with its head noun in definiteness, gender and num
ber and a verb agrees with its subject in number and gender. A non-human head 
noun governs a sg. f. form; e.g., Mor. Ar. msat )iyyaam ujat )iyyaam 'days went 
(sg. f.) and days came (sg. f.)', Mal. sitt bajdiet moq/ija 'six fried (sg. f.) eggs' . 

Dialects which do not distinguish gender in the plural of verbs and adjectives 
may deviate from the above "general Arabic"; e.g. Ca. banaat il-beet il-/:tilwiin 
'the beautiful girls of the family'; Lib. Ar. binaat ikbaarl kibiiraat 'big girls'. Un
like CA, "real dual" nouns do not govern dual agreement in the dialects but rather 
the pI. and sg. f. for pseudo-duals; e.g., Ca. biteen kubaar 'two big houses' vs. 
ideen tiwiila 'long hand, arms'. 

In Arabic dialects the real-life number category often overrules the formal 
rules, not only when the noun is animate: 

Ca.fareen mi$a/:tbiin bact! '(there were) two mice (who) were friends (pI. m.)'; 
Gal. bed. Ar. buu mic za Ii insargan 'there are goats of mine which were stolen 
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(pI. f.)'; 
Arabian Ar. alkanabah wa assariir aljudud 'the new (pI. m.) sofa and bed'; 
Mor. Ar. utCJlbs J:zwaii mzyanin nqiyin 'and she wears good, clean (pI. m.) 

clothes'; 
Mal. dawn huma I-flus Ii bihom nallast il-naddiem 'this (pI. m.) is the money 

with which (pI. m.) I paid the worker' . 

Negation 
Verb negation is usually marked by mara) in both Eastern and Western dialects, 
but muu-b is typical of many Arabian bedouin dialects. muu or mii negates nomi
nal members in Syrian as well as many bedouin dialects and moo in Mesopotami
an and Anatolian. Often s « say> 'thing') is suffixed to the negating particle 
yielding, e.g., mus, mil Compare: 

Ca. mus ilwalad 'not the boy'; 
Dam. >CJntu muu wlaad 'you are not children'; 
Mes. qaal manajooCaan 'he said, I am not hungry'; 
moo ydrab 'he does not drink'; 
Mor. maafiiha (+ s) baas 'there is nothing wrong in it'; 
Mal. hi m'hix - m'hijiex marida 'she is not ill'. 

Negation of the imperative (= inhibition) or two coordinated nouns uses maa 
and in some dialects laa. Thus Ca. rna txaaf! rna yi>darSl yi4J:zak Calayya 'don't 
worry! he can't get the better of me'; Dam. Ar. rna bCJstCJyni cannak wCJla bxalliik 
truuJ:z 'I can't do without you and I won't let you go'; Mor. laa truuJ:z 'don't go!'. 

laa is also the absolute negation particle which in some Eastern dialects 
(Cairene, Jerusalem, Galilean and Syro-Lebanese) is often lengthened into la>(>a) 
or laC(Ca) (Yem.). Demonstrating diversity here is the Yemenite case in which 
'no' can be la>, laC, laas, lawm, loom(i) , da(wY, duwwayy, mae, ma>, ma>h, 
maasii, maa>lah,lees, lays, >aba>, >abe>. 

Interrogation 
The two main types are sentence (yes-no) and pronominal (wh-) questions. For 
confirmation only a few Arabic dialects use an interrogative at the head of the sen
tence; e.g., Ca. huww-anti za(laana? 'are you (sg. f.) angry?'; in Moroccan there 
are was, yak; e.g., yak-ana qult-lkum >intu ta-taklu (en-diyalkum? 'didn't I tell 
you you were eating on your own?'. In Cairene and Libyan Arabic s, si or su may 
be suffixed to the end of a sentence for interrogation of yes-no questions; e.g., 
candaksi sagaayir? 'have you any cigarettes?'. 

Interrogative particles usually come sentence initially: 

Dam. sloon bCJddak tba!!lo? 'how do you want to fire him?'; 
Yem. maalak maajiitan? 'why haven't you come?'; 
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Mor. skun l-qlb bla hmm? 'who is the Untroubled Heart?'; 
Mal.liema ktieb? 'which book?' 

In Egyptian and Sudanese these particles take their place within the clause in 
the normal word order: 

Ca. bifiCmil eeh? 
(lit. 'you are doing what?') 
'What are you doing?'; 
rna byistaraluus leeh? 
(lit. 'they aren't working why?') 
'Why aren't they working?'; 
Sud. Ar. caawza naJ:zat/4ir sinu? 
(lit. 'you (sg. f.) want me to prepare what?') 
'What would you like me to prepare?' 

The Use of Copulas 
Usually independent pronouns of the 3rd person (sg./pl., m./f.) serve as copulas 
indicating the present both in nominal and verbal clauses, or are the base for the 
copulas. In most dialects nominal copulas come between subject and predicate; 
e.g., Dam. haada huwwe zzalame 'this is the man'; Mal.l'Italia hi art sabiha 'It
aly is a beautiful land' . 

In the qaltu dialects as well as Uzbekistan a special post-positional copula de
veloped; e.g., Bag. kalebna kelleS zeen yaanu 'our dog is very nice'(copula: 
yaanu); Anat. haada meSti-we 'this is my comb' (copula: we); naayme-ye 'she's 
asleep' (copula: ye); hawya lranam m;m haak albayt-an 'these sheep are from that 
house'(copula: an). This ye in Nigerian is an intensifier which follows indepen
dent pronouns: humma-ye 'they themselves'. 

Possessive Clauses ("Have") 
Unlike some non-Semitic languages, Arabic (including both written and collo
quial) uses a prepositional phrase structure to indicate possession which else
where is expressed by a verb such as "have." 

The phrase is based on inflected prepositions such as C ind-, maC a- or ) il- which 
may be translated into English by 'by, with, to (someone)', respectively (but are 
perhaps more similar to the structure in Russian). 

Word order in such sentences usually requires that this phrase should pr~ede 
the subject: 

Jer. Ar. )ili waladeen ubint 'I have two children (boys) and a girl (daughter)'; 
C indi talat ruraf'I have three rooms'; 
Ca. <andak tiffaaJ:z, min/at/1ak? 'Have you any apples, please?' 
Mor. Ar. cnduflus bzzaf'he has a lot of money', 
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Since prepositions do not carry temporal meanings, the verb kaan 'be' is used 
as an auxiliary to indicate possession in the past or the future, as in other cases of 
prepositional phrases in Arabic. Thus, e.g.: Yem. Ar. kaan ma( na ba!1aariyya 'we 
had a battery'; Mor. Ar. kaan mrraj/:la (ndu wa/:ld-l-bqra (lit. 'it was once, Juha 
has a cow') 'once Juha had a cow'. 

Verb Phrases: Tenses, Moods, Aspects 
Three important syntactic categories of the verb are tenses, aspects and moods. 
The perfect refers to a completed action which usually occurred in the past (pret
erite). The imperfect is an action which is nonpast or not yet completed. But the 
perfect is used also in conditionals or optatives without necessarily referring to 
time, and the imperfect can appear in narrating past events. In Jerusalem and 
Syrian dialect the negation particle + imperfect with an additional stress on the 
verb denotes the jussive; e.g., rna tuktub 'well, write then!' . 

Aspects are mainly the indicative and subjunctive. The latter is unmarked mor
phologically, while the former is marked by prefixes (cf. p. 291). The indicative 
prefix occurs mainly in sedentary dialects, while bedouin ones hardly use it. 
Though some exceptions occur (e.g., the Negev), this may be considered a highly 
characterizing syntactic feature for the bedouin/sedentary dichotomy. 

As the imperfect indicates an aspect rather than a tense, some dialects have de
veloped time particles. For the future these are: raa/:l, raayi/:l, /:la- « 'going') in 
Cairene and Syro-Palestinian dialects, di-, d- in Iraqi, b, bba-, bbi-, yabi- « 
'want') (and its inflection) in some Arabian, Yemenite and Libyan dialects, and 
ra, radi « 'going') in Moroccan, while (am-, (amrnaal « 'working') in the 
Syrian-Lebanese--Palestinian area and taw « 'immediately') in the Maghreb de
note the present progressive. 

Other verb aspects are expressed by an auxiliary followed by the (semantically) 
main verb. Tense differences between the auxiliaries and the main verb affect 
structural meaning. The lexical meaning of the auxiliary gives the phrase its pre
cise aspectual role: 

Ca. yimkin /:la-y/:libb'i yiigi ysuufna 
(lit. '(sg. 3m.) possible future particle will-want (sg. 3m.) will-come (sg. 3m.) 

will-see-us (sg. 3m.)') 
'Maybe he will wish to come to see us'; 
yi?har kaan yi( uuz yiruu/:l yaakul 
(lit. 'seems (sg. 3m.) was (sg. 3m.) will-want (sg. 3m.) will-go (sg. 3m.) will-

eat (sg. 3m.)') 
'It seems that he wanted to go to eat'; 
Dam. xalliina ne>( od ma( ak 
(lit. 'let (sg. 2m.) us will-sit (pI. 1) with-you (sg. 2m.)') 
'Let us sit with you'; 
beddi /:le!1ek tet( aUami lexyaata 
(lit., 'wish-my will-put (sg. 1) you (sg. 2f.) will-learn (sg. 2f.) the-sewing') 
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(lit. 'will become (pI. 3m.) will pull (pI. 3m.) with-the-string') 
'They start pulling the string'; 
Ara. hiyya gaa C da tif< ab 
(lit. 'she sitting (sg. f.) will-play (sg. 3f.') 
'She is playing'; 
Lib. tibbi tixrij 
(lit. 'will want (sg. 3f.) will-go-out (sg. 3f.)') 
'She wants to leave'; 
Mal. kant - qed naqra l-gazzetta xhin wasal 
(lit., 'was (sg. 1) (or: particle) will-read (sg. 1) the-paper when arrived (sg. 

3m.)') 
'I was reading the paper when he arrived'. 

Reference to the present is complex, due to the partial overlap between the ac
tive participle and the imperfect. In, e.g., Syro-Lebanese and Egyptian bedouin 
and sedentary dialects, the active participle refers to the present in verbs of mo
tion, spatial location and senses, while in other verbs the participle may indicate 
resultative, perfective, static or progressive. 

The imperative is used for commands. A pre-imperative prefix de is used in the 
Mesopotamian dialects; e.g., detnaawal !areeqek 'get off (on) your way'. The 
"imperative of narration" is frequent in bedouin dialects, as well as in some sed
entary ones (according to Piamenta), and appears in various narrative genres in
stead ofthe perfect; e.g.,falleellamma lkull rawwa~, gum yaa xaa!ah, wuugd an
naar 'at night, when everyone had gone home, his uncle got up, kindled the fire 
... ' (Blanc 1970). 

Verb Phrases: Transitivity and the Active and Passive Voice 
Though the rate of use of the passive is much lower in Arabic dialects than in MSA 
(or English), transitivity is a basic syntactic feature of verbs with semantic as well 
as morphological implications. Active-passive transformations are possible with 
transitive verbs. Passive sentences in the dialects can be classified into two 
groups: (1) transformations of active agentive sentences, and (2) agentiess sen
tences, or rather sentences where the agent is unspecified due to its being unim
portant or unknown. 

Transitivity is normally expressed in the presence of a "direct" object. In 
Mesopotamian q(}ltu dialects, however, as well as in the Syro-Palestinian area and 
Maltese, under certain conditions, a pronoun suffixed to the verb form "antici
pates" the direct object (and makes it "indirect"); e.g., Baghdadi Jewish Arabic 
hezzu lyaasak 'shake your head'. A related phenomenon is found in Libyan Ara
bic: under certain conditions only an object marked by fii is allowed - saayfa 
isakkar f il-baab 'I saw him closing the door'. 
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Topicality and Cleft Sentences 
Certain syntactic members may be marked by movement to positions which are 
not their usual ones by, e.g., fronting. In addition to movement, other means of 
topicalization include use of relative clause structures and pronouns; e.g., Arabian 
zamiilak huwwa alii kaan hina 'your colleague, he was the one who was here' or 
the copula in, e.g., Arabian haada huwwa alwalad azzaki 'this is the smart boy'. 
In all likelihood, the most frequently occurring type of structure is based on a sim
ple or complex fronted member later referred to by a bound pronoun: 

Egyptian waal;tid (andina insara> minnu gamuusa 
'One of us, a buffalo was stolen from him '; 
Arabian >a~-~abr, >al-I;tayaah ti(allimuh /i-nnaas 
'Patience, life teaches it to people'; 
illi ja sifita 
'He who came, I saw him '; 
Maltese l-ghonja ghandhom ighniu 11aqr 
'The rich, (they) must help the poor'. 

Holophrases and Formulas 
Holophrases ("minor sentences") carry full information value (including whole 
intonation contours) of sentences, though they do not have the conventional 
SV(O) structure. Ever since CA, many such structures have been used as greet
ings and expressions of anger, hope, surprise, admiration, etc. Many of these "for
mulas" express religious awareness by allusions to or by explicit mention of the 
name of Allah. Syntactically, "formulas" may take the form of phrases, subordi
nate clauses or whole sentences. Their function in the communicative act is often 
not related to their literal meanings. Their exact phrasing and meaning often de
pend on the dialect; e.g.: ~baal;tk (lit. 'your morning') 'good morning' in Maghre
bine and Yemenite dialects, while in Muslim Baghdadi one may salute alia bil
xeer (lit. 'God with goodness') 'may God (bless your day) with goodness'. East
ern dialects have maa saa >alla 'it's God's will' while Maghrebine dialects ex
press this notion by tsbaark alia 'blessed (is) God'. In the Eastern dialects baarak 
allaahufiik is used when thanking, whereas in the Maghreb it is used for entreat
ing. Taking refuge in God by Eastern daxiil > a!!a when entreating someone is not 
common in Egypt or further west; insteadfi (an/, alia is used. A bedouin invoking 
God when thanking the host for a meal may say a!!a yxallif 'may God recompen
sate' while a non-bedouin would say a!!a yixlif. In Iraq and Sudan one conjures 
(aleek a!!a 'by God (do/don't do something), , while in other Eastern dialects one 
says just ba!!a or ba!!a (aleek. yiftal;t alia is an expression of negation in the East
ern dialects, while it connotes 'please!' in Algerian. In the East il-barake 'the 
blessing' is a prophylactic expression, whereas it means 'enough' in Moroccan. 

Major Clause Types 
Clause types are (probably) predominantly the same in all Arabic dialects, and 
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similar to CA structures. Differences among dialects may appear in use of subor
dinating particles, in relative frequency of certain patterns and in a few innova
tions. 

Relative Clauses 
Relative clauses are governed by a subordinating particle if the antecedent noun 
is definite or by null particle if the antecedent is indefinite, e.g.: Ca. huwwa raagi! 
yistal)aYY ittarYiya 'he is a man who deserves promotion'; huwwa-rraagil illi yis
tal)aYY ittarYiya 'he is the man who deserves promotion'. More than in CA and 
MSA, relative clauses in the dialects are often governed by the syntactic subordi
nating particle even when the antecedent noun is indefinite. Thus, e.g., bed. Gal. 
yijiik yoom elli td' uuzo 'a day will come that you need him'. 

Object Clauses 
The particle Y an which introduces complement clauses (subjunctive object claus
es) in CA, is practically lost in the Arabic dialects, probably due to the loss of the 
distinction between the imperfect conjugations of the subjunctive, the jussive and 
the indicative. Compare, e.g. Arabian Y uxti alkibiira til)ubb tizuurna 'my elder sis
ter likes to visit us'. (Cf. p. 304 for more examples.) 

Reflexes oPinna, i.e., Yenno, Yinno 'that, (object particle)' function in the East
ern dialects and reflexes of as 'what' and illi 'that which', in the Maghrebine dia
lects; e.g., bain, bin, bas, belli, with Ii in Maltese. Moroccan Muslim dialects tend 
to use asyndetic clauses when possible, while Jewish dialects there prefer the syn
detic patterns. In Moroccan, bas is typical of Jewish dialects, while b( a)in is Mus
lim. In all Arabic dialects asyndetic object clauses appear at least (1) when the 
governing verb is an auxiliary requiring the subjunctive mood; (2) when the ob
ject clause is a transformed question, or (3) when it is transformed "indirect 
speech." The following examples demonstrate some of the wealth involved: 

Ca. simi't inn! 'ali (l)a )yiw~al bukra 
'I hear(d) that 'Ali is arriving tomorrow'; 
Yinta mitYakkid innak mus 'awzu(h)? 
'Are you sure you don't want it?'; 
Ara. hiyya gaalat inn aljaww baarid 
'She said that the weather is cold (it is cold)'; 
Mor. Ar. rna 'raJ bas mat 
'he did not know that he (had) died'; 
qalo Ii bain railek bayi idiuwui 'alik 
'They told me that your husband wants to marry another woman'. 

Circumstantial Clauses 
Circumstantial syndetic and asyndetic clauses differ. In the latter, the circumstan
tial member is an imperfect following the main verb. The syndetic pattern, how
ever, is [w + clause] (with the predicate often in the present participle) following 
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the main clause. Cf. Ara. annaas xaraju yitfassabu 'the men went out picnicking'; 
Ca. >abilna $aalibf-issikka w-ibna mrawwabiin 'we met Saalih in the street as we 
were going home'. 

A new structure in many Arabic dialects is the "inverted" circumstantial clause 
where a syndetic circumstantial clause precedes the main clause. Dam. Ar. w-ana 
raazec, ztamaCt bPabuu nabiil 'as I was going back, I met Abu Nabil'; bed. 
(Gal.) Ar. uhu gaaCad Cal-bajar,ja calee d-dubb 'as he was sitting on the stone, 
the bear came unto him'; Mal. hu u jitkellem inhanaq fdqqa 'while (he was) 
speaking he suddenly grew hoarse'. 

Conditional Clauses 
Conditional clauses in MSA and the dialects use the finite verb without necessar
ily referring to time. But unlike CA, they may freely use the imperative. Asyndetic 
conditions also exist in the dialects, often in double conditions. Conditional parti
cles include iza, ila, in, but many dialects developed particles from kaan 'be' in a 
fossilized perfect or imperfect form, at times combined with another lexical ele
ment. Combinations of particles + verb yield real or hypothetical conditions (with 
particles such as law) in the past, present or future. Also non-verbal conditions oc
cur, e.g.: 

Ara. 100 C indana fisag, caan gaan#in 
'If we had cartridges, (we) would be away hunting'; 
Dam. Ar. >en cazabek ha-s-sarf bteii taani yoom 
'If this condition suits you, you will come tomorrow'; 
Ca. >iza (>in/lawJ kunti rubt imbaarib, kunt iddetlak ilfiluus 
'If you had gone yesterday, I would have given you the money'; 
Mor. ila caanu waldihaf-xeer caleehum, tsCabbi cil-si 
'If her parents were well to do, she would bring everything'; 
Mal. Ii ghidtli Ii tixtieq tigi, kont nistiednek 
'If you told me that you wished to come, I would have invited you'. 

Lexicon 
More than phonological, morphological or syntactic differences, it is in the lexi
con that some of the major discrepancies among Arabic dialects can most easily 
be spotted. One can predict a Mauritanian, Moroccan, Algerian or Tunisian back
ground by atay or the like for 'tea', whereas elsewhere 'tea' is usually saahi, saay, 
or caay. Similarly, Maghrebine dialects use ball 'he opened', for fatab occurring 
in Eastern dialects. Lexicon also marks the sedentary/bedouin dichotomy and 
other communal dialects. The following tables illustrate some major types of lex
ical variation among the Eastern and Western dialects. 
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Addenda and Corrigenda (with thanks to W. Heinrichs) 

p. 265, 1.19: Read Syro-Lebanese for Lebanese. p. 266, 1.20: Read: usually 
becomes g; 1.24: Read: pronouns and the plural verb. p. 275, 1.21: Read: 
reflex of the ~aa' and ejaad; II. 25-6: Read: ( ... voiced in some older Arabic 
dialects.); 1.31: Read: even ~ . p. 278, rules 1-6: Read [ ] after -+ (not / /); in 
rules 5 and 6, read [A] in 3rd and [AA] in 2nd environments. p. 282, 1.1: 
Read: ibn >; 1.19: Read: Forms IV-X. p. 283, 1.15: Read: tends to retain the 
n-. p. 284,1.6: Read: p. 299. p. 285, II. 1-2: Read: s (no dots); stufrin 'yellow'; 
1.3 up: Read: + (C)(a)sar 'teen'. p. 296,1.3: Read: kasar 'he broke'. p. 298, 1.19 
up: Read: e.g. ga~~at 'she cut' vs. gi~~at 'was cut'. p. 304, 1.14: Read: Moods 
for Aspects. 



15 Modern Hebrew 

Ruth A. Berman 

The term "Modem Hebrew" is applied to two different time-spans. Both postdate 
Medieval Hebrew, which followed the ancient Hebrew of the Biblical and Mish
naic periods (see p. 145, Chapter 9), and both refer to a special kind of linguistic 
revival (Blau 1981). In one sense, Modem Hebrew arose in the late eighteenth 
century, first in Central and later in Eastern Europe. The main innovators in this 
development were Jewish writers and intellectuals associated with the Haskala 
(Enlightenment) movement who advocated the use of ancient Hebrew in literary 
and publicist writings. Their motivation was a renaissance of Jewish culture, for 
which they favored the ancient language of classical Hebrew over the parochial 
Yiddish vernacular, and their efforts were critical for the emergence of contempo
rary Hebrew writing and culture (Harshav 1990). They set the modernist back
ground for the rich literature, both original and in translation, which flourished in 
Hebrew in the 1900s, and provided the basis for the creation of Hebrew-language 
schools and a Hebrew-language press. 

In another sense, the direct antecedents of Modem Hebrew date to its revival as 
a spoken language, starting some hundred years later, in the late nineteenth centu
ry. This development was motivated by the Zionist movement for national reset
tlement of Jews in the area which became established as the State of Israel in 1948 
(Cooper 1983, Fellman 1973, Morag 1988: 3-127). The motivation for this 
unique sociolinguistic development was nationalist. Hebrew constituted a focal 
point of commonality between the different sectors of the Jewish population in 
Palestine: devout Jews scattered around the Holy Land, pioneers of Zionist immi
gration (mainly from Eastern Europe) from the late nineteenth century, and large 
influxes of Jewish refugees from Europe and the Middle East before and after 
World War II and in the early years of Israeli statehood. Recognized in 1922 as 
one of the three official languages of the British Mandate in Palestine (with 
English and Arabic), Hebrew has come to serve all the functions of a language 
identified with a given politico-geographical entity in modem times. 

The present chapter deals with this latter version of "Modem Hebrew," a lan
guage which serves some five million Israelis in their everyday spoken inter
course, for official purposes in government, law, and formal education, and as the 
medium of literature, drama, the press, and other media. As such, Israeli Hebrew 
is like any other contemporary language with a documented history, since it is the 
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first and major, if not only, language of its native speakers, and it has both spoken 
and written versions. But Modem Hebrew has unique underpinnings, due to the 
fact that Hebrew did not function in this manner for a period of some 1,700 years. 
From around 200 CE, Hebrew no longer served as the sole or even major means of 
communication in any speech community. Jews continued to use Hebrew for var
ious purposes, largely liturgical and ritual, but Hebrew was no longer their mother 
tongue, and it thus had no monolingual speakers. Until the late nineteenth century, 
Hebrew served in conjunction with local vernaculars (Aramaic and subsequently 
Arabic in Palestine), or together with the Jewish languages that evolved in the Di
aspora, like Judeo-Arabic, Ladino (Judeo-Spanish), and Yiddish (Judeo
German). 

This lack of continuity in the evolution of spoken Hebrew has affected its de
velopment in both structural and sociolinguistic terms. Contemporary Hebrew de
rives from mUltiple sources of variation. It incorporates concurrent use of 
linguistic forms deriving from different periods in the history of the language 
(Bendavid 1967, 1971, Rubinstein, 1980); conservative norms prescribed by the 
Hebrew language establishment together with rapidly changing colloquial usages 
(Ravid 1994, Schwarzwald 1981); and the impact of non-Semitic contact lan
guages - originally mainly Yiddish and Slavic, currently largely Western Euro
pean (Fisherman 1986, Wexler 1990). Yet Modem Hebrew shows almost no 
regional variation, since it is the language of a small country, characterized by a 
centralized system of government, education, and broadcasting media, and multi
ple points of contact between different sectors of the popUlation. 

Israeli Hebrew usage ranges from the normativist requirements stipulated by 
such institutions as the Hebrew Language Academy (established by law in 1954, 
based on the prestate Language Committee) to substandard, nonliterate varieties. 
Between these two extremes lie "standard" forms of usage, the language of edu
cated, native-born Israelis who are literate but nonspecialist speakers and writers 
(Berman 1987a). This is the variety described in the present chapter. Forms which 
are labeled as "non-normative" may be so widespread that they have become part 
of a new standard, and they are noted here as such. Forms termed here "sub
standard" characterize the usage of less literate speakers: immigrants for whom 
Hebrew is a second or foreign language, native-born Israelis with a lower level of 
education, and preschool children from standard-speaking backgrounds. In pro
nunciation, the variety of Modem Hebrew described here is similar to what Blanc 
(1964) described as "General Israeli," with occasional mention of an "Arabicized 
Israeli" pronunciation used by people of Near Eastern background. 

Phonology 
The phonemic inventory of General Israeli Hebrew reflects the mixed linguistic 
origins of its speakers at the tum of the century. The consonants are in general sim
ilar to those used by Jews of Ashkenazi (Central and Eastern European) extrac
tion, whereas the vowel system was in the main adapted from the Sephardi reading 
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pronunciation of speakers of Arabic/Judezmo background. As a result, many dis
tinctions attested to in earlier periods and in other ethnic traditions, such as the 
Yemenite, are neutralized in mainstream Israeli Hebrew. 

Vowels 
The five vowels are close to cardinal vowels in pronunciation: i, e, a, 0, u. There 
is no phonetic contrast between long and short (or tense versus lax) vowels in 
Modem Hebrew, although in some environments speakers may distinguish be
tween two versions of e, the usual short e represented by the diacritic "segol" com
pared with the offglided ey represented by "tsere" (e.g., the free form of the 
singular noun more 'teacher' versus the bound form of the plural morey 'teachers
of'). The historical schwa mobile usually results from phonological rules of eli
sion (e.g., before a stressed suffix) or insertion (e.g., between two homotopic 
word-initial consonants), and is pronounced like the front vowel e, sometimes 
even raised to i by younger speakers. There are three diphthongs, uy, oy, ay, cre
ated by a nonfront vowel followed by a front offglide, only in word-final position, 
e.g. kanuy 'bought', goy 'gentile', elay 'to-me'. 

Consonants 
The consonantal inventory of 'General Israeli' is shown below. The r phoneme is 
pronounced in two ways: a normative front rolled r is used in the theater, broad
casting, and in some varieties of Arabicized Hebrew, while the uvular version is 
typical of standard Israeli speech. 

P 
b 
f 

t 

d 
s 

v z 
c 

m n 

k 
g 
x 

r------r 

y 

h 

As shown, the major dialect of Modem Hebrew does not include two typically 
Semitic sets of elements: the historical pharyngeals, IJ, and ( have been neutralized 
to velar x and to glottal stop or zero respectively, and they are pronounced dis
tinctly only in Arabicized Hebrew; and the historical emphatics, q, I, $, are pro
nounced as k, t, c respectively. The consonants listed also reflect several 
asymmetries. Only three of the six stop consonants, p, b, k, have fricative counter
parts today, while the voiceless fricatives s, x and the voiceless affricate clack 
voiced counterparts. The class of affricates has been extended to accommodate 
loanwords, including c as in Arabic Cizbat 'tale', Italian ciao, English chips; and 
g as in Yiddish nidies or English (plus Russian) jobnik. 
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The orthography of Modem Hebrew uses the same twenty-two consonant let
ters as Biblical Hebrew (from the Phoenician alphabet). Vowels are indicated 
only in special contexts such as the Bible, poetry, and learners' texts, by means of 
the diacritic marks established in the Tiberian system around the ninth century. In 
contrast, the phonemic system of Modem Hebrew involves numerous levelings of 
historical distinctions. For example, historical>, c, h are often not pronounced, ex
cept in Arabicized Hebrew. They are never realized in word-final position, > and 
C are rare in word-initial position, where h occurs only in careful speech, and all 
three are pronounced as a glottal stop, if at all, in word-medial position. The same 
sound [v] is used for both the spirantized version of b and the historical glide w; 
[x] is used for both the spirantized version of the velar stop k and the historical 
pharyngeallJ,; and [k] for both the velar stop k and the historical emphatic q. 

This reduction of historical alternations has led to considerable morphophono
logical opacity and variability in environments that are phonetically unmotivated 
(Berman 1985, Ravid 1994, Schwarzwald 1981). For example, the same surface 
form [arim] represents orthographic >rym 'I will pick up'; hrym = har 'mountain' 
in the plural; and also C rym = ir 'city' in the plural. And the single surface phonetic 
string [kara] is a past tense 3rd person masculine verb form which stands for five 
different lexemes qrh = 'happened', qr> = 'read', qrC = 'tore', kry = 'mined', and 
krc = 'knelt'. But the historical alternations neutralized in the past tense verb kara 
are manifested in other words derived from the same roots; compare, for example, 
the infinitives /i-kro 'to-read', /i-kr6a 'to-tear', /i-xr6a 'to-kneel', and the nouns 
mikre 'happening', mikra 'scripture', mixre 'a mine' . 

Morpbopbonology 
Three issues deriving from such neutralizations of historically distinct segments 
and processes are noted here: vowel lowering, vowel reduction, and spirantiza
tion. In the first case, the environments which require vowels to be lowered to a 
are often opaque, and speakers tend to extend the process to noncanonic contexts. 
For example, the infinitive forms of> -initial verbs in the qal verb pattern are ren
dered as la>aroz 'to-pack', la>atom 'to-seal' for normative le>eroz, le>etom (cf. c_ 
initial lac azov 'to-leave'), and the feminine of x-final verbs yield somaxat 'to re
ly', oraxat-din 'woman-lawyer' for normative somexet, orexet (cf.lJ-finallokaxat 
'takes'). Such processes are widespread, but do not apply across the board, since 
some words, for reasons of transparency or high frequency, retain their historical
ly normative forms (e.g., Ie> exol 'to-eat' with initial>, holexet 'goes' with stem
final x). 

Second, stem-penultimate nonhigh vowels are reduced in nouns and adjectives 
before stressed suffixes, only in syllables which were historically open, e.g., gadol 
'big'/feminine gdola, nicaxon 'victory'/plural nicxonot, matos 'airplane'/plural 
mtosim. This is blocked by historical medial geminates, e.g., gamad and gamadim 
'dwarf/s' , ganav and ganavim 'thief/ves'. In such cases, speakers have no phono
logical basis for deciding when to apply vowel reduction (Berman 1985: 260-
263). In word-initial position, in contrast, vowel reduction varies between a 
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schwa-like vowel or zero on phonetic grounds: with two initial consonants which 
are homotopic or homorganic, a schwa-like element is retained, as normatively re
quired, but when the two consonants are phonetically dissimilar, they are pro
nounced as a cluster. (Compare metixa 'stretching', betixut 'safety', where a 
schwa-like element blocks consonant clustering, with smira 'guarding', krPut 
'readability'.) Modem Hebrew thus differs from its historical antecedents in al
lowing initial consonant clusters. Final clusters, in contrast, are still prohibited, 
except with the 2nd person feminine suffix -t on verbs, e.g. samart 'guarded 2f.', 
mataxt 'stretched 2f.'. Elsewhere, they occur only in foreign loanwords, and are 
constrained by phonetic dissimilarity (e.g., test versusfilim 'film'). 

The third issue, spirantization or lenition, has received considerable attention in 
studies of Modem Hebrew. Current Hebrew has three stop-spirant alternations: p 
- f, b - v, k - x. The rules governing these alternations are generally opaque today, 
for the reasons noted earlier. For instance, intervocalic spirantization was histori
cally blocked by geminate medial consonants, as in the verb saval 'suffered' ver
sus the noun sabal 'porter', or the verb safar 'counted' versus siper 'told'. These 
distinctions are not phonetically motivated today. Hence speakers who use the 
normative form Ii-sbor 'to break', nisbar 'got-broken', with a medial stop b in syl
lable-initial position, may produce either normative savur or substandard sabur 
for 'broken', sawir-ti or non-normative sabar-ti for 'broke sg. 1 = I broke'. In the 
opposite direction, speakers may spirantize when not required, yielding substan
dard forms likexiMsti 'washed-sg. l' (cf.le-xabes 'to-wash'),xase oti 'cover me' 
(cf. le-xasot 'to-cover') in place of required kibtisti, kase oti. Overextension of 
spirantization also occurs in infinitives of verbs in the qal pattern, e.g., forms like 
Ii-tfor 'to sew', Ii-gvor 'to increase' commonly replace required Ii-tpor, Ii-gbor 
(cf. Ii-sbor 'to break'). Here the reason is the phonetic pull to dissimilation, where 
a root-initial stop tends to elicit a following spirant, counteracting the classical 
blocking of syllable-initial spirants. 

Stress 
Word-stress follows the Sephardi reading tradition and is typically on the final 
syllable (called milraC ). Exceptions to this generalization are indicated through
out this chapter by an acute accent on the vowel of a nonfinal stressed syllable. As 
in classical usage, penultimate stress applies to the "segolate" class of derivative 
nouns, e.g. Biblical melex 'king', Modem meser 'message', Mishnaic n6hag 'cus
tom', Modem n6hal 'procedure' and to unstressed past tense suffixes, which leave 
main stress on the stem-final syllable (e.g., tafar-ti 'sewed sg. 1', tafar-ta 'sewed 
sg. 2), which has been extended to the 2nd person plural suffix -tem to yield tafar
tem in place of normative tfar-tem, and so regularized the past tense paradigm. In 
contemporary casual usage, Ashkenazi-type penultimate stress is used in proper 
names and in children's games. Compare, for example, the plural noun rexov6t 
'streets' with the name of the city rex6vot (Rehoboth), the action-nominal sira 
'singing' with the girl's name sira (Shira), or the plural noun klafim 'cards' with 
the name of the children's game of kta/im; and the ordinals rison 'first', seni 'sec-
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ond', s/iSi 'third', etc. also get penultimate stress in children's counting out. Final
ly, loanwords often have nonfinal stress, e.g. projesor, moderni, or 
antepenultimate in words like universita, akademiya. 

Morphology 
Modern Hebrew has retained much of the inflectional morphology of its classical 
antecedents (see p. 318). In new-word formation, too (p. 320), all verbs and many 
nouns and adjectives are formed by the classically Semitic devices of consonantal 
roots plus associated affixal patterns. However, the system of grammatical forma
tives described below includes many levelings of earlier distinctions, as well as 
extensions to more analytical forms of expression. 

Pronouns 
Personal pronouns are marked for person, number, and gender. In the nominative, 
they occur as free forms, and elsewhere are suffixed to case marking or adverbial 
prepositionals. These suffixes take either a singular or plural form when attached 
to a bound prepositional stem, as shown in Table 15.1. The pronouns suffixed to 
sel 'of' are those used for singular nouns in Biblical and in Modern Hebrew, those 
used with al 'on' occur with plural nouns. 

Table IS.1 Personal pronouns 

1 
2m. 
f. 

3m. 
f. 

Nominative 
Singular Plural 

ani 
ata 
at 
hu 
hi 

anaxnu - arlU 
atem 
aten 
hem 
hen 

Genitive set 'of' 
Singular Plural 

sel-i 
sel-xa 
sel-ax 
sel-o 
sel-a 

sel-arlU 
sel-axem 
sel-axen 
sel-ahem 
sel-ahen 

Locative at • on' 
Singular Plural 

al-ay 
al-exa 
al-ayix 
al-av 
al- eha 

al-enu 
al-eyxem 
al-eyxen 
al-ehem 
al-ehen 

The basic prefixal prepositions typically take singUlar pronominal suffixes, e.g., 
dative Ii, lexa, lax 'to me, to you (m.), to you (f.)', and locative or instrumental 
bi, bexa, bax 'in/with me, you'. Several prepositions have suppletive stems before 
a pronominal suffix, e.g., accusative et takes forms like oti, otxa, otax 'me, you 
(m.), you (f.)', comitative im changes to bound iti, itxa, ito 'with me, with you'. 
There are also paradigm-internal alternations; for example, the comparative 
preposition, kmo 'like' has the bound forms kam6ni 'like me', kam6xa 'like you', 
and ablative mi(n) 'from' alternates between mimeni, mimxa, mimex, mimeno, 
mimena with singular pronouns and mimenu (or me>itanu), mikem, miken, me
hem, mehen in the plural. Paradigm regularization is common in colloquial usage, 
e.g., eclehem for eclam 'at them' (cf.lahem 'to them'), bisvilax, otex for bisvilex, 
otax 'for you, f.', 'you, acc. f.'. 
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Inflectional Morphology 
Verbs alternate across five categories of tense and mood, as shown below for mas
culine singular forms in three conjugations. 

Nonfinites Tensed 

Root Gloss Infinitive Imperative Participial Past Future 
g-m-r 'finish' li-gmor gmor gomer gamar yi-gmor 
s-p-r 'tell' le-saper saper me-saper siper ye-saper 
p-s-q 'stop' le-hafsik hafsek ma-fsik hi/sik yajsik 

Infinitives take prefixal 1- 'to' and are otherwise uninflected in Modem 
Hebrew. Imperatives are listed here in their normative form, but these are rare in 
casual usage. Juvenile and intimate peremptory style uses infinitives for impera
tive injunctions; future tense forms serve for requests in causal style (as is norma
tive in the negative, e.g., al tafsik 'not 2nd-will-stop = don't stop! '), and a new 
imperative form has evolved out of the future stem minus the 2nd person prefix 
(Berman 1985, Bolozky 1979). Participials (traditionally termed benoni 'inter
mediate') also serve for present tense reference, contrasting with past and future 
tense (Gordon 1982). Future forms function both as colloquial imperative and for 
other modalities such as jussives and optatives. 

Table 15.2 Verb inflections 

Imperative Participial Past Future 

Sg. 1 sipar-ti a-saper 
2m. saper sipar-ta te-saper 

f. sapr-i sipar-t te-sapr-i 
3m. me-saper siper ye-saper 

f. me-saper-et sipr-a te-saper 
1 sipar-nu ne-saper 
2m. sapr-u sipar-tem te-sapr-u 
f. saper-na sipar-ten te-saper-na 

3m. me-sapr-im sipr-u ye-sapr-u 
f. me-sapr-ot sipr-u te-saper-na 

Except for infinitives, verbs take agreement suffixes (see p. 326) for plural 
number and feminine gender, and past and future tense verbs are also marked for 
person. These inflections are illustrated in Table 15.2 for the verb saper 'tell (a 
story),. 

Masculine gender is the basis for neutralizations, particularly in the plural, as in 
Modem Hebrew leveling to masculine plural forms of 2nd and 3rd person in fu
ture tense. The participial, present tense forms differ from the past and future tense 
in not being marked for person, with a single form used with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd per
son pronouns. Past and future tense forms observe the classical asymmetry of suf
fixal versus prefixal person markings. 

Nouns have natural, sex-linked gender if animate, with a feminine suffix in the 
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form of stressed -a, -it, or unstressed -et, e.g., is 'man' - isa 'woman', saxkan 'ac
tor' - saxkanit 'actress', tarnegol 'cock' - tarnegolet 'hen'. Inanimate nouns are 
either masculine or feminine. Grammatically feminine nouns are generally 
marked as such by their endings, e.g., masculine aron 'closet'/feminine mita 
'bed', masculine mazleg 'fork' /feminine kapit 'teaspoon', masculine sefer 'book' / 
feminine maxberet 'notebook'; but there are exceptions, e.g., feminine kos 'glass' , 
eS 'fire'. Noun plurals depend on the singular gender, -im for masculine, -ot for 
feminine, e.g., sal-im 'bags', amud-im 'pillars', but mit-ot 'beds' from singular 
mita, tmun-ot 'pictures' from singular tmuna. Lexical exceptions exist in both di
rections, e.g., masculine sulxan 'table', av 'father' take the feminine plural -ot, 
while feminine mila 'word', sana 'year' form their plural with -im. The dual suffix 
-ayim is lexically restricted; used mainly for body parts and clothing, e.g. sfatayim 
'lips' versus safot 'languages, edges', it may be extended, for instance to time-pe
riods, as in svu>ayim 'two weeks', snatayim 'two years' (cf. savu>ot 'weeks', 
sanim 'years'). Complex phonological and morphological processes condition the 
bound form of different classes of noun stems before a stressed suffix. These in
clude vowel reduction e.g., gamal- gmalim 'camel-s', nicaxon - nixconot 'victo
ry/ies' and other contractions, e.g., ayin - enayim 'eye-s', bayit - batim 'house-s', 
layla - le/ot 'night-s', and numerous morphologically conditioned alternations, 
e.g. degel - dgalim 'flag-s', sixva - sxavot 'layer-s'. 

Nouns also have a bound form in the construct state before a possessive suffix 
or as the head noun of bound construct state genitive. In everyday speech, the suf
fixed possessives are typically replaced by a more analytical form with the geni
tive particle sel, thus ha-sal sel-i 'the-basket of-me' for 'my basket', ha-mita se/
axem 'the-bed of-you' for 'your bed'. The bound pronominal suffixes are restrict
ed to formal high style and to a few lexically frozen expressions, e.g. tor-i 'tum
my' = 'my tum' (in games), rna slom-xa? 'what peace-your' = 'how are you?'. 
Nonlexicalized construct state genitives are common in formal usage (see p. 330), 
but also tend to be replaced by more analytical forms with sel 'of' in spoken 
Hebrew. 

Free nouns and construct state bound head nouns have a distinct inflectional 
form in the masculine plural, the free suffix -im versus bound (Aramaic) -ey, e.g., 
salim 'baskets'/sal-ey kas 'baskets-straw' = 'straw baskets', mtosim 'planes'/ 
mtosey krav 'war planes'. Examples of a single bound stem form in different mor
pho-syntactic environments are shown below. 

Free form Gloss Plural Possessive suffix Construct state N + N 

davar 'word' dvar-im dvar-a 'her word' dvar ha'el 'God's word' 
ltiyla 'night' lel-ot lel-i 'my night' lei xoref 'winter night' 
xeder 'room' xadar-im xadr-o 'his room' xadar oxel 'dining room' 
tmuna 'picture' tmun-ot tmunat-i 'my picture' tmunat saC ar 'cover picture' 

Adjectives pattern morphologically like nouns in most respects, and they agree 
with their head nouns in number, gender, and definiteness, e.g. ha-xeder ha-gadol 
'the-room the-big = the big room' , feminine ha-tmuna ha-gdola 'the big picture'. 
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Adjectives can also have bound, construct state forms, but these are rare in spoken 
usage, except where they have become lexicalized in set expressions, e.g., kcar
reJiya 'short-of sight = short-sighted'. 

Derivational Morphology 
Modem Hebrew relies largely on the classical Semitic means for constructing new 
words, from consonantal roots plus associated affixal patterns: binyanim 'conju
gations' for verbs and miskalim 'weights' for nouns and adjectives. This process 
has also been extended in several ways to allow for rapid and effective vocabulary 
expansion. 

New-verb Formation: Roots and Conjugations (Binyanim) 
All verbs are constructed in one of the seven binyan conjugation patterns, labeled 
here as PI qat or pacal, P2 nijYal, P3 piCe!, P3ps pucal, P4 hitpace!, P5 hijYil, P5ps 
hoJ"al. (Verbs are cited here in the morphologically simple 3rd person masculine 
past tense form.) 

PI = qal, pa cal: This is the most basic pattern, with the highest frequency of 
distribution for both type and tokens at all levels of usage. Morphologically, it is 
highly variable, since it lacks a single unequivocal stem form, and it disallows 
roots of more than three elements. Lexically, it is the least productive pattern, with 
almost no new verbs formed from denominal or loan sources (e.g., taxam 'delim
it' from txum 'range'). Syntactically, it is the only pattern which is equally open 
to both intransitive alld transitive agentive activity verbs (e.g., halax 'walk', yasan 
'sleep' , caxak 'laugh') compared with daxaf' push ' , taJas 'catch', savar 'break'), 
and also to stative verbs (e.g., raJa 'see', xasav 'think', ahav 'love'). Transitive 
verbs in this pattern have passive or change-of-state equivalents in P2 nijYal, e.g., 
Pllakax 'take' - P2 nilkax 'be-taken', PI ganav 'steal' - P2 nignav 'be-stolen' 
and PI savar, trans. - P2 nisbar, intr. 'break' ,PI saJax - P2 nispax 'spill'. Occa
sional alternations between activity verbs in PI and the P3 picel pattern are idio
syncratically related (e.g., PI patax 'open' - P3 piteax 'develop'). 

P2 = nif<al: Verbs in this pattern are marked by the prefixal ni- in present and 
past tense. They are typically intransitive, since they cannot govern direct objects 
with the accusative marker et. This pattern serves mainly as a change-of-state or 
passive reflex of transitive verbs in Pl. It also contains a large, though closed class 
of verbs which have transitive causative alternants in P5, e.g., P2 necelam 'disap
pear' - P5 hecelim 'make disappear, hide', P2 nivhal 'be startled' - P5 hivhil 'star
tle, frighten'. 

P3 = pi<el: This pattern (traditionally termed "strong" or "heavy" because of 
the historical gemination of the medial root consonant) includes mainly transitive 
activity verbs, and a few intransitives, e.g., xiyex 'smile', tiyel 'take a walk'. Its 
most productive function in Modem Hebrew is for new-verb formation, either 
from native nouns (e.g., kixev 'star' from the noun koxav '(a) star', cirpel 'befog' 
from araJel 'fog') or from loanwords (e.g., siben from sabon 'soap', tirped 'tor
pedo'). In addition, affixal consonants of established nouns are incorporated in 
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this pattern to derive new root elements by a process of "secondary root forma
tion," e.g., mikem 'locate' from makom 'place' derived from the historical root 
q-w-m, tifked 'function' from the noun tafkid based on the root p-q-d. For exam
ple, the historical root x-s-b 'think' has been extended to create two new sets of 
formatives, with prefixal m- to form m-x-s-v from the noun maxsev 'computer', as 
in mixsev 'computerize', and a suffixal -n from xeSbon 'arithmetic' underlying 
x-s-b-n as in xisben 'calculate'. In morphophonological terms, the picel pattern 
(like the other two strong patterns, pucal and hitpaCel) is particularly accessible 
to roots with more than the classical three consonants, and can thus accommodate 
the large number of verbs coined in Modern Hebrew with quadriliteral roots (Yan
nai 1974). These include extension of prefixal elements such as the Aramaic
based sare! (e.g., sixzer 'reconstruct', sixtev 'rewrite'), Mishnaic >arel (e.g., 
>ispez 'hospitalize', >ivteax 'secure', and contemporary tarel (e.g., tidlek 'refuel', 
tiske! 'frustrate'). 

P3ps = pu cal functions as the syntactically, lexically, and morphologically pro
ductive passive counterpart of transitive P3 pic el verbs, e.g. sudar 'be-arranged', 
suxtav 'be-rewritten'. As such, it forms part of inflectional rather than derivational 
morphology in Modern Hebrew. 

P4 = hitpacel is multifunctional in Modern Hebrew. It never governs the accu
sative marker et, and so takes no direct objects, nor does it have a passive coun
terpart. It contains the few lexical reflexives, e.g. hitraxee 'wash oneself' and 
reciprocals, e.g. hitkatvu 'correspond (with one another),. More productively, it 
is the favored means of expressing inchoativity, based on verbs or adjectives, e.g. 
hitragez 'get angry' , hit< aye!' get-tired' , hizdaken 'grow-old'. Primarily, P4 con
stitutes the intransitive, change-of-state reflex of P3 activity verbs, e.g. histader 
'settle down', hitpazer 'scatter', and so it is also commonly used in denominals, 
e.g. histaben 'soap oneself', hit>aqlem 'become acclimatized'. Verbs like 
hizdaken, histader, histaben show that the classical process of metathesis and 
voicing assimilation of the prefixal -t before a root-initial sibilant in this verb pat
tern has been maintained in Modern Hebrew. 

P5 = hi/cil contains mainly transitive verbs in Modern Hebrew, except for its 
classical use as both the causative and inchoative form of a restricted set of adjec
tives (e.g. he>edim 'redden' = 'make-red' and 'become red' ,hivsit 'ripen' = 'make 
ripe' and 'become ripe'). P5 is used far less for denomination than in Biblical He
brew, and in such cases, it is often phonologically conditioned, e.g. hisprie 'spray' 
from the loan noun sprie (although see, too, neologisms like hilxin 'put to music' 
from laxan 'tune', hiklid 'enter (on keyboard)' from kalid 'key'). The most pro
ductive contemporary function of P5 hi,fC it is as the causative counterpart of 
(mainly intransitive) activity verbs in PI, e.g. PI rae versus P5 herie 'run - make
run', PI eaxak 'laugh' versus P5 hiexik 'make-laugh = amuse', and of adjectives, 
e.g. gamis 'flexible' yields P5 higmis 'make flexible', kieoni 'extreme' yields P5 
hikcin 'extremize'. 

P5ps = hofcal is the passive alternant of P5 hi,fC it to which it relates much as the 
other strictly passive binyan pattern P3ps pucal to transitive verbs in piC el, e.g. 
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hurac 'be (made to)-run', hugmas 'be-made-flexible = elasticized', hulxan 'be
put-to-music' . 

Passive Participles 
The three binyan patterns which contain strictly transitive verbs, i.e. verbs which 
take accusative marked direct objects, have regular passive participial counter
parts, as follows. Verbs in PI qal take the form CaCuC, e.g. sagur 'closed', savur 
'broken', katuv 'written'; P3 pi<e/ transitives take the form mefu<al, e.g. mesudar 
'arranged, tidy', mefuzar 'scattered, disorderly', meSuxtav 'rewritten'; those in P5 
ho.fal take the form mu.fal, e.g. musprac 'sprinkled', mustar 'hidden', munxe 'di
rected' (Berman 1994). These alternations reflect the dual nature of the qal pat
tern in Modem Hebrew, as shown below. 

Active transitive 
PI qal 
P3 picel 
P5 hi.fil 

Passive 
P2 
P3ps 
P5ps 

Perfective Participle 
ni.f al - CaCuC 
pucal = meCuCaC 
ho.f al = muCCaC 

The u vowel is a distinctive marker of these passive participles, which have an 
end state, resultative meaning (e.g., ne>um katuv 'speech written = a written 
speech', feminine safa meduberet 'spoken language'). They also create new ad
jectives from verbs, e.g. yadua 'known = familiar', mefursam 'publicized = fa
mous', mufiat 'undressed = abstract' and also from nouns, e.g., me>uban 
'fossilized' from even 'stone', menumas 'polite' from nimus(in) 'manners'. 

Noun and Adjective Formation: Conversion, Affixation, and Juxtaposition 
Conversion from one lexical category to another is another common device for 
new-noun derivation in Modem Hebrew, under the following constraints. It is 
based only on the participial ("present tense") form of verbs, active or passive, 
and it forms only two semantic classes, agent and instrument nouns, e.g., PI porec 
'burglar', P2 ne>eman 'trustee', P3 menahel 'director', P4 mit>agref' wrestler' ,P5 
madrix 'guide'; and PI mone 'meter', P2 nispax 'appendix', P3 me>avrer 'venti
lator' . 

Affixation of classical patterns to consonantal roots remains the favored means 
of new-noun formation in Modem Hebrew. Internal-vowel patterns are used for 
new agent nouns, e.g. CaCaC in words like tayas 'pilot', sapak 'supplier', pasal 
'sculptor'; for possibility adjectives in CaCiC, e.g., kavis 'washable', kavil 'ac
ceptable', axil 'edible'; and the CeCeC segolate pattern serves for numerous noun 
coinages, e.g., meser 'message', pelet 'output', seder 'broadcast'. Classical pat
terns with prefixal and/or suffixal elements are also widely used in expanding the 
noun stock of Modem Hebrew, e.g. maCCeC for instrument nouns such as maxsev 
'computer', macber 'battery'; CaCeCet for diseases, e.g. sacelet 'Whooping 
cough', kalevet 'rabies' orfor collectives, e.g. caneret 'pipeworks '; miCCaCa for 
place or collective nouns such as minhala 'administration', mifkada 'head-
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quarters'; or tiCCOCet for abstract nouns such as tixtovet 'correspondence', 
tismonet'syndrome'. 

Modern Hebrew also relies heavily on external affixation to the bound stem 
form of words. For example, the Mishnaic attributive pattern CaCCan is widely 
used in modern agent nouns like karyan 'broadcaster', saxyan 'swimmer', as is 
the suffix -an attached to established nouns in new words like mispetan 'jurist', 
psantran 'pianist', harpatkan 'adventurer'. The abstract suffix -ut derives abstract 
nouns by agglutination to existing nouns e.g. yaldutiyut 'childishness' or to pas
sive participles, e.g. mec uravut 'involvedness = involvement'. Suffixal -i is a ma
jor device for denominal adjective formation, e.g. beCayati 'problematic', 
taC asiyati 'industrial' . A device not attested to in earlier phases of the language are 
innovative prefixes used to form complex adjectives, e.g., ben-le>umi 'inter
national' , xad-cdadi 'uni-lateral', du-masma c i 'ambiguous', kdam-akademi 'pre
academic'. 

Blended words are derived by merging two bound stems or parts of words, e.g. 
PI li-rmoz 'to signal' plus the noun or 'light' yields ramzor 'traffic light' ,xamisa 
'five' plus sir 'song, poem' yieldxamsir 'limerick'; midraxa 'sidewalk' plus rex
ov 'street' yield midraxov 'pedestrian mall' (Berman 1989). Lexicalized com
pound nouns are derived from a bound head noun followed by a free form of a 
second, adjunct noun, e.g., yosev-ros 'sitter-head = chairman', orex-din 
'conductor-law = lawyer'; tapuax-adama 'apple-earth = potato'. 

Methods for new-adjective formation include use of classical miskal patterns 
such as CaCiC; semantic extension of active participial patterns, e.g. benoni forms 
such as PI bolet 'stands out = conspicuous' , P3 mec acben 'annoys = maddening' , 
P5 macxik 'amusing = funny'; extension of passive participial form CaCuC, 
meCuCaC, and muCCaC; and suffixal -i as a productive means for incorporating 
denominal and loan adjectives, e.g. xinuxi 'educational', cimxoni 'vegetarian', 
moderni, akademi. 

Modern Hebrew has thus been able to expand its vocabulary effectively to meet 
the needs of casual everyday intercourse, of science and technology, of journalism 
and belles lettres, while retaining much of the flavor of its ancient Semitic origins. 

Syntax 
The syntax of Modern Hebrew contains constructions which have been taken over 
from the two major historical periods in the history of spoken Hebrew, Biblical 
and Mishnaic, while also showing the impact of different contact languages to 
which its speakers have been exposed over the past hundred years. 

Word Order 
Modern Hebrew is predominantly SVO in basic word order: with pronominal and 
lexical subjects, with copular and main verb predicates, and in main as well as sub
ordinate clauses. Like classical Hebrew, however, Modern Hebrew manifests the 
syntactic properties associated with verb-initial languages, as follows. It is prepo-
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sitional rather than postpositional in marking case and adverbial relations; auxil
iary verbs precede main verbs; main verbs precede their complements, nominal or 
sentential; noun modifiers - adjectives, determiners, and noun adjuncts - follow 
the head noun; hence, too, in genitive constructions the possessee noun precedes 
the possessor. 

Moreover, Modem Hebrew allows, and in some cases requires, sentences which 
are predicate initial. In possessive and existential constructions (see p. 329), the 
copula verb haya 'be' or the existential particle yeS are typically sentence initial. 
VS order is common though not mandatory with certain other kinds of predicates, 
particularly those which refer to existence or corning into being and are syntacti
cally unaccusative, e.g. parca sam srefa 'broke-out (a) fire there', hofia dmut 
ba>6fek '(there) appeared (a) figure on-the-horizon'. Moreover, verbs with per
son-marking affixes in past and future tense do not need a separate subject pronoun 
in noncontrastive contexts, so that the verb is again sentence initial (see further 
p.326). 

Various kinds of impersonal constructions are also typically subjectless. These 
include 

1 the canonic "strictly subjectless" impersonals with 3rd person plural verbs 
without any pronoun, e.g., sotim hamon mic ba-kayic 'drink + pI. lots juice 
in-the-summer = people drink a lot of juice in summertime', yod(u et hato
ca' ot bekarov 'will-announce + PI. ACe. the-results soon = the results will 
be announced shortly'; 

2 "circumstantial predicates" relating to time and weather, e.g. me>uxar axsav 
'(it's) late now', yihye lexa xam sam 'will-be to-you hot there = you'll be 
hot there'; 

3 impersonal passives with sentential complements, e.g. ne> emar sehu hevi 
ota '(it) was-said that he brought her' , huxlat se ha'inyan yetupal '( it) was
decided that the matter would-be-treated'; 

4 modal and other evaluative predicates with sentential complements, e.g. 
kday la<azor 10 'worthwhile to-help him = he should be helped', xaval se 
hu 10 ba '(it's a) pity that he did not corne', hayaxasuv se-diMrnu ito '(it) 
was important that we-talked to-him'. 

A major change in colloquial Hebrew is the introduction of an expletive subject, 
the impersonal pronoun ze 'it, this, that', not in the context of (1) and (2) above, 
but optional with sentential complements of type (4), e.g., ze 10 yafe ledaber kax 
'it (is) not nice to-talk that way', ze haya xasuv se azarnu 10 'it was important that 
we helped him' . 

Major constitutent order in current Hebrew is thus variable, since the basic SVO 
order of tensed clauses alternates with a range of VS and subjectless constructions. 
In addition, various fronting operations allow change of focus or topicalization of 
a nonsubject element. These more marked orders include left dislocation, in which 
a topicalized element is fronted, leaving a pronominal copy in its original position, 
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as in (b) below. Spoken usage also allows right dislocation, with case marking re
tained on both the dislocated nominal and the pronominal trace, as in (c), with 
nominals case-marked for the accusative, free et or bound otam 'them'. 

(a) Unmarked SVO: ani makir tov me>od et haKohenim 
I know very well ACC. the Cohens 

(b) Left-dislocation: haKohenim, ani makir otam tov me> od 
the Cohens, I know them very well 

(c) Right-dislocation: ani makir otam tov me> od, et haKohenim 
I know them very well, ACC. the Cohens 

Along with the classical topicalization of (b) and colloquial right dislocation as 
in (c), Modem Hebrew also allows simple fronting of nonsubject constituents, as 
shown below. 

(a) Direct object: et haKohenim ani makir tov me>od 
ACC. the Cohens I know very well 

(b) Oblique object: im haKohenim anaxnu nifgasim harbe 
with the Cohens we meet (up) a lot 

(c) Locative: el haKohenim anaxnu nos>im kolsavua 
to the Cohens we drive every week 

Internal SV order tends to be retained after such frontings. Where classical in
version to VS occurs in such cases, it is applied to all three tenses, present, past, 
and future (normatively, the present - participial forms, considered nominal, 
blocked this inversion). The grammar of Modem Hebrew permits a variety of 
constituent reorderings, but there is a tendency in spoken usage to rely mostly on 
the unmarked, neutral, or basic SV(O) order. 

Determiners 
(See Agmon-Fruchtman 1982, Glinert 1989). Definiteness is marked by the mor
pheme ha- prefixed to nouns and their associated adjuncts (see p. 326). Nondefinite 
noun phrases lack special marking, but colloquial style uses a contracted, unstressed 
form of the numeral exad 'one', feminine axat, for nondefinite, specific nouns. De
ictic ze 'this, that, it' has several functions, and is today commonly used as a pleo
nastic or expletive pronoun (Berman 1980, 1990). Postnominal demonstratives 
alternate between Biblical ha-ze (m.), ha-zot (f.) 'this, that' in spoken usage and 
Mishnaic ze, zo in more formal style, with a suppletive plural ha-eyle. There is little 
use of the contrastive distal paradigm ha-hu, ha-hi, ha-hem 'that' (sg. m., pI. m.), 
and the bound accusative 3rd person forms oto, ota, otam meaning 'him, her, them' 
and also 'the same' are increasingly used as anaphoric demonstratives. 

Quantifiers occur before the head noun (see p. 323); they have both bound 
(construct state) and free forms, e.g., hu lakax shney sjarim, ve ani gam lakaxti 
shnayim 'he took two books, and I also took two', and both masculine and femi-
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nine gender, e.g., masculine sney sfarim 'two books' , slosa baxurim 'three boys', 
feminine stey mapot, salos banot 'two cloths, three girls'. This system is highly 
variable in juvenile and other substandard usage, since the -a endings of masculine 
numerals typically mark feminine gender in other areas of the grammar, and 
speakers tend to neutralize numbers to the feminine form without the -a ending 
(Ravid 1995). 

Grammatical Agreement 
Modem Hebrew has a broad array of inflectionally marked categories of agree
ment. Past and future tense verbs agree with the grammatical subject in number, 
gender, and person; present tense forms agree with the grammatical subject in 
number and gender; and adjectives and determiners agree with the head noun in 
number, gender, and definiteness. Compare: 

(a) xaruz gadol ze nofel 
bead big this fall = this big bead + m. is falling 

(b) kubiya gdola zo nofelet 
block big this fall = this big block + f. is falling 

(c) ha-kubiyot ha-gdolot ha>ele noflot 
the-blocks the-big the-these fall = these big blocks + f. are falling 

The system is asymmetrical along several dimensions (see p.318). Tense 
marked verbs have person affixes in 1st and 2nd, not in 3rd person. In the absence 
of a lexical noun subject, surface pronoun subjects are normally mandatory with 
3rd person verbs in all tenses, and in all persons in the present tense, but they are 
optional in 1st and 2nd person in past and future tense. In spoken usage, 1st and 
2nd person pronouns are typically omitted in the past tense in non-contrastive or 
neutral contexts, but they are retained in future tense, except where these forms 
function as imperative or optative mood rather than future tense. In subordinate 
clauses and in extended discourse, 3rd person pronouns are often omitted under 
conditions of topic maintenance (Berman 1990). 

Masculine agreement marking tends to be preferred across the board over the 
normative feminine in plural forms. This is officially sanctioned for 2nd and 3rd 
person future, and it is increasingly common in other contexts, too. Neutrali
zations are usually in the unmarked masculine form except for the numeral sys
tem, where there is widespread, as yet substandard, preference for feminine forms, 
since these lack the -a suffix which elsewhere marks feminine gender (Ravid 
1995). Agreement also tends to vary between normative and casual usage in VS 
constructions and in definiteness marking on construct-state nominals (see 
p.330). 

Definiteness agreement attaches the ha- definite morpheme to the head noun 
and the adjective and demonstrative modifiers which follow it, as in (c) above. In 
construct state constructions, however, ha- attaches only once, to the following 
adjunct noun, thus: 
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(a) Noun + Adjective NP: ha-kufsa ha-gdola ha-zot 
the-box + f. the-big the-this = this big box 

(b) Noun + Noun Construct: kufsat- ha-gafrurim ha-zot 
box- the-matches the-this = this box of matches 

Speakers often prepose the definite marker to the entire construct state construc
tion, to yield non-normative combinations like ha-kufsat gajrurim, particularly 
but not only in highly lexicalized construct state compound nouns. As a result of 
difficulties in online processing, the definite marker is sometimes attached to both 
the head and adjunct noun, as in ungrammatical ha-kufsat ha-gafrurim. In general, 
however, the classical requirement of number and gender agreement on the head 
noun and its associated adjuncts is preserved for adjectives and demonstratives, 
and avoided with noun adjuncts in construct state constructions. 

Classes of Simple Clauses: Interrogatives, Negatives 
Imperatives and passives are formed through verb inflections (see pp. 318-323). 
Interrogatives take two main forms. Yes-no questions are marked simply by ris
ing intonation. A special interrogative particle ha>im 'whether' is rare in current 
usage. In information questions, sentence-initial question words replace the ques
tioned constituent with otherwise basic clause structure; the normative require
ment for SV inversion with a preposed question word is generally not observed, 
and one hears both le>an ha-yeled halax? 'to-where the-child went?' and le>an 
halax ha-yeled? 'to-where went the child?' (see p. 323). Prepositional markers of 
case and adverbial relations are fronted with the question word, since Hebrew dis
allows stranded or orphan prepositions, e.g. im mi hu halax? 'with who(m) did he 
go?', al ma hem medabrim? 'on what they talk = what are they talking about?' 

Modem Hebrew has three main negative morphemes, the basic 10 'no, not' , and 
more restricted eyn, al. The morpheme 10 serves for general denial as the opposite 
of ken 'yes', and also for sentence negation in main and subordinate clauses. It is 
located immediately preceding the verb phrase, e.g. hu 10 yada 'he not knew = he 
did not know' ,hu bevaday 10 yada 'he certainly did not know', hu 10 raea lad(Yat 
'he did not want to-know', ha-yeled ha-ze afpa~am 10 haya yodea 'that boy never 
not was know = that boy would never have known'. The last example shows that 
lexical negation and constituent negation require 10 to be used with the negative 
adverb or indefinite pronoun, e.g. af-pa~am 10 'never not', ani 10 hikarti sam af 
exad 'I not knew there nobody = I did not know anybody there'. 

Normatively, the negator eyn is required in present tense. Modem Hebrew uses 
10 in present as well as past and future tense, e.g., ani 10 yodea 'I not know = I 
don't know'. This is rendered by forms like eyn ani yodea or with a pronominal 
subject-agreeing suffix, ani eyn-eni yodea only in highly formal, self-conscious 
usage. The negator eyn has, however, been retained in present tense existential and 
possessive constructions as the negative counterpart of the existential particle yeS, 
e.g. present tense eyn kSa>im itam 'not difficulties with-them = there are no diffi
culties with them' compared with past tense 10 hayu kSa>im itam 'not were diffi-
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culties with-them = there weren't any difficulties with them' (see p. 329). 
In imperatives, the special negator al is used with a future tense form of the 

verb in 2nd person, thus: al tedaber! 'Neg. 2nd-will-speak = don't talk!', al te>hu 
'Neg. 2nd-will-dare + pI.' = 'don't dare +pl.'. 

Subordination 
Modem Hebrew has extended the Mishnaic morpheme se- 'that' to meet nearly all 
its subordinating functions, as follows. It serves as the major marker of comple
ment clauses both in subject and postverbal position, for instance following verbs 
of saying and of cognition. The only exception is with indirect questions, which 
take question words (see p. 327), except for yes-no questions, which are embed
ded by means of the particle im 'if, whether', e.g. hu 10 yada se/im hi tavo 'he not 
knew that/if she will-come = he did not know that/whether she would come'. As 
this example shows, the tense of embedded complement clauses is relative to that 
of the matrix verb, e.g. hu 10 yodea se hi ozevetlazvalta~azov 'he does not know 
that she is-Ieavinglhas-Ieft/will-Ieave' compared with hu 10 yada se hi ozevetl 
azvalta>azov 'he did not know that she was leaving, had left, would leave'. And 
the same applies to embedded questions, that is, complements introduced by ques
tion words. 

Relative clauses, too, rely mainly on the single relative subordinator se-, which 
alternates with ha- before benoni form verbs or with Biblical aser in formal style 
only. The internal construction of relative clauses depends on the grammatical re
lation which is relativized. Subject relatives typically contain only se- with no 
overt pronoun, e.g. ha-baxur se azav 'the-boy that left', ha-kis> ot se naflu 'the
chairs that fell; accusative object relatives may but need not take a pronominal 
copy, e.g,. ha-baxur se Miryam ohevet (oto) 'the-boy that Miriam loves (him)', 
ha-kis>ot se xasavnu liknot (otam) 'the chairs that we-thought of-buying (them)'; 
and oblique object relatives require a pronominal copy suffixed to the case mark
ing or adverbial preposition, e.g. ha-baxur se dibarnu ito 'the-boy that we-talked 
to-him, hakis>ot se yasavnu aleyhem 'the-chairs that we-sat on-them'. The order 
of elements in these last two examples is considered normative, but current usage 
often preposes the pronominal copy, with or without elision of the relative marker 
se, e.g., hakis>ot se aleyhem yasavnu, hakis>ot aleyhem yasavnu. In casual usage 
the oblique pronoun copy may be omitted, e.g. substandard ha-sita se histamasnu 
'the-method that we-used' in place of required ha-sita se histamasnu ba ' ... that 
we-used with-it'. Another substandard or juvenile but widespread tendency in ad
verbial relative clauses is to replace personal pronoun copying by question words 
subordinated by se-. Compare normative ze kara ba-makom se yasavnu bolsam 'it 
happened in-the-place that we-sat in-it/there' with casual ha-makom eto se 
yasavnu ' the place where that we-sat'. 

Adverbial clauses are typically introduced by prepositions subordinated by se, 
e.g., ze kara lifney ha> aruxa 'it happened before the-meal' versus ze kara lifney se 
axalnu 'it happened before (that) we-ate'. An exception is the subordinating par
ticle kiy, originally used to mark complement clauses, today confined primarily to 
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reason clauses, e.g. ha-tinok baxa kiy (hu) nafal 'the-baby cried because (he) fell'. 
Extension of se to non-nonnative contexts occurs in the common use of preposi
tional biglal 'owing-to' as an adverbial conjunction, e.g. ha-tinok baxa biglal se 
nafal 'the-baby cried owing-to that (he) fell'. In contrast, the conjunction ve
'and' is favored over nonnative se for subordination with morphemes which do 
not also function as prepositions, e.g. nonnative yitaxen se yavo 'likely that (he) 
will come = 'it's likely he will come' is replaced by yitaxen ve-, me>axar se nafal 
'since that (he) fell = because he fell' becomes me>axar ve nafal, evidently as a 
hypercorrection. This group of fonnatives seems to be undergoing reorganization, 
so that se and ve- are in complementary distribution in these non-nonnative envi
ronments. 

Different morphemes are used in conditional clauses: im 'if, whether' in realis 
conditionals, e.g. egmor bazman im taCazor Ii 'I'll finish on-time if you will-help 
me', and (i)lu elsewhere, e.g. hayiti gomer bazman lu azarta Ii 'was-1st finishing 
= I would have finished on time if you-(had) helped me' , or negative hayiti gomer 
bazman luley hifrata Ii 'I would have finished on time if not you-bothered me = if 
you had not interfered'. Spoken usage tends to neutralize the distinction, extend
ing im to irrealis contexts, e.g. im hayita ba, ze haya ozer 'if you were-coming (= 
would come - would have come), it would help - have helped me'. 

Copular, Possessive, and Existential Constructions 
Modern Hebrew is a non-habere language, with no separate verb meaning 'have' 
or 'possess'. The copular verb haya 'be' functions in equational, possessive, and 
existential constructions, nonfinite, and past and future tense, but it has different 
realizations in present tense contexts. The first set of examples below are of dif
ferent types of equational sentences. These are typically subject initial, and the 
predicate may be either a noun phrase, an adjective phrase, or a locative, as in (a), 
(b), and (c) respectively. 

(a) Dan haya xaver seli 
Dan was friend of-me 'Dan was my friend' 

(b) Dan yihye mat'im me'od 
Dan will-be suitable very 'Dan will be very suitable' 

(c) Dan asuy Iihyot baxeder haze 
Dan may to-be in that room 'Dan is liable to be in that room' 

Existential and possessive constructions use an invariable particle yeS in present 
tense, and a fonn of haya elsewhere, with eyn in the negative. These constructions 
typically take the surface fonn yeS/haya + NonDefinite Subject + (Locative) for 
existentials, as below. 

(a) yd/eyn talmidim ba-kita 
be/not students in-class 'There are/aren't any students in class' 

(b) hayullo hayu talmidim hayom 
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were/not were students today 
( c ) yihyu/ 10 yihyu talmidim 

will-be/won't be students 

'There were/weren't any students today' 

'There will/won't be any students' 

As in many languages, the existential copula also serves in possessive construc
tions. The possessor is marked by dative case, the possessee is traditionally nom
inative. However, where the possessee is definite, there is a tendency to treat it as 
accusative, with the object-marking prepositional et, as in (b) below. 

(a) yeS le-Danllo talmidim tovim 
be to-Dan/to-him students good = Dan/he has good students 

(b) yes lanulla-talmidim (et) hasfarim 
be to-us/to-the-students (ACC.) the-books = we/the students have the books 

( c ) haya liIla-horim seli ( et) hakesef 
was to-me/to-my parents (ACC.) the-money = limy parents had the money 

The possessor in (a) above can be fronted to yield Ie-Dan yeS talmidim tovim 
or right dislocated to talmidim tovim yeS 10, Ie-Dan. 

Nominal Constructions 
This heading deals with two classes of constructions which are of considerable in
terest in Modern Hebrew. In the first, construct state genitives traditionally termed 
smixut 'adjacency', Modern Hebrew has taken over devices from both Biblical 
and Mishnaic Hebrew, and has extended these by constructions found in European 
languages (see p. 330), while in the case of verbal nouns, Modern Hebrew prefers 
Mishnaic to Biblical forms of expression (see p. 331). 

Construct State and Genitive Constructions 
The traditional smixut structure in which two nouns are strung together, an initial, 
bound head noun and a following, free adjunct noun, is an instance where Modern 
Hebrew has absorbed and adapted elements from different periods in its past. This 
bound form is used for two main purposes: for vocabulary extension by lexical
ized compounds (see p. 322) and, in formal style, for syntactic combination of 
strings of nouns. In casual style, Modern Hebrew prefers the analytic version with 
the genitive particle sel of the Mishnaic period, particularly, but not only, to ex
press possession, e.g., bound, lexicalized kova-gerev 'hat-stocking = balaclava 
cap', kova(ey-yam 'hats-sea = bathing caps', compared with ha-kova sel Dan 'the 
hat of Dan = Dan's hat', kova(im sel xayalim 'soldiers' hats'. A third option, the 
so-called double smixut, with a pronominal copy of the adjunct noun suffixed to 
the initial, head noun, is rare in spoken usage, but common in newspaper and other 
written styles, e.g. kova(o sel Dan 'hat-his of Dan = Dan's hat', sipurav sel ha
zaken 'stories-his of the-old man = the old man's tales'. 

Modern Hebrew relies on two other options for juxtaposing nominals in a head 
plus adjunct relation. The first is use of prepositions rather than the genitive par
ticle se/ to provide a more analytic means of combining nouns. Compare, for ex-
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ample, kova lived 'hat felt = a felt hat' with ablative kova mi-leved 'a hat from 
felt' , simlat pasim 'dress- stripes' with simla im pasim 'a dress with stripes' ,xanut 
basar 'store-meat' with xanut le-basar 'a store for meat'. The second is reliance 
on denominal adjective formation (see p. 322); compare construct sixat telefon 
with noun-adjective sixa telefonit 'telephone(y) conversation', avodat misrad 
with avoda misradit 'office(y) work', tiyullayla with tiyulleyli 'night(Iy) walk'. 
These two devices are not normatively sanctioned, but like many of the departures 
from classical norms noted above, they provide Modem Hebrew with a richly var
ied set of options for expressing the relationship between two nouns. 

Gerunds and Derived Nominals 
Modem Hebrew has extended a structure introduced in Mishnaic times, the forms 
termed sem pec ula 'action noun' , for nominalization, e.g. ha-baxur diber 'the-boy 
spoke' > dibur( 0 sel) ha-baxur 'the-speech (of) the boy', ha-baxur azav 'the-boy 
left' > azivat(o sel) ha-baxur 'the-boy's departure'. These provide formal, written 
Hebrew with a productive means of nominalization, through forms which are 
morphologically related to the binyan pattern of the associated verbs. The case re
lations of the underlying clause are maintained, but the subject is postposed to the 
nominalized verb, thus: ha-baxur daxa et haraCayon 'the boy rejected ACC. the
idea' > dxiyat ha-baxur et haraCayon 'the-rejection (of) the boy ACC. = of the
idea = the boy's rejection of the idea' compared with ha-baxur serev la-haeaca 
'the boy refused to the-offer' > seruv habaxur la haeaca 'the boy's refusal to = of 
the offer'. Such constructions, like nominalizations in general, are typical of more 
formal style and of newspaper and media usage, rather than everyday speech. But 
they represent a productive set of devices in current Hebrew syntax. 

In contrast, nominalization by the Biblical sem po cal 'verbal noun' or gerund is 
highly restricted. Stylistically, these forms are confined to formal and newspaper 
usage; and semantically, they function only as temporal adverbials. Moreover, 
syntactically, unlike the sem pec ula action nominals which can stand alone with
out an overt agent nominal, and so can be lexicalized as independent nouns, ger
unds demand a surface postposed subject. Compare the gerund be-eet ha-baxur 
meha-xeder 'on-leaving the-boy ACC. from the-room' = 'on the boy's departing 
from the room' with the action nominal form ba-yeci) a (sel ha-baxur) meha-xeder 
'on the departure (of the boy)/exit from the room' . 

Language Variation 
The preceding notes on nominalizing constructions in Modem Hebrew illustrate 
how the language has taken over different devices from different strata in its his
tory. This has allowed for differentiation between more classical norms and bound 
morphological forms of formal or literary style and the kind of nominaIizing and 
other constructions preferred in "medium-level" journalistic and academic writ
ing. And these in tum contrast with the preference for more analytic, simple clause 
structure with overt subjects and tensed verbs of colloquial speech. Current 
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Hebrew usage reflects an increasing diglossia between the formal, written norms 
stipulated by the language establishment and the schools, on the one hand, and the 
way young people graduating from these schools in fact use the language in their 
everyday spoken communication, on the other. 
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16 The N eo-Aramaic 
Languages 

Otto Jastrow 

Western Neo-Aramaic 
Western Neo-Aramaic (WNA) has been preserved only in three villages in the 
Qalamun mountains north-east of Damascus, Syria, namely Ma'IUla, Bax'a and 
GUbb'adin. Ma'IUla to this day is a predominantly Christian place, but the inhab
itants of Bax' a and Gubb' adin are now all Muslims. Nevertheless they continue to 
speak Neo-Aramaic, which is a unique fact in the history of Aramaic. Although 
each of the three villages has a distinct dialect of its own (henceforward referred 
to as Ma., Ba. and G) the overall structure of the language is much the same. The 
present sketch ofWNA relies heavily on the work of Werner Arnold (see Further 
Reading). 

WNA has been exposed only to a single adstrate/superstrate language, namely 
Arabic. It is flooded with Arabic vocabulary which has, however, except for very 
recent loans, been adapted to WNA phonology and morphology so as to become 
almost indistinguishable from the inherited stock. In phonology and morphology 
WNA is very conservative, reflecting closely the language structure of Middle Ar
amaic (between 500 and 1000 CE approximately). 

The description focuses on the dialect of Ma'IUla (Ma.); diverging forms of the 
other two dialects are cited as seems appropriate. 

Phonology 
Consonants 

p b t [d] t k l5. [g] 
(c) (c) ClD 

f 9 0 ~ x 'Y 1;1 ( h 
s z ~ ~ s (z) 

m n 

r 
w y 

334 
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The consonant system of the three dialects is on p. 334 (phonemes not occurring 
in all three dialects are put in parentheses, phonemes only occurring in unassimi
lated loans are put between square brackets). 

k is a palatalized prevelar to plainly palatal stop [c], /r. a distinctly postvelar but 
not uvular stop [l5:], e a dental affricate [ts], e a palatal affricate [tIl {, $, ~, ~ are 
"emphatic" (velarized) consonants, the latter two occurring only in Arabic loans. 
Arabic g is realized as g [~] in Bax'a but as i [3] in Ma'liila and GUbb'adln, re
flecting rural and urban Arabic usage respectively. 

In Middle Aramaic each of the six stops p, b, t, d, k, g was split into two posi
tional variants (allophones), an initial, postconsonantal and geminate one con
tinuing the older stop and a postvocalic one yielding the corresponding fricative, 
e.g. p, IJ, [, g, 1$, g. In WNA the fricative allophone was generalized to initial posi
tion. The resulting twelve consonants later acquired phonemic status. They have 
been preserved rather well in WNA, as can be seen below. (The diachronic/syn
chronic symbols p/f, IJ/v, [/8, g/8, k/x, g/r denote the same sound.) 

Middle 
AramaicMa. Ba. G Examples Ma./Ba./G 
*p> f f f affe/r. affe/r. affe/r. 'he took out' 
*p> f f f forla forla forla 'radish' 

*b> P P P zappen zappen zappen 'he sold' 
*IJ > b b b 8eba 8eba 8eba 'wolf' 

*t> e e e berea berea berea 'daughter' 
*[ > 8 8 8 M8a 1J68a M8a 'sister' 

*d> t t t relta relta relta 'leather, hide' 
*g> 8 8 8 8600 8600 8600 'uncle' 

*k> k k e malka malka malea 'king' 
*1$ > x x x xarma xarma xarma 'vineyard' 

*g> k k e 8elka 8elka 8elea 'snow' 
*g> r r r rerma rerma rerma 'bone' 

Vowels 
WNA has a system of five long and five short vowels; there are also two diph-
thongs: 

ii u 
6 e o 

a ay aw 

The phonemic status of the short vowels i, e and u, 0 is shown by minimal pairs 
like Ma.f8olJla 'open (m.) to her!' vs.f8ulJla 'open (f.) to her!', Ma. etuCnenna 
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'that you (m.) carry her' vs. c!u(ninna 'that you (f.) carry her', Ma. ca/:tref'that 
you (m.) answer' vs. ca/:trif'that you (f.) answer'. 

Distribution 
Long vowels occur only in stressed syllables; consequently there can be only one 
long vowel in each word. Long vowels occur both in open and closed syllables. 
Short vowels occur in stressed and unstressed, open and closed syllables. Thus, 
long and short vowels can contrast both in open and closed syllables, e.g. Ma. 
Merna 'judge' vs./:tocma 'judgment', Ba. iOa 'hand' vs. iOa 'when'. 

Long vowels are replaced regularly by short ones when the stress is shifted to 
the following syllable, e.g. Ma./:taya 'snake' but /:tuyo 'snakes'; 0 which histori
cally derives from *ti is replaced by a, e.g. Ma.fallo/:ta 'peasant' butfallaM 'peas
ants'. Long vowels are not shortened when the stressed syllable is closed by a 
morphological process such as derivation or inflection. This latter fact distin
guishes WNA from Eastern Neo-Aramaic (ENA). 

Umlaut 
The vowels e, e, 0, 0 are raised to i, i, a, u when a suffix containing iii (or whose 
older form contained iii) is added, e.g. Ma. lwmmax 'in front of you (m.)' but 
Isummis 'in front of you (f.)', bercax 'your (m.) daughter' but bireis 'your (f.) 
daughter'. In some cases the vowel which triggered the umlaut is no longer there 
so that the umlaut itself has taken over morphemic function. Compare the follow
ing imperatives in which the suffix *-i of the feminine has already been lost during 
the Middle Aramaic period: Ma.j'(Jo/:t 'open (m.)! ' vs.foa/:t 'open (f.)! ' , a/:tref' an
swer (m.)!' vs. a/:trif' answer (f.)! ' 

Reduction of Geminates 
In GUbb'adin historical word-final geminates (long consonants) were reduced to 
simple consonants; the preceding vowel was lengthened in compensation, e.g. 
*hact> hac 'you (sg. m.)', *9ar(ayy> 9ar(tiy 'their doors'. 

Word Stress 
Word stress is usually on the penultimate; the last syllable is stressed if it has a 
long vowel or ends in two or more consonants. Thus (stress indicated by bold 
vowel): Ma. zappen 'he sold', butzappen! 'sell (m.)!', Ma. yif9u/:tat 'he opens for 
me'. Any divergence from this rule is indicated by an acute (') on the stressed 
vowel. 

Schwa 
Groups of two or more consonants may be alleviated by the insertion of a non
phonemic, functionally non-syllabic ultra-short vowel a, e.g. G hacax 'you (pI. 
m. )' , Ma. yif9u/:t at 'he opens for me' . 
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Morphology 

Pronouns 

Table 16.1 Independent personal pronouns 

Ma'liila Bax'a Gubb'adln 

Sg. lc. ana ana ana 'I' 
PI. lc. anal) anal) anal) 'we' 

Sg. 2m. hacc(i) hacc hac 'you (sg. m.)' 
f. haSs(i) hass has 'you (sg. f.)' 

PI. 2m. hacxun hacxun haC"x 'you (pI. m.)' 
f. hacxen hacxun hacxen 'you (pI. f.)' 

Sg. 3m. hu hu hU(h) 'he' 
f. hI hI hl(h) 'she' 

PI. 3m. hinn(un) hinn hln 'they (m.)' 
f. hinn( en) hinn hinnen 'they (f.)' 

Bax'a has given up gender distinction in the plural. The form of the original mas
culine has been generalized. 

Pronominal Suffixes 
Pronominal suffixes are joined to nouns to express possession, to prepositions to 
express relation and to verbs to express a pronominal object. Before the pronom
inal suffixes the nominal suffix -a of the singular is dropped, the suffix -0 of the 
plural shows an older form -oy which is shortened to -ay before the plural suffixes. 
The singular and plural of the noun tarba 'way, path' with pronominal suffixes in 
Ma'ltila is shown below; sg. lc. -(i) is optional. 

tarba tarbo 
Sg.lc. tarb(i) tarbOy(i) 
PI. lc. tarba/:t tarbayna/:t 

Sg.2m. tarbax tarbox 
f. tarbis tarbOs 

PI. 2m. tarbxun tarbayxun 
2f. tarbxen tarbayxen 

Sg.3m. tarbe tarbOye 
f. tarba tarboya 

PI. 3m. tarbun tarbayhun 
f. tarben tarbayhen 

In Gubb'adln there is a facultative variant of the sg. 3f. suffix in which a final -h 
is preserved: tarba - tarbah 'her path'. Otherwise the noun with sg. 3f. pronomi
nal suffix is identical with the simple noun. 
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Demonstrative Pronouns 
WNA has two sets of demonstrative pronouns denoting closeness and remoteness 
respectively. Ma'IUla has: 

Close 
Sg.m. hanna 

f. hOd(i) 
PI. m. hann(un) 

f. hann(en) 

Interrogative Pronouns 

'who?' 
'what?' 

Nouns 

Nominal Endings 

Ma'IUla 
mon 
mo 

Remote 
hO(Je 
hO(Ja 
ha(Jinn( un) 
ha(Jinn( en) 

Bax'a 
man 
ma - ma 

Gubb'adin 
mun 
ma(h) - ma(h) 

Inherited Aramaic nouns as well as the majority of adapted foreign (Arabic) 
nouns are characterized by the ending -a in the masculine, -(Ja - ca (Bax' a -ca) in 
the feminine: 

Ma'liila Bax'a Gubb'adin 
(Jarca (Jarca (Jarca 'door' 
wara/f-(Ja wara/f-(Ja wara/f-(Ja '(piece of) paper' 
bisnf(Ja bisnf(Ja bisni(Ja 'girl' 
MIca /:!olca /:!olca 'maternal aunt' 

A number of nouns, e.g. parts of body, are treated as feminine although they don't 
have a feminine ending, e.g. dina 'ear', senna 'tooth' etc. 

Plural 
There are two kinds of plural: a regular plural and the so-called count plural (Ziihl
plural) which is used after numerals. The regular plural has the ending -oya 
(mostly in Gubb' adin) - -0 for the masculine, -o(Ja - yo(Ja for the feminine. In the 
count plural the nominal endings are dropped; Ma'IUla has preserved an archaic 
count plural -an for the feminine, thus: 

Ma'IUla Bax'a GUbb'adin 
singular (Jarca (JarCa (Jarca 'door' 
plural (Jarco (Jarco (Jarc o(ya) 'doors' 
count plural (Jarac (Jar ac (Jar ac 'doors' 



singular 
plural 
count plural 

war't(Ja 
warto(Ja 
wartan 

Status and Definiteness 
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war't(Ja 
warto(Ja 
war't 

war't(Ja 
warto(Ja 
war't 

'paper' 
'papers' 
'papers' 

The nominal endings continue the status emphaticus of Middle Aramaic, the sta
tus absolutus survives only in the count plural. The adjective, however, has pre
served both statuses. The forms reflecting the old status absolutus express 
indefiniteness, while those reflecting the old status emphaticus - i.e. those iden
tical with the endings of the noun - express definiteness, e.g. i,fter 'poor' (forms 
given for Ma'IUla only): 

Indefinite Definite 
Sg.m. i,fter f/s,fra 

f. f/s,fra f/s,frea 

PI. m. f/s,frin f/s,iro 
f. jkfran f/s,iro(Ja 

Thus, e.g.,f/s,fra can mean 'the old one (m.)' or 'an old one (f.)'; 'the old one (f.), 
would be f/s,frea etc. 

There is no definite article in WNA. A noun can be marked as definite or indef
inite by an attributive adjective: 

psona i,fter 
psona f/s,fra 

bisnf(Ja f/s,fra 
bisnf(Ja f/s,frea 

'a poor boy' 
'the poor boy' 

, a poor girl' 
'the poor girl' 

Other than by the attributive adjective, indefiniteness of a noun can also be marked 
by the preceding numeral for' I', e.g. al)l)ao psona 'one boy; a boy', el)&z bisnf(Ja 
'one girl; a girl'. Definiteness can be marked by using the close demonstrative 
(see Demonstrative Pronouns, p. 338), e.g. hanna psona 'this boy; the boy'. A 
noun which is the direct object of a verb is marked as definite by a special suffix 
-it on the verb (see p. 344): 

sattar rabrona 'he sent a man' 
sattrit rabrona 'he sent the man' 

Annexation 
Annexation of nouns (also called genitive construction) is analytical, the suffix -it 
- _I' - -'1 being joined to the first noun after the nominal ending -a has been 
dropped, e.g. Ma. bereit rabrona 'the daughter (berea) of the man', sobl' bIOta 
'the mayor (soba) of the village'. In Gubb'adin final-I is usually dropped, unless 
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the following noun has an initial vowel, e.g. G berCi zalam8a 'the daughter of the 
man'. 

Numerals 
WNA is unique among all Neo-Aramaic languages in having preserved different 
masculine and feminine forms for all numbers from 1 to 19. The forms are given 
for Ma'liila only: 

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine 
1 al)l)ao e/J/ja 11 e/J/jacasar al)l)a/jac sar 
2 i8ri - i8ar 8are 12 8arecasar (J[eCsar 
3 (J[o8a e(J[a8 13 e(J[a8C asar (J[eeeaC sar 
4 arpca arpac 14 arpaccasar arpcaeacsar 
5 /Jamsa /Jammd 15 /Jammdcasar /Jammdeac sar 
6 seCea se88 16 se8casar seCeacsar 
7 sobca dbac 17 dbaccasar sobcaeacsar 
8 8monya 8mon 18 8monC asar 8monyaeaC sar 
9 Idca elsac 19 elsa CCas ar Idc aeaC sar 

10 Casra eCsar 

With numerals above 1, nouns appear in the count plural, thus e.g. 8lii8a 8arac 
'three doors' , e(J[a8 warlwn 'three pieces of paper'. 

Tens, hundreds and thousands (only Ma'liila): 

20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

Verbs 

C isri _ cisar 
(J[e8(i) 
irpci _ irpac 
/Jimsi - /Jim as 
siee(i) 
subci - sub ac 
8men(i) 
IWi - /isac 

Generalities 

100 
200 
300 

1000 
2000 
3000 

emCa 
8are emca 
e(J[a8 emca etc. 

ole! 
8are ole! 
e(J[a8 ole! etc. 

Verbal roots consist of three or, more rarely, four consonants. "Weak" roots com
prise one or two of the "weak" consonants ~, w and y which may not show on the 
surface of every inflected form. 

The two old Semitic tenses, perfect and imperfect, have been preserved; they 
are here called past tense and subjunctive. The two old participles, the active par
ticiple qiitel and the passive participle qtil, have provided the basis for two new 
tenses, the present (from qiitel) and the perfect (from qtil), a development already 
observable in the Middle Aramaic period. 
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Derivation 
The six derivational classes or stems of Middle Aramaic have been preserved in 
WNA. Arabic verbs with fitting canonical forms have been adapted into these 
stems (e.g. Arabic stem I verbs into stem I etc.). In addition a number of stems 
from Arabic have been integrated into the system. 

Table 16.2 Verb Derivation 

Present Reflects Reflects Example 
designation Aramaic Arabic 

I pe<al stem I il}tal 'to kill' 
II pa«el stem II zap pen 'to sell' 
III stem III sofar 'to travel' 
IV af<el stem IV ahref 'to answer' 
12 eepe<el ic~xel 'to be eaten' 
112 eepa({al stem V ci)ayyat 'to be sewn' 
III2 stem VI ci)6~ar 'to be encircled' 
IV2 ettaf<al ccarnah 'to be put' 
17 stem VII in'feah" 'to be opened' 
Is stem VIII in'cyab 'to be stolen' 
110 stem X sc~<eb 'to find difficult' 

Two of the above stems, 12 and IV 2, are quite rare and will be left out in the fol
lowing table. The table shows, for each of the remaining stems, the basic form of 
the four tenses. In the two old tenses, past tense and subjunctive, the sg. 3m. is giv
en as a base; in the two new tenses, present and perfect, the sg. 3m. and sg. 3f. are 
given. All forms are Ma'lUla. For the inflection see below. 

Stem I has several different vocalizations. Beside the past tense i~!al, WNA has 
also inherited an intransitive type with e in the second syllable, e.g. i8mex 'he 
slept'. In the subjunctive the second syllable can have u or a. The following com
binations occur in Ma'lUla: 

i~!al yi~!ul 'to kill' 
is~a! yis~a! 'to fall' 
i8mex yi8mux 'to sleep' 
isme( yisma( 'to hear' 

Inflection 
The two archaic tenses, the past and the subjunctive, are still inflected pretty much 
as in Middle Aramaic. The two newly formed tenses, the present and the perfect, 
are inflected in a completely different way which is similar to the "predicative in
flection" of Eastern Neo-Aramaic; however, the subject marker is prefixed, not 
suffixed. Compare WNA n-foeel;t vs. ENA (Turoyo) f6tiil;t-no 'I open'. 

The past tense is inflected by means of suffixes. Below is the past tense of ifeal') 
'he opened' (stem I), zappen 'he sold' (stem II), safar 'he traveled' (stem III) and 
arkef 'he woke up' (stem IV). These are all from Ma'liila. 
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Table 16.3 Tense formation 

Stem Past Subjunctive Present Perfect 

i15.tal yi15~ul m. ~a~el m. i~~el 'to kill' 
f. ~a~la f. ~~na 

II zappen yzappen m. mzappen m. zappen 'to sell' 
f. mzappna f. zappina 

III safar ysafar m. msafar m. safar 'to travel' 
f. msafira f. sarlra 

IV al)ref ya!).ref m. mal)ref m. al)ref 'to answer' 
f. mal)r'fa f. al)rifa 

112 cl)ayya~ yicl)ayya~ m. micl)ayya~ m. cl)ayye~ 'to be sewn' 
f. micl)ayy~a f. cl)ayyi~a 

III2 cl)6~ar yicl)6~ar m. michasar m. cl)6~er 'to be encircled' 
f. michasira f. cl)a~ira 

17 in'fGa!). yin'fGa!). m. min 'fGa!). m. in'fGel) 'to be opened' 
f. minfaGha f. in'fGiha 

18 in'cyab yin'cyab m. min'crab m. in'cyeb 'to be stolen' 
f. mincayba f. in'cyiba 

110 sca~'eb yisc~'eb m. miscas'eb m. sc~'eb 'to find difficult' 
f. misc~;'ba f. sc~'iba 

Sg.lc. fa8/:ti8 zappni8 safiri8 arksi8 
PI. lc. fa8/:linna/:l zappninna/:l safirinna/:l arkSinna/:l 

Sg.2m. fa8/:lic zappnic safiric arkSic 
f. fa8/:lis zappnis safiris arksis 

PI. 2m. fa8/:licxun zappnicxun safiricxun arkSicxun 
f. fa8/:licxen zappnicxen safiricxen arkSicxen 

Sg.3m. if8a/:l zappen safar arkd 
f. fa8/:la8 zappna8 safira8 arksa8 

PI. 3c. if8a/:l zappen safar arkd 

The older plural endings of the 3rd person have been dropped; they resurface, 
however, when a pronominal object is added (see p. 345): 

if8a/:l 
(Sg. 3m.) ~ 
(PI. 3m.) ~ 
(PI. 3f.) ~ 

fa8/:le 
fa8/:lunne 
fa8/:lanne 

'he opened it (m.)' 
'they (m.) opened it (m.)' 
'they (f.) opened it (m.)' 

The SUbjunctive is inflected by a combination of prefixes and suffixes. Below 
is the subjunctive of yif8u/:l 'that he open' (stem I), yzappen 'that he sell' (stem 
II), ysofar 'that he travel' (stem III) and ya/:lsem 'that he eat dinner' (stem IV). 
These are all from Ma' liila. 

Sg. lc. nif8u/:l 
PI. lc. nif8u/:l 

nzappen 
nzappen 

nsofar 
nsofar 

na/:lsem 
na/:lsem 
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Sg. 2m. eif6ul;! ezappen esofar eal;!sem 
f. eif6ul;! ezappin esofar eal;!sim 

PI. 2m. efu61;!un ezappnun esafirun eal;!'smun 
f. efu61;!an ezappnan esafiran eal;!'sman 

Sg. 3m. yif6ul;! yzappen ysofar yal;!sem 
f. eif6ul;! czappen esofar eal;!Sem 

PI. 3m. yfu61;!un yzappnun ysafirun yal;!'smun 
f. yfu61;!an yzappnan ysafiran yal;!'sman 

Present and perfect: The inflectional bases for present and perfect are old par
ticiples which have four different forms, namely sg. m., sg. f., pI. m., pI. f. Without 
any subject prefix added they function as 3rd persons, e.g. in the present: 

Sg.3m. to(en 'he carries' 
f. to(na 'she carries' 

PI. 3m. lo(nin 'they (m.) carry' 
f. to(nan 'they (f.) carry' 

With a prefixed subject marker c- these forms become 2nd person, and with a 
prefixed subject marker n- they become 1st person, e.g.: 

Sg.2m. elo(en 'you (m.) carry' 
f. elo(na 'you (f.) carry' 

PI. 2m. eto(nin 'you (pI. m.) carry' 
f. eto(nan 'you (pI. f.) carry' 

Sg.lm. nto(en 'I (m.) carry' 
f. ntoCna 'I (f.) carry' 

PI. 1m. nlocnin 'we (m.) carry' 
f. nlo(nan 'we (f.) carry' 

Thus, due to the origin of these forms, there is gender distinction not only in the 
3rd and 2nd person but also in the 1st person, which is a rather rare feature in a 
Semitic language. 

The perfect is inflected in the same way. Thus, e.g., the perfect of the verb 'to 
carry' is Wen, with the following forms of the 3rd person: 

Sg.3m. Wen 'he has carried' 
Sg.3f. (ina 'she has carried' 
PI. 3m. (inin 'they (m.) have carried' 
PI. 3f. I(inan 'they (f.) have carried' 

The remaining persons are inflected as shown, except that the subject markers 
are ei- and ni- rather than e- and n- because the base begins with a cluster of two 
consonants: nifCen 'I (m.) have carried', nifCina 'I (f.) have carried' etc. 
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Imperative: By detaching the inflectional prefix y- from the sg. 3m. of the sub
junctive, one arrives at the sg. m. of the imperative, e.g. yifOu/:l ~ ifOu/:l, yzappen 
~ zappen and so on. Usually the imperative has two variants, one with the stress 
on the penultimate, and another one, now used more frequently, with stress on the 
last syllable and concomitant lengthening of the vowel, thus zappen - zappin 'sell 
(sg. m.)!'. Ifthe vowel of the final syllable of the masculine form is eli or 010 it 
is raised to iii or ulii in the feminine: zappin - zappin 'sell (sg. f.)!'. The plural 
endings are -un for the masculine and -en for the feminine; they can also be 
stressed and their vowel lengthened. The plural endings cause the same reshuf
fling of the syllable as the plural suffixes of the subjunctive, the initial vowel i in 
open syllable is elided, thus ifOu/:l 'open (sg. m.)!' butfuO/:lun 'open (pl. m.)!' (cf. 
in the subjunctive yifOu/:l, yfuO/:lun). The imperatives of stems I-IV are shown in 
Table 16.4. 

Table 16.4 Imperative 

Stem Subjunctive Imperative 

yifeu!) sg.m. ifeu!) - feo!) 'open!' 
(yfue!)un) sg. f. ifeuh - feuh 

pI. m. fue!)un - fu'el)On 
pI. f. fue!)en - fue!)en 

II yzappen sg.m. zappen - zappen 'sell!' 
(yzappnun) sg. f. zappin - zappin 

pI. m. zappnun - zappn6n 
pI. f. zappnen - zappnen 

III ysore~ sg.m. sore~ - sare~ 'bet!' 
(ysari~un) sg. f. sori~ - sari~ 

pI. m. sariton 
pI. f. sariten 

IV yal)ref sg.m. ahref - ahref 
(y al)r·fun ) sg. f. ahrif - alinf 

pI. m. ah'rfun"': ah'rf6n 
pI. f. aI)·rfen - a4·rfen 

'answer!' 

Weak Verbs 
WNA is very rich in weak and irregular verbs. A detailed description is impossible 
within the limits of the present sketch. The following table shows the most impor
tant types for stem I. For each inflectional paradigm two forms are cited: for the 
SUbjunctive sg. 3m. and pl. 3m., for the remaining tenses sg. 3m. and sg. 3f. 

Verb with Nominal Accusative Objects 
A noun which is the direct (accusative) object of a verb follows the unmodified 
verb form if indefinite: sattar 'he sent', sattar rabrona 'he sent a man'. Definite
ness of the object noun is marked by a special suffix -it on the verb: sattril rabrona 
'he sent the man'. 
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Table 16.5 Weak verbs 

Root Past Subjunctive Present Perfect Imperative 

ly ilef ynaf loyef layyef lfii 'to learn' 
ilfa9 yilfun lOyfa layyifa lfiiy 

p axal yixul oxel ixel xOl 'to eat' 
axla9 yiixlun oxla xila xiiI 

2w al5am y~um ~oyem ~ayyem ~om 'to stand' 
~oma9 y~iimun ~oyma ~ayyima ~iim 

2y ame9 yimu9 moye9 ime9 mo9 'to die' 
mi9a9 ymii9un moy9a mi9a mii9 

2=3 alam yillum lomem ilmem 10m 'to gather' 
lamma9 ylummun lomma Imima liim 

3y ihom yib.°m !)Om b.amm(i) b.ma- ib.ma 'to see' 
ibma9 yib.mun !)Omya b.ammiya b.may - ib.may 

P 3y if(i) yif(i) of (i) if(i) ifii - if a 'to bake' 
ifa9 yifun ofya ifiya ifiiy - ifay 

2w3y isw yisw misw saww(i) swa- iswa 'to do' 
iswa9 yiswun miswa sawwiya sway- isway 

Verb with Accusative Object Suffixes 
The different origin of the four tenses is also transparent in the way in which suf
fixes expressing a pronominal accusative object are joined to the verb. 

Past and subjunctive take the following set of pronominal object suffixes (not 
all allomorphs indicated): 

Sg.lc. -0 --i Sg.2m. -ax Sg.3m. -e 
f. -is f. -a 

PI. lc. -al;! PI. 2m. -xun PI. 3m. -un 
f. -xen f. -en 

A suffix with initial vowel leads to a reshuffling of the last syllable of the verb, 
e.g. ifOal;! + -e --+ /aOl;!e 'he opened it (m.)'. Frequently a verb form with object 
suffix is more archaic than when it stands alone, thus /aO'l;!cunne 'you (pI. m.) 
opened it (m.), reflects */aO'l;!cun which is older than present-day /aOl;!icxun. In 
the following table the past and subjunctive of ifOal;!, yij(Jul;! 'to open' (see Past 
Tense and Subjunctive, pp. 341-3) in Ma'lfila are repeated with the sg. 3m. suffix 
-e. The suffix has the allomorphs -ne, -enne and (rarer) -nu. 

Present and perfect receive the accusative pronominal suffixes through the in
termediary preposition -t, resulting in the following set (not all allomorphs indi
cated): 
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Table 16.6 Verb with object suffixes 

Past + -e Subjunctive + -e 

Sg. Ie. faei:lie faei:licce nifeui:l nfuei:lenne 
PI. Ie. faei:linnal:1 fae'i:llai:lle nifeui:l nfuei:lenne 

Sg. 2m. faehic faei:licne cifeui:l Cfuei:lenne 
f. fae6iS faei:lIsnu (!) cifeui:l Cfuei:linnu (!) 

PI. 2m. faei:licxun fae'hcunne Cfuehun Cfuei:lunne 
f. faei:licxen faa'6canne Cfua6an cfuei:lanne 

Sg. 3m. ifeah faai:le yifeui:l yfuei:lenne 
f. faehaa faehacce cifeui:l cfuei:lenne 

PI. 3m. ifaah faetiunne yfuai:lun yfuei:lunne 
f. ifaa6 faa6anne yfuai:lan yfuai:lanne 

Sg. Ie. -I( i) Sg.2m. -lax --x Sg.3m. -Ie 
f. -lis - -s f. -Ia 

PI. Ie. -Ial} - -I} PI. 2m. -lxun PI. 3m. -Iun 
f. -Ixen f. -len 

Adding the suffixes to the inflected fOTIns of the present and perfect causes the 
word stress to move to the following syllable. In an unstressed syllable a is re
placed by a, i' by i; in turn unstressed a, when receiving the stress, is replaced by 
a, e.g. nasfs,a + -Ie ~ nasfs,ale 'she kisses him'. In the plural the final n assimilates 
to the initial I of the suffix to yield II. 

'kiss' Present + -Ie Perfect + -Ie 
Sg.3m. nosefs, nasefs,le insefs, nsi'fs,le 
Sg.3f. nosfs,a naSfs,ale nsi'fs,a nsifs,ale 
PI. 3m. nosfs,in naSfs,ille nsi'fs,in nsifs,ille 
PI. 3f. nasfs,an nasfs,alle nsi'fs,an nsifs,alle 

As shown on p. 343, the 2nd and 1st persons are arrived at by prefixing c- (2nd 
person) or n- (1 st person) to the above fOTIns. 

Verb with Dative Pronominal Suffixes 
The pronominal suffixes with 1- shown above express a dative pronominal object. 
Since in the two new tenses, present and perfect, they also express an accusative 
object the two cannot be distinguished, e.g. fa~enle = (1) 'he carries him'; (2) 'he 
carries to him/for him'. In the two old tenses, however, I-suffixes always express 
a dative object. Final -(} and final -n assimilate to 1- to yield II. The vowel u of the 
subjunctive is replaced by 0 under stress. 

Order of Elements 
The preferred word order is SVO. 
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Table 16.7 Verb with dative pronominal suffixes 

'open' Past + -Ie Subjunctive + -Ie 

Sg. lc. fa9i)i9 fa9i)i11e nif9ui) nif9oi)le 
PI. lc. fa9i)innai) fa9"i)Iai)le nif9ui) nif9oi)le 

Sg. 2m. fa9i)ic fa9i)Icle cif9ui) cif9oi)le 
f. fa9i)is fa9i)Islu (!) Cif9lli) cif9lli)lu (!) 

PI. 2m. fa9i)icxun fa9"i)culJe cfu9i)un cfu9i)uJle 
f. fa9i)icxen fa9°i)calle cfu9i)an Cfu9i)alle 

Sg. 3m. if9ah f9ahle yif9ui) yif9oi)le 
f. fa9i)a9 fa9J)alle cif9lli) cif9oi)le 

PI. 3m. if9ai) fa9i)ulJe yfu9i)un yfu9i)ulJe 
f. if9ai) fa9i)alle yfu9i)an yfu9i)alle 

Eastern Neo-Aramaic 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic (ENA) comprises an as yet unknown number of languages 
and dialects which, until the beginning of our century, were spread over an enor
mous territory covering southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, northwestern Iran 
and, detached from the bulk of ENA, the territory of Mandaic in the Shatt el-' Ar
ab, which is divided between Iraq and Iran. Apart from Mandaic, most ENA lan
guages were situated within the Kurdish language area in which they formed 
larger or smaller language islands; only the northernmost languages were situated 
in a Turkish (Azeri)-speaking area. Apart again from Mandaic, whose speakers 
adhere to the Mandean religion, ENA languages are spoken by Christians and 
Jews. 

Unfortunately, practically all ENA-speaking groups have been subjected to se
vere religious persecution since the beginning of the twentieth century. As a re
sult, few ENA speakers still live in their original homeland anywhere in the 
Middle East. The large majority have been turned into refugees and are dispersed 
over five continents. The Iraqi and Iranian Jews are safe in Israel but their ENA 
speech is already in severe danger of extinction. All taken together, the future is 
very dark for the ENA languages, and the greatest effort has to be made to inves
tigate as many of them as possible while they are still to be found. 

Hoberman (1989: 3ff.) divides ENA into three main groups: (1) Turoyo (with 
Mla1}.so); (2) Northeastern Neo-Aramaic (NENA); (3) Mandaic. Turoyo is the 
westernmost ENA language; it is spoken in the Tur 'Abdin area in the Turkish 
province of Mardin, to the west of the Tigris river. The language of Mla1}.so, now 
virtually extinct, was spoken even further to the northwest, in the vicinity of Di
yarbakir. Turoyo and Mla1}.so are quite distinct from all ENA languages east of the 
Tigris. Whereas both Turoyo and Mandaic comprise small language areas with 
only minor dialectal differentiation, NENA is the cover term for an amazing vari
ety of languages and dialects, many of which are still unexplored or even undis
covered. There are, within the NENA group, many varieties which are not 
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mutually comprehensible, so that some of the NENA dialect subgroups should 
perhaps be set up as different languages. Interestingly enough, one of the main di
visions in NENA runs along religious rather than geographical lines. Whereas in 
the western part of Northern Iraq the ENA dialects of the Christians and Jews are 
relatively close and mutually comprehensible, they become less and less so as one 
moves to the east. In Iran the respective NENA speech of Christians and Jews of 
the same town (e.g. Urmi, Sanandaj) was, to all intents, mutually unintelligible. 

Among the several adstrate/superstrate languages which have influenced the 
ENA languages, Kurdish is the most important. National languages such as Per
sian in Iran, Turkish in Turkey and Arabic in Iraq, have exercised considerable in
fluence, especially in the lexicon. Regional languages, such as Azeri in Iranian 
Azerbaijan and Arabic in southeastern Turkey, have also contributed to the com
plex structure of present-day ENA languages. 

I am indebted to Simon Hopkins who contributed the Kerend data quoted in this 
chapter. He also read the whole text and suggested many important improvements. 
It goes without saying that the responsibility for all remaining imperfections is en
tirely mine. 

Phonology 

Consonants 

P b t d k g q (uvular) C) 
t (4) 

c g 
f v 9 B x 'Y Q ( h 

(~) 
s z S Z 
~ 

m n (Q) 
1m 
r (r) 

w y 

Turoyo exhibits a rather conservative consonant system as shown above (rare 
phonemes are in parentheses, the "emphatic" consonants - marked by a subscript 
dot - are velarized). 

4 and ~ occur mostly in loans from Arabic and are not distinguished by all 
speakers. > is distinctive only word internally and it is rare; word initially it is an 
automatic juncture marker. I), I, and r occur in verb inflection as a result of the as
similation of stem-final -r to suffix-initial n, lor K, e.g. *komiir-no --+ komiil)l)o 'I 
say', *m'ir-le --+ m'i/le 'he said', *m'ir-Ke --+ m'irre 'they said'. 

In Middle Aramaic each of the six stops p, b, t, d, k, g was split into two posi
tional variants (allophones), an initial, postconsonantal and geminate one con-
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tinuing the older stop and a postvocalic one yielding the corresponding fricative, 
i.e. p, fl, 1,4, fs" g. The resulting twelve consonants later acquired phonemic status. 
They have been preserved rather well in Turoyo, as can be seen below. (The di
achronic/synchronic symbols [llf, 118,410, fs,lx, glydenote the same sound.) 

Middle 
Aramaic> Turoyo Examples 
*p > f *piilii > fo80 'face' (noun) 
*p > f *mawlep> motif 'he teaches' 

*b > b *brilii > bri80 'world' 
*fl > w * /:tiir 'flin > /:tUrwi 'they perish' 

*t > t *ta( Iii > tiYlo 'fox' 
*1 > 8 *iile > ole 'he comes' 

*d > d *deflsii > dawso 'honey' 
*4 > 0 *e4nii > iiono 'ear' 

*k > k *karmii > karmo 'vineyard' 
*fs, > x *biifs,e > boxe 'he weeps' 

*g > g *gaflrii > giiwro 'man' 
*g > y *reglii > raylo 'foot' 

Middle Aramaic *fl, which may have been pronounced [v] originally, appears 
as w in Turoyo, but as v in Mlal).so. *p and *p have been collapsed into f Other
wise all the the fricatives resulting from the split of p, b, t, d, k, g have been pre
served in Turoyo, whereas in Mlal).s6 1 and 4 have been shifted to s and z, e.g. 
Mlal).s6 ose 'he comes', ezno 'ear'. The pharyngal fricatives, voiceless /:t and 
voiced (, have been preserved both in Mlal).s6 and Turoyo. 

A few consonants were introduced by loanwords from Turkish, Kurdish and 
Arabic, such as C, g and i. 

As one moves from Turoyo eastward into the domain of NENA the following 
simplifications and/or modifications of the consonant system occur: 

1 f ( < *plp) shifted back to p. 
2 8 and 0 were retained in some dialects but shifted back to t and d in the 

majority ofthe dialects. More rarely ( e.g. in the dialect ofthe Jews of Zaxo ) 
they shifted to s and z. In the Jewish dialects of Azerbaijan there is an asym
metrical development 8 > I, 0> d; in Persian Kurdistan both 8 and 0 shifted 
to I. In the dialects of Tiari and Txuma 0 was retained but 8 shifted to s in 
many instances. 

3 /:t was merged with x, except for the westernmost NENA dialects (Hertevin 
group) where x was merged with /:to ( shifted to ) and yielded 0 in some di
alects. ydid not usually survive but may be represented by) /0, presumably 
after an intermediate change to (. 
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4 k and g are palatalized and in some dialects became plain palatal stops [c], 
(f]. In Christian Urmi these palatal stops shifted to c and g, while c and g in 
loanwords shifted to ts and dz. Again in Christian Urmi q was fronted to t 
[k]. 

Neo-Mandaic has preserved all the six fricative consonants resulting from the 
earlier split:f, v, 6, 0, x, r. Middle Aramaic II has yielded v. The pharyngeals have 
been lost, < yielding 0 in all positions, and I;t merging with h (not with x as in 
NENA). 

Vowels 

Mlal;!so and Turoyo 
The Mlal;!so vowel system is considerably more conservative than that of Turoyo. 
In Mlal;!so there are six vowels: i, u, e, 0, a, a. The first five vowels can occur in 
all types of syllables. The status of a is not yet completely clear. It occurs only in 
stressed non-final syllables, e.g., the definite article for both masculine and femi
nine singular: a-gavro 'the man', a-brato 'the daughter'. The "tense" vowels i, u, 
e, 0, a are close to the five IPA cardinal vowels. The only "lax" vowel, a, is always 
short. The tense vowels are long in syllables carrying the main stress, long to half
long in syllables carrying secondary stress and half-long to short in unstressed syl
lables. The phonetic vowel length is independent of openness or closedness of the 
syllable, e.g. dozo [do:'zo:] 'maternal uncle', dol;tlo [do:b'lo:] 'she fears'. 

Turoyo has a more evolved system of five tense and three lax vowels: 

u 
e 0 

a a 

The tense vowels are usually phonetically long in syllables carrying main stress, 
long to half-long in syllables carrying secondary stress and half-long to short in 
unstressed syllables; in unstressed word-final position they are usually short. The 
three lax vowels are always short. The phonetic values are: 

[ill [u:] 
[ell [0:] 

[a:] 

[I] [u] 
[Ie ] 

In Turoyo, if a syllable is closed through a morphological process such as deriva
tion or inflection, a tense vowel is replaced by a lax vowel, whereas in Mlal;!so no 
such change occurs. Note that word stress, unless otherwise indicated, falls on the 
last syllable in Mlal;!so but on the second to last syllable in Turoyo (see p. 353). 
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Mlal}.so Turoyo 
*. I yarixo yarixo 'long (m.)' 

yarixto yarlxto 'long (f.)' 

*u zCuro zCuro 'small (m.)' 
zCurto zCiirto 'small (f.)' 
mun mIn 'what?' 

*e ke/o ke/o 'stone' 
domex dom'ix 'he sleeps' 
domexno domiixno 'I sleep' 

*0 no/eq nofiq 'he comes out' 
no/qi nifqi 'they come out' 

*a zaben mzabln 'he sells' 
zabno mziibno 'she sells' 

NENA and Neo-Mandaic 
The most frequent vowel system found in NENA is identical with the one de
scribed for Turoyo (except for diachronic correspondences, see p. 352), namely: 
i, u, e, 0, a, I, ii, ii, with similar phonetic realizations and similar rules for vowel 
length. The lax vowels I and ii may be phonetically closer to [e] and [0] than to [I] 
and [u] respectively, in which case they may be written e, o. Tense a [lJ:] is more 
open and retracted than lax ii [re]; in some dialects (e.g. Hertevin, NENA dialects 
of Iranian Kurdistan) it is back [a:] , creating a marked contrast [re] : [0:], reminis
cent of Persian. Note in Hertevin: 

kpina 'hungry (m.)' 
kpenta 'hungry (f.)' 

>iimuqa 'deep (m.)' 
> iimoqta 'deep (f.)' 

be>e 'eggs' 
be>ta 'egg' 

iirmone 'pomegranates' 
iirmonta 'pomegranate' 

IJ,wara 'white (m.)' 
IJ,wiirta 'white (f.)' 

In the scholarly literature there are many divergent and complex practices for 
writing the vowels ofNENA languages and dialects. For the present chapter, how
ever, tense vowels are always noted as i, u, e, 0, a etc., and lax vowels always as 
t, ii, e, 0, ii etc. 
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Diachronic Correspondences 

1 In Turoyo the old diphthongs aw and ay have been preserved while in the 
majority of NENA dialects and in Neo-Mandaic they have been monoph
thongized and merged with 0 and e. Examples: Turoyo My to, Hertevin be
ta, Neo-Mandaic be8a 'house'; Turoyo mdwto, Hertevin mota 'death'. In 
Christian Aradhin, ay has yielded an open lei which contrasts with leI, e.g. 
bE8a ['be:Sa] 'house' vs. beta ['be:ta] 'egg', while aw has been preserved: 
mdwta 'death'. 

2 One of the most characteristic features distinguishing Turoyo and Mlal)so 
from the remaining ENA languages is the shift of old *a to 0 [0:], e.g. 
Turoyo 1)oze, but Hertevin 1)aze, Christian Aradhinxaze, Neo-Mandaic hazi 
'he sees'. In some NENA dialects the phonetic realization of a is a back and 
sometimes even rounded vowel: [a:] - [0:] - [::>:], however, in closed sylla
bles it is replaced by a [re - a] whereas in Turoyo 0 in closed syllables is 
mostly replaced by U - I, e.g. 1)uzyo -1)lzyo but ENA 1)dzya, xazya, Neo
Mandaic hdzya 'she sees' . 

3 In some NENA dialects the monophthongization of ay and aw to e and 0 

(see 1 above) has pushed older e and 0 to u and i. In Christian Urmi we find 
beta 'house', mota 'death', buttili 'he came', kipa 'stone', kuma 'black', 
axuna 'brother' (cf. Hertevin beta, mota, tele, kepa, koma, a1)ona). Older u 
has become u [y:] in some dialects, e.g. Hassana xabUsa 'apple' (cf. Tkhu
rna xabusa). In the northernmost Christian dialects of Iranian Azerbaijan 
(e.g., Urmi, Salamas) older i and u have been diphthongized to iy [Ij] and 
uy [uj] and in some dialects the glide element of these new diphthongs has 
become a spirant, yielding [t ~] and [ux]. Some instances of a similar pro
cess are also found in Neo-Mandaic, e.g. moxta « *mota < mawta) 'death'. 

"Synharmonism" 
In some of the northernmost NENA dialects the two velarized consonants, ! and 
~, tend to spread their velarization over the whole syllable or, more frequently, the 
whole word. In the Jewish and Christian dialects of Persian Azerbaijan not only 
all the consonants in a velarized ("flat" or "hard") word become more or less ve
larized but all the vowels have allophones which are lowered, retracted and/or 
centralized. This synharmonism or "flatting" is a long component since the pho
nemic contrast no longer resides in a single segment but in the whole word. Thus 
in the Jewish dialect of Persian Azerbaijan the contrast between the words for 'she 
says' and 'wool' lies in the flatting, marked by a raised +, of the second word: am
ra vs. + amra. 

In dialects where flatting or synharmonism exists, the whole vocabulary and all 
morphological forms are divided into two categories - they are either "flat" or 
"plain." The presence of a velarized consonant (! or~) in the ancestor form of a 
word is not the only possible factor inducing flatness. It can also be caused by an 
original pharyngeal *C. The examples amra 'she says' and +amra 'wool' cited 
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above reflect Middle Aramaic amra and C amra respectively. Similarly alpa 'thou
sand' goes back to alpa but + alma 'people' comes from C almii. Another source for 
flat words is borrowings from Turkish and Kurdish, e.g. in the Jewish dialects of 
Persian Azerbaijan (Garbell 1965: 34) pul 'fall!' (imperative) vs. +pul 'stamp' 
(from Turkish pul 'stamp'). For the variety of Modem Assyrian which he de
scribes, Tsereteli (1978: 36) states that the realization of! is "abruptive," that is 
ejective. 

Word Stress 
Nouns are still stressed on the last syllable in MlaQso and in the Jewish NENA di
alects of Iran and eastern Iraq but in the majority of ENA languages stress has 
shifted to the penultimate (stress indicated by boldface): MlaQso gavro, but 
Turoyo giiwro 'man'; Jewish Azerbaijan gora, but Christian Urmi gora, Neo
Mandaic gavra 'man'. The same is true for the original participles which now 
form the basis of verb inflection (see Verbs, p. 359): MlaQso lJ,oze, Jewish Azer
baijan xaze, but Turoyo lJ,oze, Hertevin lJ,aze, Hassanaxaze, Neo-Mandaic hazi 'he 
sees'; MlaQso lJ,ozyo, Jewish Azerbaijan and Kerend xazya but Turoyo lJ,uzyo, 
Hertevin lJ,azya, Hassanaxazya, Neo-Mandaic hazya 'she sees'. 

Penultimate stress (where it occurs) is the rule also when suffixes are added, 
e.g. Turoyo !uro, Christian Aradhin lura 'mountain' but Turoyo !urone, Christian 
Aradhin !urane 'mountains'. In verbal forms based on original participles stress 
cannot go beyond the original participle form, regardless of how many suffixes are 
added, e.g. Turoyo lJ,ozeno 'I (m.) see' ,lJ,ozenole 'I (m.) see him',lJ,ozewaynole 'I 
(m.) used to see him' . 

In most, if not all, NENA languages word stress has become phonemic on the 
morphological level, e.g. Turoyo mal'im 'he collects' vs. malim 'collect!'; Jewish 
Azerbaijan zdelu 'they feared' vs. zdelu 'their fear'. In the Jewish dialect of Ker
end (Iranian Kurdistan) we find, e.g., twira 'broken (m.)' vs. twira 'it (f.) got bro
ken', tori 'my bull' vs. tori 'I broke', zilex 'we have gone' vs. zilex 'we went'. 

In the present study, when the position of word stress deviates from the general 
rule, it is marked by , over the stressed vowel. However, in the verbal paradigms 
stress is marked here throughout in order to avoid ambiguity. 

Stress Groups 
In all NENA languages collocations of two, rarely three words which are closely 
bound syntactically can form stress groups (indicated here by = connecting the 
two words). In stress groups the second word loses its word stress, and the main 
stress of the collocation comes to be on the last syllable of the first word. Stress 
groups most frequently occur with numerals + counted nouns, e.g. Christian Ara
dhin !'illU)=ndqle, Turoyo (Mid~n) tlo()o=naqlawo()e 'three times', and with ne
gations and a following verb or noun, e.g. Jewish Amedi la=xme, Turoyo lo=xile 
'he did not eat', Jewish Amedi cu=mlndi, Turoyo tu=mede 'nothing'. 
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Morphology 

Pronouns 

Table 16.8 Independent personal pronouns, 
MlaI,so, Turoyo, Hertevin and Hassana 

Mla1;!so Turoyo (Midyat) Hertevin 

Sg. lc. ono uno ana 
PI. lc. el5na al)na al)nal) 

Sg. 2c. hat hilt ahet 
PI. 2c. hatun hatu al)niton 

Sg. 3m. hiye huwe ahu 
f. hiya hiya ahi 

PI. 3c. hiyen hinne al)ni 

Table 16.9 Independent personal pronouns, 

Hassana 

ana 
axni 

ahit 
axnutin 

awa 
aya 
ani 

Chr. MangeS, Chr. Urmi, J. Azerbaijan, Neo-Mandaic 

Chr. Manges Chr. Urmi J. Azerbaijan Neo-Mandaic 

Sg. lc. ana ana ana an - ana 
PI. lc. axni axnan axnan ani 

Sg. 2c. m. ayit, f. ayat at at at 
PI. 2c. axnutin axtun atxiin m. atton, f. atten 

Sg. 3m. awa aw 0 hax 
Sg. f. aya ay 0 hax 
PI. 3c. ani aniy oyne hiinni or 

m. hannox, 
f. hannex 

Only a minority of languages (Mlal).so, Turoyo and Hertevin) have preserved 
archaic 3rd person pronouns (cf. Middle Aramaic hU, hi, henn6nlhennen). In the 
remaining languages their function has been taken over by the demonstrative pro
nouns (see p. 354). In Hertevin all the forms have initial a-Ia-. In Mlal).so the pro
noun of the pI. 1 has been replaced by eiana 'to us'. For details see J astrow 1990 
and Hoberman 1990. 

Demonstrative Pronouns 
Mlal).so and Turoyo in the west and Neo-Mandaic in the southeast have two sets 
of demonstrative pronouns to distinguish between the categories of closeness 
('this') and remoteness ('that'); most NENA languages have only a single set 
( 'this/that' ). 

In the NENA languages the most frequent forms of the demonstratives (close 
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Table 16.10 Demonstrative pronouns 

Mla1)so Turoyo Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

'this' Sg.m. ano hanD ay-aya a - aha - ahayye - hay f. 6zi haSe 
PI. c. ane hani ay - aya hiinni - iinni - iihni 

'that' Sg.m. liwo hawo o-awa hax- ax f. liyo hayo 
PI. c. anek hanik o-awa hannox - hiinnex 

and remote being the same) are: sg. m. awa - aw - 0, sg. f. aya - ay - e, pI. c. ani 
- an. Kerend has reintroduced a distinction by assigning ay to closeness and 0 to 
remoteness, dropping gender and number distinctions. 

Interrogative Pronouns 

Mlal).so Turoyo Hertevin Chr. Urmi Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

'who?' man 
'what' mun 

man 
mIn 

Pronominal Suffixes 

man man - maniy 
mahi - me mu - mudiy 

mdni 
ma 

man 
ma-mo-mu 

The pronominal suffixes are joined to nouns to express possession, to prepositions 
to express relation and to verb forms with copUlative inflection to express a pro
nominal object. Before the suffixes the nominal ending -0 - -a is dropped. (Ex
amples: emo 'mother', beta - be8a - bela 'house', baba 'father'.) 

Table 16.11 Pronominal suffixes, Mlal}so, Turoyo, Hertevin and Hassana 

Mla1)so Turoyo Hertevin Hassana 

Sg. lc. emi emi beti beti 
PI. lc. emena emiin betiin betiin 

Sg. 2m. emox emiix betol) betiix 
f. emex emiix betiil) betiix 

PI. 2c. emekun emayxu betel)On betoxiin 

Sg. 3m. emav erne betew betiih 
Sg. f. ema ema beta beta6. 
PI. 3c. emen emayye betehen betel)in 

Relational Morpheme 
The pronominal suffixes (see above) can be joined to a special morpheme ex
pressing relation: di8- in Turoyo, did- in Hertevin and Jewish Azerbaijan, diy- in 
Hassana and Christian Urmi, ald- in Neo-Mandaic. Thus, in Turoyo, di8i means 
'mine, the one belonging to me': bdytl1x rab me diOi-yo 'your (m.) house is larger 
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Table 16.12 Pronominal suffixes, Chr. Urmi, J. Azerbaijan, Kerend and 
Neo-Mandaic 

Chr. Urmi J. Azerbaijani Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

Sg. lc. betiy beli beli bege 
PI. lc. betan beHin belan(i) be9an 

Sg. 2m. betiix belox belox be9iix 
f. betiix beliix beliix begex 

PI. 2c. betoxiin belxiin beliixun m. be9xon,L be9xen 

Sg. 3m. betu belew belef be9i 
Sg. f. beta belaw belM be9a 
Pl. 3c. bete belu belu be9u 

than mine'. Foreign loans which have not been adapted to ENA morphology (Le. 
lack the nominal ending -0, -a) usually do not take pronominal suffixes; these are 
instead suffixed to the relational morpheme, thus Hertevin diwan didlw 'his coun
cil', Turoyo waxt dioi 'my time'. In several dialects the relational morpheme + 
suffix produced a new, enlarged series of suffixes, which in turn can also be suf
fixed to nouns of the inherited stock, e.g. Turoyo u=waxtayOi 'my time' (with def
inite article, see p. 357), Mlal)so !a/tezav 'his child', Txuma Mbldye 'his father', 
Neo-Mandaic xlzmiidde 'my service'. 

Nouns 

Nominal Endings 
Original Aramaic nouns have the ending -0 (Mlal)so, Turoyo) or -a (remaining 
ENA languages) in the masculine, -to - -(}o or -ta - -(}a in the feminine. In the 
Jewish NENA dialects with final stress (see p. 353) the ending always has the lax 
vowel -d. Examples: 

MlalJso Turoyo Chr. Aradhin J. Azerbaijan Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

tawro tdwro tdwra 
turto tlrto tdwTrta 

Plural 

tord 
tortd 

tord 
tortd 

tora 
turta 

'ox' 
'cow' 

The most common plural ending is -e, (Manges -I, Christian Urmi -i) for the mas
culine, Turoyo (Midyat) -o(}o, Turoyo (villages) -o(}e, NENA -a(}a - -ata - -ale 
for the feminine. Examples: Turoyo nose, Hertevin nase, Jewish Azerbaijan nase, 
Christian Urmi nasi 'men, people'; Turoyo (Midyat) wwro(}o, Turoyo (villages) 
tdwro(}e, Christian Aradhin tdwra(}a, Neo-Mandaic tara(}a 'cows', Hertevin 
bdl)tata 'women', Kerendyomale 'days', axondwale 'brothers'. 

Another frequent ending of the masculine plural is Turoyo -one, NENA -ane, 
Neo-Mandaic, -ana - -ani. Examples: 
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Turoyo Hertevin Chr. Aradhin Chr. Urmi Neo-Mandaic 

turo 
turone 

tura 
turane 

lura 
turane 

tura 
lurana 

'mountain' 
'mountains' 

In Neo-Mandaic, -ana - -ani has been generalized as the masculine plural ending, 
e.g. tiirmida 'Mandean priest', pI. tiirmidana - tiirmidani. 

A feminine noun may have a masculine plural: Turoyo b'il)to, pI. bec e, Hertevin 
be>ta, pI. be>e 'egg'. There are also feminine nouns without an overt feminine 
ending in the singular; they usually have a feminine plural, e.g. Turoyo $iiwc 0 (f.), 
pI. $iiwco(Je, Hertevin $ep>a (f.), pI. $ep>ata, Chr. Urmi +s'ippa (f.), pI. +s'ippata 
'finger'. In all ENA dialects there is a small number of nouns with an irregular plu
ral, e.g.: 

Turoyo Hertevin Chr. Aradhin J. Azerbaijan Neo-Mandaic 

iibro ebra bruna bronii ebra 'son' 
iibne ebne brune - bnune bronawe ebrana 'sons' 
sato seta seta satii §etta 'year' 
rsne senne S'inne s'inne esna 'years' 

Definiteness 
Turoyo has developed a full-fledged definite article with different forms for sg. 
m., sg. f. and pI. c. probably coming from shortened forms of the independent per
sonal pronouns (see p. 354}.1t precedes the noun and forms a stress group (see p. 
353): Turoyo u=tiiwro 'the ox', i=t'irto 'the cow~, iit=tiiwre 'the oxen', iit= 
tiiwro(Je 'the cows'. Mlal)so has a similar system with ()= (sg. m. and f.) and a= 
(pl.). The Jewish dialects of Iranian Kurdistan, on the other hand, use a Kurdish 
suffix -iike: Kerend gorii 'man', goriike 'the man'. In some ENA languages there 
is a tendency to use the demonstratives (see p. 354), often in their shortened forms 
iiw - 0, iiy - e, iin, also for definiteness, e.g. Hertevin 0 zalama 'that man' or 'the 
man', but this is not a full-fledged article. Most importantly, definiteness of a ver
bal object is expressed by adding a pronominal object suffix (see p. 370) to the 
inflected verb, e.g. Hertevin I)azen 'I see', I)azen (I)a) tora 'I see an ox' but 
I)azenne tora 'I see the ox' (literally 'I see him, ox'), - cf. Jastrow 1990: 97ff. 

Indefiniteness is frequently expressed by means of the numeral 'one': Turoyo 
I)a=giiwro, Manges xa=gora 'a man'. Kerend has unstressed -e - -ek, borrowed 
from Kurdish, in this function, e.g. xii gord-e - xii gord-ek 'a man'. Neo-Mandaic 
has borrowed the Persian indefinite marker -i: giivra 'man', giivri 'a man'. 

Annexation (Genitive) 
Annexation of nouns is based on a Middle Aramaic construction with the mor
pheme d- intervening between the two nouns, e.g. Syriac bra d-malka 'the son of 
the king'. In most ENA languages the element d- is attached to the first noun in
stead, the final vowel of which may be raised, e.g. Hertevin ebra 'son' but ebred 
miilka, Jewish Azerbaijan bronii 'son' but bronit +sultanii 'the son of the king'. 
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Voice assimilation of the final -d is widespread. Hertevin frequently applies total 
assimilation: ebrem mdlka. In the Jewish dialects of Iranian Kurdistan the two 
nouns are simply juxtaposed: Kerend bela dxoni 'my brother's house'. Younger 
speakers generally use the Persian ezaJe morpheme -e, e.g. Kerend belii-e dxoni 
(same meaning). 

Loanwords 
In all ENA languages some loanwords were completely assimilated. In Turoyo the 
word surlo 'work, affair' comes from Arabic surl (same meaning) but is synchro
nically an Aramaic word since it has the masculine ending -0 and forms an Ara
maic plural sur lone. The majority of loanwords, however, were only partly 
adapted to Aramaic phonology and morphology. In Turoyo as well as in most 
NENA dialects, partly adapted Kurdish feminine nouns receive a singular ending 
-e reflecting the Kurdish fern. oblique ending -e. The plural has a suffix -at derived 
from the Arabic plural morpheme -at. Thus the Kurdish feminine noun cir6k 'sto
ry' is borrowed into Turoyo as ciroke, pI. cirokdt. Masculine nouns are borrowed 
without such modifications, e.g. s6z 'promise' from Turkish soz 'word'. 

Numerals 

Table 16.13 Numerals 1-10 

Turoyo (Midyat) Hertevin Chr. Urmi Neo-Mandaic 
m. f. c. c. c. 

1 J:!a J:!l)o J:!a xa hda 
2 tre tarte te tre tre(n) 
3 tl090 tl09 tlata +tla lda9a 
4 arb (0 arba( arba +iupa arba 
5 J:!amso J:!ammis J:!amsa xamsa hamsa 
6 isto se9 esta iSta setta 
7 saw(o swa( so)a +sava sovva 
8 tminyo tmone tmiinya tmiinya tmiinya 
9 tis(o ca( ec)a +ica ecca 

10 (ii$ro J:!$ar e$ra +isra iisra 

Some ENA languages have retained distinct masculine and feminine forms of the 
numerals for '1' to '10'. Thu~ in Turoyo, there is /:tdmso=yawme 'five days' from 
yawmo (m.) 'day', but /:tdmm'is=sabe 'five weeks' from sab80 (f.) 'week'. The 
Turoyo dialect of Mid~n as well as many NENA dialects generalized the mascu
line forms. Only for' l' were distinct forms retained in some idioms, e.g. Mid~n 
/:ta//:t80, Manges xa/xOa. When counting, the longer masculine forms are used in 
all languages; in this function the monosyllabic numerals for 1 and 2 are blown up 
to xa> a, tre> e in some NENA dialects. Hertevin uses the forms /:tda, terte in count
ing but otherwise /:ta, teo 
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Table 16.14 Numerals 11-19 

Turoyo Hertevin Manges Neo-Mandaic 

11 i).Ii3.b~ar hdi> essar xadissar hdassar 
12 triihsar tre>essar trissar tressar 
13 tloEiru,.~ar Uata>essar tntassar klatassar 
14 arb3.b~ar arba>essar arbassar arbassar 
15 i)iimsal.l~ar i)iimsa> essar xiimsassar hiimassar 
16 ist3.b~ar esta>essar iStiissar settassar 
17 sw3.b~ar so>essar iswassar sovvassar 
18 tmon~ar tmana>essar tmanissar tmanassar 
19 c3.b~ar ecca>essar tisassar eccassar 

Note: There is no longer a gender distinction. 

Multiples of Tens and Hundreds 

Turoyo (Midyat) Hertevin Neo-Mandaic 
20 (lsri esri esrin 
30 tleOi tlati klaOin 
40 iirb( i iirbi iirbin 
50 /:tiimsi /:tiimsi hiimsin 
60 Wi esti settin 
70 siiw(i so>i sDvvin 
80 tmoni tmani tmanin 
90 tWi eiPi eeein 

100 mo ma emma 
200 maOe trema tren emma 
300 tloOmo /elliidma klaOa emma 
400 arbii(mo iirbe>ma iirba emma 
500 /:tiimmlsmo /:tiimmesma hiimsa emma 
600 seOmo essetma setta emma 
700 swii(mo siiwwe>ma sDvva emma 
800 tmonemo tmane>ma tmiinya emma 
900 eii(mo eece>ma eeea emma 

Thousands and Compound Numbers 
'1000' is iiljo in Turoyo, iilpa in most NENA dialects, '2000' Turoyo tre=iiljo, 
Hertevin tre=iilpa etc. Compound numbers start with the highest number, e.g. 
Manges iirba lmma w iirbi w iirba '444'. 

Verbs 

Generalities 
Verbal roots consist of three, more rarely of four consonants. "Weak" roots con
tain one of the "weak" consonants>, w or y which don't always appear. 
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Of the six derivational classes or "stems" of Middle Aramaic only the three ac
tive stems (pee: ai, pac:( el and a:f el) have survived in most ENA languages. Turoyo 
and Mlal).so are unique in retaining also the three passive stems (e6pee: el, e6pac:( al 
and etta:fal), although the evidence for etta:fal in Mlal).so is weak. Neo-Mandaic 
has preserved the e6pee:el, the evidence for an e6pac:(al is weak. In the remaining 
languages passivity is expressed periphrastically. In a number of NENA dialects 
the reflexes of pee: al and pac:( el have been merged. 

There is only one element of the Middle Aramaic verb system which has been 
preserved in all ENA languages: the imperative. Neo-Mandaic has preserved the 
old Semitic perfect but not the imperfect. New tenses have been developed by 
means of the originally active and passive participles, in some NENA dialects also 
by means of the verbal noun (infinitive). All ENA languages have at least two 
basic tenses: present and preterite, some have in addition perfect and/or continu
ous present. The verbal systems increase in complexity as one moves from west 
to east. Whereas Turoyo and the westernmost NENA dialects have only present 
and preterite, most NENA dialects have present, preterite and perfect; in Iranian 
Azerbaijan they also have a continuous present. Neo-Mandaic, however, has only 
present and preterite. From the basic tenses are formed secondary tenses/moods: 
SUbjunctive, future and imperfect from the present, continuous imperfect from the 
continuous present, remote preterite from the preterite, remote perfect from the 
perfect etc. 

There are three different types of inflection which we shall call predicative, 
ergative and copUlative. 

In the predicative inflection the verbal base is derived from an old participle 
(either active or passive) in the status absolutus; the inflectional suffixes 
are shortened forms of the independent personal pronouns. 

2 In the ergative inflection the verbal base is also derived from an old parti
ciple in the status absolutus; the participle is historically passive and indi
cates the patient of the action. The agent is expressed by inflectional 
suffixes which consist of the preposition 1- 'to, by' + pronominal suffixes. 

3 In the copulative inflection the verbal base is derived from an old passive 
participle or a verbal noun, in either case reflecting an old status emphati
cus. The subject is expressed by the copula (see p. 372) which is either 
joined enclitic ally or precedes or follows the base as a free form. The verbal 
noun is preceded by the preposition b- 'in' which is, however, omitted in a 
number of dialects. 

In the following description of the verb all examples use the root grs 'to pull' 
although this root does not occur in all ENA languages and even less so in all der
ivational classes (stems). All data from Middle Aramaic have been marked with 
an asterisk * in order to distinguish them from the modem data. 
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Verb Derivation 
The symbols P, E and C following a base indicate the type of inflection (P = pred
icative, E = ergative, C = copulative). The Neo-Mandaic preterite which is a con
tinuation of the Middle Aramaic "perfect" is not included in this description - see 
Preterite, p. 366. 

Stem I active reflects old pe(al and in the Jewish dialects of Azerbaijan and Ira
nian Kurdistan also to pa«el since there the two stems have been very largely 
merged. In general, the inflectional bases reflect the old active participle for the 
present, the old passive participle for the preterite, the old passive participle in the 
status emphatic us for the perfect and the old verbal nouns for the continuous 
present. However, in Mlal;lso the bases of the perfect and in Turoyo those of the 
intransitive preterite reflect an old verbal adjective. Both Kerend and Turoyo have 
different preterite bases for transitive and intransitive verbs. In Kerend the preter
ite of intransitive verbs has gris with unshortened vowel and predicative inflec
tion. In Turoyo it has garfs (that is, the same basis, historically, which serves for 
the perfect in Mlabso) with predicative inflection; in both Turoyo and Kerend grfs 
with shortended vowel and ergative inflection serves for the preterite oftransitive 
verbs. The sg. m. bases are: 

Mlai)so Tur<>.J:0 Txuma J. Azerbaijan Kerend 
Present: goresP gorrs garrsP garrsP giirrsP 

Mlahso Tur<>.J:0 Txuma J. Azerbaijan Kerend 
Preterite: gri:F garrs /grrsEgrrsE grrsE grisP/grTsE 

Mlal).so Txuma J. Azerbaij an Kerend 
Perfect: garisP grisaC grisP/grisaC grisac 

Chr. Aradhin Txuma J. Azerbaijan 
Cont. Pr.: grasaC grasaC garoseC 

Neo-Mandaic 
garesP 

Stem I passive reflects the old e(Jpe( el participle for the present (a formation 
that does not exist in the NENA dialects), the passive participle of pe(al for the 
preterite and the same participle in the status emphaticus for the perfect. Note the 
special case of Mlal;lso which, for the preterite, employs the old e(Jpe(el participle 
with ergative inflection. 

Stem I passive: 
Mlai)so Turoyo Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

Present: megresP mTgrrsP megresP 
Preterite: megresE grisP grisP 
Perfect: grisP grisac 

The actives of stems II and III reflect participles of old pace el and ar el, respec
tively, while the corresponding passives (restricted to certain dialects) reflect old 
e(Jpa«al and ettaral participles. The inflectional bases of the present reflect the 
old active participles. The old passive participles have been collapsed with the ac
tive ones in Mlal;lso and Turoyo; thus, in Mlal;lso and Turoyo, the inflectional 
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bases of the present and the preterite are identical, the only difference between the 
two tenses residing in the type of inflection. East of Turoyo (that is, in NENA 
proper) the inflectional bases of the preterite have been distinguished from the 
present by changing the stem vowel a into u. The old formative m- of the participle 
has been shed in some dialects. 

Stem II active: 
Mlahso Turoyo Manges Chr. Urmi Neo-Mandaic 

Present: garei' mgarrsP mgarrsP garrsP mgdrrlsP 

Preterite: garesE mgarrsE mgurrF gurrsE 
Perfect: gurJac 
Cont. Pr.: garoseC 

Stem II passive: 
Mlahso Turoyo Mangesh Neo-Mandaic 

Present: mga~esP migarrsP mgdrrasP 
Preterite: mgaresE mgarrsP mugrrsP 

Stem III active: 
Mlal}.so Turoyo Chr. Urmi Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

Present: magresP mdgrrsP mdgrrsP mdgrrsP mdgrl? 
Preterite: magreF mdgrrF mugrrsE mrgrrF 
Perfect: mugrisaC 

Cont. Pr.: magroseC 

Stem III passive: 
Turoyo Kerend 

Present: mitdgrrsP 

Preterite: mtdgrrsP mrgrisP 

Verb Inflection 
Predicative inflection will be exemplified by (1) the active inflection of the 
present of stem I in a number of dialects and (2) the passive inflection of the 
present of stem I in Turoyo and the preterite of stem I in Turoyo and Kerend. The 
inflectional bases are reflexes of old participles in the status absolutus, and the in
flectional suffixes hark back to shortened forms of the independent personal pro
nouns. For the 3rd persons the inflectional suffixes are ~. Stress is marked 
consistently in the whole paradigm. 

Ergative inflection will be exemplified by the preterite of stem I. The inflec
tional bases are derived from old passive participles in the status absolutus, and 
the inflectional suffixes can be analyzed as consisting of the preposition 1- 'for, by' 
+ pronominal suffixes. The patient is expressed by the verbal base and the agent 
by the ergative suffixes, e.g.: *grfs If 'pulled is he by me' ~ 'I pulled (him)' etc. 
Stress is marked consistently in the whole paradigm. 

Word stress never goes beyond the inflectional base, thus Christian Urmi 
grrJliix, grrJloxun. Turoyo has a unique pI. 3c. suffix -Ke which doubles the base 
final consonant: grfsle 'he pulled' but grfSSe 'they pulled'. By assimilating 1- of 
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Table 16.15 Predicative inflection, active 

Mlal:)so Turoyo Hertevin Kerend Neo-Mandaie 

Sg.lm. goresno gor£sno g£rsen gari'snii gar~sna 
Sg.2m. gorset gfusit g£rset garset g£rset 
Sg.3m. gores gons gares giirfs gares 

Sg. If. goresno giirsono g£rsiin gars£n(a) gar~sna 
Sg.2f. gorsat gfusiit g£rsiit gars£t g£rset 
Sg.3f. gorso gfuso g£rsa gars£ g£rsa 

PI. Ie. gorsina giirsina g£rsal:) garsex( in) gars~nni 
PI. 2e. gOrSitun giirsutu garsitiSn garsetun giirS~ttiSn 
PI. 3e. gOrSi gUrsi g£rsi garsi g£rsen 

Table 16.16 Predicative inflection, passive 

Turoyo Turoyo Kerend 

Sg.lm. mignlno grlsno grisnii 
Sg.2m. m~6slt griSlt griset 
Sg.3m. mlgns gris gris 

Sg. If. migros6no gris6no griSiin( a) 
Sg.2f. migr6siit grisiit griSiit 
Sg.3f. migroso griso grisii 

PI. Ie. migrosina grisina griSex(in) 
PI. 2e. migrosutu grisutu grisetun 
PI. 3e. migr6si grlsi grisi 

Table 16.17 Ergative inflection 

Mlal:)so Turoyo Hertevin Manges Chr. Urmi Kerend 

Sg. Ie. grisli w{sli gr&li w{sli gr{sliy gr{sli 
PI. Ie. grislan gr1sliin gr~sliin gr1sliin grlsliin grlsliin 

Sg. 2m. grislox g!{sliix gr~sliSi). gr{sliix gr{sliix gr{slox 
f. grislex grisliix gr~sliii). gr{sliix gr{sliix gn,1lax 

PI. 2e. grislekun grrsxu greslei).iSn gnlloxin grlsloxiin grlsliixun 

Sg. 3m. griSle gr{sle gr~sle w{sli gr{sli gr{sle 
Sg. f. grlsla gr{sla gr~sla gn,sla gr{sla gr{sla 
PI. 3e. grislen grlsse gr~sle(hen) gnlle grlsliin grlslu 

the pI. 3c. suffix to the base final consonant the confusing of the sg. 3m. and pI. 
3c. forms was prevented. In Hertevin these two forms are not distinguished con
sistently since gresie is used along with grisiehin for the pI. 3c. Cf., however, 
Christian Aradhin grWe (sg. m.) vs. grWE (pI. c.). 

Copulative inflection will be exemplified by the perfect of stem I. The inflec
tional bases are derived from old passive participles in the status emphaticus, 
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while the inflectional morphemes derive from the copula (see p. 372). In many 
dialects they can either precede or follow the verbal bases as free forms or be suf
fixed to them. 

Table 16.18 Copulative inflection 

Hassana Txuma J. Azerbaijan 

Sg.lm. huwin grisa - grfsewin iwin grisa - grisawin griselen 
Sg.2m. huwit grisa - grfsewit iwi9 grisa - grisawi9 griselet 
Sg.3m. hole grisa - gnsele He grisa - grfsale grisele 

Sg. If. huwan gr1sta - gtJ"stewan iwan gnsta - gtl"stawan gr1stelan 
Sg.2f. huwiit gr1sta - K!stewiit iwiie gnsta - ~"stawii9 gr1steliit 
Sg.3f. hula gnsta - gn tela Ha gnsta - gn tala gr1stela 

PI. lc. huwiix grise - griSewux iwiix grise - griSewiix griselex 
PI. 2c. huwiitin grise - griSewiitin i 9un grise - griSe9un griseletun 
PI. 3c. hune grise - griSene He grise - grfsele griselu 

Whereas in some dialects the perfect has become a straightforward active tense -
'he has pulled' - in other dialects it has preserved some ambiguity as to voice; 
thus, in Txuma, grisale can mean 'he has pulled' but also 'he has been pulled'. 

The inflection of the imperative is exemplified by the imperative of stem I. The 
predominant Middle Aramaic vocalization with an 0 vowel has been preserved ex
cept for Mlal}.so and Turoyo where the less frequent a has been generalized. In 
Kerend the plural ending -mun has been generalized from Illy verbs. 

Mlal)so Turoyo Hertevin Manges Chr. Urmi 
Sg. c. gras gras gros gros gnlS 
PI. c. grasun grasu grusen grusu grusun 

Kerend 
grUj - gdrus , 
grusmun - gurusmun 

Neo-Mandaic is unique in preserving gender distinction both in the singular and 
the plural: 

Sg. m. gatol 
f. gatul 

PI. m. 
f. 

ga!olyon 
gatelyen 

The imperatives of stems II and III are derived from the inflectional bases of the 
present tense, thus showing an initial m-. Some NENA dialects have imperatives 
without initial m- in stem II. It is likely that m- has dropped here. In Turoyo, the 
imperative singular is always stressed on the last syllable. 

Stem Mlal)so Turoys> Hertevin Chr. Aradhin Chr.Urmi Kerend 
II Sg. c. zaben mzabiin sader mbaSil +pall/ z4brn 

PI. c. zabenun mzabenu siidron mbiislu +pal/un zabrnmun 

III Sg. c. admex manId! m4blop mapl"ix maptrx :1~~~~mun PI. c. admexun miinsefu mablupen map'lxu miipt"ixun 
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Neo-Mandaic has preserved gender distinction only in the plural. Since there is no 
m- prefix either in stem II or stem III, unlike the present stems II and III where 
Neo-Mandaic has m-, it is quite possible that the imperatives are derived directly 
from their Middle Aramaic ancestor forms, e.g.: 

stem II stem III 
Sg. c. bdrex dhrev 
PI. m. bdrexyon dhrevyon 
PI. f. bdrexyen dhrevyen 

Formation and Function of the Tenses 
A tense which is represented by a specific inflectional paradigm, will be called a 
primary tense. Secondary tenses are derived from primary tenses by means of 
tense markers. As pointed out on p. 359 the inventory of primary tenses varies a 
great deal from one language or dialect to the other. Thus a function which is ex
pressed by a primary tense in one language may by expressed by a secondary tense 
in the other (or not at all). Here we shall divide all primary and secondary tenses 
into three groups: present/continuous present, preterite, and perfect. 

Present and continuous present The morphological category of the present, 
based on the old active participle, is found in all ENA languages. In some archaic 
dialects such as Hertevin it can express actions performed generally or habitually 
(general present) as well as actions in progress (continuous present). Turoyo and 
most of the NENA languages, however, developed a prefixed present marker, e.g. 
Turoyo ko-lJoze, Hassana k-xaze, Christian Aradhin i-xaze 'he sees'. This prefix 
originally served to specify a continuous present ("he is seeing" as distinguished 
from "he sees"); however, in most dialects, this function has weakened. The forms 
with present marker now simply denote indicative, as opposed to the SUbjunctive 
expressed by the unmarked form (see p. 365). Thus, in Turoyo, ko-lJoze indicates 
a general present indicative ('he sees'), whereas the actual present must be ex
pressed by an additional inflected presentative kate 'behold' (see Presentative, p. 
374), e.g. kate ko-lJoze 'behold, he sees' ~ 'he is seeing'. 

A number of dialects (e.g., the Jewish dialects of Azerbaijan and Iranian Kur
distan, but also Mlal).so) have lost the present tense marker in the strong verb and 
do not distinguish between general present (indicative) and SUbjunctive (see p. 
365): Mlal).so gores, Kerend gdrzJ 'he pulls/may pull'. However, the difference is 
maintained in P verbs, e.g. Kerend hdmzr 'he may say' but kmzr 'he says' , Mlal).so 
omer 'he may say' but xomer 'he says'. 

A clearer distinction between (general) present and continuous present is found 
in those languages and dialects which have developed a special morphological 
category to express the continuous present, cf. Jewish Azerbaijan gdrsen 'I pull', 
garaslen 'I am pulling'. 

The present without a tense prefix is used as subjunctive in most ENA lan
guages, e.g. Turoyo lazlm d-gorls 'it is necessary that he pull, he must pull'. 
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The present with a prefix gud-, g- (Turoyo), d- (Mla1)so), b'id-, b- (NENA) ex
presses the future: Turoyo m'i=g-sdym'it, Mla1)so mun d-seymet?, Hertevin me 
b-) odet? 'what will you do?' This feature is absent in the Jewish dialects of Iranian 
Kurdistan. 

A past marker -wa-/-wa (in Turoyo -wdy-/-wa) can be added to the above tenses 
to transpose them into the past. Thus the habitual present yields a habitual past, 
the continuous present a continuous past, the future a conditional. The past mark
er, always unstressed, is either suffixed to the inflected form or inserted between 
base and inflectional suffix. The rules vary from one language or dialect to the 
other. 

Examples from Txuma: 

habitual present --+ habitual past: 
i-gdrsiix 'we (usually) pull' --+ i-gdrSthwa 'we used to pull' 
actual present --+ actual past: 
b'i-grasaw'i(J 'you (m.) are pulling' --+ b'i-grasaw'iOwa 'you were pulling' 
future --+ conditional: 
b'id-gdrS'in 'I (m.) shall pull' --+ b'id-gdrsfnwa 'I (m.) would pull' 

Examples from Turoyo: 

ko-gordsno 'I (m.) pull, am pulling' --+ ko-gordswdyno 'I (m.) was pulling' 
gordswdyno 'I (m.) pulled, used to pull' 
g-gurSo 'she will pull' --+ g-gurSowa 'she would pull' 

Preterite The morphological category of the preterite is used in all ENA lan
guages to express past action (narrative past). Both Turoyo and Kerend distin
guish in the preterite of stem I between transitive verbs which have bases going 
back to the old passive participle *gris and are inflected ergatively, and intransi
tive verbs which are inflected predicatively. In Kerend the inflected bases are his
torically identical, the difference between transitive and intransitive verbs residing 
only in the type of inflection, whereas Turoyo has bases harking back to an old 
deverbal adjective *garris. Examples are grfsle 'he pulled' (transitive) and 
qdy'im/qim 'he stood up' (intransitive) in Turoyo and Kerend. 

In Neo-Mandaic the preterite continues the old "perfect" inflection of Middle 
Aramaic: 

Singular Plural 
3m. g~/dl g~/dlyon 

f. Kif/dt g~/dlydn 

2m. g~fdlt g~/dlton 

f. ge!lit g~/dlten 

lc. gef/it g~fdlni 
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Table 16.19 The preterite 

Transitive preterite Intransitive preterite 
Turoyo Kerend Turoyo Kerend 

Sg. Ie. gn"sli grlsli .! qimna m. qaYlmno 

grlsliin grlsliin 
f. qayim6no qimiin(a) 

PI. Ie. qayimina qimex(in) 

Sg. 2m. gr{slUx gr{slox qayimit qfmet 
f. gr{slax gn"slax qayimlit qfmlit 

PI. 2e. gnsxu grlslaxun qayimutu qfmetu 

Sg. 3m. gr{sle gr{sle qayim qim 
Sg. f. gr{sla gt{slli qayfmo qima 
PI. 3e. grlsse grislu qayimi qimi 

A past marker -wa-/-wa (in Turoyo -wdy-/-wa), as above, can be added to the 
preterite to yield a remote preterite, e.g. Turoyo grrJwdyie, Txuma grrJwaie 'he 
had pulled', Turoyo qayim{wdyna 'we had stood up'. 

Perfect The morphological category of the perfect expresses the resultative. 
This morphological category does not exist in all ENA languages. It is widely 
found in NENA but neither in Turoyo nor in Neo-Mandaic. Mla1)so, however, has 
a morphological perfect, utilizing the basis garis which, in Turoyo, serves to ex
press the preterite of intransitive verbs. Compare: 

Mla1)so Turoyo 
Preterite dmfxle dam'ix 'he slept' 
Perfect dam{x 'he has slept' 
Preterite gr{sie grrJie 'he pulled' 
Perfect gads 'he has pulled' 

The fact that Turoyo does not have a morphological perfect does not mean that 
Turoyo cannot express the resultative. This is done by using the tense marker ko-, 
thus kodam'ix 'he has slept', kogr'iJle 'he has pulled'. In other words, while Mla1)so 
dam{x and Turoyo dam'ix correspond etymologically, the functional equivalent of 
Mla1)so dam{x would be Turoyo kodam'ix. 

This is the perfect inflection in Mla1)so, note the unusual pI. c. form ending in -a. 

Sg. lc. dam{xno, pI. c. damix{na 
Sg. 2m. damixet, sg. f. damixat, pI. c. damix{tun 
Sg. 3m. damfx, sg. f. damix6, pI. c. damixa 

A past marker -wa-/-wa, as on p. 367, can be added to the perfect to yield a plu
perfect, e.g. Txumagr{seOun 'you (pI.) have pulled' ~ gr{seOunwa 'you (pI.) had 
pulled'. This formation is not possible in the Jewish dialects of Iranian Kurdistan. 
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Weak and Irregular Verbs 
Only three important types of weak verbs are considered: verbs with y or w as mid
dle radical (root consonant) and verbs with y as last radical. Table 16.20, p. 369, 
shows the present, sg. 3m., sg. 3f. and pI. 3c. for each root type (pys/fys 'to stay', 
qym 'to stand up', gwr 'to get married', >wd/>wl 'to work, do', I)zy/xzy/ hzy 'to 
see'). 

IIy/w verbs usually preserve the middle radical in the sg. m. base: payes 'he 
stays, becomes', gawer 'he marries'. When the base is extended, as in the sg. f. 
and pI. c., the ensuing diphthong has mostly been monophthongized: *payes +-a 
> *paysa > peSa 'she stays', *gawer + -a> gdwra (= Chr. Aradhin) > gora 'she 
marries'. Some dialects have generalized the monophthongized base, yielding peS 
'he stays', hol/od 'he does' (cf. Turoyo cow'id 'he works'). 

The pI. c. base of Illy verbs has final -n in Turoyo, Kerend and optionally in 
Jewish Azerbaijan, thus preserving the final consonant of the Middle Aramaic 
form (*l;uizen), whereas -n has been dropped in strong verbs (*gdrsin > Turoyo 
gddi, Kerend garst). In Neo-Mandaic, on the other hand, final -n of the plural 
base is also preserved in the strong verb (gat/en). 

Verbs with I, rand n as last root consonant The preterite inflection of IIIl 
verbs results in an *11 cluster: *qt'i/-le 'he killed' . In Turoyo the II cluster is reduced 
to single 1 and the lax vowel 'i replaced by tense i: q/ile 'he killed'. In the plural, II 
results from the doubling of the final root consonant and is not reduced (see p. 
362). In Christian Urmi and Kerend II is reduced throughout to 1 but there is no 
concomitant replacement of 'i by i. 

The cluster *rl which results in the preterite inflection of IIIr verbs is assimi
lated to /I in Turoyo; the pI. 3c. suffix yields rr. In the remaining NENA dialects 
*rl is assimilated to rr. In Christian Urmi and Kerend rr is reduced to r without 
concomitant replacement of 'i by i. 

Turoyo Manges Chr. Urmi Kerend 

IIIl qtf~e qt'illl qt'i{i qt'i{e 'he killed' 
qt'ille qt'il1e qt'ilun q!'ilu 'they killed' 

IIIr m'iUe m'i~r'i m'i~i bq'i~e 'he said (Kerend: asked)' 
m'irre m'irre m'irun bq'iru 'they said (Kerend: asked)' 

Similarly, the cluster *nl which results in the preterite inflection of IIIn verbs is 
assimilated to II in Turoyo (mzabdlle 'he sold'); the pI. 3c. suffix yields nn 
(mzabdnne 'they sold'). In the remaining NENA dialects *nl is assimilated to nn. 
In Christian Urmi and Kerend nn is reduced to n without replacement of 'i by i 
(Kerend zb'ini 'I sold'). 

In Kerend the reduction of the clusters II, rr, nn without concomitant replace
ment of'i by i only takes place in verbs which are otherwise strong; in weak verbs, 
however, lis replaced by i, thus, e.g. q{ili 'I killed' but xfli 'I ate', bq'iri 'I asked' 
butmiri'lsaid'. 
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Verbs with Accusative Suffixes 
There are various different ways of expressing the direct pronominal object (ac
cusative object) of a verb, depending on the type of inflection (predicative, erga
tive or copulative) of a given verbal form. 

The preterite of Neo-Mandaic, which is the only direct continuation, in all the 
ENA languages, of the older Aramaic "perfect" (see p. 366) stays outside the fol
lowing discussion. It has inherited forms with added pronominal suffixes which 
still resemble the respective Middle Aramaic forms, e.g. 

+ suffix sg. 1 
g3tiil 'he killed' giit/e 'he killed me' 
getliit 'she killed' g3{iilte 'she killed me' 
ga{iilt 'you killed' g3tiilte 
ga{iilyiin 'they killed' giit/onne 
g3{iilton 'you (pI.) killed' ga{iiltonne 

'you killed me' 
'they killed me' 
'you (pI.) killed me' 

+ suffix sg. 2m. 
g3{iilni 'we killed' ga{iilniix 'we killed you (m.)' 

In verb forms with copulative inflection (see p. 363) a set of pronominal object 
suffixes, identical with the possessives (see p. 355), is suffixed in certain dialects 
to the verbal base, e.g. Christian Urmi b'iptaxa iii - b'iptaxili 'he is opening', with 
added suffix sg. 3m. -u: b'iptaxu iii - b'iptaxuli (bl-ptax-u-li) 'he is opening him 
(it)', blgrasiva 'he was pulling', with added suffix sg. 3f. -0: blgrasova (bl-gras
o-va) 'he was pulling her'. The following examples from Txuma show the perfect 
form xzi9a ila - xzi9ala 'she has seen' with pronominal object suffixes: 

Object suffix 
Sg.lc. xzi9i ila 'she has seen me' 
PI. lc. xzi9iin ila 'she has seen us' 

Sg.2m. xzi9iix ila 'she has seen you (m.)' 
f. xzi9dx ila 'she has seen you (f.)' 

PI. 2c. xzi90xun ila 'she has seen you (pl.)' 

Sg.3m. xzige ila 'she has seen him' 
f. xzi9a ila 'she has seen her' 

PI. 3c. xzige ila 'she has seen them' 

Verb forms with predicative inflection take a set of object suffixes which con
sist of the pronominal suffixes (see p. 355) with the preposition 1-. These object 
suffixes are identical with the suffixes of the ergative inflection (see p. 362). The 
I set suffixes are always suffixed to the inflected form, never to the verbal base. 
Table 16.21 shows Turoyo I)6ze, Hertevin /:ttize, Kerend xiize 'he sees' with pro
nominal object suffixes. 
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Table 16.21 Pronominal suffixes 

Turoyo Q.6ze Hertevin i)iize Kerendxiize 'he sees' 

i)ozele i)azele xiizele 'he sees him' 
i)oz~la i)azela xiizela 'he sees her' 
i)oziille i)azele - i)azelehen xiizelu 'he sees them' 

hozeliix i)azeloi) xiizelox 'he sees you (sg. m.)' 
~oz~liix i)azeliii) xiizeliix 'he sees you (sg. f.)' 
i)oziilxu i)azelei)on xiizeliixun 'he sees you (pI. c.)' 
i)ozeli i)azeli xiizeli 'he sees me' 

i)ozeliin i)azeliin xiizeliin( i) 'he sees us' 

A specific feature of the I suffixes is the fact that they can express both direct (ac
cusative) and indirect (dative) objects; thus Turoyo kol:lOzeli can mean both 'he 
sees me' and 'he sees/finds for me'. 

In verb forms with ergative inflection there are various concurring and partly 
overlapping ways of expressing a pronominal object. 
1 The verbal base (inflectional base) of an ergatively inflected verb can take 
predicative inflectional suffixes to express the patient (logical object); to this in
flected base are joined the ergative suffixes expressing the actor. Thus in Turoyo 
*grlSle (~grzs + -Ie) means 'he pulled him', literally, 'pulled is he by him'. By 
exchanging the inflectional base grzs- (sg. 3m.) with griso- (sg. 3f.) we get grisole 
'he pulled her'. In some of the eastern dialects ofNENA we find a paradigm fully 
inflected for the patient, e.g. Christian Urmi: 

gr'{sli 
griSitli 
griSirmi 

grisflli 
griSiitli 
griSiinni 

griseli 
grisetunli 
grisdxli 

'he pulled him' 
'he pulled you (m.)' 
'he pulled me (m.)' 

'he pulled her' 
'he pulled you (f.)' 
'he pulled me (f.)' 

'he pulled them' 
'he pulled you (pI. c.)' 
'he pulled us' 

( ~ grifin + -Ii) 

( ~ grisiin + -Ii) 

In Turoyo and the westernmost dialects of NENA ergative verb forms can only be 
inflected for a 3rd person patient. Thus Turoyo has grlSle 'he pulled him', grisole 
'he pulled her' and griSile 'he pulled them', but not *grisltle 'he pulled you' etc. 
2 In Turoyo and some of the westernmost NENA dialects pronominal objects in 
ergatively inflected verb forms can be expressed by suffixing the I set of pro nom
inal suffixes to the inflected verb form. However, since these suffixes are morpho
logically identical with the ergative inflectional suffixes, this implies that two 
identical sets of suffixes can follow one another in two subsequent morphological 
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slots. The inflectional suffix always comes before the object suffix, thus, e.g., 
Turoyo /:lzelili1x (/:lze-li-li1x) 'I saw you (m.)' vs. /:lzeli1xli (/:lze-li1x-li) 'you (m.) 
saw me'. 

In Turoyo and the westernmost NENA dialects the two morphological devices 
described under (1) and (2) above combine in the following way: a 3rd person di
rect pronominal object is expressed by the predicatively inflected verbal base 
whereas a 2nd or 1st person direct pronominal object is expressed by the I suffixes, 
thus, e.g., Turoyo gris6li 'I pulled her' but gr'iJliltix (not *griSiitli) 'I pulled you 
(f.)'. Consequently, a 3rd person object suffix of the I set always implies an indi
rect (dative) object (/:lzelile 'I saw/found for him') whereas a 2nd or 1st person 
suffix ofthe I set can imply both a direct or an indirect object (/:lzelili1x 'I saw you 
(m.)' or 'I found for you (m.)'). 
3 A number of NENA dialects do not allow the I set of object suffixes with er
gatively inflected verb forms at all. Instead they join the I suffixes to the corre
sponding forms of the general present which are then transposed into the preterite 
by prefixing a special past marker qiim, k'im « qdm), e.g. 

Turoyo vs. Christian Aradhin 
/:lzele xzele 'he saw' 

(ixazeli1x 'he sees you (m.)') 
/:lzeleli1x qiimxazeli1x 'he saw you (m.)' 

Turoyo vs. Manges 
sqila sqrlla 'she took' 

(kSiiqlali 'she takes me') 
sqilali k'imsiiqlali 'she took me' 

In such dialects, as in Turoyo, a 3rd person direct pronominal object is expressed 
by the predicatively inflected verbal base, the qiimlklm construction being used 
with 2nd or 1st person pronominal objects. 

Copula and Possessive Expressions 

Copula 

Free and enclitic copula All ENA languages possess an inflected copula which 
is used with non-verbal predicates. It harks back to the independent personal pro
nouns, partly supplemented with the particle *f8 which was already used as a cop
ula in Middle Aramaic. In most ENA languages the copula has developed two sets 
of forms, one enclitic and one free. 

Note that the free copula can follow or, more frequently, precede the predicate, 
whereas the bound copula is enclitical. Being a clitic and not a suffix - it has no 
influence on word stress, compare Turoyo Mrke 'here', Mrke-no 'I am here' (clit
ic) vs. J:z6ze 'he sees', /:lozeno 'I (m.) see' (suffix). 

In most NENA dialects the initial i- of the enclitic copula coalesces with final 
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Table 16.22 Enclitic copula (allomorphs after a consonant) 

Turoyo Hertevin Txuma Chr. Urmi Kerend Neo-
Mandaie 

Sg. 1m. -no -ina -iwln -ivin -yenii -na(n) 
f. -no -ina -iwiin -iviin -y~(ii) -na(n) 

PI. Ie. -na -ebniib -iwiix -iviix -yex(in) -nin 

Sg. 2m. -hit -ihiit -iwi9 -ivit -yet -yiit 
f. -hiit -ihiit -iwiie -iviit -yiit -yiit 

PI. 2e. -hatu -el}.ton -i9iln -itiln -yetun ? 

Sg. 3m. -yo -ile -ile -iIi -ye -ye 
Sg. f. -yo -ila -ila -ila -yii -ta - -ti 
PI. 3e. -ne -ini -iliin - -ina -ina -yen(i) -non 

Table 16.23 Free copula 

Turoyo Hertevin Txuma Chr. Urmi Neo-Mandaie 

Sg. 1m. kitno holen iwin ivin exte 
f. kitno holiin iwiin iviin exte 

PI. Ie. kitna honiib iwiix iviix extiin 

Sg. 2m. kithit holet iwi9 ivit extiix 
f. kithiit holiit iwiie iviit extex 

PI. 2e. kfthatu honiton i9iin itun m. extoxon 
f. extexen 

Sg. 3m. kit yo hole ile iii exti 
Sg. f. kit yo hola ila ila exta 
PI. 3e. kitne honi ilun - ina ina extu 

-a of the predicate to yield -eo. In this case it is not possible to place a hyphen ex
actly at the morpheme boundary. A few examples of the enclitic copula in Turoyo 
and Hertevin: 

Turoyo 
tdwwo-hlt 
tdwto-Mt 
tdwwe-hatu 

Hertevin 
tawehet 
toteMt 
tawl/:lton 

'you (sg. m.) are good' 
'you (sg. f.) are good' 
'you (pI. c.) are good' 

The copula in negative sentences is always a free form. Examples in a few ENA 
languages are shown in Table 16.24. 

There is also a past copula (free and enclitic forms) and a negative past copula 
(only free forms), e.g. Turoyo saftro-wa - kitwa sa/iro, Hertevin sdpirewa 'he 
was beautiful', Turoyo ldtwa safiro, Hertevin ldwewa sdpira 'he was not beauti
ful'. 
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Table 16.24 Negative copula 

Turoyo Hertevin Txuma Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

Sg. 1m. latno lawen lewin l£yna lexte 
f. latno lawan lewan l£yan(a) lexte 

PI. lc. latna lawaI:t lewiix l£yx(in) lextan 

Sg. 2m. lathit lawet lewiS layt lextex 
f. lathat lawat lewiie l£yat lextex 

PI. 2c. l£thatu l£wel}ton leSiin l£ytun m.lextoxon 
f.lextexen 

Sg. 3m. latyo lawe lele lay lexti 
Sg. f. latyo lawa lela l£ya lexta 
PI. 3c. latne lawe leliin - lena l£yn(i) lextu 

Presentative Not all ENA languages have a presentative which means 'here he 
is' or 'here is', e.g. Turoyo kate - kateyo 'here he is' , kala kurfo 'here is a snake'. 

Possessive Expressions 

'To have' The widespread words for 'there is' and 'there is not', Turoyo kit and· 
layt, Christian Urmi ft and 1ft, Kerend hit and lit, are combined with the preposi
tion 1- + pronominal suffixes to express the notions of 'to have' and 'to have not'. 

Table 16.25 To have 

Turoyo Hertevin ehr. Urmi Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

Sg. lc. kitli ~tli (tliy hiti ~hle 
PI. lc. kftlan ~tlan itlan hitan(i) ~hlan 

Sg. 2m. kftliix ~tloh ftliix hitox ~hliix 
f. kftliix ~tlah ftliix hitiix ~hl£x 

PI. 2c. kftxu 
G . 
etleMn ftloxiin hitiixun m. ehloxon 

f. ehlexen 

Sg. 3m. kitle ~tle itli hfte ~hli 
Sg. f. kitla ~tla ftla hita ~hla 
PI. 3c. kitte ~tle - ~tlehen itliin hitu ~hlu 

'To contain, to be able' A similar construction with the preposition b- express
es the notions of 'to contain; to be able to' and their negatives: Turoyo kibe/laybe, 
Hertevin idbelledbe etc. These constructions do not occur in the eastern part of 
the area. 

Order of Elements 
The preferred word order is SVO. 
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Table 16.26 To have not 

Turoyo Hertevin Chr. Urmi Kerend Neo-Mandaic 

Sg. lc. I~tli I~tli l~tliy liti I~hle 
PI. lc. I~tliin I~tlan Iman litan(i) l~hliin 

Sg. 2m. l~tliix I~tli)h IItliix litox I~hlax 
f. I~tlax 1~t1iui IItiax If tax l~hiex 

PI. 2c. l~txu 
G • 

letleQ.5n lItloxiin Iftaxun m.lehloxon 
f.lehiexen 

Sg. 3m. I~tle I~tle lIm Ifte I~hli 
Sg. f. I~tla I~tla IItia Ifta I~hla 
PI. 3c. I~tte l~tle - I~tlehen Iftliin Iftu I~hlu 
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17 The Modern South 
Arabian Languages 

Marie-Claude Simeone-Senelle 

In the south of the Arabian Peninsula, in the Republic of Yemen and in the Sul
tanate of Oman, live some 200,000 Arabs whose maternal language is not Arabic 
but one of the so-called Modern South Arabian Languages (MSAL). This desig
nation is very inconvenient because of the consequent ambiguity, but a more ap
propriate solution has not been found so far. Although there exists a very close 
relationship with other languages of the same Western South Semitic group, the 
MSAL are different enough from Arabic to make intercomprehension impossible 
between speakers of any of the MSAL and Arabic speakers. The MSAL also ex
hibit many common features with the Semitic languages of Ethiopia; their rela
tionships with Epigraphic South Arabian (Sahaydic Languages, according to 
Beeston) remain a point of discussion. 

There are six MSAL: Mehri (M), l:Iarsiisi (1:1), Batbari (B), Hobyot (Hb.), Jibbiili 
(Jib.), also known as Ehhkili, ebkli, shawri, sxawri, s/;zeri, sl;zeri, qariiwi (cf. 
Johnstone 1981: xi), Soqotri (S.). (See p. 420 for other abbreviations used in this 
chapter.) 

Mehri is the most widespread language, spoken by the Mahra tribes (about 
100,000 speakers) and some Beyt Kathir, in the mountains of Dhofar in Oman, 
and in the Yemen, in the far eastern governorate, on the coast, between the border 
of Oman and the eastern bank of Wadi Masilah, and not in the Mukalla area, con
trary to Johnstone's statement (1975: 94); in the north-west of the Yemen, Mehri 
is spoken as far as Thamud, on the border of the Rub' al-Khali. 

The Yemenite Mehri speakers distinguish two groups among the Mehri dialects; 
they call the variety of Mehri spoken west ofRas Fartak [mehriy~t], and [mehriyot] 
the Mehri of the Sharqiya, the eastern area (including the Mehri of Dhofar). 
Johnstone (1975: 94) quotes mahrayyat as the name of the language in Dhofar. 

The Mahra inhabitants of the desert steppe of the Yemen, as well as in the 
mountains of Dhofar in Oman, are semi-nomads who breed camels, cows and 
goats. Some bedouin in the Yemen are owners of four-wheel-drive cars which en
able them to trade with other countries of the peninsula, providing supplies for nu
merous shops in the coastal towns and villages of the Mahra. In the area of Qishn, 
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bedouin cultivate palm trees. 
I:Iarsilsi [1)::lrsIY::lt] is spoken by the I:Iarasis and the 'lIar, in the area of Jiddat 

al-I:Iarasis (north-east of Dhofar). The number of speakers was put at no more 
than 600 by Johnstone (1977: x), but this reckoning was made during the period 
when many I:Iarasis had left their region to go and work in oil wells. Since then, 
many of them have returned. 

BatJ:tari is the language of the BatiiQira who live on the southern coast of Oman, 
in the Jazir area, between Hasik and Ras Sharbithat. Their number is put at about 
300 (Morris 1983: 130); they are "pastoral cave-dwellers and fishermen" 
(Johnstone 1975: 94). 

I:Iarsilsi and BatJ:tari are very closely related to Mehri; as for Hobyot [h::lwby6t], 
the very recent development of the research on this language (at least, Hobyot 
spoken in the Yemen, discovered in 1985) relates it to the Mehri group, even 
though regular contacts with JibbaIi speakers have an effect upon this speech. The 
Hobyot speakers, less than one hundred in number, claim to belong to the Mahra 
tribe. They breed camels, cows and goats in the mountains, on the border between 
Oman and the Yemen (in the area of J adib and Hawf, and Haberut seems to be the 
northern boundary of their area). They spend the rainy season with their cattle in 
caves, up in the mountains, and then go down to their settlements of round houses 
covered with branches. 

The JibbaIi language [g::lblet]/[sl)£ret] received many names in the scientific lit
erature, the most common of which being Sbauri, EQkili, Qarawi, Sl)eri. Johnstone 
(1981: xi-xii) chose [JibbaIi] during fieldwork as the name that the speakers do 
not consider pejorative. It is spoken in Oman "by a number of communities of dif
ferent social status and tribal origin, numbering together about 5,000" (Johnstone 
1975: 94). JibbaIi speakers live in the mountains of Dhofar where they are 
semi-nomads, rearing camels and cows, and collecting frankincense; in the coastal 
villages of this area (RaysUt, SalaIa, Mirbat, SidQ) they carry on various jobs. The 
BatiiQira, who breed cattle in the mountains of Wadi EzdaQ, east of the road to 
Thamrit, speak JibbaIi (Morris 1983: 143, n.1); the inhabitants of the Kilria Milria 
Islands are fishermen who speak a specific variety of the JibbaIi language. 

Like the JibbaIi speakers, the Soqolris have no particular word for their lan
guage; it is named SoqOlTi [S1s:Alri].1t is spoken in the Yemen, on the island of So
qolTa and the neighbouring islets of 'Abd-al-Kilri and Saml)a. The inhabitants of 
Soqotra are put at 50,000, those of 'Abd-al-Kilri at about 250 (Naumkin 1988: 
342, 359) and at ten or a dozen in Saml)a. On the coasts the inhabitants are fish
ermen and cultivate date palms; in the mountains cave dwellers. Bedouin rear 
camels, cows and goats; in hamlets people cultivate millet, and in the eastern area, 
they collect the gum of the dragon's blood tree. The inhabitants of 'Abd-al-Kilri 
and Saml)a live on fishing. 

Dialectology and Sociolinguistic Situation 
Mehri, JibbaIi and SoqolTi have a very rich dialectology for which sociological 
and geographical parameters are relevant. 
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Map 4 Location of the MSAL region 
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In the Mehri language, there is a very clear distinction between the variety spo
ken in Dhofar and in the far east of the Yemen and the western variety. Within one 
and the same dialectal area there are, in addition, differences between bedouin 
varieties and city or village dwellers' varieties. The dialect of Qishn, the former 
capital of the Mahra is very prestigious in the Yemen. 

In Jibbali, Johnstone (1981: xii) makes a distinction between the central, east
ern and western dialects. 

Regarding Soqolri, it is possible to distinguish four groups between the sur
veyed dialects: the dialects of the northern coastal villages (including the main 
one, Hadibo), those of the southern coast, the varieties spoken by the bedouin in 
the Hagher Mountains (in the center of the island), and the dialects of the area of 
Qalansiyah (far west). The dialect of 'Abd-al-Kiiri is apart, whereas that of Samba 
belongs to the western dialects of Soqotra (Naumkin 1988: 343, 344). 

The languages spoken in Dhofar have a particular status because they are in 
contact with both Arabic (as the other MSAL) and the other MSAL of the region. 
Native speakers use their mother tongue for private purposes, in the family circle 
and with other speakers of the same language; many a speaker uses several MSAL, 
when these languages are closely related. 

Intercomprehension between Soqolri or Jibbali speakers and speakers of any oth
er MSAL is impossible. When in contact with each other, they resort to Arabic, as 
with Arabic speakers. Both in Oman and in the Yemen, Arabic is the language used 
for official intercourse (administration, schools, the army). As for cultural activi
ties, the texts collected since 1898 in Mehri, Jibbali, Soqolri and Batbari prove that 
these languages possess a rich oral literature consisting mainly of tales and poetry. 
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Map 5 The Modern South Arabian languages 
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The consonantal system of the MSAL is the closest, among the modem Semitic 
languages, to the reconstructed system of Proto-Semitic. They are the only ones 
with three alveolar fricatives. In addition, the MSAL also have a phoneme 1. 

Another typical feature of the MSAL is the post-glottalized realization, as in the 
Ethiopian languages, of the emphatic consonants of the Semitic; it is of great in
terest because it questions the hypothesis of a Cushitic influence on the Semitic 
languages of Ethiopia in this matter. 

The central dialect of Jibbali (cJ) has a phoneme /s/ (labialized s) contrasting 
with /S/: JL ebrfts 'your (sg. f.) daughter', ebrfts 'his daughter', where the eastern 
dialect only has /S/. 

Only SoqOlIi does not have interdentals. The merging of the interdentals with 
the dentals in some city dialects in western Mahra is a sociolinguistic phenomenon 
and does not lead one to infer that the consonantal system of Yemenite Mehri 
lacks interdentals. 

In Soqotri, the merging of the velar fricatives /x! and /'y/ with the pharyngeals 
/Q/ and N is particular to some dialects only, those studied before 1985; in other 
dialects the velar fricatives do occur, even in native words: SQa x5muh (SQb 
/:tfmeh) 'five'; SQa rayg (SHo ctyg) 'man'. 

To Semitic */S/ (- /s/ in Arabic and Ethiopian) corresponds /S/ or /hi in the 
MSAL. In Jibbali /s/ frequently corresponds to Mehri /hi, to Soqotri /hi or /S/: JL 
StY (b > 0), ML Mba, SQb yht5buc 'seven (m.)'; JL -hum, MQn -hum, SQa -hunt 
-sun (3rd person plural masculine pronoun suffix). 

The Laterals sand 1 
These fricatives have an apico-alveolar articulation: the tongue tip is on the alve
olar ridge and the lateral fricative sound is produced by the air flowing out of the 
passage opened by lowering the mid section of the tongue and retracting the cor
ner of the mouth, generally at the right side. The glottalized 1 is often voiced (see 
below). This lateral articulation of 4, the Arabic reflex of I, was described in the 
eighth century by Sibawayhi. 

The Ejective Consonants 
The prevailing articulation of the 'emphatic' consonants is not, as in Arabic, a ve
larization, but a post-glottalization. For greater convenience, these consonants are 
written with a subscript dot, but the articulation is indeed ejective: [9'], [t'], [s'], 
[8']/[S'], [s'], [k']. The degree of this glottalization varies, depending on the posi
tion of the consonant in the word and on the dialects concerned: for instance, in 
some Soqotri dialects, the glottalization is weaker, and in the Mehri dialect of 
Qishn, the constriction of the glottis is not complete and provokes a laryngealiza
tion or creaky voice; under such conditions, some emphatics become voiced (for 
instance Qis often pronounced as [{)]). Johnstone (1975: 98) has shown that, in the 
languages of Dhofar, glottalized consonants are to be grouped with the voiced 
consonants from a morphological point of view: for instance, words with initial 
voiced or glottalized consonant take the prefix a-/e-, which is the definite article 
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in the nominal system and a morpheme of derivation in the verbal system, this 
morpheme being zero in front of voiceless consonants. 

In the Mehri of Qishn, laryngealization may spread to the direct vicinity of the 
consonant or even to the entire word (Lonnet and Simeone-Senelle 1983: 191-
193). 

The Glottalized Palata-alveolar t 
This phoneme t ([$1 in central Jibbali) occurs in all the MSAL. There are few oc
currences of it and the phoneme never appears in the same words in the six MSAL: 
MQn ha$ba>, MLtab{z>, HHthftab{z>, B (ML) /:latb{zc, lfL hatb{z> , J (ML) >£tb{zc, 
butfL >i$b{zc, HHf>I$ab{zc, SQb >a$bac 'finger'. 

$ may be connected with some rules of phonetic evolution. This phonologized 
variant often comes from the palatalization of /1)./: J (ML) tuyft, JL iuyft, ML 
taymat 'judgment day'; SHr Udhar, ML tiidar 'pot'; J (ML) mat/:layrer, JL 
mai/:lerer.MLmat/:layrlr.shin bone'. It may be a very particular evolution of M 
or /$/: ML tajder, lfL tajddyt 'frog' (see Arabic tJujdaCa) , but in a few occurrences, 
no explanation can be provided: 

SQa tdc $ac 'to take a little sip', /:l;jnteh '(name of) shellfish' 
MQn tant5n 'snail (col.)' 
MQn tdjfi, ML tajfdy, HHt fife>, B (ML) tajfdyh 'elbow' 
MDt ba#n, HHf bWln 'Tristram's grackle' (here, t may be a variant of s 

before C) 
JL $urum 'to sulk' 

The Pharyngeal C 
C has a particular status in I:larsiisi and in some dialects of Mehri where it occurs 
very rarely (e.g., out of 403 words with a N in the root, [(] occurs only in 
forty-four words, mainly borrowed words from Arabic). Generally, the pharyn
geal is replaced by the laryngeal>, or is only but a virtual phoneme influencing the 
length and the timbre of the vowel in contact, sometimes inducing a diphthong. In 
Mehri, this phenomenon seems to be less common in the dialects of the Yemen 
( except those of the area of Qishn) than in the Mehri of Dhofar: 

nr): MDt, MJb C5jar, MQnB 6jar, ML >6jar; lfL >djar; Hb. C5jar, B (ML) 
(iijar,JL (:5jar; S (ML) (djar 'red' 

Often, where ( occurs, its status is unstable. The same speaker for the same 
word mayor may not pronounce it: MDt fd(8ayt or fd8ayt 'three', and its occur
rence is not predictable: MDt, Hb. jdm (sg.), jcYmta (pI.) 'foot, leg'; ML re(i 
'herder' and ro 'to herd'. 

The Laryngeal> 
In Mehri, Hoby6t, ijarsiisi, the initial and non-etymological hand /:l may be the 
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development of the laryngeal ): MQn, ML habir, ilL I)abyiir 'female camels'; 
MQn, ML I)dyb, Hb. I)tb, 'father'. In a word such as MQn l)ar6h, ML I)aroh, ilL 
I)arih, (B (ML) trih) 'head', I) seems to be the trace of a lost article (absent in 
Mehri of the Yemen, ij:arsiisi, Hobyot but not in Mehri of Oman). 

The So-called "Parasite h" in Soqo!ri 
A typical feature of Soqolri, the occurrence of this non-etymological and 
non-morphological h (in nouns and very rarely in verbs) is related to the particular 
evolution of the long vowels and to the rules of stress in Soqolri: stress falls on the 
penultimate or antepenultimate syllable. The vowel (fonnerly long) of the syl
lable might be preserved by this h (more rarely by»: SQb $",WhEnl$",ltlih:m 
'small valley, small stream'; SHo Ubah:m 'white'. 

A particular articulation of the consonants, with the vocal cords apart at one 
end, occurs in Soqolri, and this phenomenon ([h]), called munnur or breathy 
voice, may affect the neighbouring vowels and therefore contribute to the occur
rence of the parasite h (Lonnet and Simeone-Senelle 1997). 

Palatalization 
The palatalization is common to all the MSAL (cf. the Semitic root (kbd) - (sbd) 
in MSAL) and a palatalized consonant may be phonologized (cf. m). 

Palatalized Ig!, /k/ and /lY occur in all the MSAL, but to different degrees: Ig! > 
voiced pre-palatal [z], [ZY] in Soqolri, [2] (labialized Z) in JL, voiced palato
alveolar [g] in Mehri and Hobyot: 

SQb [yaz-;)h], SAK [<azY;)h] 'woman' 
JL [YaZet], HHt [yoggIt] 'big girl' 
MQn [yagg~n] 'boy' 

In some Soqolri dialects, /k/> [c], /lY> [~], when in contact with IiI: SQa ikgtab 
'he writes', di-Isdcr 'of the house' and SQb iciJtab, di{:acr. 

The Retroflex Clusters 
In the Mehri and the Hobyot of the Yemen, Irl plus a following denti-/lateral-al
veolar consonant have both a retroflex articulation: 

MQn [ki[~], HHt [ke[~] 'belly' 
MMf [~a[ll.;)t] 'womb' 
MQn ~eSer-l-sigdrtan [keS~[Wigart;)n] 'the barks of trees' 
MJb har$om > [ha[~6m] 'tops of the feet' 

The Consonants Iml and Ibl 
In JibbaIi, these two etymological consonants never occur in intervocalic position; 
this non-occurrence affects the length and timbre of the vowel; the long vowels 
and the nasalized ones are the phonetic results of this phenomenon: JL erl){m, 
Erl)itlerl)Et 'beautiful'; y5rllYrerlY'yb{ra 'to meet'. 
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In Mehri, in the paradigm of a few verbs, fbI does not occur in intervocalic po
sition: MQn !alom 'they requested' (tat6b 'he requested'); MQn !5tlyal:i! (~bt) 'he 
took/he takes' . 

The Processing of /II 
In JibbaIi, and in some Soqotri dialects, /l/ has a fricative variant z: IL [giz:Sl] (ML 
gfl51) 'cookedlboiled (food)'; SQa [$aza(] (SHo tan 'rib'. 

In Eastern Mehri and sometimes in I:Iarsiisi, /11> w: IfL [bawl}at] (MQn /:Ial/stit, 
ML /:Iewlcdt) 'circle', with an analogical plural [bewel}] (ML /:Ietet). 

In a stressed syllable I is reduced to zero and the length and timbre of the vowel 
change: ML simak 'I was safe' (lsalmak/). 

Pausal Forms 
In pausal forms, some final voiced consonants are often devoiced and realized as 
ejectives in Mehri of the Yemen. In some dialects of Soqotri, only final N is con
cerned: 

MJb damir> [dam~x'] 'brain' 
MQn gfd > [git'] 'good' 
SQb tfdac > [t5dab'] 'back' 

The Vowels 

e j1I 

I': re 
a a 

u 
o 

Not all the vowels occur in all the MSAL. Systems vary according to each lan
guage. The quantity and timbre of the vowels are linked to stress rules and the con
sonantic environment (i.e. the occurrence or not of the glottalized, pharyngeals, 
velars). 

Among the MSAL, JibbaIi and Soqotri are noticeable on account of the richness 
ofthe vocalic timbres. Diphthongs ay, aw frequently occur in Mehri, I:Iarsiisi and 
Hobyot, but rarely in Soqotri and almost never in Jibbiili. 

In Mehri the vowel system has two or three (according to the dialects) short 
vowels la!, /ai, (lei), six long vowels (1/, leI, I£!, Iii!, 16/, lii/. As Johnstone noted 
(1975: 103), it is difficult to distinguish phonetically 0 from u (even the same 
speaker may in the same sentence use amariit or amar6t 'she said'), and f from e, 
even if rare minimal pairs do occur such as ML kabkfh 'star' '* kabkib 'entry' and 
ktob 'book' '* ktub 'he wrote'. 

In JibbaIi and Soqotri, the range of vowels is: i, e, c, a, a, :J, 0, u (Johnstone 
1981: xv). In these two MSAL, in which the range of vowels is larger, the contrast 
between long and short vowels is not always phonological. In JibbaIi, the long 
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vowels result from the integration of the definite article (e-/a-) or from the pro
cessing of b/w or of y: 

JL >ern(, def. >irni 'hare' 
>:Jb, def. >5b 'door' 
sageb (s-gwb) 'to answer' 
o$aj (w~f) 'to describe' 
~el (Js:bl) 'to accept' 
lun (Ibn) 'white (m.)' 
gir (gyr) 'to oppress' 

In JibbaIi, nasal vowels are combinative variants resulting from the influence of 
m in intervocalic position: JL (xmr) x€r 'wine', ox6r 'to make drunk', axtir 'to 
drink wine'; ylii.~ (lm<) 'it shines'. 

In the Mehri of the Yemen, in Hobyot and in Soqolri, vowels in contact with 
nasal consonants are frequently nasalized: MQn [amii~Ar] 'I chew'; HHf [tiimh] 

'you (pI. m.)'; SQaB [ras] (SQarans), SNd [<as] (SQb ~ans) 'elbow'. 

Other Phenomena 

Syllabic Structure and Stress 
The most common syllabic structures are CV(C) or CV:. In initial position, we 
find (C)CV(C) or (C)CV:, and in final position: CV(C(C» or CV:(C). 

In JibbaIi, triconsonantal groups occur: JL s:Jttj '(meat) to become dry', ssjej 
'to be able to be dried', (kkbeb 'he stoops'. 

The stress in Mehri, Hobyot, BalQari, I:Iarsusi is on the last long syllable or on 
the first syllable if there are only short syllables in the stress unit. 

JibbaIi is particular in the sense that a word or a stress unit can have several 
stressed syllables: JL min$edt (ML man~arit) 'middle finger'. When a word has 
only one stress, it is on the same syllable as the Mehri word: JL misandjt (ML 
makandit) 'thumb'. 

In Soqolri, the general trend is to have the stress toward the beginning of the 
word. This phenomenon has led to the dividing of the vowel, having lost stress and 
length, by the emergence of a so-called parasite h: SQa I¢.fmeham (ML ~a!mim, 
JL ~!m(m) 'butter'; SQa >(rhez (MQnB hayrez, ML yarez, JL >idz) 'rice'. 

Gemination 
Gemination occurs in all the MSAL to various degrees according to the language, 
very rare in Soqolri. It never has a morphological value (as in Arabic, for in
stance). Its origin may be lexical with roots C2 = C3, or C3 = C4, or C4 = C5: 

MDt dakk 'he sprung up', sxawalltft 'she stayed' 
ML ~afabbiit 'doll' 
HHf mgalltft 'type of house' 
JL e$alJiJ,as 'he cured him' (a$bO/:t 'he cured') 
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The origin may also be phonetic or morpho-phonetic, due to the assimilation of 
some radical consonants in contact with t (derivational morpheme): 

MDt 1J,a88ur (l}.-t-~r) 'to take care' 
MQn >a~~t1.d ()-t-~d) 'to be anxious' 
ML /s.tl$$al (~-t-~l) 'to be broken' 
lfL hattam (h-t-mm) 'to be sad' 
IL muttas (m-t-ss) 'to be bitten' 

In JibbaIi gemination occurs in the derived verbal themes (by vocalic prefix and 
vocalic modification): in the perfect, ess6/s.ar 'to squint' (s~), and/or in the imper
fect: yass6/s.aran, iffh5s 'he boils' (ejMs, causative ofjhES). 

The process of gemination in the MSAL is related to the syllabic structure. In 
the morphological variation of verbs and nouns, gemination does not affect the 
same consonant; a shifting of gemination may occur, and according to the forms 
of the paradigms, gemination affects either a consonant of the root or the deriva
tional morpheme: MQnB jtttak (f-t-kk) 'he got rid of' and sg. 3f.jtakkt5t, kMj~aWr 
(~-t-~r) 'he shortened', and sg. 3f. ~arrut; lsa/:ll:las (s-l}.ss) 'he tracks (subj.)'; lfL 
/s.a!tabOt (~tbb) (pI. /s.atabab) 'doll'; IL dekk//y5ddak (subj.) 'to bump (against)'; 
mfxxal, active participle ofaxlel '(water) to penetrate'. 

Morphology 

Personal Pronouns 

Table 17.1 Independent pronouns 

MY (ML) HHf lfL JL SQa, SQb 

Sg. Ie. hoh (=) hoh hoh he h:>h(h:m), hOh 
2m. het (=) het het hEt het 
f. het (=) hit bet hit hit 

3m. heh (=) heh hah SE Y'eh, heh 
f. seh (=) seh seh SE seh 

Du. Ie. U (:)k;Sy) U :)U ti kih 
2c. U (:)tay) u :)U ti tih 
3e. hi (hay) hI hi si hehi, hi 

PI. Ie. nb.a ( :)nl}.a) nha :)nb.a nl}.a, nb.an b.an(h:>n) 
2m. tern (:)tem) tum [tiimh] :)tOm tum tan 
f. ten (:)ten) ten [tenh] :)ten tEn tan 

3m. hem (=) hum [hiimh] hom sum yhan 
f. sen (=) sen [senh] sen SEn san 

Independent Pronouns 
The dual pronouns bear the marker of the nominal dual -i. In the Mehri language 
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of Qishn and the surrounding area, there are no dual pronouns (pronominal and 
verbal duals are obsolete). 

Independent pronouns generally stand for the subject of the sentence. It can be 
apposed to a noun with a suffix pronoun: MQn beyt-i-hoh 'it is my house'. With 
the connecting particle a-Id-, it is used to express possession: MQn s;Jkker-k d-het 
'it is your sugar, (sugar) for you'. HHf !hit;J a-hi 'their (du.) cows', SQb di-/:Ian 
taC r 'our house'. It can follow some prepositions: JL !;J-hes sf 'like him'. 

Suffix Pronouns 
In ML, lfL, JL, the suffix pronouns can only be added to a definite noun (with an 
article): ML a-rm5Y-;Jh 'his speech' (MQn y;JroY;Jh), lfL a-mko-bm 'their place', 
JL trunts 'his goats' (indef. form >Erun). 

In Mehri, Hoby6t, and ij:arsiisi, the suffix pronoun is different after a noun and 
after a verb or a preposition. It also varies according to the number of the noun. In 
JL, pronouns only vary according to the number of the noun but have the same 
form after a singular noun, a verb or a preposition. In Soqotri, there is only one set 
of suffix pronouns. The 3m. has a h or s base. 

When added to a verb or a noun, the suffix pronoun entails modifications of the 
basic pattern of the word, vocalic timbre and quantity, syllabic structure and 
stress: 

MQn ragen6t > ragenats 'her girl', rageniit;Jn > ragenatsE 'her girls'; s;Jbil! > 
s;Jb!ays 'he beat her', isilbtt! > is;Jb!5s 'he beats her' 

HHf pwft;J > rw5tihum 'their brothers' 
ML n;Jxrir > anxrayri 'my nose' 
lfL b;JgOd> b;Jg;Jdayn 'he chased us' 
JL res> ereSes;Jn 'their heads' , k6ds > kirsas 'he thumped him' 

At the sg. 1, after some prepositions, the suffix pronoun is -ni: MQn kini, ML 
hayni, lfL hani, JL hini 'for me'. In lfL, -ni is used with numerous prepositions: 
tani (ML tEY, JL t:J), bani (ML bi, JL bi), ;Jm-benyeni W;J benyiik 'between me and 
you'; and with most verbs: ;Jnkc ;Jni 'he came to me', b;Jg;Jdani 'he chased me', but 
t;Jxomi 'you want me'. After many transitive verbs, the dependent pronoun is suf
fixed to the accusative marker t-: MQn sink tes 'I saw her'. 

Some prepositions in Mehri, HHf, lfL and JL are followed by the same affixed 
pronouns as the plural nouns: MQn nxiilih;Jm, HHf, JL !xinuhum 'under them'. 

In MDt, the suffix pronouns, after some prepositions, such as {iiir 'on', m;Jn 
'from', are identical to those used with the singular nouns: ~yr;Jk 'on you' (but 
bilk 'to you'), m;Jnk 'from you', and &yrki, m;Jnki (du. 2) (but biki). 

In Soqotri personal suffixes are very rarely suffixed directly to nouns or verbs 
(cf. Possession in Soqotri, p. 419). 

After a verb, the pronoun is usually suffixed to the accusative marker t- or a 
prep. SQa, SQb Sin;Jk teh 'I saw him', SQa bid;J cayh;Jn 'he lied to them'. 
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Interrogative Pronouns 

mon (M, 6), man (Hb.), man (B), mun (Jib.), mon (S.) 'who?' 
mun m;m (Jib.) 'which of!' 
hisan (M), fnih (Hb.), hine (B), hasan, hahn (1;1), >ine (Jib.), inem (S.) 

'what'?' 

Nouns 
Substantives have two genders (masculine and feminine), and three numbers (sin
gular, dual and plural). Johnstone (1975: 112) claims that the dual is obsolete in 
the MSAL, except in Soqotri; yet, it seems that nominal dual is still alive in Mehri 
in the Yemen and Hobyot. 

Singular Nouns 
. The main patterns are: ICVC(V)C, ICV:C(V)C, C(V)ICVC, C(V)ICV:C, in Jib
bali ICV1CVC, and for the quadriliterals CVCCV:C, or ICVCCVC in Soqotri: 

MLdabh, HHf debh 'honey', /fLdabS 'date-syrup',JLdebs 'honey'; SQb Cans 
'elbow' 

ML $ahar, MQnB $ahar, /fL $ahr 'back'; MQnB, HHf, SQa sX:JJ, ML saxoJ, /fL 
sxof, JL nusub 'milk'; ML yalet, JL raLet 'mistake' (with a diphthongization 
in /fL: yalawt) 

MQnB, ML fr.atmim, /fL fr.a!maym, JL fr.atmim, SQa fr.atmeham 'fresh butter' 

The feminine marker is the ending -(V)t in Mehri, Hobyot, Bamari, 6arsusi, 
Jibbali, and -h in Soqotri (but -t occurs at the dual and plural). The vowel preced
ing the morpheme is 10/, luI, IiI, M (long or short, according to the phonological 
system of the language): 

JL ng:Jst 'pollution' 
MQn ragen6t, ML raganot, JL rebgjt, SML cawginoh 'girl' 
HHf pgit 'big girl' 
MQn, ML risit, /fL raset 'snake' 
SQb ra$ah (du. ra$eti) 'woman' 
MQn lJ.armet, JL lJ.armet 'woman' 
JL $ad[et 'chance' 
MQn kanamft, ML kanamat, BM kanamot, JL sinlt 'louse' 

In SoqolTi there exists also a feminine form marked by a vocalic opposition: 
SQatalJ.rar (m.), talJ.rer (f.) 'wild goat', sfbreb (m.), Sibib (f.) 'old'. 

In Mehri, Ball)ari, 6arsusi and Jibbali, some feminine nouns (borrowings from 
Arabic) have an -h ending: 

MQn makfnah 'motor', BM lJ.esmeh (but B (ML) lJ.asm;Jt) 'honor', /fL fr.amah 
'measure', ML 8awrah, JL 8orah'revolution'. 
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Dual 
The dual marker for nouns is the suffix -i. In Mehri, Hobyot, I:Iarsiisi and Jibbali 
no,!ns are usually followed by the numeral 2. The speakers do not consider this -i 
as a nominal suffix, but as a numeral prefix; in MQn /l:l.armeti-tnt/ 'two women' 
is pronounced [barm~t-itrft]. In Soqopi, the numeral is usually omitted: SQb 
jarb/l$i d-bfrki '(the two) articulations of (the two) knees'. In Mehri, Hobyot, 
I:Iarsiisi and Jibbiili some duals function as plurals (cf. Johnstone 1975: 113). 

Plural 
As in all the languages of the South Semitic group, the MSAL have internal and 
external plurals. A few plurals are suppletive plurals. 

In all languages, one singular noun may have several plural forms: ML (sg. 
$affay) $aj6j, $ajawwat, $ajutan 'elbows'; HHf (sg. seger!t) sigSrta, SagEr 'paths 
in a mountain'. 

Internal Plurals 
Johnstone (1975: 113) compares some of these plural patterns with Ethiopic 
rather than with Arabic. 

The singular pattern is modified but does not have an affix. The most common 
patterns are «sg.)/pl.): 
• CCV:C (plural of many feminine singulars) 

ML (na/s!iit )/na/sii!, JL (na/sfSt )/n/s:l! 'dots' 
HHf (mbat)/nbfb, JL (nibbSt)/nbeb 'bees' 

• CCV:CC, CCVCC (in Jibbiili CCCVbCC), for quadriliterals (the long vowel 
may sometimes be diphthongized, or stressed (in Jibbiili only where w > b): 

MQnB (mfsa!tir)/mlsaw!ar 'caravans' 
ML, lfL (manxiil, manxal)/man6xal 
JL (mantef)fmintb$aj 'mattresses' 

A very common internal plural for quadriliterals is based on a vocalic opposi
tion in the last syllable: ife, or a (S.), (sg.) > 0, :lfu (pl.). 

MQn, ML (l)anfd)/l)an6d, JL (nid)/nud 'waterskins' 
MQn, ML, lfL (nxarfr)/ nxar6r, JL (naxrer)/naxdr, SQb (nal)rar)/nal)rur 

'noses' 
HHf (i1stybfn )/i/stybUn 'scorpions' 

Some plural patterns correspond to Arabic plural of plural: 

ML (xaj)/xajawf'hoofs' (Jib. :lx/Sf); lfL (m6tan)/matawwan 'flesh of backs' 

(cf. pI. ML matun, JL motun). 
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External Plurals 
The singular pattern mayor may not be modified, and the plural is marked by a 
suffixed and/or a prefixed morpheme . 
• Suffixes -'Vt and -(V)ta(n). Many feminine nouns, and some masculine nouns 
have this pattern: 

ML (tamrit)/tamartan 'ear lobes' 
MQn (hangalUt)/hangaltan 'jellyfish (p.)' 
HHf (1J5ram)/lJayr5mte 'roads' 
SQa (reyCeh)/recihitan 'female herders' 

• Suffix -t, -h/-t in Soqotri: 

MQnB (gammol)/gammolat 'camel drivers' 
HHf (fs,#ar)/~!:5rt 'leopards' 
IfL (yartib )/yJrabat 'sacks' 
SQa ($ahrah)/$ahrat 'sisters-in-law' 

• Suffix -in and -ih:m (in Soqop-i): 

MQn (danob)/danbin 'tails' 
ML (pro$)/fs,ar$ayn HHf (fs,Er:J$)/fs,Er$in 'mosquitoes' 
IL (gifun)/ gafanin 'tulchans' 
SQb (ctyg)r:Jgehan'men' 
SHr (fs,:JciJd)/fs,ucdin 'camel-calves' 

• Plurals with an m- prefix, and those with >-, with or without a suffix -t/-h (S.) 
masculine, and -tan feminine (cf. CA broken plurals m-CiiCiC, > CCiiC, 
>CCiCat): 

ML (nidix)/manddax 'smokes' 
IL (fs,albet)/mfs,alba! 'turnings (on a path)' 
HHt (bir)/hiibyor 'wells' 
IfL (sleb)/haslob 'weapons', (gawf)/hagwaft 'chests' 
MQn (bOb)//:uibwebat 'doors' 
ML (lJirft)/alJyartan 'female donkeys' 
IL (!:5b)/E$bet 'monitor lizards' 
SQa (fs,OdaherWafs,darah 'pots' 

• In IL (cf. also Johnstone 1975: 113), some plurals with -i come from the dual. 
They are used (and felt) as plural: 

IL lhOti 'cows', ragenati 'girls', Mrnati 'mountains (dim.)' 
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Adjectives 
Like nouns, adjectives have two genders, but the plural of many adjectives is often 
of common gender. Except in Soqotri where there is a dual for adjectives, adjec
tives in the other MSAL have only two numbers. 

Usually, feminine is marked by a -tl-h ending added to the masculine form, but, 
in Soqotri, it may also be marked by a vocalic opposition: SQa gtC alhal, gtC alhel 
'round', x:Jbx6b, x:Jbxeb 'clumsy'. It is very scarce in Mehri: MJahn duwol, diwol 
'worn out (pl.)'. 

In all the MSAL, there are feminine adjectives without a feminine marker: MQn 
iJ,anob, ML nob, BM nawb, JL um 'big'; it is often the case for adjectives concern
ing only females: SQa gaiJ,lal 'pregnant', fbsi 'gravid'. 

Many adjectival patterns are common with nouns. The C(V)CiHC (or 
CVC6yC) pattern is, like in Arabic, more common with adjectives than with 
nouns: MQn, IfL dawi/, ML dawayl 'old'; MQn saxif, ML saxayj, JL sxif'idiot'; 
SQa fuzc anhm 'curved'. 

Although in Mehri and Ijarsiisi, only the passive participle functions as an ad
jective, there are some adjective patterns CiiloC aC (cf. Arabic CiiCiC): ML, IfL 
>iigaz,JL C5gaz 'lazy'. 

In JibbaIi, the participle with -un (f. -unt) suffix also has an adjectival (and 
sometimes adverbial) function: JL Saorun, saorunt 'stiff', ragfUn 'timid' (and 
'shivery'); there are also some examples in BBf. 

Some examples of adjectives, sg. m., f./(du. m., f.)/pl. m., f. (or common): 

HHf re/ce/c, re/ce/cat//rifc5/c, ri/c5/cte 'thin'; jariJ,un,jariJ,antlljariJ,anin, jariJ,aninta 
'happy'; C 6jar, CajedtWiijar 

ML >ojar, >iijarotWiijar 
B (ML) Ciijar, Cajar{tWajar 
IfL >ajar, >ajarotlPajar 
JL C 5jar, CajidtWajireta 
SQa C {jar, C {jerohlC {fri, C {jarotifC {jirfhin, C ejeretan 
SJms gives a common pI. C iijiretan, 'red'. 

In Jibbali, Ijarsiisi and mainly in Soqotri, the phrase: o-/di- + impf./pf., often 
has an adjectival function (cf. Relative Clauses, p. 417): IfL o-isdod '(it is) suffi
cient'; JL da-mfi5t 'full (f.)'; SQa di-skar, di-skerf/Jhldi-sakarf/J, di-sakartf/Jldi-fkar 
'kind.' 

Deictics 
In all the MSAL (except Soqotri for demonstratives), there are deictic forms with 
an -m or -n ending (cf. adverbs). 

Deictics Rejerring to Time 

'now': M ~aromah, Hb. nii~t\,n:J, B nii~arah, Ij no~ah, no~arah, Jib. nac~anu, 
na~anu, S. naca 
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Table 17.3 Deictics referring to persons and things (demonstratives) 

MY 
ML 

Rb. 
B 
I:I 

Jib. 

s. 

Near, 'this' (m., f./pl.) 

dom, dIm;>h/lyom 
liom;>h, liim;>h/;>lyom;>h 

lien, liin/lon (RRf IEn;>h) 
Mn;>m;>h, lian, liin/ililn 
liii, Iii; 1i5n, lien;>h/l5h 
lian;>m;>h, lian;>m;>hMI;>m;>h (lan;>m;>h) 
IiEnu, oinu/izEnu 

d;>h, deh & d;>s/dihi/lEnha 
dMha, dfdha/alhat 

Far, 'that' (m., f./pl.) 

dEk(;>m), dIk(;>m)!lyEk(;>m) 
Mkmah, Mkm;>h/;>lyakm;>h 
liek, Myk/;llyek 
1i5hun,lilhun/l5h(un) 

liek, liik/l;>k or 
liak;>m;>h, ak;>m;>h/,al;>m;>h 
1i5hun, IiUhun/i:bhUn (nearby) 
1i5kun, IiUkun/iz5k (further away) 
d;>k, Ms/ diki/ 
dadbok, didbok!albok§ 

Notes: t In some Soqo~ dialects I;a and not ha. d;1dha = da-d-hll;a (this-which/who-here). One also 
seldom finds dadbo h. § dadbok = da-d-bok (this-which/who-there). 

Table 17.4 Deictics referring to space 

M 
Rb. 
I:I 
Jib. 
S. 

Near, 'here' 

boh, bilm, born, bawm;>h 
boh, born;>, biiw;> 
biim;>h 
bo, bun, bfun 
ha/l.la, boh 

Far, 'there' 

Q.Aiok, Q.Alak;>m;>h 
Q.;>loh, Q.:>15k, Q.:>15k;>m;> 
Q.;>lOk, Q.;>lOk;>m;>h 
Ihan,15kun 
bok 

Note: In Soqoiri hall;a and bohare used in compounds: lhalll;a, lboh 'here'; diboh Pid-boh/ 'to here'; 
as boh in MQn: het lboh 'bring here!' 

'today': M yem6h, yamo, Hb. ax5r, B /:t6r, I;I yamah, Jib. sfpr, slJer, S.lJcr 
'tomorrow': M gehmah, gehamah, Hb. gtma, B gehamah, I;I gehamah, Jib. 

/f;arerah, S. /f;erfri, /f;crerah 
'yesterday': MyemSf,yamse, Hb. amsi, Jib. >amsin, S. >amsin 

Anteriority and posteriority may be expressed with prepositions: 'before-' (M 
jana-, Jib.jant-, S.jene-,jon-) or 'after' (M bad, Jib., S. ba~d) plus temporal ad
verbs: M janams, Jib. jantmsin 'before yesterday'; M bad gehmah 'after tomor
row'. 

Numerals 
The numerals in the MSAL have phonological, morphological and syntactical 
characteristics that distinguish them from Arabic and are of great interest for 
Semitic comparatism (cf. Johnstone 1983: 225). 
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Cardinals 

Table 17.5 Cardinal numbers 

MSr (ML) HHf (m./f.) /fL(m./f.) JL (m./f.) SQb (SQa) 
(m./f.) 

tiit!Pt tiid/tat tad/lit l:xl/l6Y' 
(liil!layl) (lodilah) 
lat/l6yt 

2 troh/trit 9aro/9arat 9roh/9rat tr¢h/trih 
(9aro, 9roh/9rayt, 9ret) ( tr¢h/treh ) 
9ro, 9roh/9arIt 

3 shalet/syatit §alay§/§iif( 9 )ayt §halM/§:>get stleh/§t'tah 
(sha1I9/sii9ayt) (§ileh/s5ytah) 
§ha169/shageyt 

4 harba/arhOt )orba/rabot )6rba'Parba':St )6rbe'Pirba' 
(arba/arhOt) ()erbe'ParbA 'ah) 
):Srba'Parb'awt 

5 xaymah/xmoh xaymah/xammoh xis/xos I,llmeh/l:l6ymah 
( xaymah/xammoh) ( x5mah/x5mayh) 
xiimah/x:>mm6h 

6 hett/yitm hattah/yatet stt/Stat yha't/hItah 
(hat/yam) (y:S't/yebh) 
het/htet 

7 hoba/yibtyt hoba/habayt so'lSab'at yhoba'/hib'a 
(hoba/yabayt) (yeba'/yeba'ah) 
hoba/hebi' at 

8 tm5ni/tamanet 9amoni/9amanet 90ni/9inat tem:>ni/temaneh 
(9moni/9amanyet) (tameni/tam:;nah) 
gemeni/gemenit 

9 se)/styt se/sii)ayt, sa'ayt s:>'/sa'et se'/se'eh 
(sE/siit) (sa'/st'ah) 
s:>'/sa'et 

10 5§ar/a§arIt '6§ar/' aSaret ':S§ar/'aSiret 'Mar/' esereh 
(' 6sar/' asarIt) ('Mar/'esireh) 
':Ssar/' aSarIt 

The numbers 1 and 2 are adjectives, and 2 follows the noun in the dual. For 3-10, 
masculine numerals count feminine nouns, and feminine numerals masculine 
nouns. They are usually followed by nouns in the plural form, and above 13 the 
noun is either plural or singular. After 12,22, 32, etc., the noun may be in the dual: 
SQa ~eSlreh W U - tr¢h §hiri (10 and-2 month (du.)) 'twelve months'. 

In all MSAL, numerals used after 10 are usually Arabic borrowings. But some 
old bedouin speakers still use the MSAL's number system above 10, especially 
for counting livestock. This system is as follows: 
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Number and noun agree in gender from 11 to 19. From 11 onwards the structure 
of numbers is: tens + "and" + units. 

ML 11 >a.siJrit w- fat (HHf ~asiJrit w-fat) (+ m.), >osiJr w-layt (+ f.) 
12 >a.siJrit w-(Jroh (HHf ~aSiJrit w-(Jroh), >os;}r w-(Jrayt 
13 >a.siJrlt wiJ-sa(Jayt (HHf ~asiJrit w-sha(Jeyt), >6siJr wiJ-shiJli(J 

The tens, when not borrowed from Arabic, are made by suffixation of -ah, -oh, 
-r/Jh. 

20 ML ~ aSiJr;}h, SQa ~ asrr/Jh, but MQn asrin, and JL ~ thri 
30 JL siJl6h, SQa selah, but ML hla(Jayn 

In Soqopi, from 30 onwards in some dialects and 40 in others, the multiples of 
10 ru:e constructed as follows: units + 10 (pl.): 

30 SL sele ~eSarhen (three tens) 
SQaB 40 ~ arba~ ~ asa.riJn 
50 xtYnM ~ asa.riJn 
60 ya~ t ~ asa.riJn 
70 yabtl ~ ~ asa.riJn 
80 temenE ~ asa.riJn 
90 SE~ ~asa.riJn 
100 MQn miyet; ML iJmyit; HHf m{yut, JL mut; SQa mIt 
1,000 MQn >elf; ML >tf, JL >:Jf, SQb >alf 

To count livestock, bedouin use specific items: 

ML laMb 'herd of about 100 camels'; JL l6/:z6b 'herd of 15 camels (and up
wards)'; SQaB mtl;tbiJr '100 head of cattle'; treh mEl;tbiri '200'. 

In Mehri, Hoby6t, Jibbali and partially in ij:arsusi (Johnstone 1975: 115-116), 
specific numerals are used for counting days above two. The noun 'day' (f.) is in 
the singUlar form: 

ML ·HHf JL 
3 days seliJ(J yum shElt yom seliJ(J tm 
4 riba- riba~ - ri~ -
5 xaymiJh- xam- xis-
6 sidiJt - hett- SEt-
7 siba- seba~ - v_~ Sl -
8 9imiJn - (JemiJn - (Jin-
9 tisa - tesa~ - tiJS~ -

10 >aysiJr- ~tsiJr- ~ahr-
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Ordinals 
The ordinals in ML and IfL are formed on the pattern of the nomen agentis. Some 
ordinals are based on the ancient root of number; in SL, the ordinals, beyond 
nesher 'first', are formed by the numeral preceded by di-: di-h(y)6beh (which (is) 
seven) 'seventh'. In fL, the data are not complete (cf. Johnstone 1975: 116). 

Table 17.6 Ordinal numbers 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
7th 
8th 
9th 

10th 

Verbs 

ML (mJf.) 

l).iiwil/b.iiW:llit 
m:ls~r/m:ls:l'y:lret 
sOl:l9/s:lw8it 
roba' /rnbayt 
xom:ls/x:lmhet 
sod:ls/S:ldget 
sob:l</s:lbayt 
90m:ln/9:lm:lnet 
tosa' /t:ls,ayt 
'ays:lr/' a8:lret 

Root and Derived Themes 

IfL (mJf.) 

l).iiwil/b.iiw:llet 
m:ls~r/m:ls:>Y:lret 
sel:ls/sels:lt 
reba' /rebat 
xiim:lh/xiimh:lt 
hett!hett:lt 
heba'!heba't 
gem:ln/gemn:lt 
tesa' /tesa't 
'&s:lr/' &S:lrt 

JL (mJf.) 

'tnfl/' tnI£t 
ms/sa"(:lr/ (yyr) 'other' 

xis/ 

Like all Semitic languages, the MSAL have a verbal basic theme and derived 
themes. There is also a vocalic internal passive. 

The Basic Theme 
There are two different types of basic verbs, based on semantic and morphological 
criteria. The patterns of active verbs (Johnstone's type A) are: CaC6/uC, CaCjC, 
and that of middle verbs (state verbs, middle passive verbs, verbs whose subject 
is also the patient; Johnstone's type B) are: CiCaC, CeCaC. All MSAL have, with 
some verbs of type A, an internal vocalic passive, whose patterns are: CaCeliC, 
CileCaC, CililCic in MQn. This is a very dynamic passive formation in Soqotri. 

The Derived Themes 
As in all Semitic languages, the derived themes are characterized by internal vo
calic modification, infixation (t-), and prefixation (h-P-, sls-, n-), but no derived 
theme is formed by gemination. 

A prefixed vowel may occur in the theme with internal modification. For each 
verb, the prefixed morpheme h-P- cannot be found in all the forms of the 
conjugation. 

In some cases, type A and B verbs have a different pattern for the same derived 
theme. 
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Table 17.7 Verbal themes (o/u in Mehri, e/tin JL and Soqotri) 

Mehri IfL c/eJ S. 

Simple verb 
C~C5C C~C5C A C5C5C/C~C5C C;SCOC 

B dc~c dc~c CeC~C CeC~C 
Passive C~C~C C~C~C C~CeC CeC~C 

Derived themes 
Intern. modif. (a)C5C~C (a)C~C~C (e )C6C~C/C5C~C C:5C~C,CeC~C 
-t- infix (A) CMitC~C CatC~C C5tC~C/C5CC~C C5tC~C 

(B) ~Ct~C5C ~Ct~c5C ~Ct~CeC 
Prefix ht>- (h~)C,C5C (a)CG5C ( e )/( £ )CCeC ;SCC~C 
Prefix s- (A) s~CCoC s~CCoC s/S~CCeC s;SCC~C 

(B) S~C~C~C s~C;SC~C s/S~CeC~C s~CeC~C 
Prefix n- (~)nC~C~G (~)nC~C~G (~)nCeC~C (~)nCeC~C 

Quadriconsonantal (~)nC~CCoC (~)nC~CCoC ( ~ )nC~CeCeC (~)nCeCC~ 

• Theme with internal modification (and possibly vocalic preformant): 
In the Mehri of Mahra, the derived theme does not have a prefix, and in the 

Mehri of Dhofar, in Ijarstisi and Jibbiili, it is often missing when C1 is a voiceless 
consonant (ejective consonants are considered as voiced consonants). 

In all languages, the imperfect has an augmentative -(a)n (perf./imperf./subj. 
sg.3m.): 

ML,MQn 
IfL 
JL 
S. 

(a )Ct5CaC/yaCaCCanlyal lCt5CaC ( + variants) 
(a )CiCaC/yaCiCaCanlyaCiCaC 
(el c )C5CaC/iC5CCanlyC5CaC (6 or 5) (+ variants) 
C5CaC/iC5Canl liC5CaC (and CiCaC/yaCiCaCanl 

li-CiCaC) 

The classification of these verbs as 'intensive--conative' (Johnstone 1975, 
1981) does not seem to hold when one considers the semantic value of the verbs 
in all languages. When the form is derived from a simple verbal form, it is always 
transitive and the meaning is usually factitive or causative. When no correspond
ing simple form exists, the derived verb can be transitive or intransitive; some are 
denominative: 

MQnB rt5kablirakbanl larokab = ML arokab = IfL arekab = JL er6kub 'to put (a 
pot) on the fire' (rikab (type B, trans.) 'to ride') 

MQnB wiitiliwa{iyan = IfL aweta = JL oW 'to bring down' 
ML MQn $oli!i$alyan!l$oli = ML a$oli = IfL a$iil = JL e$6li = SJMS $ali 'to 

pray' 
JL eg6dal/ g6dalanlyg6dal 'to tie, chain (a prisoner)' 
SQa I;t6bilil;t6bian = ML I;t6bi '(baby) to crawl' 
SJms zt5millyzt5milan 'to saddle' 
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In Mehri, Jibblili, Soqotri some verbs have a different pattern: 

SQa gedal;tligidJpmllfgdal;t 'to come', l;tisablil;teYsbanllil;tsab 'to count', slltsin 
(sg. 2f.)/ tJei (sg. 2f.) 'to listen' 

ML sewarlyasawranlyasewar 'to consult' 

In Jibblili, verbs with C2 = h and x "have both the eC6CaC and eCCeC pattern" 
(Johnstone 1981: xxi). 

In all MSAL there are also some idiosyncratic verbs of both types (ibid.: xxv
xxvi). 
• Theme with infix -t-: 

In all languages, except Soqop-i, there are two derived forms with -t-: 

M, B (a, a )CatCaC/yaCtaCii( 0 )C/lIyaCti( e )CaC (type A verbs) 
(a, a )CtaCii/oC/yaCtaCi( e )CanlyaCtaCii( o)C (type B) 

Jib. C6tCaC/yaCteC6C/yaCteCaC (verbs type A) = Hb. 
aCtaCeC/yaCtaCfCanlyaCtaC6C (type B). But in Jibblili some verbs 

are irregular (cf. Johnstone 1981: xxiii-xxiv) 
S. C5tCaC/iCt6CaC 

Let us remember here that in Mehri, Barsiisi and Jibblili, -t- induces gemination 
and gemination shifts within the word. 

The suffix -n occurs in the imperfect of type B verbs. 
This form with infix -t- (in reference to Arabic) was classified as causative and 

reflexive, but the value is more often that of a middle verb, not a causative. The 
derived verbs do not always correspond to a simple theme: 

MQn staliiblistallbanllstalob 'to be armed, carry arms' = ML astalUb 
ML katl;tawl = lfL aktal;t61 = JL ektMl 'to apply kohl' 
B (ML) yamtezl;tan 'he jokes' 
HHf ihtam can 'he listens' (hemac (type B) 'he hears') 
ML setam (= HHf ht5m another pattern) = lfL sotam = JL s5tfm 'to buy' (Sfm 

'to sell ') 
JLf5tgarlyafteg5rlyaftegar 'to burst; to be a great liar' (f5g5r, type A, 'to tell a 

lie'), afteger 'to be proved to be a liar' (efger, type B, 'to prove someone a 
liar' ) 

S (ML) 6sta> (swy) 'to be ready', SQa sthfdan 'we got excited' (SL sehed 
'fear'), /fJtna 'to eat' (I¢na 'to feed') 

Some of these derived verbs have a reciprocal value: 

Hb. antawl;t:Jm = ML antawl;tam = JL ant51;t (pI. 3m.) = S (ML) ant61;to (du. 3m.) 
'they fought each other' 

SQayi#aCb¢ 'they bit each other (du. 3m.)' (t6cab 'to bite') 
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• Theme with prefonnant h-P: 

ML,MQn 
IfL 

haCCii( 6)C/yahaCCii( 6)C/ya/lhaCCaC 
(a )CC6C/yaCC6C/yahaCCaC 

JL 
S. 

(el E )C1 ~e( i)C3/iC1 C1 e( i)~.1C3/yfCl ~aC3' yfC1 aC2C3 
aCCaC/yaCfC.:>C( an )/I.1CCaC 

In Mehri (specially in the Mehri of the Yemen), the derivative morpheme h- is 
often missing at the suffix conjugation and indicative prefix conjugation but is al
ways present in the subjunctive. 

In Jibbali, the conjugation may induce the gemination of one of the radical con
sonants (C1 or C2) at some persons of the imperfect and perfect. 

In Soqop-i, the imperfect may have the augmentative -no 
The most common meaning of this derived fonn is causative, or factitive: 

MQnfr6fs-IyaJr6/s1lahaJrafs- 'to frighten' (firafs-, type B, 'to be afraid') 
ML xliiftyaxl6ftyahaxlaJ 'to leave behind' (xaylaJ, type B, 'to succeed') 
IfL aif6dlyaif6dlyahaifad 'to put down' (fs-aJ6d 'to descend') = M 
JL es/:lefs- 'to make someone grind fine' (s/:lafs- 'to grind fine'), 

ebseliyess.1ilyfbsal 'to cook' (besal, type B, 'to be cooked') = ML hab
hO/lyahabhOl!yahabhal (bahel, passive) = IfL abhOl!yabhOllyahabhal 
(bahel) = SJms >abhal, passive {bhal 

The value can also be middle, reflexive or middle passive: 

MQnB = ML hansiir 'to have had enough sleep', ML ha!rawb = JL e!reb 'to be 
ill' = IfL a!rawb '(woman) to feel labour pains' 

SQa > eseiam.:>n 'we greet each other' (du. 1, impf. with suffix -n) 

• Theme with prefonnant s- (s- in cJ): 
As with the -t- derived fonn, in all languages, there is a different pattern for type 

A and B verbs. 

M, l:I saCCiiI6C/llyasaCCiiI6C/yasaCCaC (A) 
M saCeCaC/yasaCCaCanlyasaCeCaC (B) 
l:I saCaCaC/yasaCCdCanlyasaCaCaC (B) 

Jib. saCCeC/yasaCeC.1C/yasfCCaC (A) 
saCeCaC/yasCeCaCanlyasCCe/fC (B) 

S. saCCaC/yasfCC.:>C/ldCfCaC 
saCtlCaC/yasCeCaCanlldCCeC (B) 

This fonn is considered as causative reflexive, but it also has other values, the 
most frequent being middle or passive. There are also some denominative verbs: 
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MQnB sift.O,wt 'she got married' (fUfs, 'he gave in marriage') = IfL sa/awfs, 
HHf sxabarlisxabiirlyasxabar 'to inquire' = MQn saxbOr = ML = JL sxabir = 

S(ML) sl)abar 
ML saxtu 'to be injured'= IfL sax!o = eJ sax!e, cJ §xale 
SQa sa!ty/amlyis,ty/aman/las,a/am 'to dinner at night' (cf. Arabic (~lm> 'dark

ness') 
MQnB sansufs, 'to take a snuff' ("nsifs,at 'pinch of snuff') 

• Theme with preformant -n: 
All the verbs are intransitive. It mainly concerns quadri-consonantal verbs. 
The patterns are MQn naCiCuC, JL anCeCaC and anCeCeC, S. nCaCiC for 

tri-consonantal verbs: 

MQn ambiilimbiinl/ambii 'to bleat' (MJahn bey 'to bleat') 
IfL anfs,tiyta 'to be thirsty; to be cut' (fs,awta (L<t<> 'to be tired, to cut', fs,eleyat 

'thirst') 
JL anl)erak 'to move' (= al)terek); SL nl)adid 'to thunder' 

and for quadri-consonantal verbs ML, IfL anCaCCoC; JL (a)nCaCCfC and 
(a )nCaC( e)CeC; S. anCtiCaC. 

The meanings are middle, reflexive, reciprocal and sometimes intensive: 

ML anl)almUl 'to be smashed' (= eJ (ML) nl)almi/) = IfL anl)atamol/ 
yanl)atamol/yanl)atma/ (I)atama/ 'to smash') 

JL andardar 'to be tickled, to tickle each other' (edardar 'to tickle') 
SL enfs,tirfs,er 'to be dusty' (fs,tirfs,ahar 'dust') 

In Jibbiili, the form is used for verbs of color: JL anktrkim (kcrkum 'yellow 
dye') 'to become yellow' = SL ink6rkim; nCifirer 'to become red' «(!liar 'red'). 

Conjugations 
There is one suffix conjugation (perfect value) and two, sometimes three, prefix 
conjugations (indicative (imperfect value) and subjunctive; Jibbiili, the Mehri of 
Oman, and some verbs in Hobyot have a particular conditional form). 

The verb has three numbers: singular, plural and, except for the Mehri language 
of western Mahra, dual including the first person. In Jibbiili, Mehri of Mahra, and 
in Hobyot, the dual is becoming obsolete. In Mahra, the young speakers of ¥ehri 
or Hobyot use plural more frequently than dual. 

The first two persons (sg., du.) and the 2nd pI. of the perfect have the suffix /k/. 
The vocalic pattern of the subjunctive differs from the imperfect and has a prefix 

/- (for sg. lc. duo lc. in all the MSAL, and for sg. 3m., pI. 3m. in some languages). 
Active verbs (type A), and middle verbs (type B) have a specific vocalic pat

tern in the basic theme. 
There exists a vocalic passive for the basic theme of type A verbs and for some 
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derived themes. 
The imperfect of some derived verbs has an -n suffix. 
The future, in the MSAL (except in Soqotri), has a special form that varies ac

cording to the language. 

Table 17.8 Perfect suffixes 

M + Hb. + J:I JibbaIi Soqo~i 

Sg. Ie. -k -k -k 
2m. -k -k -k 
f. -8 -8 -s 

3m. 
f. -ot/fit/et -:>t -oh 

Du. Ie. -ki -8i -ki 
2e. -ki -si -ki 
3m. -ole -6 -0 
f. -to/te -t6 -to 

PI. Ie. -an -an -an 
2m. -kam -kum -kan 
f. -kan -kan -kan 

3m. -amN -v 
f. 

Notes: Dialectal variants in brackets. V = internal vowel change. 

Table 17.9 Imperfect affixes 

M + Hb. + J:I JibbaIi Soqo~ 

Sg. Ie. a/e- a- a-
2m. t- t- t-
f. t- ... Vii t- ... V t- ... V 

3m. ya/i- ya- i-
f. t- t- t-

Du. Ie. a- ... -0 a- ... -0/-:> a- ... -0 

2e. t- ... -0 t- ... -0/-:> t- ... -0 
3m. y-/i- ... -0 ya- ... -0/-:> i- ... -0 

f. t- ... -0 t- ... -0/-:> t- ... -0 

PI. Ie. n- n- n-
2m. t- ... V-am t- t- ... V 
f. t- ... -an t- ... -an t- ... -an 

3m. y-/i- '" V-am y- i- ... V 
f. t- ... -an t- ... -an t- ... -an 
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Affixes of the -n suffix imperfect and conditional, for Mehri (Dhofar), and 
some verbs in Hoby6t, Jibbiili: 

Singular Dual Plural 
lc. ) -/1- ... -an ) -/1- ... -ay-an n- ... -an 
2m. t- ... -an t- ... -ay-an t- ... -an 

f. t- ... -an t- '" -ay-an t- ... -an 
3m. y- ... -an y- ... -ay-an y- ... -an 

f. t- ... -an t- '" -ay-an t- ... -an 

Subjunctive and Conditional 
The subjunctive in all the MSAL (except for some derived verbs) differs from the 
imperfect. The conjugation of the conditional is derived from the subjunctive; the 
whole paradigm has an n- suffix. 

In the subjunctive and conditional (except in !:Iarsiisi), an 1- prefix is added to 
all vocalic prefixes: sg. lc. and duo lc., and in some Mehri dialects of the Mahra 
and in Soqotri sg. 3m., duo 3m. and pI. 3m (ly/ is realized as a vocalic [i]). 

Non-occurrence of Prefixes 
In Jibbiili and Soqotri, all the personal prefixes, or the t- prefix only, may be absent 
in the conjugation of some verbs: some derived verbs, simple quadriliteral verbs, 
simple hollow verbs and in the passive of simple and derived verbs. With these 
types of verbs, the prefix marker 1- occurs in the whole paradigm of the subjunc
tive (and in the conditional, in Jibbiili). 

Conjugations 

Table 17.10 Simple verb (type A): active voice, perfect 

MQn(ML) HHf IfL JL SQb 
'to put some- 'to under- 'to write' 'to be able' 'to under-
thing straight' stand' stand' 

Sg. Ie. r(:l )bzk YAreb:lk btOb:lk l):5d5rk 'gr::lbk 
2m. r(:l )kgzk YAreb:lk bt6b:lk k5d5rk 'gr::lbk 
f. r(:l )kezs YAfeb:ls bt6b:ls i5d5rs/s 'gr::lbs 

3m. r(:l )kiiz YAr6b k:lt6b k5d5r 'gr::lb 
f. r(:l )bziit YAf:lb6t bt:lb6t i5d5r5t ':lreboh 

Du. Ie. (r:lkgzki) YAf6bki bt6b(:l)ki l):5d5rs/si ':lrebki 
2e. (r:lkgzki) YAr6bki bt6b(:l)ki l):5d5rs/si ':lrebki 
3m. (r:lk:lz6) YArebo bt:lb6 k5d5r5 ':lrebo 
f. (r:lbzt6) YAfebo bt:lbtO i5d5rt5 ':lreb:lto 

PI. Ie. r(:l )kiiz:ln YAfgb:ln bt6b:ln k5d5r:ln ':lr5b:ln 
2m. r(:l)kgzbm YAfgbkum bt6bbm k5d5rkum ':lr5bbn 

f. r(:l)kgzbn YArgbbn bt6bbn i5d5rbn ':lr5bbn 
3m. rkiiz:lm (rkawz) YArgbum bt6b:lm k5d5r 'grub 

f. r(:l )kiiz YAf6b bt6b i5d5r 'gr::lb 
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Table 17.11 Simple verb (type A): active voice, imperfect 

MHf HHf IfL JL SQb 
'to break' 'to understand' 'to strike' 'to be able' 'to go down' 

Sg. Ie. Eeob~r ey5r~b ~lOb~d ~~5d~r ~~:Sf~d 
2m. t~eob~r ty5r~b t~lob~d ~:Sd~r t~~:Sf~d 

f. t~eIb~r tyeI?b t~lIb~d ~id~r t~~:Sfid 
3m. y~eob~r yiy5mb y~lo~d y~:Sd~r ~5f~d 
f. t~eob~r ty5mb t~lob~d ~5d~r t~~:Sf~d 

Du. Ie. Eeb~ro ey5rbo ~lb~do ~~5d6r5 ~~!if~do 
2e. t~eb~ro ty5rbo t~lb~do ~~der:S t~~!if~do 
3m. y~eb~ro yiy5rbo y~lb~do y~:Sd6r:S i~!if~do 

f. t~eb~ro ty5rbo t~lb~do ~5d:Sr:S t~~!if~do 

PI. Ie. n~eob~r ny5r~b n~lo~d n~~5d~r ~5f~d 
2m. t~eab~m ty5rbum t~lob~d~m t~~5d~r t~~:Sf~d 

f. t~eab~n ty5rb~n t~lo~d~n t~~5d~~n t~lcif~d~n 
3m. y~eab~m yiy5rbum y~lob~d~m y~5d~r ik6f~d 

f. t~eab~n ty5rb~n t~lob~d~n t~~5d~r~n t~~:Sf~d~n 

Simple verb (type A): Active voice Perfect See Table 17.10, p.403. In all 
MSAL (with very few exceptions in MQn) sg. 3m. = pI. 3f. and in Jibbali sg. 3m. 
= pI. 3m. = pI. 3f. 

In Soqolri, at sg. 3f., the same verb may have -vh, and -vt: SQa beli:b¢h or 
beli:b¢t 'it (sg. f.) is milked'. 

In Mehri and I;Iarsusi, the vowel of the suffix at sg. 3f. and duo 3 is e for passives 
and some derived measures. 

Imperfect See Table 17.11. The vowel change occurs for Soqolri at pI. 3m. In 
Mehri (Mahra and Dhofar), sg. 2f. may be t- ... V or t- ... V-i, depending on the 
type of verb, but many verbs have both conjugations. In HHf pI. 2,3m. are t<1-, Y<1-

... -um. In all MSAL, pI. 2f. = pI. 3f.; in Jibbiili and Soqolri, pI. 2m. = sg. 2m = sg. 3f. 

Subjunctive See Table 17.12, p. 405. InlL (Johnstone 1981: xvii), the subjunc
tive dual differs from the imperfect dual (indicative), in Jibbali (Johnstone 1975: 
109) the indicative and subjunctive duals are identical. 

Imperative Except in Soqolri, the imperative form is identical to the subjunc
tive, without the prefix. In Mehri, sg. 2f. always has the suffix -i. 

In Soqolri, command is expressed by the indicative imperfect and the prohibi
tive by the subjunctive form after a negative particle. 

Conditional See Table 17.13, p. 405. The conditional does not occur in the Me
hri of Mahra orin Soqolri. In Mehri (Dhofar), Jibbiili, it occurs rarely and it is lim
ited to unreal hypothetical conditional sentences, the protasis of which is 
introduced by lu (ML), wili (HHf). In Ijarsusi and Hobyot, it is limited, under the 
same conditions, to certain verbs. 

The prefixes are those of the indicative imperfect, the suffix is, in the whole 
paradigm, ~n. 
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Table 17.12 SUbjunctive 

MQn(ML) HHf lfL JL SQbH 'to know' 

Sg. lc. l;)rkez IYAreb ;)lbed It5d;)r l;)<ar;)b 
2m. t;)rkez tYAreb t;)lbed tl}5d;)r t;)<ar;)b 

f. t;)rkez (t;)rkezi) tYAreb t;)lbed tl}{d;)r t;) < arib 
3m. l;)rkez (y;)rkez) yiYAreb y;)lbed y~5d;)r l;)<ar;)b 
f. t;)rkez tyAreb t;)lbed tl}5d;)r t;)<areb 

Du. lc. (;)rnkzo) [?] ;)lb;)do 1;)~5dr5 l;)<cibo 
2c. (t;)rnkzo) [?] t;)loodo t;)~d5r5 t;)< r5bo 
3m. (y;)rnkzo) [?] y;)loodo y;)~d5r5 1;)<r5bo 
f. (t;)rnkzo) [?] t;)lb;)do t;)~d5r5 t;) < cibo 

PI. lc. n;)rkez nYAreb n;)lbed n;)~dtr n;)<areb 
2m. t;)rkez;)m tYArebum t;)lbM;)m t;)~d5r t;)<areb 
f. t;)rkez;)n tYAreb;)n t;)lbM;)n t;)~dmn t;)<areb;)n 

3m. l;)rkez;)m yiYArebum y;)lb5d;)m y;)~d5r l;)<arib 
f. t;)rkez;)n ty5rb;)n t;)lbM;)n t;)~dmn t;)<areb;)n 

Table 17.13 Conditional 

ML (type A) ML (type B) HHf Jibbiili 
'to put some- 'to get broken' 'to be, become' 'to be able' 
thing straight' 

Sg. lc. l;)rkez;)n 1;)9blr;)n lkIn;)n l;)~d{rnn 
2m. brkez;)n t;)9blr;)n tkIn;)n t;)~dlr;)n 
f. t;)rkez;)n t;)9blr;)n tkiin;)n t;)~d{r;)n 

3m. y;)rkez;)n y;)9blr;)n ykiin;)n y;)~dlrnn 
f. t;)rkez;)n t;)9bIr;)n tkln;)n t;)~dir;)n 

Du. lc. l;)rk;)zay;)n 1;)9b;)ray;)n [?] n;)~d5r5n 
2c. t;)rk;)zay;)n t;)9b;)ray;)n [?] t;)~d:Jr:Jn 
3m. y;)rk;)zay;)n y;)9b;)ray;)n [?] y;)~d:Jr:Jn 
f. t;)rk;)zay;)n t;)9b;)ray;)n [?] t:>~d5r5n 

PI. lc. n;)rk;)zay;)n n;)9blr;)n nkiin;)n n;)~dErnn 
2m. t;)rkez;)n t;)9blr;)n tkln;)n t;)~dEr;)n 
f. t;)rkez;)n t;)9blrnn tkiin;)n t;)~dErnn 

3m. y;)rkez;)n y;)9blr;)n ykln;)n y;)~d5r5n 
f. t;)rkez;)n t;)9blrnn tkiin;)n n;)~dtr;)n 

The pattern of the simple verbs of type A, is like the subjunctive. 

Simple verb (type B) Perfect See Table 17.14, p. 406. In Mehri sg. 3f. (type 
B) = sg. 3f. (type A). The conjugation of type B verbs in HHf «()ebar) and IfL is 
the same as in Mehri. In fL, Johnstone gives /aoar as a variant, in the entire para
digm of the verb. 

Imperfect See Table 17.15, p. 406. In Mehri (ML), at pI. the conjugation of in
dicative type B is the same as the pI. passive voice (cf. Examples of the passive, 
p.407). 
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Table 17.14 Simple verb (type B), perfect 

MHf(ML) JL SQa 
'to get broken' 'to shiver with fear' 'to get broken' 

Sg. Ie. Mbrek (9~br:lk) fell:lrk ges:llk 
2m. Mbrek ( Mbr:lk) fell:lrk ges:llk 

f. 9~bres (9~bf:ls) fell:lrs/s ges:lls 
3m. 9ib:lr feB:lr ges:ll 

f. 9:lbrot (9:lbriit) fillir:St ges:lll/Sh 

Du. Ie. 9~bf:lki fell:lrs/si ges:llki 
2c. 9~br:lki fell:lrS/si ges:llki 
3m. 9b:lro (9:lbro) feBer:S ges:lll/S 
f. ( 9:lb:lrto) feBert:S ges:lltl/S 

PI. Ie. 9;Sbf:ln feB:lf:ln ges:ll:ln 
2m. 9~bf:lk:lm ( -b:lr- ) feB:lrkum ges:llk:ln 

f. 9~br:lk:ln ( -b:lr-) fell:lrk:ln ges:llk:ln 
3m. Mbr:lm fell:lr gesel 
f. 9ib:lr fell:lr ges:ll 

Table 17.15 Simple verb (type B), imperfect 

MHf(ML) JL (SJms) 
'to remember' 

Sg Ie. E9bor (:l-) :lfell5r :ldek:>r 
2m. b9bor t:lfell:Sr tdek:>r 

f. t:l9ber (9:lbayri) tffllfr tdekir 
3m. Y:l9bor yfeB:Sr ydek:lr 
f. t:l9bor t:lfeB:Sr tdek:>r 

Du. Ie. (:l9b:lro) nf:lller:S [7] 
2c. (t:l9b:lro) tf:lBer:S [7] 
3m. (Y:l9b:lro) yf:lller:S [7] 

f. (t:l9b:lro) tf:lBer:S [7] 

PI. Ie. n:l9bor nfell:Sr ndek:>r 
2m. t:l9bif:lm (t:l9bir) tfeller tdek:>r 

f. t:l9bOr:ln tfeB:Sf:ln tdek:>f:ln 
3m. Y:l9bir:lm (Y:l9bir) yfeller ydek:lr 
f. t:l9bof:ln tfeB:Sf:ln tdek:>f:ln 

Table 17.16 SUbjunctive conjugation in Jibbiili (IL) 

Singular Dual Plural 

Ie. l:lfll:Sr nf:lIl:lr:S n:lfll:Sr 
2m. t:lfll:Sr tfaoad t:lllfer 

f. t:lfllir tf:lll:lr:S t:lfll:Sr:ln 
3m. Y:lfll:Sr yf:lIl:lr:S Y:lllfer 

f. t:lfll:Sr tf:lll:lr:S t:lfll:Sr:ln 
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Subjunctive See Table 17.16, p. 406. For type B, in Mehri, the subjunctive pat
tern is the same as the indicative with a 1- prefix before some of the forms. 

In Soqotri, it was not possible to elicit a full paradigm for the subjunctive forms 
of type B verbs. 

The Passive 
The vocalic passive form occurs in all MSAL. It is particularly frequent in Soqotri, 
which makes an important use of the impersonal passive. 

The pattern of the passive of simple verbs is (pf./impf./subj.): 

MQn cicic/iCiCic/1 C1cic 
ML CaCeC/yaCCoC/yaCCoC 
IL (E)CC£C/ileCC5C/yaCC5C 
SQa C1CelaC/CiiCaC/ICC5C 

Examples of the passive: 

active 

MQn (ML)xllliiJ.< 
liJbiid 

HHf gel6d 
JL 15d 

fern 
Er$:Jfr. 

SQa rabaflir6bafllraba! 
sEdiJ 

.. passive 

xili!dixili(d (xiJl;i~:: xiJli(dYiJxl6Jg -)'to create' 
libid (iJwbiid:: derived form) 'to strike' 
gi/edlYiJgiJl6dlyagiJlod 'to hit' 
lid (lbd) 'to strike' 
ftrn (S>m) 'to sell' 
Er~t~ 'to bless' 
ribaflriibaf/lerb# 'to wash, to cure' 
sidiJ 'to divide' 

This vocalic pattern is valid for the passive of the simple verb and for some de
rived themes: 

MQnhiJd/r.tiwfr. (derived by h-) 
JL ox6! 

eff6sx 
SJms)anka< 

.. hdiMfr. 'to grind' 

.. ext! (xbt) (derived by int. modif.) 'to load' 

.. efsex (derived by infixed -t-) 'to undress, to untie' 

.. )tnka< (derived by pref.) 'to make go, to bring' 

Generally, in JibbaIi and Soqotri, the personal prefixes do not occur in the pas
sive form, therefore the prefix 1- occurs in the whole paradigm of the SUbjunctive: 
SQa subj. pi. 2f.: tSEma<an :: lasnui<an ('to make hear', derived by prefixed S, 
(hm<». 

Verbal Tense and Modalities 
Particles, preverbs and auxiliary verbs or periphrastic constructions are used to ex
press tenses and modalities. The prefix conjugation has an imperfect value and the 
suffix conjugation a perfect one. 

Main Aspectual-Temporal Markers 
• 8-Id- (M, Hb., I:I), d-led-Iid- (Jib.) 
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The prefix conjugation with this aspectual-temporal marker has a concomitant 
value. This marker does not occur before the t- prefix. 

MQn d-ahOrig sis mehriyat 'I am speaking Mehri to you' 
ML hoh o-asamalan tagaret 'I am dealing with merchants' 
HHf o-icamar 'he is saying' . 
IfL 8-a,vawwar 'I am stopping' 
JL d-ig6lad 'he is hitting' (yg6lad 'he (always) hits') 

The suffix conjugation with this aspectual-temporal marker is a resultative per
fective. It is a means to express the state resulting from an accomplished process: 

MQn ,vtlr5fMh da-n/iis 'now, he is gone' 
IfL hoh oa-hendak 'I am sleepy' 
JL e,vafarf ed-mfi6t mfh 'the pan is full of water' 

• ber/bar/ber 
In Mehri, Hobyot, I;Iarsiisi ber is an invariable preverb. In Jibbiili and Soqotri, 

bar is conjugated at the suffix conjugation. Its values and functioning are similar 
to CAqad. 

With the prefix conjugation, examples are scarce; bar means 'now, already', 
and it often expresses that something has happened, as opposed to circumstances 
or another state/fact: MQn bar isyur ltken ihOrig La) '[baby] already walks but he 
doesn't speak (yet)'. 

In JL, after ber, the impf. is always with d-: ber d-ik6tab 'he is already writing'; 
nl;zan beran ed-nyefal car suylan 'we've been neglecting our work'. 

With the suffix conjugation, ber insists on the completion of the process, with 
a resultative value: 

MQnB wat myoran bar kisii, i!awyam teh 'afterwards, when it is quite dried, 
they eat it' 

HHf hoh ber wtalumk 'I am prepared' 
IfL /:uidotya n~f, bar ral;i,vak tisan 'my hands are clean, I've just washed them' 
JL bedt ,vafo.6t 'she is past childbearing' 
SQb sari! bar mile) 'the tape is full (it has just stopped)' 

With the future, it expresses imminence: MQn bar J:zjm alte (u myoran xAdmo
na) 'I am about to eat (and afterwards I'll work)'; JL ber lJ.a-y6ktab 'he is about 
to write'. 

Future 
Soqotri is the only language that does not have a special future conjugation (the 
prefix conjugation is used). In Mehri, I;Iarsiisi, and BatIJari the future is expressed 
by means of a verbo-nominal form, the active participle, that only has a predica-
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tive function. It varies in gender and number. 
In the basic form, the participle has an -a suffix: CCJCCon-a, CCJCZCt-a/ (CCJC

Con-i, CCJCCdwt-i)/CCJCeyC-a, CCJCCiitCJn (sg. m., f./(du. m., f.)/pI. m., f.). The 
active participle stem of the derived forms differs from the subjunctive pattern 
only by the addition of an m- prefix, and occasionally of an -a suffix. Gender op
position is neutralized at the plural of derived forms in MQnB and in ML (but not 
in MQn) and the common plural is identical to the nominal feminine plural: 
MQnB mCJlcarawtCJn, future (pI. c.) of ha/srawr 'to go at midday'. 

In these languages, the periphrasis: "want" + a subjunctive verb also has a fu
ture value. 

In Hobyot, the future consists of med- + suffix pronoun + verb. The suffix pro
noun refers to the subject; the verb is in the subjunctive (in some dialects, the par
ticle is invariable): HHf medis-tCJti/s IJ,mo 'she will drink water', HHt 
med-YCJntawlJ,:Jm 'they will fight one another'. 

In JibbaIi, the subjunctive is preceded by the preverb 1J,a-/IJ,-: JL lJ,a-ys6m 'he'll 
buy', lJ,a-Iytid 'I'll go', lJ,-ilJ,i 'he will look for'. 

Adverbs, and Other Parts of Speech 

Adverbs 
Besides temporal deictics (cf. Deictics Referring to Time, p. 393), the common 
adverbs of time are: 

sobCJr (M) ~ebCJr (6) sSbCJr (Jib.) dthCJr (S.) 'always' 
>abdan (M), bdan (Jib.) 'never, ever' (from Ar.) 
myorCJn (M), mySrc (Hb.), mCJytirCJ (B), myorhCJn (rare)/mCJtCJle (a), mySrt 

(Jib.), mser (m:m + sar/ser) (S.) 'afterwards, later on' 
YCJUUCJ (M), CJ/~ayni!CJ/~eni (Jib.) 'tonight' 
yasre (Jib.) 'at night' 

Some prepositions are used in constructions denoting time: k- in Mehri, Hob
yot, 6arsilsi, JibbaIi, and 1- in Soqotri for periods of the day: k-~obalJ, (M, Hb., 6), 
k-M~$af/k-M$af(Jib.), ICJ-$ablJ, (S.) 'in themoming', and part of the year in MQn: 
k-xaref'in autumn'. 

Other Parts of Speech 

Prepositions 
The prepositions common to all MSAL are: 

b(CJ)- 'in, with', h(CJ)- 'to, for', 1- 'against, on', k + N/s + suf. pro. 'with', mCJn 
'from', t( CJ )- accusative marker for personal pronoun 

~r (M, 6)/~r (Jib.)/Itir (MQn)/lhar (S.) 'on' 
CJnxtili (M, a)/nxin, Ixin (Jib.)/nlJ,al (S.) 'under' 
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sar (M, IJ)/ser (Jib.)/sar (S.) 'behind' 
jan,fanw- (M, B)lftn (Rb.)lfen (IJ)lftne e,fan-t- (Jib.), (di- )f6na,fena (S.) 

'before, in front of' 

Some prepositions do not occur in all the MSAL: 

btid/ba< d (M, I;I) (cf. Arabic) and am-btid/man-btid (M), man-~er (Jib.) 'after' 
bark/brek (M, Rh., B, I;I) 'in, inside, at' 
tt/te/ta (M, I;I, Jib.)P etg> (Rb.) 'up to' 
<an (Jib. 'from, than'J<a(n) (S.) 'from, to' 
ken (Jib.)lkan, ken (S.) 'from' 
)ad/)id/d (S.) 'in, to'l(>e)d (Jib.) 'to, up to', )ed 'till' (Jib.) 
Y:J1 (Jib.)ldbl (>;}d + :)1) (S.) 'towards' 
wde- (M, I;I) 'towards' 
<aW<amfs, (Jib.) 'in, at' (cf. <amfs, (M, Rb., I;I, S.) 'middle') 

In Mehri, Roby6t, Batoari, I;Iarsiisi and JibbaIi, h- 'to, for' is used in compound 
prepositions: h-al, h-al/h-an (M) 'to, at, with', hne + N (ML), hne + suf. pro. 
(MQn) 'at', hel, helt- (I;I) 'at', her (Jib.) 'to, up to, for', hes (Jib.) 'up to'. 

Each language also has its own prepositions that do not occur in the others: 

1:1: wal 'towards', am-bun, matad 'after' 
Jib.: tel + Nlt:)l + suf. pro. 'at, with', man- tel 'from', <tmt 'towards, to', her 'up 

to, to, for' 
S.: <afl)af'up to, until' 

The same element can be either a preposition, a conjunction or an adverb: 
hes 'up to' and 'then, when' (Jib.) and his/his/hes (M), his/has/as (1:1) 'when, 

since; like', hes 'like' (Rb.); her 'up to, to, for' and 'if, when' (Jib.). 

Conjunctions 
The main temporal conjunctions are: 

teh/te)/te/tt/telta (M, Rb., IJ), ta-wat (MQn), )e/ePa (Jib.) 'until, till, then 
when' 

mat /mayt/mit (ML, Rb., 1:1, Jib., S.), wat/wet (MQn), her (Jib.), I;u#t e- 'when', 
hes (M, Rb., 1:1, Jib.), tre/ta, <am (S.) 'when, as' 

bd/bt, st< (S.) 'when, while' 
10111:)1, ke, kanlmma, kantm(m):J (S.) 'when, if' 

The main causal conjunctions are: )anll-an (M), yann (1:1), l-fnll-hin (Jib.) 'be
cause'. 

The main final conjunctions are: l-egirehll-agare (M) (but l-egert 'because, 
for' in JibbaIi), her (Jib.), uken ('and'+'to be') and ker (S.) 'in order to, so that'. 
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Interrogative Particles 

hin£ (Hb.), hin£, htni (Jib.) 'why?' 
ko, k6h (ML), w"ko (ML, MQn), b, w"kj (Hb.), bh (Jib.) and hiMh (ML), 

hib6h (MQn), h"b6 (Hb.), hahO (B), h"hO (In, >ifoPif:J1 11,,1 (S.) 'how? 
why?' 

mayt (M), mit (Jib.), mfhlmih (S.) 'when?' 
IJ,6 (ML), hi) (MQn), h5 (Hb.), ';uin(,,) (B), /:tOn"h (In. hun, hUtun (Jib.), 

h:Jnlholho>o (S.) 'where?' 
w"lt (w + neg.} (M),jb, hi-fl:5 (b 'and' + b neg.} (Jib.) 'or else?' 

Verbal Particles and Auxiliaries 
Besides ber, and d-Io-, other verbal particles and auxiliaries are used to express 
durativity, iterativity, imminence, etc.: 

ad-Pad-liid- + suf. pro. + perfect/imperfect, for the progressive (M, I;I) 
<ad-Pad-Iad- + suf. pro. + >arPar (restrictive particle) + m"n + suf. pro. + pf. 

'to have just ... ' (M) 
/Jallxal + subj. (S.), l"bOd (aux.) (I;I), <:Jdl<ad (aux., pf.) + indicative (Jib., S.) 

'to keep on' 
wl~alwe~a (aux.) + subj. (M, I:I), 1{i<a/ll:5r"/(aux.) + impf. 'to be used to' 
>azom «zm} (aux.) + subj. 'almost/very nearly' in the past (M, I;I) 
$or (aux.) + d-Io- + imperf. (M) 'to begin to' 

Syntax 

Word Order 
In the sentence, the order may be: subordinate clause + main clause or vice versa. 
Topicalization and focusing are to be taken into account. 

Clause Level 
In nominal clauses, the order is subject + nominal predicate: 

SQa la/Jin nal" di-rager"n '(to) grind (is) the work of women' 
MQn yim6h ra/Jmet 'today it rains' (today rain} 
BM kell"s e~a< I" b"la/Jrit we hem"huw bit b"l/Jar 'all the earth (belonged) to 

the B. and their name (was) B.B.' (all it (f.) earth to Bathari and name-them 
Bait Bitl:lar}. 

In verbal clauses, the order is VSO or SVO, but if the subject is an independent 
pronoun it is always placed before the verb. 
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Phrase Level 

Nominal Phrases 
The definite article when it exists (in the Mehri of Oman, I;Iarsiisi, Jibbali) is 
always prefixed to the definite item, noun or adjective whose first consonant is 
voiced or ejective/glottalized. 

In a nominal phrase with two nouns, the word order is always determinatum + 
determiner; the same with adjectives: N + Adj. 

In all languages, except Soqop-i, the word order in possessive construction is: 
possessed + possessor (cf. Possession in Soqotri, p. 419). 

The construct state is only found in some frozen constructions and special 
words (kinship nouns, parts of the body, and the item bacl 'owner, possessor, he 
of ... '). In the languages with a definite article, the two terms are usually definite, 
and if the determiner is a suffixed pronoun, the noun is definite, as opposed to Ar
abic syntax. 

MQn bOli ~san 'they of (the inhabitants) Qishn' 
JfL lelt awkeb 'the wedding night' (night entry (def.» 
JL {tab 5z 'the teat of goat' 
SQa bar I¢fsa 'nephew' (son brother/sister) 

This construction very rarely occurs in Hobyot. 
Usually a particle binds the determinatum to the determiner. This particle is 

8-/d- after a singular noun, and 1- (JL (i) after a plural noun. In Mehri, even with 
a plural noun the particle is often 8-/d-. In Jibbali, 8- does not occur in a possessive 
phrase (the particle is t). In the languages with a definite article, both items of the 
phrase may be definite. 

MQn hadutan l-nur '(the) maternal aunts of Nur' 
MJb kis It-tamar 'sack of dates' 
HHf sinot 8a-fsanyun 'the sleep of babies' 
IfL asnewwat 8a-lJ,ayoontan 'jaw-joints' (joints (def.) of ears) 
BM niitus le-lJ,iilit 'spots of rust' 
JL mekek 8a-/s.{t 'half a sack of food' ,edacbth ii-sx:Jrta 'curses of the old wom

en' , Etb t-) tmts 'the teat of its (f.) mother' 
SAK /s.5trah d-d¢r 'a drop of blood' 

Verbal Phrases 
The direct or indirect object follows the verb directly in verbal phrases. When the 
complement is pronominal, it is often (always in Soqolri) introduced by the accu
sative particle t-. Verbs with three valences have the pronominal complement pre
ceding the nominal complement: V + (t-) suf. pro. + N. When both complements 
are pronominal, the order is the following: V + (t)-pr. suf. (beneficiary) + t-pr. 
suf.obj. 
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MJb !alOm te-san IJ,mo 'they ask them (f.) for water' 
ML la16wb-ah $allJ, 'they asked him for a truce' 
HHf wuzum t-i te-h 'he gave it to me' 

Complex Sentences 
In asyndetic constructions, the complement clause follows the main clause. In hy
pothetical conditional sentences, the protasis mainly precedes the apodosis. With 
causal, final and temporal clauses, the clause order varies. 

Agreement Rules 
Generally, the subject governs person, gender and number agreement in the verb. 
Personal and deictic pronouns, attributive and predicative adjectives agree in gen
der and number (including dual in Soqotri), also in definiteness for attributives, 
with the nouns they determine. Except in Soqotri, a dual noun often governs a plu
ral agreement. With multiple subjects, agreement is always pI. m., even if one of 
the subjects is feminine. 

Animate collective nouns govern a singular or plural (m. or f.) agreement: ML 
habtr Milas 'all the camels' (the-camels all-her), habtr alyakamah 'those camels'; 
but the word for 'cow' in JibbaIi and HHf is f. in sg. and m. in pI. as regards con
cord: HHf oenah Ie> wuzum ti tis 'this cow, he gave it (f.) to me', and in pI. ltnah 
Ihera, wuzum ti tohum. 

Negations 
The syntax of negation in all MSAL is different from that in Arabic. Each lan
guage has its own construction and in all of them (except in JibbaIi) perfect and 
imperfect conjugations have the same negation as well as declarative, interroga
tive (with an indicative verb) and prohibitive (with an imperfect and subjunctive 
verb) sentences in five of the six languages, the Soqotri of Soqotra being the ex
ception. 

In the Mehri of Oman, and some eastern dialects of the Mehri of the Yemen, in 
Hobyot, in JibbaIi, the negative particle has two elements (a)1 ... fa> J>.J( I) ... l.J> 
enveloping the negated term: 

ML >al sabeb-i la> '(it's) not my fault', al awagabkam tasiram wa-t~aliim 
amalawtarwa!omah la> 'it is not fitting for you to go and leave the dead like 
that' , al tahtlaz bEY la> 'don't nag me!' 

HHt I-sin siyert5t 16> 'we haven't (with-us) cars' 
JL iix!fr .JI kse mih her y6fhas tihum 16> 'the caravan did not find water to boil 

their meat', emberE or6i .J yte E yasMe l.J> 'the shy boy does not eat till he is 
satisfied' , .J tserk ~jhun W 'don't do that!' , .JI frba~as l.J> 'don't anger him!' 

In Hobyot, negation in declarative sentences may have only the postposed ele
ment, the construction being similar to what it is in the Mehri of the Yemen, 
Batbari and l;Iarsusi. This variation can be observed within the use of individual 
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speakers: HHf (al) ixom yansoz sehi La> 'he doesn't want to drink tea'. In prohib
itive sentences, in Hobyot, only the second element is present: HHf tezem La> 
'don't give! '. 

In the Mehri of Oman, in prohibitive sentences the negation is often marked by 
the postposed item alone, and in fL, optionally in prohibitive sentences the first 
item occurs alone, in a reduced form: fL ~:J t6ktab 'do not write!' 

Sometimes, in ML, the first element occurs alone in interrogative sentences, and 
in Jibbiili, in complement clauses after verbs of fearing, hoping etc. (Johnstone 
1981: 2). 

In the Mehri of the Yemen, Baman, and l:Iarsiisi, the negative particle is the 
morpheme la>. Always postposed to the negated term, it is often placed at the end 
of a clause: 

MQn het hes-t-l hoh l(i> 'you are not like me' (you like-prep.-me I neg.>, 
~aduran ngart sx6f da hiiyblt da bali godab I(P 'we couldn't drink the milk 
of the camels of the inhabitants of J adib' , MQn tgirii ~alJ,wet lti> 'don't drink 
coffee!' 

BM ralJ,ak Iii '(it's) not far' 
/fL akhOl ayater la> 'I cannot speak', tahemmah la> 'don't bother about it!' (= 

ML tahtammah la> ) 

In Soqotri, in declarative sentences, the particle of negation is :Jl (realized 
sometimes [:>z]) always preposed to the negated term or phrase: SQb sc :JllJ,Owrah 
'she (is) not black', :Jlfsck 'I didn't lunch'; SQaB:J1 tan5dak ktilam dlye 'you do 
not say anything good'. 

In prohibitive sentences, the negative particle is > a/~ a( n )llJ,a, according to the 
dialect, followed by the subjunctive: SHr >a tate 'don't eat!', SQb ~a laz~am 'don't 
sit down!' (subj. without pers. pref.), SQa IJ,a tigdelJ,an 'don't come (pl.)!'. But, 
in the dialect of the islet of 'Abd-al-Kiiri, the particle is :Jl + subj.: :Jl tsemtrel! 
'don't speak!' 

Interrogation 
Intonation alone is enough to express interrogation: MJb tahOrig mahriyot? 'do 
you speak eastern Mehri?' 

Some wh-words are always in head position: SQb ho>o d-mesc k5n? 'where has 
it rained?' (where of-rain it-was>, lncm d-lJ,af de-lJ,a w-ifol d-mel scm? 'what is this 
place here, and what is its name?' (and-how of-him name>; others always in final 
position: MQn iimark hlbOh 'what is it that you said? what did you say?', htimmas 
mon? 'what is her name?'; HHf nka~k men h5? 'where do you come from?' 

Among the latter, walt is always uttered after a pause: MQn tlJ,5m IJ,mo? walt>? 
'do you want water, or not?' 

Interro-negative sentences are syntactically similar to negative sentences or 
interrogative ones: MQn tlJ,5m ~alJ,wet La>? 'don't you want coffee?'; S. :Jl ga~ ark? 
'aren't you ill?' (= 'how are you?'). 
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Coordination (Phrasal and Clausal) 
Coordination can be only mere juxtaposition, but most often the coordinating con
junction, is used: wa (w, u, u) in Mehri, Hobyot, Ball:lari, I;Iarsilsi, Soqopi, and b 
in Jibbiili. This particle is affixed to the second term of the coordination: JL he 
b-htt 'you and 1'; SQb b-cam~ d-/;Iadibo h u-J:uiwla/ 'between Hadiboh and 
Hawlef'. 

In narratives, wlb often indicates a new step in the relation of events. It means 
'and thus, and suddenly': MJb raggen u-rath kOsam agiz6n tut6ban u-hem layman 
'a boy and his sister met women who were tanning and (thus) were thirsty'. w may 
also introduce a causative clause: SQaB :JI idimt w-:JI !;jrat 'she has not been 
found guilty because she did not do harm' . 

When w- coordinates two negative clauses ('nor, or, neither ... nor'), it is im
mediately followed by the negative particle, even in the languages where this is at 
the end of the phrase: MQn gehmona-La sM!ra u-Ia kuryamurya u-Ia abdalkuri 'I 
shall neither go to Soqotra nor Kurya Murya or 'Abd-al-Kiiri' (compare with: 
MQn gehmona s~6!ra-Ia, kuryamurya-La, abdalkuri-La, with the same meaning). 

Conditionals 
The apodosis is introduced by a particle. 

Real Conditional 
The verb in the protasis is in the suffix conjugation (perfect) or in the prefix con
jugation (imperfect), the verb in the apodosis is in the indicative imperfect, future 
or subjunctive/imperative. 
• M (u-)LU, Ie '(even) if': 

MQn ulu het ~ah6bk laJ uzmenas (fut.) ha grs 'even if you don't come, I'll go 
to the wedding' 

• M, Hb., I-J >am, ham/ham, h:Jm 'if': 
MQn ham xaragak, t~5hk LaJ 'if! go out, you don't come' or 'if! am gone, you 

don't come' 
HHf h:Jm mkac gE/:Ime, medi-Icamer heh 'ifhe goes tomorrow, I'll tell him' 
IfL am berak sellak teni alaJ 'if you can't give me a lift' 

• MJb han, MQn, Hb. J En 'if': 
MJb han t/:l6m tsane imoJ , tha~a$:Jwm 'if you want to see what it is, you spend 

the afternoon (at home)' (/:16m occurs always in the imperfect as VI in an 
asyndetic construction) 

HJb!ad J en stn:J xa$mah, i~arob haneh la 'if someone sees his enemy, he 
doesn't go near to him' 

• Jib. her, hel 'if, when': 
JL her sitrth :JI z/:tOt h{ni b J , /:Ia-I-amte/:lE~ 'if the car does not come to me, I'll 

get very annoyed' 
• Hb. /;lao (Qa + a) (for this construction, cf. Jib. mitlmio + alg 'when'): 

HHf /:lao siyur /:15/, inokac ba-tomar 'if/when he goes to Hawf, he brings dates' 
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o S. tee, l:Jd/i:Jd + subj.: 
SQa tee tigd~/;t (subj.) /;tan di-n(Jz5r:m >:Jk ~kniyoh 'if you go, we'll give you 

food' (we who-give to-you (sg.) food) 
SQb i:Jd ligda/;t 'if he goes' 

o S. ke: 
SQaB ka rib(Jn hes wu (ES(J tsSb!'if we advise her, then maybe she'll calm 

down' 
o MQn (JI/¢ (subj. sg. 3m. of wi«<l( 'to be, to happen') + subj., and future in the 
apodosis: 

MQn (JI/¢ lJIlybi I-nidi ha-btiris, tim(Jliya /;taflEh /;lanob(Jt 'if my father goes to 
Paris, we'll give a big party' 

Unreal Conditional 
The verb in the apodosis is in the perfect or in a modal conjugation (subjunctive 
or conditional) and, for an unreal condition in the present, the verb in the protasis 
is in the perfect. 
o MQn (JI/¢ (+ perfect in the protasis and the apodosis): 

MQn (JI/¢ /r.(Jhtib /(Jne Si/(Jt yom ksayni b(J-beti 'if he had come three days ago, 
he would have found me at home' 

o ML, I:I tullo, Hb. wi/i. The conditional or the subjunctive occur in the apodosis: 
ML lu sin(Jk tek, 1-(Jyreb(Jn (cond.) tek (Jla> 'if I had seen you, I wouldn't have 

known you' 
HHf wili mka( msin, hoh l-kin(Jn (cond.) /(Jr/;t(Jnt 'if he had come yesterday, I 

would have been happy' 
o M (~a(J (rare), Jib. a-kun «(reI. + 'to be' pf. sg. 3m.»): 

JL a-kun (azi bun l-red(Jn (cond.) s(Js E msktt 'if 'Ali had been here, I would 
have gone with him to Muscat' 
o S. ram, itm(Jn: 

SQa I(am (egib Itpm tan 'if he had wanted to kill us' 
SQa itm(Jn g~dal;tk, sin(Jk (ali 'if you had come, you would have seen' Ali' 

Subordination 

Complement Clauses 
Many verbs (motion, opinion, will) appear in an asyndetic construction with the 
verb of the complement clause, mainly when the subject is the same. The second 
verb is generally in the subjunctive: 

MQnB th5m t(Jn/;ttig 'she wants to dance (subj.), 
HHf Ekh5litsba/;t 'I know (how) to swim' 
JL (ag(Jb yhtlb(Js 'he wanted to milk it (f.), 
SQaB (tgb(Jn n(J/;t~r(J> m(Jn m(Jktylhi 'we wanted to look for a medicine-man' 

Only SAK does not know asyndetic constructions whatever the VI. 
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In Mehri, the quotative complement clause is introduced by the relator d-/o-: 
MQn yamaram d-bOli yantuJ /:tamaleya (fut.) kabObar 'they say that the inhabitants 
ofYentuf are preparing torchlights'; MGa Md yiJomar Oe tiwi Jasabat shelam toh 
J aynen 'someone says that the flesh has been eaten up by the animals'. 

In SAK the complement clause is always introduced by the conjunction b: 
egeboh b t:5bJs 'she wants/wanted to cry'. In the other MSAL, the conjunction is 
often linked to the semantics of the V l' Some of these elements are also preposi
tions or relators: man, I, d, and the negative element J(l) after verbs of dread and 
denial in JibbaIi ( + subj.): 

MQnxziw man tamiran (subj.) hini al-h5 wazmitana (fut.) -tes 'they refused (f.) 
to tell me where they would go' 

MQn hes hoh ~nn5n Jgobi d-genni ixargam 'when I was young, I thought that 
the jinns could appear' 

JL r:515t J tZEm-s (subj.) Jandfl 'she refused to give him sweet potatoes' 
SHr /:ta$ayk Jen seh tagode/:tan (imp.) 'I know that she comes/is coming' 

Relative Clauses 
A relative clause can be placed directly next to the word it determines with an ana
phoric independent pronoun, introduced by the conjunction of coordination w, but 
it is mostly introduced by a relative. The antecedent is determined by the article in 
the Mehri of Oman, l:Iarsiisi, Jibbali. Relative particles are identical to the genitive 
particle/relator (cf. Nominal Phrases, p. 412-412). The relative clause also oper
ates as an adjective (cf. Adjectives, p. 393), especially in Jibbali and Soqotri: JL 
ete£J-s £-xcragot 'his woman who has died' (= his dead woman); SQaJareham 
di-skerreh 'the girl who was good' (= the good girl), duo Jerimi di-sakrertJ, pI. 
JarhJm di-skar, or nomen agentis: di-yh:5rag 'who (m.) robs' (= robber). 

Adverbial Clauses 

Temporal Clauses 
Time clauses are introduced by a subordinative conjunction, some of which are 
always followed by the subjunctive. 

After te meaning 'until', the verb is in the subjunctive, but in the indicative 
when meaning 'when': 

MQn a$Zob /:talliw te lralek (subj.) urit 'I am waiting for the night until I see the 
moon' 

ML te gzot /:tayawm 'when the sun went down' 
MQnB hes wazum tes degeg, Xltzut 'when he brought the chicken to her, she re

fused (it)' 
HHf hes isiyur MJ, inoka c ba-tomar 'when he goes to Hawf, he brings dates' 
JL /Jti/r-t er (e + ber) sege JiyyfJI/:ta-nfh£g hohum 'when they have watered the 

camels we'll call them' 
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SQa bd [zod] itebal di-han >erah:m mal:uideb, ikesa ta1,lrer 'when they come 
back from their field, they meet wild goats' 

SAK hOh sink teS ta ntrej'he saw him when he felt' 
SAK ke 1;.a$5c ah izfda wayaC (Ar. wagC) 'when/if she gets up, the pain increas-

es' 
SQa kantm:Jh pd gtl,lam liixeym wukse ikiJsa beyh $odJh 'when/if someone 

catches a shark, it happens that he finds a fish in it' 

Purpose Clauses 
Purpose clauses are not always introduced by a conjunction, but the verb is always 
in the subjunctive (except with kEr/1;.or, kor in Soqolri). 
o Without a conjunction: 

MQn het luni marraf d-1,Imo labred beh 'you, bring me a tumbler of water in 
order/so that I freshen up (myself) with it' 

o With a conjunction: 
MGa siyerS man fransa te bUma legireh tar<trfb mehrfyat 'you came from 

France up to here, in order to speak Mehri' 
JL embert 1,I5g5r tJ her l-aztms (subj.) se 'the boy waited for me to give him 

something' 
SQaB nCamar uken naraban (subj. pI. I) 'we (shall) act in order to deliberate' 
SQa yayteri gtmhal ker tig{dhan 'he calls his she-camels so that they come' 

Copula, Existential and Possessive Expressions 

Copula 
The verbs 'to be', in all moods, or'an aspectual-temporal particle + a suffix pro
noun referring to the subject, act as copulas. 
o ken, kun, bn 'to be' is only used as a copula of existence: 

MQnB tkiinan bar baMI 'they (f.) are already ready' 
HHf C afaret tkun his teB 'the demon (f.) is like a woman' 
JL C {ntB tat5ltn karf5flsan b-etuf b-Jkbrkum her atktnan lenati 'women make 

up their faces with aloes and saffron to look (to be) white' 
In Soqolri, like any verb, the copula can be preceded by the verb modifier ber: 

SQa berreh kinoh foam 'it (f.) was already (completely reduced to) coal'. 
o wf1;.a (w~() 'to be, to become' can be used as a copula (Mehri, I;Iarsusi) in 
existential and possessive sentences: 

MQn ax5dam l-gereh l1;.a sf dreham 'I work to have money' (I-work in-order-to 
I-should-be with-me money). 

o ber + suf. pro. referring to the subject is a copula in nominal clauses: 
MQn = MJb = HHf bars ba-!afor 'she is (now) in Dhofar'. 

o C ad/iid/c 5d/c Jd + suf. pro. referring to the subject (Mehri, I;Iarsusi) or conjugat
ed at the suffix conjugation (Jibbali, Soqolri) is an existential copula 'to be, to 
stay'. In Jibbiili d- occurs before the copula in positive clauses: JL embed d-> 5d 
bUn 'the boy is still here'. 
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Existential and Possessive Expressions 
Nominal sentences (without copula or particle) may express existence, attribution 
or possession: 

MQn /:tarmet brek bet 'the woman (is) at home' 
HHf (ali ra 8a-jul 'Ali is Ful's brother' 
SQb bJ am/s d-/:tadibce u-/:tawlaj, se/s 'between Hadibo and Hawlef, (there is) 

Sheq' 

Existential Particles 
All the MSAL have the existential particle si 'there is', that (in Mehri, Hoby6t, 
I:Iarsiisi, Jibbiili) shares the same rules that any word in negative sentences: si 
la~ Pal si la~ 'there is not'. Soqo!ri has a second existential particle ino and a pe
culiar negative existential particle bisi 'there is not': MQn si ra/:tmet 'there is rain '; 
yiltelah urit si la~ 'tonight there is no moon'; SQb bisi riho 'there is no water'. 

Existential Expressions 
They are formed by a locative or attributive preposition + suf.pr.: b- 'in, at', 1- 'to, 
for', s- 'with': 

MQn beh hiidabbit IAr la/sali/s d-tyneh 'he has a fly in the comer of his eye' 
MJd si /:tmo la~ 'I have no water' 
SQb si ho h;jri 'I have a canoe' (with-me I canoe} 

Possession in Soqotri 
Soqo!ri is different from the other MSAL in the way possession is constructed. 
The pronoun referring to the possessor is· either an independent pronoun, intro
duced by the relator di-, or a dependent pronoun introduced by the preposition 
ma( n), the whole phrase precedes the possessed: 

SQa di-het mher 'your belly' (of-you belly} 
di-/:tan ma(ma(ih:m 'our forefathers' (of-we forefathers} 
mJ-sjfna 'her face' (from-her face} 
SHo me-s Shcm sa(d 'his name is Sa'ad' (from-him name S} 

When the possessed is in a construct phrase or in a prepositional phrase, dilma 
+ pro precedes the whole phrase: 

SQa biyah di-hce di-bebeh 'the mother of my father', di-/:tan man-xalf 'out of 
their place' (of-us from place} 

SQb cz( jmk di-eyeh b-/sa( r 'I lived in his house' (I-lived of-him in-house} 
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Abbreviations Related to Language Names and Places 
Language names are followed by the abbreviation of place names (for the data of 
my fieldwork*) or by the reference to the author. 

B 
BM 

Ij 
IfL 

Hb. 
HHf 
HHt 
HJb 

Jib. 
cJ 
eJ 
JL 

M 
MDt 
MGa 
MHf 
MJahn 
ML 
MO 
MQn 
MQnB 
MY 

S. 
SAK 
SHo 
SHr 
SJms 
SL 
SNd 
SQa 
SQaB 
SQb 

Batl)ari 
Batl)ari from Morris 1983 

Ijarsiisi 
Ifarsusi Lexicon, Johnstone 1977 

Hobyot 
Hobyot from Ijawf 
Hobyot from the village of Hedemet (north of Ijawf) 
Hobyot from Jadib 

Jibbali 
central dialect of Jibbali 
eastern dialect of Jibbali 
Jibbiili Lexicon, Johnstone 1981 

Mehri 
Mehri from Damqawt 
Mehri from al-Ghaydhah 
Mehri from Ijawf 
Mehri from J ahn 
Mehri Lexicon, Johnstone 1987 
Mehri of Oman 
Mehri from Qishn 
Bedouin dialect in the area of Qishn 
Mehri of Yemen 

Soqotri 
Soqotri from' Abd-al-Kiiri 
Soqotri from Ijadiboh 
Soqotri from the Ijagher Mountains 
Soqotri from Johnstone's manuscript notes 
Soqotri from Leslau 1938, Lexique soqo!ri 
Soqotri from Noged 
Soqotri from Qalansiyah 
Bedouin dialect of the area of Qalansiyah 
Soqotri from Qadhub 

* All the fieldwork had financial support from the Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, the 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, The University of Paris III, the University of 
Aden and the Centre Frant;:ais d'Etudes Yemenites in San'it Fieldwork was done between 
1983 and 1991 with the contribution of A. Lonnet, and by myself alone afterwards. 
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18 Tigrinya 

Leonid E. Kogan 

Tigrinya is spoken as a native language by the overwhelming majority of the pop
ulation in the Tigre province of Ethiopia and in the highland part of Eritrea (the 
provinces of Akkele Guzay, Serae and Hamasien, where the capital of the state, 
Asmara, is situated). Outside of this area Tigrinya is also spoken in the Tambien 
and Wolqayt historical districts (Ethiopia) and in the administrative districts of 
Massawa and Keren (Eritrea), these being respectively the southern and northern 
limits of its expansion. The number of speakers of Tigrinya has been estimated at 
4,000,000 in 1995; 1,300,000 of them live in Eritrea (around 50 percent of the 
population of the country). 

The name of the language, Tigrinya (tagranna), is the Amharic nisbe from the 
name of the Tigre province (in various European sources the spellings Tigrinya, 
Tigrifia and Tigrigna may be found). The language has often been called Tigray 
(Tigrai) with the Tigrinya genitive suffix. Needless to say these names should not 
be confused with Tigre. 

We know very little about the linguistic history of Tigrinya, since all written 
documents are of relatively recent date. With some rare exceptions, we possess no 
Tigrinya sources earlier than the beginning of the nineteenth century. It was at this 
time that more or less substantial Tigrinya word lists were recorded by European 
travelers. The Loggo Sarda code of traditional law (found in the church of Sarda, 
Ethiopia), which is probably the first production of Tigrinya written literature, 
also dates from the nineteenth century. 

Today Tigrinya is, together with Arabic, the official language of Eritrea; it is a 
language of instruction, literature and media both in Eritrea and Ethiopia. 

Phonology 

Consonants 
Tigrinya has the following consonantal phonemes: 

P t C k kW f s 

P t 9 ~ ~w ~ 

b d J g gW v z 
m n fi r w 

424 

s Q h 

Z 
y 
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Glottalized Consonants 
The non-glottal element in the glottalized consonants (p, I, ~, t, t W, ~) is pro
nounced with more tension than in the respective simple consonants; both ele
ments are pronounced simultaneously (except for ~, where the glottal element 
follows the fricative). 

Final Devoicing 
b, g, and d are subject to word-final devoicing: nab [nap] 'to, towards', lJ,amiid 
'dust, soil' [I)amat], mantiig 'arrow' [miinUik]. These forms are sometimes tran
scribed as [nabP], [I)amlidt), etc. 

Spirantization 
The unvoiced velar stops k, kW, t, tWhave uvular fricative allophones x,~, xW, ~w 
( the first two sounds traditionally rendered here as If" If, W). The spirantization takes 
place when these stops are postvocalic and non-geminate. Compare, for example, 
the following realizations of the phoneme k: 

kiifiitii 'to open' 
> akkii!Jii 'to collect' 
>arkii!Jii 'to reach' 

vs. tiilf,iiftii 'to be opened' 
tiiriilf,bii 'to be found' 
biirrilf, 'high, elevated' 

Postvocalic spirantization of b is a controversial point in Tigrinya phonetics. 
While special graphemes exist to denote spirantized allophones of the velars, this 
is not the case for b. According to the majority of studies, this phenomenon is lim
ited to the dialects of Tigre province (it has even been suggested that this feature 
has been borrowed from Amharic). However, in a recent study of Tigrinya acous
tic phonetics by Kiros Fre Woldu (1985), intervocalic spirantization of b was ob
served in the speech of five informants, all born in Asmara. Our informants always 
spirantized b in postvocalic position with the exception of word finally, where it 
is regularly devoiced (see p. 425): nii!Jiirii 'to stay, live', sii!JlJ,e 'to be fat', but 
madiip (spelling madiib) 'art, division, plan'. 

Spirantization of k and t occurs in word-initial position if the preceding word 
ends in a vowel and the two are pronounced without pause (external sandhi). Ex
amples: sam >ata If,aliiyti dama rut nii!Jiirii 'the name of the second was Ruth' 
(Ruth 1:4); >azi ~aduy ta!J>i 'this precious ointment' (Mark 14:5). It is generally 
thought that spirantized b never occurs in word initial position, but we did observe 
such cases in the fast speech of our informants. 

Labiovelars 
The velar element of the labiovelars k W, gWand t W is identical with the non
labialized velars; the labial, pronounced simultaneously with the velar, is articu
lated as a bilabial sonorant w. Labiovelars are fairly stable only before a (gWa/ 
'young girl', tWantWa 'language'); before ii and a they are rarely found. In this 
case, the labial element is transferred to the following vowel (ii > 0, a> u), e.g. 
kW:Jnniina (konniinii) 'to condemn', kWalJ,li (kulJ,li) 'antimony'. 
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Laryngeals 
The laryngeals >, h, I), ~ constitute a natural class because of their similar effects 
on vowels (see p. 428). > is a glottal stop (Arabic harnzah), I) and ~ are tradition
ally described as pharyngeal fricatives, voiceless and voiced respectively, but a 
more exact phonetic definition would be, perhaps, "emphatic laryngeals." 

Gemination 
Every consonant except a laryngeal can be geminated in Tigrinya. In glottalized 
consonants and labiovelars only the non-glottal (non-labial) element is geminat
ed: ha1!-!¢nii [hakk'anii] 'to try', 1!-w:J~~al [~w:l~~)al] 'green', miiggw:Jtii 'to discuss', 
tiikkw:Jsii 'to bum'. Gemination in Tigrinya is phonemic and has an important dis
tinctive role, as can be seen from the following minimal pairs: 

hatiifii 'to cross, to traverse (a desert etc.), ::F- hattiifii 'to speak: in one's sleep' 
liigal:!i 'contagious (a disease)' ::F- liiggal:!i 'one who dams' 
dtJro 'in former times, previously' ::F- dtJrro 'vigil preceding a feast' 

Assimilation 
Consonantal assimilation in Tigrinya is mostly regressive, and may be partial or 
complete. A case of partial regressive assimilation can be observed when a n shifts 
to m before a b: >ambiidbiidii 'to tremble' « *>an-biidbiidii). This process, how
ever, is fully lexicalized (cf. >an-bii!bii!ii 'to pour out slowly') thus belonging to 
diachronic rather than synchronic phenomena. The third radical g and 1!- are always 
completely assimilated to the following k- in a number of the perfect forms of the 
Tigrinya verb: IJadiigii 'he left' -I)adiikka 'you left'; siiri4ii 'he stole' - siiriikkum 
'you (pI.) stole'. In the jussive forms of reflexive stems t is completely assimilated 
to the first radical: YtJssiil:!iir « *ytJt-siil:!iir) 'let him be broken', YtJ1!-!¢ddiis « 
*ytJt-1!-iiddiis) 'let him be celebrated'. 

Borrowed Phonemes 
The phonemes p and v are rare and found in loanwords only: politika 'politics', 
profiisor 'professor', riippiisii 'to iron something well' « Italian ripassare) , 
vagon, kravat. The phoneme p is also of limited occurrence, being attested mostly 
in borrowings from Ge'ez (which, in their tum, are also of foreign origin): papas 
'metropolitan', > epis1!-opos 'bishop', pagume (pag WtJme ) 'the thirteenth month of 
the Ethiopian calendar'. 

Palatals: s, t, t,J, 9, fi 
Palatals in Tigrinya are considered by some scholars to be found only in loan
words from Amharic. The sounds] (t) and especially 9 and s are found, however, 
in words which obviously cannot be regarded as Amharic loanwords. Dozens of 
Tigrinya words containing palatals have no cognates in Amharic (e.g. ]iirriimii 'to 
be greedy, insatiable') or for phonetic reasons cannot be suspected to have been 
borrowed (9tJl)mi - Amharic tim 'beard on the chin and around the lips' or 
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fJammusta 'five' - Amharic ammast). On the other hand, c and ft do indeed occur 
mainly in borrowings from Amharic: malsfaca 'key', mac>e 'to be suitable' ,daftfta 
'judge', wadiiraftfta 'opponent'. The phonemic weight of z seems to be light since 
it is of rare occurrence and often appears in free variation with J: iammiiralJam
miira 'to begin', iammatlJammat 'nerves, veins' etc. 

Vowels 
Tigrinya has seven basic vowels: 

a u 
e 0 

a 
a 

Vocalic quantity is not phonemic. 

Mid Front Vowels 
The vowel e is almost always pronounced as a rising diphthong ie (unless preced
ed by a laryngeal or a w). In fact, this can be described more accurately as a pala
talization of the preceding consonant. 

As to a, it is a mid low front vowel: nagada 'to trade', zallan 'time'. It has a 
back rounded allophone :J (see p. 428). In word-final position it is pronounced 
substantially closer: dage 'door'. 

An interesting case exemplifying the relationship between a and e is the follow
ing. The sg. 3m. perfect normally has an a in the last syllable: niigara; but when 
the last consonant is a laryngeal, this vowel is spelled as e: sam~ e 'to hear'. Since 
a in this case did not, contrary to the Tigrinya phonetic laws, shift into a (which, 
if it follows a laryngeal, is often represented by the graphemes of the 1st order 
/-3/), the best way to preserve its original character in spelling was to use graph
emes of the 5th order ( -e). 

Shwa 
a is high central unrounded (in IPA transcription i). The phonemic status of a 
seems to be certain and it cannot be regarded as an allophone of zero; see minimal 
pairs like sa/:tafna 'we wrote' versus :ja/:tafana 'our writer'. 

Vowel Harmony 
The basic principle of vowel harmony in Tigrinya is the following: a and a in an 
open syllable preceding a syllable containing 0 or u shift to 0 and u respectively: 
salos 'Tuesday' may be pronounced solos, etc. The best illustrative examples are 
adjectives and passive participles of the patterns nagur and naggur, which are very 
often pronounced as nugur and nuggur respectively: :jubb14 'good', buzu/:t 'much, 
numerous' etc. 
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Influence of Semivowels 
a in contact with w often becomes :J (or even 0); ;) shifts to u (u). Examples: 
y;)m:Jww;)t (y;)m:Jwwut) 'he dies', W:JY 'or, either', muwrad (instead of m;)wrad) 
'to descend' (inf.), yuwsiid 'let him carry off!' (instead of y;)wsiid). This process, 
however, is far from being universal (compare perfect forms of A and B types 
from roots with second radical w: !iiw:Jya 'to twist' versus s:Jwwara 'to hide'). The 
same change occasionally occurs in contact with other labials: k;)f:Jl!u 'in order 
that they know' (instead of k;)fal!u). 

i in contact with y is often pronounced ;): /¢yy;)1J. 'red' versus biillilJ. 'sharp', 
sall;)yn 'to praise' (3rd person singular gerund) versus >abbidu 'to calm' (same 
form). 

Influence of Laryngeals 
The following rules describe the influence of laryngeals on vowels in Tigrinya: 

1 a preceded or by a laryngeal becomes a: lJ.asama 'to be bad' versus niigara 
'to speak'; 

2 a in a syllable closed by a laryngeal becomes a: balJ.ri 'sea' versus kiilbi 
'dog'; 

3 ;) in an open syllable followed by a laryngeal with a (C;)Ha-) shifts to a or 
a: talJ.arr;)s or talJ.arr;)s 'you are plowing' versus t;)nagg;)r; 

4 a in an open syllable followed by a laryngeal with ;), i, u may shift to a: 
y;)r;»i 'he sees' versus y;)nagg;)r. 

Diphthongs 
Combinations of vowel plus semivowel form diphthongs in Tigrinya, e.g. layti 
'night', haymanot 'faith, religion', l:Jwti 'exchange', lJ.aw 'brother', lJ.;)yw:Jt 'life', 
y;)fatt;)w 'he loves'. All diphthongs are non-phonemic (i.e. can be divided into two 
phonemes: s;)tay 'drink!' versus s;)l1ar 'break! '. a is the thematic vowel of imper
fect/imperative, y and r the third radicals of triconsonantal verbal roots sty and sbr 
respectively; niigiromwo (pI. 3m. gerund with sg. 3m. pronominal suffix) versus 
nagiromwa (same form with sg. 3f. pronominal suffix). Diphthongs are some
times reduced to simple vowels: mot 'death' « *mawt), bet 'house' « *bayt); 
very often reduced and non-reduced forms are in free variation: y;)fatt;)wly;)fat
tuwly;)fattu 'he loves', y;)jt:Jwly;)jto 'let him love!', I¢ylJ.el/¢lJ.elfs,elJ.e 'to be red' 
etc. 

Syllable Structure Restrictions 
Only CV and CVC syllables are permitted in Tigrinya. Thus, no syllable or word 
can begin with a vowel, and no initial or final consonantal clusters occur. In rapid 
speech initial clusters are possible, however, especially if the second consonant is 
a sonorant. So, t;)mali 'yesterday' may also be pronounced tmali. Word-final clus
ters are dissolved by adding -i after the second consonant: m;)gri 'counsel, plan' , 
s;)mmi 'poison', sal1ayti 'woman, wife'. When a pronominal suffix is added, this 
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-i shifts into a: magragum 'your plan'. 

Prosody 
Stress in Tigrinya has no phonological value and easily shifts from one syllable to 
another. Dynamic stress is very weak and sometimes almost imperceptible. In 
many cases it falls on the last syllable, e.g. the euphonic -i: ra>asi 'head', siifliiyti 
'woman'. Pitch is an important element of the Tigrinya stress pattern, but it is also 
rather unstable. Dynamic stress and pitch may not coincide: nilfliiril 'to be' (' -
high pitch; , - dynamic stress). 

Sentence intonation is clearly predominant over the stress of an individual 
word. The relationship between these two features requires further investigation, 
but it is clear that rhythmical units very often do not coincide with single words. 

Morphology 

Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns 

Table 18.1 Personal pronouns 

Masculine 

Sg. 1 
2 nassa~a 
3 nassu 

PI. 1 
2 nassa~atkum 
3 nassatom 

Common 

'ana 

nal)na 

Feminine 

nassa~i 
nassa 

nassa~atkan 
nassatiin 

The old Semitic 2nd person pronouns (>antaFatta, >antiPatti, >antumFattum, 
>antanFattan) are used as vocatives: >atta tiimiihari '0 student!'. In polite address 
to somebody (singUlar) the fonns nassagum, nassagan are employed. 

Pronominal suffixes are used with nouns and prepositions (Co! 'bird' exempli
fies bases with consonantal ending; bases ending in vowels are exemplified with 
casa 'fish') (Table 18.2). 

There exist two series of pronominal suffixes used with a verb. The basic fonns 
are given in Table 18.3. 

The first series may be used to denote both the direct object and the indirect ob
ject: katmiigr-iinni ~iiwwacku-!sa 'I called you in order that you give me a piece of 
advice'; IJ,ada diifltiira >astiimhari niifliirii-nni 'a diibtiira was my teacher' (lit. 
'was a teacher for me'). The second series (with -1-) can have the meaning 'for, 
for the sake of' but most often just denotes the indirect object: zagabbiir-iillu fsiiflri 
'the burial which is made for him '; niitu fsiiliiflet zasiirlJ,-allu !iibbib 'the smith who 
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Table 18.2 Pronominal suffixes 

Masculine Common 

Sg. 1 <of-ay/<asa-y 
2 <of-ka/<asa-~a 
3 <of-u/<asa->u 

Pl. 1 <of-na/< asa-na 
2 <of-kum/<asa-~um 
3 <of-om/<asa-)om 

Table 18.3 Pronominal suffixes with verb 

Masculine Common 

Sg. 1 -nil-lay 
2 -ka/-lka 
3 -o/-lu 

Pl. 1 -na/-lna 
2 -kum/-lkum 
3 -om/-lorn 

makes the ring for him' . 

Feminine 

<of-kij<asa-~i 
<of-a/<asa-)a 

<of-k~nj<asa-~;m 
<of-iin/<asa->en 

Feminine 

-ki/-lki 
-a/-la 

-k~n/-lk~n 
-iin/-lan 

The relative particle in Tigrinya is za (negative ziiy). It is prefixed to the verb 
of the relative clause (see p. 443). If the verb is in the imperfect, several rules of 
juncture are observed: 

1 the prefixes >a-, ya- fall: zaniiggar 'one who says' or '(it is) myself who 
says'; 

2 before the prefixes na- and ta- the relative particle may have the form> ay
(the same is true for the forms of the perfect of t- themes). In both cases the 
prefixes are geminated: >attaniiggar 'you who say', >attiiniigrii 'what was 
said'. 

The most common interrogative pronouns are: miin 'who?', man 'what?', 
>antaway 'which?', >iiyyiinay 'which one?' (both referring to animate beings); 
>antay, mantay 'which?' (both referring to inanimate beings). 

Other modifiers: kull- (with pronominal suffixes) 'all, every' , giilii 'some, cer
tain' , kala> 'other'. 

Nouns 

Primary and Derived Nouns 
Primary nouns are not derived from any consonantal root. No special meaning can 
be attache<;! to their vocalic element( s ), which form an integral part of the root. De-
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rived nouns are produced from consonantal roots with the help of either special 
vocalic patterns or combinations of vocalic patterns with affixes. In most cases (of 
course, not always) we are able to establish for these patterns a more or less spe
cific lexical or grammatical significance. 

Some examples of primary nouns: r;iiw 'salt', sam 'name', $iitla 'milk', gWanr;i 
(gunr;i) 'cheek'; fiiliig 'river', I;zarmaz 'elephant', ~an~w~wal;zo 'egg', siifasafti 
'eyebrows' . 

Some examples of derived nouns: kafli 'part, portion' (kafiilii 'to divide'), 
~aniigagara 'manner of speaking' (niigiirii 'to speak'; this is a very common pat
tern for "way, manner of action"), miistii 'drink' (siitiiyii 'to drink'), m:Jwriidi 
'ladder, steps' (w:Jriidii 'to descend'), ta~azaz 'order, command' (>azziizii 'to 
command'), san/ana 'weakness' (siiniifii 'to be weak'), carkanniit 'friendship' 
(Cariifsii 'to be, become a friend'). 

Definiteness 
An indefinite noun in Tigrinya needs no special marker. The numeral' l' (m. 
I;zadii, f. I;zanti(t) is, however, very often used before an indeterminate noun, thus 
functionally approaching an indefinite article: I;zadii miiC alti I;zadii diitltiira 
ba~ agiimasiit gaze ~ ab I;zadii ~ amni ti4iimmi!u ... 'one day a diibtiira was sitting on 
a stone in the afternoon' . 

Remote demonstratives (see p. 434) may function as definite articles. Exam
ples: )atul masiit2 mas konii ... 'when thel night2 fell , .. '; ~atoml kahnat2 ~atom3 
diiwiil4 betii!snstyanat yadawwalu 'thel priests2 ring the3 bells4 of the churches' . 

The definite article in Tigrinya is compatible with pronominal suffixes: ~atu 
ra~asu 'his head' (lit. 'the-head-his'); the first element of a genitive construction 
(see p. 433) also may be preceded by the article: )atom w:Jliiddi ~atu ~w:Jlca 'the 
child's [ the] parents'. 

Gender 
There are two genders in Tigrinya, masculine and feminine. Nouns denoting male 
and female animate beings exhibit agreement in gender: ~atu w:Jddi 'the boy'Pata 
g Wat 'the girl'; ~ atu ~ anbiisa (~ambiisa 'lion' P ata wac ro 'lioness' etc. A few nouns 
denoting inanimate entities have stable grammatical gender (thUS, $iil;zay 'sun' is 
masculine while w:Jrl;zi 'moon' is feminine), but most ofthem may agree as mas
culine or feminine indiscriminately even in the same sentence. For example, in 
)ata ~orbot )ata siitliiyti ... tasallam-o (lit. 'the leather, the woman ... adorns it') 
the article before ~orbot is f., while the coreferential pronominal suffix -0 of the 
verb is m. . 

Number 
Singular nouns are unmarked. The plural may be expressed by suffixes (external 
plural) or by internal apophonic changes which mayor may not be combined with 
affixation (internal or "broken" plural). The form 9f the plural is not determined 
by any features of the singular, and their relationship is purely lexical. 
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External Plural 
The most frequent external plural marker is -at (-tat). If the noun ends in a conso
nant, -at is attached directly: nagar 'thing, affair': pI. nagarat; sab 'man': sagat; 
malakkat 'signal, sign': malakkatat, etc. If a noun ends in a vowel, a -t- appears be
tween this vowel and the plural suffix: lJasama 'pig': lJasamatat; ~asa 'fish': 
~ asatat; ) abbo 'father': ) abbotat, etc. Less frequent external affixes of plural are 
-an and -ot (e.g. /pddus 'holy, saint' (noun and adjective): ~addusan; g w:Jyta 
'lord': gW:Jytot; gWasa 'shepherd': gWasot). 

Broken Plural 
There are no exact rules of correspondence between a nominal pattern and types 
of broken plural; only some more or less frequent combinations may be listed: 

nagri: )anagar, )angarti 
w:JrlJi 'month': )awaralJ 
~w:J$li 'leaf': )a~w$alti ea~u$alti) 

nagri: )angar and )anagar 
barki 'knee': )agra/s 
nahbi 'bee': )anahab 

nagar: )angar 
zamad 'kinsman': )azmad 

) angar is also the plural of biliterals resulting from the contration of -aw-/ -ay-: 

bet 'house' « *bayt): )abyat 
sor 'ox' « *sawr): )aswar 

nagra:nagaru 
saslJa 'gazelle': sasalJu 

Quadriradicals: 
kiinfar 'lip': kiinafar, kanaffar 
dangal 'virgin': danagal, danaggal 
biirmil 'barrel': biiramil, barammil 
tarmuz 'bottle': taramuz, tarammuz 

Case Relations 
Case relations are expressed mainly by prepositions. Since most of them are listed 
on p. 441, only direct/indirect object relations and the genitive construction will 
be analyzed here. 

Direct/lndirect Object 
The marker of both direct and indirect objects is na- prefixed to the noun. In com
bination with the definite article it appears in the form natu, nata etc. Examples: 
nata sagayti ) aytanka) awwa 'do not touch this woman! '; natu sarnay ya/sarkara) 0 

'they grind this wheat'; )atu daftfta na-nagus ba~altufyangar 'let the judge tell [it] 
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quickly to the king'. For direct objects the use of ni1- is optional (especially if the 
object is an inanimate being): I;!adii dawit w.JYi1m I;!adii mii$l;!aJ /si1ddus kiiJitom 
'they open a psalter or a sacred book'; )i1ta I;!ari¢ I;!iza 'she takes the flour'; more 
seldom with animate beings: )i1tu} siib2 Zi13-~iitiilii4 siib5 'the} man5 wh03 killed4 
[another] man2'. 

Genitive Construction 
The genitive relation may be expressed either by simple juxtaposition of two 
nouns or with the particle nay (nota genitivi). 

In the first case the possessed usually precedes the possessor e.g. giiza} wanna2 
)i1tii kiigti3 'the houset of the owner2 ofthe cattle3' (cf., however, cases like) i1tu 
dorho} si1ga2 'the meat2 of the chicken}' or ki1dan} )attiil;!a$a$i1ga2 'the manner2 
of washing clothes}'). The possessed does not undergo any phonetic changes un
less it ends in an -i (whether "euphonic" or "morphological"). This -i is often (but 
not always) dropped: I;!dZb kiitiima )asmiira 'inhabitants of the city of Asmara' (in 
non-bound position l;!i1zbi). 

The genitive with nay may precede or follow the possessed without any differ
ence of meaning, though examples of the first kind are considerably more numer
ous. Examples: nay} I;!adii2 diigtiira3/sw.Jl(a4 'a child4 of} a2 diibtiira3'; w.Jr/si nay 
gar 'blood-money' (lit. the gold of recompensation'). 

Adjectives 

Adjectival Patterns 
The most widespread Tigrinya adjectives are formed from consonantal roots fol
lowing several adjectival patterns: 

naggir: biillilJ 'sharp', (ammi~W 'deep'; note also (agiy «agi1Y) 'big' (with 
gemination in the feminine (abbay only). 

ndgur (originally passive participle): $i1nu( 'strong', $i1ruy 'pure, purified'. 
ndggur: $i1bb~ 'good' ,fi1$$um 'perfect'. In the last two patterns i1 is most often 

pronounced as u (see p. 427). 
nagar: tii$ay 'opposed, contrary', nii~war 'blind'. 
naggar: /s w.J$$al 'green', kiidda( 'rebellious, treacherous'. 

The most common Tigrinya adjectival suffixes are the following: 

-am( ma): n.Jwram 'shameful' « mwri 'shame'), ¢ii/sam, ¢iir/samma 'ragged, 
poor' 

-ay, -away, -awi: tal;!tay 'low' « tal;!ti 'low, inferior part'), mi1drawi 'earthly' 
( < mi1dri 'earth') 

-ayna, -aiiiia, -diiiia (these suffixes may have been borrowed from Amharic): 
)uniitiiyna (>uniitiififia) 'true, real' « )uniit 'truth') 

-an: siik-ran 'drunk' 
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Gender and Number of Adjectives 
Grammatical gender can be formally expressed in the great majority of adjectives; 
the most remarkable exceptions being the type niiggar and adjectives with the suf
fixes -am, -iiyna, -iinna. Thus, e.g. fr.iirran 'one with big horns', habtam 'rich', 
have one form for both genders; so does ~acda 'white' (m./f.). The basic marker 
of the feminine is -t: ziimiinawi 'modem', f. ziimiinawit. It often causes phonetic 
changes in the base: garum 'wonderful' , f. garamti; sabb14, f. sabba~ti 'beautiful'. 

Adjectives of the type niiggir form the feminine apophonically. The form of the 
feminine is niiggar, e.g. ~iillim 'black', f. ~iillam; fr.iiyyalJ 'red', f. fr.iiyyalJ, etc. 

While many adjectives form the external plural with the help of -at (e.g. mulu) 
'full', pI. mulu)at), there exist a number of adjectival patterns requiring broken 
plurals. The most remarkable one is the case of niiggir, the plural of which is niig
giirti: diifr.fr.i~ 'small', pI. diifr.fr.i4ti. 

The same form of plural, whether external or broken, is used for both genders. 

Gradation of Adjectives 
The most frequently used device to form the comparative degree requires the use 
of the imperfect of a verb with the same root from which the adjective is derived 
and the preposition )ankab 'from, than'; giizay )ankab giiza!sa yiiCabbi 'my house 
is bigger than yours' (Cabay 'big'). 

Deictics 
Tigrinya has two series of deictic pronouns making distinction between near 
("this," also "the") and remote ("that") objects (variant forms are given in paren
theses): 

Sg. 

PI. 

'this' 
'that' 
'these' 
'those' 

Masculine 
)azu Cezuy) 
)atu Catuy) 
)azom CazPom, )azPatom) 
)atom CatPom, )atPatom) 

Feminine 
azaCazPa) 
'ata CatPa) 
)aziin CazPen, )nPatiin) 
)atiin CatPan, )atPatiin) 

(>a- may fall, especially in the middle of a sentence, so that )azu becomes zu 
etc.) 

Other deictics: e.g. )abzuy 'here', )ab)u 'there', )ankab)u 'thence'. 

Numerals 

Cardinals 

1 lJadii (f. lJantit, lJanti) 
2 kalattii 
3 siiliistii 
4 )arbaCtii 
5 lJammustii 

6 sadastii (Suddustii) 
7 sobCattii (SoCattii) 
8 sommontii (Sommiintii) 
9 tasCattii 

10 C assiirtii 



11 (assarta I;ada 
12 (assarta kJlatta 
20 (asra 
21 (asra-n I;ada-n (-n 'and' (see p. 442» 

30 siilasa 
40 'arba(a 
50 I;amsa 
60 sassa 

70 sab(a 
80 samanya 
90 tas(a 

100 ma'ti; 1,000 sal;; 10,000 'alfi «assarta sal; is also used). 
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All the numerals except' 1 ' have one form for both genders. The noun counted 
may appear in the singular or in the plural: I;ammusta sallayti or I;ammusta ' anasti 
'five women'. 

Ordinals 
First: maiammaraya (also jalamay and tadamay, f. jalamayti and tiidamayti); 
second: kaPay, kJlattayna (f. kaPayti). 

Ordinals from third to tenth are formed from the consonantal roots of the re
spective cardinals according to the pattern nag(a)ray: salsay 'third' (f. salsayti) 
etc. 

Verbs 

Root and Derivation 
Verbal roots are consonantal and may consist of two or more (in most cases three, 
sometimes four) radicals. These consonants usually remain unalterable through
out both the derivational and the inflectional paradigms and do not exert any in
fluence on the adjacent non-radical morphemes. Verbs where one of the radicals 
is a laryngeal or a semivowel are denoted here as, e.g. lw/y, 2H (H being any la
ryngeal) etc. These verbs present more difficulties as compared with the corre
sponding forms from "sound" verbs. 

Derivational classes (called "themes" below) ideally express causation, 
passivity, reflexiveness etc., or combinations of these notions. Even though these 
semantic definitions do not always apply, the cases where they do are numerous 
enough to see that these formations are not completely lexicalized. The full range 
of the Tigrinya verbal themes is discussed in the following section; they are 
marked as I, II, III and IV. 

Conjugations 
A verb belonging to a certain theme is identified according to one of the four con
jugational types (marked here as A, B, C, D). Traditionally the verbs are 
illustrated by the perfect (see p. 437). Type A is the unmarked one (nagara); the 
B-type is characterized by the gemination of the second radical (naggara), the C
type by the presence of an a after the first radical (nagara) and the D-type by the 
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repetition of the second consonant and an a between the repetitions (niigagiirii). 
Accordingly, every verb may be classified as, e.g., Ie (nagiirii) or IIIB 
(tiiniiggiirii) etc. 

All the derived forms with their approximate semantic value are listed below. 

I Forms without Prefixes 

IA niigiirii: niigiisii 'to reign' , gadiifii 'to leave'; 
IB niiggiirii: giibbii!ii 'to knead dough' , I¢rrii$ii 'to collect duty'; 
Ie nagiirii: lasiiwii 'to be worn out' , zariiyii 'to abate (of water),. 

These three forms are basic and the conjugation has no semantic correlation. 
Pairs like IB /f-iirrii$ii 'to collect duty' vs. IA I¢rii$ii 'to carve, to engrave' or Ie 
zariiyii 'to abate' vs. IA ziiriiyii 'to defend somebody, to be partial (of a judge)' 
show that the respective root is used for two different verbs. 

ID niigagiirii: J;zasasiiflii 'to think again and again about something, to think 
out something' (J;zasiiflii 'to think'), /f-iitatiilii 'to kill many' (/f-iitiilii 'to kill'), 
J;zarariisii 'to plow a field partly, not thoroughly enough' (J;zariisii 'to plow'). 

This form, usually called "frequentative," denotes a rather wide scope of no
tions with respect to lA, such as intensity (increasing or decreasing), attenuation, 
plurality of objects etc. Unlike IB and Ie, it is fairly productive and only formally 
belongs to the "basic" themes, functioning more like the derived forms discussed 
below. 

II Forms with t- Prefixed 

IIA tiiniigrii: tii/sii/tii 'to be opened' (kiifiitii 'to open'); a few verbs have an ii 
after the second radical: tiqiiriiflii 'to be presented' (I¢riiflii 'to ap
proach'); 

lIB tiiniiggiirii: tii>akkiiflii 'to be assembled' eakkiiflii 'to gather'); 
lIe tiinagiirii: tiif~iiyii 'to be explored (a place)' (j~iiyii 'to explore, to 

spy'). 

These forms are employed mostly to denote the passive of lA, IB and Ie respec
tively. 

lID tiiniigagiirii: tiifiidadiiyii 'to indemnify each other' (fiidiiyii 'to indem
nify'), tiiJ;zalaliqii 'to defend each other' (J;zalliqii 'to defend oneself'). 

This form denotes reciprocity (lIe is also used for this purpose, e.g. tiifadiiyii 
alongside tiifiidadiiyii). 
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III Fonns with > a- Prefixed 

IlIA >angiirii: >a/}kiiyii 'to make cry' (bii/siiyii 'to cry'); 
I1IB > aniiggiirii: > asiibbiirii 'to terrify' (Siibbiirii 'to tremble'); 
I1IC >anagiirii: >ala~iiyii 'to make somebody shave the head' (la~iiyii 'to 

shave one's head'. 

These fonns are, in most cases, causatives for lA, IB and IC; the fonn IIID does 
not exist. 

IV Fonns with Prefixed> a and Gemination of the First Consonant 
This prefix goes back to *>at- with a complete assimilation of t, which appears 
when the first consonant is a laryngeal: 

IVC > annagiirii: > affadiiyii 'to make two parties indemnify each other (e.g. of 
ajudge)'; >affaniiwii 'to accompany somebody who leaves'; 

IVD >anniigagiirii: >abbii>a>asii 'to make many people dispute one with the 
other'; >attii~w~w:JJii (t before IJ,) 'to make embrace one another'. 

The meaning of both IVC and IVD themes is more or less the same: causative 
reciprocal ('to make somone do something together with someone else') and ad
jutative ('to help someone to do something'); IVD is perhaps associated with 
more intensive action. 

Compound Verbs 
There exists an important number of verbs which are combinations of the verb 
biilii 'to say' and a quasi-verbal element consisting of two or more radicals. The 
latter carries the semantic value of the construction and remains unaltered 
throughout the paradigm, while biilii (also used in other themes, especially in the 
causative, > abbiilii) carries the inflection. A few examples of compound verbs: 
~aw biilii 'to cry' (~aw >abbiilii 'to raise one's voice'); ta/s biilii 'to be straight' (ta/s 
>abbiilii 'to put upright'); badad biilii 'to get up, to rise'. 

Tenses 
The Tigrinyan verbal system comprises three basic tenses, traditionally called per
fect, imperfect and gerund. These relations may also be expressed by various com
binations of these tenses with auxiliary verbs, special temporal prefixes etc. 

Perfect 
The perfect denotes past: balJ,a~e tiidros gize kalattii hadiintiJiiriinfi nab >ityopya 
hagiir mii~u 'at the time of the Emperor Theodoros two French hunters came to 
Ethiopia'; >ab >asmiira tiiw:Jliidku 'I was born in Asmara'.1t may also be used to 
denote the present, usually in verbs with stative meaning: mantay diilii/sa 'what do 
you want?'; mantay giibiirka 'what are you doing?' etc. 
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Table 18.4 IA perfect 

Masculine 

Sg. 1 
2 nagar-ka 
3 nagar-a 

PI. 1 
2 nagar-kum 
3 nagar-u 

Imperfect 

Table 18.5 IA imperfect 

Masculine 

Sg. 1 
2 ta-naggar 
3 ya-naggar 

PI. 1 
2 ta-nagr-u 
3 ya-nagr-u 

Derived Themes 

IB Y<J-n<Jgg<Jr 
ICY<J-nag<Jr 
ID y<J-niigag<Jr 

lIA Y<J-n<Jggiir 
lIB Y<J-n<Jggiir 
lIC Y<J-nnagiir 
lID y<J-nniigagiir 

Common 

nagar-ku 

nagar-na 

Common 

)a-naggar 

na-naggar 

IIIA yii-(ya-)n<Jgg<Jr 
IIIB yii-(ya-)niigg<Jr 

Feminine 

nagar-ki 
nagar-at 

nagar-k:m 
nagar-a 

Feminine 

ta-nagr-i 
ta-naggar 

ta-nagr-a 
ya-nagr-a 

IIIC yii-(ya-)nag<Jr IVC yii-(ya- )nnag<Jr 
IVD yii-(ya-)nniigag<Jr 

The imperfect denotes an action in the present: siibat dafs;atat mufs;wankum 
>a/iiliat 'I know that you (pI.) are poor'; >atu miiiiimmarya <ayniit nab hlatta 
yafs;affiil 'the first type is divided into two'; >ata siibiiyti may tii/alia!) 'the woman 
boils the water'. 

Preceded by ka- and followed by another verb the imperfect expresses various 
modal and aspectual relations, such as possibility, wish, aim, beginning of an ac
tion etc. (Note that> a- and ya- prefixes fall when ka- is added.) Examples: mannam 
siib dayna ka-fs;:Jwwan yafs;a>al 'every one may become a judge'; !)adii nagar ziiy
na1iiliat niigiir ka-diiggam iiimmiira 'he began reciting something that we did not 
know'; >atu < adaga ka-tra>i kiidka 'you went to see the market'. ka + the imperfect 
+ )ayyu expresses the future: ka-~atliinna >ayyu 'he will kill us', giinziibu ka
habiikka >ayyii 'I'll give you his money'. Composed with >alio, the imperfect de
notes the immediate present >a!)azo >aliofs;u 'now, I catch him', In combination 
with niibarii, the imperfect denotes a durative action in the past: !)ada sajta > ab 
!)adii <abiy biiriifs;a ya~ammiit niibiira 'an insurgent was living in a large thicket'. 



The Gerund 

Table 18.6 IA gerund 

Masculine 

Sg, 1 
2 niigir-ka 
3 niigir-u 

PI. 1 
2 niigir-kum 
3 niigir-om 

IB niiggir-u 
IC nagir-u 
ID niigagir-u 

IIA tii-niigir-u 
lIB tiiniiggir-u 
IIC tiinagir-u 
lID tiiniigagir-u 

Common 

niigir-ii 

niigir-na 

IIIA ~angir-u 
IIIB ~aniiggir-u 
IIIC ~iinagir-u 

(tiinagagir-u) 
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Feminine 

niigir-ki 
niigir-a 

niigir-k:m 
niigir-iin 

IVC ~annagir-u 
IVD ~anniigagir-u 

Used independently, the gerund denotes the result of an action in the past 
(mostly from verbs with stativemeaning): maS miin mii$i~ki 'with whom have you 
come?'; I)amimka-do? I)amimii 'are you ill? Yes, I am', In most cases, however, 
the gerund is found followed by another verb in the perfect or the imperfect and 
denotes an action simultaneous or anterior to this one: nalltu giiza tiimiilisa '" 
$ubb14 ~angera ~alcila halliitto 'she went back to the house, took good bread and 
gave it to him' (lit. 'having gone .. , and taken .. , she gave .. ,'); nalltu giiriib 
hadimu ~at:Jwii 'trying to flee he entered the bush'; niizi>atom /r.ii$$ilom ~atom 
mii/sw:Jnanti !)adii kiillti t(4iimmitu nalliiynu yamii$$a~ 'following these, sitting on 
a beast the noble appears alone' , biiggiC ~ allsilom biiWom ya/siidu 'having cooked 
the sheep and eaten they go', 

The gerund + niilliirii expresses the pluperfect (mostly in written language): 
I)a$e tiidros !)adii miiral) miigiiddi ya/sunkum bilom I)adii siib hillomuwom niilliiru 
'the Emperor Theodoros (pluralis majestatis) had given them a person and then 
said: "Let him be a guide for you!"', Composed with ya/s:Jwwan, the gerund de
notes a possibility in the future: $allal) biizi siiCatzi tiimiilisii ~ak:Jwwan 'it is pos
sible that I come back tomorrow', In combination with ~ allo, the gerund serves to 
express the result of an action in the present: siillat I)adii koynu rii/sillnayyo ~ allona 
'we have just found out that the men are similar', 

Moods: Jussive and Imperative 
The jussive has the same prefixes as the imperfect; the fundamental difference 
consists in the vocalism of the base: 

IA ya-ngiir IIA ya-nniigiir IlIA yii-ngar (ya-ngar) 
IB ya-niiggarlIB ya-nniiggiirIlIB yii-niiggar (ya-niiggar) 
IC ya-nagar IIC ya-nnagar I1IC yii-nagar (ya-nagar) IVC yii-nnagar (ya-nnagar) 

IVD yii-nniigagar (ya-nniigagar) 
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All D-forms are the same as the corresponding forms of the imperfect. 
The jussive is employed to express indirect commands (1st and 3rd persons): 

y'lngiir 'let him say! '; about its use to express negative commands see below. 
The following is the paradigm of the imperative: 

M. 
F. 

Singular 
n:)giir 
n:)giir-i 

Plural 
n:)giir-u 
n:)giir-a 

In derived forms the base of the imperative is in most cases identical to that of 
the jussive. The imperative is used to express positive commands only; negative 
commands are expressed by the jussive with the negative >ay: n'lgiir 'say!' versus 
> ay-t'lngiir 'do not say!'. 

Verbal Nouns and Particles 
The pattern of the active participle in IA is niigari (f. niigarit, pI. niigiirti or niiga
ro); the form of IB is niiggari, derived forms tiiniigari, >angari etc. The form of 
the passive participle is n'lgur (except for IB where it is n'lggur: g'lttur 'loaded' 
(a rifle) < giittiirii 'to load'). An important number of active participles are sub
stantivized, so that the term nomen agentis is also appropriate for this form. 

The basic pattern of the infinitive is m'lngar (m'lrkab 'to find', m'lngad 'to 
trade' etc.; in B-forms the second radical is geminated (m'ln'lggar): m'lg'll/al 'to 
pour out'). This form may be employed for all the simple, passive and causative 
themes so that m'lrkab may mean 'to find', to make find, to be found' depending 
on the context. The infinitive is very often used with the preposition n'l-: n'l
m'lngad 'in order to trade'. 

Verbs with "Weak" Radicals 
In Tigrinya these present a great variety of forms, most of which, however, may 
be plausibly explained by the phonetic peculiarities of the "weak" consonants (see 
p. 428). Only the most common forms of IA are listed here. Quadriradical verbs 
also occupy an important place in the Tigrinya verbal system; the paradigm may 
be exemplified by ~mbr 'to unite': ~iimbiirii, y'l~'lmb'lr, ~iimbiru, y'l~iimb'lr, 

~iimb'lr. 

Verbs with Laryngeals 

IH (H - any laryngeal; exemplified with (~d 'to harvest'): 
perfect sa~iidii, imperfect y'l(a~~'ld (yii(a~~'ld, ya(a~~'ld), gerund (a$idu, jus-

sive y'l( ~iid, imperative ( 'l~iid; 
2H (mhr 'to teach'): 
miiharii (m'lharii, maharii), y'lm'lh'lr, m'lhiru, y'lmhar, m'lhar; 
3H (~[> 'to hate'): 
~ii[> e (~iila> ku), y'l$iil/'l>, $iifi> u, y'l$fa>, ~'lla>. 
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Verbs with w/y 

2w/y (mwt 'to die', kyd 'to go'): 
miiw:Jtii (motii)/kiiyiidii (kiidii), Y<J/siiYY<Jd/Y<Jm:Jww<Jt, kiiydu/miiwitu (moytu), 

y<Jfsyiid (Y<J/sid)/Y<Jmwiit (Y<Jmut), byiid (kid)/m<Jwiit (mut); 
3w/y (diiliiwii 'to be strong'/biikiiyii 'to weep'): 
diiliiwii (diilo, diilii)/bii/siiyii (bii/sii), Y<Jdiill<Jw (Y<Jdiillu )/Y<Jlliikby (Y<Jlliikki), 

diiliwu (diilyu )/biifsyu, Y<Jdbw (Y<Jdlo )/Y<Jllkiiy (Y<J!lkii), d<Jbw (d<Jlo)/ 
s<Jtiiy (s<Jtii). w in verbs 3w is often replaced by y (thus diiliiwii along
side diiliiyii). 

Adverbs and Other Parts of Speech 
Adverbs of time: lomi 'today', $<Jlla/:l 'tomorrow', t<Jmali 'yesterday', s<Jc u 'this 
moment'; of place: lacli 'above', ta/:lti 'below' (see also p. 434); interrogative: 
)iilliiy 'where?', mii)as 'when?', bndiiy 'how much?', kiimiiy 'how?'. 

The most common prepositions are n<J- 'to' (also direct and indirect object (see 
p. 432)), b<J- 'by, with the help of', )ab 'in', nab 'towards', kab (><Jnkab) 'from, 
than' (see p. 434), m<Js 'with, together with', bsac 'up to, until', w<Jsti 'in, in the 
middle'. There exist compound prepositions, e.g. )ab l<Jcli 'on, over'. A number 
of prepositions is employed in combination with postpositions, e.g. b<J ... gdZe 'at' 
(temporal): bii/:lase tiidros gdZe 'at the time of the Emperor Theodoros' . 

Interjections: way, w:Jyliiy 'woe is me!', )akko 'sure!', )<JI<JI, /:loyii 'long live!', 
)<Jmbi 'no!, by no means!'. 

Syntax 

Word Order 
The normal word order of the Tigrinya simple sentence is SOV: )<Jtu siill)ay 
g<Jrawti Y<J/:larr<Js 'the man plows the fields'. Sometimes the object is placed at the 
beginning: in this case the whole sentence, carrying a certain degree of emphasis, 
is organized as a "relative complex" or "cleft construction" (see p. 443). Exam
ples: )<Jta dorho z<J-hard-a w:Jddi )<JYYu '(it is) the man (who) strangles the chick
en' (lit. 'the chicken - this who strangles it - the man - it is'). The position of 
adverbial modifiers is free, including the beginning of the sentence: )<Jtu j<Jrej 
d<J/:lri n<J) <Jstoy gdZe2 Y<Jlliiss<J13 'after a bit of timez the fruit j becomes ripe3'; ) alltu 
l<Jcli /:lawwi j $iilliimti )a)man2 y<J~iimm<J!u3 'they put3 black stones2 on the firej'. 
Qualifiers (the article, adjectives, genitive with nay) are usually put before the 
qualified nouns: /:ladii biilli/:l kara 'a sharp knife'; nay )Itiopya r<J)sii /siitiima 'the 
capital of Ethiopia'. Likewise subordinate clauses usually come before the main 
clauses. 

Agreement Rules 
Verbs, adjectives, personal and deictic pronouns and the article in Tigrinya usu
ally agree with nouns in gender and number: )<Jtom kahnat )<Jtu k<Jddase)om m<Js 
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w:Jdda~u ... nalltu diigge-siilam yamii~u 'when the priests finish their service they 
go right to the door of the church'; nassatiin kiPa dam~iin caw ~abbiliin biifs,iiya 
'then they (women) raised their voices and wept'. However, the adjective agrees 
in gender in the singular only (see p. 434). Since the grammatical gender of most 
inanimate beings is highly unstable, the agreement may fluctuate even within one 
and the same text (see p. 431). Nouns denoting collectives U:zazbi 'people', 
siirawit 'army' etc.) may agree with in singular or plural. 

Assertions, Negations 
The most common assertive adverb in Tigrinya is ~awwii 'yes'. The compound 
verbs barray biilii and ~assi biilii are widely used as affirmatives: diis ~antiilliilo 
barray yallal ... 'if he is pleased, he says "yes" ... '. 

The most widespread verbal negative is the confix ~ ay-... -n: nabna manam badii 
niigiir ~ay-giilliirna-n 'we did not do anything'; without -n in the jussive eay
yamut 'let him not die!'. Another common negative is ~ayfal (very often with pro
nominal suffixes): ~ayfal-kan dii1r1;iiy 'no, my children!'. The verb ~ambi biilii 
means 'to say "no", to refuse'. To express 'there is no ... ' yiillon (conjugated as 
~ alio) or yiilbon (not conjugated) is employed; nalltu bagiir C alliiyti kiitiimatat 
yiilbon 'there are no big cities in this country'. The negative of the copula is 
~ay-koniin naytiin ~anasti tamharti bazub ~aykoniin 'the women's education is not 
much'. 

Questions 
A general question is introduced by the postposed particle -do attached to that part 
of the sentence which is the main object of the question: kanaw:Jssad-do 'can we 
take [it]?'; daban-do ~allofs,um 'are you well?'. The element dayyu (do prefixed to 
~ayyu) serves to express 'is it ... ?': bakki dayyu ~attallaliinni ziilla? 'is it right what 
she says?'. 

Pronominal questions are introduced by the interrogative pronouns (see p. 430) 
and interrogative adverbs (p. 441): 

~antaway ~atu siib? 'who is that man?' 
~ antay yadiilli 'what does he want?' 
ma~antamantay kiimzuy tagiibbar? 'why do you act in this way?' 
kiimiiy badiirkum? 'how have you spent the night?' 
~ata siilliiyti kab ~alliiy mii~~et? 'from where did this woman come?' 

Coordination, Conditionals 
The commonest coordinating conjunction in Tigrinya is -n suffixed to every one 
of the conjointed elements: nay miisl;iil malakkat nalltu gii~u-n labbu-n kiilldu-n 
~ a~ garu-n yagiillriillu 'he makes the sign of the cross over his face, his heart, his 
belly and his feet'; ~ata kab kuliiin kiitiimatat ~eratra zacalliiyiit-an za~iilli4iit-an 
kiitiima ~ asmiira ~ iyya 'Asmara is the biggest and the most beautiful among the 
cities of Eritrea' etc. Two clauses are connected by ~awwan 'and' usually placed 
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after the first phrase in the second clause: nay lJ,adii miihayyam 1$ w:Jlc a batamhartu 
bazlJ,at diigtiirii ka!pwwan yafs,a>al nay lJ,adii diibtiira I$ w:Jlca >awwan miihayyam 
kafs,:Jwwan yafs,a>al 'a child of an illiterate may become a diibtiira if he studies 
much, and a child of a diibtiira may be illiterate'. Alternative is expressed by w:JY 
(w:Jyam): lJ,adii I$arsi w:Jyam l$arSan >aladan yahaga-wo 'he gives him one thaler 
or one thaler and a half'. The commonest adversative conjunctions are gan (niigiir 
gan) and >ambiir: lJ,adii cayniit >ammiilJ,alal >awwan >allo niigiir gan )azu miilJ,alla 
nay $aw:Jta miilJ,alla >ayyu 'there is another kind of oath, but it is an oath for fun'; 
gar 00> a ya!d"iil > ambiir balJ,an~ ) ayyamut 'let him certainly pay the blood money, 
but he must not be strangled (must not die strangled)'. > ambiir is placed at the end 
of the positive element so that a translation 'and not, but not' is appropriate for it: 
>ab MC4iilii >ambar >ab >Addis >agiiga tiiw:Jliidku 'I was born in Mii4liHi and not 
in Addis Ababa'. 

Conditional clauses are marked by >antii 'if' followed by the perfect or the ger
und: }atu C adaga diirahu katra>i >antii-fs,iidka ... cassiirtii ba~arsi kasayyii!a tara>i 
'if you go to see the chicken market, you will see that they are sold ten for a thaler'. 
They may also be marked by )antiifs,onii (+ za-) + verb (lit. 'ifit is (that) ... '): >atu 
~iira$i biimangasti > antiifs,onii za-fs,ajfiil > atu giiza) i diimozu yahago 'if the customer 
is paid by the government, it is the ruler who gives him his salary'. Clauses ex
pressing an unreal condition are marked by >antii (>antiiza-) + imperfect; the verb 
of the apodosis (in the perfect) is preceded by ma- and may be followed by niigiirii 
(in the gerund): )atu )anbasa >antiiza-~iittal nagtu bariifs,a ma-tiirii/ii niigiru 'ifhe 
had not killed the lion, he would remain in the thicket'; >Adam lJ,aWat ziiygiigiirii 
)antiiza-fs,:Jwwan nalJ,na lJ,aggusat ma-konna 'if Adam had not sinned, we would be 
happy'. 

Subordination 
Complement clauses are marked by kiimza- 'that': >agzi)aglJ,er nalJ,azbu kiimza
l!ii$lJ,om )angera kiimza-hagom siimCet 'she heard that God visited his people and 
gave them bread'. 

Temporal clauses are marked by mas preceding the verb in the perfect: >azuy 
mas giigiirii kiimzuy balo ... 'when he did it, he told him thus ... '; kiimzuy mas 
biiliitto lJ,a/iru nab biiriifs,a>u kiidii 'when she told him in this way, he went to his 
thicket, ashamed'. Other temporal conjunctions are kasac za 'until', )ankab za
'since' (za- prefixed to the verb of the subordinate clause), e.g. kasac )atu miicalti 
zagii$$alJ, )atom w:Jliiddi )angera zagallaC kiissiinadawu ya$iinlJ,u 'until this day 
comes, the parents spend the time preparing the bread that will be eaten' . 

Relative clauses are introduced by za- and, like all other qualifiers, precede the 
noun qualified: >atu! >anbasa2 za'¥.iitiilii4 siibs ba/;lal$l$i za/iirralJ, )aykoniin 'the! 
mans wh03 killed4 a lion2, indeed has no fear'. If the noun qualified is a direct ob
ject and, peculiarly, an adverbial modifier, a corresponding object suffix may be 
attached to the verb of the relative clause: lJ,adii lJ,adii diigtiira lJ,adii lJ,adii 
ziiyna/iilf-o C ayniit [$olot] OOgimu 'a diibtiira reciting a kind [of prayer] that we do 
not know'; nagtu bariifs,a >azom >ansasatat ziilliiwa-wo yafs,iidu 'they go to the 
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thicket in which there are wild animals' (lit. 'to the thicket - wild animals - are in 
it (object suffix) - they go'). Relative clauses are very often combined with> <1YYu: 
><1tul siib2 Z<13-~iitiilii4 siibs Z<16-/iirdrog m<1ng<1sti9 ><1YYulO 'the man who killed 
another man is tried by the government' (lit. '[that] wh06 tries7-himg thel mans 
whOJ killed4 [another] man2 is lO [the] governmen~'). 

Copular and Possessive Expressions 
The copula and the verbum substantivum in Tigrinya are conjugated in the follow
ing way: 

Table lS.7 Copula 

Sg. 1 
2 
3 

PI. 1 
2 
3 

Masculine 

>il5a C:ll5a)!>allol5a 
>:lyyu!>allo 

>il5um C:ll5um)J>allol5um 
>:lyyomP alliiwu 

Common 

>:lyyii/>allol5u 

>ina/>allona 

Feminine 

>il5i C:ll5i)J>allol5i 
>:lyya/> alia 

>i\5:ln C:lI5:ln)J>allol5:ln 
>:lyyiinPalliiwa 

The copula is used in sentences with nominal predicate in the present: ~aww.JY 
d<1!sa ><1YYu 'my brother is poor'; >abbu>om !iibbib ><1YYu 'their father is a smith'; 
zar s<1m/iiriis ><1YYu 'zar is the name of a horse'. The verbs niil:!iirii and konii (in 
the future) replace the copula in the past and in the future: k<11<1ttPom >aww<1n 
siir~ti niil:!iiru 'both of them were thieves'; cal:!iy siib k<1!pww<1n ><1YYu 'he will be 
an important person' . 

The verb >a110 denotes existence and presence: >ab giizay >a11iiwu 'they are in 
my house'; >al:!tu liirii/ miigiiggi na><1stoy giizaw<1tti >a110 'on the border of the 
road there are some houses'. 

Existence in the past and in the future is expressed by niil:!iirii and konii, respec
tively; in the last case the verb halbwii is also used. 

The verb >a110 with object suffixes is used to express possession. The first con
sonant of the suffix is geminated; the form of the verb depends upon the gender/ 
number of the object possessed: nab r<1~~ ~giir (c w.J~oro > a11o-nni 'I have a meet
ing in a remote country'; ><1ta siil:!iiyti ~ntit gWa/ >a11atta 'this woman has one 
daughter'. 
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19 Tigre 

ShlomoRaz 

Tigre is spoken mainly in Eritrea, and is the northernmost Ethiopian Semitic 
tongue. The majority of speakers are Muslims (above 60 percent); most of the rest 
are Christians. The number of speakers is put at between quarter and half a million 
(according to the Ministry of Education of Eritrea, February 1997, it is about 
800,000). The Mansa' dialect is the only speech which has a corpus of written ma
terial, and as such may approach the concept of standard language. Written mate
rial consists of Bible translations, especially by members of the Swedish 
Evangelical mission, collections of texts in prose and verse and grammatical work 
by missionaries and European scholars. Two varieties of speech may be men
tioned: first, that of the nomad tribe of Beni 'Amer who live close to the border 
with the Sudan. They are bilinguals, the other language they speak being the non
Semitic Beja, which is the substrate Cushitic language of Tigre as a whole. Their 
Tigre differs in many ways from that of Mansa'. Secondly, the Tigre language is 
used as a lingua franca along the Ethiopian coast of the Red Sea, notably in Mas
sawa where it is is heavily influenced by spoken Arabic, which is another lan
guage medium in the same area. 

Phonology 

Consonants 
The phonemic inventory of Tigre consonants consists of twenty-four phonemes, as 
shown on p. 447. The corresponding inventory of graphemes of traditional Ethiopic 
orthography by which most Tigre texts have been rendered includes also pIp, c, and 
x, which appear in a small number of foreign words. All consonants except laryn
geals e, c, I), lJ) and semivowels (w, y) are subject to gemination. C, S, g and imay 
appear as the palatalized forms of t, s, d, and z (i occurring only in this phonetic 
context). This palatalization takes place with dentals and alveolars, in final posi
tion, in forms to which the sg.lc. pronoun suffix is attached, e.g. masiinit 'friends', 
masiinicce 'my friends'; gaziiz 'glass', gaziiiie 'my glass' etc. The articulatory po
sition of the variants of Iql is post-velar, i.e. the same as that of PI or /,1; examples: 
[)a(b~r] 'tombs' (Paqoor/), [ma>r~Q] 'condition' (/maqr~Q/). Followed by a laryn
geal or by an ejective anywhere in the word, PI and J</ may be in free variation with 
one another, as in [>arqay/<arqay] 'bed' (/<arqay/); [>all~~/'all~~] 'hawk' (I>all~~I). 
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Q h 

u 

From the articulatory point of view each vowel is distinctive in regard to tongue 
height and tongue advancement, excluding the alii contrast which is in terms of 
vowel quantity, e.g. /gadam/ 'now then, so, thus', /giidam/ 'plain, country'; /man! 
'who?', /man/ 'right (hand)'; /ba<al/ 'master, owner', !ba<iil/ 'holy day, holiday'. 
Exceptional is the case of words with a final CV -type syllable, when v is a low 
front vowel. In such a case no phonemic contrast of quality may occur and vowel 
duration is subject to stress and syllabic structure, e.g. [sabka] or [sabk&] 'your 
people' (lsabkal); [sabk&-tom] 'they are your people' (lsabka tom!); [Q6~a] or 
[Qo~&] 'sand' (lQo~aI). Instead of the alii contrast, Leslau (1945) and others prefer 
the use of the phonemic contrast ii/a which marks a difference of quality only be
tween all vowels of Tigre. Such an approach facilitates the phonological descrip
tion and also brings Tigre into line with some prominent Ethiopian Semitic 
languages, e.g. Amharic and Tigrinya, yet it ignores the existence of phonemic du
ration and its role in the syllabic structure and the accentual system (for a lengthier 
discussion of the problem see Raz 1983: 6-11). 

Suprasegmental Features 
The chain of speech stress in Tigre is non-distinctive and shifts easily from one 
syllable to the other. Even single words in isolation may be devoid of lexical 
stress, as in da>am or da>am 'but'. 
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Morphology 

Pronouns 
The independent personal pronouns in Tigre are as follows: 

Singular Plural 
lc.>ana lc./:tana 
2m. >anta 2f. >anti 2m. >antum 2f. > antan 
3m. hatu 3f. hata 3m. hatom 3f. hatan 

The forms used as pronominal suffixes are as follows (the order of forms is the 
same as in the previous table): sg.: -yeo -ka. -ki. -U. -a; pI.: -na. -kum. kan. -om. -an. 
In conjunction with verbs the pronominal suffixes have the following forms: sg.: 
-nil-nni. -kal-kka. -kil-kki. -ol-wol-yol-hul-yu. -al-wal-yal-ha; pI.: -nal-nna. 
-kuml-kkum. -kanl-kkan. -oml-woml-yom! -hom. -anl-wanl-yanl-han. 

Reflexive. Reciprocal. Possessive. Interrogative and Relative Pronouns 
For the reflexive pronoun the forms nos (nafs in the translation of the New Testa
ment in Tigre). ra>as 'self' are used. e.g. nosa tasannaqat 'she hanged herself'; 
ra>asu 'he himself'. The reciprocal pronoun is expressed by means of nosnos or 
/:tad. e.g. >at lablo nosnosom tahagagaw 'they conferred with one another saying 
.. .'. /:tad is not conjugated and is usually used of two. e.g. /:tad> admac aw 'they 
struck at each other'. The independent possessive pronoun consists of inflected 
nay. e.g. naye 'mine'. The interrogative pronouns are as follows: mi 'what?'; man 
'who? whose? whom?; >ayi (inflected) 'which?'. The relative particle (= defi
nite article. cf. Deictics and Definiteness. p. 450) is usually attached to the verb. 
immediately preceding it. e.g .... dagge wanin latatbahal 'which is called "animal 
village .. •. 

Nouns 

Gender 
The gender of the singular noun is statable lexically. the plural form gender being 
subject to the state of animateness of the noun. e.g. masculine nouns: katab 'book'. 
ganday 'log of wood' ,faluy 'bull calf'. wad 'son'. >anas 'man'; feminine nouns: 
gabay 'road' .talit 'female calf'. walat 'daughter'. >assit 'woman' (note the t end
ing of the feminine animate form in the above examples). 

Nouns Qualified by Numerals 
A noun qualified by a numeral occurs in the singular form. e.g. kaPe wa>at 'two 
cows' (pI. >a/:ta 'cows'. salas /:Iiil 'three maternal uncles' (pI. /:Iiilotat 'maternal 
uncles'). 
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The Basic Forms of Noun Formation 
These are the collectives or the countable singulars. The collective nouns never 
occur with numerals, whereas the countable singulars may be modified by a nu
meral, e.g. gabil (colI.) 'people, tribes, nation', gabilat (countable sg.) '(one) 
tribe', gabiiy;}l (pI.) 'tribes, people'. qata/,leaves, foliage', qatfat 'leaf', ~aqalf;}f 
'leaves'. The concord typical of the collective is masculine singular, with one ex
ception: animate nouns may have either singular or plural concord. The singula
tive is derived from the collective by means of suffixes. Either (1) -at, the gender 
of which is feminine, or less frequently, (2) the suffix -iiy, the gender of which is 
masculine, is added, as in r;}siiS 'lead', r;}siisat 'a bullet, a piece of lead' ,bun 'cof
fee', bunat 'a coffee bush/grain', qadar 'gnats', qadriiy 'a gnat'. 

Plural Forms 
These are suffixed plurals and broken plurals. Some suffixed plural forms are: -iit, 
-otiit, examples giir 'matter, thing', pI. giiriit; gabhat 'forehead', pI. gabhotiit. The 
broken plurals and the countable singulars are not predictable from each other's 
forms, though certain singUlar patterns correspond more often than not to certain 
plural patterns. Some types typical of the broken plural forms are as follows: 
~aCaCC;}C, CaCaCC;}C, CaCaCCi(t}, ~aCCVC, ~aC;}CCat, CVCVC. Some ex
amples: balasat 'fig', pI. ~aball;}s; k;}ffal 'portion', pI. kafaff;}l; kadbet 'floor', pI. 
kadabbi(t}. 

Suffixed Derivatives 
In addition to the formation of suffixed nouns dealt with hitherto, there are other 
noun plus suffix formations which form semantic classes of their own, as follows: 
diminutives ('asmall'), e.g. biib 'gate, door', bebiiy 'small door, wicket', mawrad 
'ring', mawredat 'little ring'; pejoratives ('a poor, bad'), e.g. bet 'house', betiiy 
ruined house, house in poor condition', ~;}niis 'man', ~;}nesat 'worthless man'; 
augmentatives ('a big, large'), e.g. baCat 'cave', baCiiy 'large cave'; paucatives 
('a few'), e.g. wa~at 'cow', waCiit 'a few cows'); paucative pejoratives ('some 
poor, bad'), e.g. sab 'men, people', sab~etiim 'a few people (paucative)', sab~etiit 
'some poor (= miserable) people'. Paucatives imply plural; the rest are singUlar 
and countable. 

Participles 
The active participle expresses the agent (the doer) and is also used in the forma
tion of compound tenses (see p. 454), the passive one is mainly used as an adjec
tive (see p. 450). All active participles excluding triradicals of type A (see p. 451) 
make use of the prefix ma- and the suffix -ay, and all passive participles have the 
ultimate vowel -u- (sg. m.) and -;}- (sg. f.). 

Examples of active participles, type A: qiib;}l 'former', qiiblat (f.), qiibliim (pI. 
m.) qiibliit (pI. f.); Passive participle type A: q;}rub 'near, kin', q;}rb;}t/q;}reb (f.), 
q;}rubiim (pI. m.), q;}rubiit (pI. f.). 

Patterns oftype B, active participle: maqatliiy, maqatliiyt (f.), maqatlat (pI. m. 
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and f.). Examples: ma~ amriiy 'scientist' , ma~ amriiyt (f.), ma~ amrat (pl.); passive 
participle: q<Jttul, q<Jtt<JlIq<Jtt<JI<Jt, q<Jttuliim, q<Jttuliit. 

Type C, active participle: maqiitliiy, maqiitliiyt (f.), maqiitlat (pI. m. and f.). 
Examples: mawtilmiiy 'slanderer', mawtilmiiyt (f.), mawtilmat (pl.); passive par
ticiple: qutul, qutl<Jt (f.), qutultim (pI. m.), qutultit (pI. f.). 

Infinitives 
Type A verbs yield the forms qatil, q<Jtlat, q<Jtlo, m<Jqttil, q<Jtle, qat<JI. The form qa
til seems to be the more frequent. 

Nouns Denoting the Instrument, Place or Result 
The name of the instrument has the prefix ma- and the suffix -i attached to the 
stem, the pattern being maqtali, e.g. masawari 'brush' (sawara 'to paint', type B, 
semivowels are not geminated). The pattern m<Jqtiil is used in the expression of 
the name of the place, as in m<Jqwtil, 'hiding place' (root kwl). The name of prod
uct or result (= resultative) is expressed by means of the pattern q<Jtttil, e.g. /:l<Jrriid 
'that which is/has been slaughtered', /:l<Jddiig 'that which is/has been left'. 

Suffixes -nna and -nnat 
Abstract nouns having one of these suffixes are constructed from the stem C<JC<JC 
(triradicals), to which the suffix is added by means of the juncture feature <J, e.g. 
b<J$$<J/:l<Jnnalb<J$$<J/:l<Jnnat 'maturity'. 

Prepositions 
The most important ones are: ntiy 'of', ~<Jl 'to, for', ~<Jb 'about (a topic), with (co
mitative), within', ~<Jt 'in, on, to, against', m<Jn 'from', ~<Jg<JI 'for, to', k<Jm 'like', 
m<Js<JI 'with (comitative)" ~<Jg<JI 'as for'; compounds m<Jn la<al 'above', m<Jn ta/:lat 
'under', ~<Jt ~af'before' etc. 

Adjectives 
For the most part, the adjective precedes the noun which it qualifies, e.g. bab <abi 
'big gate'. Adjectives may have suffixed plurals or broken plurals. The plural suf
fixes -(y)iim (m.) and -(y)tit (f.), are regularly used with participial adjectives (tri
radical, type A, see p. 449), e.g. ntif<J< 'useful', niirat (sg. f.), niiriim (pI. m.), 
niirtit (pI. f.); s<Jbur 'broken', s<Jb<Jrls<Jbrat (sg. f.), s<Jburiim (pI. m.), s<Jburiit (pI. 
f.). 

Deictics 

Definiteness 
The invariable particle la- serves as the definite article (cf. Pronouns, p. 448). The 
usual order encountered is article + qualifier + qualified, as in lagendtib ~ <Jntis 'the 
oldman'. 
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Demonstratives 
The demonstrative fOIms for near objects are: ~alli (sg. m.), ~alla (sg. f.), ~a/lom 
(pI. m.), ~allan (pI. f.). For distant objects, the fOIms are (some variants occur) 
lohay, loha, lohom, lohan. The noun is preceded by the demonstrative adjective in 
the case of distant objects, e.g. ~allan ~am~altit 'these days', ~ab la~awktid lohay 
'at that time'. The demonstrative adjective can both precede and follow the noun, 
as in loha ~ aktin loha 'that place'. 

Numerals 
The cardinal numerals are as follows: 

1 worot/woro 20 ~asra 

lJatte (f.) 30 saltisa 
2 kaf>ot (m.) 40 ~arba~a 

kaf>e (f.) 50 lJamsa 
3 salas 60 sassa 
4 ~arba~ 70 sab~a 

5 lJamas 80 samtinya 
6 sas 90 sa~a/tas~a 

7 sabu~ 100 ma~at (sg.) 
8 sam tin ~ am~ tit (pI.) 
9 saC 1,000 salJ (sg.) 

10 ~asar ~aslJtit(pI.) 

The Arabic loanword ~alf'I,OOO', pI. ~tiltiJ, is occasionally used. To denote an 
unspecified large number the word ~ alf (whose plural is also ~ tilti!) may be used. 
~alfis also used to denote '10,000'. The numbers 11 to 19 are expressed by placing 
the units numeral immediately after the invariable element ~ asar ' 10' while an op
tional -wa 'and' may connect both elements, e.g. (asar (wa)lJatte 'eleven' (f.). 

The ordinal number 'first' is expressed by qadtim (m.), qadtimit (f.), 
qadtimytim (pI. m.), qadtimytit (pI. f. [cf. Participles, pp. 449-50]). Ordinal num
bers from second to eleventh are gender sensitive. The masculine has the patterns 
CtiCaC and CtiCCtiy, and the feminine is CtiCCtiyt. For eleventh to nineteenth, in
variable (asar is followed by the appropriate ordinal, with an optional wa- in be
tween. qadtimtiy (m.), qadtimtiyt (f.) is used in the case of the numeral' 11', e.g. 
(asar waqadtimtiy 'eleventh'. The ending -tiy fOIms ordinal numerals for round 
tens, hundreds and thousands. 

Verbs 

Types A, B, C and D , 
Type A is the basic stem in relation to which the fOIm and meaning of the other 
types is considered. Type B has the medial radical geminated, e.g. (allaba 'to 
count'. Type C has a long ti after the first radical e.g. dtigama 'to tell'. Type D is 
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characterized by a repetition of the mid radical, with an ti in between, e.g. baltilasa 
'to answer repeatedly'. 

Negation of the Verb 
A verb is rendered negative by means of the prefixed article >i-, e.g. >i-sarqa 'he 
did not steal'. 

Prefixed Derivatives of the Four Types of Verb 
Verbs of each of the four types may occur with a preformative whose function and 
meaning is usually related to coexisting verbs of other types and derivatives. 
These are four preformatives: ta-, >a-, >at- and >atta-. In general terms ta- is used 
to express the passive form of type A and B verbs and reciprocity in type C and D 
verbs. The other three preformatives are used to express various aspects of the no
tion of causation. 

Basic Morphological Categories of the Verb 
Tigre has three morphological categories of the verb: perfect, imperfect and jus
sive. 

Verb Inflection 
Type A: qan$a 'to get up': 

Sg. I qana$ko PI. 1 qana$na 
Sg.2m. qana$ka PI. 2m. qana$kum 

f. qana$ki f. qana$kan 
Sg.3m. qan$a PI. 3m. qan$aw 

f. qan$at f. qan$aya 

Imperfect: 

Sg. 1 >aqanna$ PI. 1 >anqanna$ 
Sg.2m. taqanna$ PI. 2m. taqan$o 

f. taqan$i f. taqan$a 
Sg.3m. laqanna$ PI. 3m. laqan$o 

f. taqanna$ f. laqan$a 

Jussive: 

Sg.l >aqna$ PI. 1 naqna$ 
Sg.2m. taqna$ PI. 2m. taqna$o 

f. taqna$i f. taqna$a 
Sg.3m. laqna$ PI. 3m. laqna$o 

f. taqna$ f. laqna$a 
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Imperative (derived from the jussive): qana~, qana~i, qana~o, qana~a. 

Type B, perfect: mazzana 'to weigh'; imperfect/jussive: lamazzan (sg. 3m.), 
tamazni (sg. 2f.); imperative: mazzan, mazni, etc. 

Type C, perfect: kiitaba 'to vaccinate'; imperfect/jussive lakiitab; imperative: 
katab. 

Type D, perfect: balalasa 'to answer repeatedly'; imperfect/jussive: labalalas; 
imperative: balalas. 

Prefix ta-. After ta-, the distinction between A and B is neutralized. Perfect: 
taqarra¢a 'to be cut off'; imperfect /jussive: latqarrar; imperative: taqarrar. ta
C: taqabala 'to meet'; imperfect/jussive: latqabal; imperative: taqabal. ta-D: 
tanabiibara 'to live a bit on agriculture and a bit on cattle herding'; imperfect/ 
jussive: latnababar; imperative: tanabiibar. 

>a-A: This is the sole instance of a triradical derivative where a formal distinc
tion between the imperfect and the jussive morphological categories is main
tained. Perfect: >angafa 'to save, to let escape'; imperfect: lanaggaf, jussive: 
langaf, imperative: >angaf. 

> a-B: > abattala 'to stop, to bring to a standstill'; imperfect/jussive: labaftal; im
perative: > abattal. 

>a-C, perfect: >a~abata 'to get hold of'; imperfect/jussive: la~abat; imperative: 
)a~abat. 

There is no *>a-D type. Its place in the system is taken by >at-D. 
Prefix >at-: There is no *>at-A (except with initial laryngeals). Its place in the 

system is taken by >a-A and >atta-A. . 
>at-B, perfect: >atbaggasa 'to cause to move off'; imperfect/jussive: latbaggas; 

imperative: >atbaggas. 
)at-C, perfect: >atrasana 'to heat'; imperfect/jussive: latrasan; imperative: 

>atrasan. 
>at-D, perfect: >atqabiibala 'to go to and fro'; imperfect/jussive: latqabiibal; 

imperative: >atqababal. 
Prefix >atta- is functional only with type A verbs. >atta-A, perfect: >attaqra¢a 

'to let cut off'; imperfect/jussive: lattaqra¢. 

Quadriradical Verbs 
The quadriradicals follow the order 1.2.3.4. as in > ambata 'to begin', 1.2.1.2. as 
in barbara 'to mix', and 1.2.3.3. as in qarta!a 'to break into pieces'. 

Compound Verbs 
The first element in the compound may exist as a lexical entity or be dependent 
upon the occurrence of the compound. The second element of the compound is 
limited to three verbs: bela 'to say', wada 'to do, to make', andga>a 'to become'. 
Examples: balJal bela 'to pardon, to excuse', barafwada 'to clear off', han ga>a 
'to become speechless'. 
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Complex Expressions of Time Relations 
More specific time relations than those mentioned on p. 452 can be expressed by 
means of a complex. 

>agal + jussive + tu as the expression of futurity. This complex is regularly used 
in the expression of future tense, e.g.jagar ba~a< > agal nigis tu 'tomorrow we shall 
go to Massawa' (lit. 'tomorrow Massawa in order that we should go [it] is'). This 
complex is also used to express imminence. 

Imperfect + auxiliary (halla or >alla). The complex imperfect + halla (the verb 
of existence in the present) is essentially used to express an activity in progress at 
the time of speaking, or an actual state. This use resembles in meaning the English 
"present continuous" or "progressive," e.g. I)ana hadiiy natjarrar hallena 'we are 
going to the wedding'. 

>ando + perfect + cala (~an1}a). The notion expressed by this complex refers to 
(a result of) an event or a situation whose beginning (and end) is previous to an
otheI specified, or understood, point of time (approximating to the meaning of the 
past-perfect tense in English), e.g. hatu >agalla>ando I)awana la<ala >amlakot 
rabbi I)addasayu 'he renewed the adoration of God which had been yveakened'. 

Perfect + lea + auxiliary. This complex consists of a verb in the perfect followed 
by the conjunction ka- (meaning 'and [then]') which is itself followed by an aux
iliary verb. The auxiliary verb can be halla, <ala or ~anl)a. Perfect + ka + halla 
denotes the perfective past (approximating to the meaning of the present-perfect 
tense in English). Perfect + ka + <ala expresses the past-perfect, whereas the verb 
~anl)a introduces the notion of 'already', e.g. nafsu gesat ka~anl)at 'he had already 
died' (lit. 'his soul went and waited'). 

Participle + auxiliary. The complex participle + halla is mainly used to denote 
the present-perfect, e.g. nagus kabasa mii~a> halla 'the king of Kabasa has ar
rived'. The complex participle + (ala/~anl)a denotes the past-perfect. 

Prepositions, Adverbs, Conjunctions, Interjections 

Prepositions 
Many adverbs and prepositions are similar in form. Distinction between such ad
verbs and prepositions is made here according to whether they lack or possess a 
complement (almost all prepositions may have pronominal suffixes), e.g. masal 
nabraw 'they lived together' (adverb); masalka > agayas 'I shall go with you' 
(preposition ). 

Adverbs 
The linguistic stock from which adverbs are constructed comprises nouns, adjec
tives, infinitives, participles, particles, etc. Some words and particles function 
only as adverbs. The most frequent structure containing a noun or a verbal noun, 
is that of the nominal element preceded by the preposition >ab 'with, by' (see 
Prepositions, above), e.g. >ab safiig 'quickly'. 
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Conjunctions 
The main coordinating conjunctions are as follows: wa- 'and', -ma 'or', wok 'or', 
ka- 'and, and so, therefore' (corresponding to/a- in CA), da~am 'but', da~ikon 'on 
the contrary, rather'. 

Interjections 
These are (1) words used as interjections only and are morphologically unanalyz
able, and (2) words otherwise belonging to other parts of speech, e.g. (1) hCJs/sCJt 
'be quiet! ',hCJ~/waha 'ah!', ~ay/~ayo/yCJwu 'woe!', gaddo~ 'oh wonder! '. (2) QCJsse 
'excellent!' (QCJsse, pI. QCJssetiit 'honor, good deed' - a noun; VQYs); kCJn 'away!' 
(bn 'there' - an adverb). 

Syntax 

Word Order in the Sentence 
There are three main features of word arrangement typical of the Tigre sentence, 
as follows: 

1 The main verb is regularly placed at the end of the sentence. 
2 Complements and qualifiers precede the words they qualify. 
3 The subject is usually placed at the beginning of the sentence, e.g. worot 

~CJniis mCJsCJI nCJwiiyu wa$ewahu ~CJt qisot cala 'a man lived with his family 
and his cattle in a hamlet' (lit. 'one man with his cattle and his family in 
hamlet was'). 

A common phenomenon in speech is the word order in which a noun other than 
the subject heads the sentence. The word which occupies first place in the sentence 
is the topic, e.g. ~ CJssit Qilata Qawiinit ta 'the strength of a woman is her weakness' 
(lit. 'woman her-strength weakness [it] is'). 

Nominal Sentences 
In sentences whose predicate is a nominal form, a copula pronoun must intervene. 
The paradigm of the independent copula consists of the following forms: singular: 
tu (m.), ta (f.); plural: tom (m.), tan (f.). In the first and second person, the forms 
encountered are those of the first and second person personal pronouns (see p. 
448). Examples: ~ana mCJn gabil mansac ~ana 'I am from the tribe of Mans a"; sab 
mansac mCJn badirom bstiin tom 'the people of Mansa' are Christian from long 
ago'. In the negative tu is replaced by the suppletive fossilized form ~ikon, as in: 
higaye rCJtuC ~ikon 'my speech is not correct'. 

Expression of Existence and Possession 
To express the notion of 'to be, to exist' (including the locative 'there is') in the 
present tense, the verb halla (typeB, V*hlw) is used. When this verb occurs in the 
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perfect form, it has the meaning of present, e.g. rabbi halla 'God exists'. To de
note past tense, the verb C ala is used. These verbs are negated by means of the pre
fixed particle >i-, as in >awtobus >icala. >abballi sabab >alli >agid >ima~>ako 'there 
was no bus. Because of this 1 have not come sooner' . 

Possession is expressed by means of (1) the particle bu or badibu, both forms 
being conjugated in all persons, e.g. bazul) >akatbat badibye/baye 'I have many 
books', laga>a lagba> wad >dtJiim kaPe >ade badibu 'every human being has two 
hands'; (2) the perfect forms of the verb halla conjugated in the 3rd person plus 
the particle >al- (see Prepositions, p. 450), conjugated in all persons, e.g. >ana 
sanni mas>alit hallet >alye 'I have a good camera'. 

Conditional Sentences 
Sentences expressing real conditions have in the protasis either man + perfect, or 
perfect + man gabba> (fossilized), and in the apodosis any construction excluding 
the perfect form, e.g. kaP ot man latba> aso lazayad lamasmasa > at worot leta> ikon 
'if two persons quarrel, usually the cause is not on one [of them] only'; gale ga> aw 
man gaba> laghu dibom 'if anything happens to them, they are grieved about 
them'. Sentences which express unreal conditions have in the protasis either man 
+ imperfect or wa + perfect, and in the apodosis wa + perfect, e.g. wa>alli kallu 
man latkattab kalla la>eddina-ma >agallalatkattabo >akatbat wa>j>aklattom 'and 
if all of this were to be written, even the whole world would not suffice for the 
books to be written about it'; rabbi wa>ihabaya 'had not God given it (i.e. the 
chieftainship) to her'. 

The Modal Form wa + Perfect 
The complex wa + perfect may serve as a special form for modal expressions de
noting the unreality or uncertainty of the notion rendered by the predicate, e.g. 
>alla latal)ayas bet man >aya warakba 'where could he find a house which would 
be better than this (one)?'; lawaliidkum wa~acankum 'you should have let your 
children ride [the donkeys] , . 
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20 Amharic and Argobba 

Grover Hudson 

Amharic has perhaps fifteen million speakers, in Africa probably fewer than only 
Arabic, Swahili, Rausa, and Oromo. Amharic is also the second most populous 
Semitic language, after just Arabic. It is the lingua franca and constitutionally rec
ognized national language of Ethiopia, and the language of instruction of Ethio
pian public education in the primary grades. 

The traditional territory of the Amharas is the mountainous north-central part 
of Ethiopia consisting of the regions of Begemder (Gondar region), western Wel-
10, Gojjam, and Menz. Today, however, perhaps the majority of town and city 
dwelling Ethiopians, except in largely Tigrinya-speaking Tigre province, are at 
least second-language speakers of Amharic. Except in the core Amhara areas of 
Shoa, Gojjam and Begemder, Amharic speakers are often bilingual, and probably 
most have another Ethiopian language as their native language. 

Regional varieties or dialects of Amharic are recognized: of Shoa, Begemder, 
Gojjam and Menz-Wello. Differences are not major, and those which were men
tioned by Bender et al. (1976: 90-8) are noted below. Addis Ababa is nowadays 
the focus of Ethiopian economic and social life, and Addis Ababa Amharic has be
come the prestige dialect. 

Amharic manuscripts are known from the fourteenth century, and publication 
in Amharic has increased steadily since the tum of the century. Amharic publica
tions today include writings of all sorts: poetry, newspapers, literary and news 
magazines, drama, novels, history, textbooks, etc. Amharic language magazines 
are published in the USA and Europe to serve the Ethiopian expatriate populations 
there. In 1972, a national language academy was established in Ethiopia, with the 
purpose largely to standardize the language and, especially, to guide the expansion 
of the Amharic vocabulary. 

In recent and probably in ancient times, Amharic has had considerable geo
graphic spread in territory earlier populated by speakers of other languages, first 
the southern Agaw language of north-central Ethiopia, and recently languages of 
the south such as Cushitic Sidamo and Omotic Kaffa. As a result, Amharic has 
considerable lexical and typological similarities with these other languages. Am
haric also has borrowed from Ge'ez, a practice nowadays favored for the satisfac
tion of needs for technical, political, and other new vocabulary. Borrowing from 
Italian was common, especially during the Italian occupation of 1935-1941, but 
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nowadays the principal source of borrowings is English. 
Argobba, Amharic's sibling, is known in two separate areas: until recently west 

of the city of Harar, and at the eastern edge of Amhara territory about the Rift Val
ley escarpment towns of Ankober and Aliyu Amba in eastern Shoa. Probably most 
Argobba speakers are Muslims. All information reported below on the Argobba 
language is from Leslau 1959 and Leslau 1977. 

Most sections of the survey of Amharic which follows conclude with pertinent 
comparative comments about Argobba, though, in some cases, information on Ar
gobba is lacking. In some of the tables, Amharic and Argobba forms appear side 
by side. 

Phonology 

Consonants 
Below are shown the thirty-one consonant phonemes of Amharic; vI = voiceless, 
vd = voiced, em = emphatic. The consonant phonemes have the phonetic values 
generally suggested by their symbolization, except as follows: the emphatic con
sonants are glottalic ejectives; n is IPA]1, and, following common practice, the 
emphatic (voiceless) velar is here written q rather than ~. 

vI p t k,kw > 

vd b d g,g W 

em P f q,q W 

vI C 
vd J 
em ( 
vI f s S h, hW 

vd z Z 
em $ 

m n n 
I 

tap r 
w y 

The labialized velars kW, gW, qW, and hW could be considered sequences of the 
consonant and w; however, their status as phonemes is suggested by the fact that 
the Amharic writing system provides unique characters for these in their occur
rence before vowels other than a (before a there is a regular orthographic forma
tion for labialization of all consonants). 

The voiceless labial stops p and p are rare, appearing only in loanwords, though 
some borrowings with p are long established in the language, such as ityoppya 
'Ethiopia' « Greek). The voiced labiodental fricative [v] occurs in some recent 
borrowings such as volibol 'volleyball'. The glottal stop, glottal fricative, and la-
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bialized velars do not occur at the end of syllables (or, thus, words), nor the alveo
palatal nasal at the beginning of words. Otherwise, words begin and end with any 
of the consonants. In rural Amharic $ may be replaced by ! and i and j may be free 
variants. The glottal stop could be considered an allophonic effect of syllable
initial vowels, as in r]ityoppya 'Ethiopia', siW]at 'hour, clock/watch'. 

As in Amharic, p and p are lacking in Argobba except in borrowed words, and 
$ has been replaced by!. Word-final t> d, usually, as in Argobba bed 'house' 
(Amharic bet), and h has survived where generally it has been lost in Amharic as 
in Argobba hand 'one' (Amharic and). 

Consonant Allophones 
The voiceless stops are slightly aspirated except when umeleased, and are re
leased except before other stops and nasals within a phrase. The nongeminate 
voiced labial and velar stops b and g have fricative variants [~] and [y] between 
vowels within words, e.g. le[~]a 'thief', war y]a 'price'. For most speakers q wii > 
qo and qWa > qu, with resulting variants such as qWiissiilii/qossiilii 'he was wound
ed' and q wa!arlqu!ar 'number', but for others the velar and labial stops are labial
ized before round vowels, e.g. br]ota 'place', qr]um 'stop/stand!'. The glides w, 
y are extremely lax between vowels. In the northern dialects, except that of Gond
ar, there is palatal glide insertion after obstruents before the front vowels i and e, 
which may in this case be centralized: e.g. bet> [bYet] 'house' and hid> [hYid] 'go 
(sg. 2m.)!'. In Menz, the velar stops k and q are palatalized to c and 9, respective
ly, before i and e. 

Long Consonants 
All the consonants except h may occur long (geminated) between vowels and oc
casionally word finally, with the approximate duration of a two-consonant se
quence. Below, the long consonants are written as sequences of like consonants, 
except when lexically contrastive length must be distinguished from morphologi
cally significant doubling, so e.g. t:, S:, are written. The retroflex phoneme r, 
singly a tap, is a trill when long. 

Morphophonemic Palatalizations 
When stem final and followed by the sg. 2f. suffix -i, the instrumental and agen
tive suffix -i and the conjunctive sg. 1 suffix -e, the alveolar consonants except r 
are replaced by the corresponding alveopalatals: t> c, d > j,! > 9, s > S, z > Z (and 
optionally i > j), $ > !, n> n, and, except in the dialect of Menz, I> y. The suffix 
-i may be absent with these palatalizations. Note that these palatalizations do not 
occur before i and e otherwise (e.g. set 'woman'), not even in nouns suffixed by 
-e of the sg. 1 possessive (e.g. bet-e 'my house'). 

The same palatalizations occur with the cognate Argobba suffixes. 

Vowels 
The seven vowel phonemes of Amharic are shown below. The vowel phonemes 
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have the phonetic values generally suggested by their symbolization, except as 
follows: a is a high central vowel, IP Ai, and ii is a mid central vowel, IP A A, ac
cording to some tending to low front [E], especially after the alveopalatal conso
nants. The mid-front vowel e is lowered to [E], after h, as in h[E]dii 'he went'. 
Words begin and end in any of the vowels except that a does not occur final in a 
phrase except with the question suffix -na (see p. 481), nor ii word initially except 
in the interjection iirii 'really!' 

;:) U 

e a 
a 

o 

Argobba has marginally, in addition to the seven vowel phonemes of Amharic, 
a: (long a) in Arabic loanwords. Leslau mentions round allophones of ii and a, and 
long allophones of i and o. Argobba words begin but do not end in ii, having final 
a where Amharic cognates have ii. 

Vowel Elision 
Vowel sequences involving a and ii are generally absent owing to the elision of 
these two by the other vowels; furthermore, a is elided by ii: bii-arga! > biirga! 
'truly (lit. 'in truth')" bii-anei > banei 'by you (sg. 2f.),. A sequence of like 
vowels is reduced to one: asra-and> asrand 'eleven', yabiila-al > yabiilal 'he 
eats'. 

Vowel Epenthesis 
The high central vowel a is epenthesized when disallowed consonant sequences 
arise in affixation, e.g. y-niigr-h > yaniigrah 'he tells you (sg. m.)' . 

Vocalization 
The sg. 3m. and pI. 3 verb-subject prefix y- is replaced by i between consonants: 
s-y-hed> sihed 'when he goes', and-y-mii!a > andimiita 'that he come(s)'. 

Devocalization 
The high vowels i and u (typically the suffixes -i and -u of the sg. 2f. and pI. 3 of 
verbs, respectively) are replaced by glides y and w, respectively, when followed 
by a: taniigri-allas > taniigryallas 'you (sg. f.) tell', niiggiir-u-at > niiggiirwat 
'they told her'. 

Stress 
Stress is not prominent in Amharic, though main stress of words is typically audi
ble on stems rather than affixes (though the plural suffix may be stressed), but 
more so on closed rather than open syllables. There is, however, little research on 
this topic. 
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Morphology 

Pronouns 
In Tables 20.1-20.3 (p. 462) are presented the independent pronouns and two sets 
of suffix pronouns. The Amharic object suffix pronouns are shown with the past 
tense verb niiggara 'he told', and the Amharic possessive suffix pronouns with the 
noun bet 'house'. As in Leslau 1959, the Argobba object suffix pronouns are 
shown with the past tense verb giiddala 'he killed', and the Argobba possessive 
suffix pronouns with the noun bed 'house'. 

Independent Pronouns 
Amharic independent pronouns distinguish sg. 2poI., sg. 3poI. and pI. 3 forms, dis
tinctions merged in verb paradigms. Sg. 2poI. antu is common only in Wello and 
Gondar. The four pronouns with ass- each have alternate forms with ars-, e.g. ars
u 'he', ars-wo 'you sg. poL', which reflect the origin of these as reflexive
emphatics based on possessive forms (see p. 463) of *ars 'head' or *kars 'belly'. 
The pI. 2/3 forms reflect a plural morpheme annii- (as in anna-tas/aye 'those as
sociated with Tesfaye') prefixed to the sg. 213m. forms, respectively. Since verbs 
agree with their subjects, the independent pronouns are redundant as subjects un
less contrastive, in e.g. ane nann 'it's me', anta-m athedam 'you (sg. 2m.) won't 
go either', and they appear rarely as subjects of verbs, as, for example, when con
trastive. 

Pronominal objects are ordinarily expressed as verb suffixes, so again the inde
pendent pronouns appear only rarely as objects, as when contrastive. When they 
do so appear, the independent pronouns like definite nouns are suffixed by the def
inite object suffix -n (see p. 465): ane-n, anta-n, etc., e.g. asswa-n naggar-ku( -at) 
'I told her'. 

As possessives, the independent pronouns have the possessive prefix ya-, e.g. 
ya-nna 'our' (see p. 464). More commonly, pronoun possession is expressed by 
the possessive suffix pronouns (p. 463). 

In Argobba the independent pronouns with the basis kass- perhaps derive from 
reflexive-emphatic pronouns consisting of the noun kQrs 'belly' with the posses
sive suffixes. Argobba lacks the 2nd and 3rd person polite forms. 

Object Suffixed Pronouns 
Instead of sg. 3m. -w (naggara-w 'he told him'), the form -t appears after round 
vowels, e.g. niiggar-u-t 'they told him', nagr-o-t 'he, telling him'. After conso
nants other than alveopalatals the object suffixes of the sg. 1, sg. 3m. and pI. 1 
have a: -ann, -aw, and -an, respectively, e.g. niiggar-k-ann 'you (sg. m.) told me', 
wasad-aw '(you (sg. m.» take him!' The initial part -acc of the pI. 2 and pI. 3 suf
fixes probably reflects a plural suffix cognate with the noun plural suffix -occ. 

There are prepositions ba- 'with, (up )on, against' and la- 'for, in the interest of' 
which may be suffixed to verbs in the forms -bb-, -/1-, respectively, in which case 
they take the object suffix pronouns of the above set with the exception of sg. 3m. 
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Table 20.1 Independent pronouns 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 :me iiy 
2m. antii ank 

f. anci anc 
pol. asswo/antu 

3m. assu kassu 
f. asswa kassa 
pol. assacciiw 

PI. 1 anna anna 
2 annantii annakum 
3 anniissu kassiim 

Table 20.2 Object suffix pronouns 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 niiggiirii-nn giiddiil-iii'l 
2m. niiggiirii-h giiddiil-ah 
f. niiggiirii-s giiddiil-ih 
pol. niiggiirii-wo( t) 

3m. niiggiirii-w giiddiil-e 
f. niiggiir-at giiddiil-ya 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

PI. 1 niiggiirii-n giiddiil-iinna 
2 niiggiir-aCcahu giiddiil-ahu(m) 
3 niiggiir-acciiw giiddiil-em 

Table 20.3 Possessive suffix pronouns 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 bet-e bed-ya/bed-e 
2m. bet-ah bed-ah 
f. bet-as bed-ih 
pol. bet-wo 

3m. bet-u bed-u 
f. bet-wa bed-wa 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

PI. 1 bet-aCcan bed-enno 
2 bet-aCcahu bed-ahu(m) 
3 bet-acciiw bed-iimmu 
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-at instead of -aw: darraqa-bb-ann 'it dried up on me' (i.e., 'unfortunately for 
me'), ,mdifarda-ll-at 'that he judge in his favor'. When not suffixed to verbs, these 
prepositions accept the independent pronouns as their objects, e.g. bane « ba
ane) 'by/on me', banci « ba-anci) 'by/on you (sg. f.),. 

Possessive SuffIXed Pronouns 
Instead of -u, the sg. 3m. form -w appears after round vowels, e.g. baqlo-w 'his 
mule'. The vowel of the sg. 2m. and sg. 2f. suffixes is not epenthetic; bet + s, for 
example, would not require epenthesis. The initial part -acc of the pI. 1/2/3 suffix
es again probably reflects a cognate of the noun plural suffix -occ. The possessive 
suffix pronouns are mutually exclusive with the suffix of the definite article (see 
p.464). 

Reflexive-Emphatic Pronouns 
These are expressed as possessives of the noun ras 'head', e.g. ras-e 'myself', ras
acean 'ourselves', as in: 

ras-u-n godda-w 
self-his-Def. injured(he )-it 
'He injured himself.' 

Argobba reflexive pronouns are based on nabs 'soul' (nabs-e 'myself') or 
damah 'head'. 

Interrogative Pronouns 
These include man 'who' (man-an 'whom'), man 'what' (mandar in mandar naw 
(> mandanniiw) 'what is it?'), mace 'when', and yat /yet 'where', which take the 
suffix -m ( -am with epenthesis) to provide negative indefinite pronouns, e.g. man
am alma!tam 'nobody came', yat-am alhedam 'I won't go anywhere'. Other ques
tion words are yatanilaw 'which', sant 'how much', laman 'why' (lit. 'for what'), 
anda-man 'how' (andii 'like'), and andet 'how' « anda-yat 'like where'). 

Argobba interrogative pronouns include ma(n) 'who?', man 'what?', yedannaw 
(m.), yeyennawa (f.) 'which?', yed and ce 'where?', and macce 'when?' The suf
fix -m (-am with epenthesis) forms negative indefinite pronouns, e.g. man-am 
, anything' . 

Nouns 

Gender 
Gender is mostly natural, but a few inanimate nouns are typically treated as gram
matically feminine, including the sun and moon, names of countries, automobiles, 
and small animals such as mice, the latter reflecting a diminutive usage of femi
nine gender. Many feminine human nouns end in t, an archaic non-productive 
feminine ending, e.g. annat 'mother', ahat 'sister', nagast 'queen' (cf. nagus 
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'king'), and there is a rare feminine suffix -it, as in arogit 'old woman' (aroge 
'old'), andit 'a little one (f.)' (and 'one') (seen in the feminine definite article 
it-u, see Definiteness, below). The gender of a noun is apparent in its choice of 
pronoun, agreement with the verb, determiners, and the definite article suffix. 

Argobba (as noted, p. 459), generally has d for Amharic word-final t, so thus 
in the archaic feminine suffix of e.g. tJhtJd 'sister'. 

Definiteness 
In masculine and common nouns, discourse-referential definiteness (= 'the 
above-mentioned') is expressed by the suffix -u/-w (-w after vowels). In feminine 
nouns, this is expressed by the suffixes -wa or -it-u: wtJsa-w 'the dog (m.)' (am
biguously 'his dog'), dtJmmiit-wa 'the cat (f.)' (ambiguously 'her cat') or dtJm
miit-itu 'the cat (f.)' . Definiteness is inherent in the possessive suffixes. The nouns 
siiw 'man' and set' woman' have special definite forms saw-tJyye-w 'the man' , set
tJyye-w 'the woman' with a suffix -tJyye perhaps indicating specificity (see 
below). 

In Argobba the suffixes -u/-w (m.) and -wa (f.). indicate definiteness: bed-u 
'the house (m.)', askiir-wa 'the (maid)servant (f.)'. 

Indefinite Article 
The numeral and 'one' functions as an indefinite specific article, especially on the 
introduction of human topics, as in and siiw(-tJyye) ma!1a 'a (certain) man came', 
where discourse continues about the man. Repetition of and expresses plural in
definite but inspecific 'some': andand saw mii!1a 'some (a few) people came'. 

Argobba hand' I' does not so function (Leslau 1959: 254, 256). 

Plurality 
The regular suffix of plurality is -(w/y)oec: bet-oec 'houses', zamiid-oec 'rela
tives'. The y is transitional after i/e, but w may follow any vowel: gabare-yoee/ 
gabare-woee. Alternatively, the vowel of the plural suffix may elide a preceding 
vowel: miikina-oec> miikinoee 'cars', baqlo-oec > biiqloec 'mules'. There are 
some irregular plurals in at and an, including qal-at 'words', qtJddus-an 'saints' 
(probably < Ge'ez). With plural quantifiers, the plural suffix may be absent: btJzu 
siiw 'many people', hulat ItJJ 'two children'. Adjectives may be pluralized (see p. 
466) and, archaically, the relativized verb (see p. 482). 

Argobba has the noun-plural suffix -(aYe, the vowel being absent following 
vowels: bed-ae 'houses', baqlo-e 'mules'. 

Genitive 
The genitive of nouns is expressed by the prefix ya-: ya-hanna tJnnat 'Hanna's 
mother', ya-kenya ambasador 'the Kenyan ambassador', ya-stJlk qU!tJr 'telephone 
number'. This prefix is absent if another prefix precedes, as in la-hanna tJnnat 'for 
Hanna's mother'. The same prefix marks the verb of the adjective clause (see p. 
482). 
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In Argobba the genitive prefix is yii: yii-wiidaJ-aya 'of my friend', which also 
is absent if another prefix is present: bii-wiidaJ-ayafiiriis 'on my friend's horse'. 

Object Suffu: 
Defmite objects of verbs, and sometimes indefinites in older writing, are suffixed 
by -n: bet-u-n wiiddiidii 'he liked the house', abbat-e-n niiggiir-ku 'I told my fa
ther'. A topicalized (raised as topic) definite accusative is marked as a "resump
tive" object pronoun on the verb (cf. p. 480): 

bet-u-n wiiddiid-ii-w 
house-the-Def. liked-he-it 
'He liked the house.' 

Argobba also suffixes -n to definite objects: hiiru-n atakfiite 'don't open the 
gate'. 

Topicalizer 
A suffix -m (-am with epenthesis) marks nouns as topical, in the sense raised 
anew, returned to as topic, or contrastive with others; for example, in {wat yohan
nas-am diiwwiilii-nn 'in the morning Yohannis called me', Yohannis is raised 
(anew or not) as a topic for further discussion, and in yohannas-am ya-miital 'as 
for Yohannis, he will comelY ohannis will come too', Yohannis contrasts with 
others. In questions, an equivalent morpheme is -ss: antii-ss? 'what about you (sg. 

)?' m ... 

Derived Nouns 
The instrument or location of a verb is formed on the infinitive (see p. 475) with 
the suffix -iya: miifriig-iya 'broom' (t'iirriigii 'he swept'), awroplan mariif-iya 
'airport, runway' (arriifii 'he rested, it landed (of airplane)'). The agent of a verb 
is expressed by a special stem with a after the second consonant of triconsonantal 
and quadriconsonantal verbs, and the suffix -i: siimi 'hearer', niigari 'teller', 
fiillagi 'seeker', tiirgWami 'translator'. In the agent ofbiconsonantal roots recon
structable as triconsonantals with medial y or w, the glide appears: hiyJ(i) 'goer' 
(hedii 'he went'), qiiwami 'stander' (qomii 'he stood'). 

A few other noun-deriving suffixes may be mentioned. An agent of a noun is 
formed with the suffix -iinna: qiild-iinna 'joker' (qiild 'joke' ),fiiriis-iinna 'horse
man' (Jiiriis 'horse'); this suffix also forms ordinal from cardinal numerals (see 
p. 467). Expressing characteristic association with the noun to which it is suffixed 
- nationality when suffixed to a country name - is -awi: ingliz-awi 'En
glish(man)', amiit-awi 'annually' (amiit 'year'). An abstract noun of quality is de
rived with the suffix -nniit: set-anniit 'womanhood' (set 'woman'), daha-nniit 
'poverty' (daha 'poor'). 

In Argobba the instrument of a verb is also form~ on the infinitive by the suffix 
-iya, as in mii!riig-iya 'broom'. Other suffixes as in Amharic are -nniit (laJ-nniit 
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'childhood') and -iinna (baliit-iinna 'cleverness'), the latter also forming ordinal 
from cardinal numerals (see p. 467). 

Adjectives 
There are words which typically function as adjectives, that is, attributive to 
nouns, such as tallaq 'big', aroge 'old (of non-human things)'. However, these 
have some of the morphological characteristics of nouns, for example functioning 
non-attributively and taking the definite article and plural suffixes: tallaq-u 'the 
big one', tallaq-oee 'big ones', qonJo-wa 'the pretty one', qonJo-woee 'pretty 
ones'. The definite suffix attaches to the adjective, but a possessive suffix attaches 
to the noun: tallaq-u bet 'the big house' vs. tal/aq bet-u 'his big house'. The defi
nite object suffix -n appears also on the adjective: qonJo-wa-n miikina sii/ii 'he 
sold the pretty car.' The plural suffix attaches to the noun: qonJo miikina-woee 'the 
pretty cars'. Unlike other noun modifiers, hullu 'all' may follow its noun: siiw 
hullu 'all the people'. 

Some adjectives form a plural implicating 'variousness', by reduplicating their 
middle consonant: talallaq laJoee 'various big children' (tal/aq 'big'), riiJaJJam 
wattaddiiroee 'various tall soldiers' (riiJJam 'tall'). These may still be pluralized 
when predicative: talallaqocc naeeiiw 'they are big (ones)'. 

The suffix -am derives from a noun an adjective meaning 'having particularly 
or excessively a quality associated with the noun': hod-am 'greedy, gluttonous' 
(hod 'stomach'), miilk-am 'attractive, nice' (miilk 'appearance'). The suffix 
-amma derives an adjective of similar but somewhat intensified meaning: farey
amma 'fruitful' (fare 'fruit'), ten-amma 'healthy' ({ena 'health'). 

The predicative comparative of adjectives is expressed by a prepositional 
phrase with kii- or tii- 'from', e.g. kii-yonas ane daha niinn 'I am poorer than Yo
nas' (lit. 'from Yonas 1 am poor'). A predicative superlative is a comparative in 
relation to 'all': kii-hullu ane daha niinn 'I am poorer than all' (= 'poorest'). (Ad
jectives, however, often have cognate verbs with which comparisons may also be 
expressed, e.g. kii-ne assu riiJJam niiw or kii-ne assu yariizzamal 'he is taller than 
me'.) Comparisons are often reinforced by one of the fixed form (lacking subject 
agreement) simple nonpast verbs yalaq (liiqqa 'he/it surpassed'), or yabii/t 
(biilliitii 'he/it exceeded'), as in: 

Haylu k-antii yabii/t biitam qii¢¢an nii-w 
Haylu from-you (sg. 2m.) more very thin is-he 
'Haylu is much thinner than you.' 

Concerning comparison clauses, see p. 484. 
Argobba has adjectives, including ha¢ir 'short' (Amharic a¢ar), rahuq 'far' 

(Amharic ruq). As in Amharic, the quantifier expressing 'all', diyyu(m), may fol
low its noun: miisob-ae diyyu(m) 'all baskets'. 
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Demonstratives 

Amharic Argobba 
Near Sg.m. yah hud 

f. ya( ha )cc( i) huy 
Far Sg.m. ya [o:]d 

f. yacc(i) [o:]y 

Near PI. anniizzih h[u:]lliim 
Far PI. anniizzya (w)[o:]lliim 

The demonstratives distinguish singular and plural, and near (proximal) and far 
(distal). The Amharic plural forms reflect the plural prefix annii- with locatives 
azzih 'here' and azzya 'there'. The demonstratives function attributively (yah bet 
'this house') and pronominally (ya niiw 'that's it'). 

Argobba plural forms appear to be cognate with Amharic hullu 'all', and the fi
nal-m of these apparently cognate with Amharic -m (see p. 465). The long vowels 
of the plurals are as given by Leslau. 'Here' and 'there' are bii-hud (lit. 'at-here') 
and b-o:d ('at-there'). Apparent cognates of Amharic yah 'this' and ya 'that' are 
yih/yah 'here, take'. 

Numerals 
The cardinal numerals are shown below: 

Amharic Argobba Amharic Argobba 
1 and and 12 asra-huliit assar ket 
2 huliit ket 20 haya kiya 
3 sost sost 30 siilasa sasa 
4 arat arbit 40 arba harba 
5 ammast ammast 50 hamsa hamsa 
6 saddast saddast 60 salsa salsa 
7 siibat sa>int 70 saba saba 
8 sammant sammant 80 siimanya siimanya 
9 ziitiin iiihtWiin 90 ziitiina zii!iina 

10 assar assar 100 miito miito 
11 asr-and assar-hand 1000 Ii Ii 

In Amharic, calendar years are expressed e.g. Ii ziitiin miito salsa sost (thousand 
nine hundred sixty three) '1963'. Ordinal numerals are formed with the suffix 
-iinna (which also forms noun agents: see p. 465): and -iinna 'first', assar-iinna 
'tenth'. There is an apparent dissimilation in 'ninth': ziitiin-iiniia > ziitiiniinna. In 
royal titles 'first' is expressed by qiidam-awi (qdm 'precede') and 'second' by 
dagm-awi (dgm 'repeat'), e.g. qiidamawi haylii sallasi 'Haile Sellasie 1', dagmawi 
manilak 'Menelik II'. 
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Argobba cardinal numerals from 50 are identical to those of Amharic, which 
probably influenced them, or from which they are borrowed. Argobba ordinal nu
merals as in Amharic have the suffix -anna, e.g. hand-anna 'first', ket-anna 'sec
ond'. 

Verbs 
Verbs consist of a stem and affixes. 

Stems 
Stems consist of a number of (root) consonants (typically three), a pattern of 
vowels, and, in the conjunctive and infinitive, for some verbs the stem-forming 
suffix t which replaces an otherwise lost stem-final consonant. In Table 20.4 (be
low) are presented the five stems - past, nonpast, imperative/jussive, conjunctive, 
and infinitive - of representative Amharic verbs of the twelve most common 
types. Consonant length (gemination) is shown by":". 

Table 20.4 Amharic verb stems 

Past Nonpast Imp. Conjunct. Inf. Gloss 

A kiif:iil- -kiifl k:lfaJ. kiifl- mil-kfaJ. 'pay' 
B faJ.:ilg- -faJ.::lg faJ.::lg faJ.::lg- mil-fiil:ilg 'want' 
A qiir:il -qiir q:lr qiir-t- mil-qril-t 'remain' 
B lily:il -lily: lily: lilY:-:lt- mil-lily:il-t 'separate' 
A biil:a -biila b:lla biil-t- mil-bla-t 'eat' 
B liik:a -liik:a liik:a liik:-:lt- mil-liik:a-t 'measure' 

qom- -qom qum qum- mil-qom 'stand' 
hed- -hed hid hid- mil-hed 'go' 
sam- -S:lm sam S:lm- mil-sam 'kiss' 
bar:iik -bar:k bar:lk bark- mil-bariik 'bless' 
milsiik:iir -milsiik::lr milsk:lr miisk:lr- mil-miiskiir 'testify' 
fanild:a -fanild:a fanda fand-:lt- mil-fanda-t 'burst' 

The first three pairs of stems in Table 20.4 illustrate verb types which contrast 
by length of the second consonant, usually termed types A (short consonant) and 
B (long consonant). None ofthe twelve types are differentiated by meaning, but 
at somewhat greater than chance probability A-type verbs are intransitive and B
types transitive. The type of bar:ak (tenth row), with a after the first consonant, 
is often termed "C-type." The type of karat (first row) is the most numerous. 

The typical dictionary entry or citation form of Amharic verbs is the past stem 
with the sg. 3m. suffix -a, even though, as the table shows, types A and B are non
distinct in this stem. In Shoan or Addis Ababa Amharic, the conjunctive stem of 
biconsonantal verbs with a back 'round vowel characteristic (qum in the table) is 
qom, and of those with a front vowel characteristic (hid in the table) hed. 

Biconsonantal verbs (rows 3-9) can typically on comparative evidence be seen 
to derive n:om verbs of three consonants, one of which was lost with reflex as a 
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vowel characteristic in some environments. Similarly, the type of fiiniid:a repre
sents a four-consonant root which lost the fourth. Verbs which lost the last conso
nant are those whose conjunctive and infinitive stems are suffixed by t. 
Biconsonantals with a medial vowel characteristic, the types of qom, hed, and 
sam, lost the medial consonant with the vowel as reflex. 

Stems with Initial a 
Some stems have initial a, the historical reflex of a lost pharyngeal or laryngeal 
stem-initial consonant. In Table 20.5 are compared the stems of a-initial verbs 
corresponding to verbs of rows 1-4 and 11 of Table 20.4. 

Table 20.5 Amharic stems of verbs with initial a 

Past Nonpast Imp. Conjunct. Inf. Gloss 

al:af alf :llaf alf m-alaf 'pass' 
ad:iin ad::ln ad::lD ad::ln m-ad:iin 'hunt' 
ay: ay :ly ay-t m-ayii-t 'see' 
am:a ama :lma am-t m-ama-t 'slander' 
aniik:iis aniik::ls anhs ank:lS m-ankiis 'limp' 

Doubled Verbs 
So-called "doubled verbs" have repetition of a consonant. In Table 20.6 are shown 
stems of doubled verbs corresponding to the types of rows I, 2, 3, 6 and 11 of 
Table 20.4. The doubled verb characteristic is shown in the table as the repetition 
of a consonant, whereas long consonants which characterize conjugations (col
umns) are shown with ":". 

Table 20.6 Amharic stems of doubled verbs 

Past Nonpast Imp. Conjunct. Inf. Gloss 

biir:iir barr b:lriir barr mii-briir 'fly' 
dii1:ii1 dii1::l1 dii1::l1 dii1::l1 mii-dii1:ii1 'cajole' 
sas:ii siis S:lS sas-t mii-ssii-t 'flee' 
tiit:a tiit:a tiit:a tiit:-:lt mii-tiit:a-t 'drink' 
diiniig:iig diiniig::lg diing:lg diing:lg mii-diingiig 'decree' 

In Table 20.7 are presented the five stems of representative Argobba verbs of 
ten types corresponding to the Amharic types of Table 20.4 less B-types liiy:a and 
liik:a. Medial h is not entirely lost in Argobba as in Amharic, and survives, for 
example, in the type of sahaq. Argobba B-type verbs are characterized by the 
vowel e after the first consonant in past and nonpast stems, as well as by consonant 
length. There is a gap in the data for the conjunctive stem of the giib:a type, pre
sumably gab-d. The appearance of t rather than expected d in the infinitive of this 
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Table 20.7 Argobba verb stems 

Past Nonpast Imp. Conjunct. Inf. Gloss 

siidab sadb s:ldab sadb:l-d ma-sdab 'insult' 
bed:iil bed::l1 bad::l1 bad::ll-d ma-biid:iil 'wrong' 
mas: mas m:lsi mas-d ma-msi-d 'be evening' 
gab: a gab g:lbi ma-gbi-t 'enter' 
qom qom qum qom-d ma-qom 'stand (v.i.)' 
hed hed hid hed-d ma-hed 'go' 
sahaq si:q/siihq saq/siihaq siq-d/siihaq-d ma-saq 'laugh' 
mar:iik mar::lk mar::lk mar::lk-d ma-mar:iik 'capture' 
diinag:at diinagt diing:lt dang:lt-d ma-dangat 'startle (v.i.), 
biirat:a biirat: bart bart:l-d ma-barti-d 'be strong' 

type (also in that of the verb 'say', see p. 480), could reflect sporadic Amharic in
fluence. 

The stems of a representative Argobba non-geminating A-type verb with initial 
a are as follows: past arraf( = ar:aj) , nonpast arj, imperative ara/, and conjunctive 
ar/a-d. The infinitive of this type, theoretically ara/, is missing in the data. Argob
ba cognates of Amharic stems with initial a often have initial h. 

The Four Basic Verb Conjugations 
The four basic verb conjugations past, nonpast, imperative (jussive), and conjunc
tive are characterized by the stems of Tables 20.4-20.7 plus subject prefixes and! 
or suffixes. 

Past 
The subject suffixes of the past conjugation are seen in Table 20.8; the gloss of the 
Amharic verb is 'tell' and of the Argobba verb 'insult'. 

The sg. 1 and sg. 2m. suffixes -ku/-k have alternates -hu/-h, respectively, after 
vowel-final stems: qarra-hu 'I remain', biilla-hu 'I ate'. Sg. 1 -hu may also appear 
after stem-final consonants: kaffal-hu 'I paid'. The vowel of the Amharic sg. 1 suf-

Table 20.8 Past 

Amharic Argobba 

sg. 1 naggiir-ku siiddab-ku 
2m. naggiir-k saddab-k 

f. naggiir-s saddab-c( -i) 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

3m. naggiir-a siiddiib-a 
f. naggiir-acc saddab-iid' 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

pI. 1 naggiir -( :I )n siiddab-:ln 
2 naggiir-aCc:lhu saddab-kum 
3 naggiir-u saddab-u 
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fix -kul-hu is voiceless when word final (voiced in e.g. niiggiir-ku-t 'I told him'). 
The pI. 2 suffix -aceahu probably reflects -acc 'plural' plus -hu cognate with -ku 
of the Argobba suffix. The suffix -u of pI. 3 suppletes the stem-final vowel a: biill
u 'they ate', but, otherwise, the elisions mentioned on p. 460 apply when suffix 
vowels follow stem vowels: qiirrii-ii> qiirrii 'he remained', liikka-ii > liikka 'he 
measured'. 

The main verb negative past is formed by prefixing al- and suffixing -m: al
niiggiir-ku-m 'I didn't tell', al-niiggiir-niJ-m 'we didn't tell'. Subordinate verbs 
lack the suffix: iJnd-al-miil!a 'that he didn't come'. Object suffix pronouns follow 
the subject suffix and precede negative -m: niiggiir-iicc-iJh 'she told you (sg. m.)', 
al-niiggiir-ku-t-iJm 'I didn't tell him'. 

In Argobba, the sg. 3m. form has final a vs. ii of Amharic. The raised t of the 
sg. 3f. ending is a voiceless release, as reported by Leslau. The negative past has 
the prefix al- and the suffixes -m in the pI. 3 form (al-siiddiibu-m), -aw in the pI. 
1 and pI. 2 forms (al-siiddiibn-aw and al-siiddiibkum-aw, respectively, and -ul-w 
otherwise (-w after vowels, e.g. al-siiddiib-k-u 'you (sg. 2m.) didn't insult', al
siiddiiba-w 'he didn't insult'). 

Nonpast 
The subject prefixes and suffixes of the nonpast are shown in Table 20.9, where 
again the gloss of the Amharic verb is 'tell' and of the Argobba verb 'insult'. The 
table shows forms which as affirmative main verbs combine with an auxiliary, for 
which see Table 20.10. 

Nonpast verbs in subordinate clauses typically have an adverbial clause prefix 
such as s- 'when' (see p. 484), with which there is epenthesis before the subject 
prefix t, which may be geminated (s-t-niigr-i > SiJt(tiJ)niigri 'when you (sg. f.) 
tell'), and vocalization of the subject prefix y as i (s-y-hed> sihed 'when he 
goes'). When followed by the sg. 2f. suffix, stem-final alveolar consonants except 
r are replaced by their alveopalatal alternates (see p. 459) in which case the vowel 
i of this suffix may be absent, as in tiJ-kii/C( -iJ 'you (sg. f.) open' < tiJ-kii!t-i. 

Table 20.9 Nonpast 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 :)-nagr :)-sadb 
2m. t:)-nagr t:)-siidb 
f. t:)-nagr-i t:)-siidb-i 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

3m. y:)-nagr y:)-sadb 
f. t:)-nagr t:)-siidb 

pol. (= pI. 3) 
PI. 1 :)n(n:)-nagr :)i-siidb-:)n 

2 t:)-niigr-u t:)-siidb-u 
3 y:)-nagr-u y:)-siidb-u 
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The negative of the nonpast is formed by prefixing a- and, in main verbs, suf
fixing om: a-y-nagr-am 'he won't tell', b-a-y-niigar 'if he doesn't tell'. The sg. 1 
prefix of the negative nonpast is 1- instead of a- of the affirmative: a-I-hed-am 'I 
won't go', and the subject prefix t- is usually lengthened after the negative prefix: 
a-tta-nagar 'she doesn't tell'. , 

As an affirmative main verb and except when part of a compound verb (see p. 
477), the nonpast is suffixed by an auxiliary verb historically derived from forms 
of the verb of presence (p. 476). The subject prefixes and suffixes of this conju
gation are shown in Table 20.10, where again the gloss of verbs of the Amharic 
examples is 'tell' and of the Argobba examples, 'insult'. The final vowel of the 
sg. 1 auxiliary -alliihu is voiceless when word final. The pI. 2/3 suffix -u of the 
simple nonpast (Table 20.9) is absent with the suffixation of the plural auxiliary 
verb unless an object suffix cooccurs with a pI. 3 subject as in ya-niigr-u-t-al 'they 
tell him'. 

Table 20.10 Compound nonpast 

Sg. 1 
2m. 
f. 
pol. 

3m. 
f. 

pol. 
PI. 1 

2 
3 

Amharic 

a-nagr-alliihu 
ta-nagr-alliih 
ta-nagr-i-allas 
(= pI. 3) 
ya-nagr-al 
ta-nagr-allacc 
(= pI. 3) 
an(na )-nagr-alliin 
ta-nagr-allaecahu 
ya-nagr-allu 

Argobba 

a-sadb-iilluh 
ta-sadb-iillah 
ta-sadb-iillih 

ya-sadb-iil 
ta-sadb-iillad' 

al-sadb-iillan/a-sadb-aniinan 
ta-sadb-iillahum 
ya-sadb-iillu 

Object suffix pronouns follow the stem and precede the suffixed auxiliary: ya
nagr-acciiw-al 'he tells themlhim (poL)', a-niigr-ah-alliihu 'ltell you (sg. m.)'. 

Argobba nonpasts have the pI. 1 prefix al-. Argobba negative nonpasts are pre
fixed by a-, but a-I-, as in Amharic, in the negative sg. 1 form. Negative singUlar 
forms are also suffixed by -u (e.g. sg. 3m. a-y-siidb-u), negative 2nd and 3rd 
plural forms by -m (e.g. pI. 2 a-t-siidb-u-m), and the negative pI. 1 by -aw (a-I
siidb-an-aw) (Leslau: 262). The suffixed negatives are presumably, as in Amhar
ic, main-verb forms. 

Imperative/jussive 
The imperative has only 2nd person forms: sg. m., sg. f., and pl., respectively 
nagiir, nagiir-i, nagiir-u. Stem-final alveolar consonants of sg. 2f. imperatives 
have the usual palatalizations (see p. 459, e.g. wasiiJ(i) 'take (sg. f.)! vs. wasiid, 
sg. m.). The negative imperative is expressed by the 2nd person negative jussives. 

The jussive consists of the imperative stem plus prefixes and suffixes, as seen 
in Table 20.11, in which again the gloss of verbs of the Amharic examples is 'tell' 
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Table 20.11 Jussive 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 la-ngiir la-sdiib 
2m. ta-ngiir ta-sdiib 
f. ta-ngiir-i ta-sdiib-i 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

3m. ya-ngiir ya-sdiib 
f. b-ngiir b-sdiib 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

PI. 1 an( na )-ngiir la-sdiib-an 
2 ta-ngiir-u ta-sdiib-u 
3 ya-ngiir-u ya-sdiib-u 

and of the Argobba examples 'insult'. Instead of a- of the nonpast and as in the 
negative nonpast, the sg. 1 subject prefix is 1-. 

The jussive expresses 'may (it be so that) V', or 'would that V', e.g. ya-ngiir
ah 'may (it be so that) he tell you (sg. m.)" although 1st and 3rd personjussives 
are typically understood in the meaning 'let V', e.g. ya-hid 'let him go', anna-hid 
'let us go'. The jussive is not employed in subordinate clauses. Negatives of the 
jussive, like negative nonpasts, are prefixed with a- and, as in the negative non
past, negatives of the 2nd person jussives may have lengthening of a subject prefix 
consonant: a-t(ta)-hid-u 'don't go! (pI. 2)'. 

Imperatives in Argobba are sg. 2m. sadiib, sg. 2f. sadiib-i, and pI. 2 sadiib-u, 
with the usual palatalizations, as in Amharic, of stem-final alveolars in sg. 2f. 
forms. The jussive pI. 1 as well as sg. 1 prefix is I. Negative jussives are prefixed 
by a- (Leslau gives only 2nd person negative forms), and the subject prefix t- of 
the 2nd person forms is lengthened: attasdiibu 'don't insult!' (pI. 2). 

Conjunctive 
This conjugation, sometimes termed 'gerundive' or 'converb', consists of a stem 
and subject suffixes. Its simple form, except in Gojjam Amharic, functions only 

Table 20.12 Conjunctive 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 niigaf-:e siidb-a~ 
2m. niigr-iih siidb-ad-ah 
f. niigr-iis siidb-ad-ih 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

3m. niigr-o siidb-ad-o 
f. niigr-a siidb-ad-a 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

PI. 1 niigr-iin siidb-ad-iin 
2 niigr-~~ahu siidb-ad-ahum 
3 niigr-iiw siidb-ad-am 
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Table 20.13 Compound conjunctive 

Amharic 

Sg. 1 niig:lr-:e-all:lhu 
2m. niigr-iih-al 
f. niigr-iis-al 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

3m. niigr-o-al 
f. niigr-alliicc 
pol. (= pi. 3) 

PI. 1 niigr-iin-al 
2 niigr-acc:lhu-al 
3 niigr-iiw-al 

Argobba 

siidb-:lc-iilluh 
siidb-:ld-iihal· 
siidb-:ld-ihiil 

siidb-:ld-ul 
siidb-:ld-alliid 

siidb-:ld-iiniil/siidb-:ld-iiniill:ln 
siidb-:ld-:lhumiil 
siidb-:ld-iimiil 

as a subordinate verb. In Table 20.12 are shown simple conjunctive forms of Am
haric 'tell' and of Argobba 'insult'. The conjunctive and the nonpast stems are 
alike in the verb type of these examples, but not in others, as seen in Table 2004. 
In sg. 1 forms the stem-final consonant is lengthened, resulting in epenthesis be
fore the long consonant, e.g. niigarre-w wii!!ahu 'I told him and left', which if al
veolar other than r, has the usual palatalizations, e.g. wiisaJJe 'I taking' (wsd 
'take'). 

The simple conjunctive may be used to express all but the last of a sequence of 
states or events, the last, main, verb being of any form: diirs-iiw biillu 'they arrived 
and ate'/'having arrived, they ate', kiifl-iin annahedalliin 'we will pay and gol 
'having paid, we will go', The subjects of the conjunctive and main verb need not 
be the same: siirq-o assiiru-t 'he having robbed, they imprisoned him'. Followed 
by an invariable auxiliary niibbiir, it expresses an event in the past prior to another, 
at which latter time the significance of the previous event was still effective or sig
nificant (like an English "past perfect"): ane sa-mii!a hed-o niibbiir 'when I came, 
he had gone', biilt-iin niibbiir 'we had eaten'. In the Gojjam dialect the simple 
(main verb) conjunctive has a negative form, like the past with prefix al- and suf
fix -m. 

The alveolar stop which appears in Amharic conjunctive stems of verbs which 
lost the final consonant appears with all Argobba conjunctive verbs as d (with ep
enthetic a) instead of t of Amharic, but as C, t palatalized, in the sg. 1 form. The 
Argobba compound conjunctive has no negative forms. 

The conjunctive, like the nonpast, combines with an auxiliary verb suffix based 
on the verb of presence (see p. 476), and the resulting compound conjunctive ex
presses a past event with still present effects,like an English "present perfect." Ta
ble 20.13 (above) presents forms of the compound conjunctive, again with the 
Amharic verb 'tell' and the Argobba verb 'insult'. 

In neither Amharic nor Argobba does the compound conjunctive have negative 
forms. 
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Infinitive 
The Amharic infinitive consists of a stem prefixed by mii-, e.g. mii-ngiir 'to tell': 
miingiir g3dd niiw 'to tell is a necessity', mii-hed Y3wiiddal 'he likes going'. 
Where purpose is expressed, the infinitive is prefixed by lii-: lii-mii-hed Y3fiill3gal 
'he wants to go'. In a-initial stems, ii of the prefix is elided: m-adiir 'to spend the 
night', m-ayiit 'to see'. The negative infinitive has the prefix alii-: alii-mii-ngiir 
'not to tell'. The infinitive may take the possessive pronoun suffixes (Table 20.3) 
as subject: mii-ngiir-wa 'her telling', mii-hed-acc3n 'our going'. 

In Argobba also the infinitive has the prefix mii- and a special stem for some 
verb types: mii-sdiib 'to insult', mii-niiggiid 'to trade' (B-type verb). Instead of ex
pected d, in the infinitive mii-gbi-t, t appears (see Table 20.7). 

Copula 
There is a copula, a verb of 'being' conjugated irregularly. The Amharic copula 
has only nonpastforms, seen in Tables 20.14 and 20.15. Except for the sg. 3f. form 
niicc, with a subject suffix as in the past tense, the Amharic copula is analyzable 
as a stem nii- with the object suffix pronouns. Of the two sg. 3f. forms, niicc is 
more common nowadays. In the copula, as in the pronouns but not in the verb con
jugations, there is a sg. 2poi. form distinct from the pI. 3 form. 

Table 20.14 Affirmative copula 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. 1 niii'iil niii'i 
2m. niih nah 
f. na§ nih 
pol. nawot 

3m. naw ne 
f. nacc/nat nad 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

PI. 1 nan nanna 
2 naecahu nahum 
3 naccaw nem 

The negative nonpast copula is formed on a stem different from that of the af
firmative, diillii (dollii in Gojjam), and has the suffixes of the regular past. In the 
past, the verb of being or existence is expressed by regular past forms of the stem 
niibbiir 'be': niibbiir-ku 'I was', niibbiir-k 'you (sg. m.) were' etc., with regular 
negatives, e.g. al-niibbiir-ku-m 'I was not'. In the future, this is expressed by reg
ular nonpast forms of the stem hon 'be/become', e.g. Y3-hon-al 'he will 
be(come)'. 

Except for sg. 3f. niid, with a suffix of the past conjugation (cf. Amharic niicc) , 
the Argobba present affirmative copula is analyzable as a stem n- with the object 
suffix pronouns. The Argobba present negative copula has the negative prefix a
and the stem hun with, except for sg. 3m., pI. 1, and pI. 3 forms apparently influ-
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Table 20.15 Negative copula 

Sg. 1 
2m. 
f. 
pol. 

3m. 
f. 
pol. 

PI. 1 
2 
3 

Amharic 

ay-dlillii-hu-m 
ay-dlillii-h-am 
ay-dlillii-s-am 
(= pI. 3) 
ay-dlillii-m 
ay-diillii-ee-am 
(= pI. 3) 
ay-dlillii-n-am 
ay-dlill-aeeahu-m 
ay-dlill-u-m 

Argobba 

a-hun-ku 
a-hun-k-u 
a-hun-eu 

a-hun-e-yu 
a-hun-iid-u 

a-hun-iinna-w 
a-hun-kuma-w 
a-hun-em-u 

enced by the affirmative copula, subject suffixes of the regular past plus the neg
ative suffix u. The Argobba verb of existence in the past is expressed by regular 
past forms of the stem ambiir 'be' (cognate with Amharic niibbiir), and existence 
in the future by nonpast forms of the stem hon 'be( come)'. 

Verb of Presence 
The verb of presence in the nonpast, of locative sentences and presentatives such 
as 'there is a ... ', is shown in Table 20.16. The stem is allii, which appears only in 
this conjugation. Though it expresses a nonpast, this verb, a qiirrii-type of Table 
20.4, has the form and subject suffixes of the past. The negative nonpast verb of 
presence, as a main verb, is the stem yiillii with subject suffixes of the past plus 
the suffix -m of the negative past: e.g. yiillii-hu-m 'I am not present'. With locative 
adverbs the copula may replace the verb of presence: azzih niiw/azzih aUii 'he is 
here/here it is' . 

The verb of presence in the past and also the verb of existence is a regular past 
formation of the root nbr: niibbiir-ku 'I was (present)', niibbiir-k 'you (sg. m.) 
were (present)'. Presence in the future employs the stem nor « *niibr): ya-nor
al 'he/it will be' (which in the past means 'reside, live': azzya nor-iiee 'she lived 
there'). With locatives, presence in the future may also be expressed with the 
regular nonpast stem hon 'be/become', e.g. yahonal 'he will be (present)'. 

In Argobba the verb of presence in the nonpast has the form, including subject 
suffixes of the past, presumably of the type of qiiUa (Table 20.7). The negative 
verb of presence in the nonpast has its own stem yeUii/eUii with the suffixes of the 
negative past. Presence in the past, like existence in the past, is expressed as a 
regular past formation of the stem ambiir, and presence in the future as a regular 
nonpast formation of the stem hon 'be(come)'. 

Possession 
Possession is expressed by the verb of presence with the object suffixes, the verb 
stem ordinarily agreeing in gender and number with the thing(s) possessed: miiki
na aUii-nn 'I have a car' (car is( -to-)me), ahate bazu laloee aUu-at 'my sister has 
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Table 20.16 Verbs of presence 

Amharic Argobba 

Sg. I alla-hu hall-uh 
2m. alla-h hall-ah 
f. alla-s hall-ih 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

3m. alia hall-a 
f. alla-cc hall-ad 
pol. (= pI. 3) 

PI. I alla-n hall-;m 
2 all-acbhu hall-:lhu(m) 
3 all-u hall-u 

many children', ahat alliicc-aw 'he has a sister'. For possession in the past the stem 
is niibbiir: biiqi giinziib niibbiir-at 'she had enough money'. Amharic has other 
such "impersonal" verbs, which take as their object the subject of their usual trans
lation equivalent, including verbs for being hungry and being thirsty: rabii-nn 'I 
am hungry' (hungers-it-me), !iimm-acciiw 'they are thirsty' (thirsts ( -it)-them). 

In Argobba, possession is expressed as in Amharic, with the verb of presence 
and the object suffixes, e.g. hall-e 'he has' ('it is to him'), halla-ya 'she has' ('it 
is to her'). 

Other Compound Verb Formations 
Amharic progressive and other modal verbs are expressed with various of the 
above simple conjugations plus auxiliary verbs. Obligation is expressed by infin
itives with the verb of presence and the suffixed prepositional phrase bb + object 
suffix (see p. 461), e.g. miiblat allii-bb-ann 'I have to eat', miihed yiillii-bb-as-am 
'you (sg. f.) don't have to go'. Habitual or conditional past is expressed by the 
simple nonpast and niibbiir: ya-niigar niibbiir 'he used to tell'/,he would have 
told'. Progressive aspect is expressed by the past prefixed by ayyii- plus the copula 
in the nonpast and forms of niibbiir in the past: ayyii-fiilliigii-w niiw 'he is looking 
for it', azziya ayyii-siirracc niibbiiriicc 'she was working there'. "To intend to" or 
"be about to" is expressed by the simple nonpast prefixed by 1- and the invariable 
sg. 3m. forms niiw in the nonpast and niibbiir in the past: l-i-hedu « l-y-hedu) niiw 
'they intend to go', l-an(na)-!iiyyaq niibbiir 'we intended to ask'. For other adver
bial clauses and their verbs, see p. 484. 

Derived Verbs 
There are three quite productive types of derived verb, two causatives and a pas
sive, plus some less productive patterns of stem change for deriving verbs. 

Causatives of intransitive verbs are typically formed with the prefix a-, for ex
ample a-fiilla 'he boiled (caused to boil)' (fiilla 'it boiled'); y-a-siikar 'he/it in
toxicates, causes to get drunk' (yasiikral 'he gets drunk'). Some transitive verbs 
whose meanings involve benefit to the self, e.g. 'eat', and 'dress', also form caus-
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atives with a-: a-Mila 'he caused to eat', y-a-liibs-allu 'they cause to put on 
(clothing}/they dress (others),. A verb in initial a, intransitive or not, forms its 
causative with as-, e.g. as-ammiinii 'he causes to believe'. Conjunctive and imper
ative/jussive stems of a-causatives of triconsonantal verbs differ from the basic 
stem: a-skar 'cause to get drunk! (sg. m.)' vs. basic s;Jkiir, a-skar-o 'he, causing 
to get drunk' vs. basic siikr-o. Imperative/jussive stems of a-causatives of bicon
sonantal verbs with medial a also differ from the basic stem: a-S;Jm 'cause to kiss 
(sg. m.}!', with epenthetic a, absent in the presence of a suffix vowel: a-sm-i 
'cause to kiss (sg. f.)!' vs. basic sam 'kiss (sg. m.}!'. 

Causatives, or factitives, of transitive verbs are formed with the prefix as-, for 
example as-giiddiilii 'he caused to kill', y-asliillag-al 'it is necessary' (lit. 'it 
causes to want/seek'). The as-causative of an intransitive is an 'indirect' causative 
with potential for two agents, e.g. as-miitta 'he caused someone to bring' (cf. 
miitta 'he came', a-miitta 'he brought (caused to come)', 'import' (v.t.}). Both 
objects of the causative verb, if definite, are suffixed by the definite object suffix 
n (see p. 465). As-causatives of verb types that distinguish non-geminating and 
geminating (B-type) stems are formed as B-types; thus the as-causative parallel 
to ya-siibr-al 'he breaks' is y-as-siibb;Jr-al. The imperative/jussive stem of an as
causative of a biconsonantal verb with medial a differs from a basic stem: as-lak
u 'cause to send (pl.)!' vs. basic lak-u 'send (pl.}!'. 

Passives are formed with the prefix t( ii)- and/or stem changes, e.g. tii-biilla 'it 
is eaten'. Some of these derivatives express a reflexive, e.g. t-attiibii 'he washed 
himself' (attiibii 'he washed'), or an intransitive of a transitive, e.g. tii-miilliisii 'he 
returned (v.i.)' (miilliisii 'he returned (v.t.)'). Past and conjunctive passive stems 
of verb types which distinguish A and B-type are identical to B-type basic stems, 
plus tii-. Passive stems of the nonpast, imperative/jussive and infinitive, some dif
ferent from basic stems, are shown in Table 20.17. These have lengthening of the 
stem-initial consonant as the result of assimilation of the passive prefix t. With a 
nonpast, jussive or infinitive stem with initial a, the prefix t is lengthened, e.g. ya
tt-amiin 'it is believed', mii-tt-aliif'to be passed'. 

A derived verb expressing reciprocity is formed by prefixing t(ii)- and provid
ing the vowel a after the first consonant of the stem: tii-naggiiru 'they conversed 
(told to each other), (niiggiirii 'he told'), tii-mattu 'they hit each other' (miitta 'he 
hit'). This formation may express a habitual as in tiiballii 'he habitually ate' (Mila 
'he ate'). Causatives of verbs of this formation are formed by prefixing a and, as 
the result of assimilation of t-, lengthening the stem-initial consonant: annaggiirii 
'he caused to converse'. This formation may express an 'adjutative', meaning 
'help to V', as in affalliigii 'he helped to seek' (Jiilliigii 'he sought, wanted'), 
awwalliidiicc 'she acted as midwife, helped to give birth' (wiilliidiicc 'she gave 
birth'). 

For a few verbs with a-initial basic stems, the compound prefix as-t- forms a 
causative of a passive: as-t-awwiiqii 'he notified, announced' (awwiiqii 'he 
knew'), as-t-arriiqii 'he reconciled' (t-arriiqu 'they were reconciled'). 
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Table 20.17 Amharic passive stems 

Nonpast Imp. Inf. Gloss 

k:iif:iit tii-kiifat mii-k:iifat 'be opened' 
f:iil:iig tii-fliliig mii-f:iiliig 'be sought' 
f:iiJ: tii-faJ mii-f:iiJii-t 'be consumed 
l:iiy: tii-liiy mii-l:iiyii-t 'be separated' 
b:iil:a tii-biila mii-b:iila-t 'be eaten' 
l:iik:a tii-liika mii-l:iika-t 'be measured' 
s:am til-sam mii-s:am 'be kissed' 
s:om til-som mii-§:om 'be appointed' 
g:et til-get mii-g:et 'be adorned' 
b:ar:iik tii-bariik mii-b:ariik 'be blessed' 
m:iiziig:iib tii-miizgiib mii-m:iizgiib 'be recorded' 
z:iiriig:a tii-ziirga mii-z:iirga-t 'be stretched' 

There are "defective" verbs, some very frequent, which lack basic stems and 
only occur in one of the derivational patterns mentioned above, such as a-diirriigii 
'he did', tii-diirriigii 'it was done', as-qiimmii!ii 'he put, placed', tii-qiimmii!ii 'he 
was seated, seated himself' . 

An archaic prefix n- appears isolated in a number of such defective verbs, 
always preceded by one or both of the prefixes a- or t-, especially quadriconso
nantal and reduplicative verbs, including tii-n-biiriikkiikii 'he knelt', a-n-$iibar
riiqii 'it glittered', tii-n-tiilii!!iilii 'it hung, was suspended'. 

A derived verb expressing repetition, sometimes with attenuation of action, is 
formed by reduplicating the historical next-to-Iast consonant with the preceding 
stem-vowel a: sasamii 'he kissed repeatedly/a little' (samii 'he kissed'), niikakka 
'he repeatedly/barely touched' (niikka 'he touched'), liiqaqqiimii 'he picked re
peatedly/here and there' (liiqqiimii 'he picked'). There are two somewhat produc
tive derivations expressing attenuative and intensive meanings and employing the 
verb 'say', for which see p. 480. 

Causatives in Argobba are formed with the prefix a, and geminating-type caus
atives with as-; a-initial stems take only as-. Passives are derived with t(ii)-, and 
again tii-passives are treated as geminating types. The Argobba tii-stem in the past 
is formed with initial a and assimilated t: annekkiisa « at-nekkiisa) 'he was bitten' 
(cf. niikkiisa 'he bit'). There is a derived reciprocal formed as in Amharic with as
similated t and the stem-vowel a: annakkiisu 'they bit one another'. Argobba has 
defective (never unprefixed) verbs with causatives prefixed by as-t(ii)-, and a 
number of verbs with a non-productive prefix n which, unlike in Amharic, may be 
unaccompanied by a- or t-: past an-!iilii!!iila 'hang (v.i.)' with a-causative a-n
!iilii!!iila. 

Denominal Verbs 
Verbs may be derived from nouns by abstracting the consonants of the noun and 
assigning the resulting root to a verb type. Typically such denominal verbs are 
geminating (B-) types: e.g. from miirz 'poison' (n.), mii-miirriiz 'to poison'. 
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Compound verbs with "say" and "do" 
Many Amharic intransitive verbs are expressed as idioms consisting of a word 
with a final long consonant followed by the verb "say," including b3qq alii 'he ap
peared' and qUff alii 'he sat down'. Transitive verbs employ "do" instead of 
"say": b3qq adiirriigii 'he caused to appear'. There are two somewhat productive 
derivations of word stems for compounding with "say," one expressing an atten
uative meaning as in wiiddiiqq alii 'he fell a little' and the other an intensive as in 
w3d3qq alii 'he fell hard' (wiiddiiqii 'he fell'). 

The verb "say," it should be noted, has irregular imperative and conjunctive 
stems: tolo biil 'be quick (sg. m.)!', b310 'he, saying', which preserve etymo
logical stem-initial b; past and nonpast sg. 3m. and infinitive forms are alii 'he 
said', Y31-al 'he says' and m-aliit 'to say'. 

Argobba also has compound verbs with "say," including qiis ala 'he was slow', 
and b3q ala 'he appeared', and compound transitives with manna 'do'. The verb 
"say" has imperative and conjunctive stems with etymological b: biil 'say! (sg. 
m.)', b3do 'he, saying' (infinitive maliit). 

Syntax 
Regarding Argobba syntax, Leslau (1959: 271-273) gives some information on 
syntactic morphology, which is reported below along with the Amharic data. 

Main Constituent Order 
With few exceptions (e.g. some cleft sentences, p. 483), the verb is final in Am
haric main clauses, as in: 

tiimari-w t3yyaqe !iiyyiiq-ii 
student-Def. question asked-he 
'The student asked a question. ' 

The verb is also final in subordinate clauses, as seen in examples below. Typically, 
the subject is first in the sentence, as in the above example. However, with the 
combination of a topicalized (definite, backgrounded) object and a focused sub
ject (new or foregrounded information), the object precedes the subject, and a "re
sumptive" object pronoun is suffixed to the verb, as in: 

Y3h-3n wiimbiir yohann3s siirra-w 
this-Obj. chair Yohannes made-he-it 
'Yohannes made this chair.' 

Pre-subject instrumental prepositional phrases are similarly expressed as resump
tive suffixes on the verb. 
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bii-miitriigiya-w setayye-w bet-u-n tiirriig-iicc-abb-iit 
with-broom-the woman-the house-Def.-Obj. swept-she-with-it 
'The woman swept the house with a broom. ' 

Interrogative pronouns are preverbal; they are not fronted: Yohannas man 
fiilliigii 'what did Yohannis want?', siiwoccu yet hedu 'where did the people go?' 

Question Particles 
Yes-no questions may be marked by rising intonation, sentence-final question 
words ande 'really?' or wiiy, or the literary/archaic verb suffix -na; for example, 
Aster tahedaliicc way/ande 'will Aster go?' Aster tahedaliicc-ana. A one-word 
"reprise" question may be marked by a suffix -ss: tahedallah (way) - awon. anci
ss 'will you (sg. 2m.) go? - Yes. And you (sg. 2f.)?'. 

Noun Phrase Order 
The head noun is final in the noun phrase: taru miils 'a good answer' , yii-jJetros 
addis miikina 'Petros's new car'. In a few noun phrases borrowed from Ge'ez or 
modeled on Ge'ez, this order is reversed, and ii is suffixed to the attributive head 
noun: bet-ii mii$ahaft 'library' (lit. 'house-of books'), $iir-ii abayot 'counter
revolutionary' (lit. 'enemy-of revolution'). 

Prepositions and Postpositions 
Some typical prepositions are bii- and a- 'at, in', lii- 'for', kii- 'from' (tii- in north
ern dialects), salii- 'about' and andii- 'like' (the latter two may be written as sep
arate words). Some positional relations, however, are expressed with 
postpositions, and some with circumpositions, including (a-) ... lay 'on, upon', 
(bii-) ... wast 'in( to), inside', kii- ... bii-fit 'before, in front of', kii- ... bii-h wala 
'after, behind': e.g. betu wast giibba 'he went into the house'. The four postposi
tions lay 'top', wast 'interior' ,fit 'front', and h wala 'back' are nouns. 

Clause Coordination 
Noun phrases are coordinated by suffixing -nna to the next-to-Iast noun: bal-anna 
mist 'husband and wife'. Clauses may also be coordinated with -nna if the verb to 
which the conjunction is suffixed is a past, simple nonpast, or imperative: tiiniissu
nna wiittu 'they got up and left', yamiita-nna yayal 'he will come and he will see' 
(yamii!a is simple nonpast, lacking the main verb auxiliary suffix -al), hid-anna 
ay '(you (sg. 2m.» go and see'. Alternatives are coordinated with wiiy-m or way
s after the first noun phrase or clause, the latter for questions (cf. the question par
ticle wiiy, p. 481). The role of coordinated clauses is often fulfilled by clauses of 
simple conjunctive verbs (see p. 473), which need no conjunction. "Exception" or 
"but"-clauses are coordinated with (niigiir/daru) gan 'but', first in the clause. 

The suffix expressing "and" in Argobba is -nna, "but" is (niigiir) gan, and 
words expressing "or" are we-m and we-s, the latter for questions. 
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Adjective (Relative) Clauses 
These are formed by prefixing yii- (also the prefix of possession, see p. 464) to the 
verb in the past and yii-mm- to the verb in the nonpast. The dialect of Gojjam has 
simply m- as the prefix for nonpast verbs, and the dialects of Menz and Wello 
amm-, the latter also known in older Amharic literature. 

kii-gurage yii-tii-giifzftii hawlt 
in-Gurage Rel.-Pas.-found( -it) statue 
'a statue which was found in Gurage' 

salii-tarik yiimm-i-niigar mii~ahaf 
about-history Rel.-it-tell book 
'a book which tells about history' 

The head noun of the adjective clause may be object of a preposition, which 
appears as a suffix of the relativized verb: 

ya yii-tii-wiilliid-ku-bb-iit bet niiw 
that Rel.-Pas.-bom-I-in-it house is 
'That's the house I was born in.' 

If the verb has another prefix, such as bii-, yii- is absent: salii-tarik bii-mm-i
nagar mii~ahaf 'in a book which tells about history' . In the dialect of Gojjam and 
in the older Amharic literature, the plural verb of an adjective clause may take the 
plural suffix of nouns -oee, e.g. yii-mii!1-oee saw-oee 'the people who came'. 

The relative verb form appears in a cleft sentence, for which see p. 483. 
In Argobba the past tense verb of an adjective clause is prefixed by yii-: iihe-yii

n yii-niikkiis-e wassa 'the dog which bit my brother' (yii-nakkiis-e 'which bit 
him'). The nonpast verb of an adjective clause is prefixed by yiimm- or amm-: 
yiimm-isiidab su 'a man who insults', amm-isiidbu sue 'men who offend'. If the 
verb is preceded by another prefix, yii is absent: tii-wiiddiiqa bet 'from a house 
which fell'. 

Noun Clauses 
A noun clause can be formed with the prefix 1- and the nonpast, where the subject 
of the resulting noun clause and main clause are ordinarily the same: 

I-a-wiisd-aeeaw a-I-fiilliig-am 
that-I-take-them Neg.-I-want-Neg. 
'I don't want to take them.' 

The same meaning may be expressed with an infinitive verb as follows: anniissu
n lii-miiwsiid a-11iillag-am (lit. 'them-Obj. for-to take Neg.-I-want-Neg. ') 'I don't 
want to take them' . 
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Another noun clause expressing purpose, whose subject need not be that of the 
main clause, employs the prefix and-: 

anda-n-miita yafiillag-allu 
that-we-come want-they 
'They want us to come.' 

A somewhat literary noun clause similar in meaning is expressed with the simple 
nonpast verb followed by the word ziind: ya-miita ziind anna-fiillag-alliin 'we want 
him to come'. 

As adjectives may function as nouns, so adjective clauses may function as noun 
clauses; for example: 

yii-tii-giiilftii-w gurage wast nii-w 
Rel.-Pass.-found( -it)-Def. Gurage in is-it 
'What was found is in Gurage(land).' 

yiimm-i-niigr-as wasiit nii-w 
Rel.-he-tell-you (sg. f.) false is-it 
'What he tells you (sg. f.) is false.' 

As definite objects of the verb, such clauses are suffixed by the definite object suf
fix -n: 

yii-:jaf-k-iiw-n aniibbiib-ku 
Rel.-wrote-you (sg. m.)-it-Def. read-I 
'I read what you wrote.' 

Very frequent in Amharic are "cleft" sentences expressing presupposed propo
sitions and employing the nominalized relative clause. The following sentences 
presuppose that 'someone ordered it'. 

y-azziiz-u-t assacciiw n-acciiw 
Rel.-ordered-he (pol. )-it he (pol.) is-he (pol.) 
'It is he (pol.) who ordered it.' 

y-azziiz-u-t man n-acciiw 
Rel.-ordered-he (pol.)-it who is-he (pol.) 
'Who is it who ordered it?' 

The latter may be more common than the simpler question man azziizut 'who or
dered it?'. In such sentences an exception to verb-final order is common, the cop
ular verb being in medial position and the noun clause last: assacciiw nacciiw y
azziiz-u-t 'it is he who ordered it'. 
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Adverbial Clauses 
These are marked by a complementizing/subordinating prefix on the clause-final 
past or nonpast verb. A common time clause is expressed with the prefix s- 'when' 
(t- in northern dialects other than Gondar) and a common conditional clause with 
the prefix b- 'if', both with the nonpast verb. An example of the former is: 

tdmari !CJyyaqe s-i-!dyyCJq astdmari-w a-y-mdllCJs-CJm 
student question when-he-ask teacher-Def. Neg.-he-answer-Neg. 
'When a student asks a question, the teacher doesn't answer.' 

Direct speech in a time clause with s- and the verb "say" expresses imminent 
intent: CJwd!allCJhu s-i-l 'when he was about to go out' (lit. 'when he said "I will 
go out"') (the stem of 'say' in this form is simply -CJI-, the vowel of which is elided 
by the subject prefix i- < y- ). 

Some adverbial clauses are expressed by prepositional prefixes plus the past 
form of the verb, or with circumpositions (with a preposition and a postposition; 
cf. p. 481), for example: kii- 'if', CJyyd- 'while', kd-.. . JdmmCJr-o 'since' (jdmmCJr
o 'he,'beginning'; or with appropriate conjunctive subject suffix), bd-... gize 
'when', kd- ... bdhwala 'after' (bd-hWala lit. 'at back'), kd-... bdfit 'after' (bd-fit 
lit. 'at front'). An example ofthe latter is: 

kii-zdnndb-d bdfit bet gdbba-n 
from-rained-it before house entered-we 
'Before it rained, we entered the house.' 

Adverbial clauses are also expressed by three prepositional prefixes which oc
cur only with the past form of verbs or with the nonpast prefixed by mm-; these 
are CJndd- 'like, as', sCJld- 'because', and CJskd- 'until'. Some examples are CJssu 
CJndii-$afd 'like he wrote', CJssu sCJld-mm-i-$CJf' because he writes', CJskd-mm-i-mdta 
'until he comes'. The 'until' clause, however, may employ CJsk- plus the simple 
imperfect: CJsk-i-mdta 'until he comes'. 

Comparative clauses may be expressed by relative and causative conjunctive 
forms of stative verbs, such as yd-bdlld!d 'which exceeds', y-anndsd 'which is 
less, and a-bdl!-o 'he/it making it greater'. 

kd-nna YCJ-bdlld!d CJnndssu sdrr-u 
from-we (which) it-exceeded they worked-they 
'They did more than us.' 

kd-nna CJsswa a-bdlt-a ta!dnalldcc 
from-us she Causative-exceeding-she studies 
'She studies more than us.' 

Time clauses in Argobba are expressed with s- 'when' with the simple nonpast 
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and ba-... gize 'when' (lit. 'at ... time') with the past. "After" clauses employ tii
with the past followed by cugga or bii}ed, and "since" clauses tii- with the past fol
lowed by coga or cugga. Conditional clauses are expressed with the prefix b- 'if' 
and the nonpast verb, and an "in order that" clause with /- and the simple nonpast. 
'Because' is sa/ii- plus the verb in the past. 
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21 Harari 

Ewald Wagner 

Harari is the language spoken by the people living inside the walls of the city of 
Harar in southeastern Ethiopia. The urban area outside the walls is occupied by 
the Amharic-speaking administrators, teachers, soldiers etc., while the country
side is populated by several aromo-speaking tribes and the Argobba, who nowa
days speak aromo, too. The frontier of the Somali-speaking area is some fifty to 
a hundred kilometers from the city. 

Formerly, the population inside the walled city was estimated to be circa 30,000 
individuals. After the 1974 revolution, however, the Rural Property Act of 1975 
and the Urban Property Act of the same year destroyed much of the Hararis' 
means of existence, which led to a large-scale emigration to other parts of Ethi
opia, specially to Addis Ababa, and to foreign countries (Saudi Arabia, Canada 
etc.). The number of Harari speakers inside the walls was reduced to about 8,000 
as members of other ethnic groups, especially Christian Amharas, flocked in. As 
a result, considerable diaspora colonies of Hararis developed outside the city, that 
of Addis Ababa numbering more than 20,000. 

The names Harar and Harari are used by native speakers only when writing. In 
spoken language, they use ge:y 'town' for Harar and ge:y sina:n 'language of the 
town' for Harari. The Amhara call the language adartJiiiia, that is, the Oromo 
name adare with an Amharic ending. 

While Harari now is a speech island, in the time before the sixteenth-century 
aromo invasion there might have been a coherent Semitic-speaking area up to the 
Eastern Gurage languages which, together with Harari, according to Hetzron's 
classification, form the Eastern group of "Transversal South Ethiopic" (Hetzron 
1972: 42-44, 119). In the region of Bissidimo is a village named Koromni in 
which the women speak Haran while the men speak aromo. This may be a rem
nant of a former larger extension of Harari, but it may also be due to a military 
colony of the Emirs of Harar or to trade relations. 

We know Harari in two chronologically different forms. Ancient Harari is writ
ten in Arabic letters because the Harari are Muslims. Ancient Harari literature is 
mostly religious. The author of at least one text is known and can be dated in the 
middle of the eighteenth century. It is not impossible, however, that some texts are 
even older. In written texts the ancient form of the language was used until the sec
ond half of the nineteenth century. Modem Harari might have developed during 
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the nineteenth century. It differs from Ancient Harari in vocabulary, morphology 
and syntax. The most important differences will be mentioned in the following 
paragraphs. 

Harar was the center of Islam in southeast Ethiopia and this had its effects on 
the language. There are many Arabic loanwords in Ancient as well as Modem 
Harari. The vocabulary of Modem Harari is also much influenced by Oromo. The 
impact of Somali is less. It may be that Arabic and Oromo had also their influence 
on the Harari phonological system (see below). 

Phonology 

Consonants 
The consonant phonemes of Harari are: 

labio- pharyn-
labials dentals apicals palatals velars geals glottals 

plosives b d, t, t g,k,q > 

affricates g,c,( 
fricatives f Z,s s (r), x IJ 
nasals m n ii 
laterals 
vibrants r 
half-vowels w y 

As in the other Ethio-Semitic languages the emphatic consonants I, (, and q are 
glottalized and not velarized. r occurs only in Arabic loanwords. 

The main changes in comparison with Ge'ez are: Ge'ez~, q, became I: Ge'ez 
~arlJa 'to shout' > Har. laralJa 'to name'; Ge'ez q,tJrs 'molar tooth' > Har. tirsi. 
Ge'ezsbecames: Ge'ezkars 'belly' >Har. karsi. Ge'ez h, x became b: Ge'ezhaL
La: 'to be'> Har. baL 'there is'; Ge'ezxadara 'to stay' > Har. badara 'to spend the 
night'. Ge'ez C became >: Ge'ez samca 'to hear' > Har. samaca. Sporadic changes 
are: Ge'ez k may become x: Ge'ez ka:na 'to be' > Har. xa:na, but Ge'ez karS 'bel
ly' > Har. karsi. Ge'ez > and C (via » may become zero. So the verbs IP/c mostly 
have two or three forms: La>axa and La:xa (Ge'ez la>aka) 'to send'; ta>ana, ta:na 
and te:na (Ge'ez ~acana and ~tJctJna) 'to load'. 

d, t, I, s, n, and I can be palatalized, becoming g, c, (, s, ii, and y. The palataliza
tion is regularly caused by the final -i of the sg. 2f. of the nonpast (see p. 497). 
Some examples are: igi (Ge'ez tJd) 'hand'; ce:xa (Ge'ez takala 'to plant') 'to 
build'; (a:ya (Ge'ez ~tJla:la:t) 'shadow'; sa:ra (Ge'ez saCara) 'to abolish'; iiiiia 
(Ge'ez ntJlJna) 'we'; ixi:y (Ge'ez tJktJI 'food') 'cereal'. 

Harari has given up the gemination of consonants in verbal morphology, but 
there exist lengthened consonants as archaic relics in nouns and - also in verbs -
in consequence of assimilation, at the junction of morphemes and by other rea-
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sons. 

Vowels 
The vowel system of Harari gives some problems. Normally Harari is considered 
as one of the few Ethio-Semitic languages in which vowel length is phonemic. 
This is due to the fact that on the phonetic level long vowels can easily be per
ceived in Harari speech and that these long vowels are not free variants and not 
conditioned by the position of the word in the sentence. The long vowels are lex
ically or morphologically fixed. There are, however, some reasons which speak 
against the phonemic value of vowel length. First, it is almost impossible to find 
minimal pairs with the opposition between short and long vowels. Second, if one 
considers the variant ii of a and the variant a of i as the intended vowels, it is pos
sible to construct a vowel system in which all vowels differ in quality so that the 
quantity may be neglected: ii, a:, e:, a, i:, 0:, u:. Third, the orthography of Ancient 
Harari does not make use of the ability of the Arabic script to express vowel 
length: plene and defective writing is mixed up without any rule. 

A possible remedy to the problem may be that the phonemicity was revived in 
Harari by outside influence. Through Islamization, a lot of Arabic words over
flowed the language and after the Oromo invasion a new wave of loans intruded 
into Harari. In both donor languages vowel quantity is very relevant. By this the 
Hararis won back their sensitivity to the importance of vowel quantity. That might 
have affected autochthon words in which length and shortness originally were 
realized only due to position, but then became stabilized according to the most fre
quent use, so that length and shortness became lexically fixed. This may explain 
that there are no minimal pairs. Since the long and the short form of each vowel 
originated from a single phoneme, oppositions can only emerge from neologisms. 

Tentatively, we may establish the following vowel system for Harari: 

a (with the allophones: ii inside the word beside other consonants than > , /:I., and 
palatals; e beside palatals; a after w) 

a: 
i (with a free variant (J ) 

i: 
u (with a free variant (J ) 

e (seldom) 
e: 
o (seldom) 
0: 

This vowel system is very similar to that established by Ernst-August Gutt for 
Silte, which is the nearest relative to Harari (Gutt 1983: 37-73): see p. 510. 

Peculiar Phenomena 
Neither stress nor tones are phonemic in Harari. 
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Morphology 

Pronouns 

Independent Personal Pronouns 
The independent personal pronouns are: 

Sg.lc. a:n PI. lc. iiiiia, iiiiia:c 
2m. axa:ax 2c. axa:xa:c 

f. axa:s 
3m. azzo 3c. azziya:c 

f. azze 

There exist polite forms for sg. 2 axa:xu and sg. 3 azziyu which seem to be the 
original forms of the plural while the forms in -a:c are secondarily formed with 
the nominal plural suffix (see p. 492). The elements -x, Os, -zo, -ze, -xu, -ziyu are 
taken over from the possessive suffixes (see below). The origin of ax- and az- is 
not clear. 

The independent personal pronouns need not be used in verbal sentences be
cause the verb expresses the persons sufficiently. 

In Ancient Harm the independant personal pronouns are often combined with 
the genitive marker z(i)- to form independent possessive pronouns: ya: rabbana: 
zixa:xin tana za~an balana '0 our lord, we are yours. Call us: mine'; zi-iiiiia 
/:la:ga:t 'our needs'. In Modern Harari this construction no longer exists because 
the genitive marker became obsolete (see p. 492). 

Personal Suffixes 

Possessive Suffixes 
The possessive suffixes attached to substantives are: 

Sg.lc. -e, - e~e, - eye PI. lc. -zina 
2m. -xa 2c. -xo 

f. -xas 
3m. -zo 3c. -ziyu 

f. -ze 

The sg. 2f. is a combination of the sg. 2m. and the original element for the sg. 2f. 
-s « *-ki), which is still found as object suffix attached to verbs (see above). The 
forms with z- are composed of the genitive marker z(i)- and the original suffixes: 
ozi-o> -zo (-0 still existed in Ancient Harari: sumo 'his name'); *zi-ha: > -ze; *zi
hum> -ziyu. Perhaps it would be more logical to analyze these forms as a combi
nation of zi- and the independent pronouns: *zi-huwa > -zo; *zi-hiya > -ze; *zi
n3/:lna > -zina; *zi-hum> -ziyu, but the Ancient Harari -0 'his' speaks against this. 
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Another solution would be to suppose a lost prepositional element: *zi-lahu > 
*zilo > *ziyo > *zo; *zi-laha: > *zila: > ziya > -ze; *zi-lana > *zi-lna > *zinna > 
-zina; *zi-lahum > *zilhu(mJ > *zillu > -ziyu. These, however, are all speculations. 

In Ancient Harari forms with z- existed also for the 2nd person since the inde
pendent possessive pronouns formed by a combination of z(iJ- with the indepen
dent personal pronoun (see p. 489) could be used as suffixes, too: Jadli-zixa:x 
'your excellence'. 

Since Modem Harari normally uses postpositions instead of prepositions there 
are no special forms for the combination preposition + suffix except inside verbal 
constructions (see Object Suffixes, below). The postpositions are placed behind 
the independent personal pronoun: a:n-be 'with me'. In Ancient Harari preposi
tions also, could be used with the independent personal pronouns: imal-axa:x 
'without you'; t-axa:x massa 'like you'. 

Object Suffixes 
The object suffixes are attached to the verb either directly (for the accusative) or 
together with the prepositions -b- (,in, by, with, from, to the detriment of') or -l
(,for, to the benefit of'). The suffixes are (acc. behind a verbal form ending in a 
consonant): 

Sg.lc. -an PI. lc. -ana 
2m. -ax 2c. -axu 

f. -as 
3m. -a 3c. -ayu 

f. -e 

The following examples show the changes and contractions that take place if 
the verb ends in a vowel. Examples are also given for preposition + suffix. 

Table 21.1 Object suffixes: verbs ending in a vowel 

Sg. lc. 
2m. 
f. 

3m. 
f. 

Pi. lc. 
2c. 
3c. 

Past sg. 3m. 
sabara 
'he broke' 

sabare:fi 
sabare:x 
sabare:s 
sabare:w 
sabare 
sabare:na 
sabare:xu 
sabare:yu 

Past pi. 3c. 
sabaru 
'they broke' 

sabarufi 
sabarux 
sabarus 
sabaro 
sabare 
sabaruna 
sabaruxu 
sabaruyu 

Simple nonpast sg. 3m. 
yisabri 
'he breaks' 

yisabrafi 
yisabrax 
yisabra!l 
yisabra 
yisabre 
yisabrana 
yisabraxu 
yisabrayu 

The suffix -a of the sg. 3m. in yisabra 'he breaks him' is hard to explain. While 
the -w in sabare:w 'he broke him' seems to be the old *-hu, the form sabara 'they 



Table 21.2 Preposition and suffix 

Sg. Ie. 
2m. 
f. 

3m. 
f. 

PI. Ie. 
2e. 
3e. 

Jussive pI. 3e. + -b
yake:bu + -b-
'may they testify against' 

yake:b(u)bufi 
yake:b(u)bux 
yake:b(u)bus 
yake:b( u)bo 
yake:b(u)be 
yake:b(u)buna 
yake:b(u)buxu 
yake:b(u)buyu 
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Imperative sg. 2f. + -b
ke:bi + -b-
'testify (f.) against!' 

ke:b(i)bifi 

ke:b(i)ba 
ke:b(i)be 
ke:b(i)bina 

ke:b(i)biyu 

broke him' again can be analyzed more easily as * sabaru-a than as * sabaru-hu. 
The suffix -e of the sg. 3f. might have been taken over from the possessive suffix 
-ze. In the prefix conjugations the final -u of the plural and the final -i of the sg. 
2f. may be preserved or elided before the preposition -b-. In the case of elision the 
plural or the feminine can be recognized only through the assimilated vowel of the 
suffix: *yake :buba > yake :bubo > yake :bbo 'they may testify against him' against 
yake:bba 'he may testify against him'; *ke:bibafz> ke:bibifz > ke:bbifz 'testify (f.) 
against me!' against ke:bbafz 'testify (m.) against me!'. Another explanation 
could be that the vowels of the forms with preposition follow the analogy of the 
forms with accusative objects, for instance: yake:ba : yake:bo = yake:bba : x; x = 
yake:bbo. 

Demonstrative Pronouns 
The demonstrative pronouns for the near are: 

Sg.m. 
f. 

yi'this' PI. c. 
yitta, itta, lJ,iya, lJ,i:ya 

yiya:c, lJ,iya:c 

The demonstrtive pronouns for the remote are: 

Sg.m. 
f. 

ya>, azzo 
yatta, azze 

PI. c. azziya:c 

The demonstrative pronouns with the element y can be used independently and 
as attributes. In the latter case they precede the substantive. The other demonstra
tive pronouns which originate from Harari or Arabic personal pronouns seem to 
be used independently only. The whole system seems to be incomplete. 

Interrogative Pronouns 
The interrogative pronouns are: ma:n 'who'; min 'what'; a:y 'which'. They can 
be combined with postpositions to form interrogative adverbs, for instance: min-
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Ie, mille 'why'; a:y-kut 'how'. 

Reflexive Pronouns 
The reflexive is either expressed by the reflexive forms of the verb or by alti, for 
instance afti-zo 'he himself' . Wolf Leslau derives it from a:1 'bone' « c a~am). afti 
balti means 'one another'. 

Nouns 

Definiteness 
The noun can be made definite by adding the possessive suffix of sg. 3m. -zo (see 
p. 489): ga:r-zo 'his house' and 'the house'. This, however, is not obligatory. In 
most cases definiteness can only be deduced from the context. 

Gender 
Haran does not distinguish between the genders through a form element. An in
herited t-element at the end of the word no longer means that a noun is feminine. 
Some nouns are feminine by nature, for instance female persons and localities: a:y 
'mother'; ge:y 'land, town'. 

Number 
The plural morpheme is -a:c: ga:r 'house', ga:ra:c 'houses'. This suffix need not 
be placed if the plurality is clear from the context or if it is not emphasized. After 
cardinal numbers the counted noun stands in the singular or in the plural. An ad
jective belonging to a plural has no -a:c. 

A dual does not exist. 

Case System 
The nominative (subject case) has no special form. 

In Modem Harari the genitive is only indicated by its position before the reign
ing substantive: fig ga:r 'the house of the boy'. In Ancient Harari the relative ele
ment zi- normally functioned as a genitive marker: zi-da:na !a:ya 'the shadow of 
the cloud', although the modem construction was possible, too: zar mi:y 'the wa
ter of the river'. The opposite sequence of words was rare. It seems to have been 
an Arabic influence: di:nat ge:y 'the wealth of the land'. 

The accusative can be indicated by the suffix ow. In older transcriptions (Ce
rulli, Leslau) this -w occurs only after vowels while after consonants the accusa
tive suffix is written -u. It should be, however, -uw, the -u being only a helping 
vowel. The -w could have been taken over from the verbal object suffix (sabare:w 
'he broke him', cf. p. 490). 

The placing of the accusative suffix is not obligatory. Definiteness, obviously, 
does not playa part in it. 

Other relations between the verb and its objects must be expressed by post
positions, e.g. the dative -Ie « la- ), the locative instrumental -be « ba- ). 
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Adjectives 
On the whole, Harari is not very rich in adjectives. They are often substituted by 
relative clauses. Many of the existing adjectives are formed according to the pat
terns sabi:r, sibi:r, saba:r, siba:r. There are, however, also other patterns. 

As attributes, the adjectives are placed before the qualified substantive: gidi:r 
maga:la 'the big market'. As predicatives, they stand before the copula: ga:r 
gidi:rin ta 'the house is big'. 

There are no special patterns for gradation. 'Than' with the comparative is ex
pressed by the postposition -be. The superlative must be paraphrased by a genitive 
or postpositional construction. 

In Ancient Harari there existed a pattern asbir which could be formed only from 
Arabic roots. Together with the verb a:iia 'to make' it formed phraseological 
verbs: aJri/;l a:iia 'to give pleasure' (Ar.Jr/;l); akrim a:iia 'to be generous' (Ar. 
krm); asli/;l a:iia 'to make happy' (Ar. $1/;1). 

Numerals 
The numerals are: 

Cardinals Ordinals 
1 a/;lad a/;latta:n 
2 ko~ot, ko:t ko~otta:ii 

3 si~isti, si:sti si~ista:ii 

4 /;Iarat /;Iaratta:ii 
5 /;Iammisti /;Iammista:ii 
6 siddisti siddista:ii 
7 sa:tti sa:tta:ii 
8 su:t su:tta:ii 
9 zi/;l!aii zi/;l!aiita:ii 

10 assir assirta:ii 
11 asra:/;Iad 
12 asra:ko:t 
13 asra:si:sti 
20 kuya 
30 sa:sa 
40 /;Iaratassir, arba~i:n(a), arbi:n(a) 
50 /;Iammistassir, xamsi:n( a) 
60 siddistassir, sitti:n( a) 
70 sa:ttassir, sab~i:n( a) 
80 su:tassir, tama:ni:n( a) 
90 zi/;ltana, tis~i:n(a) 

100 baqla 
1000 kum, alfi, alfa 
1935 alfa zi/;ltaii baqla sa:sa /;Iammisti 
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The suffix for fonning the ordinal numbers is now -ta:n, but originally it could 
have been -a:n (cf. Amharic -anna) to which the t was added by wrong separation 
in those cases in which the cardinal number ended in t. 

Verbs 

Roots 
The Harari verbal roots nonnally have three radicals. Verbs with four radicals also 
occur. Biradical roots may be interpreted as triradical with one weak radical. 

Types 
The triradical verb has four types which are differentiated by the vowel behind the 
first radical: 

Type A: sabara 
Type B: se:bara 
Type C: sa:bara 
Type D: so:bara 

The quadriradical verb has two types: 

Type A: gilaba{a 
Type C: liqa:laqa 

Nonnally the difference between the types is only fonnal and no longer 
semantic. It is only in combination with some derivational classes that a fonner 
semantic value is preserved, so the reflexive ta- (see below) + type C expresses 
reciprocity: taga:dala 'to quarrel with each other' from gadala 'to kill'. An adju
tative is fonned by the combination of the at-causative and the type C: atl;za:rasa 
'to help to plow' from I;zarasa 'to plow'. 

Derivational Classes 
The derivational classes are fonned by the reduplication of the second radical or 
by prefixes or by the combination of both. The simple reduplication fonns the fre
quentative which expresses repeated or intensive action: 

Type A, B, C: siba:bara 
Type D: suba:bara 

ta-Reflexive 

Type A: tasabara 
Type B: tase:bara 
Type C: tasa:bara 
Type D:' taso:bara 
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The meaning ofthe ta-reflexive is reflexive, passive or merely intransitive. The 
ta-form of type C expresses reciprocity (see p. 494). The same is true for the ta
form of the frequentative: tasba:bara. 

a-Causative 

Type A: asabara 
Type B: ase:bara 
Type C: asa:bara 
Type D: aso:bara 

The a-causative is formed from intransitive verbs to make them transitive. 

at-Causative 

Type A, B, C: atbe:rada 
Type C: atba:rada 
Type D: atbo:rada 

Verbs of the type A and B form their at-causative according to type B; those of 
the type C either according to the type B or C. The type C of the at-causative also 
forms causatives ofthe reciprocal and adjutatives (see p. 494). The causative of 
the reciprocal is formed by the at-form of the frequentative, too: 

Type A, B, C: atbira:rada 
Type D: atbura:rada 

Note: The paradigm verb is changed from sabara to barada here because in 
case of sabara the t of at- has to be assimilated: assabara etc. 

The prefix an- and its reflexive tan- are no longer productive. 

Tenses and Moods 
Harari has two main tenses and two moods. The tenses are the past, formed in the 
type A by the stem sabar- + suffixes, and the nonpast, formed by the stem -sabr
+ prefixes and suffixes. The moods are the jussive, formed by the stem -sbar- + 
prefixes and suffixes, and the imperative formed by the same stem + suffixes. The 
forms (sg. 3m.; imperative sg. 2m.) are: 

Ground stem: A B C D 
Past sabara se:bara sa:bara so:bara 
Nonpast yisabri yisi:bri yisa:bri yilusu:bri 
Jussive yasbar yase:bri yasa:bri yaso:bri 
Imperative sibar se:bri sa:bri so:bri 
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Frequentative: A,B,C 
Past siba:bara 
Nonpast yisba:bri 
Jussive yasba:bri 
Imperative siba:bri 

ta-Reflexive: A B C 
Past tabarada tabe:rada taba:rada 
Nonpast yitbarad yitbe:rad yitba:rad 
Jussive yatbarad yatbe:rad yatba:rad 
Imperative tabarad tabe:rad taba:rad 

ta-Reflexive of the frequentative = reciprocal stem: 

Past tabra:rada 
Nonpast yitbira:rad 
Jussive yatbira:rad 
Imperative tabra:rad 

a-Causative: A B C 
Past asabara ase:bara asa:bara 
Nonpast yasabri yasi:bri yasa:bri 
Jussive yasbir yase:bri yasa:bri 
Imperative asbir ase:bri asa:bri 

at-Causative: A,B,C C = causative 
of the reciprocal 

Past atbe:rada atba:rada 
Nonpast yatbi:rdi yatba:rdi 
Jussive yatbe:rdi yatba:rdi 
Imperative atbe:rdi atba:rdi 

Causative of the reciprocal = adjutative: 

Past 
Nonpast 
Jussive 
Imperative 

A,B,C 
atbira:rada 
yatbira:rdi 
yatbira:rdi 
atbira:rdi 

D 
suba:bara 
yusba:bri 
yasuba:bri 
suba:bri 

D 
tabo:rada 
yitbo:rad 
yatbo:rad 
tabo:rad 

D 
aso:bara 
yasu:bri 
yaso:bri 
aso:bri 

D 

atbo:rada 
yatbu:rdi 
yatbo:rdi 
atbo:rdi 

D 
atbura:rada 
yatbura:rdi 
yatbura:rdi 
atbura:rdi 

The nonpast was the normal form for present and future in main clauses in An
cient Harari. In Modem Harari it is restricted to some subordinate clauses. In main 
clauses it is superseded by the compound nonpast which is built by combining the 
simple nonpast and the auxiliary lJ,al 'to exist' (see p. 507): yisabri + lJ,al = 
yisabra:l. Also for the past two new compound tenses developed, both formed 
with the auxiliary na:ra 'was': sabara na:r(a) forms a pluperfect while by yisabri 
na:r( a) a habitual action in the past is expressed. 
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Conjugations 

Table 21.3 Conjugated forms 

Past Nonpast Compound nonpast Jussive Imperative 

Sg. Ie. sabarxu isabri isabra:x nasbar 
2m. sabarxi tisabri tisabra:x atsibar (neg.) sibar 
f. sabarsi tisabri tisabra:s atsibari (neg.) sibari 

3m. sabara yisabri yisabra:l yasbar 
f. sabarti tisabri tisabra:t tasbar 

PI. Ie. sabama nisabri nisabra:na nasbar 
2c. sabarxu tisabru tisabra:xu atsibaru (neg.) sibaru 
3e. sabaru yisabru yisabra:lu yasbaru 

In the forms sabarxi (sg. 2m.), sabarti (sg. 3f.), isabri (sg. Ie.), tisabri (sg. 2m.; 
sg. 3f.), yisabri (sg. 3m.), and nisabri (pI. lc.) the final -i is euphonic and is de
leted if an object suffix is added: sabarxaii, sabartaii, isabrax, tisabraii, yisabraii, 
nisabrax. Contrary to that, the -i of sabarSi (sg. 2f.) and tisabri (sg. 2f.) is original 
and not deleted: sabarSiii, tisabriii. 

The -i of the sg. 2f. of the nonpast causes the palatalization of the final epicals 
d, t, t, s, n, I (> g, c, r, s, ii, y): tilamgi from lamada 'to learn', tilabsi from labasa 
'to dress', tinadyi from nadala 'to make a hole'. The palatalization can also affect 
the first and second radical and even the prefix: tikacbi from kataba 'to write', 
tisaggi and tisaggi from sagada 'to prostrate', Ciki:bi from ke:ba 'to testify'. 

In the compound nonpast the object suffixes are inserted between the main verb 
and the auxiliary: tisabra/;lat 'she breaks him', t/cisabriyu/;lus 'you (f.) break 
them', but yisabruxa:1 'they break you (m.)' with the -u of the plural on the main 
verb, not on the auxiliary. 

In the jussive the sg. lc. has the prefix na- (like the pI. lc.) and not a-. This n 
originates from a conjunctional 1- as some forms preserved in Ancient Harari 
show: I-ilmad 'I may learn' (variant reading: lalmad, already with a in analogy to 
the other persons). 

Passive Voice and Impersonal Verbs 
Harari has two different ways to express the passive voice. One is the ta-reflexive; 
the other works by making the subject of the active sentence object of a verb in pI. 
3c.: agaduii 'I was tied', literally 'they tied me'. This construction is also possible 
with intransitive verbs, corresponding to the French on or German man. . 

There exist some impersonal verbs in Harari. The verb stands in the sg. m. to 
which the actor is added as accusative suffix: !araraii 'I am thirsty', cf. German 
mich durstet. 

Verbal Nouns and Participles , 
In Ancient Harari the infinitive was formed by the pattern siba:ro:t: liba:so:t 
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'dressing' from labasa 'to dress'. In Modern Harari this form is extinguished with 
a few exceptions, for instance niba:ro:t 'life' from nabara 'to live'. The modem 
infinitive is formed through the prefix ma-: maktab 'writing' from kataba 'to 
write'. 

In Harari no active participles exist. They are replaced by relative clauses. The 
passive participle is formed as in North Ethiopic languages by the pattern subur: 
sumuq 'hidden' from se:maqa 'to hide'. For emphasis the second radical may be 
lengthened: subbur. 

Verbs with Weak Radicals 
Verbs with>, w, y, I:t as one of theirradicals and some verbs with b as the first rad
ical differ in their forms from the normal triradical verbs. 

P-Verbs 
The P -verbs have no type C and no a-causative. The causative is formed with at-. 
In the forms of the P -verbs> is partly preserved, partly lost, and partly assimilated, 
for instance: 

Past 
Compound nonpast 
Jussive 

Basic stem A 
agada 'to tie' 
ya'agda:l or ya:gda:l 
yagad 

ta-Reflexive B 
Past ta'e:mara or te:mara 'to obey' 

Basic stem B 
e:mada 'to tell' 
yi:mda:l 
ye:mdi 

Compound nonpast yitte :mara:l « yif> e :mara:l) from ta' e :mara or 
yite :mara:l from te :mara 

Jussive yatte :mar or yate:mar 

IP-Verbs 
The IP -verbs may have two or three forms in the past and in the imperative: 

Past 

Compound nonpast 
Jussive 
Imperative 

!a'ana, !a:na (cf. Ge'ez ~a(ana), !e:na (cf. Ge'ez ~a( ana) 
'to load' 
yi{i:na:l 
ya!e:n 
!a'an, !a:n, !e:n 

The conjugation of le:na became identical with that of the IIy-verbs (see p. 500) 
and the type B of the III inf.-verbs (see p. 500). 

In the type B the > may be assimilated to the third radical: 

Past 
Compound nonpast 
Jussive 

se:'ada 'to distribute' 
yisi:'da:l or yisi:dda:l 
yase:'di or yase:ddi 
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In the IP -class the types C and D do not exist. In the frequentative either the 
second or the third radical is reduplicated: si>a:>ada, but lixa:xa from la>axa or 
la:xa 'to send'. 

lIP-Verbs 
In the lIP -class the > is preserved in the past of all types and in the jussive and 
imperative of type A. If the > gets lost, the class becomes identical with the III inf.
class: 

A B C D 
Past nasa>a be:ma>a qa:ba>a go:ra>a 

'to take' 'to calumniate' 'to anoint' 'to slaughter' 
Compound nonpast yinasa:l yibi:ma:l yiqa:ba:l yigu:ra:l 
Jussive yansa> yabe:m yaqa:b yago:r 
Imperative nisa> be:m qa:b go:r 

Verbs with /;t 
The verbs with /;t do not differ much from the strong verbs. In some forms an i 
before IJ becomes a, for instance yalJadga:l for *yi/;tagda:l 'he abandons' or lalJas! 
for *liIJas! 'lick!'. 

Iw-Verbs 
Most forms of the Iw-class are regular. In the nonpast there is a contracted form 
yu:q/a:l besides yiwaq/a:l from waqa/a 'to crash'. The verb wa/a> a 'to go out' has 
an irregular palatalization in the nonpast: 

Past 
Compound nonpast 
Jussive 
Imperative 

wala)a 
yu:ra:l 
yaw!a) 
wila) 

While some causatives build regular forms, in others awa becomes a:, for in
stance warada 'to go down', a:rada 'to put down'; wa!a)a 'to go out', a:¢a 'to 
bring out, to take off': 

Past a:rada a:ra 
Compound nonpast ya:rda:l ya:ra:l 
Jussive yu:rd yu:q 
Imperative u:rdi u:q 

From this causative a second one with at- can be formed: 

Past 
Compound nonpast 
Jussive 
Imperative 

Iy-verbs do not exist. 

ate:rada 
yati:rda:l 
yate:rdi 
ate:rdi 
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IIw- and IIy-Verbs 
The IIw-class is characterized in the past by an 0: between the first and the last rad
ical and the IIy-class by an e: in this position. These vowels undergo the same 
ablaut as the vowels of the types D and B. By this the IIw-class becomes identical 
with the type D of the IIIinf.-class and the IIy-class with the type B of the IIIinf.
class (and at the same time with the te:na-form of the IP-class and in the nonpast, 
jussive and imperative with the type B of the lIP -class). There does not exist any 
type difference inside the IIw- and IIy-classes. 

Some IIw-verbs have an a: between the first and the last radical. They are 
mostly irregular. The most important are: xa:na 'to be', f,ta:ra 'to go' (conjugated 
like xa:na), a:sa 'to make', a:qa 'to know'. ba:ya 'to say' is originally not IIw, 
but has the etymology *bhl. 

Past xa:na a:sa a:qa ba:ya 
Compound nonpast yuxu:na:l ya:sa:l yu:qa:l yila:l 
Jussive yaxni yu:s yu:q yal 
Imperative xu:n u:s u:q bal 

The irregular verb di:ga 'to come' has an i: in the nonpast (yidi.-ga:l) and an e: 
in the jussive (yade:g). 

Verbs with a Weak Third Radical (IIIinf.) 
In the IIIw- and Illy-classes the third radical got totally lost so that there is no dif
ference between the two anymore. The verbs form the same types and derivation 
classes as the strong triradical verb. It is possible to derive the forms of the verbs 
with a weak third radical from the sbr-patterns of the strong verb by the elision of 
ar if the last radical was preceded by an a and by the elision of r if the last radical 
was not preceded by an a. It only has to be noted that the euphonic i after a con
sonant cluster has to be placed anew and that the infinitive ends in -a. Some 
examples: type A baka 'to cry', type D qo:~a 'to cut', ta-reflexive of type B 
tame:~a 'to be suitable', a-causative of type A agafia 'to find', a-causative of the 
frequentative afra:ra 'to threaten': 

Past sab(ar)a baka so:b(ar)a qo:r;a 
Compound nonpast yisab(r)a:l yibaka:l yusu:b(r)a:l yuqu:r;a:l 
Jussive yasb(ar) yabki yaso:b(r)i yaqor; 
Imperative sib(ar) bik so:b(r)i qo:~ 
Infinitive masb(ar) mabka maso:b(ar) maqo:r;a 

Past tase:b(ar)a tame:r;a asab(ar)a agafia 
Compound nonpast yitse:b(ar)a:lyitme:r;a:l yasafia:l yagab(r)a:l 
Jussive yatse:b(ar) yatme:r; yasbi(r) yagfii 
Imperative tase:b(ar) tame:r; asbi(r) agfii 
Infinitive masb(ar) magfia 



Past 
Compound nonpast 
Jussive 
Imperative 
Infinitive 

asba:b(ar)a 
yasba:b(r )a:l 
yasba:b(r)i 
asba:b(r)i 
masba:b(ar) 

afra:ra 
yafra:ra:l 
yafra:r 
afra:r 
mafra:ra 
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The verb rPa 'to see', which is at the same time IP and IIIinf., and its 
a-causative a:ra>a 'to show' have irregular forms: 

Past rPa a:ra>a 
Compound nonpast yira:l ya:ra:l 
Jussive yar yu:r 
Imperative ri u:r 
Infinitive mara mo:ra> 

The paradigm shows that the causative follows the patterns of a:sa 'to make' 
(see p. 500) in the nonpast, jussive, and imperative. 

Ib- and lIb-Verbs 
The verbs bala> a 'to eat' and baqa 'to be enough' lose their first radical in the non
past, -iba- becoming -0:- via-iwa-: yo:la:l 'he eats' andyo:qa:l 'it is enough'. The 
other Ib-verbs are regular. An initial b also disappears in some forms of the verb 
ba:ya 'to say' (see p. 500). 

The root nbr 'to live, stay, be' loses the b in the past: na:ra. The other forms are 
regular: yinabra:l 'he lives'. 

Quadriradical Verbs 
The basic forms of the quadriradical verbs are: 

Past 
Compound nonpast 
Jussive 
Imperative 

gilaba!a 'to invert' 
yiglab!a:l 
yaglab!i 
gilabti 

There exists also a type C and a frequentative. The usual derivational classes 
with the prefixes ta-, a-, and at- can be formed, too. 

Adverbs 
The adverbs are formed by placing the postposition -be behind the adjective: 
ama:n 'good', ama:n-be 'well'. 
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Syntax 

Word Order 
The normal order is subject-object-predicate. The placement of adverbial expres
sions is quite free, but not behind the verb. The qualifier precedes the qualified: 
adjectives, genitives and relative clauses stand before the substantive. Inside a 
sentence subordinate clauses precede the main clause. 

Agreement Rules 
Female beings and localities are feminine and govern the feminine in verbs, if sub
jects, and pronouns. Adjectives express no gender. A plural noun marked as such 
governs the plural agreement, adformam, not ad sensum. 

Negations 
In Ancient Harari a sentence was negated by placing al- before the past and the 
infinitive and a- before the nonpast and the jussive: albo:xu 'I did not enter', 
al/:Luro:t 'not going', aybaqli 'it does not grow', anatte:sa 'may we not act'. a- de
veloped from al- by assimilation and later reduction of the lengthened consonant. 
This is shown by the sg. lc. in which the I was preserved: alqabti 'I do not miss'. 

The imperative cannot be negated. It is replaced by the second person of the ne
gated jussive. 

In Modern Harari a negative main clause has always to comprise the element 
-m. In the past it is normally placed at the end of the verb: alsabara-m. The final 
-m can also be attached to another part of the sentence: gi:s alzalama gir-um ( -u-
stands to avoid a consonant cluster at the end of the word) 'if it does not rain to
morrow'. 

In the nonpast the simple forms are replaced by the compound forms which 
consist of a combination of the simple nonpast and the auxiliary verb /:Lal (see 
p. 496). The negative of /:Lal is e:l(-um) (see p. 507). The -m is normally inserted 
between the main and the auxiliary verb: 

Sg.lc. isabrume:x PI. lc. nisabrume:na 
2m. tisabrume :x 2c. tisabrume:xu 

f. tisabrume:s 
3m. yisabrume:l 3c. yisabrume:lu 

f. tisabrume :t 

The -u- again, has the function of avoiding a cluster of three consonants. It is 
missing where it is not needed: yiki:bbe:me:l 'he does not testify against her'. As 
in the past, it seldom occurs that the -m is separated from the verb: yi:m mullu> 
waqti:m yitlamade:l 'this is not taught whole day'. 

In subordinate clauses the negative jussive is used for the negative nonpast: 



Sg. lc. ansibar 
2m. atsibar 
f. atsibari 

3m. aysibar 
f. atsibar 

PI. lc. ansibar 
2c. atsibaru 

3c. aysibaru 
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The paradigm shows that there is no -m in subordinate clauses in the nonpast. 
The same is true for the past: zalsabara 'who did not break'. 

Questions 
There is a special interrogative form of the nonpast in Harari. It is formed by in
serting an -i:n between the main and the auxiliary verb: yidi:gi:nal? 'does he 
come?', tidi:gi:naxu? 'do you (pI.) come?' In the negative an -i: is placed behind 
the auxiliary verb: yisabrume:li:? 'does he not break?'. The negative shows that 
the interrogative morpheme is the -i: only while the -n- seems to be the same mor
pheme which can be found in positive copular sentences (see p. 507) and which 
is substituted by -m in negative copular sentences. 

Subordination 

Relative Clauses 
While Ancient Harari was quite poor in methods of subordination there are many 
possibilities to subordinate a clause in Modem Harari. Most of these developed 
from relative clauses, so it is advisable to first have a look at these. 

In Harari the relative clause normally precedes the qualified substantive (see p. 
502). As in other Semitic languages the relationship between the relative clause 
and the qualified substantive has to be expressed by a pronominal suffix (or infix) 
attached to the relative verb (Ar. a:>id): qabi:la:c yinabribo:za:l to:ya 'regions in 
which tribes live'. 

In Ancient Harari the relative element zi- was placed before the verb only in the 
past: zisabara 'who broke', zalsabara 'who did not break', while in the nonpast 
no relative element was placed. The relative relationship was only expressed by 
the position of the simple nonpast before the qualified substantive: yima:g gaJi-zo 
'his servant who is better'. Only negative relative clauses in the nonpast were 
characterized by a prefixed z-: zaybarsi naga:si 'the king who will not be abol
ished'. 

In Modem Harari nothing has changed for the past. In the positive nonpast the 
relative element is inserted between the main and the auxiliary verb: yisabriza:l 
wi:g 'the boy who breaks' , tisabriza:t qalJat 'the woman who breaks'. For the neg
ative relative clause the z- is placed before the negative jussive: zaysibar 'who 
does not break' . 

The Harari relative clause is to a high degree nominalized. It can be determined 
by the article: zigadara-zo xizi:r abo:ft masgidin ta 'the one which is the biggest 
is the Xazi:r Abo:fi Mosque'. It can stand in the accusative form: yizaifi:w 
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xitarbaii! 'keep away from me what is worst!'. The nominal plural morpheme -a:c 
can be added. This suffix may pluralize the subject or the object of the relative 
clause: zima/:latuiia:c 'those who beat (past) me', tICima/:ltiyuza:sa:c 'those whom 
you (f.) beat (present)', kabi:rnat yibaz/:libeyuza:la:c 'those in whom the piety is 
much'. 

In Modem Harari the relative clause is often used to fonn deft sentences, a con
struction which did not exist in Ancient Harari. Contrary to Amharic, the Harari 
cleft sentence always needs a pseudo-object suffix pronoun. This pronoun is add
ed also to a passive verb and is always a sg. 3m., independent from the subject of 
the sentence: maCin ta Zigi zitma/:late:w? 'when was it that the boy was beaten = 
when was the boy beaten?', maCin ta zitma/:llatsa? 'when were you (f.) beaten?'. 

The relative clause can be placed in a circumstantial accusative (Ar. /:la:l) ex
pressing a circumstantial clause (English 'while'): yisakza:l di:ga 'he came while 
running', lit. 'as a running one' . 

Conjunctional Clauses 
Nonnally Harari indicates subordination by a conjunction. Most conjunctions fol
low the verb of the subordinate clause, some precede it. The conjunctions placed 
behind the verb often developed from nouns with a preceding relative clause. 

saJa 
saJ a (or as enclitic -sa) is an Arabic loanword originally meaning 'hour' (Ar. 
sa:ca). Preceded by the relative past, it fonns temporal and conditional clauses: 
ga:mea zitqo.fala saJa lagna at/:le:baruii 'when the university was closed the 
board asked me', bari gugal ziqo:rarxi-sa me:taqxa-dale koJot gidi:r ga:ra:c /:lalu 
'if you approach the wall of the gates, there are two big buildings, one on either 
side of you'. This construction did not exist in Ancient Harari. 

kut(a) 
-kut(a) preceded by a relative clause fonns comparative clauses. Though -kut is a 
derivation of the comparative element -ku, it must have functioned as a noun on 
its way to becoming a conjunction, because it can be followed by an article or can 
be placed in an accusative: arafa yidgadarbaza:l-kutaw /:le:gna gira 'if we con
sider how 'Arafa is celebrated', literally 'the manner in which' Arafa is celebrat
ed'. 

-kut also fonns final or 'that' -clauses. In this case it is preceded by the simple 
nonpast: waldi yibaz/:lile:-kut tixasat 'she wants that the children become more to 
her advantage'. This simple nonpast must be interpreted as a relative clause, too, 
being a relic of Ancient Harari where relative clauses in the nonpast lack the rel
ative element. The correctness of this interpretation is shown by negative clauses 
in which the z- already occurred in Ancient Harari (see p. 503) koJot mugta
maJa:c a/:ladnat-ziyu zaytibaq-kuta xa:na 'it happened that the unity of the two so
cieties did not become strong'. 
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qe:ssi 
qe:ssi is a noun meaning 'quantity'. Preceded by a simple nonpast, which again 
must be interpreted as an ancient relative clause, it forms temporal clauses, mean
ing 'as long as', 'until': i:d yU:9 qe:ssi yinabra:lu 'they remain till the celebration 
is finished' . 

-be 
Preceded by a relative clause, the postposition -be forms· different subordinate 
clauses corresponding to the different meanings of the postposition: zina:re :w-be 
rna:ge:wi:? 'is he better than he was before?', ziqara>e:w-be l)aJaze:w 'because 
he read it, he knows it by heart', zalzalama-be ga:r igaba:x 'I go home before it 
rains'. 

-be preceded by the simple nonpast and followed by the verb of existence I)al 
forms an aspect ('just doing, doing right now'): sina:n-zo:w yabaslo:-be I)alu 
'they are just inquiring about the matter'. 

-Ie 
-Ie is identical with the postposition -Ie. In Harari it forms causal ('because, 
since') and final clauses ('to'). If it is causal it is preceded by a relative clause: 
zanasa qi:ma-Ie zatwa:xabeyu-Ie garab yis!ol)ol 'they give him a share because 
he helped them to buy at a lower price'. The final -Ie is preceded by the simple 
nonpast: yifatlJ,o:-le wa!!u 'they went out to unload it'. The simple past again, may 
be interpreted as an old relative clause. The final -Ie clause already existed in An
cient Harari and was taken over into modem times unchanged. The causal -Ie
clause came into existence only in Modem Harari. So the relative clause was con
structed the modem way. 

gir 
gir forms conditional clauses ('if). Originally, it was a Cushitic loanword mean
ing 'time'. There might have happened a similar development to that of the more 
modem sa>a (see p. 504), forming temporal clauses first and then conditional 
clauses (cf. German wenn). In Modem Harari gir is preceded by the past, while in 
Ancient Harari there occurred also the simple nonpast: qa:t tixas gir wari:qa bala! 
'if you want qa:t call Wari:qa!'. This again can be interpreted as a relative clause. 
Whether or not this is also true for the modem past, is not clear. Here a zi- should 
be expected which does not occur: qala ce:xala gir zingo:-be yixadnal)al 'if he 
builds an upper floor he covers it with corrugated iron'. 

-rna:m 
-ma:m is preceded by the jussive and forms concessive clauses ('though'). It can-
not be interpreted as a relative clause. Perhaps, -rna:m is a combination of -rna (see 
p. 506) and the adversative -m: 'I go out though it rains', lit. 'I go out and may it 
but rain'. An example for a -rna:m-clause is: I)ilqi-zo yazbal)-ma:m yi masgida:c 
Jiz-be !i!ti:tin ta 'though their number is large these mosques are very small'. 
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im-
im- followed by the negative simple nonpast fonns a temporal clause with the 
meaning 'before': lJ,ara:s irnatwila> u:ga tu:¢ume:t 'before she is not out of her 
period as a woman in childbed she will not go into the street'. The underlying 
preposition im- (etymologically = Ge'ez am(na» was still very common in An
cient Harari, but has been lost in Modern Harari. Also, the conjunctional function 
seems to be extinguished in Modern Harari now. The most recent examples I 
know originate from the early 1960s. 

is-
is- followed by the past, fonns temporal clauses of different meanings like 
'while', 'as long as', 'after', 'since': rnaki:na safi ta:gir rnaki:na-zo la:y-be isa:l 
yalqa:lqa:l 'but the tailor chews qa:t while he is at his sewing machine'. In older 
Modern Harari (first half of this century) the (i)s could also be inserted between 
the main and the auxiliary verb of the compound nonpast: yilsa:l 'while he says'. 
This construction, however, is now totally replaced by the synonym -za:l (see 
p.503). 

kil-
kil- followed by the past fonns temporal clauses, too: dukka:n-le dukka:n kil
wa:lala sadaqa yisa:mta:l 'while he goes from shop to shop he collects alms'. The 
connection with the Ancient Harari preposition kal- 'like' and the Modern Harari 
preposition kil- 'toward' is not clear. 

-ma 
In Harari the suffix -rna is used to express almost the same meanings as the gerund 
in the other languages, so -ma has to be located between coordination and subor
dination: a:y tidalgi-ma walda:c-ze:w tali:qat 'while working, the mother brought 
up her children', in¢i sabaru-ma ila ga:r adi:go 'after he had split the wood, he 
brought it to the house', yidge:b-ma a:w-zo:-balJ, alJ,ada ko>ot yilume:l 'he sits 
down and does not agree with his father'. There are special rules of agreement be
tween the main verb and the preceding -ma-verb. As the first example shows, for 
instance, the auxiliary verb of the compound nonpast is not repeated before -mao 

Infinitive 
The infinitive can be used to replace several kinds of subordinate clauses, corre
sponding either to the case in which the infinitive stands or to the postposition 
which follows: zifia:t salJ,an ga:r gambari satra:w mabo:>a-ze:w yanqu:rriza:l 
'while he waits that the beams of dawn enter the cracks at the door of the house', 
rnaga:la ba:yti-le nitna.fa>balJ,ana 'we use it in order to say "market"', ge:y usu> 
isla:m muxna-zo:-be arabi-be bagi:1J, kilma:c warasa 'because the Harari are 
Muslims they inherited many words from Arabic' . 
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-nat 
The suffix -nat formed abstracts in Ancient Hararl: nabi 'prophet', nabinat 
'prophethood'. In Modern Hararl -nat got a second function. It can be added to a 
relative clause: a!}mad kiz yi:dza:lnatuw a:mnume:x 'I do not believe that AQmad 
tells a lie', literally 'I do not believe in Abmad's one-who-tells-a-lie-ness'. 

Copular and Possessive Expressions 

ta 
The Hararl copular verb is ta. It is conjugated by adding the object suffixes ( see 
p.490): 

Sg.lc. taft PI. lc. tana 
2m. tax 2c. taxu 

f. tas 
3m. ta 3c. tayu 

f. te 

In the positive main clause the copular sentence includes the suffix -no Theoret
ically it may be placed behind every word of the sentence, but normally it is at
tached to the predicative expression which as a rule, precedes the copular verb: 
titxita:tala:za:t indo:cin te 'those who supervise it are the women' (-i- is inserted 
if the word before -n ends in a consonant), yitta:waqa:za:l ga:r !}awa:z sum-be:n 
ta 'it is by the family names that they know each other'. 

In subordinate clauses the -n is missing: tumtu zitayu qabi:la:c 'tribes which are 
blacksmiths' . 

The copular verb is negated by al-. Instead of -n the sentence contains a -m (see 
p. 502) zari bagi:!}um alta 'the grain is not much'. Like the -n the -m is missing 
in subordinate clauses. 

In the past ta is substituted by na:ra, also preceded by -n in positive main 
clause: imti!}a:n li!}imin na:ra 'the examination was easy'. The negative of the 
past is anna:ra « alna:ra) accompanied by -m: yi:-kutum anna:ra 'it was not so'. 
In subordinate clauses -n and -m again are missing. 

!}al 
The verb of existence is !}al 'there is'. It is conjugated like a past though the mean
ing is that of the nonpast. The past is expressed by na:ra, which, when substituting 
!}al, has no -n in the sentence: gidi:r katamaya:c yida:bliza:lu u:ga:c !}alu 'there 
are roads which connect the big towns', bagi:!} ge:ya:c na:ru 'there were many 
(places named) ge:y'. 

The negative of !}al is e:l 'there is not': zal!}a:re:w bandar e:lum 'there is no 
town which he did not visit' (in this sentence the -m is attached to e:1 and not to 
the predicate noun). e:1 can be a combination of i:- (the Ge'ez negation) and !}al. 

By adding the object suffixes !}al becomes the possessive expression ('to 
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have'): a:n gidi:r sandu:q f)aLan 'I have a big box', awwaL-be zina:re :w-kut-be 'as 
he had it in former times', e:Lanum 'I have not'. 

The object suffixes can also be attached together with the preposition -b-. In this 
case !)aLba has three meanings: 'there is in him', 'it is with him = he has', 'it is to 
his disadvantage = he has to, he must' . 
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22 The Silte Group 
(East Gurage) 

Ernst-August Gutt 

The Silte group comprises the following major varieties: Silte, Inneqor (Azarnat), 
Wolane forming a dialect cluster and the more divergent Zway. Most of the data 
here are from Silte, the few data for Zway, added by the editor, come from Leslau 
1992. 

According to the 1984 census, about 500,000 people usually speak Silte in their 
homes. Silte and Inneqor are adjacent, situated on the Rift Valley escarpment in 
Ethiopia. Wolane and Zway are geographically separated from the rest and from 
each other (Wolane to the north-west, Zway to the east of the other two). 

Most of the East Gurage people are Muslims, with noticeable elements of an an
imistic religion. There are also enclaves of Ethiopian Orthodox Christians. A di
vision between highland and lowland population is economically relevant: the 
highlanders' main crop is ensete, the false banana plant (ensete edulis); in the low
lands: grain and cattle raising. A significant number of Siltes are traders, spread 
around the towns of Ethiopia. The important cash crops are red pepper and qat, a 
plant the leaves of which contain a stimulant. 

Dialectal variation is mostly phonological, involving the occurrence of the 
glides h, ), y, w, mostly in word-initial position, though there is also some 
morphological variation. In the southern areas ofthe Silte group there is a tenden
cy toward various kinds of glottalization, probably under the influence of neigh
boring Hadiya. Thus p occurs in place of b in geminate consonants or clusters: 
happi 'then' for abbi, and harpaiiiio 'hare' for arbaiiiio. Geminates may be glot
talized: ha)na 'that (ace.)' corresponding to anna, baPla 'much' corresponding 
to balta. In Wolane,) and q appear to be interchangeable. Zway appears to show 
more substantial differences from the other dialects. A remarkable feature in the 
Silte group (except apparently for Wolane) is the contrastive vowel length. 

509 
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Phonology 

Consonants 
Most varieties of the Silte group have basically twenty-five consonants p, t, C, k, 
b, d,j, g, t, r, q,J, s, s, Z, t, m, n, ii, l, r, W, y, h, >. All of these, except hand>, can 
occur geminated. Wolane is reported to have a labialized set of velar stops plus 
h w. The change q > > is attested in some dialects. 

Minimal pairs based on gemination: 

bala 'he ate' 
gawo 'forest' 
daama 'bronze colored cattle' 

Vowels 

balla 'much' 
gawwa 'foolish' 
daamma 'wild honey' 

With the apparent exception of Wolane, the Silte group vowel system falls into 
two sets of five short and five long vowels: i, e, a, 0, u and ii, ee, aa, 00, uu. While 
there can also be a quality difference between i (which can be centralized [~]) and 
ii as well as between a (which can be raised to [a)) and aa, the length distinction 
affects all five vowel pairs, and hence seems to be the relevant contrast. 

Examples for contrastive vowel length: 

sir 'root' siir 'tough leather' 
kda 'container for red pepper beesa 'kind of coin' 
bala 'he ate' baala 'he said' 
goro 'season' gooro 'hunger' 
mut 'death' muut 'thing(s)' 

All short vowels may appear optionally voiceless before pause. After the bilabial 
glide W the contrast between i and u and between a and 0 is neutralized. 

Assimilation 
Alveolar stops and affricates totally assimilate to a following coronal obstruent. 
With the paucal suffix -ca added to nouns and with the passive prefix t- or the sg. 
3f. suffix -t added to verbs note: abot 'father' abocca 'fathers '; baad 'country', 
baacca 'countries'; caala 'know', yaccaala 'that which was known'; aytisacaan 
'that which will not be drunk' (= undrinkable); heeda 'he went', heett 'she went'. 

Partial regressive assimilation can optionally occur when a glottalized and a 
non-glottalized consonant are juxtaposed: iMeebalaan 'he will receive' (from i-t
qeebalaan); ruuq 'far', ruukca. 
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Morphology 

Pronouns 
Independent pronouns (Zway, when divergent, in braces): 

Sg.1 ihe {aya}'I' 
2m. ata 'you (m.)' 

f. as {aci} 'you (f.)' 
3m. uha {ut} 'he' 

f. isa {it} 'she' 

Complement pronoun suffixes: 

Sg. I -Ii 
2m. -ka after C, -ha elsewhere 
f. -s 

3m. -ii after C, -yelsewhere 
f. -eet 

Possessive pronoun suffixes: 

Sg. 1 -ee 
2m. -aa/aaha 

f. -aas 
3m. -ka 

f. -sa 

PI. 1 
2 

3 

PI. 1 
2 

3 

PI. 1 
2 

3 

ilia {~fifia} 
atum 

uhnu {~nom} 

-na 

'we' 
'you (pl.)' 

'they' 

-kum after C, -mmu elsewhere 

-iimmu after C, or i 
-ymu after V other than i 

-na 
-aammu 

-niimmu 

Benefactive and detrimental pronoun suffixes (see p. 525): 

Benefactive Detrimental 
Sg. 1 -nn -bili 

2m. -nka -biha 
f. -ns -bis 

3m. -nnii -bii 
f. -nneet -beet 

PI. 1 -nna -bina 
2 -nkum -bimmu 
3 -nniimmu -biim 

bi- has the allomorphs: -bu following u; -b before vowel, and -bi elsewhere. 
The suffix -nn has the following allomorphs: -Ii before Ii, n before other conso

nants, and -nn elsewhere. 
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Nouns 
Morphologically, nouns have the following general structure: 

(Prefix) (Distributive) STEM (Ace. or Vocative) (Particle) (Copula) (Possessive Suffix) (Article) 

The initial position can be taken by any preposition (ba-, la-, ta- see p. 514) or 
the genitive marker ya-. The latter is elided when there is a preposition: yasaalo 
gaar 'Salo's house', basaalo gaar 'in Salo's house'. The distributive marker: -sa
'each' may occur, preceded by the genitive marker (or a preposition). With a dis
tributive marker, the noun must also have a possessive suffix: sab ya-sa-gee-ka 
heeda 'the people went each one to their home'. 

Following the stem, either the accusative or vocative suffix can occur: waaj 
'elder brother', waaj-o '(hey-m.), elder brother'; gaar-a gaba 'he entered the 
house (acc.)'. 

The next position can optionally be filled by either of the pragmatic particles -w 
'how about, as to' or -m 'also': raanji-w 'as to a thief'; raanjim 'a thief also', or a 
copula raanji-n 'he is a thief'. 

The copula can be followed by a possessive suffix: ruuloo-n-sa 'it is her child' 
[child-is-hers]. The possessive suffix can, of course, occur without the copula: 
ruu10sa 'her child'. 

In the final position the definite article -ii for masculine or -te for feminine can 
be found: in! 'tree', in!ii 'the tree'; garajja 'girl', garajjate 'the girl'. Ifanoun has 
the copula plus a possessive and/or a definite article, the copula always precedes 
these suffixes. Here are examples of combinations of several of these suffixes: 

aaddee-na-w-ka 'as to his moth61' (acc.)' [mother-acc.-as-to-his] 
likki-n-ee 'It is my measure/size' [measure-copula-my] 

Definiteness, Number and Gender 
These three categories are interrelated in the Silte group. For example, the suffix 
-te can mark definiteness with feminine gender and singular number. 

Gender 
Gender is mostly determined naturally, not grammatically. Thus humans and an
imals are given the gender according to their sex. A comparatively small number 
of inanimate nouns are specified for gender; thus wari 'moon' is usually given 
masculine gender and ayr 'sun' feminine, hence warii 'the moon' , ayrite 'the sun'. 
Similarly, trees are usually treated as feminine. 

Number 
Semantically, a three-way distinction exists between singular, paucal, and plural. 
However, morphologically only the paucal is marked - the other two categories 
are unmarked. Thus, while uunca refers to a small number of stones (paucal), uun 
may refer either to one or a large number of stones. The context disambiguates 
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such unmarked expressions. 
There are two basic morphological types of paucal formation for adjectives and 

nouns: (1) suffixation of -ea ( -eea after a consonant cluster or a geminate); word
final short vowels are elided before the suffix: 

Suffixation of -ea: 
¢aaf 'leaf' 
bolaale 'long trolJsers' 

¢aafCa 
bolaalea 

or (2), for many nouns mostly ending in a short vowel, reduplication of the last 
consonant with insertion of the vowel aa and replacement of the original final 
vowel by 0: alaga 'stranger', alagaago; amoole 'salt bar', amoolaalo. When the 
last consonant is geminate, only the degeminated, single consonant is repeated: 
burre 'big tin/can', burraaro. 

Most words with reduplicated paucal allow further suffixation as well: bala 'ca
lamity' balaalea; boso 'young ensete plant' bosaasea. 

Definiteness 
Definite articles mark gender, -ii (-y after vowel) for masculine, and -te for fem
inine. However, these two articles can fulfill further functions. The masculine -ii 
can signal a large number or collective of items, regardless of their gender, while 
the feminine -te can refer to one item (singulative) and/or to a small specimen. 

For example, in addition to denoting definiteness, the expression gaarte 'the 
(f.) house' implies a single house considered to be small. By contrast, the expres
sion gaarii 'the (m.) house' is neutral as to size, and it may refer, as an alternative 
to its singular meaning, to a collective or large number of houses. The collective 
use overrides natural gender: indaaeCii mala 'the women have come (sg. m.)'. 

There is no indefinite article. However, the indefinite pronoun add (pI. 
addadd) is often used to introduce entities not assumed to be contextually known. 

The definite article is not used for the generic statements: baqlo allaha sada
beetaane, daraqtaat dalsa 'Allah cursed the mule and its womb has become bar
ren'. Here baqlo 'mule', with no article, refers not to a particular mule, but to the 
species. 

Case 
Silte uses four prepositions and two suffixes to mark case relations on nominal 
phrases. The form of nominals that occurs in subject position (nominative) is mor
phologically unmarked. The following table gives some indication of typical cor
relations between these markers, case and semantic roles. (The question of 
whether the prefixes are prepositional or case markers is beyond the scope of this 
description. ) 
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Prepositions 

Marker Gloss 
ya- 'of' 
la- 'to' 

ba- 'in, with' 
ta- 'with, than' 

Suffixes 

-a 
-0 - -(a)wl-(a)y (m./f.) 

"Typical" semantic role 
genitive: possessor 
dative: experiencer, goal, location, benefactive, 

theme (see p. 526) 
instrument, source, location, detrimental 

comitative, point of comparison (origin) 

Function 
accusative theme, range 
vocative addressee (special vocative pronouns: kool 

tee 'hey, you (m./f. singular or plural)' 

The genitive modifies a noun; it can indicate possession, substance of which 
something is made (ya-saar gaar 'a thatch roofed [= of-grass] house'), or some 
other relation (ya-taaeeena marka 'yesterday's matter'. 

The accusative is used for definite objects, indefinite objects have no overt case 
marker, though some dialects use the accusative marker even here. It has the fol
lowing allophones: -n(a) after proper names, pronouns and with nouns with pos
sessing suffixes that begin with a long vowel (isaana 'her ( acc. ) , ), -e after palatal 
consonants, 0 after vowel, -a elsewhere. It may further be used adverbially, usu
ally indicating a range of time or location or some more abstract relation. See 
p.525. 

Benefactive is for the beneficiary, also with inanimate nouns: la-gaar-ii qurat 
wagga yaabeezu-nniy-aan ('to-house-the roof spikes they-make-for-him-aux.') 
'one prepares spikes for the roof of the house'. Detrimental (= instrumental) has 
the opposite meaning: gaar-a-y oontu-buy 'house-acc.-the they-closed-to-his
detriment'. 

Morphological Properties and Processes with Nouns 
Common morphophonemic changes with suffixes are the following. Word-final 
vowels are dropped directly before a plural suffix. Word-final vowels are length
ened immediately preceding the accusative suffix -na: maata, maalaana 'younger 
brotheraccJ; or the pragmatic markers -m and ow: addeiiiia, adeiiiiaam 'first, first 
also'; or the masculine definite article: bueo, bueooy 'dog, the dog'. 

Adjectives 
Basic adjectives: Jayya 'good', booz 'bad', yaroore 'big', qal/ 'small'. Derived 
adjectives: (none of the derivations is productive; they are all lexically deter
mined). 
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Denominal adjectives in -aiUia: 
gutt 'middle' guttaiiiia 'average' 

Denominal adjectives in -ataiiiia: 
kasb 'work' kasbataiiiia 'industrious' 

Denominal adjectives in -aanco: 
bitar 'marriage' bitaraanco 'newly-wed 

Denominal adjectives in -a(a)m(a): 
maniija 'pride' mamzJaam 'proud' 

Denominal adjectives in -a(a)taam (denoting ampleness): 
ayb 'milk' aybaataam 'giving much milk' 

The noun of agent of verbs (see below) has often an adjectival sense: 
qoommara 'be strong', qoommaari 'strong'; qaiie 'to envy', qaiiiilo 'envious'. 

There are no special adjectival forms for comparison; if the point of comparison 
is explicit, it is marked by ta- plus the suffix -ko 'like': 

uha ta-ihee-ko maniijaam 
'He is prouder than I.' 
ittate laam taattitate-ko aybaataamint 
'This cow gives more milk than that one.' 

Stative verbs with ta- often express comparison: 

yahe gaar ta-atay ifeettaan 
'My house is bigger than yours.' 
feeq ta-laam yaansaan 
'A goat is smaller than a cow. ' 

Deictics 
Basic forms: itta 'this' and atta 'that' to which the definite article (m. or f.) is 
added: ittaay, ittate 'this'; attaay, attate 'that'. So far no meaning difference has 
been noted. 

'This' 'That' 
(def.) (def. f.) (def.) (def. f.) 

Nom. itta ittaay ittate atta attaay attate 
Gen. yiitta yiittaay yiittate yaatta yaattaay yaattate 
Dat. illii illitaay illitate allii allitaay allitate 
Acc. inna innay innate anna annay annate 
Abl. ittii lttltaay ittitate attii attitaay attitate 
Instr. ibbii ibbitaay ibbitate abbii abbitaayabbitate 

There are parallel variants with iyii and ayii. Sometimes prepositions are added 
to the inflected forms, e.g. biibbi for *ba-ibbi; *la-alli becomes laalli; *ta-itti be-
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comes tiittii. 
Plurals (paucals) are formed by adding sur: ii sur, ittaay sur 'these'; ayii sur, 

attaay sur 'those' etc. 

Numerals 

Cardinal Numbers 

1 add 10 assir 40 arba 
2 oost 11 asradd 50 amsa 
3 seest 12 asroost 60 sidsa 
4 araatt 13 asraseest 70 siba 
5 ammist 17 asrasaabt 80 sumna 
6 siddist 20 kuya 90 zifana 
7 saabt 21 kuyaadd 100 baqqil 
8 summut 25 kuya ammist 200 oost baqqil 
9 ziitfanne 30 saasa 1,000 kim 

Ordinal Numbers 
These are formed from cardinal numbers by adding the suffix -lanna: addilaniia 
'first',oostilanna 'second', etc. 

Verbs 

Root Structure and Stem Formation 
Overall, the description of verb roots requires reference to the following 
parameters: 

• number of root consonants 
• gemination pattern of root consonants 
• nature of thematic (root) vowel 
• nature of root final radical 
• presence of a special nasal element 

Roots can differ according to whether the penultimate root consonant is geminated 
or not: 

biconsonantal verbs: gaba 'enter' 
bada 'take' 

triconsonantal verbs: harata 'take a mouthful' 
rawwafa'run' 

quadriconsonantal verbs: dinabata'be surprised' 
sinaf!ala'develop oneself, be trained' 
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However, for a significant number of verbs one root vowel, the "thematic vowel," 
needs to be specified as well. Thematic vowels can be ee, aa, 00, and 0: 

biconsonantal verbs with thematic vowel: qeera 'watch, wait' 
goora 'slaughter' 

triconsonantal verbs with thematic vowel: maagada'kindle' 
eewada 'tell' 
toollaba 'beg' 

The final radical can be of four kinds: (1) ending in a consonant only; (2) ending 
in consonant followed by a; (3) ending in a non-palatal consonant with following 
a palatalized to e; (4) ending in a palatal consonant with following a palatalized 
to e. The nature of the final radical can best be seen in the imperative sg. m.; pal
atal consonants are depalatalized preceding back vowels, so the underlying non
palatal consonant appears, for example, preceding the infinitival ending -oot: 

consonant only: waaba waab 'give!' 
4 consonant plus a: qeera qiira 'watch!' 
5 non-palatal consonant plus e: noze nuz 'be angry!' 
6 palatal consonant plus e: sace sic sikoot 'drink!' 

The nasal element appears in bi- and triradical verbs: anie 'see', eenza 'hold', 
oonte 'close', andara 'spend the night', eenqafa 'embrace'. All but one of these 
verbs begin with a vowel. The one verb that begins· with a consonant is: soonce 
'smell good'. The nasal does not count as a radical consonant. Thus anie 'see' 
inflects like a biconsonantal verb, and andara 'spend the night' like a tricon
sonantal one. 

Derivation Classes 
Derived stems are primarily viewed from a morphological point of view, since the 
semantic characteristics tend to overlap and are unpredictable at times. The deri
vational processes attested as below: 

Prefixation of at- plus change of the first vowel a to ee; this most often has a 
causative meaning. 

faqa 'hit' at/eeqa 'cause to hit' 
jammara 'begin' ajjeemmara 'cause to begin' 
dinabata 'be frightened' addineebata 'make frightened' 
foge 'inflate' at/ooge 'cause to inflate' 
zaace 'herd' azzaace 'cause to herd' 
eeffe 'cover' ateeffe 'cause to cover' 

This is the only derivation process that can be applied to virtually any verb, basic 
or derived itself. 
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2 Prefixation of a- to intransitive verbs; this tends to result in a transitive mean
ing, but in many cases the outcome is not predictable: 

raaje 
wakaba 
gaba 

'be old' 
'buy' 
'enter' 

araaje 
awakaba 
agaba 

'make old' 
'sell' 
'place inside; marry' 

3 Prefixation of ta-; in most cases this passivizes underived transitive verbs: 

(eene 
waaba 
eewada 

'give birth' 
'give' 
'tell' 

ta(eene 
taaba 
teewada 

'be born' 
'be given' 
'be told' 

4 Lengthening of thematic a to aa; this is usually accompanied by the prefix
ation of ta-. Semantically it often indicates a reciprocal, iterative or very intensive 
process. With the prefix replaced by at-, a causative meaning obtains: 

faje 
tafaaje 
atfaaje 

'finish' 
'destroy each other' 
'cause people to destroy 

each other' 

rawwata 
taraawata 
atraawata 

'run' 
'to run here and there' 
'make run here and 

there' 

5 There are at least two distinct kinds of reduplicative formations: type 1 in
volves the first root consonant, type 2 the second root consonant (only the simple 
consonant is reduplicated, not a geminate). Semantically, reduplication often in
dicates mUltiple actions: either doing something repeatedly or doing something to 
many objects, people, etc. For a number of verbs it indicates that the activity is 
done "a little," not completely or properly. 

Type 1 reduplication (C1 VC2(V) ~ C1 aaC1 VC2(V) (only biconsonantal): 

laaha 'send' laalaaha 'send many people, or something 
to many places' 

qeera 'wait' qaaqeera 'watch repeatedly, many times' 
(eene 'give birth' (aa(eene 'give birth many times' 

Type 2 reduplication «C1)VC2(V) ~ (C.)iC2aaC2(V)): 

faje 'finish' ftjaaje 'finish many things' 
aje 'hit' ijaaje 'hit many times, in many places, 

many people' 
eema 'slander' imaama 'slander many times' 
eenza 'hold' tiinzaaza 'hold each other' 
qatala 'kill' qitaatala 'kill many animals, people' 
jammara'begin' jimaammara 'to start a little bit' 
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Some verbs employ both types of reduplication, with different meanings:foge 'in
flate'; type 1 reduplication: atfaafooge 'cause to be swollen in many places'; type 
2 reduplication: fugaage (fogaage) 'inflate many times' . 

With both types the original thematic vowel may also be lengthened: kinabala 
'return (v.t.)'; kinaanaabala 'tum again and again, tum over many times';foge 
'inflate' atfaafooge 'cause to be swollen in many places'. 

The reduplicated verb stems can have one or more of the derivations that a basic 
verb can have: causative in at-, passive in ta-, and, much more rarely, transitive 
with a-: 

soonce 'smell' 
Reduplicated Transitive Causative 
saasoonce asaasoonce assaasoonce 
'many things give a 'smell 'cause each 
smell, something gives different other to 
a smell many times' things' smell something' 

jammara 'begin' 
Reduplicated Causative Passive 
jimaammara ajjimaammara tajmaammara 
'start a 'cause to be started 'be started 
little bit' a little bit' a little bit' 

Silte has many compound verbs consisting of an uninflected morpheme and an 
inflected helping verb like baala 'say', maiie 'build' (mainly intransitive), asel 
aiie 'do, make' (mainly transitive), e.g. buube baala 'flee in fright', buube ase 
'cause to flee in fright' . 

Aspect and Tense 
Aspect is indicated by the internal inflection of the verb stem; tense is marked by 
the conjugational affixes used and/or by auxiliaries. Each verb has three stem 
forms: perfective, imperfective and a third one not marked for aspect, the non
aspectual stem. The perfective stem is used to form simple past, present perfect 
and past perfect tenses, the imperfective stem for the formation of the present! 
future and past-imperfective tenses; the non-aspectual stem serves for the infini
tive and imperative. 
Perfective stem masak-

Simple past 
Present perfect 
Pluperfect 

Imperfective stem mask
Present/future 
Continuous past 

masaka 
masakaan 
masaka naar 

i-maskaan 
i-mask naar 

'he guided' 
'he has guided' 
'he had guided' 

'he guides/will guide' 
'he was guiding' 
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Non-aspectual stem m(i)sak-
Imperative/jussive misak 

yamsak 

Infinitive misakoot 

'guide! (sg. 2m.)' 
'let him guide!' 

'to guide' 

The stem formation makes use of two distinct morphological means: changes in 
the consonant-vowel pattern of the root and raising of the thematic vowel. Thus 
the verbs can be divided into two broad classes: 
Class 1: All verbs with thematic a; taking the perfective stem as basic, the other 
two are derived by omitting the first and second vowel respectively: 

Perfective 
(C)CVC(VC) 

Imperfective 
(C)CVC(C) 

Non-aspectual 
CC(VC) 
CCC(C) 

sac-e'drink' i-sac-aan sic 
bataka 'pull out' i-batk-aan bitak 
sinabata 'stay some days' i-snabt-aan sinbit 
(Note the epenthetical i.) 

Class 2: All verbs with a thematic vowel other than a. Thematic e is raised to i, 0 

to u in the non-aspectual stem: 

jeeje'reach' 
noze 'be angry' 

i-jeej-aan 
i-noz-aan 

jiij 
nuz 

Raising verbs with thematic aa are exceptional in that the aa is raised to ii in the 
imperfective aspect (not all such verbs undergo raising, e.g. raaje 'be old' i-raaj
aan): 

raama 'taste good' 
laaha 'send' 

i-riim-aan 
i-liih-aan 

raam 
laah 

Class 2 verbs with more than two radicals omit the vowel of the last radical in both 
the imperfective and non-aspectual stem forms: 

seebala'dance' 
tooqasa 'beg' 

Conjugation 

i-seebl-aan 
i-tooks-aan 

siibl 
tuuks 

The inflectional structure of verbs in the Silte group is as follows: 

(Negative) (Person) STEM (Person) (Ben.lDetr.) (CPS) (Aux.) 
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In forms based on the imperfective and non-aspectual stems, both prefixes and 
suffixes mark the person. 

As elsewhere in Ethio-Semitic, sentence constituents other than the subject may 
be marked in the morphology of the verb: benefactive (ben.), detrimental/instru
mental (detr.) and complement person suffix (cps), see above. The complement 
person suffixes can occur without either the benefactive or detrimental/instru
mental markers, but these last two categories require the presence of the person 
markers. 

The present tense auxiliary (-na in Zway): 

Sg.1 -aahu/-aaw PI. 1 -aan 
2m. -aaha 2 -aammu 

f. -aas 
3m. -aan 3 -aan 

f. -aat Impers. -aan 

The past auxiliary is naar- (past tense form of verb of existence). 
The category "impersonal" is used to indicate what some unspecified group of 

individuals or people in general do. It may be glossed as 'people', 'one', 'they'. 

Perfective Stem Conjugations 
Added to the perfective stem these mark the subject in the simple past: 

Sg.1 
2m. 
f. 

3m. 
f. 

-ku after C, -hulw elsewhere PI. 1 -na 
-ka after C, -halaa elsewhere 
-s word finally, -si elsewhere 
-e in palatal verbs, -a elsewhere 
-ta preceding an object suffix, 
-t elsewhere 

Simple past 
Simple past of a C-verb 'I guided', etc.: 

2 -kumu after C, 
-mmu elsewhere 

3 -u 
Impers. -i 

Masculine Feminine Plural Impersonal ('People/one guided') 
1 
2 
3 

masakka 
masaka 

masakku 
masakS 
masakt 

masakna 
masakkumu 
masaku masaki 

Simple past of palatal verbs 'I wanted', etc.: 

1 
2 
3 

kaseeha 
kase 

kaseehulw 
kaseeS 
kaseet 

kaseena 
kaseemmu 
kasu kasi 
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Simple past of Ca-verbs: 

1 
2 
3 

balaaha 
bala 

balaahulw 
balaas 
balaat 

balaana 
balaammu 
balu bali 

Present perfect: The perfective stem plus the present tense auxiliary (with -nu or 
-mma in Zway). 
'I have guided', etc. 

1 
2 
3 

masakkoo 
masakkaa masakSees 
masakaan masaktaat 

masaknaan 
masakkumoommu 
masakoon masakeen 

These forms involve the following vowel contraction processes: u + aa ~ 00, a + 
aa ~ aa, i + aa ~ ee. 

For palatal and Ca-verbs the present perfect is formed analogously, except that 
the following additional contraction rule is required for the 3rd person masculine 
of palatal verbs: e + aa ~ aa kasaan 'he has wanted'. 
Pluperfect: The simple past tense forms plus the auxiliary naar uninflected ex
cept in sg. lc. 
'I had guided', etc. 

masakku naarku 
2 masakka naar masakS naar 
3 masaka naar etc. 

Negative forms based on the perfective stem are formed with the prefix al-: al
masaka 'he did not guide', almasakaan 'he has not guided', almasaka naar 'he 
had not guided'. 

Imperfective Stem Conjugations 
Some of the person markers used with imperfective stem involve both prefixes 
and suffixes. The prefixes are as follows: 

(y)i
ti-

y- /_ V sg. 1, sg. 3m., pI. 1, pI. 3, impersonal 
t- /_ V sg. 2m., sg. 2f., sg. 3f., pI. 2. 

The suffixes are -i sg. 2f., pI. 1 -na, pI. 2/3 -u, impersonal -i. The second person 
feminine suffix palatalizes the last consonant of the stem: d ~ j; t ~ c; ! ~ ¢, 
s~ s,z~i,n~ ii,/~ y. 
Continuous past: The conjugated imperfective stem followed by the past tense 
auxiliary. 
'I was guiding', etc. 
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imask naarku imaskina naar 
timaski naar timasku naar 

1 
2 
3 

timask naar 
imasknaar tim ask naar imasku naar imaski naar 

Present/future: The present tense auxiliary is added to the imperfective with its 
person affixes, with the necessary vowel contractions. 
'I guide', etc. 

imaskaahu imaskinaan 
timaskoommu 

1 
2 
3 

timaskaaha 
imaskaan 

timaskeeS 
timaskaat imaskoon imaskeen 

Negative 
Negative present/future (prefix set 1): 
'I will not guide', etc. 

ilawmask 
ittimask ittimaski 

ilawmaskina 
ittimasku 

1 
2 
3 ilamask ittimask ilamasku ilamaski 

Zway has ti- in main clauses and a- in subordination. 
Negative continuous past (prefix set 2) 
'I was not guiding', etc. 

almasknaar almaskina naar 
atmaski naar atmasku naar 

1 
2 
3 

atmask naar 
aymasknaar atmask naar aymasku naar aymaski naar 

Non-aspectual Stem Conjugations 
The infinitive is formed by suffixing -oot (prefixing wii- in Zway) to the non
aspectual stem: misakoot 'to guide'; kisoot 'to want'. 

Thejussive also combines prefixes and suffixes, the imperative uses only suf
fixes. The suffixes are the same as those used with the imperfective stem. The 
prefixes are (the a is elided preceding another vowel): 

l(a)- sg. 1, pI. 1 (ya- is also used for pI. 1 ) 
t(a)- sg.3f. 
y(a)- sg. 3m., pI. 3, impers. 

lamsak 'let me guide' lamsaknalyamsakna 'let us guide' 
misak 'guide! (m.)' misaku 'guide! (pl.)' 
misaki 'guide! (f.)' 
yamsak 'let him guide' yamsaku 'let them guide' 
tamsak 'let her guide' yamsaki 'let one guide' 
yUma 'let him gossip!' tuunt 'let her close!' 
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The negative infinitive is formed by prefixing al- to the affirmative: almisakoot 
'to not guide'. 

The suffix set for the negative imperative/jussive is the same as for the affirma
tive, but the prefixes are those found in the negative prefix set 2 (see p. 523). Ex
amples: almisak 'let me not guide'; atmisak 'don't guide (m.)'; aymisak 'let him 
not guide'; aymisaki 'let people not guide' . 

Derived Forms 
The passive is formed by prefixing ta- (-t- after another prefix). The vocalic pat
tern of the active perfective stem is maintained here. Thematic ee and 00 are 
raised here too, but not aa. 

Table 22.1 Active vs. passive stem forms 

Perfective Imperfective Non-aspectual 
Active Passive Active Passive Active Passive 

'eat' bala- ta-bala- i-bala- i-t-bala bila- ta-bala-
'guide' masak- ta-masak- i-mask- i-t-masak- misak- ta-masak-
'beg' tooqas ta-tooqas i-tooqs- i-t-tooqs- tuuqs- ta-tuuqas-
'mix' liqaalaq- ta-lqaalaq- i-liqaalq- i-t-liqaalaq- liqaalq- ta-liqaalaq-

Agent Nouns 
There is no instrument noun. Agent nouns can be formed in two ways. 

1 Verbs ending in a palatal radical add the suffix -iilo to the perfective stem: 

amoge 'work reluctantly amogiilo 'reluctant worker' 
and badly' 

zaa¢e 'watch, look after' zaaqiilo 'watchman' 
bace 'weep, cry' baciilolbakiilo 'crybaby' 

The suffix may be added to the palatalized or non-palatalized form of the verb 
stem. 

2 Non-palatal verbs add the suffix -i to the last root consonant of the perfec
tive stem, palatalizing that consonant where possible; the last, non-thematic 
vowel is lengthened toaa: qoommara 'be strong'; qoommaari 'strong'; 
amasala 'pretend' amasaay 'pretending'. 

Adverbs and Other Parts of Speech 
Some adverbs are formed from adjectives by suffixing -ko 'like' (-ako after con
sonant):[ayya 'good',[ayyako 'well'; booz 'bad', boozako 'badly'. 
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Syntax 

Word order 

Sentence Level 
The word order is essentially of the SOY type. The order of the constituents other 
than the almost strictly final verb (cf. p. 526, subject or complement NP in post
verbal position) is comparatively flexible, though the preferred order is the subject 
before complements. Adverbial constituents are free to occur anywhere preceding 
the verb. 

yoolay kreetii akku inna jiingo jeejaan 
[see! ditch-the now this-obj. until it-has-reached] 
'See, the ditch has lasted until now.' 

ittaay hullam gina iseeece-waa ayba ya-taafe injeera ibalaan 
[this all time butter-and cheese of-teffpancake he-eats] 
'This one eats all the time butter, cheese and teff pancakes. ' 
(Teff is a kind of grain (Eragrostis tef) grown in Ethiopia.) 

ba-saasaa-m ayaam saasaa-m bi!!e tigaagraat 
[in-thirty-and day thirty-also bread she-bakes] 
'And in thirty days she also bakes thirty loaves of bread.' 

Objects and some other complements may be marked by pronominal suffixes after 
the verb (see p. 511). 

muuta-y ba-ingir-kaa-y ragatay 
[thing-the by-foot-his-the he-kicked-it] 
'He kicked the thing with his foot.' 

la-miis-ii add faranka la-sijaara yoobuyaan 
[to-man-the one lO-cent-coin for-cigarette they-give-him-AUX] 
'They give the man 10 cents for a cigarette.' 

Adverbs may be represented on the verb by the suffixes -bi or -nn (see p. 511). 
-bi expresses a locative, instrumental or detrimentative meaning: masakkubuy 'I 
guided against him'; masaksibeet 'you (sg. f.) guided against her'; ikasnabihaan 
'we will want against you (m. sg.)'. -nn has a benefactive meaning: masakkaiiii 
'you (sg. m.) guided for me'; masakanna 'he guided for us'; masakkumunniimmu 
'you (pI.) guided for them'. These examples can be full sentences. 

balaahu-ym-aahu [I-ate-them-Pres. Pf.] 'I have eaten them.' 
oonteet-bi-iimmu [she-closed-DETR-pl. 3] 'She locked them in.' 
( or 'she locked (the door) to their detriment') 
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Some verbs can take up to three noun phrases in the accusative case: 

ihe safiyyaa-n dum-a-sa iseeece qabaahu 
[I Safiyya-acc. hair-acc.-her butter I-smeared] 
'I smeared Safiyya's hair with butter.' 

Impersonal verbs cannot take an overt subject NP. When a verb complement 
or adverbial constituent is to be marked inflectionally in an impersonal verb, its 
form changes to the 3rd person plural subject, but it still does not take an overt 
subject NP: 

la-gaar-ii makkazo wagga yaanu-nniy-aan 
[for-house-the main-pole spikes they/one-make-BEN-sg. 3m.-AUX] 
'One prepares spikes for the main pole of the house.' 

Topicalized NPs are placed in sentence initial position: 

la-ihe inna-y faranka la-sijaara waabu-ii 
[For-I this-obj.-the lO-cent-coin for-cigarette they-gave-sg. 1] 
'As for me, they gave me these 10 cents for a cigarette. ' 

Sometimes a subject or complement NP occurs in post-verbal position: 

waabsi-ii-aas way weej? 
[have-you (f.)-given-sg. 1 interr. children] 
'Have you given me children?' 

This seems to happen most often at the end of a (longer) speech quotation, per
haps to remind the audience of who the speaker is: 

biitbileet gina "aay, yed bay; yahun. allaha yaabas. nibari" baataane 
taqeebalteetaat ufrite 

[when-she-says-sg. 3f. time "oh here say; let-it-be. Allah may-he-give-sg. 2f. 
live (2f.)!"] she-said-and she-received-her mouse-the] 

'When she said this, the mouse said, "Oh, here you are! OK! Thank you! May 
you live!" and received" (the milk) from her.' 

Phrase Lev,,' 

Noun Phrase 
The linear sequence of constituents in the NP is as follows: 

(Det) (Quant) (Modifier) (Source Gen.) HEAD (hull) 
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The positions of DETERMINER, SOURCE, GENITIVE and HEAD seem to be 
fixed. Detenniners usually take the initial position, the head of the NP is at the 
end. A genitive of source (see example below) immediately precedes the HEAD. 
Nothing may be inserted between the source genitive NP and the head of the NP. 
Only hull 'all' may occur after the NP head. 

yasab dUnet 'people's possession' 
inna-y addafayya ya-saar gaar 
[this( obj.)-the one good of-grass house] 
'this one good thatched house' (genitive of source) 
(but not: *ya-saar fayya gaar) 

weejee-nee hulla-m-kaa-y 
[children-obj.-sg. 1 all-obj.-PART.-sg. 3m.-the] 
'all of my children' 

The relative ordering of quantifier and modifier is variable: 

oost fayya qir! dace 
[two good acres land] 
'some two good acres of land' (Le. the size of the acres is good) 

fayya oost qirf dace 
'some good two acres ofland' (again the measure is good, not the land) 

Determiners Demonstratives and the indefinite pronoun add 'one' (pI. addadd 
'some') function as detenniners. 

add nagda kitaabaiiiia 
[one visitor [Islamic] scholar] 
'a visiting scholar' 

ittaa-y ya-saalo fayya gaar 
[thissubrthe Salo's good house] 
'this good house of Salo's' 

Quantifiers The quantifier slot can be filled by definite or indefinite numerals, 
or an NP with a numeral: summut sabca 'eight people'; addadd sab 'some peo
ple'; oost qirtfayya dace 'two acres of good land'. 

The numeral itself can be modified by add 'one' when the amount is deemed 
insufficient: 

add oost qir! dace taabayaan [one two ... ] 
'He was given just two acres of land.' 
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Modifiers The modifiers may be adjectives, genitive phrases (other than geni
tive of source), and relative clauses. Several of these categories can cooccur in 
sequence: teem qalam 'black color' , yaadde /ij 'mother's son'. Furthermore: 

wado-kaa-y ya-jeeje-bii 9uulO 
[turn-his-the REL.-it-arrived-DETR.-sg. 3m. child] 
'the child whose turn had come' 

y-iisaa-na aynat gana laam 
[of-her-obj. kind another cow] 
'another cow like her' 

[ayya-te bareeda y-oonti-te garajja 
[good-the pretty REL.-she-is-the girl] 
'the good girl who is pretty' 

The order of constituents within the modifier slot is variable: 

yaabbona [att dace or [att yaabbona dace 
[of-father-our wide land] [wide of-father-our land] 
'our ancestor's wide land' 

NP head The head is usually a noun, but pronouns or adjectives of various kinds 
may also fill this slot. 

Position of the definite article The definite article, -ii for masculine (-y after 
vowel) and -te for feminine are suffixed to the first constituent of the NP. 

ya-Iawta-y wakt 
itta-te ya-saalo laam 

[of-change-obj.-the time] 'the time of the change' 
[this-the of-Salo cow] 'this cow of Salo's' 

In this last example the definite article is suffixed to the demonstrative pronoun. 
It can also be added to words that already have a possessive suffix: dumka 'his 
head' - dumkaa-y 'his head'. 

Position of case marking in NPs There seems to be some freedom in where 
the case marking occurs. It tends to mark the first constituent of the NP, but it may 
appear elsewhere as well: 

Accusative case: seeSt-a zamaan 'three years', asroost-a birr-a 'twelve Birr 
(Ethiopian currency), add-a ruuq-a baad '(to a) far away country', seeSt 
birr-a 'three Birr'. 

Dative case: la-baad-naa-y sab 'to the people of our country', la-allitaa-y la
add /ij 'to that one son'. 
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Circumpositions The preposition-portions are the same as the case marking 
prefixes ba-, la-, and ta- already described. They may be combined with various 
postpositions: ba-... baldaale 'except', ba-... alqare 'besides, except, but' (some
times also balqare), la-/ba-... darr 'above', ya-... eet 'at, to someone' ... . -afare 
'without', .. . -a fonD 'to, toward', ba-... gina 'at ... time', ta- ... gina 'together 
with' ,ya-... gina 'in the case of', la-/ba-... qada 'in front of', la-/ba-.. . sir 'under' 
etc. 

Agreement Rules 
Verbs agree with the subject in person, number, and gender. Pronouns, whether 
independent or suffixed, agree with their referents in person, number and gender. 

Converbs (see below) need not have the same subject as the verb with which 
they are syntactically associated, hence need not show agreement with that verb: 

mUsii mafaane mistikaay heett. 'The man cameconverb and his wife went.' 

In noun phrases, the article agrees in gender with the head; there mayor may not 
be number agreement between adjectives and the head: 

oost yaroore karaabca or oost yarooraaro karaabca 
[two big oxen] [two big pI. oxen] 
'two big oxen' 

Assertion and Negation 
This distinction is generally marked in the inflection of the verb. With copular ex
pressions there is the option to use an independent negation particle inko (also 
unko) together with the affirmative form of the copula. 

Questions 
Sentence questions can be marked by a rise in intonation at the end of the sentence, 
and/or by the interrogative particle way. The pragmatic particle -w 'how about 
... ?' can also be used to mark questions: ata-w 'how about you?' 

Pronominal questions make use of the interrogative words maa 'who?', min 
'what?', ayne 'where?', mace 'when?', aynako 'how?', laayis 'from where?', 
aytaay 'which?', lamin 'why?', and others. 

Complex Sentences 

Converbial Construction 
The most common way of forming complex sentences is by using converbs. 
These are non-final verb forms, specified for person, number, gender, and aspect, 
but not for tense, which is determined by the verb on which they depend. There 
are two variant forms: a short and a long converb, with no apparent semantic dif
ference. The long converb is formed by suffixing -aane ( -m in Zway), the short 
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one by suffixing -a to anyone of the three stems. The familiar vowel contractions 
u+a(a) ~ 0(0); i+a(a) ~ ere); a+a(a) ~ a(a) apply: heedaane (long), heeda 
(short) 'he having gone'; heedeene (long), heede (short) '(people) having gone'; 
heedoone (long), heedo (short) 'they having gone'. 
The following sentence exemplifies both the long and the short form of of the con
verb (CVB): 

wadaroom baalabii eet ikas-a Cimm yaan-aane gaaray imanbiyaan eet 
la/ibanna yeed-aane issaalaan 

[fiber-and where-it-is place he-seeks-CVB he-gathers-CVB house-obj.-the 
(REL.)he-builds-LOC.-sg. 3m. place to-soothsayer he-goes-CVB he-asks] 

'He seeks a place where there is fiber, he gathers it and goes to a soothsayer and 
asks where he should build the house. ' 

Converbs cannot occur in a sentence without a main verb. They may be grammat
ically dependent on either main or subordinate verbs: 

isaam waratt-aane lakolo azar hoont-aane may tiisacim add waraaba ladar 
azar hoon-aane may isac naar 

[and-she she-went-down-CVB downwards she-was-CBV water when-she
drank a hyena upwards he-was-CVB water he-was-drinking] 

'When she went down to the river and was drinking water downstream, a hyena 
was drinking water upstream. ' 

Converbs express a variety of semantic relations to the governing verb, sentence 
coordination, adverbial modification, etc. 

Coordination 
The suffixed conjunction -waa is used mainly for coordinating nominals. 

baadd eet miis-waa mist naaru 
[in-one place man-and wife they-were] 
'A man and a woman lived in a certain place.' 

lasabii qaawwa-waa saafra yoobuyaan 
[to-people-the coffee-and snack they-give-them] 
'They give coffee and a snack to the people. ' 

summutt-waa ziitlanne saat 
[eight-and nine hour] 
'eight and nine o'clock' 

It is also used to coordinate subordinate clauses of the same category: 

tiyaawakb-waa tiyookb ... [when-he-sells-and when-he-buys] 
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-waa is not used to coordinate sentences. Converbial structures (see p. 529) fulfill 
the role of coordination between sentences, among other tasks. 

Conditionals 

Real Conditions 
'If' is ba- added to a perfective stem: b-eewatkan yeedaahu 'if you tell me, I will 
go'; negative b-aleewatkan ilawweed 'if you don't tell me, I won't go'. With the 
discourse suffix -m, the meaning is 'even if/though': ba-tooqasa-m ataruy 'even 
though he begged, they refused'; b-aleewatkaili-m yeedahu 'even if you don't tell 
me, I'll go'. Prefixed la- before a perfective means 'just in case': jamaallamata, 
iiwday 'if Jamal happens to come, tell him!'. 

Hypothetical (Counterfactual) Conditionals 
'If' is bi(i)- attached to the imperfective stem: bi-tooddeeta mannam giza 
taasinneet naar 'if you loved her, you would have done anything for her'; negative 
ba-: ba-toodeeta mannam giza lalaaseehanneet 'if you did not love her, you 
would not have done anything for her'. 

Quotative Constructions 
Direct speech quotations always require the verb baala 'say', even if there is an
other speech act verb in the sentence. baala (or one of its inflected forms) always 
comes after the direct speech; all other constituents of the embedding sentence 
precede the direct quotation: 

mistite "ayne heeda?" baata tasaaltay 
[wife-the where he-went? she-said-CVB she-asked-him] 
'The wife asked him, "Where did he go?".' 

Indirect speech quotations are formed with a relative clause and the suffix -ko 'as, 
like': mistite ayne yeeda-ko tasaaltay 'The wife asked him where he had gone. ' 

Subordination 

Relative Clause 
Relative clauses are marked by the relative form of the verb. In the past tense, they 
have the prefix ya-: ya-moota karaab 'an ox which died'. Imperfective relative 
verbs are unmarked in the affirmative and keep their auxiliary: ima(aan 'he will 
come'; ima(aan sab 'people who will come'. The relative uses the negative prefix 
set 2 (see p. 523). Example: sab ila-sac 'people don't drink' vs. ay-sacaan sab 
'people who don't drink'. 

Complement Clause 
Purpose clauses have inflected imperfective stems, prefixed by li- 'to': 
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gaaraka liiheed kase 
[house-obj.-his to-he-go he-wanted] 
'He wanted to go home.' 

Relative verbs with the suffix -ko 'as, like' are used in complement clauses. 

yeeda-ko islaaw. 
'I know that he went.' 

Other Subordinate Clauses 
The verb in temporal clauses is the inflected imperfective stem + the prefix tii-: 

gaara tii-tgaba boozako dinabatt 
'When she entered the house, she got a bad fright.' 

Circumpositions + perfective provide special meanings: ba-... zoo! 'after', ta- ... 
ko 'as soon as': 

lijasa ba-rakabteet zoo! taknabalt 
'After she had found her child, she returned. ' 

baarreka ta-bala-ko timirta gaara heeda 
'As soon as he had eaten his lunch, he went to school.' 

Copular, Existential and Possessive Expressions 

Copular Sentences 
The copula is irregular. It has three tenses. In the present tense it takes a suffix; 
for the future the imperfective forms of the verb hoona 'become' are used. In the 
past the copula suffix cooccurs with the verb naara 'was'. 

The Present Tense Copula 

Sg. 1 -nku PI. 1 
2m. -nk 

f. -ns 
3m. -n 

f. -nt 

Examples: 

zeegaa-nna 
[poor-COP. (pI. 1)] 
'We are poor.' 

2c. 

3c. 

-nna 
-nkumu 

-niimu 
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attaay miis duureeSsa yoonaan 
[that-the man rich he-will-belbecome] 
'That man will be/become rich.' 

mistite bi/tint naart 
[wife-and-theclever-COP. (sg. 3f.) she-was] 
'The wife was clever. ' 

If the complement consists of a phrase, the copula is suffixed to its first constitu
ent: 

addaddii zeegaa-n sab 
[some-the poor-COP. (sg. 3m.) people] 
'Some are poor people. ' 

If the word to which the copula is suffixed has a possessive suffix, the copula pre
cedes the possessive (or determiner), cf. p. 512: 

mutoot-in-kaay 
[to-die(= infinitive)-COP. (sg. 3m.)-his-the] 
'He is going to die.' (= it is his dying) 

With personal pronouns and proper names the copula has the uninflectible form -t: 

yaliaam baalagaara waanna ataa-t 
[of-us-and enemy main you-COP.] 
'And you are our main enemy.' 

karaabcaay ya-uhnu-t 
[oxen-the theirs-COP.] 
'The oxen are theirs.' 

yamataatte !aafmaa-t 
[REL.-she-came-the Fatima-COP.] 
'It is Fatima who came.' 

Existential Expressions 
The verb of existence is ala 'there is' (neg. ee/a), past tense naara (alnaarku 'I 
was not (present»'. Both are inflected like simple past tense verbs: alahu 'I am 
(present)' (eelahu 'I am not (present»', naarku 'I was (present)', etc. 

Possessive Expressions 
Possession is expressed by the verb of existence with object suffixes. The subject 
suffix refers to the thing possessed, the object suffix to the possessor. kitaab ala
Ii/eela-Ii 'I have/don't have a book' ,feeqca alu-y/ee/u-y 'He has somelhasn't any 
goats', waast naart-eet/alnaart-eet 'she had/didn't have an older sister'. 
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23 Outer South Ethiopic 

Robert Hetzron 

Outer South Ethiopic (OSE) languages are spoken in the area west and south of 
Addis Ababa. Gafat has recently become extinct and was spoken in the Goddjam 
Governorate General, in Western Ethiopia. The rest, the Gunnan-Gurage tongues, 
are spoken in the so-called Gurage region, a Semitic enclave surrounded by Rift 
Valley (Highland East) Cushitic languages, about 100 km south of Addis Ababa, 
along with East Gurage (see "Silte," Chapter 22 in this volume) which belongs to 
the other major branch of South Ethiopic. Even though the area of GG is separate 
from the one recently vacated by Gafat by hundreds of kilometers, it is reasonable 
to posit that once there was a continuous OSE territory enclosing the ones men
tioned and what is between them. Whether the map of Africa by the Dutch geog
rapher Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598), which shows Gafat and Gurage to be 
contiguous, is to be taken as a proof remains to be seen. 

Gurage is known to be the scene of the ensete-culture, where much of the econ
omy is based on the false banana plant (ensete edulis) which is used as food and 
as raw material for clothing and utensils by the population. 

The history of the people who speak these languages is limited to recent times. 
Catholic missionaries were active in Chaha, leaving there a minor cultural heri
tage, churches and citrus plantations. The Soddo are usually Coptic Christians; 
among the Chaha and others one finds Roman Catholics, and, along with some 
Muslims, there is survival of the native religion as well. 

Gafat has the oldest document within this group, a translation (from Amharic, 
itself from Ge'ez) of the Songs of Solomon, commissioned by the Scottish trav
eler James Bruce in the 1870s. Elicited by Wolf Leslau, Chaha has become the 
only GG language with a literary product: Shinega's Village by Sahle Sellasie, a 
vivid description of life in Chaha country. Otherwise, texts are available in lin
guistic publications. 

After pioneering research by Marcel Cohen, H. J. Polotsky and others, it was 
Wolf Leslau who put Gurage (with East Gurage included) on the map, through 
numerous publications. Since then, G. Goldenberg has given details of Soddo, 
Carolyn M. Ford of Chaha, J. F. Prunet of Inor. 

Genetically speaking, OSE divided into an n-group (Gafat, Soddo (Kistanin
nya, Aymellel) and Goggot (Dobbi)) and aU-group (Muher, and the other 
branch, Western Gurage (WG), consisting of Masqan and a major branch CP-

535 
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WG, subdivided into Central Western Gurage (CWG: Ezha, Chaha, Gumer, Gu
ra) and Peripheral Western Gurage (PWG: Gyeto, Inor (earlier called Ennemor), 
Endegen, Ener). This is based on an isogloss in the main verb markers (p. 544) . 
Typologically, Soddo, Goggot and Muher form an a posteriori unit ("Northern 
Gurage," NG), relatively archaic, the only languages to have preserved full use of 
the main verb markers (the other languages exhibit traces only). Other typological 
features and vocabulary items, but not genetic criteria, connect the Gunnlin
Gurage (GG) languages, i.e. OSE without Gafat, with East Gurage. The above ab
breviations will be used in the text. 

The surrounding Cushitic languages, of the Sidamo type, left a very deep mark 
on GG, throughout the structure of language. Inevitably, the official language 
Amharic, widely spoken in the area, has also left a noticeable imprint. 

The "dialect vs. separate language" division works above the level of the CWG 
and PWG clusters. For the latter two groups, dialectal boundaries are not clear and 
the resemblance level of the constituent units is so great that it is better to consider 
both as dialect clusters and not separate languages. However, though grammar 
makes them separate, all the GG languages are quite similar, passage from one of 
them to the other is easy. Some mixed idiolects, Chaha-Ezha, Chaha-Muher, have 
also been found, especially in children of mixed marriages. 

The following is a selective comparative statements showing phenomena 
shared by all the languages involved, as well as phenomena characterizing only 
some of them. 

Phonology 
Phonologically, the most conservative language is Soddo, and the most innova
tive: Inor. Parentheses indicate that the phoneme in question does not occur in all 
the languages. 

Consonants 

The Inventory 
The noncoronal consonants (those where the closure is not done with the tongue) 
have labialized counterparts. The velars have palatalized counterparts as well. 

b bW (~) d g z z g gW gY 

(p) (pW) ff'" t C s s k kW kY 

9 q qW qY 

m mW n (fi) 
(w) (~) (f) 

w r, I h, (» hW, (>W) hY 

Distribution 
Nasalized consonants occur in PWG only, as a result of lenition (see p. 537). Con-
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sonantal gemination exists in Gafat, Soddo, Goggot, Muher, Masqan and Ezha, 
which have no pip W « *bb), and [Pl (which nowhere occurs word initially) is not 
phonemic. Elsewhere, except Ener, gemination is but sporadic. In these lan
guages, geminate consonants (as in siibbiira 'he broke') were first devoiced (Ener 
siippiirii, then degeminated (Chaha-Inor siipiirii). CWG has no n. III is rare, and 
is often geminated in Chaha and Inor. Soddo, Goggot, Muher, Inor, Ener and 
Endegen have PI coming from q, but in the latter three, it may also be the trace of 
an older *< or *), forming a cluster with a voiced consonant that has no voiceless 
counterpart (/3, w, w, m,p, n, r, r, I, y): Inor siim a 'he heard' « *samca. elsewhere 
siim(m)a). 

Lenition 
These are consonantal alternations governed by position and morphophonemic 
criteria. The former start out as subphonemic, articulatory changes, e.g. initial b
~ intervocalic -/3- after a prefix, but when intervocalic b arises, the blP alternation 
becomes phonemic. 

In the CPWG languages, the following changes take place when a word-initial 
consonant receives a prefix: 

b- ~ -/3- (Chaha, Gyeto, Inor) -w- (Endegen, Ener) 
n- ~ -r- (Inor)/-r- (CWG, Gyeto) 
m- ~ -p- (PWG, sometimes -w- in Ener) 
mW_ ~ -W- (Inor, Ener)/-w- (Endegen) 

Two basic verb classes are distinguished throughout Ethiopian according to 
whether the mid radical is geminate or not in the past. In the nonpast, these are al
ways geminate. This is descriptively still true of Gafat, Soddo (except for -nn- < 
*-ll-), Goggot, but Muher, Masqan and Ezha exhibit also qualitative change for 
three instances: as against geminatelnongeminate, they have nn/r, kk/h, kk'/hY• The 
rest have altogether dropped gemination and added voiceless - voiced alterna
tions: Gafat: Mllii/yaMlii, Soddo: biinna-/yabiiya-, Masqan/Ezha: Mnna(-) -
yabiira, Chaha-Inor: Mna/ya/3iira 'he ateleats' (see further p. 538). 

Third radicals may only have the second term of these alternations. 

Liquids 
The phoneme III is the "weak point" of the phonemic system throughout the area, 
I ~ n is common. But the most systematic changes took place in CWG and PWG. 
Leaving details aside, Ill, Irl and Inl merged in the following way: always n-/ -n( n)
in initial position or in original gemination; -r- intervocalically, though -r- in Inor 
when it comes from *n, r elsewhere. When a prefix is added, initial n- becomes 
-r- (-r- in Inor, but remains -n- in Endegen and Ener). A new IlV (always gemi
nated) was later added to these languages. 
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Internal Labialization (IL) 
As a result of the absorption of an original final *u:, the tt-Ianguages labialize the 
relatively last noncoronal consonant in some morphological context: the imper
sonal, pI. 3m. and the infinitive in PWG except Gyeto, and before light sg. 3m. 
object suffixes in Masqan, CWG and Gyeto: Masqan: yagd 'he ties' + -nn 'him/it' 
~ yagWd-ann. 

End Palatalization (EP) 
In PWG other than Gyeto, in the morphological contexts of impersonal, pI. 3m. 
and infinitive, end palatalization accompanies internal labialization; it occurs by 
itself in pI. 3f. in the same languages and in the Muher impersonal. It involves the 
dental consonants: d ~ g, t ~ C, t ~¢, z ~ t, s ~ So In addition, in the sg. 2f. form 
of the prefix conjugations, the tt-Ianguages have end palatalization also involving 
the velars and postvelars, and r ~ y. This phenomenon, in both of its manifesta
tions, affects the last consonant ofthe verbal word, e.g. watiiqlwatiiqY 'fall!' (sg. 
m./f.). 

Vowels 

e 
(re) 

li 
a 

o 

u 

The vowel :J occurs in Chaha and Muher, (E in Goggot, Muher, Chaha, Gumer and 
Inor. Both come from diphthongs. [:)] is not a phoneme, but an epenthetic vowel 
meant to dissolve undesirable consonant clusters. The labial vowels olu are indis
tinguishable from iila after a labialized consonant. 

Relevant vocalic length exists only in PWG, which has double vowels (new 
formations), consisting of two morre: Inor moodii 'he died' (cf. Chaha mWiitii-), 
and also word-final diphthongs -ual-oa, alternating with -u-I-oo- before a further 
suffix. 

Long Nasalization 
This is clearly attested in Inor only, though traces in the other PWG languages 
(minus Gyeto) suggest that it used to be more widespread. 

In Proto-PWG, in a non-initial, non-geminate position, the following changes 
took place: m ~ p, n ~ f, m W ~ w; root-final f3 ~ m w. The creation of this set of 
nasal fricatives had consequences: nasality spread to the neighboring phonemes 
chainwise, through direct contact in both directions, in the following manner: all 
vowels are affected, r ~ f, f3 ~ p, w ~ w. Though themselves not perceptibly na
salized, > and y let the nasalizing chain pass through them. When the nasalizing 
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chain encounters any other phoneme, nasalization stops, and, unless word final, 
the end of the nasal chain produces an imperfectly closed n. Examples: niipiirii 'he 
was, lived, there was' has Chaha yarii/3ar in the present, but in Inor the corre
sponding *yarii/3ar becomes [y~fii~~f]; for Chaha yamiisar, Inor has [y~~lIns;)r]; for 
Chaha ay/3 'cottage cheese', Ioor has [ay~~] 'milk'. 

Stress 
In most languages stress, a slight raise of the pitch, is not relevant. Only PWG has 
a system that is meaningful even for grammar. The following presentation refers 
to Ioor, where these phenomena were investigated in detail. 

The basic stress rule is: a final closed syllable is stressed; when the final syllable 
is open, the stress is penultimate: ii-siip'iirii 'he brokc;.el." yasii/3'ar 'he breaks'. Fi
nal -e, -i are always stressed: yasiiwar- f 'one breaks/they break itm.' (a synchronic 
interpretation of these as */ay/ and */;)y/ does not work for other reasons). Long 
vowels and diphthongs behave like a sequence of two vowels: bifd 'house', gabra 
'loin'. What complicates the system is that these languages possess a multi
functional suffix -m which produces a final closed syllable, attracting stress, and 
in PWG it disappeared, at a period when the old vocalic length was still relevant, 
after final short vowels, leaving the expression of its function to the surviving, 
now functionally distinctive stress. Thus, Proto-PWG (still so in Chaha) siipiir'iim 
'he broke' (:;t: subordinate -siip'iirii) became PWG *siipiir'ii (:;t: subordinate 
-siip'iirii). But one more step was added by the introduction of an accentual har
mony rule. A short vowel in a penultimate open syllable is also stressed when fol
lowed by a final stressed syllable with a vowel other than -e/-i: siip'ii'rii 'he broke'. 
This creates a sequence of two stressed syllables, with the acoustic effect of a se
quence of two high tones, with two peaks. Another accentual harmony occurs in 
a sequence -CC'e/i-'i where the final stress is a substitute for -m: siipiid'i'i 'yousg. f. 

broke itm.'. Finally, some suffixes have their own stress and do not alter the stress 
of their host: one more source of dual stress: yasii/3'ar-kw'e 'he will break' (definite 
future). 

Morphology 

Pronouns 
Verbal subject affixes are not included here. 

Gafat has no gender distinction in the plural. Soddo pI. 2/3m. has -u- before a 
suffix. 10 GG 2nd person pronouns original oblique pronoun person markers took 
over. 

The GG possessive pronouns come from suffixed independent pronouns, the 
occasional connective -ii- harks back to the genitive prefix -yii. 
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Table 23.1 Independent pronouns 

Gafat Soddo 

Sg. 1 anat( ti) adi 
2m. ant(a) diiha 

f. anci diis 
3m. W:lt kWa 
f. y:lt kYa 

PI. 1 :lnni :lnna 
2m. :lnnant { ii/tum} diih:lm(u- ) 

f. diihma 
3m. :l( nna )lliim W k:lnniim( u- ) 

f. k:lnniima 

Table 23.2 Possessive pronouns 

Gafat Soddo 

Sg. 1 -(:l)gga -addi 
2m. -( :l)ha -da 
f. -(a)s -das 

3m. -(:l )ho -kwan/-(a)w 
f. -(:l)ha -ki 

PI. 1 -(:l )nna -fifia 
2m. -(a)hamW -diih:lm(u-) 

f. -diihma 
3m. -( :l)lliimw -h:lnniim(u-) 
f. -h:lnniima 

Complement Pronoun Suffues 
These comprise three sets: 

Muher Ezha 

ana :lyya 
aha aha 
ahY ahY 
hWa hW:lt 
hYa hY:lt 

:lfifia Y:lna 
ah:lmw ahu 
ahma ahma 
h:lnniimw h:lno 
h:lnniima h:lniima 

Muher Ezha 

-anna -ana 
-aha -aha 
_ahY _ahY 
-uhta -ota 
-:lhYta -eta 

-:lnna -andra 
-ah:lmw -ahu 
-ahma -ahma 
-h:lnniimw -ohna 
-h:lnniima -iihniima 

0: basically the object pronouns also for the recipient; 
B: used for 'in, with (instr.), to the detriment of'; 
L: for 'for, in favor of'. 

Inor 

:lya 
aha 
asa 
huda 
hida 

ina 
ahua 
ahaa 
hunoa 
h:lnaa 

Inor 

-na 
-aha 
-as 
-hwa 
-sa 

-n:lra 
-ahua 
-ahaa 
-hunoa 
-h:lnaa 

In addition, GG has two major allomorph classes: heavy, after sg. 2f. and plural 
subjects which used to end in a long vowel, and light elsewhere, except for mixed 
use after sg. 1 of the past. Light 0 suffixes have two subsets, one after the past and 
one after the other forms. Further complications do not fit into the framework of 
this survey. In the following, I am only giving the system of one language, Muher. 
Gafathas the pI. 2/3 endings -hum - -kkam/-(nniiJmw. The allomorphs are light and 
heavy as in GG (though sg. 2f. is light). In PWG and Gafat, the plural ending 
-ua/-m W disappears before pronoun suffixes. 
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Table 23.3 Complement pronoun suffixes: 0, L, B 

Person of 0 L B 
complement Light Heavy Light Heavy Light Heavy 

Past Nonpast 

Sg. lc. -e -e -fifi -nni -nni -bbi -bbi 
2m. -nnaxa -xa -kka -nxa -nn:)kka -bxa -bb:)ka 
f. -nnahY _hY -y -nhY -nn:)kY -bhY -bb:)kkY 

3m. -nn/-u _wlY: -ya -no -nno -wa -bbwa 
f. -nna/-wa -:a -na -nna -ba -bba 

Pl. lc. -na -ana -nna -nn:)na -nn:)na -bb:)na -bb:)na 
2m. -nnaxmw _x:)mw _kk:)mw -nx:)mw -nn:)kk:)mw -bx:)mw -bb:)kkemw 
f. -nnaxma -xma -kk:)ma -llX:)ma -nn:)kk:)ma -bx:)ma -bb:)kk:)ma 

3m. _nnamw _:amw _yamW _namw _nnamw _bamw -bbamw 
f. -nnama -:ama -yama -nama -nnama -bam a -bbama 

Nouns 

Gender and Number 

Except for a few residual -t endings (m<Js/m<Jst 'man/woman'), nouns have no 
feminine endings. For plural-marking, Gafat has -ac, Soddo and Goggot have 
-oec, but for some nouns Soddo has a reduplicative ending -aCii (C = repetition 
of the last consonant): gurz/ gurzazii 'old man/men' . Soddo also has cases of bro
ken plural, on Cushitic borrowings: giiriid/g<Jrid 'girVgirls' (also g<Jridadii for 
'girls'). The tt-Ianguages usually do not mark the gender and the number on the 
noun; these are indicated only by agreement: on definitizers, coreferential pro
nouns and, if subject, on the verb: Inor: bariq huda/hida/hunoa/h<Jnaa 'old + per
son he/she/theYm/theYf.' for 'the - that old man/old woman/old men - people/old 
women'. Yet a handful of nouns have suppletive plurals: Inor iic/deengYa 

'boy/boys', and one broken plural, Inor giiriid/ g<Jr( ed 'girVgirls'. 

Definiteness 

The definite article is placed after the first component of the noun phrase, thus 
after the qualifier if there is one. It is -s in Gafat: wiiY-<Js giiggii 'the new house' 
(lit. 'new-the house), feminine also -it. It precedes the object ending -no In GG its 
use is restricted to a "discourse-referential" function: "the above-mentioned." 
Soddo, Goggot, Masqan and Inor have the ending -i (Soddo has an optional fem
inine article -iti), Muher and Ezhahave -we, the rest (often Inor as well) use post
posed 3rd person independent pronouns (see Gender and Number, above). 

For newly introduced items, there is an indefinite article, the'same as the nu
meral 'one' in Soddo and Goggot, and the original form of this numeral (a)at:F
<Jmma(a)t 'one' the present form. 

Case Marking 

As in Amharic, as against three sets of adverbal pronoun suffixes a longer list of 
adnominal case markers are used. 
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Adnominal Prefixes, Suffixes and Circumfixes/-Positions 
The subject, most objects and cognate instrumentals (for compounds as in English 
spoon-feed) have zero marking. 

Prefixes: -(y Jii- for the dative, optionally for definite objects and for the genitive 
'of'; locative bii- 'in/at' and ablative from'; comitative tii- '(along) with', bii-/tii
'than' (for comparative constructions), Gafat (amJmii- 'in/at, from, than'. 

Suffixes: Gafat only: optional-iin for an object; Soddo -yy(iin), Goggot-Muher 
-t, PWG -i, Gafat postposition/iinna, elsewhere -e for 'toward'; -san, Gafat salii 
'till, as far as'. There is an optional vocative in -0. 

Samples of circumfixes/-positions: (yJii- ... hii(ma)lGafat andii 'like'; bii- ... 
riir/Gafat laggii 'on'; Gafat tii- ... bigga/dibii 'with (comitative)', etc. In geniti
val construction, the initial (y Jii- of the possessor drops if there is a further prepo
sition: Inor ii-mas biid 'the man's house', but bii-mas biid 'in the man's 'house'. 

Adjectives 
Adjectives exhibit no gender or number, except for some sporadic cases of middle 
reduplication Soddo gaddar/gadaddar 'big/big, every one of them'. They are un
derstood to be comparative adjectives if a basis of comparison is present with the 
prefix bii- or tii- optionally followed by a form of verb 'exceed' or 'be better', e.g. 
Inor bii-/tii-hunoa (yiifliilC niimadii-n-a ['than-them (he + exceeds) he + loved
himending'] 'he liked him more than them'. 

Demonstratives 
The basic pattern is zah/za for 'this - these/that - those' with no distinction of gen
der and number. In CWG and PWG ha/ha is also attested, with no discernable dif
ference in meaning. PWG has waa/haa for 'this/that' (or pI.) before nouns, but 
waadalhaada 'this/that one' by itself. Inor has presentative pronouns of the voici 
type: yiihii/yiiI/yiihua/yiihaa 'here is for you (sg. m./sg. f./pl. m./pl. f.)' with ob
ject pronouns. Gafat has afifia/afifia 'this/that', optionally combined with the def
inite article, presentative anniiho. 

Numerals 
The basic cardinal numbers in Soddo and Inor are: 

Soddo Inor Soddo Inor 
1 quna (att) ammaat (aat) 8 sammant suut 
2 kitt war>et 9 ziiliifi iFa 
3 sost so>ost 10 assar assar 
4 aratt ar/Piit 20 kuya huya 
5 ammast am>ast 30 sassa bii>ar 
6 saddast sadast 100 mato hU 
7 siibatt sii/Pat 1000 Ii 
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The parenthesized attlaat are used as an indefinite article, or in counting: "1, 2, 3 
... " but not as numerals with nouns. "Teens" and "tens + digits" are formed by 
adding digits to the tens (which end in -a). 

Ordinal numbers get a suffix: -aliinnii in Masqan, -iinii in Chaha; in Inor, final 
-t is replaced by -cii. 

Numerals may be followed by possessive endings; if a suffix -m( ii)- is inserted, 
totality is implied: Inor so~ost-narii 'we three', but so oscii-mii-narii 'all three of 
us'. 

The expression for' all': Soddo kullam, Chaha annam are the only modifiers that 
follow the noun modified. 

Note also the system used, beyond "yesterday/tomorrow" for a full week before 
and after: Inor sa/Fiitarii 'six days ago' saj3~iitii 'six days from now' (containing 
the archaic ordinal form of 'six'). 

Verbs 

Root Classes 
Verbs with only consonantal radicals (which may be subject to morphophonemic 
alternations, cf. p. 537) are sound, and those with one or two vocalic radicals are 
weak. The latter may have some features of their own in the conjugations. Most 
verbs have three radicals, a good number have four (many of them have the repe
titious 1-2-1-2 pattern: gafiigiifii 'germinate'), and very few have two (Chaha sii
'want'). 

Vocalic first radicals result from the disappearance of initial */:1 or *x. In PWG, 
the initial vowel is lengthened after a prefix. Another source is the disappearance 
of initial *) and *(. In PWG, after prefix, the) reappears (representing ( as well). 
In the other languages, all of these merge and no changes take place: Inor 
aniij3iilyiiiif5!3 'he milked/milks' *';/:Ilb) vs. akiidiilya~agad 'he tied/ties' (*-J~ gd), 
but Chaha aniibiilyarab and akddiilyagad. 

Vocalic mid radicals may be a ~ ii, e ~ i, 0 ~ u representing old gutturals or 
semivowels, but original *h produces a ~ al(IJ, Soddo daqolyadiiqu 'he 
laughed/laughs' (*';cj/:lq), but salolyaslu 'he knewlknows' (*';khl). PWG may 
have) as a mid radical for old *)j<; for *h it has short vowels: hariilyahar 'he 
knewlknows' (-J*khl), but long ones for the rest: daa~iilyadiiii~ 'he 
laughed/laughs' (-J*cj/:lq). 

Final a- is the vocalic last radical when resulting from the disappearance of a 
guttural. As above, PWG distinguishes between verbs that originally had */:1 or *x, 
- the -a is lengthened before a suffix, and verbs with original *) or (: the vowel 
remains short, and, if compatible (see p. 536), a glottal stop appears before the -a: 
yafiida 'he unties' - yafiidaa-ku 'he unties it (/him)' (-J*ft/:l), but yagiifalyagiifaku 
'he pushes /him' (-J*gf») and yaj3~iiralyaj3~iira-ku 'he eats /it'. Verbs coming from 
roots with final *-y have an alternation -ii/0. Unlike in sound verbs, the -ii is stable 
throughout the past tense conjugation (see p. 544 )-, and there is (IJ ending in the 
other forms though, if palatalizable, the second radical will be palatalized in most 
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of its conjugation in other than PWG, except in pI. 3m. and in the impersonal: Cha
ha baHilbiieahulbiikiiboly;){3ahY 'hell/they cried/he cries'. 

OSE makes use of compound descriptive verbs consisting of an uninflected 
interjection, onomotopoeia or a word derived from a nominal or verbal root, plus 
a conjugated verb 'say' for intransitive use or a verb 'make' for transitive accept
ations: Gafat ¢,;)q bala 'be quiet', Inor abya bara 'agree' ('say alright'), gawgaw 
bara 'be insane' (cf. gawa 'stupid', gawgawt 'madness'), Masqan daqq bara 
'laugh' (cf. the verb daqa 'laugh'). 

Derivation Classes 
There are three lexically determined base forms: Type A with a vowel -a- between 
the first two radicals in the indicative, with the penultimate consonant geminated 
or devoiced (in non-geminating languages) in the past, Type B with a palatal 
vowel (eli) or palatalized first radical in the same position and gemination/de
voicing in all tenses, and Type C with -a- with gemination/devoicing in the indic
ative. Finally, a reduplicative (frequentative, iterative) may be derived from root 
through repetition of the mid radical with an a or a in between. The first occur
rence of the radical has the weak degree and the second the strong one (see p. 
537), e.g. Ezha s;)babbara- 'smash' (cf. sabbara 'break'). 

The above forms may have further prefix extensions, labeled according to their 
productive use, even though they are often lexically determined: ta- passive re
flexive and, with Type C or the reduplicative: reciprocal. The prefix a- is a caus
ative; at- is a more productive causative or coercive. Quadriradical verbs, 
including the reduplicative, may have intransitive ;)n-Itan- and transitive an- for 
gradual. 

Tenses and Moods 
The basic tense/mood forms are the suffix-conjugated past, the prefix-conjugated 
nonpast and jussive, the latter supplemented with suffixes in sg. 2f. and in the 
plural (pI. lc. not in Soddo and Gafat). 

The following categories refer to main clauses only. 
The past form alone expresses the past tense. In an affirmative main clause, 

they are followed by a "main verb marker" in Soddo, Goggot and Muher (sim
plistically put: -n (Soddo/Goggot) or ott (Muher) after original long vowels (sg. 
2f., pI. 2/3m.f.) and -u elsewhere (after original short vowels or consonants). 
Gafat requires no special ending and the rest have -m or equivalent (final stress 
often in PWG) in the main position. The ending -m forms a present perfect in 
Soddo, Goggot and Muher. Past perfect is expressed by adding an invariable 
"was" to the past tense form. See further p. 546, Coordination. In negation, 
marked by al-Ian- (and a suffix -kal-tal-da in PWG) , there is no present perfect. 

The nonpast form is a present in CWG/pWG, a present-future elsewhere. In 
Soddo, Goggot and Muher main verb markers are used in main clauses. 
CWG/PWG have two future tenses, a nonpast-based definite one when the future 
action or happening is deemed certain, and a jussive-based indefinite one for un-
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certainty, wishful thinking, fear of what may happen, etc. (see more below). A 
durative-habitual past obtains when the nonpast form is followed by an invari
able "was": Soddo yabal niibbiir 'he kept saying'. In negation, marked by t- in 
Soddo main clauses and a- (+ gemination where it exists) elsewhere, with a fur
ther suffix -ka/-ta/-da in PWG main clauses, there is only a present-future every
where and a negated durative-habitual based on b- + negative nonpast. 

Conjugations 
Gafat makes a gender distinction in sg. 2/3, GG has gender in all non-1st-persons 
and has, in addition, an impersonal (from an old pI. 3m.) corresponding in func
tion to a general agent "one" or to an agentless passive (for IL + EP see p. 538). 

Person marking is summed up in Table 23.4, below. 

Table 23.4 Person marking 

lc. 
2m. 

f. 
3m. 

f. 
Impersonal 

Past 
Singular 

-hu/hW 
-ha 
-hY/S 
-a 
-acc/-att 

Plural 

-na 
-h<lmu/-hu( a) 
-h<lma/-haa 
-mu/-o/-ua 
-ama/-aa 
IL+EP 

PresentiJussive 
Singular 

Pro a-/-n-/Juss. n<l
t<l-
t<l- ... -if EP, etc. 
Pro Y<l-/Juss. (y)a
t<l-

Plural 

n<l- ... -na 
t<l- ... -amu 
t<l- ... -ama 
Y<l- ... -amu 
Y<l- ... -ama 
Y<l- ... IL + EP 

In the past, some languages have k instead of h. In the present sg. Ic. -n- is used 
after a subordinating prefix. In pI. I Gafat and Soddo have no suffixal element. 
Seep. 540. 

The definite future is formed by attaching a suffix -te to the present in CWG, 
but in PWG only to those persons of the present that have a suffix, the rest have 
_kwe. The indefinite future is the jussive form (but with ii- in sg. Ic.) plus -sii/-se 
( < 'want'). The t-converb (see p. 547) consists of a root form with a palatal vowel 
toward the end + -t(t)ii- + the past tense endings. 

In Type A, the thematic vowel of the stem is lexically determined in GG, e.g. 
Chaha yas/1;Jr 'let him break!', but yarkii/1 'let him find!'. In the affirmative 2nd 
persons, i.e. in the imperative, there is no prefix: sa/1ar 'break!', but there is one 
in prohibitions: atas/1ar 'don't break!'. The imperative of 'come' is suppletive sg. 
2m. niihii 'come!' for the verb miitta/ciinii, etc. 

Verbal Nouns and Participles 
There are two types of infinitives based on the jussive stem, with a prefix wii- (the 
only type in Gafat, Soddo, Goggot and Muher) or with a suffix -ot, or develop
ments thereof. There are no productive participles, only some scattered relics sur
vive. 
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Syntax 

Word Order 
The typical word order is "Sentence-Adverb (Time, the type 'therefore', 'after
wards' )-Subject-Complement( s)-Verb" with very few exceptions. Qualifiers 
(adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, possessors, with the exception of definite 
articles which are placed after the first word of the noun phrase: Soddo yii-(q.kk-i 
awreocc 'the [-i] animals of the forest', Inor a t3tJs hudaj adood 'thej man's 
mother') and quantifiers (except for postposed 'all') precede the element quali
fied, subordinate clauses stand before the governing clause. 

Agreement rules 
The verb expresses person, number and gender. As the CPWG noun itself rarely 
marks number and gender (see p. 541), the agreement is based on meaning: Ezha 
si{arj wiissiidii/lnor si{aarj wiisiidiic 'the devilj took', where the Ezha devil 
(Satan) is masculine, the Inor one feminine, as revealed by the verb. Demonstra
tives and adjectives have no agreement, but in PWG definite articles == distant de
monstratives do, again with the meaning: e.g. Inor: iisiim hudasg. m/hidasg. r/ 
hunoflpl. m/htJnaapl. f. 'the brother/sister/brothers - siblings/sisters'. 

A definite case-marked nominal complement may be referred to by a comple
ment pronoun suffix after the verb of the same clause for emphasis; in CPWG, 
gender and number may only be explicit in the suffix, Ezha ttJkiinai b wiinan-nj
tJm 'he ate [himd, my sonj'. 

Questions 
Sentence-questions may have an optional sentence-final particle -we. Interroga
tive pronouns are placed directly before the verb, so will the answer word. Some 
of these: 'who' is mWa(n) (a composite representation), is mtJn/r 'what, which' 
(may be followed by a noun), mtJqar (qar 'thing') is 'what' (self-standing), 
'where' has aay, eti and the like, 'why' is "for + what," Inor a t35f. For "when," 
Chaha has at least two forms, one for the nonpast, one for the past: miicii ytJtiinsii 
'when will he come?', but miicrii ciiniim 'when did he come?' (-rii is the remnant 
of a word meaning 'day'). 

Coordination 

Phrasal coordination 
In Soddo/Masqan/Gafat, the particle -nna/-nna - -wa/-mma is placed after all non
final constituents of the conjoining: Gafat wtJt-tJmma abo-ho-mma altJ-ho 'he-and 
father-his-and brother-his', Masqan siib-wa awre 'people and animals'. For a 
closer connection, -m (or equivalent) may be placed after all the constituents: 
Ezha at mtJst-tJm mtJs-tJm 'a woman and a man' (preceded by 'one - a'). 



Conditionals in Chaha 

If-clause 
Real bii- + Past or 

b-/t- + Nonpast 
Unreal ta- + Past 

Examples: 
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Then-clause 
Regular main verb 

CPWG (archaic) jussive, elsewhere 
Nonpast + ba(na) 'was' 

Real: bii-sa/b-isa acansa 'if he wants it, I (may) come' 
Unreal: ta-sa atan ba 'if he (had) wanted, I would (have) come'. 

Converbs 
Converbs (also called "gerunds") are a category overlapping what coordination 
and subordination are meant to achieve. They are marked by an ending -m (or, 
partly, final stress in PWG, see p. 539), which may be attached to one ofthe basic 
tense forms: past, nonpast, jussive in agreement with a governing tense/mood
marking verb: Masqan banna-m wara 'he ate and left' yabara-m yar 'he eats and 
leaves/he will eat and leave', yabra-m yar 'let him eat and leave!', but in subordi
nation marking no tense -m combines with the past: Masqan banna-m tayar 'when 
he had/will have eaten and left/will leave' (see p. 548). Thus, the nonfinal coor
dinate clause will have the m-converb form which only marks tense/mood, and the 
person of the subject (most often, but not necessarily the same as the subject of 
the governing verb: Inor a-war> eca-m-ahWnoa-y adood ganaiaa-m-ta a-garad 
adood ta-garad-sa tafa pfp-a-garad-sa iiwaQMo-Yii 'the mothers of both became 
old and one took the girl's mother to live with her daughter', lit. 'of-both-Topic
theirsg. m.-the mother became + ol<ipl. f.pl.-Converb-ta[see below] of-girl-mother 
with-daughter-her livessg. f.-in + order + to to-daughter-her-the one+ brought-her
M[main past ending]). 

In addition, the converb may be an adverbial modifier, in which case it is always 
in the past, e.g. Masqan tazabbiira-m yar 'he is going back', lit 'he returned-m he 
+ goes'. 

The t-converb in the CPWG languages (see p. 545) occurs before negative 
verbs, and, in alternation with the m-converb, before forms other than the past: 
Inor tazapeta yaarkwe/ayaarka 'he will/will not go back'. 

An element -ta, tanna etc. may follow the converb to optionally mark a bigger 
break between the clauses. 

Subordination 
Subordination is marked on the clause-final verb. 
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Tense-marking Subordinations 

Complement Clauses 
For quoting what has been said, direct speech (see p. 549) is used, but verbs like 
"think, see, know" also combine with a quotative form that consists of the past or 
nonpast of the verb with the case marker 'like', e.g. Gafat and( a), Soddo ya-ban
na-homlyabaya-hom aslu 'I know that he ate/is eating'. Purposive clauses gov
erned volitive verbs have nonpast + 'like': yabaya-hom aso 'I want him to [that 
he] eat'. 

Relative Clauses 
These are marked by ya- before the past and zero with the nonpast or by a suffix 
-kal-tal-da in Ennemor; they precede the noun qualified: Chaha/Ennemor 
yasii{3arlyasa{3ar-(ka) mas 'the man who breaks'. With complement relatives pro
noun suffixes after the verb will mark the case relation: Gumer y-aba-na arce>b j -

iwar-waj madiir 'tOj the place inj which my father tends his cattle' lit. 'of-father
my cattle in/toj-he + tends-inj + it place'. 

Temporal Clauses, etc. 
The rest of the subordinate forms indicate no tense. They combine with past or 
nonpast forms, independently of the time reference. The most important ones are: 
with the nonpast: t- ... (-kal-tal-da in PWG) or b- 'when, while [the latter with no 
suffix in PWG]' t- ... san 'until'; with the past: Chaha bii-Itii- ... gamWii ["time"]/ 
yaftelanqYa for 'when '/before/after' ,yii- ... -e 'because of', etc. 

Copular and Possessive Expressions 
The copula and the locative-existential verb ("there is") have a suppletive system. 
The main present tense of the copula (present also in those languages that have 
present-future elswehere) is based on an -n-containing element + past tense end
ings (but see below for sg. 3m.), with the verb hiirii, etc. for subordination; the 
locative main verb on CWG niirii, PWG anii- Gafat, Soddo, Goggot yan( a)-, etc. 
The main past tense of both is ba(a)niilniib(b)iirii or an invariable ba; the future 
and all the subordinate forms are based on h wiirii- 'to be'. A further main present 
copula, often combined with the other one -t(t)- is used next to pronouns, often in 
cleft constructions: !nor waa zanga iiya-t-(an)-a ar 'this thing is mine' (lit. this 
thing mine-is-(is)-thing'). The negative forms are also suppletive in the present. 

The formal predicate is always a verb (including the copula). When the se
mantic predicate is an adjective, the following constructions have been observed 
in the present tense: 

Goggot/Masqan zi massfiiyya-nl-w 
Chaha za mas wahe qar-u 
Inor waa mas wiihe-n-a ar 

'This man is good' 

' ... good-is' 
' ... good thing-is' 
, ... good-is-thing' 
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As illustrated, in PWG the present tense affirmative copula is word final only if 
there is no suffix. If there is one, it precedes the suffix: Inor waa mi1S iisiim-i1nii
fta 'this man is my brother' (lit. ' ... brother-is-my'), see below. 

Possession is expressed by affixing object suffixes to i1ZZ- (in the present only) 
in Gafat, elsewhere to the existential locative verb. The 3rd person possessor 
stands in the beginning of the sentence, as a topic, with no case mark: Gyeto aat 
mi1S hoyt ista baaniifJa-y-tii 'a man had two wives' (' ... was-him-Suffix'). 

Particles 
In GO, clitic particles appear right after the verb or noun, preceding all other suf
fixes, though one finds some fluctuation when it cooccurs with the definite article. 
The most important one is -m(-), a multifunctional particle (converb, past tense, 
conjoining) which, after the first phrasal element may stand for a contrastive topic 
'as for', and some other kind of emphasis. The interrogative counterpart is -s-. 

Examples: Masqan niiggade-mm-ilniiggade-yi-m 'and (as for) the merchant' 
(Topic-Article/Article-Topic), Inor bi1r>iim-nii-sa 'it is her odor' (lit. odor
Emph.-is-her). 

Special features 
While all these languages have a word for "yes," there is no "no" word - a nega
tive verb must be used. 

There is a predilection for using direct speech, even when no actual speaking 
takes place. Verbs of asking, answering, thinking, etc. are connected with the pre
ceding direct speech by means ofaconverb of the verb 'say' (bal/rii), Inor "waga 
oorskwe" ti1yaa¢iimf 'when he thought saying(!} "I will inherit money"', Soddo 
sanqi-m "tiikkii/iit" Yi1bi11 niibbiir 'the door wouldn't open' ('kept saying "I won't 
open'''). 

Further Reading 
Ford, C. M. 1991. "Notes on the Phonology and Grammar of Chaha Gurage." Journal of 

Afroasiatic Languages 2(3): 231-296. 
Goldenberg, G. 1968. "Kastananna, Studies in a Northern Gurage Language of Christians." 

Orientalia Suecana 17: 61-102. 
Hetzron, R. 1977. The Gunniin-Gurage Languages. Naples: Istituto Orientali di Napoli. 
Les1au W. 1956. Etude descriptive et comparative du Gafat (Ethiopien Meridional). Paris: 

Klincksieck. 
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Argobba 479-80 
Hebrew 161 

derivational class xvi 
desiderative 83 
determined state see emphatic state 
determinative pronouns 18 

Akkadian 84 
Aramaic 129 
Canaanite 178 
Phoenician 178 
transliteration 25 

determiners 325-6 
detrimental (instrumental) 514 
Dhorme, E. 43 
diacritic points 23 
Diakonoff,I.M. 101 
Diem, W. 12, 188 
diglossia 188, 267 
Dillmann, A. 255,256,257 
diminutives 284 
diphthongs 

Arabic dialects 279 
Aramaic 121 
Classical Arabic 279 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 352 
Eblaite 106 
Old Byblian 176 
Phoenicina 176 
Tigrinya 428 



direct speech 549 
Ditters, E. 47 
Djidjelli 270 
Dobbi (Goggot) 535, 536 
Dolgopolsky, A. 8 
Donner, H. 44 
Druze dialects 276-7 
al-Du'ali, Abu Aswad 47, 48 
dual markers 

Akkadian 78 
Arabic dialects 283 
Canaanite 179 
Classical Arabic 194, 202 
Eblaite 108-9 
Hebrew 152 
Modem South Arabian Languages 391, 

401 
Phoenician 179 
Sayhadic 228, 234 

East Semitic 7 
East Syriac 

script 21 
vowel points 23 

Eastern Canaanite languages see Canaanite 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 347-75 

morphology 354-75 
phonology 348-53 

Eblaite 100-1 
cryptic writings 106-7 
phonology 101, 104-6 
script 17, 101-2 
subgrouping 6, 7 
Sumerian borrowings 112 
syntax 111-12 
texts 100-1, 102 
vocabulary 109 

Edessan script 21 
Edomite 174-86 

see also Canaanite; Phoenician 
Egyptian demotic 40 
ejective emphatics 

Akkadian 8 
Modem South Arabian Languages 382-~ 

elatives 197-8 
Elymaic script 21 
emphatic (determined) state 

Aramaic 123 

Sayhadic 228 
emphatics xvi 

Arabic dialects 275-7 
ejective 8, 382-3 
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Modem Standard Arabic 277 
pharyngealized 8 

enclitic 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 372-3 
Sayhadic 237 
Ugaritic 133-4 

Endegen 536 
Ener 536 
Ennemor 535, 536 
epenthesis 

Amharic 460 
Hebrew 152 

Epigraphic South Arabian see Sayhadic 
epigraphy 44 
ergative 360,362-3,371-2 
Estrangelo script 21,23 
Ethiopian Semitic see Ethiopic 
Ethiopic 

converbs xvi, 11 
letter names 35 
numerals 40 
paleography 44 
pharyngealization 8 
printing 42 
script 24 
script direction 24 
subgrouping 7,8, 11, 12 
vowel notation 24 
see also Ge'ez 

existential constructions (be) 
Amharic 476 
Argobba476 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 374 
Ge'ez 260 
Harari 507-8 
Modem Hebrew 329-30 
Modem South Arabian Languages 419 
Silte 533 
Tigre 455-6 
Tigrinya 444 

Ezha 536 

Faber, A. 8, 9 
Fakhariyah 114, 125, 127 
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al-Farra', Abu Zakariya 47,48,49,50 
featural script 16, 17 
Fellman, J. 312 
Ferguson, C.A. 188,267 
Fischer, W. 299 
Fisherman, H. 313 
Fleisch, H. 13,48 
Ford, C.M. 535 
formulas 306 
fractions 

Arabic dialects 286 
Aramaic 125 
Sayhadic 232-3 

Friedrich,J.36-7,43 
Flick,J.188 
future 

Modern South Arabian Languages 402, 
408-9 

Silte 523 

Gafat 535 
Galilean 117 

phonology 120 
Garbini, G. 3 
Ge'ez 242-60 

abugida 24, 38 
and Arabic 13 
Cushitic loan words 242 
morphology 246-55 
phonology 243-6 
pronunciation 243-4 
subgrouping 7, 12 
syntax 255-60 
texts 242-3 

Geers, F.W. 8 
Gelb, I.J. 7, 100 
gematria 33 
gemination 

Amharic 469-70 
Modern South Arabian Languages 386-7 
Tigrinya 426 

gender 
Akkadian 77-82 
Amharic 463-4 
Arabic dialects 282 
Argobba464 
Canaanite 179 
Classical Arabic 193-4 

Ge'ez 247 
Harari 492 
Hebrew 152-3 
Modern Hebrew 318 
Modern South Arabian Languages 390 
Outer South Ethiopic 541 
Phoenician 179 
Sayhadic 225-6 
Silte 512 
Tigre 448 
Tigrinya 431, 434 
Ugaritic 135 

genitive 
Akkadian 79, 93-4 
Amharic 464 
Argobba 464-5 
Classical Arabic 214 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 357-8 
Harari 492 
Hebrew 161-4 
Modern Hebrew 330-1 
Silte 514 
Tigrinya 433 
Ugaritic 135, 136 
Western Neo-Aramaic 339-40 

gerunds 
Modern Hebrew 331 
Tigrinya 439 

Gesenius, W. 43, 44 
Gibson, J.CL 44 
Gilgamesh 69 
Glinert, L. 325 
glottalization xvi 
Goetze, A. 5, 10-11 
Goggot (Dobbi) 535, 536 
Goldenberg, G. 7, 9,13,535 
Gordon, A. 318 
Gordon, C.H. 101 
government 87-9 
Greek 

alphabet 32 
influence on Arabic 48 
letter names 35 
numerals 40 
script 22 
script direction 24 
vowel points 22-3 

Greenberg, J .H. 4 



Grohrnann, A. 44 
Grotefend, G.F. 43 
Gubb'adin 334-47 
Guillaume, J.-P. 50, 54 
Gumer 536 
Gura536 
Gurage 

Central Western 536 
Gunniin-Gurage 535, 536 
Northern 536 
Peripheral Western 536 
Silte see Silte 
Western 535 

Gutt, E.-A. xvi, 488 
Gyeto 536 

Hadramitic 220-21 
see also Sayhadic 

Haile, G. 44 
Haldar, A. 100 
Harari 486-508 

Ancient 486 
Ge'ez loanwords 487 
morphology 489-501 
phonology 487-8 
syntax 502-8 

Harris, Z.S. 5, 10 
Harshav, B. 312 
Harsusi 378-420 
Hatran 116 

script 21 
Haywood, J. 55 
Hebrew 145-73 

Biblical 59, 62-3, 145-6 
binyan xvi, 158-61 
grammatical tradition 59-64 
Late Biblical 146 
letter names 35 
Masoretic 59,148-9,172 
Middle (Mishnaic) 146 
Modern see Modern Hebrew 
morphology 152-61 
numerals 40, 154 
orthography 147-52 
paleography 44 
pharyngealization 8 
phonology 147-52 
printing 42 

Qara'ites 59 
Rabbanites 59 
regional dialects 146-7 
script 20,21-2 
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square Hebrew script 20,21 
Standard Biblical 146 
subgrouping 8, 9,10 
syntax 161-72 
tannaitic (early Rabbinic) literature 145-6 
texts 145-6 
Tiberian system 59 
triradicalism 62 
valence 160-1 
vowel points 23 
word division 25 

Hessels, lH. 42 
Hetzron, R. 4-9, 11-12, 13,486 
Hijaaz Arabic 266 
Himyaritic 

decipherment 43 
letter order 33 

Hincks, E. 43 
Hittite 19 
Hoberman, R.D. 347, 354 
Hobyot 378-420 
Hoenigswald, H.M. 4, 145 
Holes, C. 273 
holophrases 306 
Hopkins, S. 348 
Howell, M. 46 
Hudson, G. xvi 
Huehnergard, J. 6-10,13 
Huffmon, H.H. 100 
Hurrian script 19 

Ibn al-Anbari, Abu Barakat 49 
Ibn Jinni, Abu l-Fath 50 
Ibn Manzur, Ibn Mukarram 55 
Ibn Mujahid, Abu Bakr 46 
Ibn al-Sarraj, Abu Bakr 48,50,51,54 
Ibn Sida55 
imperative 

Akkadian 82, 83 
Amharic 472-3 
Argobba 472-3 
Classical Arabic 209 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 360, 364-5 
Modern Hebrew 318 
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Modern South Arabian Languages 404 
Sayhadic 235-6 
Silte 523 
Tigrinya 440 
Western Neo-Aramaic 344 

imperfect 
Akkadian 9 
Arabic 9 
Arabic dialects 265, 292 
Aramaic 9 
Canaanite 183 
Central Semitic 8-9 
Classical Arabic 206--9 
Eblaite 110-11 
Hebrew 9 
Modern South Arabian Languages 

401-3,404,405,407-8 
Phoenician 183 
Sayhadic 234--5 
Tigre 452-3 
Tigrinya 438 
Ugaritic 9 

imperfective formatives (preformatives) 
126 

Imperial Aramaic (Official Aramaic) 115-16 
consonants 119-20 
morphosyntactic change 125 
nasalization 120 
vowels 120 

impersonal pronouns 122-3 
impersonal verbs 

Harari 497 
Silte 526 

indefinite adjectives 134 
indefinite article 

Amharic 464 
Argobba464 

indefinite pronouns 
Aramaic 122-3 
Canaanite 178 
Imperial Aramaic 122 
Phoenician 178 
Sayhadic 225 
Ugaritic 134 

independent personal pronouns 
Amharic 461 
Arabic dialects 287 
Argobba461 

Eastern Neo-Aramaic 354 
Harari 489 
Modern South Arabian Languages 387-9 
Outer South Ethiopic 540 
Sayhadic 224--5 
Silte 511 
Tigre 448 
Western Neo-Aramaic 337 

indicative 82 
infinitive 

Amharic 475 
Argobba475 
Canaanite 183 
Harari 506--7 
Jewish Literary Aramaic 127 
Modern Hebrew 318 
Outer South Ethiopic 545 
Phoenician 183 
Sayhadic 236 
Silte 523 
Tigre 450 
Tigrinya 440 
Ugaritic 138 

inflections 
Akkadian 75-87 
Classical Arabic 206--11 
Modern Hebrew 318-20 

Ingham, B. 299 
ink 41 
Inneqor (Azarnat) 509 

see also Silte 
innovations 

morphologicaVphonological 4 
shared 6--7 

Inor (Ennemor) 535, 536 
instrumental 514 
interjections 

Canaanite 185 
Classical Arabic 203 
Phoenician 185 
Tigre 455 

internal object 215-16 
interrogative pronouns 

Akkadian 84 
Amharic 463 
Arabic dialects 291 
Aramaic 122, 128 
Argobba463 



Canaanite 178 
Classical Arabic 201-2 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 355 
Eblaite 108 
Ge'ez257-8 
Harari 491-2 
Hebrew 167 
Modern Hebrew 327 
Modern South Arabian Languages 390, 

411,414 
Phoenician 178 
Tigre 448 
Tigrinya 430 
Ugaritic 134, 143 
Western Neo-Aramaic 338 
see also questions 

Iranian script 21 
Ishaq, Yusuf 38 

Jacobite (Serto) script 21 
Jakobson, R. 276 
Jastrow, O. 38, 299, 354, 357 
Jewish 

Arabic 266-7 
Babylonian 118 
Late Jewish Literary Aramaic 118 
Yiddish 22 

Jibbaali (Sheri) 263, 378-420 
Johnstone, T.M. 13,378-80,382,385,390, 

394,396,397-9,404-5,414 
Juba Arabic 263, 280 
Jugari Arabic (Uzbekistan) 263, 265, 270, 

271 
Jurjani, 'Abd al-Qahir 50, 55 
jussive 

Amharic 472-3 
Aramaic 126 
Argobba 472-3 
Classical Arabic 208 
Hebrew 158 
Mesopotamian 126 
Outer South Ethiopic 544 
Samalian 126 
Sayhadic 235 
Silte 523 
Tigre 452-3 
Tigrinya 439-40 

Kerend 348 
Kharoshthi script 21 
Kienast, B. 192 
Kimhi, J. 172 
Ki-Nubi 263, 280 
Kiros Fre Woldu 425 
Kisa'i 48 
Klugkist, AC. 20 
Knudson, E.E. 8 
Kopp, U.F. 44 
Kormakiti 265 
Kouloughli 50 
Krumbacher, K. 267 
Kurdish 348, 358 
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Kuwaiti Arabic 265, 271, 273 

Ladefoged,P.277 
Lambdin, T. 254 
Langhade, J. 55 
Larcher, P. 55 
Late (Classical) Aramaic see Classical 

Aramaic 
Late Babylonian 69 
Late Jewish Literary Aramaic 118 
Late Punic (Neo-Punic) see Punic 
Lehn, W.276 
length xvi 

Hebrew 149-51 
lenition xvi 

Outer South Ethiopic 537 
Leslau, W. xv, 244,447,458,460,464, 

467,472,480,492,509,535 
letter names 33-5 
letter order 

abjads 30-3 
Ugaritic 132 

lexical deletion 97-8 
lexicostatistics 5 
Libyan Arabic 265 
Lidzbarski, M. 44 
limitative genitive (genitive of relation) 94 
locative 78 
logographic writing 16, 18 
logosyllabary 

description 25-7 
history 17-18 

Lonnet, A 384 
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Ma'lula.334-47 
Maddieson, I. 277 
Madhabic (Minean) 220-1 

see also Sayhadic 
Makonnen, A. 244, 247 
Maltese 263-309 

alphabet 36 
Mandaic 118,347-75 

alphabet 36 
paleography 44 
print 42 
script 21 
vowel letters 22 

Mansa' dialect 446 
Mar~ais, W. 267 
Masoretic 59,148-9,172 
Masqan535 
matres lectionis 22, 23 
Mauritanian Arabic 265 
Mehri 378-420 
Mesopotamia 

mathematics 38 
writing materials 41 

Mesopotamian 114 
Amorite texts 101 
decipherment 43 
Eblaite texts 101 

Middle Aramaic 116-17, 122 
demonstrative pronouns 122 

Middle Assyrian 69 
Middle Babylonian 69 
middle voice 138 
Minean (Madhabic) 220-1 

see also Sayhadic 
Mishnaic 146 
Mittwoch, E. 244 
Mlahso 347-75 
Moabite 174-86 

see also Canaanite; Phoenician 
Modern Aramaic 

alphabet 36-8 
script 21 

Modern Hebrew 312-32 
binyanim 320-2 
language variation 331-2 
morphology 317-23 
morphophonology 315-16 
orthography 315 

phonology 313-17 
script 22 
syntax 323-31 
vowel points 23 

Modern South Arabian Languages 378-420 
definite article 11 
geographical location 379-80 
morphology 387-419 
pharyngealization 8 
phonology 381-7 
subgrouping 8, 11 

Modern Standard Arabic 188-9, 267 
modifiers 528 
mood 

Akkadian 74,82-3 
Arabic dialects 304-5 
Canaanite 181 
Harari 495-6 
Hebrew 158 
Outer South Ethiopic 544-5 
Phoenician 181 
Sayhadic 235-6 
Tigrinya 439-40 
Ugaritic 139 

Morag, S. 312 
Moritz, B. 44 
Moroccan Arabic 265 
morphophonemics 

Akkadian 85-7 
Classical Arabic 191 
Hebrew 151-2 
Silte 514 
Ugaritic 142 

morphophonology 
Arabic 53-4 
Modern Hebrew 315-16 

Morris, M. 379 
Moscati, S. 5 
Msirda 270 
Mubarrad, Ibn Yazid 48, 49 
Muher 535, 536 
Muslim dialects 

Arabic 266-7 
Baghdadi 267,270, 273 

Nabatean 116 
script 20 

Najdi 271, 273 



nasalization 120 
Naumkin, V.V. 379, 380 
negation 

Akkadian 96 
Arabic dialects 302 
Aramaic 128 
Babylonian 128 
Canaanite 184 
Central Semitic 9 
Classical Arabic 215 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 373-4 
Ethiopian Semitic 11 
Ge'ez 257 
Harari 502-3 
Hebrew 167-8 
Middle Aramaic 128 
Modern Hebrew 327-8 
Modern South Arabian Languages 413-14 
Outer South Ethiopic 549 
Phoenician 184 
prohibitive negative markers 8 
Sayhadic 238-9 
Silte 522, 523, 524, 529 
South Semitic 11 
Tigre 452 
Tigrinya 442 
Ugaritic 143 

Neo-Aramaic languages 334-75 
Eastern see Eastern Neo-Aramaic 
Northeastern 347-75 
pharyngealization 8 
subgrouping 8 
Western see Western Neo-Aramaic 

Neo-Assyrian 69 
cuneiform syllabary 26 
printing 42 

Neo-Babylonian 69 
Neo-Punic see Punic 
Nestorian see East Syriac 
Nigerian Arabic 277,279,280,281 
Noldeke, T. 188 
nominal attributes 161-2 
nominal patterns 71-3 
nominal predicates 87 
nominal sentences 

Classical Arabic 211-13 
Tigre 455 

nominalization 

Akkadian 92-4 
Modern Hebrew 331 

nominative 
Akkadian 79 

Aramaic 123 
Sayhadic 230 
Ugaritic 133, 135 

nonpast 
Amharic 471-2 
Argobba471-2 
Harari 495-6 
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Outer South Ethiopic 544 
non-verbal expressions 129-30 
normal state 76, 77-8 
North Ethiopic 7, 12 

see also Ge'ez; Tigre; Tigrinya 
Northeastern Neo-Aramaic 347-75 
Northwest Semitic 

abjads 27 
and Arabic 12-13 
letter order 32 
numerical order 33 
subgrouping 7,9-10 

noun clauses 
Amharic 482-3 
Argobba 482-3 
noun phrases 
Akkadian 98 
Amharic 481 
Arabic dialects 299-300 
Argobba481 
Classical Arabic 213-15 
Hebrew 165 
Modern South Arabian 412 
Silte 526-7 
Ugaritic 142 

noun states 
Akkadian 76,80-1 
Aramaic 123 
Hatran 123 
Palmyrene 123 

nouns 
Akkadian 75-82 
Amharic 463-6 
Amorite 103 
Arabic dialects 281-4 
Aramaic 123 
Argobba 463-6 
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Canaanite 178-80 
Classical Arabic 191-8 
diptotic 195-6 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 356-8 
Eb1aite 105, 109 
Ge'ez 247-9 
Harari 492 
Hebrew 152-3 
Modem Hebrew 318-19,322-3 
Modem South Arabian Languages 390-2 
Old Babylonian 77-8 
Outer South Ethiopic 541-2 
Phoenician 178-80 
Sabean 13 
Sayhadic 225-30 
Silte 512-13 
Tigre 448-50 
Tigrinya 430-3 
triptotic 196 
Ugaritic 134-5 
Western Neo-Aramaic 338-40 

number 
Akkadian 77-82 
Arabic dialects 283-4 
Canaanite 179-80 
Classical Arabic 194-5 
Ge'ez 247-8 
Harari 492 
Hebrew 152-3 
Modem Hebrew 318 
Modem South Arabian Languages 401 
Outer South Ethiopic 541 
Phoenician 179-80 
Sayhadic 228-30 
Silte 512-13 
Tigrinya 431-2, 434 
Ugaritic 135 

numerals 38-40 
Amharic 467 
Arabic 40 
Arabic dialects 285-6 
Aramaic 124-5, 130 
Argobba468 
Canaanite 180-1 
Classical Arabic 198-9 
Demotic Egyptian 40 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 358-9 
Ge'ez 250-1 

Greek 40 
Harari 493-4 
Hebrew 40,154 
Modem South Arabian Languages 394-7 
Outer South Ethiopic 542-3 
Phoenician 180-81 
Sayhadic 231-3 
Silte 516 
Syriac 40, 124 
Tigre 448, 451 
Tigrinya 434-5 
Ugaritic 136-7 
Western Neo-Aramaic 340 

object clauses 
Akkadian 88 
Arabic dialects 307 

object deletion 97-8 
object suffixes 

Amharic 461-3, 465 
Argobba 461-3,465 
Harari 490-1 

objective genitive 93 
Obrecht, D. 276 
Official Aramaic see Imperial Aramaic 
Old Akkadian 7, 69 
Old Aramaic 114-15 

consonants 119 
vowels 120 
word division 25 

Old Assyrian 69 
Old Babylonian 69 
Old Byblian 174-86 

see also Canaanite; Phoenician 
Old Persian 117 
Oromo486-7 
Ortelius, A. 535 
ostraca 41 
Outer South Ethiopic 535-49 

morphology 538-45 
phonology 536-8 
syntax 546-9 

Owens, J. 49-53 

palatalization 384 
paleography 44 
Paleo-Hebrew script 20 
Palestinian 23, 117 



Palmyrene 116 
decipherment 43 
script 21 

paper 42 
papyrus paper 41-2 
parchment 42 
Pardee, P. 33 
participles 

Canaanite 183-4 
Classical Arabic 210 
Ge'ez 249-50 
Harari 497-8 
Outer South Ethiopic 545 
Phoenician 183-4 
Sayhadic 236 
Tigre 449-50 
Ugaritic 138 

particles 
Eblaite 111 
Outer South Ethiopic 549 

passive 
Amharic 478 
Arabic dialects 287-8, 305 
Aramaic 125 
Classical Arabic 209-10 
Harari 497 
Middle Aramaic 125 
Modern South Arabian Languages 402, 

407 
Samalian 125 
Sayhadic 233-4 
Silte 524 
Ugaritic 138 

passive participles 322 
past tense 

Amharic 470-1 
Argobba 470-1 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 366-7 
Harari 495-6 
Outer South Ethiopic 544 
Silte 521-2 
suffix conjugation see perfect 

pausal forms 
Classical Arabic 191 
Modern South Arabian Languages 385 

perfect 8 
Akkadian 8 
Arabic dialects 292 

Canaanite 182-3 
Classical Arabic 206-8 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 367 
Eblaite 110 
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Modern South Arabian Languages 401, 
404,405,408 

Phoenician 182-3 
Sayhadic 234-5 
South Semitic 11 
Tigre 452-3 
Tigrinya 437-8 
West Semitic 8 
Western Neo-Aramaic 343 

permansive (stative) 87 
personal names 

Amorite 104 
Eblaite 106, 108, 110 

personal pronouns 
Akkadian 84 
Arabic dialects 287 
Aramaic 121-2 
Canaanite 176-7 
Classical Arabic 202-3 
Eblaite 107 
independent see independent personal 

pronouns 
Modern Hebrew 317 
Modern South Arabian Languages 

387-9 
Phoenician 176-7 
Sayhadic 224-5 
Syriac 121-2 
Tigrinya 429-30 
Ugaritic 142-3 

Pettinato, G. 7, 101 
pharyngealization 8, 277 
Philippi's Law 107 
Phoenician 174-86 

epigraphy 44 
lexicon 186 
morphology 176-85 
script 19, 20 
word division 25 

phonemes 
Akkadian 69-70 
Classical Arabic 189-90 

pidgins 263 
pluperfect 522 
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plural 
Amharic 464 
Arabic 10 
Arabic dialects 283-4 
Argobba464 
Canaanite 180 
Classical Arabic 194-5 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 356-7 
Eblaite 109 
Ge'ez 247-8 
Hebrew 10, 152 
Modem South Arabian Languages 391-

2,401 
Phoenician 180 
Sayhadic 228-30, 234 
Sumerian 109 
Tigre 449 
Tigrinya 431-2 
Ugaritic 10 
Western Neo-Aramaic 338 

Polotsky, H.J. 535 
possessive expressions (have) 

Amharic 476-7 
Arabic dialects 303-4 
Argobba 476-7 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 374 
Ge'ez 260 
Modem Hebrew 329-30 
Modem South Arabian Languages 419 
Outer South Ethiopic 549 
Sayhadic 240-1 
Silte 533 
Soqotri419 
Tigre 455-6 
Tigrinya 444 

possessive pronouns 
Akkadian 84 
Aramaic 130 
Hebrew 163-4 
Outer South Ethiopic 540 
Silte 511 
Tigre 448 

possessive suffixes 
Amharic 463 
Harari 489-90 

postpositions 
Amharic 481 
Argobba481 

Hebrew 155 
predicate deletion 97-8 
predicative 

Akkadian 76,81-2 
Classical Arabic 216-17 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 360, 362, 370 

prefix conjugation see imperfect 
prepositions 

Akkadian 88-9 
Amharic 481 
Aramaic 124 
Argobba481 
Canaanite 184 
Classical Arabic 199 
Eblaite 111 
Ge'ez 255 
Hebrew 155 
Jewish Palestinian Aramaic 124 
Modem South Arabian Languages 409-10 
Phoenician 184 
Sayhadic 237 
Silte 514 
Tigre 450, 454 
Tigrinya 441 
Ugaritic 141 

presence, verb of 
Amharic 476 
Argobba476 

present tense 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 365-6 
Silte 523 
Western Neo-Aramaic 343 

present perfect 522 
printing 42 
proclitic pronouns 133-4 
prohibitive negative marker 8 
pronomial suffixes 

Akkadian 81-2 
Aramaic 130 
Canaanite 177 
Classical Arabic 202-3 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 355-6, 370-2 
Eblaite 107-8 
Hebrew 163-4 
Modem South Arabian 389 
Phoenician 177 
Tigre 448 
Tigrinya 429-30 



Western Neo-Aramaic 337 
pronouns 
Akkadian8~ 

Amharic 461-3 
Ammonite 175-8 
Amorite 103 
Arabic dialects 287-91 
Aramaic 121-3 
Argobba461-3 
Canaanite 176--8 
Classical Arabic 200-3 
Cyprus dialect 177 
Eastern Neo-Aramaic 354-6 
Eblaite 107-10 
Edomite 176--8 
Ge'ez 246--7 
Harari 489-92 
Hebrew 153-4 
Moabite 176--8 
Modern Hebrew 317 
Modern South Arabian Languages 

387-90 
Old Byblian 176--8 
Outer South Ethiopic 539-40 
Phoenician 176--8 
Punic 176--8 
Sayhadic 224-5 
Silte 511 
Tigre 448 
Tigrinya 429-30 
Ugaritic 133-4 
Western Neo-Aramaic 337-8 

prosody 429 
protasis 

Akkadian 95-6 
Canaanite 185 
Classical Arabic 217-18 
Modern South Arabian Languages 416 
Phoenician 185 
Tigre 456 

Proto-Canaanite 
script 19 
word division 25 

Proto-Ethiopian 12 
Proto-Sinaitic 

letter names 33-5 
script 19 

Prunet, J.F. 535 

punctuation 25 
Punic 174-86 

script 20 
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see also Canaanite; Phoenician 
purpose clauses 418 

Qatabanian 220-1 
see also Sayhadic 

quadriradical roots 
Akkadian 75 
Arabic dialects 296 
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